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A PRÉCIS

CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE KASHMIR STATE.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

Early History.—The Kashmir State is an expression of political geography. It comprises the varieties of country, race, and creed included in the territory bounded by British districts and the chiefship of Chamba on the south, British districts on the west, Chinese Tibet on the east, Yaghistan on the north-west, and the chiefships of Hunza and Nagar and Eastern Turkistan on the north. The conventional divisions of this territory are Jammu, Ladakh, Baltistan, Kashmir proper, and Gilgit.

The State of Kashmir, as a political whole, was created by the British Government in 1816. The history of its component parts before that year may, for present purposes, be briefly described as follows:—

Jammu has from time immemorial been the capital of a Rajput dynasty. It had acquired some importance under a Chief named Rana Ranjit Dev by the end of the last century. The neighbouring country was split up into a number of independent hill principalities, such as Keshtwar and Bhadarwa on the east, Basoli on the south, Bhumbar and Rajouri on the west and north-west. These chiefships were constantly quarrelling, and at the beginning of the present century, they had become more or less subject to the Sikh Government of the Punjab under Ranjit Singh. His service was joined about this time by three great-grand-nephews of Ranjit Dev, namely, Golab Singh, Dhyyan Singh, and Sachit Singh. They rose in favour, and Golab Singh distinguished himself in 1820 by capturing the Chief of Rajouri. The principality of Jammu had by then been annexed by the Sikhs, and Ranjit Singh conferred it upon Golab Singh with the title of "Raja." Shortly afterwards Dhyyan Singh was made Raja of Punch (between Rajouri and Muzafferabad), and Sachit Singh obtained the district of Ramnagar (just east of Jammu) as a chiefship. In the course of the next 15 years, the three brothers, and especially the eldest, had subdued all the neighbouring hill principalities. The two younger brothers were killed about 1843, and all their estates fell to the survivor, except Punch, which was held by Jowahir Singh, son of Dhyyan Singh. By the year 1844, therefore, Golab Singh had acquired authority over nearly all the country included in the present province of Jammu.

Ladakh and Baltistan.—The early history of Ladakh is obscure. The province seems originally to have been a part of Chinese Tibet. At the beginning of the 17th century, it was conquered by the Balti Chief of Skardo. Then it became independent under a "Gyalpo," or chief, of its own. At the end of the 18th century it was attacked by the Mogul tribe of Sokpos. The invasion was repelled with the aid of the Muhammadan Governor of Kashmir, and from this time till 1834 Ladakh seems to have been an independent tributary of Kashmir.

Baltistan appears to have been independent under the Raja of Skardo till 1846.

Ladakh and Baltistan were conquered in successive campaigns by Golab Singh's troops, led by Zorawar Singh and Dewan Hari Chand, between the years 1834 and 1842.
Kashmir has undergone many changes. At first it was ruled by Hindu and Tartar kings. Then came a Hindu dynasty which lasted till the beginning of the 14th century. The Muhammadan minister of the last Hindu king seized the government, and for more than two centuries and a half Kashmir remained independent under its own Muhammadan rulers. In 1588 it was conquered by the Emperor Akbar, and the Moghal régime lasted till the latter half of the 18th century. The country then became subject to Ahmad Shah Abdali, and was administered by Afghan governors from Kabul till it was wrested from them by Ranjit Singh in 1819. From this year till 1846 it remained under the Sikhs, governors being appointed by the Lahore Durbar. Of these governors Mans Singh¹ (1833-43), Gulham Mohi-ud-din (1841-40), and Sheikh Imam-ud-din (1840) are the best known. Mans Singh was murdered² by his mutinous troops in 1841. The Lahore Durbar then sent Raja Golab Singh with Gulham Mohi-ud-din to Kashmir. They succeeded in quelling the revolt, and the latter remained as governor. He was a close friend and dependant of Golab Singh.

Gilgit appeared to have been ruled till the beginning of the present century by independent Rajas of the Trakane dynasty, some of whom attained considerable power. Between about 1810 and 1842 there was a succession of revolutions. First, Sulaiman Shah of the Kushkwakte family of Yasin conquered Gilgit from the last Trakane Raja. He was killed, and succeeded by Azad Khan of Punial, who again was killed and succeeded by Tari Shah of Nagar. The latter was followed by his son Shah Sakandar. He was killed and succeeded by Gauhar Aman Khushkwakte of Yasin. Meanwhile Karim Khan, brother of Sakandar Shah, applied for aid to the governor of Kashmir. A Sikh force was despatched under Nathu Shah; Gauhar Aman was defeated and expelled, and Karim Khan was installed in 1842 as Raja of Gilgit, in subordination to the Sikh government.

State of affairs at the beginning of the first Sikh War.—Thus by the year 1844 the component parts of the present State of Kashmir had acquired solidarity. Golab Singh held Jammu, Ladakh, and Baltistan, and had commanding influence in Kashmir, whence the Sikh power had extended to Gilgit.

In 1844 Golab Singh was out of favour with the Lahore Durbar. His powerful brother Dhyun Singh had been murdered in September 1843, and his younger brother Sachit Singh in March 1844. Dhyun Singh's son, Hira Singh, and Pandit Julla were jealous of Golab Singh's growing power, and there was a dispute about Sachit Singh's estates which Golab Singh had seized. Meanwhile, troubles had arisen in Kashmir, where the hill Rajas, headed by Zabardast Khan of Mozaffar-abad, seriously threatened the Governor Mohi-ud-din. Golab Singh fostered this outbreak. At the end of 1844, Hira Singh and Pandit Julla were killed. Their successors in power were Jawahir Singh and Lal Singh, who put down the disturbances in the hill country of Kashmir, and led the Sikh army towards Jammu. In April 1845, Golab Singh averted a contest by submission. He went to Lahore, and was called upon to pay a heavy fine, and cede territory; he accepted these conditions and returned to Jammu in August 1845. Shortly afterwards the Lahore Durbar was engaged in disturbances in Multan and the rising of Peshawura Singh. The latter was encouraged by Golab Singh, but failed; then came the death of Jawahir Singh. Golab Singh still held back, and left the power at Lahore to Lal Singh and Tej Singh.

In November 1845 the long expected collision between the English and the Sikhs began. Our successes at Moodkee and Ferozeshah were costly, while at Badawal the Sikhs practically gained the day. The Sikh army then set aside its half-hearted leaders, Lal Singh and Tej Singh, in favour of Golab Singh,
who arrived at Lahore on the 27th January 1846, the day before the battle of Aliwal. That was an important victory, and Golab Singh lost no time in making overtures to the Government of India. They were accepted, for the struggle with the Sikhs had been severe. But the Sikh army remained; and it was not till after the battle of Sobraon that the way for negotiations was cleared.

First Treaty of Lahore.—The victory of the 10th February 1846 was followed by the occupation of Lahore and the submission of the Sikh government. Golab Singh, the minister chosen by the army, was deputed to treat for peace; and the result was the first treaty of Lahore, signed on the 9th March 1846. Its main features were the recognition of a Sikh government at Lahore; the cession to the British Government of Sikh possessions between the Beas and Sutlej; and between the Beas and the Indus; and the aggrandizement of Golab Singh. For present purposes the two latter points only are material; and the provisions of the treaty which relate to them are quoted below:

"ARTICLE III.

"The Maharaja cedes to the Honorable Company, in perpetual sovereignty, all his forts, territories, and rights in the Doab or country, hill and plain, situated between the rivers Beas and Sutlej."

"ARTICLE IV.

"The British Government, having demanded from the Lahore State, an indemnification for the expenses of the war, in addition to the cession of territory described in Article III, payment of one and a half crores of rupees, and the Lahore Government being unable to pay the whole of this sum at this time, or to give security satisfactory to the British Government for its eventual payment, the Maharaja cedes to the Honorable Company, in perpetual sovereignty, as equivalent for one crore of rupees, all his forts, territories, rights, and interests in the hill countries which are situated between the rivers Beas and Indus, including the Provinces of Kashmir and Hazara."

"ARTICLE XII.

"In consideration of the services rendered by Raja Golab Singh, of Jammu, to the Lahore State, towards procuring the restoration of the relations of amity between the Lahore and British Governments, the Maharaja hereby agrees to recognize the independent sovereignty of Raja Golab Singh in such territories and districts in the hills as may be made over to the said Raja Golab Singh, by separate agreement between himself and the British Government, with the dependencies thereof, which may have been in the Raja's possession since the time of the late Maharaja Khurruck Singh, and the British Government in consideration of the good conduct of Raja Golab Singh also agrees to recognize his independence in such territories, and to admit him to the privileges of a separate treaty with the British Government."

"ARTICLE XIII.

"In the event of any dispute or difference arising between the Lahore State and Raja Golab Singh, the same shall be referred to the arbitration of the British Government, and by its decision the Maharaja engages to abide."

Supplementary Treaty of Lahore.—The third and fourth of these articles were amplified by the following supplementary provisions which were settled on the 11th March 1846:

"ARTICLE V.

"The British Government agrees to respect the bona fide rights of those jagirdars within the territories ceded by articles III and IV of the treaty of Lahore, dated 9th instant, who were attached to the families of the late Maharaja Ranjit Singh, Khurruck Singh, and Shere Singh; and the British Government will maintain those jagirdars in their bona fide possessions during their lives."

"ARTICLE VIII.

"Commissioners shall be immediately appointed by the two governments to settle and lay down the boundary between the two States, as defined by article IV of the treaty of Lahore, dated 9th March 1846."

Treaty of Amritsar.—Then followed the separate treaty concluded with Golab Singh at Amritsar on the 16th March 1846, which is reproduced below:

"ARTICLE I.

"The British Government transfers and makes over for ever, in independent possession, to Maharaja Golab Singh and the heirs male of his body, all the hilly or mountainous country, with its dependencies, situated to the eastward of the river Indus and westward of the river Ravi, including Chamb.
and excluding Lahore, being part of the territories ceded to the British Government by the Lahore State, according to the provisions of article IV of the treaty of Lahore, dated 9th March 1846."

"ARTICLE II."

"The eastern boundary of the tract transferred by the foregoing article to Maharaja Golab Singh shall be laid down by Commissioners appointed by the British Government and Maharaja Golab Singh respectively for that purpose, and shall be defined in a separate engagement after survey."

"ARTICLE III."

"In consideration of the transfer made to him and his heirs by the provisions of the foregoing articles, Maharaja Golab Singh will pay to the British Government the sum of 75 lakhs of rupees (Namak Shali), 50 lakhs to be paid on ratification of this treaty, and 25 lakhs on or before the 1st October of the current year H. D. 1846."

"ARTICLE IV."

"The limits of the territories of Maharaja Golab Singh shall not be at any time changed without the concurrence of the British Government."

"ARTICLE V."

"Maharaja Golab Singh will refer to the arbitration of the British Government any disputes or questions that may arise between himself and the Government of Lahore or any other neighbouring State, and will abide by the decision of the British Government."

"ARTICLE VI."

"Maharaja Golab Singh engages for himself and his heirs to join with the whole of his military force the British troops, when employed within the hills, or in the territories adjoining his possessions."

"ARTICLE VII."

"Maharaja Golab Singh engages never to take, or retain, in his service, any British subject, nor the subject of any European or American State, without the consent of the British Government."

"ARTICLE VIII."

"Maharaja Golab Singh engages to respect, in regard to the territory transferred to him, the provisions of articles V, VI, and VII of the separate engagement between the British Government and the Lahore Durbar, dated March 11th, 1846."

"ARTICLE IX."

"The British Government will give its aid to Maharaja Golab Singh in protecting his territories from external enemies."

"ARTICLE X."

"Maharaja Golab Singh acknowledges the supremacy of the British Government, and will in token of such supremacy present annually to the British Government one horse, twelve perfect shawl-greys of approved breed (six male and six female), and three pairs of Kashmir shawls."

"This treaty, consisting of ten articles, has been this day settled by Mr. Currie, Esq., and Brevet-Major Henry Montgomery Lawrence, acting under the directions of the Right Hon.ble Sir Henry Hardinge, G.C.B., Governor General, on the part of the British Government, and by Maharaja Golab Singh in person, and the said treaty has been this day ratified by the seal of the Right Hon.ble Sir Henry Hardinge, G.C.B., Governor General."

Policy of the Treaty of Amritsar.—The policy of the arrangement thus made with Golab Singh has been criticised in the light of later events. It will therefore be well to set forth the reasons assigned by Lord Hardinge for its adoption; and these will be found in the following extracts from two of his despatches to the Secret Committee of the Court of Directors:

(a) "It will be seen by the draft of treaty now forwarded that in consequence of the inability of the Lahore Government to pay the sum stipulated as indemnification for the expense of the war, or to give sufficient security for its eventual disbursement, the hill territories from the Ravi river to the Indus, including the provinces of Kashmir and Hazarajat, have been ceded to the British Government.
"It is not my intention to take possession of the whole of this territory. Its occupation by us would be on many accounts disadvantageous. It would bring us into collision with many powerful chiefs for whose coercion a large military establishment, at a great distance from our provinces and military resources, would be necessary. It would more than double the extent of our present frontier in countries assailable at every point, and most difficult to defend, without any corresponding advantages for such large additions of territory. New distant and conflicting interests would be created, and races of people with whom we have hitherto had no intercourse would be brought under our rule, while the territories, excepting Kashmir, are comparatively unpopulous, and would scarcely pay the expenses of occupation and management.

"On the other hand, the tract now ceded includes the whole of the hill possessions of Raja Golab Singh and the Jumma family; and while the severance of this frontier line from the Lahore possessions materially weakens that State, and deprives it in the eyes of other Asiatic powers of much of its pride and position, its possession by us enables us at once to mark our sense of Raja Golab Singh's conduct during the late operations, by rewarding him in the mode most in accordance with his ambitious desires, to show forth as an example to the other chiefs of Asia the benefits which accrue from an adherence to British interests, to create a strong and friendly power in a position to threaten and attack, should it be necessary to do so, the Lahore territories in their most vulnerable point, and at the same time to secure to ourselves that indemnification for the expenses of the campaign which we declared our determination to exact, and which, excepting by the cession of territory, the Lahore Government is not in a condition to afford.

"Raja Golab Singh has engaged to pay the core of rupees demanded from the Lahore State on being put by us in possession of the territory ceded by the fourth article of the draft treaty, on such terms and conditions as we may approve.

"It is highly expedient that the trans-Beas portion of Kulu and Maudi with the more fertile district and strong position of Nankore, and the celebrated Fort Kangra, the key of the Himalayas in native estimation, with its districts and dependences, should be in our possession. These provinces lie together between the Beas and Chukker rivers, and their occupation by us will be attended with little cost and great advantage. The Chukker river in the hills will hereafter be our boundary to its source, and thence a line drawn to the Ravee river, and along its course and across the Chenab to the snowy ridge on the confines of Lahoul. This line will be laid down by officers sent for the purpose, according to mutual agreement, and will be accurately surveyed.

"In consideration of the retention by us of the tract above described, a remission of 25 lakhs from the core of rupees which Raja Golab Singh would otherwise have paid will be allowed, and the Raja will pay the remaining 75 lakhs, of which 50 lakhs are to be made good at once upon the ratification of the treaty, and the remaining 25 lakhs, within six months from that date. Of the remaining portion of the territory ceded by article four of the draft treaty, the greater part, with the exception of the Provinces of Kashmir and Hazara, is already in the possession of Raja Golab Singh and his family, for which he has been bound hitherto to render military service to a small extent to the Lahore Government, and to present annually a horse with gold trappings as a Hooti to the State.

"The conditions which may be stipulated with Raja Golab Singh, and the treaty to which he may be admitted, will be reported in my next letter. Those conditions will be so drawn as to bind us to the least possible interference in his affairs consistently with the maintenance of our paramount position over the Raja and his country.

"I may venture to state my opinion that the Sikh nation, as a great military power, has been effectually crushed; and although it has been left sufficiently strong to defend itself against any Native power which may attack it, it never can, with its diminished population and revenues, repeat the efforts made during the last campaign.

(8) "I request your Honorable Committee's attention to the treaty made with the Maharaja Golab Singh, by which a Rajpoot principality of the hill districts has been constructed, extending from the Ravee to the Indus, and including the province of Kashmir. The Maharaja is declared by the treaty independent of the Lahore State and under the protection of the British Government. As it was of the utmost importance to weaken the Sikh nation before its government should be re-established, I considered the appropriation of this part of the ceded territory to be the most expedient measure I could devise for that purpose by which a Rajpoot dynasty will act as a counterpoise against the power of a Sikh Prince, the sea of the late Ranjit Singh, and both will have a common interest in resisting attempts on the part of any Muhammadan power to establish an independent State on this side of the Indus, or even to occupy Bahawur." With the treaty of Amritsar, the history of the Kashmir State as a political whole commences.

The rebellion of Sheikh Imam-ud-din.—Golab Singh did not obtain possession of Kashmir without difficulty. When the treaty of Amritsar was concluded this province was being held by Sheikh Imam-ud-din as governor on behalf of the Lahore Durbar. Golab Singh regarded this as at first as a
friend. He sent his own agent, Wazir Lakpat Rai, to Srinagar with a small body of troops. Imam-ud-din made over to them the fort of Hari Parbat, which commands the city, and it was expected that he himself would soon quit the country. In four months' time, however, during which Golab Singh remained inactive at Lahore, it became apparent that the Sheikh was not acting in good faith. He professed to be busy in winding up the affairs of his administration. But he collected a large number of troops, and gained the support of all the chiefs of the neighbouring hill country, notably the Raja of Rajauri. Still Golab Singh made no sign beyond sending a few more troops to Srinagar under Wazir Ratan; while the Sikh government was at least not zealous in fulfilling one of the main provisions of the treaty of Lahore. Urgent remonstrances were addressed to each of these parties by Colonel H. M. Lawrence, the Governor General's Agent for the North-West Frontier, but without material result. At last matters were brought to a crisis by Imam-ud-din. He attacked Golab Singh's forces at Srinagar, defeated them, and besieged the survivors in the fort of Hari Parbat. Then Golab Singh prayed for help from the Government of India. He declared that he had had no reason to mistrust Sheikh Imam-ud-din, whose conduct he attributed to the instigation of the Lahore Wazir, Raja Lal Singh. The Governor General determined to afford all reasonable aid to Golab Singh. But it was not easy to find out what he really wanted. After much fencing, he begged that British troops might occupy the country about Jammu, advancing no nearer to Kashmir than Bhimbar and Jatra. To this proposal Lord Ilfordinge readily agreed, for he had no desire to undertake a winter campaign in Kashmir. Golab Singh was accordingly urged to send all his own troops to Srinagar, and to provide supplies for the British troops about Jammu. Political officers were deputed to aid him with advice, while strong pressure was brought to bear on the Lahore Durbar to send an auxiliary force.

The situation at one time looked critical; and its difficulty was enhanced by the extraordinary vacillation and incompetence displayed by Golab Singh. The Governor General's Agent was so impressed by his behaviour that he wrote to Lieutenant Edwards in these words:—

"You can tell the Maharaja in friendly but plain terms, that his conduct in the Kashmir transaction had so surprised me, that I had asked his Dewan, Jawali Sahai, if the Maharaja considered he had paid too dearly for Kashmir and was desirous of cancelling the arrangement, as in that case there might be little difficulty in doing so."

Eventually effective measures were adopted. The forces of Golab Singh and the Lahore Durbar advanced on Srinagar, while British troops occupied the country round Jammu. There was no fighting, as Imam-ud-din at once surrendered. He excused his conduct by asserting that he held written instructions from the Lahore Durbar to retain Kashmir. A searching enquiry showed that this assertion was true. Raja Lal Singh had sent such instructions. But there was no evidence of complicity on the part of the whole Durbar, and the Lahore troops who accompanied Golab Singh had rendered good service. The Government of India, therefore, determined to treat Lal Singh's behaviour not as a breach of the treaty of Lahore but as a personal offence. He was deposed from office, and removed in custody from Lahore to British India.

Suppression of the revolt: its political significance.—By the end of 1846, therefore, Golab Singh had been installed in Kashmir; and British troops were at once withdrawn from his territories. The main fact which is illustrated by Imam-ud-din's revolt is that Golab Singh owed not only his title to, but his actual possession of, Kashmir, wholly to the support of the British power.

Conduct of Maharaja Golab Singh in 1849.—The last struggle of the Sikhs under Sirdar Chattar Singh ended with the battle of Goorjat and the annexation of the Punjab. The conduct of Golab Singh during this crisis was at least suspicious. After the war was over, evidence was given against the Maharaja which was fully considered by the Board of Administration. Mr. J. Lawrence held that the evidence established the treachery of Golab Singh towards the British Government. From this view, however, Sir Henry Lawrence
entirely dissented; while the other member of the Board, Mr. Mansel, entertained doubts about the loyalty of the Maharaja, but thought that he was entitled to the benefit of them.

The Government of India arrived at a finding of "not proven." Lord Dalhousie's minute on the subject is quoted below:—

1. Shortly after the arrest of the Sirdars in the autumn of 1849, it was semi-officially made known to me, that in consequence of those proceedings documents had been seized and evidence taken which tended to cast grave suspicions on the conduct of Maharaja Golab Singh during the late war.

2. It was very probable that if these papers had been officially submitted to the Government then, and further enquiries publicly ordered, intimations of such measures would have been conveyed to the Maharaja in a manner calculated to alarm him. I therefore requested that the papers might not then be forwarded to the Government, but that such further enquiries as the Board of Administration should think necessary might be carried on quietly.

3. In November I read the depositions and correspondence, and subsequently I thought it expedient to request that the whole should be submitted to the Government in order to its being placed on record. A few days ago I received the collection of papers together with Minutes by the several members of the Board of Administration.

4. I have again looked into the depositions, and have considered the Minutes by the senior and junior members, together with the full and very able paper which has been drawn up by the President of the Board.

5. It is impossible for any man to pronounce with certainty what may have been in the Maharaja's mind during the progress of the late campaign, what were his real wishes, his hopes, or his fears. But it is only just to His Highness to admit that the documents before me contain no proof that the Maharaja's wishes were with our enemies, or that he was actively exciting them to the injury of the British power.

6. The impression which remains upon my mind, after full consideration of the papers before me, is much the same as that which was created by the Maharaja's course of conduct throughout the war.

7. If the Maharaja promised aid to the Sikhs and protested that his heart was with them, he protested as fairly and promised as largely to us. If he allowed refuge to our enemies, and furnished them with supplies, he sent money also and guns to us.

8. My final conclusion is, as my belief from first to last has been, that the Maharaja during the last war was playing the part which was natural to a Native Prince in his perplexed position, placed between a power in whose might and whose good-will he reposed full trust, and an army which his natural sympathies would have led him to support, and whose vengeance he had reason to dread, if he unsuccessfully joined in opposing them.

9. I believe that, thus placed, the Maharaja temporised; that he spoke both parties fair, and that he sought so to steer his course as that whichever party were successful, he might not be found irrecoverably committed to his opponent; but might be free to join the winner in the hour of its success, and to share in the merit and gain.

10. It would have been vain, perhaps, to expect more than this from a Native Prince, especially when that Prince was Golab Singh of Jammu.

But although we have no right to be disappointed with a lukewarmness which, under such circumstances, we might have anticipated, we have not the less right to complain of the actual fact that the Maharaja's co-operation with us and his activity against our enemies, were undoubtedly less than he was bound to show by the terms of the treaty which existed in full force between us.

11. The dissatisfaction of the Government was expressed during the war, and not without effect; for the journal of Lieutenant Robinson shows that after the battle of Goojerat, when the instructions which were sent to the officer commanding Golab Singh's troops finally reached him, he did co-operate with the advancing force under General Gilbert. Friendly communications were shortly after interchanged. More than eighteen months have since elapsed; so that even if the evidence against the Maharaja were much stronger than it is, I should be of opinion that after so long an interval the chances of complaint against the Maharaja should not be unnecessarily mooted.

12. I propose, therefore, merely to record the documents and letters which have been transmitted to the Government, together with the reasons which, as stated in the preceding paragraph, induce me to determine that no present action should be founded upon them; and that the existing relations of friendship between His Highness and the Government of India should not be interrupted by anything which these papers contain.

13. And as relations of friendship are to be maintained, it is good policy to maintain them with every appearance of sincerity and cordiality.

14. I freely dissent from the apprehensions which are frequently expressed regarding the hostility of Maharaja Golab Singh, and the probability of his undertaking secret designs or entering into combinations against us. I place no dependence on the good faith of Golab Singh, or on his fidelity to his word. I believe that he is influenced by no one consideration except a sense of his own personal interest; but, judging him by the history of his past career, I believe that he never for a moment loses sight of that interest, and I therefore feel sure that guided and governed by it, he will now to the last "hold by the skirts" of the Company, and think of nothing so little as raising his hand in enmity against it.
"12. It seems to me expedient, therefore, that in all the intercourse of this Government with the Maharaja, every appearance of distrust should be carefully avoided, while at the same time no undue confidence should be actually reposed in him, however strong our belief may be in his desire to be a fast friend to us.

"13. I have already stated on that view as to invite the Maharaja to meet me at Washington. It is my intention to receive him with all possible distinction, and I shall endeavor to take advantage of any circumstances that may arise to impress His Highness with a full conviction of the friendly feeling of the Government of India towards him, and to persuade him that we are alike free from all doughts against his power, and from all suspicions that he on his part entertains designs against us.

"14. We should at the same time be careful not to relax in any degree the vigilance with which we watch over the conduct of our new subjects in the districts adjoining His Highness' territories; or abandon the proper precaution of keeping ourselves well informed as to all the proceedings of a Prince so astute and powerful as the Maharaja has shown himself to be.

"15. Acquaint the Board of Administration in the Secret Department of the disposal of this question."

**Attack on Chilas: loss of Gilgit.—**The years 1850 and 1852 were marked by a successful attack made by Kashmir troops on the small Yaghsitan State of Chilas. Two years later, Gauhar Aman of Yasin regained possession of Gilgit.

**Death of Maharaja Golab Singh, and accession of Ranbir Singh.** Distinguished services rendered by the Kashmir State in the mutiny.—The Maharaja Golab Singh died on the 4th August 1857, and was succeeded by his eldest son Ranbir Singh. The change of rulers in the Kashmir State happened at a critical time; but both the dying Maharaja and his successor proved themselves to be staunch friends to the British Government in the troubles of 1857. Their services are well described in the following quotation from a minute recorded by Lord Lawrence just eleven years afterwards:

"Maharaja Golab Singh was always an unpopuler chief, both among the people of the Punjab and among the English community. I need not here explain the grounds of this feeling, but so it was. And as the crisis in the mutiny culminated in consequence of the protracted resistance of the mutineer troops in Delhi, the cry waxed loud and vehement that Maharaja Golab Singh was only watching events; that he was in secret alliance with our enemies, and only bided his time to strike with effect.

"At this time I may mention that it is no exaggeration to say that our position in the Punjab was, to a great extent, at the Maharaja's mercy. From the banks of the Indus to those of the Ravee, the mountain country in his hands marches with our northern boundary. The few British troops in the province were for the most part gathered together at Peshawur, Lahore, and Mogul; and were sorely tried in holding the country, maintaining our supremacy, and overawing our enemies. Had Maharaja Golab Singh turned against us, his ability, his experience, might have produced a great reaction against us, to say nothing of the material means at his disposal.

"At this time, writing from memory I think it was towards the end of July or beginning of August, when I had been pressed by the officer commanding at Delhi to send to Delhi every native soldier on whom I could rely, in addition to the British troops on their way down, that I sent for Dewan Jowala Sahib, the minister of Maharaja Golab Singh. The Dewan was a subject of the British Government, and his family for the most part lived in British territory. I had known him since 1846, and had reason to believe that he was well affected to the British Government, and had considerable confidence in myself.

"After sounding him very fully as to the general state of affairs and the feeling of the people in the Punjab, I spoke to him regarding his master, the Maharaja, and gathered from him that he was well disposed towards the British Government, and prepared to remain faithful. On this I went a step further, and after alluding to the rumours which were flying about, I suggested that the Dewan should move the Maharaja to offer to send a selected body of his Lill-men to help in the siege of Delhi. The Dewan at first hesitated, but on my explaining what an advantage it would prove to the Maharaja to come forward in such a crisis, provided His Highness really meant to act up to his engagements, the Dewan entered into my views, and agreed to proceed to Jammu and ascertain the state of affairs; he communicated with the Maharaja, should things appear to be propitious; and, in short, to arrange, in that case, for the march of the troops. Within a week I not only heard that all had been properly managed, but that six picked regiments of infantry, two troops of cavalry, and battery of artillery, amounting in all to rather more than 3,000 men, were on their way to Jullundur."

"No sooner was this known than all kinds of stories impugning the faith of the Maharaja were circulated throughout the country. It was said that these troops had in their ranks many Oudh men, relatives and friends of the mutineers, and that it was a settled plan that the
whole force would go over to the enemy on their arrival at Delhi, just as the Sikh regiments under Raja Sher Singh had joined Dewan Moolraj at Mooftan in 1849.

"These stories made me very anxious, though I did not believe them. On the one hand, it was quite possible what was predicted might happen; on the other hand, the political importance of the move on the part of the Maharaja in our favour was very great, so as nothing of its value in a military point of view. To hesitate then, to stop the Jammu troops, was to show the Maharaja that I distrusted him, and perhaps to induce him to change his views and join against us.

"I again sent for the Dewan, and again, to the best of my judgment, endeavoured to ascertain his views and the intentions of the Maharaja. The Dewan assured me most solemnly of their fidelity, and challenged any one to point out an Ootli soldier in the Jammu force. I determined to trust in these assurances, and arranged with the Dewan that one of his brothers, a soldier of some experience, should be placed in charge of these troops on the part of the Maharaja, while I sent my own brother, Captain R. C. Lawrence, and six selected British officers, on my side with those regiments.

"By the time the Jumna troops had reached Jullundur, I rode over and inspected them. I talked to all the leading native officers; saw that as far as I could perceive, they were all hill-men; that they were in good spirits, willing to go on, as fairly equipped as I could expect. I sent them off the next day by rapid marches. From the time they crossed the Sutlej, cholera broke out in their ranks, notwithstanding which, and the great heat of the season of the year, particularly trying to men fresh from the mountain ranges, they pressed on without hesitation or murmur.

"During the storm of Delhi, a portion of these troops of the Maharaja formed part of the column which attacked the advanced position of the mutineers in the suburbs of Delhi, with the view of making a diversion from the main object—the assault of the city. In this affair the Kashmiri troops suffered considerably.

"The very day after Delhi fell, Dewan Jovala Sahib's brother, the commander of these troops, and the Maharaja's vakil, both died of cholera, which circumstance greatly depressed the minds of the native officers and men. On this being reported to me by telegram, I urged the Dewan to send off his younger brother to supply the place of the brother who had fallen at his post. To this request the Dewan at once acceded; the young man mounted the mad cart that night, and within 24 hours was doing his duty with the troops of his master. I think that these were services which demand my grateful acknowledgments and the consideration of all Englishmen."

Recent events.—Since the mutiny the principal features of Ranbir Singh's long rule have been the reconquest of Gilgit in 1860, and the subsequent development of the situation on the frontier in that direction; the Commercial Treaty of 1870 and the Yarkhand Mission; the famine in Kashmir during the years 1877, 1878, and 1879; and, connected with all these circumstances, a gradual change in the conduct of political affairs between the British Government and the Maharaja. These matters, with others requiring notice in detail, are dealt with in the following chapters.
CHAPTER II.

THE BOUNDARIES OF THE KASHMIR STATE: RIGHTS OVER RIVERS.

Boundaries.—An account of the boundaries of the Kashmir State is closely connected with history and treaties. It has been shown that when the treaties of 1846 were made Golab Singh held, as Raja of Jammu, the hill chiefships around Jammu in a more or less complete state of subjection, and Ladakh and Baltistan by right of conquest, and further, that Gilgit had become an appendage of the Sikh governorship of Kashmir. The general and practical result therefore of the treaty of Amritsar was to confirm Golab Singh in what he already possessed and to transfer to him the province of Kashmir with its newly-acquired authority over Gilgit. The language of the treaties is (no doubt designedly) vague, and scarcely applied to all the facts existent when the engagements were made. Hence boundary difficulties have arisen more than once.

Treaty provisions.—The clauses in the treaties of 1846 which relate to the boundaries of the Kashmir State are as follows:—

I. By the 4th article of the treaty of Lahore, dated the 9th March 1846, the Maharaja of Lahore ceded to the East India Company—

"in perpetual sovereignty, as equivalent for one crore of rupees, all his forts, territories, rights, and interesta in the hill countries which are situated between the rivers Beas and Indus, including the provinces of Kashmir and Hazara."

II. By the 1st article of the treaty of Amritsar, dated the 16th March 1846, the British Government transferred and made over—

"for ever, in independent possession, to Maharaja Golab Singh, and the heirs male of his body, all the hilly or mountainous country, with its dependencies, situated to the eastward of the river Indus and westward of the river Ravi, including Chamba and excluding Lahoul, being part of the territories ceded to the British Government by the Lahore State, according to the provisions of article IV of the treaty of Lahore, dated the 9th March 1846."

III. The 2nd article of the treaty of Amritsar provided that the eastern boundary of the tract transferred by the article just quoted should be—

"laid down by Commissioners appointed by the British Government and the Maharaja Golab Singh respectively for that purpose;"

and should be—

"defined in a separate engagement after survey."

IV. The 4th article of the treaty of Amritsar stipulates that—

"the limits of the territories of Maharaja Golab Singh shall not be at any time changed without the concurrence of the British Government."

Literal interpretation evidently not contemplated.—A literal interpretation of the 1st article of the treaty of Amritsar would have not only given a geographically incorrect definition; but, so far as it applied at all, it would have excluded Gilgit and much of Baltistan and Ladakh from the Kashmir State.

The Eastern Boundary.—It is remarkable that the boundary on the east alone was required by the treaty of Amritsar to be formally defined. The meaning attached to the term "eastern boundary" is illustrated by the steps taken to demarcate it. These consisted of the appointment of two Commissions, one in 1846, the other in 1847.

The first Commission: Twofold object.—Messrs. Cunningham and Vans Agnew were the members of the first Commission; and they were to demarcate—first, a boundary between British territory (now the districts of Lahou] and Spitt) on the south and the Kashmir territory of Ladakh on the north, and then a boundary between Ladakh on the west and Chinese Thibet on the east.
(1.) British-Kashmir boundary.—In defining the boundary between British and Kashmir territories, the Commissioners were enjoined to be careful of Kashmir interests. This will be seen from the instructions issued to them by the Governor-General’s Agent on the North-West Frontier with the approval of the Government of India, which are quoted below:—

"Listen to all that Maharaja Golab Singh’s agents say, and give all reasonable consideration to their wishes; but when you and Captain Cunningham are agreed as to the proper boundary, lay it down at once; where you differ, let the Maharaja have the advantage. Bear in mind that it is not a strip more or less of barren or even productive territory that we want but a clear and well-defined boundary in a quarter likely to come little under observation."

And again:—

"The whole of Spiti will, I conceive, come, according to the terms of the treaty, within the British boundary; but you are requested to limit yourself to such demarcation as will give a clear and well-defined boundary, and will prevent the possibility of future dispute. To effect this object, you are at liberty to resign a portion of Spiti, and even of Lahoul, but you are not on any account to encroach on the Ladakhi frontier. I request you will remember that it is an object to prevent the Jammu troops, traders, or people turning our flank to the north-eastward. The boundary line must therefore be run eastward to such point of territory as is clearly beyond the Maharaja’s influence; and both the Jammu and Tibet authorities must be distinctly informed that no encroachment by any party on any pretence will be permitted."

The Commissioners submitted their report on the 13th May 1847, and it was accompanied by a sketch map showing the boundary between the territories of Maharaja Golab Singh and British India as determined by the Commissioners, and by the following explanatory memorandum:—

"In laying down a permanent boundary through a mountainous country, it appeared to the Commissioners desirable to select such a plan as would completely preclude any possibility of future dispute. This the Commissioners believe that they have found in their adoption as a boundary, of such mountain ranges as form watershed lines between the drainages of different rivers, as detailed below.

In 1849, when Captain A. Cunningham surveyed the Lahoul district, the boundary between the States of Kulla and Chamba was formed by the Nulah and Chukam nallah, two tributaries of the Chandra-bhaga, the one on its left, and the other on its right bank. From the head of the Chukam nullah, the Commissioners determined that all the country to the eastward, which is drained by the Bhaga, the Chandrabhaga, and their tributaries, belonged to the British district of Lahoul, and that the boundary between Lahoul and the Zanskar district was the Snowy Range (called Paralama by Dr. Gerard) dividing the drainage of the Bhaga and Chandrabhaga from that of the Zanskar river, as marked in the map (PI. XXIX).

The diagram, to the eastward, the Commission resorted to the eastward, the Commission resorted to the old well-known boundary stone, called Phalaglanda, which marked the limit between Lahoul and Ladak. This stone is noticed by Moercroft (L., p. 220). It stands in the midst of an open plain on the right bank of the Yumam river. As there was no known or recognised boundary mark on the other side of the stream, the Commissioners selected a remarkable cream-coloured peak, called Turam, as the northern limit of the British territory on the left bank of the river. As this peak is situated at the end of one of the spurs of the great snowy chain, already determined as the northern limit of the Lahoul district, it forms a natural continuation of the boundary line from the westward. The bearing of the Turam peak from the Phalaglanda is 9° to the northward of west.

As it appeared that the country to the eastward of the Phalaglanda belonged to Piti, the Commissioners determined that the boundary between Piti and Ladakh on the westward should be the Yumam river. A straight line was accordingly drawn from the Phalaglanda to the junction of the first nullah on the right bank of the Yumam, from which point the Yumam river forms the boundary as far as the junction of the Cherva or Cherva river.

Almost due north-east from this junction there is a remarkable square rock on the top of the hill, which from its resemblance to a fort has received the name of Lunka. This curious and well-known peak was selected as another fixed point in the boundary, to which a straight line should be drawn from the junction of the Cherva river. Beyond this to the eastward, the Commissioners, adhering to the principle which they had laid down, determined that the whole of the Cherva valley and its tributaries belonged to the British Government; and that the snowy range on its right bank, which forms all the northern affluent of the Cherva river, should be the boundary between Ladakh and the British district of Piti. This same range extends towards the east past the southern end of the Chomoriri lake, where it forms the well-known boundary between Ladakh and the Chinese territory. The Commissioners, therefore, determined that the boundary between Ladakh and Piti should continue from the head of the Cherva along this same range to the Chinese boundary, thus including within Piti all the streams which water that district, and giving to Ladakh all the streams which water its southern district of Katch.
The following passages from Captain Cunningham's journal also describe a portion of the boundary:

"Monday, 21st September.—To mouth of Cherpa river, 64½ miles. Read good, over a long, level, alluvial plain, in the midst of which was a square block of miles slate thinly imbedded with large crystals of quartz. This stone, which is 3 feet square and 12 feet high above the ground, is called Lingta by the people of Kuluk according to Monserrad and Phalangda by the Lahdaki. The only name that we could learn was Phalanganda, which means the boundary stone, the stone being a well-known boundary-mark between the States of Kuluk and Lahdaki. Almost due east from the junction of the Cherpa and Yumam rivers there is, on the top of the hill, a remarkable square rock which has so much resemblance to a fort that it had received the name of Lanks from the shepherds and traders who frequent these parts. It is a well-known point, and it can be seen from the Baralach Pass as well as from the northwestern of the Gunam Lake."

Apparently no orders were passed on the report by the Government of India beyond sending a copy of the papers to the Asiatic Society.

On the 20th October 1847, Captain Cunningham submitted further remarks about this same boundary, which are quoted below:

"On the 10th of September, when encamped at Umboo Sundoo, I enquired from Chiring-Teshi, the head-man of the village of Chenner, and a subject of the Maharaja, to which district the land that we were then encamped on belonged, as well as the hill on the opposite or northern bank of the Parang river. He replied, 'to Piti.' I considered this reply as very satisfactory, because Mr. Agnew and myself had last year determined that the boundary between Lahdaki and Piti should run from the Lingta boundary stone to the Lanks hill, and from that along the mountain range on the northern bank of the Cherpa river, as far as the southern end of which point we understood that the Chinese territory commenced. On the following day, at 3½ miles only from our last encampment, I observed on the northern bank of the Parang river, just above the junction of a small stream which comes from the head of the Cherpa, a new building without any occupants. As I had not heard of any such place last year, my suspicions were aroused, and I enquired from Chiring-Teshi when it was built. He replied 'between two and three months ago,' and that some men from Lahb had come down and superintended the erection of it. I then asked him how people from Lahb could build in Piti; on which he at once contradicted all that he had said. On the day before, and now declared that not only this building but also all the land to the north of the Parang Pass, belonged to the Rukhuch (or Rupahn) district of Lahdaki. The concluding paragraph of Mr. Evins' letter, mentioning that 'new chkees had been recently established on the Lahb Frontier', immediately recurred to me, and it was then clear that this building was a newly-erected custom house between Lahb and Guru.

On the same day (11th September) I met four merchants on their way back from Garh. Their names were Chiring, Chirang, and Teshi, and they all belonged to Tehliling, a village in British Lahb. I at once questioned them as to when the new building was erected and for what purpose. They answered—'Three or four months ago, that two or three men of the Mahamjna usually resided there for the purpose of collecting custom, on account of which we were obliged to take a different road when on our way to Garh to purchase wool; but on our return we learned that these men had decamped, hearing that some Salbees were coming from Smia, and we have therefore taken this direct and good road to Lahb.' In proceeding to Garh they went from the Baralacha pass down the Piti valley. In returning, they took the Parang river route, which would lead them down the Cherpa river to the Baralacha, the very route which, in my report of last year, I pointed out to Government as the best as well as the most direct from Kuluk and Lahb to Garh and Baklder.

"I now beg to bring prominently to the notice of Government the fact that this custom house has been erected since the settlement of the boundary last year by Mr. Van Agnew and myself, and that it commands the high road between Guru and British Lahb, by which route Loodahna and Neorpore are chiefly supplied with wool. The very fact of the custom house has been decamped when they heard of the approach of some British officers proves that they (as well as the authorities who placed them there) knew that the custom house was built within the British boundary as determined last year. When I mentioned the subject, however, to Thanadar Bostee Rau, the Governor of Lah, he denied all knowledge of it, and assured me that the head-man of Cherma (Chiring-Teshi) had always been quarrelling with the people of Lahb, and that he must have built the place. Perhaps the truth may be that the present Governor, on the representation of the said Chiring-Teshi, ordered the custom house to be erected without knowing, or even enquiring, in whose territory the proposed site might be.

With regard to the boundary between Lahdaki and the British districts of Lahb and Piti, I beg to refer to the accompanying sketch map, in which the dotted red line, running from the south of the Chomoriri Lake to the Lankat and Gaukhi Passes, represents the boundary which I propose should be established on the southern frontier of Lahdaki, if the cheap and regular supply of shawl wool is considered a point of much importance by Government. This would involve the cession by the Maharaja of only one village (Chumur), possessing but
two houses and nineteen inhabitants, for which I have no doubt some arrangement might be made. The boundary would then be fixed by well-known mountain landmarks that could not possibly be disputed hereafter; and the direct road from Kullu and Lahoul to Gure, via the Charsu and Parang Rivers, would then be open without the slightest chance of any future interruption to the traffic from the Maharanj's people.

"If the Government should decide upon establishing this line of boundary (of which the advantages are obvious), the affair could be settled at once with the Maharanj by a simple statement of the principal points in the line from Lahoul eastward, namely, the Langti boundary stone, the Lanksa hill at the junction of the Charsu and Yumdo rivers, and the mountain range running north of the Charsu river and south of the Chomoriri lake to the Lanksa and Gauskil Passes, including in Pitt the village and pasture lands of Chumur.

"If, however, this line of boundary should not be approved by Government, the only other that I can propose, which would effectually prevent all chance of future dispute, is the chain of mountains connecting the Barsalcha, Parang, and Gauskil Passes. By making this the boundary, however, we should give up altogether the best line of road from Kullu and Lahoul to the wool districts."

These passages seem to be of importance. When they were written Captain Cunningham had thoroughly examined the country and proceeded beyond Leh, and he still held to the boundary laid down in the previous year. The only portion which remained undefined was a small strip of about 30 miles between the head of the Gyu river and Umboo Sumber at the foot of the Chomoriri lake, where he was encamped on 10th September 1847.

Secret Constitution, 31st December 1847, No. 129.

In forwarding the above memorandum on the 23rd November 1847, Sir H. Lawrence wrote thus:—

"With regard to Captain Cunningham's remarks * * regarding the boundary between Ladakh and Piti and the conduct of the Maharanj Golab Singh's people, I have not the means of forming a satisfactory judgment, as I never received a copy of any reports from him last year connected with his work on that frontier. As no Commissioners, however, on the part of Maharanj Golab Singh were present, I do not see how he can be bound by the decision of our officers.

"It the land on which the new custom house has been erected belongs to the Maharanj, he has a clear right to build such posts therein, however inconvenient to our traders. I think Captain Cunningham should have made full investigation and at once determined this point. As the Maharanj exacts duties and we abolish them, the representations of merchants must be taken with caution against him. The facts of the custom officers decamping is suspicious, but not conclusive.

"We cannot expect the Maharanj to cede the village of Chumur, as proposed. The question is not what revenue the village may yield, or how many houses and people it contains. On its possession, by Captain Cunningham's account, that of the shawl wool trade depends, and consequently its retention by the Maharanj is of great importance. The object which the Government had in view, and which I distinctly explained to the Commissioners last year at Simla, was to determine and lay down a frontier boundary not liable to question and dispute. It was not to secure the wool trade or any other traffic on any particular line of road to the prejudice of our neighbours. If we are fairly entitled to the northern line proposed by Captain Cunningham, well and good; if not, the southern one by Barsalcha, Parang, and Gauskil Passes, will, I conceive, be equally acceptable, or nearly so."

The Government appear to have given no order and passed no opinion on these proposals at the time. The papers were forwarded to the Court of Directors with a short covering despatch No. 36, dated 2nd May 1848, which was merely acknowledged by the Home authorities. The outbreak of the second Punjab war deprived the matter of further interest at the time.

In 1851 the Deputy Commissioner of Hazara wrote* as follows about the boundary between Lahoul and Kashmir territory:—

"This boundary was laid down by Captain Cunningham and Mr. vans Agnew in 1848. I have never visited the country, but I believe the line to be on the northern side of the Barsalcha Pass, across a wide plain with no distinct geographical features. The border which divides the two territories is called Lingti."

(2.) Ladakh-Thibet boundary.—Owing to Sheikh Imam-ud-din's rebellion in Kashmir and other local causes, the first Commission could not reach the Thibet border.

Mr. vans Agnew, however, wrote a memorandum† (dated the 13th May 1847) on the boundary and trade questions. As to the boundary, he thought that the line was already

---

* Foreign Department Constitution, 6th March 1848, No. 72.
† Ibid, No. 164.
sufficiently defined by nature and recognised by custom with the exception of its two extremities. "The exact point," he observed,—

"where the boundary of Piti (Spiti), Ladak, and Chantian meet does not, I believe, at present exist."

As to trade, he thought that the Netighat route from Garo to Hardwar or the Dūn was the best. This, however, he mentioned, had been entirely closed by the Chinese. He was also of opinion that the prospects of trade, especially in ten, would be good, provided that the Maharaja Golab Singh could be induced to abolish his heavy customs duties.

The second Commission.—In 1847 the Government of India appointed* a Commission of three officers, Captain A. Cunningham, Lieutenant II. Strachey, and Assistant Surgeon T. Thomson, M.D., for the purpose of carrying out the objects for which Captain Cunningham and Lieutenant Vans Agnew had been deputed in the preceding year. The British Plenipotentiary† at Hong-kong, and the Resident‡ at Lahore were requested to procure the attendance of Chinese and Kashmir officials respectively to meet the British Commissioners.

The instructions§ given to Captain Cunningham laid more stress on geographical and scientific research than on boundary settlement; indeed, it was observed that the latter would probably occupy but little time. Captain Cunningham was to winter beyond the Karakoram range, visit Zarkhoud, Khotan, and Rodokh, and then follow the Indus to Gilgit; Lieutenant Strachey was to go as far eastwards as he could, endeavouring to reach Shaafs, and returning to India via Darjeeling or Bhotan. The only limitations placed on the movements of the mission were the Bolar Tagh mountains on the west, and a two years' period of absence.

The Commissioners were placed¶ under the orders of the Resident at Lahore only in respect of matters directly affecting Kashmir. Otherwise they were directly subordinate to the Foreign Department.

The British Commissioners failed¶ in the political object of opening up friendly relations with the Chinese, for no Chinese delegate appeared at all. The demarcation of the boundary also was¶ abandoned. The Chinese authorities declared from the first that the frontier was perfectly well known already. The Maharaja Golab Singh did eventually send Boundary Commissioners, and some enquiries appear¶¶ to have been made about a disputed boundary at the village of Chumar on the Lahoul frontier.

But the scientific results of the Thibetan mission were valuable. Complete maps were made of the valleys of the Indus and Shayok rivers, and much information was collected† about the Ladakh country generally. One member of the Commission (Dr. Thomson) visited the Karakoram pass; and Captain Cunningham's‡ book on Ladakh was the outcome of his researches.

The eastern boundary of the Kashmir State has therefore never been defined; and the second article of the treaty of Amritsar has remained a dead-letter.

Lingti boundary dispute.—This dispute related to about 80 miles of the boundary laid down by Captain Cunningham and Lieutenant Agnew in 1816, between the British districts of Lahoul and Spiti to the south and Ladakh on the north; the extremities of the disputed line were the Barlacha pass on the west, and the Gya peak (south of the Chomoriri lake) and the Chinese frontier on the east.

On the 25th May 1869 the Punjab Government reported§§ that the Ladakh officials had encroached upon the British boundary north of the Barlacha pass, and had occupied the important pass of Lingti. The Maharaja was called upon to withdraw, but he demurred. He claimed the encroachment on the strength of a map published by Allen & Co. in London, which had been given to him by Lord Canning in 1860.

---

* Foreign Department Consulation, 8th March 1855, No. 151.
† Ibid, No. 151.
‡ Ibid, No. 156.
§ Ibid, No. 249.
¶ Ibid, No. 198.
†† Dispatch to the Secret Committee, No. 30, dated 31st July 1857.
§§ Secret Consulation, 29th December 1849, No. 392.
¶¶ Secret Consulation, 12th September 1851, No. 164.
†† Secret Consulation, 27th May 1848, No. 72.
‡‡ Foreign Department Consulation, 1st December 1855, No. 6.
§§ Political A, May 1874, No. 841.
This map, however, allotted to the Maharaja much more than he claimed. The maps of the revenue and trigonometrical survey, on examination, were found to differ from one another, and to be both wrong. Accordingly, it was decided that the boundary should be re-surveyed, and that two officers, one on behalf of the Government and one on behalf of the Maharaja, should mark out the boundary as defined by the Commissioners in 1846. Messrs. Shaw and Drew met for this purpose on the 13th July 1871. For about 8 miles, viz., from the Baniachan pass eastwards to the Lanka peak they agreed in accepting the line of 1846. But as to the rest of the line they differed. Between the Lankan peak and the Chomoriri lake, Mr. Drew considered the boundary of 1846 to be so vague as not to admit of identification. In the decision of that year it was said that the drainage of the Para river should be included in British, and that of the Pharsa river in Ladakh, limits. It appeared that the waters of the Pharsa river (a feeder of the Chomoriri lake at its southern end) sometimes found their way through a gap in the mountains on the south of the lake into the Para river before they entered the lake. Hence, Mr. Drew argued, the Pharsa valley was brought temporarily into the drainage of the Para river, and therefore the description of the boundary given in 1846 was too vague to be followed. This contention was rejected, because it merely showed that the award of 1846 admitted of an interpretation less favourable to the Maharaja than that which the Government chose to put upon it; and further because the main and obvious course of the Para river admitted of no doubt. Consequently the decision of Mr. Shaw retaining the line of 1846 on this bit of the boundary was upheld.

The last portion of the boundary was found by the Government of India to be really indefinite. The suggestions of 1846 would have included in British territory the village of Chumur, which at that time was held by Kashmir. But they had never been acted on, so it was decided to leave the village to Kashmir, and to draw the boundary line from the village of Norbo Sumdo southwards on a convenient ridge to the peak of Gya on the Chinese frontier. Orders issued accordingly; and in July 1872 the boundary was demarcated by the Assistant Commissioner of Kulu and Mr. Johnson of the Maharaja's service. Their proceedings were approved by the Government of India.

Mr. Drew's account of the eastern boundary.—Writing in 1875, Mr. Drew, who was for some time the Maharaja's governor of Ladakh, stated that from the Kuenlun mountains southwards to the head of the Changchenmo valley the boundary between Ladakh and Tibet is quite doubtful. From the head of the Changchenmo valley to the south and west till Gya peak is reached, the boundary appeared to be fairly well understood as representing actual occupation—

“...So far that it divides pasture lands occupied by the subjects of the Maharaja from those occupied by subjects of Lhasa.”

“In the neighbourhood of the Pangong lake,” Mr. Drew observes, “there have been boundary disputes which may now be said to be latent.”

Northern boundary.—The northern as well as the eastern boundary has been officially declared to be indefinite. The question first arose in connection with the commercial treaty of 1870. The Kashmir Durbar tried to insert in this treaty a stipulation that the officers surveying the new trade route should accept the northern boundaries of Kashmir as pointed out by the Durbar's officers. Mr. Forryth was instructed as follows in the matter:—

“As the boundaries of the Maharaja's territories to the north and east have never been accurately defined by survey, Mr. Forryth will be careful to commit Government in no way as to the boundaries of the possessions of the Maharaja in any direction.”

Accordingly the treaty of 1870, while defining the limits of the jurisdiction of the joint Commissioners on either side of the trade route, is silent as to the extent of that jurisdiction northwards to Yarkand.

---

1 He also objected to the justice of the whole settlement of 1846, but here he was overruled at once.
2 I.e., the mountain ridge forming the drainage of the Chora and Pam rivers, and excluding the valley of the plate from British territory.
The question came up again in 1873. A map, published by the Survey Department of India in 1873, showed the northern boundary of Kashmir as lying along the northern edge of the Chachenmo Valley and the ridge of the Karakoram mountains.

The compiler, Colonel Walker, noted that the boundary had thus been "brought back a considerable distance," on the authority of Mr. (now Sir) Douglas Forayth. The latter denied that he was the authority, but afterwards admitted his mistake. He remarked, however:

"In the present state of our knowledge it would be very unsafe to define the boundary of Kashmir in the direction of the Karakoram, and it must be put down at all it should run as near the lower Karakash river as possible. Between the Karakoram and the Karakash the high plateau is perhaps rightly described as rather a no-man's-land, but I should say with a tendency to become Kashmir property. It might prove hereafter very inconvenient to put the Kashmir boundary on the Karakoram ridge, and thus exclude us altogether from any benefit which arise from having the high plateaus under our control."

This discussion was brought on record in order to point out that the boundary in this direction was not authoritative. The Foreign Secretary (Mr. Aitchison) noted thus:

"The real fact is that the northern boundary of Kashmir has never been defined. No one knows where it runs. Notwithstanding the treaty stipulation that the boundaries of Kashmir shall never be changed without the concurrence of the British Government, the Maharaja boasted to Sir R. Montgomery in 1889 that his boundary to the north was as far as his arms could carry it. At one time I believe he had an outpost at Shadoolo Khoja till he was driven out of it."

To this the Vicereiy, Lord Northbrook, added:

"Certainly; and Mr. Wyne¢ should be told that it is not laid down authoritatively. We should not do so without communicating to the Maharaja of Kashmir."

Mr. Elina' account.—Writing in 1878 about the trade routes to Central Asia, Mr. Elina, the British Joint Commissioner at Leh, said:

"In the above description the various loops of the road are followed up to the Yarkhand frontier at Shabidalla, but it would appear from the latest maps that the Maharaja's territory hardly extends as far as that point, but is limited by the Kuenlun water parting."

Mr. Drew's account.—Beginning from the north-western end of the line Mr. Drew describes the boundary thus:

"(a) From Nagar for the most part, and from the upper part of the Hunza Valley, the separation is effected by a great and almost impassable ridge of mountains.

"(b) As to the boundary with Yarkhand territory, from the Mustagh pass to the Karakoram pass, there is no doubt whatever: a great watershed divides the two territories.

"(c) From the Karakoram pass eastwards to just the meridian of 60° there has been no authoritative demarcation, and as the country is quite uninhabited for more than 100 miles in every direction, the actual state of occupation is no guide."

North-western boundary.—Three English officers, Messrs. Winterbotham, Vans Agnew, and Young were sent to Gilgit immediately after the treaty of Amritsar was concluded. They were apparently intended to find out something about the frontier in the neighbourhood; but they do not seem to have arrived at definite results. Here, again, from Hunza southwards along the frontier of Yasin, Darel, Thallica, and Chilas to Kigkhan, no boundary appears to be officially recognised.

Mr. Drew's account.—Mr. Drew states that on the principle of following actual occupation, the line is correctly defined in the maps which accompany his book on the "Jami" and Kashmir territories.

Colonel Tanner's account.—Colonel Tanner of the Survey of India, who was for a time on duty at Gilgit, has described the boundary thus:

"From the Kigkhan boundary the frontier line follows the watershed of the Indus, the Kishenganga, and the Astor streams, till it dips into the Indus valley at a point nearly opposite Thallica. It then follows the Indus for a short distance (say 2 miles) after which it strikes up-hill to the watershed of the Gilgit river on one side, with Darel, Tangir, and Hudder on the other."

1 In an unofficial note, which was good enough to give me.—J. A. C.
other. This ridge is followed to a point where the Batras stream rises. It then leads down the Batras and Gakush watersheds to Hupar on the Gilgit river, ascends the range opposite Hupar so as to take in the slopes above Hatun, circles round that place, descends, crosses the Iskoman stream, and then strikes up the range, following the ridge to a point north of Bar. From this point ice-fields and glaciers occur, and the boundary is undefined; it eventually strikes a spur which leads south, down to the Hunza river midway between Badlas and Moyun, crosses the river and ascends the slope on the opposite side, after which it is taken along the east of the Himalayas over Rakaposhi to the Mustagh pass.”

Western boundary: Definition in the treaty of Amritsar.—The first article of the treaty of Amritsar transferred to the Maharajah of Kashmir—

“All the hilly or mountainous country situate to the eastward of the river Indus and westward of the river Ravi.”

Occupation of Hazara by Maharajah Gobind Singh.—Accordingly Gobind Singh sent Dewan Hari Chand to collect the Hazara revenue. He reached Haripur on the 22nd May 1846, and established himself in the fort. Most of the people of lower Hazara tendered their submission. But the Jaduns resisted him and defeated his troops, and disorder continued in Pakhl.

By the beginning of November 1846, Sheikh Imam-ud-Din, the Governor of the Sikh Darbar at Srinagar, had submitted. And Dewan Karam Chand, with Mr. Vans Agnew and Lieutenant Lumsden, Assistants to the Lahore Resident, marched with troops from Srinagar, via Muzaffarabad, to coerce upper Hazara. On the 8th January 1847, they were opposed ineffectually by the Hindustanis and Swatis at the Dub Pass above Garhi Habibulla; and the Swatis submitting to the Kashmir Governor after the battle, the Hindustanis fled the country.

First demarcation of the western boundary.—Meanwhile Captain Abbott had been appointed to settle the western boundary of Maharajah Gobind Singh’s territories. For this purpose he was instructed* to follow the words of the treaty of Amritsar which have been quoted; that is to say, he was to determine whether lands in dispute were or were not, as a matter of physical geography, “hilly or mountainous country.”

Captain Abbott’s report of the 28th October and 9th November 1846, and his letters† Nos. 90 and 99, dated respectively, the 22nd November and 22nd December 1846, to the Governor General’s Agent on the North-West Frontier, contained the decisions at which he had arrived. The general effect of them was to assign certain patches of territory between the Jhelum and the Chenab to the Lahore State, and certain portions to the west of the Jhelum to Kashmir. Colonel Lawrence concurred in most of them.

The practical results of these decisions, however, would have been unsatisfactory. In the first place, they would have afforded an irregular and intricate boundary. Secondly, they would have deprived Gobind Singh of territory in the neighbourhood of Jammu which he was eager to retain. Thirdly, they would have made over, as subjects of the Maharajah, turbulent tribes in the hills of Hazara whom he could not have controlled, but with whom the Lahore Durbar might have hoped to deal successfully. Colonel Lawrence said† that such a boundary line—

“would have divided tribes from their legitimate means of support; have tempted many of them, by hope of impunity, to rebellion; and have kept up a perpetual petty war in the country.”

Territorial exchange: transfer of Hazara to the Lahore State.—The Jhelum, now the western boundary.—The Durbar were not slow to perceive the disadvantages of such an arrangement, and Gobind Singh proposed as an alternative an exchange of territory which would leave the disputed lands near Jammu with him, and award most of the disputed hill country to the west of the Jhelum to the Lahore State. The details of this proposal were not settled without diffi-
faculty; but on the 28th May 1847, the Agent to the Governor General was able to report* that he had negotiated an agreement between the Durbars. This document is quoted in the foot-note,† and it will be seen that it constituted the river Jhelum as the western boundary of the Kashmir State, roughly between Jhelum and Muzafferabad; or as Mr. Drew says‡—

"from near Dulial on the Jhelum upwards to the falling in of the Khaghan river, the right and left banks belong respectively to the British and the Maharajah's governments."

The basis on which the exchange was agreed to was that an equitable assessment should first be made in Hazara, including the release of jagirs and other rent-free holdings, and that on the reduced income lands should be given on another part of the border (Jammu-cis-Jhelum) equal to half the value of those of Hazara.

Major Abbott was instructed to settle the details. He was specially§ to aim at a clear boundary between the Chenab and the Jhelum; and the only suggestions made by the Agent to the Governor General was that he would wish "Sardar Tej Singh's jagir of Bijawat to be left with Lahore."

It will be observed that the agreement between the Lahore and Kashmir Durbars contemplated the definition of the northern part of the western boundary by a limit which was to follow the Kunhar or Kunralla river from the border of Mozafferabad. "until such place as Captain Abbott can determine a distinct and well-marked line across to the river Indus." But this last piece of demarcation was apparently never carried out. Writing in August 1850, Major Abbott stated the western boundary to be complete, and described it in these words:—

"The Jhelum being here full of cultivated islands, boundary pillars are set up in the same, as the boundary ascends the river nearly to Manghak, where the islands cease, and the deep, rapid, clearly-defined current of the Jhelum requires no columns to aid in exhibiting the boundary. At the confluence of the Nyams or Kunralla river with the Jhelum, the boundary quite the latter river and climbs the current of the Nyams to Berarot British and Berarot of Jammu, where, leaving the river, it strikes to the summit of the Dub mountain about 6 miles, and then follows the ridge of that very elevated mountain until lost in the snow, the water falling into the river Kishengunga belonging to Jammu, that received by the Nyams being British.

"Here also no boundary pillars are required, the mountain ridge being the best possible boundary. In the snow season terminates the boundary common to British India and Jammu—the British boundary afterwards meeting with lands inhabited by independent tribes."

The Hazara settlement report says that the Khaghan part of the Hazara district is separated from these independent countries by the Khaghan range, and from Kashmir by the mountain range bordering the left bank of the Kun-

---

* Letter to Foreign Department No. 60, dated 29th May 1847.
† Foreign Department Secret Communication, 29th June 1847, No. 180—181.
‡ Jammu and Kashmir territories, pages 431 and 432.
§ Agreement concluded between the Governments of Lahore and Jammu by Dewan Dina Nath and Rai Khub Chand on the part of Maharajah Dina Nath Singh and Dewan Jwala Sahai and Kazi Muhaddud-din on that of Maharajah Gobind Singh, in the presence of Lieut.-Colonel Lawrence, Agent, Governor-General, North-Western Frontier, and Resident at Lahore, and subject to the approval of the Governor-General of India, regarding the exchange of the districts of Hazara, Pehlu, Affsura, etc., west of the river Jhelum for lands east of that river in the direction of Jammu.
We the undersigned petition and agree that Captain J. Abbott, the Boundary Commissioner, having examined the recent records of the country east of the Jhelum shall, after deducting jagirs and rent-free lands, in the yearly rent, after which lands producing half that rent shall be made over to Jammu from the Lahore Territory. Captain Abbott shall then lay down a well-defined boundary as to prevent all future dispute, viz., on the west the Jhelum river to the border of Mozafferabad, whence it is to follow the Kunralla river until such place as Captain Abbott can determine, a distinct and well-marked line across the river Indus. This date, the usual exchange of territory shall be effected, after which it will belong to both parties to adhere to or for ever to the terms now settled, and should difference arise, they are to be referred to the Agent, Governor-General, North-Western Frontier.

This agreement is signed in the presence of Lieut.-Colonel Lawrence, Agent, Governor-General, and is subject to the confirmation of the Governor-General of India. A copy of this agreement to be made over to each Durbar and one to be lodged in the Agency Office.

(Sd.) Dewan Jwala Sahai
Dewan Dina Nath
Kazi Muhaddud-din
Rai Khub Chand

True translation,
(Sd.) H. M. Lawrance,
Agent, Governor-General, and Resident at Lahore.
har river. So too, Mr. Drew (Jammu and Kashmir Territories, page 406) states that from the confluence of the Jhelum and Khaghan (or Kunhar) rivers—

"the boundary line still fixed and undisputed follows the ridge which divides the drainage of Khaghan from that of Kishenganga."

Southern boundary.—(1) From the Jhelum to the Ravi.—The only portion of the British-Kashmir boundary which has been demarcated with boundaries is that which lies between the rivers Jhelum and Ravi, from a point above Dulial to Madhopur. This settlement was made by Captain Abbott with the aid of Commissioners of the Lahore and Kashmir Durbar, and pillars appear to have been erected along most of the boundary under his instructions at the end of the year 1845.

But the Hazara exchange, which has just been described, affected Captain Abbott’s decisions on the border between the Jhelum and the Chenab. Captain Abbott had awarded the taluks of Kahna and Suchetgarh, and part of Minawur to Lahore. The territorial exchange modified this decision in favour of Kashmir. No accurate account or detailed map of this part of the boundary seems to be on record. But it has certainly all been defined with pillars.

* Foreign Department Consolidation,
27th September 1850, No. 31.

In 1850 Major Abbott* said the work had been done eighteen months before, and that the pillars went as far north-westwards as Mangla on the Jhelum, because there were islands in the river for that distance. And on the 5th February 1851, Major Abbott reported on the condition of the pillars, after having been over the whole line from the Ravi westwards.

The portion of the line between the Chenab and the Ravi was surveyed† and mapped by the trigonometrical survey in 1850 and 1851.

Chak Bharat dispute.—Before leaving this part of the boundary, mention may be made of the Chak Bharat boundary dispute, the circumstances of which are as follows:—

The village‡ of Chak Bharat is in the Bijwat portion of the Sialkot district. It is well within the British limits as defined by the Boundary Commissioner in 1849. The Maharaja of Kashmir, however, claimed the village, alleging that it had been assigned to him by Sir Henry Lawrence for the support of the temple of Raghunath in Jammu. No proof of this assertion could be found. To end the long dispute it was agreed in 1874 that British sovereignty over the village should be upheld, but that the revenue therefrom (Rs. 200 per annum) should be assigned to the Maharaja for the support of the temple “during the maintenance of the institution.”

Pathankot transfer.—There is one more transaction to be noticed in connection with the eastern end of the boundary between the Jhelum and the Ravi. After the rebellion of Sheik Imam-ud-din in Kashmir had broken out, Dewan Jowala Sahib signed a document before Colonel Lawrence at Simla on the 27th September 1846, promising on behalf of Golab Singh to give fair and reasonable maintenance to the different hill chiefs in Jammu territory. The whole amount ultimately awarded was Rs. 6,22,200, and of this Rs. 42,800 were payable to parties who had elected to live in British India and draw their allowances from Government treasuries. As a set-off against these charges the Government took over from Golab Singh the districts of Sujanpur, part of Pathankot, and certain lands between the Chakki and Beas rivers. It was estimated that the Government, though apparently a loser by this arrangement, would not suffer eventually. And Colonel Lawrence pointed out that it—

"improves our boundary very much, giving the Chakki river to the Hussuli Canal as the boundary, then a nearly straight line of only a mile to the Doogyanee Nudde, up which it runs to opposite Sujanpur, whence a straight line of a mile or two takes it to the Ravi. We have thus obtained a good frontier without giving offence to the Durbar by taking a single canal village. The fort of Pathankot, however, comes within the British boundary.”

---

1 It is remarkable that one of the “References” in this map states that—

"The only portion of the Jammu boundary demarcated by pillars is represented in this map."
(2). From the Ravi to the Lahaul border:

(a) The southward curve of the river Ravi is the boundary for most of the border between Madhopur and a point about 14 miles west-north-west of the town of Chamba. In regard to this portion the Boundary Commissioner explained the principles which he had followed thus:

"It was impossible in some cases to avoid the river boundaries. When the river was a single clear stream, without cultivated islands, the main current was laid down as the boundary, and one boundary pillar of masonry was planted where the boundary from the east first entered the river, and another where it left the river, though the interval should be of many miles. When the boundary ran through the inhabited islands of a river, as in the Jhelum above the town so named, pillars were built all along the line dividing lands, and on either side of the subordinate arms of the river where these formed the boundary.

Where the boundary line entered a river and ran up the main stream for miles, the boundary pillars were generally of greater size and stability than the ordinary pillars. As rivers in India are constantly encroaching upon the land at their salient curves, and receiving from it at their re-entering curves, and village lands become thus transferred from one State to the other, it was ruled that the proprietor of such village should remain, notwithstanding, still proprietor, paying his dues to each State according to the extent and value of his lands in either."

(b) The Kashmir-Gurdaspur dispute.†—This dispute related to the boundary between British and Kashmir territories from the point where the Ravi leaves the mountain gorge near Fort Lakhapnr,† and the first of the series of boundary pillars erected by the Commissioner, Major Abbott, between the Ravi and Jhelum, a distance of about 8 miles. The dispute lasted for 10 years, till it was first dealt with in a resolution§ of the Punjab Government No. 180, dated 9th February 1870. The gist of the decision then given (purporting to be based on the intentions of the original Boundary Commissioner) was that the main current of the Ravi should be regarded as the boundary; and that since the stream varied yearly, the main current should be ascertained in October yearly by British and Kashmir officials. The question had acquired special importance with reference to claims to waif timber.

No orders were passed on the case by the Government of India when it was first submitted. Five years later, however, the question came up again. The Maharaja of Kashmir objected to a variable boundary which admitted of a change in political jurisdiction consequent on a change in the main stream. More particularly he urged that the current had of late changed much (partly owing to canal dams in British territory), and that east of Madhopur it had taken a westward turn leaving several villages formerly on the Kashmir side of the boundary on the British side. Dewan Kirpa Ram, therefore, suggested that one of two principles should be followed in settling the question, eis., either that the boundary should be deemed to run at a distance of half the average width between the two permanent banks taken in a line at right angles from the permanent left bank; or that the status quo of present possession being taken as a basis, the settlement should be made in accordance with the following rule which had been laid down by the Government of India in respect of the Nepal boundary; eis.:

"When a boundary river suddenly quite its bed and cuts for itself a new channel, it ceases to be the boundary, and the Government which ruled over the territory cut off by the change in the river continues to rule it. Rivers shall continue to be the boundary if their encroachments on either side are only gradual, and in the ordinary course of alluvion and dilution but not in the case of sudden changes in the bed of the deep stream, whereby land capable of identification is cut away."

The matter having been discussed during the meeting between the Viceroy and the Maharaja at Madhopur in 1876, the latter alternative was accepted.|| The variable main channel was no longer to be the boundary, but a line was to be drawn as far as possible down the centre of the stream, the benefit of reasonable doubts as to actual possession being given to the Maharaja. The subsequent demarca-
Part of Chamba lies on one side of the Ravi, and part on the other. It was not clear whether the treaty intended to make the whole over to Kashmir. Colonel Lawrence thought that it did, but the Government entertained doubts on this point. Moreover, when the treaty was made, Golab Singh was in possession of the district of Lakhimpur, which clearly belonged to the British territory acquired by the treaty of Lahore. Further, the Chamba Chief claimed the district of Badrawar which had been granted to him by Ranjit Singh, but which was being held by Kashmir and had undoubtedly been transferred to that State by the treaty of Amritsar. The Rajah of Chamba had been tributary to the Sikh Durbar and he objected to occupying that position under Golab Singh.

In order to settle these difficulties, Colonel Lawrence negotiated an agreement between the Kashmir and Chamba States and the British Government, of which the main points were that Kashmir retained Badrawar, and acquired Lakhimpur and Chandragraon, while Chamba on both sides of the Ravi became independent of Kashmir, and the Rajah undertook to pay tribute, and furnish a contingent on demand, to the British Government. This arrangement was approved.

The Chamba border was apparently demarcated with pillars by Captain Abbott in 1848-49. It reaches the westward limit of the Lahore boundary defined by Captain Cunningham's Commission at a point 29 miles due north of the confluence of the Chandra and Bhaga tributaries of the Chenab, and about the same distance west-north-west of the Baraslachan pass. There is apparently no doubt about the boundary on the Chamba border.

Rights over Rivers.—Since an important part of the boundaries of the Kashmir State consists of rivers, it will be convenient to refer here to the questions which have arisen regarding the Maharaja’s rights over rivers in his territories.

Abolition of duties on timber.—On the 1st March 1850 the President of the Board of Administration in the Punjab addressed the Maharaja Golab Singh as follows:

"When the treaty was ratified at Lahore, it was provided therein that the customs duty of the river lying between the jurisdiction of the Lahore Government and the Honourable Company should be abolished; ** * * about two years ago His Highness’s Dewan, Jowala Sahib, was told that of the tax levied on wood passing across the river Ravi half would be paid to His Highness; ** * * a fresh order has arrived from the Honourable Company determining that all taxes are to be abolished except that on salt, whereby His Highness’s subjects will gain much benefit, and as the tax on shalloys, &c., has been included in the abolition, for this reason it is hoped His Highness will relinquish the half tax on wood."

Maharaja Golab Singh agreed; and the Government of India expressed satisfaction with this result.
Ferries.—The Kashmir Durbar recently advanced a claim to levy tolls on ferries on the Ravi. The matter is under consideration, and its present state is sufficiently shown by the subjoined extract from letter* No. 315, dated the 21st July 1863, from the Punjab Government to the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir:

"The Dewan states that, agreeably to the wishes of the Punjab Government, His Highness the Maharaja has issued a proclamation prohibiting the levy of tolls at the Ravi ferries until the matter is duly decided, and I am desired by the Lieutenant-Governor to request that his acknowledgments may be conveyed to His Highness the Maharaja for the action which has been taken in this respect. At the same time attention is called to the fact that whereas the tolls for the Jhelum river at ferries where one bank lies in His Highness's territory and the other in the British dominion are considered to be the joint property of both Governments, the same rule ought to hold good in the case of other rivers, from which it would follow that His Highness the Maharaja is entitled to half the tolls at the ferries in the Gurdaspur district, regarding which this reference has arisen. The case, as put by the Dewan, is not, however, analogous to that now under consideration.

"In regard to the Jhelum ferries, it was decided that 'at each ghat where the Maharaja had a ferry before the annexation of the Punjab he would get half the income,' and the Lieutenant-Governor believes that this decision, which was communicated in a letter from this office, No. 521, dated 3rd June 1860, to the Commissioner and Superintendent of the Jhelum division, is still in force. It was subsequently arranged in regard to the toll levied at the Kohala bridge over the Jhelum, that half the tolls should be made over to His Highness; but the reason for this decision was that half the cost of its construction had been borne by the Maharaja. There had previously been a ferry at Kohala which was worked by the Sikh Government before the annexation of the Punjab; and in 1865 it was arranged that the tolls on this ferry should be shared between the British Government and the Kashmir Government, each party levying the tolls from persons leaving its banks, and none from those reaching it from the opposite side; but this decision appears to have been based upon the fact that from the annexation of the Punjab, and perhaps from the time antecedent to annexation, the Maharaja's officials have levied tolls on the Kashmir side of the river.

"In the case of the ferries on the Ravi now under consideration, no tolls have been taken by the Kashmir Government since annexation. They were first imposed by the officials of His Highness on the 1st May 1882. The Lieutenant-Governor thinks, therefore, that the claim of His Highness to levy tolls at these ferries is untenable. The ferries have been maintained and managed throughout by the British Government, and tolls have been levied by British officials only. Sir Charles Anstis conceives that no objection could be taken to the dewan Durbar starting ferries of its own across the Ravi at any point where it forms the boundary, but it would be contrary to custom and friendly procedure for such ferries to be started at the immediate vicinity of those already existing; and by the analogy of Section 13 of Act XVII of 1873, such ferries should not, in His Honour's opinion, be started within a distance of two miles from any ferry maintained by the British Government."

Drift timber on the Jhelum.—The headwaters of the Jhelum are partly in Kashmir, and partly in British territory, while for a considerable distance the Jhelum river forms the boundary of the two States. Even since 1852 more or less difficulty has existed regarding the ownership of drift timber on this river, and various agreements regarding it have been entered into between the British Government and Kashmir, the details of which may be summarised thus:

From 1882 to 1854 the British Government collected all waif timber, giving a half share to the Maharaja. From 1854 to 1870 continuously, the Maharaja collected the whole waif, making over a share to the British Government as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Share to Maharaja</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>300 logs</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860-57</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857 to 1868</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1868-69 timber was collected by the Maharaja, but it does not appear what share was paid to Government.

In 1869-70 450 logs, in lieu of the half share. From 1871 to 1877, the waif timber was collected by the Forest Department, who sold it and made over two-thirds of the net proceeds to the Maharaja of Kashmir as his share. It does not appear why during these years the share of the Maharaja was raised.

In August 1876 the Punjab Government proposed that the arrangement then existing by which waif timber on the river Jhelum was collected by the British Government should terminate, and that the collection of such waif
should be left to the Kashmir authorities on payment by the State of Rs. 4,000 annually as compensation for such timber as might come from British forests. In letter No. 975, dated 19th September 1876, from the Revenue and Agricultural Department of the Government of India, this arrangement was sanctioned with effect from the 1st April 1877, subject, however, to reconsideration after the expiry of five years from that date.

In the meantime the Forest Act, VII of 1878, came into force, and it became necessary to give the management of the drift timber on the Jhelum to the Government Forest Department wherever the river ran in British territory. Accordingly the Punjab Government proposed that the arrangement of 1876 should be superseded by a new one of which the main features were that the Maharaja of Kashmir should collect the drift timber on that part of the river Jhelum which flows through his territory; that British authorities should collect the drift on the part of the river flowing through British territory; that, where the river flows between Kashmir and British territories, each Government should collect the drift settling on its own bank; that drift timber collected by one Government which could be identified as the property of the other, should be handed over to the other, on payment of salvage dues fixed under, or in accordance with, the principles of Section 51 of the Indian Forest Act.

The Maharaja did not refuse to accept this settlement, but he urged that it would cause him loss. He represented that for thirty years the principle had been recognised that Kashmir was entitled to a larger share because it had a larger forest area draining into the river. He therefore requested that one of the two systems of collection hitherto in force should be maintained, viz., either that Kashmir should collect the drift on the whole river and pay the British Government Rs. 4,000 as the money value of the British share of timber, or that the British Government should collect all the drift and hand over to Kashmir two-thirds of the whole collections. The decision of the Government of India was communicated to the Officer on Special Duty in these words:

"The Governor-General in Council has very carefully considered the letter from Dewan Anunt Ram enclosed in your predecessor's letter of 23rd June 1882, but he is still of opinion that the scheme proposed by the Government of the Punjab is the most simple and satisfactory of which the circumstances of the case admit. The systems advocated by the Dewan appear to him to involve serious political and administrative difficulties. The doctrine which he urges, that the right of a State to drift timber is commensurate with the area of its forests draining into a river, is not in accordance with universal usage, and would, moreover, be likely to raise a number of complicated questions which, if settled on the same basis, would injuriously affect elsewhere the interests of the Kashmir Durbar. At the same time the Governor-General in Council is desirous that the proposals made by His Honour in Council should amend previous decisions of the Government, and so may have the effect of reducing the Durbar's receipts below the amount realised under recent arrangements. Having regard to this contingency and being, moreover, desirous to treat His Highness's wishes with the utmost consideration, the Governor-General in Council is pleased to authorise you to tender to the Durbar the sum of Rs. 69,000 by way of compensation for any loss of revenue involved in the introduction of the system which has finally been approved by the Government of India."

A—General E., May 1883, No. 87.

This settlement was accepted by the Durbar.

The Chenab and the Ravi—There are Kashmir forests also on the Chenab and Ravi rivers. They were referred to by the Conservator of Forests (while the Jhelum case noted above was under consideration) in these words:

"The Chenab, after running through Panji (a portion of Chamba), where we have extensive deodar forests leased from the Raja of Chamba for 99 years, enters Kashmir territory, and, after passing for some 150 or 200 miles through it and receiving several feeders which drain Kashmir forests, enters British territory. The Government of India has no power, as far as I am aware, to prevent the Maharaja from collecting and appropriating all unmarked drift timber throughout the reach of over 150 miles, although it may have come from British (leased) forests, and he certainly has never been called upon to pay any compensation to the Government of India. On the other hand, some of the unmarked timber coming from the Maharaja's forests may be carried into British territory, and if so it has, as far as I am aware, always been considered the property of the Government of India. Here, then, is a very complicated case, which it would be difficult to settle on the lines suggested for the Jhelum. The Ravi drains the Chamba territory, in which extensive deodar forests are situated, which we have leased for 99 years, and a few small feeders also come from Kashmir territory. It is not known exactly
what forests are situated on these feeders, but so much is certain that they form only a fraction
of the total area on the Ravi, and certainly I should say not one-sixth. For some distance the
Ravi runs between British and Kashmir territory down to the Dari Deob canal works. Here
each Government collects on its own side, and as, owing to the canal works, by far the larger
portion of the drift is stopped above Madhopur, the Maharaja gets a far larger share than he
would be entitled to if the timber was apportioned according to the area of forests in each terri-
tory; the British Government, if proceeding on the lines suggested for the Jhelum, might fairly
claim a solutum in this instance."
CHAPTER III.

SUCCESION: THE RULING FAMILY; TITLES; CEREMONIALS; TRIBUTE.

Succession.—The Treaty of Amritsar.—An account has been given of the circumstances under which the Kashmir State came into the hands of the first Maharaja. It was "transferred and made over for ever" by the British Government, under the first article of the treaty of Amritsar, "to Maharaja Golab Singh and the heirs male of his body."

Death of the Maharaja Golab Singh.—Maharaja Golab Singh died in Kashmir of fever on the 4th August 1857. He had been ill for some time. In 1851 he was reported by a European Surgeon to be suffering from diabetes; and in April of 1857 the Government of India informed the Secretary of State that His Highness had had an attack of palsy, and that his death would probably be followed by disturbances, as great discontent prevailed in his dominions.

The Maharaja's death was announced by his confidential agent, Dewan Nihal Chand, to the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab. It was unexpected news at the time, for His Highness's health had lately rallied. The eldest son, Ranbir Singh, was at Jammu when his father died, superintending the despatch of the Kashmir troops for service in the mutiny. He left at once for Kashmir.

Accession of Maharaja Ranbir Singh.—The Chief Commissioner sent a letter of condolence to Ranbir Singh, and "assured His Highness that the friendly and Government will in no wise be diminished by his succession to power and dominion in Jammu and Kashmir." Subsequently, the Chief Commissioner sent to the new Maharaja a Khilat of investiture on the part of the British Government. He was unwilling to do this at first, "as it appeared to him more desirable that it should be given direct from the Supreme Government, however, was urgent in requesting "the usual Khilat," being "under an apprehension that mischief might arise in his own country from delay." The Chief Commissioner therefore complied, and his action was approved by the Government of India and the Secretary of State.

Title and warrant of succession.—In November 1858 the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab recommended† that the following titles, which Ranbir Singh was anxious to obtain, should be conferred on him:

Maharaja Sahib, beneficent, kind and generous to his sincere friends; the chief of royal subjects of the sovereign; the most noble amongst the Lords under the sovereign; light of the family descended in the line of Raghu; Raja of Maha Rajas; chief of Rajas; the prosperous Maharaja of Rajas; Maharaja Sahib, the brave, may he be saved.

These titles were rendered†† in English by the Foreign Secretary (Mr. Edmonstone) thus:—

Maharaja Sahib, beneficent, kind and generous to his sincere friends; the chief of royal subjects of the sovereign; the most noble amongst the Lords under the sovereign; light of the family descended in the line of Raghu; Raja of Maha Rajas; chief of Rajas; the prosperous Maharaja of Rajas; Maharaja Sahib, the brave, may he be saved.

The Chief Commissioner stated further:—

"The Maharaja is also anxious to obtain a warrant or patent from Her Majesty the Queen acknowledging his position as Sovereign of Jammu and Kashmir, and the services of
his father and himself to the British Government during the crisis of 1857. The Chief Commissioner suggests that this distinction may be solicited on His Highness's behalf."

The records of the Foreign Department do not show that any orders were passed on this letter.

**Illness of the Maharaja Ranbir Singh, 1868.**—On the 22nd April 1868, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab telegraphed* that the Maharaja was "again seriously ill." He went on to say that there appeared to be considerable excitement in His Highness's dominions, and that the Dewans were reported to be opposed to the heir-apparent. He therefore asked what measures should be taken in the event of the Maharaja's demise, and of complications arising; and suggested that the Deputy Commissioner of Sialkot might be despatched to Jammu.

The orders of the Government of India were as follows:—

"Should the illness of the Maharaja unfortunately have a fatal termination, then His Highness's eldest son will of course be at once recognised as successor. Measures of interference on the part of British Officers should not be adopted, unless the plainest necessity for such shall be seen to exist; and even then should only be adopted to the extent of supporting the authority of the new ruler. Accordingly, if the new Maharaja's Government should expressly desire the presence of a British Officer at Jammu, one may be deputed, and the Commissioner of the division, not the Deputy Commissioner of Sialkot, is the proper person for such deputation. But a British officer need not otherwise proceed thither unless some such necessity as that above indicated should arise.

"As regards the Dewans or Ministers, His Excellency in Council would learn with much regret that they had lost their well-earned position in the administration of the young chief. They are old and faithful servants of the State. They have also rendered important services to the British Government, which can never be forgotten. But the British Government cannot undertake to maintain them in their places against the wishes of the ruler. It can, however, very properly stipulate in case of necessity, that these men should be allowed to retire with their property in honor and safety into British territory."

The Maharaja, however, soon recovered his health.

**Genealogy.**—A genealogical table of the ruling family of Jammu and Kashmir may conveniently be inserted here. It is taken from Cunningham's "History of the Sikhs," supplemented by Appendix VI to Drew's "Jammu and Kashmir territories."
Genealogy of the Rajas of Jammu.

* (The old branch.)

THROO DEO.


Boor Singh.  Nihal Singh.

Haghnum Dev.  Devoe Singh.

Refugee in the protected Sikh States.


Newnoo Singh.


* Mr. Drew remarks that the "old branch" is now "quite out of sight."
Adoption.—In March 1860 Lord Canning took the opportunity of a visit to the Maharaja at Sialkot to repeat his thanks in his Durbar the thanks of the British Government for services rendered in the mutiny. He assured the Maharaja that, if unfortunately a direct lineal successor to his house should fail, the British Government would recognise an heir adopted according to family traditions and usage. The Maharaja immediately afterwards asked for a formal document embodying this assurance, and signed and sealed by the Governor-General.

His request was complied with.

Two years later the Maharaja, in common with many other Chiefs, received a sanad, dated the 6th March 1862, which guaranteed to his house the right of adoption. Its terms were as follows:—

"Her Majesty being desirous that the Governments of the several Princes and Chiefs of India, who now govern their own territories, should be perpetuated, and that the representation and dignity of their houses should be continued, I hereby, in fulfilment of this desire, repeat to you the assurance which I communicated to you in the Sialkot Durbar, in March 1860, that on failure of natural heirs the adoption of an heir into your Highness’s house, according to its usage and traditions, will be willingly recognized and confirmed by the British Government.

"Be assured that nothing shall disturb the engagement thus made to you, so long as your house is loyal to the Crown and faithful to the conditions of the treaties, grants, or engagements which record its obligation to the British Government."

Collateral Succession.—In July 1868 Kirpa Ram, Dewan of the Maharaja of Kashmir, verbally preferred two requests on behalf of his master. One of these was that a sanad should be granted expressly recognising the succession of collaterals in the event of the decease of the Maharaja’s direct issue without children or an adopted heir.

The Lieutenant-Governor mentioned these requests in a demi-official letter to the Governor-General, Sir J. Lawrence, with the intimation that the Maharaja had no wish to subject himself to a refusal in such matters, and awaited an announcement of the views of Government before taking action officially.

Sir Donald Macleod’s own opinion was stated as follows:—

"As we have expressly authorised him by sanad to adopt an heir, we have assumed a right to dictate in this matter. But I presume there can be no desire or intention to restrict succession to direct lineal descent, which would certainly be opposed alike to Hindu law and the usage of oriental countries as regards Chiefships."

Discussion in the Governor General’s Council.—On receipt of this letter the matter was very fully considered by the Government of India; and the Council was divided in opinion. The following extract from the despatch in which the question was referred to the Secretary of State will serve to show the view taken by His Excellency and those Members of Council who concurred with him:—

"At Sialkot, in March 1860, Lord Canning took the opportunity of a visit to the Maharaja, to repeat, in the Maharaja’s own Durbar and before his own Court, the thanks of Government for the good service rendered by His Highness to the Queen’s armies during the troubles of 1857; to assure the Maharaja that it is the sincere desire of Her Majesty’s Government that his illustrious house may be perpetuated and continue to hold its possessions in peace and prosperity; and that if, unfortunately, a direct lineal successor to the Maharaja should fail, the British Government would willingly recognise the adoption of an heir into his house, according to its usage and traditions. A similar assurance was afterwards given to the Maharaja by a sanad dated 5th March 1862.

"The sovereign house of Kashmir dates only from Maharaja Golab Singh, with whom the treaty of 1848 was concluded. The present Maharaja has a son, who is in very delicate health, and should he die, there will remain no male issue of Maharaja Golab Singh to succeed to the territories of Kashmir and Jammu. Only one son of Dhan Singh, the brother of Maharaja Golab Singh, is alive, or had male issue. This son in Motee Singh, and it is probable that the present Maharaja, on failure of male issue, would adopt the son of Motee Singh, and this adoption would be highly popular among the Hill Rajpoots generally. These, however, are the only near relatives of Maharaja Golab Singh whose immediate family is threatened with extinction.

"But in speaking of Maharaja Golab Singh’s house, ‘its usage and traditions,’ the Maharaja no doubt understood Lord Canning to mean the Rajpoot family of Throbr Deo, from which he was descended; and under the Adoption sanad granted in 1862, the Maharaja would undoubtedly have the power to adopt any collateral relative descended from Throbr Deo in accordance with the usages and traditions of the family."
"The Maharaja now asks that an assurance be given him that, in the event of his death without leaving natural issue and without adopting an heir, the British Government will recognise the succession of collaterals; in other words, that, for the purposes of succession, Thou devo, and not the late Maharaja Golab Singh, be considered the founder of the sovereign family.

"The Viceroy, in whose view the Hon'ble Mr. Taylor and Sir Richard Temple concur, would grant this request without hesitation, subject to the condition that, in the event of an unadopted collateral succeeding, a nuissance of a year's revenue of the State shall be paid to the British Government.

"The concession now asked for, in reality, no great extension of the boon conferred in 1839. The Maharaja has now the right of adopting any descendant of Thou Dev, and while it is but a small matter to promise to recognise, under all circumstances, as a right what the Maharaja or his successors can at any time secure by adopting an heir, the concession would be most agreeable to the feelings of the Maharaja, who, like most Native Chiefs, has an aversion to adopt until the last hour; and it would be an assurance to him that under no circumstances have the British Government any desire for the annexation of his territories.

"The mind of the Maharaja has of late been much disturbed, partly by misapprehension of the object of the deputation of a British officer to Luchak, partly by the somewhat arbitrary measures adopted last year with respect to Central Asian trade, and partly by the persistent attacks made upon his government by some of the leading English newspapers in this country. If we are desires of removing from the mind of the Maharaja any doubt as to the sincerity of the promise which Lord Canning gave him of the perpetuation of his dynasty, and the desire of the British Government that his family should continue to hold its possessions in peace and prosperity, be no more fitting opportunity of doing so than to comply with the Maharaja's request. On the other hand, the Maharaja will never be able to understand the refusal of it, and will not fail to attribute such refusal to the lingering desire of the British Government to absorb the valley of Kashmir in their own dominions. Whether considered with reference to the assurances already given to the Maharaja, or to the advantage of maintaining a Native dynasty on our frontier, in view to the possibility of complications in Central Asia, the annexation of Kashmir is not to be contemplated by us ... a possible event; and the British Government is in no wise doubtful of our good faith to linger in the Maharaja's mind when they can be so easily removed by a concession which costs us nothing, while it would attach a powerful ally more securely to our interests.

"The services rendered by the Maharaja in 1837 make it incumbent on us to comply with so moderate a request. These services were rendered willingly and ungrudgingly in the hour of our greatest need, when it was doubtful whether the British troops could longer maintain their position before Delhi, and when the slightest symptoms of wavering or disloyalty on the part of the Government of Kashmir would have produced most disastrous results in the Punjab. For these services, which are personally known to the Viceroy, and the value of which at the time it is difficult to over-estimate, the Maharaja has received no reward, beyond the assurance of the succession of adopted sons—a boon which lost all its value as a personal distinction by the subsequent concession of it to all Chiefs, great and small, in accordance with a change of policy. To refuse the concession now asked would therefore, in our opinion, be illiberal and ungracious: at the same time in granting it there would be no danger of the concession being made an inconvenient precedent on which to support similar claims by other Chiefs. The position of Kashmir in its political relations both with the British Government and Central Asia, the circumstances of the family, and the unrewarded services of the Maharaja and his late father, make the case so special, that what it might be to wrong to concede to other States, it would be wrong to refuse to the Maharaja.

"In granting the Maharaja's request, we should, of course, make it distinctly understood that the collateral heir would succeed by the selection and approval of the British Government. It might possibly lead to disputes in the family if we were to leave the question to be determined at the time on purely legal grounds, as between the eldest collateral or the nearest collateral, or any other. To prevent this, while assuring the Maharaja of the perpetuation of his house by the recognition of collaterals—which is in reality the gist of his request—we would add that the collateral to be put in power would be the one whom the Government of the day might select as the most fit."

Appended to this despatch were several minutes, the following summaries of which will explain the other view taken of the question.

Sir Henry Durand completely dissented from the views of the Governor-General and Sir Richard Temple. He was of opinion that the proposed concession would, "instead of costing us nothing, cost us a great deal." It would be a most inconvenient precedent. Either all Hindu Chiefs holding adoption sanads must be granted the same concession, or their fears of annexation would be excited by its refusal. And putting aside the inconvenience of the precedent, Sir Henry maintained that the concession was in itself a most benevolent boon. He pointed out that the rivalry of collaterals had given rise to numberless wars and troubles both in Europe and in the East. If a Native Chief were encouraged to neglect the privilege of adoption, the rivalry of collaterals would be the obvious consequence. The British Government
could no doubt suppress conflict between the rival claimants and decide where the right of succession lay. But decision was not always easy, and might be opposed to the sense of the family and the people. And the very fact that the succession remained for decision after the Chief's death had the inevitable result of splitting up the State into parties and breeding turmoil and confusion. The only security against these evils was a timely adoption by the Chief during his life-time. "If," Sir Henry Durand wrote—

"I was an advocate for the policy of slow but certain annexion, I should support the proposed concession to Kashmir, and as would be then inevitable, in due course, to all other Hindu Chiefs. It undermines the permanence of their dynasties by honouring one of their weaknesses. On the contrary if the Maharaja wishes the Kashmir dynasty to be perpetuated, he and his successors have power to do so by adopting. And as Government never insist on the performance of all the Hindu ceremonies, adoption becomes practically little more than nomination, which, unless under very exceptional circumstances, the ruling Chief can do even in articulo mortis.

"It must be remembered that the Maharaja has no doubt the right to adopt collaterals who may be legally descended from Golab Singh, or adopted within the ordinary degrees in union with Hindu law and family custom."

"Under these circumstances I think it extremely inexpedient to issue a snand which practically sanctions the evasion of a duty which the Maharaja, if he comprehended the true interests of his State and dynasty, ought to consider sacred. By thus evading his duty he parts with the security which Lord Canning conferred against British interference; he invokes it, and casts on the Government of India the delicate duty of selection from collaterals, and of maintaining our selection if questioned by rival collaterals supported by strong parties in the State.

"A further and material objection is, that this obligation of our own creation would be opposed in spirit to treaty stipulations."

"It is also worthy of consideration whether the proposed concession is in accordance with either Hindu law or Sikh and Hindu practice. It violates some essential principles of Hindu law, namely, among others, widow rights. The British Government has repeatedly had to decide on the adoption made by a widow of a Chief who died heirless, the widow claiming the right of adoption as successor to the indivisible property of her husband, namely, the Raj or Chiefship, and the concomitant right of adoption. Sometimes the claim has been allowed, sometimes it has been contested and set aside; but, whether for good or whether for evil, widow Ranis have often a strong party in the State, and manage to assert their claims with more or less of success according to circumstances. Here again adoption by the Chief himself prevents all the evils which may arise from widow rights and widow rule or adoptions."

The views of Sir William Mansfield were expressed as follows:—

"After a very careful consideration of the matter of the despatch, I continue to adhere to the view that it is inexpedient to make the concession desired by the Maharaja, for the reasons stated by Sir Henry Durand. Out of deference to the Governor General, I have however said that I would not oppose the concession in the case of the Maharaja himself, while denying the privilege to the family coming after him."

In this minute Mr. Strachey concurred.

Mr. Maine's opinion was as follows:—

"While I think that the opinion of His Excellency the Viceroy as to the services of the Kashmir House ought to be regarded as conclusive, and while I consider it most expedient to take some step which may re-secure the present Maharaja after the persistent attacks made on his government, I feel myself compelled to agree on the question of principle with Sir Henry Durand. I cannot doubt that this concession, if made, will almost immediately become known to the other Native Chiefs of India, and will be made the foundation of universal demands for similar indulgence. If it be true that the minutest distinction accorded at a Viceroyal Durbar makes its way to every Court in India, and is cited as a precedent or a grievance on the next available occasion,—how can we possibly suppose that the establishment of a new principle of succession in a Hindu house will be regarded as exceptional and as affecting that house alone? The Kashmir dynasty rules a wealthy and powerful State, and the claim to consideration appears among Native Chiefs to rest not more on extent of dominion than on antiquity and splendour of family descent. How can we deny to families whose antiquity inspires an almost religious reverence that which we concede to a dynasty whose origin is extremely modern and viewed, I believe, with anything but respect? The existing system of succession among quasi-sovereign Hindu Princes in India has the advantage of extreme simplicity. The right of adoption in default of heirs of the body, now firmly secured to them, amounts to a power vested in the reigning Chief of selecting a successor from among his collaterals. To take a very famous illustration, it is the rule of succession which practically obtained in the early Roman Empire, though in that case the power of selection could be exercised not only by adoption, but by will. If we once depart from this simple principle, I own that, from a purely legal point of view, I cannot look forward without dismay to the sea of doubt in which we shall be launched. What is the rule of succession to a Hindu sovereignty among unselected collaterals? The answer is, that
nobody knows. Not only does the general Hindu law of succession to private property give us little help in solving the question, but it rather confounds our ideas, because (putting aside some unimportant exceptions) it is essentially a system of class succession, excluding primogeniture. In succession to a Hindu sovereignty does the collateral who is nearest to the founder of the house exclude the collateral who is nearest to the last reigning Chief? Does a nearer collateral connected through females only exclude a more remote collateral connected through males? A man may, of course, have an opinion on these two points founded on supposed analogies in Hindu or even in English law; but, in truth, nobody can give a reply with confidence or certainty. It happens, however, that out of the two questions above suggested grow the most urgent and bloodiest wars, or rather series of wars, in which the English monarchy has been involved. The fact is, that nothing is more arbitrary in itself, and nothing has been more gradually settled, than the system of collateral succession to European sovereignties; and it is no slight thing to propound the same set of problems for decision in India.

"I am informed that in Oudh, where the property of certain families claiming a 'gaddaar,' and probably older than most of the reigning houses of India, descends individually, there is no pretence whatever of the existence of any general rule of collateral succession applicable to such a case; but each family prefers to have a complete set of provable family mages governing its own successions. It is extremely improbable that the reigning Hindu houses can produce proof of any such customs, partly because of the virtual universality of the system of adoption, partly on account of the recent accession of several of them to sovereign power and their previous obscurity.

"It may be said that the British Government will decide between the conflicting claims of collaterals. But, unless it be distinctly stated that no collateral is to succeed as of right, the promise to allow collateral succession will be regarded as a promise to respect the rights of collaterals to succeed, and such collateral will be practically invited to make preparations for pressing his own claims. I venture to assert, too, that, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, the future British Government of India, having no reason a priori for preferring one collateral to another, will select the one whom it supposes to be legally entitled to succeed, and the question of legal right will be mixed after all. But, if any other candidate seems to a portion of the people to have a better claim than the nominee of the British Government, what security have we against an outbreak of partisanship, similar to that which, in spite of all the influence of the British power, has just plunged a miserable little Cutch State in war?"

"One very unfortunate result of diminishing the inducement to Hindu Princes to adopt will be, that minorities will obviously become much rarer. An adopted successor is almost invariably a child; a collateral successor will almost invariably be a grown man. It seems to be a general law that, though there is no happier episode in the modern history of Native States than the minority of the Chief. The British Government, temporarily assuming the administration in a tutelary capacity, secures for the young Prince the best education available, and for the people the best possible combination of Native and British institutions, without exposing itself to the suspicion of intended annexation, and without placing itself under the temptation to go too far in anglicising the country. Nobody denies that the best governed Native States owe their superiority to a minority wisely dealt with.

"I cannot help believing that the just claims of the Maharaja of Kashmir might be met in a simpler manner. Advantage might be taken of the policy so conspicuously inaugurated in Mysore. His attention might be directed to what has taken place in Mysore, as a proof of the earnest wish of the British Government to maintain Native States. And he might be assured in decided language of the strong sense which the British Government entertains of the services of his family. Putting the two together, he could scarcely fail to draw the conclusion, which would certainly be a sound one, that if he should fail to adopt, he would be succeeded by one of his family. But the inconvenience of a precedent would be avoided."

Views of Her Majesty's Government.—In the following November the Secretary of State telegraphed:

"The Maharaja of Kashmir may be assured, that, if he die without a natural born or an adopted heir, the succession of a collateral will be recognised; he should, however, be advised to adopt an heir for the sake of preventing dispute in his family."

The decision of Her Majesty's Government was communicated to the Punjab Government in the following words:

"The Secretary of State has intimated by telegraph that the Maharaja of Kashmir may rest assured that, if he die without an heir, natural born, or adopted, the succession of a collateral will be recognised. But it will be well if he adopt an heir. On receipt of despatch from Secretary of State, further instructions will be issued."

A few weeks later the views of Her Majesty's Government were more fully expressed in a despatch from the Secretary of State, which ran as follows:

"I have fully considered in Council the question submitted to Her Majesty's Government in Your Excellency's letter of the 8th of August (No. 131), 1868, relating to the succession to the government of Kashmir.
It appears from the enclosed correspondence that the Maharaja Ranbir Singh has requested that a sanad may be issued to him, especially granting succession in favour of collaterals in the event of the decease of his direct issue without children, or without appointing an adopted heir.

'The request, as thus stated, suggests two questions for consideration: firstly, whether the right of adoption, which has been guaranteed by sanad from Lord Canning to the Maharaja, is to be considered as limiting the selection to the descendants of Golab Singh, that is, to members of the Kashmir line, or whether the ‘family usages and traditions,’ to be respected in such a case, are those of the old Rajpoot line of cadam Chiefs: and secondly, whether the British Government will pledge itself to continue the succession in the family in the event of the Maharaja dying without heirs of the body and without adopting an heir.

"With respect to the first of these questions, I have to observe that, although in the treaty of 1846 the British Government transferred the territory of Kashmir, on certain conditions, to the Maharaja Golab Singh and the heirs male of his body, Her Majesty’s Government have no desire to limit the insurance given to the Maharaja Ranbir Singh by Her Majesty’s Viceroy in 1850, and again by sanad in 1862, with respect to ‘the adoption of an heir into His Highness’ house, according to its usages and traditions,’ to the descendants of Golab Singh, but will recognise the adoption of a collateral relative descended from Threw Dao, in accordance with the usages and traditions of the family.’

"In regard to the second question, I have fully considered in Council all that has been advanced by Your Excellency and by several of your Government. Adverting to the peculiar circumstances under which the family of Golab Singh became possessed of their principality, and to the eminent services performed and the unvarying good feeling displayed by the late and present Maharaja towards the British Government, I have no hesitation in according my sanction to the utmost possible assurance being given to His Highness that Her Majesty’s Government desire to perpetuate his dynasty. But it might be advantageous pointed out to him at the same time that it was with a view to the perpetuation of the Hindu dynasties and to the peaceful undisputed transfer of authority to a properly-appointed successor on the death of a reigning Prince, that the power of adoption in default of heirs of the body, by the Native Princes of India, has been formerly recognised by Her Majesty’s Government; and that it is their object that the wishes of the Chief himself may be made known to them during his life-time, in accordance with the religious and social usages of the country. But, in the present instance, as a wholly exceptional case, Her Majesty’s Government, in the event of the failure of natural heirs, and of the formal adoption of a successor, will prepared to consider the wishes of the Maharaja with respect to the question of adoption in the manner best calculated to prevent future embarrassment.

"In accordant with their sanction to these concessions, Her Majesty’s Government believe that they grant all that has been requested by the Maharaja, so far at least as His Highness’s requests are set forth in the statement of the Secretary to the Punjab Government, who received them from the Maharaja’s minister. Her Majesty’s Government do not consider it desirable to go beyond them, by taking upon themselves, in the event of the Maharaja dying without heir, to select a successor. A pledge to this effect might give additional assurance to Ranbir Singh himself, but might be considered by others as an act of interference on our part, designed to bring the principalities more immediately under British influence, and that the Maharaja might involve our Government in very embarrassing complications, in the event either of the Chief of our selection mismanaging his territory or becoming unpopular with the people. It is true that, ultimately, if there should be a disputed succession, the British Government might have to become the arbitrators, but this appears to me to be very different from an original selection, and it would not, to the same extent, identify us with the measures of the de facto ruler.”

This despatch was forwarded to the Punjab Government with the request that the chief points in the document might be communicated to the Maharaja.

Recent illness of the Maharaja Ranbir Singh.—The Maharaja has been suffering for years from diabetes. In November 1861 the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir reported that His Highness was very ill, and that although the danger might not be immediate, his death was a contingency to be expected. It was observed in the Foreign Department that there could be no difficulty about the succession, seeing that His Highness had three sons, of whom the eldest, Tikka Partab Singh, was 32 years of age. At the end of June 1862 the Maharaja’s health was said to be very bad, and the Officer on Special Duty advised that the Government should be prepared for a fatal termination.

* Secret: E. January 1863, No. 259. In reply, the following instructions* were sent to Mr. Henvey:—

"There seems to be no doubt that, in the event of His Highness’ death, the succession would devolve on his eldest son, Tikka Partab Singh, whom, it is understood, his father distinctly acknowledged and treated as his heir. His Excellency desires me to say that he thinks it desirable that the Officer on Special Duty should, in view of the position he now holds towards
the British Government on the one side and the Durbar on the other, take a prominent part in any formal ceremonies which may attend the accession of the new Maharaja. You or your successor should therefore inform the Government of India at once if you should have reason to believe that the health of the Maharaja was becoming worse, and that his life was in danger."

Proposal to divide the State.—Information was soon afterwards* received which seemed to show that the Maharaja was disposed to set aside his eldest son in favour of his youngest, Amar Singh, or at least to allot to the latter and to his second brother Ram Singh, important administrative jagirs. It was reported that His Highness's will would leave to the third son (Amar Singh) the Bimbar, Noakhara, and Rajaori districts; to the second (Ram Singh) the Kishhtwar and Badinwar districts, and to the eldest (Portab Singh) Jammu and all the outlying dependencies, viz., Kashmir, Ladakh, Balistan, and Gilgit. The Government of India were averse to any such partition.

Character of the Maharaja GolabSingh.—On the 22nd September 1846, Lieutenant Herbert Edwardes described * Maharaja Golab Singh's entourage thus:—

"The Maharaja has not one sardar at his Court, which seems to be a small coterie of remi-

* "The Maharaja has not one sardar at his Court, which seems to be a small coterie of reminders and muttsahibs. His sons are clownish boys, who have inherited none of his intellect, and of his two nephews the only one who gives any promise of ability is a child about nine years old, Mian Moti Singh."

About the same time Captain A. Broome, who was on special duty with the Maharaja at the time, described † Golab Singh's character in the following words, which, Lord Hardinge said, showed much discrimination:—

"One of his great elements of government is failing him—what he would call wholesome severity, and others probably cruelty. The fear of complaints being made to the British Government prevents his employing the wholesale system of execution and making formerly in vogue, and rebels can no longer be styled alive by the hundred as an example. He complains of this himself, vindicating severity as the only means of controlling his lawless subjects. Although I have learned to doubt his great ability or real talent, I cannot deny that he has great cunning, a natural and instinctive talent for intrigue, great readiness of resource, decision, energy, and wonderful activity. He has, moreover, a most kind and paternal manner to all ranks, which, though known to be only manner, still tells. The prestige of past success, the long established reputation for ability, and the recollection of past severities, still invests him with considerable influence: but this cannot last for ever. His mainstay even now is the belief that he can always command British support."

* "His inability to appreciate the British character and past conduct points out his great inferiority in judgment and discrimination to Ranjit Singh or to Dyhan Singh. I consider him as quite incapable of taking an enlarged view on any subject, though shrewd and quick in mastering details. His ambition and greed of power are insatiable, but his ruling passion is avarice, and his constant object is to obtain his ends at the smallest possible cost, the result of which is that he is frequently led into a penny-wise and pound-foolish system of policy. He is not, I believe, cruel by nature, but he is so upon principle, though this, as already mentioned, is now under a check. Although I believe him to be possessed of great courage, he would always prefer gaining his objects by intrigue rather than by force. Such is the opinion I have formed of his public character. I may have judged him harshly, but I fear that my estimate is not far from the truth. His position of late has been a difficult one, but I can make, and have made, full allowances for this. His private character is a much brighter one. As in his public life, he is thoroughly deceitful and unscrupulous, but he has none of the vices so common to natives in authority. He is active, industrious, accessible to all, kind to all, moderate and simple in his habits, and I believe perfectly free from every description of debauchery. He is agreeable in his manner and conversation, but rather prosy and exceedingly egotistical."

Sir II. Lawrence, however, took a more favourable view, as the following extract from a letter shows:—

"I do not agree with many of Lieutenant Edwardes's remarks and opinions. I have no doubt that Maharaja Golab Singh is a man of very indifferent character, but if we look for perfection in Natives we shall look in vain. Very much, if not all, said of him might, as far as my experience goes, be so of any Sovereign or Chief in India. He has many virtues that few of them possess, viz., courage, energy, and personal purity; his disposition is cruel, but not a
they and the dependent imbroglio between religious and worldly interests, public and private, business and leisure.

Character of the Maharaja Banbir Singh.—The following extract from a memorandum written by Mr. Girdlestone on the 14th November 1871 illustrate the character of the present Chief:

"Whatever may be the faults of the Maharaja of Kashmir as a ruler, there is this good feature in his administration that he devotes a great portion of his time to the conduct of the public affairs."

"The Maharajah is amanly, not only in his person, but in his habits. He is fond of sport and fond of riding. In his domestic relations he is very affectionate, caring to have his children much with him, and to make up to the younger ones for the loss which they have sustained by the early death of their mother. Last year and this he helped with money many shawl-weavers from Amritsar who were returning to Kashmir, because they could not earn a livelihood in India owing to the dulness of their trade. In affairs of State he is not influenced by the zenana. Naughtes and such like amusements have no charm for him. In his manner of life he is abstemious."

"For want of firmness the Maharaja often cannot rise superior to the influence of the officials immediately connected with him. He lacks moral courage. His intentions are good, and he is persuaded in his own heart that they are so. But if it comes to a trial of strength between him and his ministers, he is the likelier of the two to yield. He is no statesman, but if freed from existing restraints and supported by impartial advisers, his natural desire to do what is right would, I believe, be more prominently developed than it is now. Impulsiveness is another of his failings. At one time his hobby is to establish a shawl agency in Europe, at another to set on foot a museum in his own capital. Amon he is anxious to give an impetus to some special class of industry; and whilst the fit is on him he will be most keen in his desire to further his object. But after a time his ardour relaxes, and his well-intentioned schemes fall through for want of continued support."

"But the worst feature in the Maharaja's character is his excessive superstition. His weakness, though innate in him, has been aggravated by his ministers, who have found in it a convenient means of furthering their own designs. The Maharaja is surrounded by Brahmins, who are in fact the tools of the dawans. The oracle spinks as the dawans direct, for it is dependent on them for subsistence. Having got the Brahmins thoroughly subservient to him, they make it to their interest to remain so. In private conversations with his intimate friends the Maharaja has admitted that he feels the incumbrances, but he is so superstitiously afraid of religious consequences, and so vacillating in purpose that he will make no persistent effort to free himself. Except he has assistance and support from without he will never, I fear, be rid of this baseless entourage."

Mr. Henvey's account of the Maharaja and his sons.—Mr. Henvey's last report on Kashmir (dated the 9th December 1852) alludes to the ruling family in these words:

"No one can be more courteous than His Highness when he chooses to be so. In spite of illness he retains his habits of unremitting diligence in the conduct of affairs. This is not an unmixed advantage, for where a ruler meddies with everything, the administration partakes of whatever inconstancy there may be in his disposition, and the moods of the Maharaja are, to use a native expression, like pictures drawn on water.

"I have not had much opportunity of studying the character of His Highness' eldest son, Mian Partab Singh. Whether from inclination, or by order, the Mian Sahib avoids European society. I had occasion to call upon him once, but he never returned my visit. His reputation certainly does not stand high among his countrymen either as a private individual or as manager of the State Councils over which he has been lately called by his father to preside. I guard myself, however, against any attempt to predict what the Mian Sahib may turn out to be when he succeeds the wazir. The Maharaja himself, with some good and amiable qualities, has unmistakably failed as a ruler, and it may happen that Mian Partab Singh, who is gifted with less external advantages, may prove a better man than his more showy and plausible father. The second son, Mian Ram Singh, seems to be a skilful head of the army, and he is generally popular, though a trick of stammering spoils his address. The third son, Mian, Amar Singh, is still a lad, but he is beginning to take an active share in public business. His manner is somewhat sullen and unpleasing. All three sons are married, but as yet none
The most favourable specimen of the family is, in my opinion, the Maharaja's cousin, Raja Moti Singh of Punah, whose successful handling of that tributary province is often contrasted with 'the dictatorship of incapacity' reigning in the Jammu-Kashmir State.'

It can hardly be doubted that the eldest son is a miserable character, and that the youngest promises best and is his father's favourite.

Domestic details.—In 1871 the second wife of Tikka Pertab Singh, heir-apparent of Kashmir, died; the fact was reported by the Officer on Special Duty, but no message of condolence was apparently sent to the Government.

The Maharaja's youngest son, Amar Singh, was one of the Viceroy's pages at the Delhi Assembly. He was married on the 5th May 1878, and His Excellency Lord Lytton wrote letters of warm and personal congratulation both to him and to his father, and sent a wedding present of a dagger. No precedent for a present of this kind could be found. His Excellency's letters and present were acknowledged in suitable terms by the Maharaja and by Amar Singh. The principal Maharani of the present Chief died on the 3rd December 1880. The Viceroy's personal condolences were telegraphed to the Maharaja. Just at this time the second son (Ram Singh) of the Maharaja was being married.

Donations by the Maharaja Ranbir Singh.—(1) Punjab University.—The Maharaja gave a donation of R 63,000 in 1868 to the Punjab University.

(2) Thank offering. —On the recovery of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales the Maharaja gave a sum of R 21,000 for the relief of the sick and infirm as a thank-offering.

(3) Bengal Famine. —The Maharaja subscribed R 40,000 in 1874 to the Bengal Famine Relief Fund.

All these donations were acknowledged in Kharitas from the Viceroy, and by the Secretary of State.

(4) Thank offering.—When Her Majesty escaped assassination in 1882 the Maharaja sent to the Private Secretary to the Governor General—

"the sum of R 5,000 as a propitiatory offering to Heaven, to be used and appropriated as such in any manner which His Excellency the Viceroy, as Her Majesty's representative, may think proper."

This gift was acknowledged through the Officer on Special Duty, and was forwarded to the Mayo Hospital at Lahore. The Secretary of State was informed.

(5) Endowment in memory of Sir Donald McLeod.—In 1871 the Maharaja presented Sir D. McLeod, the retiring Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, with R 30,000 to found an institution in the Punjab connected with the Lieutenant-Governor's name. A Sanskrit Scholarship was founded. The Maharaja was thanked privately by Sir D. McLeod.

The Star of India.—In 1861, Maharaja Ranbir Singh was made a Knight of the Most Exalted Order of the Star of India. Thereupon His Highness expressed a wish that the new title should be included in the style of address to which he was entitled in public communications.

The Government of India decided that—

"on all occasions on which it is customary to make use of the titles and address of the Maharaja of Kashmir in full, the new title of 'Knight of the Most Exalted Order of the Star of India' should in future be added in full. On other occasions the abbreviated title of K.S.I. will be sufficient."

The Maharaja, having received the Insignia of the Order, addressed three kharitas to (1) Her Majesty, (2) the Secretary of State for India, and (3) His Excellency the Viceroy, all of them expressing thanks for the honor conferred on him. The
The first two were forwarded to the Secretary of State in despatch No. 33, dated the 8th March 1862.

The Maharaja was invested with the Grand Cross of the Order on the 1st November 1861.

**Honorary** rank of General in the British Army conferred on Maharaja Ranbir Singh.—On the occasion of the Delhi Assemblage the Viceroy intimated to the Maharaja that this distinction would be conferred upon him.

A Commission under the Royal Sign Manual was transmitted to the Officer on Special Duty for delivery to the Maharaja. It was accompanied by the following *Kharita* from the Viceroy:

"Kharita, dated 14th September 1877.

"From His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General of India.

"To His Highness Maharaja Ranbir Singh Indar Maharaj Bahadur Sijor-i-Saltanaat, G.C.S.I., Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir.

"It afforded me sincere gratification to announce to Your Highness at the Delhi Imperial Assemblage that Her Most Gracious Majesty, the Queen-Empress of India, had been pleased to signalise the assumption of Her new title by appointing you to the honorary rank of General in the British Army. I have now the pleasure to transmit a Commission under the Royal Sign Manual formally conferring the above-mentioned title upon you.

"The exalted dignity thus graciously bestowed upon Your Highness is a special mark of esteem and favor never before conferred upon any of the Chiefs of India. It has been accorded to Your Highness as an appropriate recognition of your loyal attachment to Her Majesty’s Imperial Throne, and of the service rendered by your troops in the maintenance of peace upon the frontier, and in the suppression of the great mutiny of 1857. May this further token of the friendship of the Sufferer Power serve to draw still closer the bonds of union between the Crown of England and the greatest of her border Feudatories.

"With best wishes for Your Highness’s health and happiness and the prosperity of Your State and people, I beg to express the high consideration I entertain for Your Highness, and to subscribe myself, &c., &c."

The Officer on Special Duty delivered the Commission and *Kharita* to the Maharaja in a public Durbar. His Highness acknowledged the honor in a suitable speech, and the proceedings closed with a royal salute of 101 guns.

The matter was reported to the Secretary of State.

**Exemption of the Maharaja from payment of tolls.**—When the Maharaja visited Simla in 1875 it was ruled that—

"the Governor General in Council does not consider it desirable that Native Princes of the rank of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir should be required to pay tolls on roads and bridges while travelling in British territory, and orders should therefore be issued exempting Native Princes of high rank from the payment of such tolls."

**Celebration of the birth-day of Her Majesty the Queen-Empress at Srinagar.**—On the 29th May 1880, the Officer on Special Duty wrote as follows:

"I have the honor to report that a salute of 31 guns was fired this morning from the Fortress of Hari Parvat in honor of Her Majesty the Queen-Empress.

"A fete at the Shalimar gardens has also been arranged, by order of the Maharaja, for the entertainment of the English visitors at Srinagar. As this is, I believe, the first occasion upon which Her Majesty’s birthday has been fitly recognised by the Kashmir Durbar, I have much pleasure in bringing the circumstances to the notice of the Governor-General in Council."

**The Viceroy’s procession at Lahore, 1880.**—When the Viceroy visited Lahore early in November 1880, it was at first arranged that the Maharaja should ride in the elephant procession, conducting His Excellency to the camp abreast of the Commander-in-Chief, and His Highness’ agent agreed to this procedure. But a few hours before the procession Dewan Govind Sahni objected. The Punjab Government thought that he was justified by precedent, so the Viceroy agreed to excuse the Maharaja from riding in the procession. But it was afterwards ascertained that the Punjab Government had not strong grounds for supporting the Dewan’s objection: he in fact “succeeded in carrying by surprise a material alteration of programme,” thus sowing the seeds of future inconvenience.
TRIBUTE.

Treaty of Amritsar.—The tenth article of the treaty of Amritsar contains these words:

"Maharaja Gohal Singh acknowledges the supremacy of the British Government, and will, in token of such supremacy, present annually to the British Government one horse, twelve perfect shawl-goats of approved breed (six male and six female), and three pairs of Kashmir shawls." The shawls are regularly despatched to Her Majesty. They are first submitted for the inspection of His Excellency the Viceroy. In 1857 Her Majesty signified her wish that the shawls should be all of square shape, but of the same texture as before. The Maharaja agreed to furnish square shawls.

The goats have caused correspondence because they do not thrive in British India. In 1881 the Punjab Government gave orders (unauthorisedly) for the discontinuance of this tribute, but they were not apparently carried out at the time. Recently pashm and yarn have been substituted. The necessary modification of the treaty was announced to the Maharaja in a khariita dated 13th March 1884 from the Viceroy which is quoted below:

"By the tenth article of the treaty of Amritsar dated the 10th March 1846, it was agreed that the Maharaja of Kashmir should present annually to the British Government, in token of the supremacy of that Government, twelve perfect shawl-goats of approved breed, six male and six female. Accordingly, the late Maharaja and Your Highness have presented year by year the twelve shawl-goats for which stipulation was made. But the nature of these animals is such that they do not thrive in India. It has therefore been proposed that twenty-two pounds of pashm and three pounds of white yarn of the qualities and proportions which are described in the attached memorandum should be presented to the British Government, instead of the twelve shawl-goats, as tokens of the supremacy of the said Government.

"I have been informed by the Officer on Special Duty that Your Highness approves of this modification of the tenth article of the above-mentioned treaty, and this letter is accordingly written to formally acquaint Your Highness that the new arrangement will, with the consent of both parties, be henceforward adopted."

Memorandum of articles to be substituted for the annual tribute of shawl-goats, to accompany the Khariita from His Excellency the Viceroy to His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir, dated the 13th March 1884.

First.—Pashm in its natural state as brought to Kashmir from Loh, ten pounds.
Second.—Picked and assorted black wool, four pounds.
Third.—Picked and assorted grey wool, four pounds.
Fourth.—Picked and assorted white wool, four pounds.
Fifth.—White yarn of the three best qualities, three pounds, one of each quality.
CHAPTER IV.

JAGIRDARS AND FEUDATORIES.

Treaty of Lahore.—It will be observed that by the 5th article of the supplementary treaty of Lahore, dated the 11th March 1846, the British Government agreed to “respect the bond fide rights of those jagirdars” within the territories ceded by the Lahore State, who were attached to the families of the late Maharajas Ranjit Singh, Kharak Singh, and Sher Singh; and to maintain those jagirdars in their bond fide possessions during their lives.” In regard to the parts of the ceded territories transferred by the British Government to the Maharaja Golab Singh, this obligation was imposed on the new ruler by the 9th article of the treaty of Amritsar. The records do not seem to show what steps were taken to give effect to these provisions, or who the persons were in whose behalf they were made. Probably the point is one of no great practical importance now, since the guarantee, whatever it was, covered only the lives of parties who were in possession some 44 years ago.

Settlement of jagir claims effected in 1846-47: Hill Chiefs near Jammu: the Khukka-Bumbas.—Quite apart from treaty provisions, certain jagir settlements were negotiated by the British officers who helped Maharaja Golab Singh to arrange his affairs after he had been placed in possession of Kashmir. The jagirdars thus dealt with were of two classes, viz., first, the Chiefs of the old hill principalities in the neighbourhood of Jammu; and secondly, certain Chiefs styled “Khukka-Bumba,” who occupied the hill country in the west of Kashmir about Mozaffarabad and the Baramulla pass. In 1846 both these classes were active opponents of Maharaja Golab Singh. The first comprised Chiefs, such as those of Rajaori, Bhimbar, Kishatwar, and Basoli, who had only recently become subject to the Raja of Jammu. Their leaders were Srinivasa Khan and Fakir-ulla Khan of the Rajaori family. They had a special grievance, for Golab Singh had kept the head of the house in prison till he became an idiot, and had bestowed the estate on the youngest branch of the family. This opposition was of serious importance. Fakir-ulla Khan was described as “the life and soul of the Sheik’s rebellion, and the firebrand in his council.” The other Chiefs of this class had similar reasons for complaint.

The second class, the Khukka-Bumbas, are described in the memorandum which is printed as Appendix (1). They are petty Muhammadan Rajas living on the banks of the Jhelum between Baramulla and Hazara. “The condition,” it was said in 1846, “of some of these petty Chiefs is very miserable. Each Sikh ruler seems to have taken a slice out of their possessions, until some paid a tribute nearly equal to their entire professed income.” They were reported to be “the most formidable and troublesome allies of Sheik Imam-ud-din.” They opposed Golab Singh not so much because they were Muhammadans, as because they feared that he would enhance their tribute payments.

The Governor General’s Agent (Colonel Lawrence) considered it essential to the establishment of Golab Singh’s rule that these causes of dissatisfaction should be removed. He therefore constantly urged the Maharaja to deal liberally with the claims of his feudatories. “When the hill country was made over to you,” he wrote, “it was so with all its duties and obligations, and it was expected that you would not only leave all who had grants of land of old standing in posses-
sion, but that you would arrange for the comfort and well-being of your subjects generally." This exhortation was based on the letter from the Government of India which is quoted below:

"The Governor General approves of the line you propose to follow - and he bestows upon you discretionary power to call upon Maharaja Golab Singh to make equitable arrangements for the tributary and dependent Chiefs whose territories have been transferred to His Highness under the treaty of Amritsar. The spirit of the treaty requires that he should do so, while the example which we have set him in regard to the territories relinquished by us and its results, should make His Highness anxious to follow their just and politic course. The questionable conduct in regard to his assuming possession of the Kashmir province, have made our interference necessary to aid in coercing these now refractory Chiefs. British interference cannot be exercised to enforce justice, nor will the Governor-General consent to exercise it, without seeing that justice is done to those whom our power is employed to coerce or overawe.

"You are requested to explain this distinctly to the Maharaja, and to impress upon His Highness that every Prince, who is invested with power and dominion, is also charged with corresponding duties to his people placed under his rule, and that dignity, honor, and prosperity arise, not from the possession of the former, but from a just discharge of the requirements of the latter.

"The Governor-General will leave to your discretion, in which he has full confidence, the arrangements which should be made on behalf of the Chiefs above referred to. Our guarantee for the performance of the Maharaja's engagement should not be given where not absolutely necessary. Those who may reside in our territories, in receipt of a money stipend, may receive such stipend from our treasuries, and it would be advisable that, for the sums so guaranteed by us, we should receive from the Maharaja territorial assignments, the tenure of which would of course terminate with the termination of the stipendary payments."

The orders were approved by the Court of Directors in these words:—

"Although the Maharaja Golab Singh may not be disgraced by all the bad qualities attributed to him, he has still misused the trust placed in him in the conduct of affairs, and to an extent which justifies any precautionary measures which you may think fit to adopt in regard to him, more especially with reference to these tributary and dependent Chiefs whose territories have been transferred to His Highness under the treaty of Amritsar."

The Maharaja consented to take the Agent's advice in respect of jagirs.

Guaranteed settlement for the Hill Chiefs.—The nature of the settlement embodied and guaranteed in respect of Chiefs of the first class is fully described in the papers printed as Appendix (2). Briefly, certain cash allowances aggregating Rs. 62,200 per annum were assigned in perpetuity to the Rajas of Rajouri, Jasrota, Mankote, Ramnagar, Basoli, Khishtwar, and others. The Chiefs were given the choice of remaining in or quitting the Maharaja's territories, and most preferred the latter alternative. The share of those who remained was Rs. 42,800, and this the British Government undertook to pay. In consideration for doing so the British Government received from the Maharaja the districts of Sujanpur, part of Pathankot, and certain lands between the Beas and Chukke rivers. On the complete extinction of a pensioned family, the amount of the allowance is payable to the Kashmir Durbar.

Settlement about the Khukka-Bumba: no guarantee.—The arrangement made with the Khukka-Bumba Rajas has not been guaranteed by the British Government. In the first instance, the Maharaja agreed to exact from them no more than the Sikhs had taken, and even to remit one-fifth of that amount. This agreement was reduced to writing, and was attested by the Political Officer, Lieutenant Edwardes. But the Chiefs did not submit for some time, so it became void. Eventually they signed a paper promising allegiance to the Maharaja; while the latter signed one promising to them kind treatment, the confirmation of all grants made up to one year before the death of the Sikh Governor."

Sheik
Moshi-ud-Din, and remission of one-fifth of the tribute paid to the Sikhs. These agreements were not attested by the Governor General's Agent. Before they were concluded he impressed upon the Chiefs that they should consider carefully whether they were willing to obey the Maharaja or not. If not, they would be allowed to emigrate to British territory, and would there receive allowances. But if they remained, the Maharaja would be "master of their fortunes," and "all would henceforward depend on their own good fortune," as Mr. Girdlestone, 

Words in italics are quoted below:—

Sultan of Manjherabad
Ditto Deputtah
Ditto Kotiar
Ditto Uri
Ditto Kurnao
Raja of Bookan
Ditto Chitter and Dunah
Ditto Dunah and Kot
Raja of Muzaffer Khan Babat Khan Madurpoorah

Raja of Skardo.—A case which resembles those just mentioned in some far by Ranjit Singh to Golab Singh, the brother of Dhyan Singh, who had three sons, Hira Singh, Jowalir Singh, and Moti Singh. The second of them was a boy when his elder brother was killed, and his estate was in the first instance seized by the Maharaja. His name is not mentioned in the treaties of 1846, nor in subsequent arrangements. When he came to manhood he tried to recover his losses, and through the intervention of the Resident at Lahore he did get a share of his father's estate. But from this a bitter quarrel arose between him and Golab Singh. At the end of 1854 the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab reported that matters were coming to a crisis. The Maharaja seemed to be bent on crushing his nephew, who had applied for assistance to the Chief Commissioner. The question was whether the request should be complied with at all; and, if so, to what extent. The case is an important one of its kind, and the Chief Commissioner's letter gives a good account of the Maharaja's family affairs. The following extracts are therefore quoted at some length:—

"For many years His Highness the Maharaja has been on bad terms with Raja Jowalir Singh. During the life of Raja Dhyan Singh, the father of the latter, he and Raja (HISTORY OF THE PUNJAB...)."
present Maharaja) Golab Singh had but one interest. The union of the two brothers was one of the main causes of their remarkable fortune. Dhyam Singh was the minister and favorite of Maharaja Ranjit Singh; he resided always at Court and cared for the welfare of the family. Golab Singh was generally absent as a civil or military officer on duty in various parts of the Punjab; or residing on his jagirs in the Jammu territory. All the wealth of the two brothers was accumulated in its strongholds under Raja Golab Singh's immediate care.

When Dhyam Singh, together with his master Maharaja Shere Singh, was murdered by the Sindunawas sirdars, his son Hira Singh managed to win the army to his side and destroy the murderers. Him Singh then became minister, and virtually the ruler of the Punjab.

During Raja Hira Singh's lifetime, some ill-feeling arose between him and his uncle Golab Singh regarding Dhyam Singh's wealth; and at one time it was in contemplation to send an army against Jammu. Matters, however, did not come to an open rupture; Raja Golab Singh satisfied his nephew for the time being, who as the real ruler of the Punjab was of course the more powerful of the two.

Shortly after this, Raja Suechet Singh, the youngest of the three Jammu brothers, instigated it is said, by Raja Golab Singh, tampered with the Sikh troops, and endeavored to supplant his nephew Hira Singh. But the plot proved a failure. Raja Hira Singh got timely notice of the affair, and was enabled to keep the army on his side. They moved out against Suechet Singh, and killed him and all his followers. Raja Suechet Singh had no children and had adopted Raja Ramvir Singh, the present heir of Jammu. The prince affects to have a blood feud on this account with Raja Jawahir Singh, as the nearest relative of Hira Singh.

A short time only elapsed when Raja Jowahir Singh, brother of the Maharajah, and Raja Lal Singh, induced the army to desert Hira Singh, who was slain in his flight from Lahore. With him died the second son of Raja Golab Singh, Mian Ootum Singh, who, after the failure of Suechet Singh's plot, had come to Lahore on his father's part.

On the death of Raja Hira Singh, his full-brother Raja Jawahir Singh became head of the family, and with his half-brother Moti Singh succeeded to his rights and property. Raja Jawahir Singh, therefore, had claims against Raja Golab Singh, both in his own right, as one of the heirs of Dhyam Singh and Suechet Singh, and as the heir also of Hira Singh. The latter held Justrut, now a part of the Jammu territory, in jagir where he had accumulated a large amount of treasure. Both it and the jagir were appropriated by the Maharajah. Raja Jawahir Singh being then but a boy, neither understood his own rights, nor had power to assert them.

Matters continued in this state until the first Satlej war. By the treaty of Amritsar no provision was made for Jawahir Singh, whom his uncle actually kept out of the way, by sending him to Chubal to take possession of his paternal jagir.

Thus all the accumulated wealth of Raja Dhyam Singh, Suechet Singh, and Hira Singh remained with the Maharajah. And all the Kohistan, except the Chubal and Punch estates, have fallen into that Chief's hands, and even these lands are held as a fief under him.

Since 1816, Raja Jawahir Singh has been endeavouring to recover his share of his father's domains and property. In 1847, he and his brother Moti Singh appealed to the Resident at Lahore, and in May of the following year, Sir F. Currie mediated between the two parties. On this occasion the Maharajah agreed to confirm to the two brothers their father's jagirs; to make them both Rajas, and to give them certain other advantages.

In 1852, Raja Moti Singh, instigated, it is generally said, by his uncle, quarreled with his half-brother Jawahir Singh, and claimed a division of their estates, which had hitherto been held in common. This division was effected early in 1853, but its result has been to increase the feud between the Maharajah and his nephew, Jawahir Singh.

Raja Jawahir Singh has always endeavored to obtain permission to keep a vakil at Lahore—an arrangement which has not been allowed as being offensive to the Maharajah. He has taken into his service persons who have been dismissed by the Maharajah; he has carried on communications with his officers and agents; and resisted his authority. On the other hand, the Maharajah has not carried out the promises which he made through Dhowan Jowal Sahib to Sir F. Currie in favor of Jawahir Singh. He has by various acts of annoyance and petty arrests endeavored to drive the Raja's family out of the towns of Jammu, and has instigated his ryot to resist his authority.

The animosity between the two parties has become inflamed to that degree that there is nothing, it is believed, which one would not do to injure the other. The Maharajah has alone refrained from ruining Jawahir Singh out of fear of the resentment of the British Government, while the Raja only waits for his sovereign's death, to endeavour to supplant his son and successor.

In October 1853, Raja Jawahir Singh rode down from Chubal to Gujerat, and endeavored to induce the Chief Commissioners, then on his way to Peshawar, to interfere and protect him. This was refused, but the Chief Commissioner gave him a letter to the Maharajah, which he promised to take himself and deliver in Kashmir, and endeavour to come to a reconciliation. The Raja, however, did not do so; the fact probably being, as he since said, that any such arrangement was hopeless.

In June last, Raja Jawahir Singh sent his confidential agent to the Chief Commissioner at Murree to represent the state of his relations with the Maharajah; and a few days after
wards Dewan Jowal Sahib, who had been deputed to arrange regarding the timber duties on the Chenab, also arrived.

The Chief Commissioner had repeated interviews with both parties, and fully ascertained the views and objects of their principals. Raja Jowahir Singh desires our interference, without which he feels satisfied must be ruined. He wishes to hold his jagir as a fief from the British Government, with which the Maharaja shall have to concern. The Maharaja desires to expel the Raja from his jagir, and is only held back by the fear of our resentment. Dewan Jowal Sahib distinctly asked whether we would interfere or not in behalf of the Raja? Whether the Maharaja would be allowed to take his own course with him or not?

"The Chief Commissioner allowed the Dewan to return to Kashmir, telling him that he wished to see Jowahir Singh himself, whom he had for that purpose invited to Lahore; that the Maharaja’s wishes would be duly considered, and a reference made on the subject for the order of Government.

"Raja Jowahir Singh visited the Chief Commissioner at Lahore, and explained with great frankness his hopes and fears. He assured the Chief Commissioner that no real reconciliation with his uncle was possible, that no submission on his part could prove effectual, that his uncle was bent on getting rid of him, and that without the interference of the British Government this intention would most assuredly be carried out. The Raja remarked very frankly that he had no desire, nor indeed the power, to forcibly resist the Maharaja, but that on the demise of the latter he would be able to maintain himself against his cousin; and that all he required was our interference to prevent his present ruin.

"The Chief Commissioner explained to the Raja that he did not think it probable that the British Government would interfere, but that so far as the treaty with the Maharaja would admit, the Chief Commissioner would be glad to aid him. Finally he recommended to the Raja three courses—first, to reconcile himself at any cost to his uncle; secondly, to return to his jagir and maintain himself to the best of his ability if attacked; and thirdly, to request the Chief Commissioner in writing to obtain the consent of the Supreme Government for him to mediate between the Raja and his uncle on the basis that the former should relinquish his jagir and reside in British territory, provided that an adequate allowance was granted to him from the Maharaja, payable through the public treasury.

"The Raja replied to these propositions that the two first were impracticable, and that he could not agree to the last, as it would render him an exile without power or authority. The fact is that this arrangement, which would no doubt prove acceptable to the Maharaja, is distasteful to Raja Jowahir Singh, as rendering him powerless for a future effort.

"Raja Jowahir Singh is still at Lahore, unwilling, perhaps afraid, to return to his own estates, and still in hopes that something may occur to save him from his uncle. On the other hand, the Maharaja is only waiting for an expression of the views of Government before taking further steps in the matter.

"Maharaja Golab Singh feels that he has not long to live; he is now, it is believed, stricken by a mortal disease; he perceives that he has made a bitter enemy of his nephew, that his own son and heir, Raja Ranbir Singh, is unpopular and inexperienced in business. He is aware of Raja Jowahir Singh’s aspiring and ambitious character, and is resolved to get rid of him during his own life.

"The feelings of Raja Ranbir Singh towards his cousin, Jowahir Singh, are still more bitter. He both hates and fears him, and will never believe he is safe, so long as Jowahir Singh holds a foot of land in the country. Under the pretext of Jowahir Singh being the brother of Suchet Singh’s murderer, he will not even eat with him—conduct peculiarly offensive among Rajputa so nearly allied together.

"Raja Ranbir Singh conceives that if he can once get rid of his cousin, he has nothing to fear for the future. While matching through Hazara the other day, the Chief Commissioner urged Dewan Jowal Sahib to endeavour to effect a reconciliation between the parties. But the Dewan excused himself, remarking that Raja Ranbir Singh would never hear of it, and had urged him on no account to listen to any compromise.

"Such being the state of feeling between these near relations, it is difficult to know what course to advise. Raja Jowahir Singh will never voluntarily leave the country, while it is perfectly clear that he is unable, if unpaid, to maintain his position. The Maharaja is urgent to be allowed to deal with him in his own way.

"The Chief Commissioner believes that it would be ultimately beneficial for Raja Jowahir Singh to accept our mediation on the terms proposed in paragraph 19. It no doubt would prove extremely distasteful to him to be compelled to leave his country. But at any rate wealth, peace, and complete security would then be his lot. At present there is no assurance that he will escape with his life. Though he now refuses our mediation on these conditions, he may be too glad to accept them in a brief space of time, at which juncture, however, the Maharaja may no longer be willing to grant the terms which he would now subscribe to.

"By the treaty of Amritsar, the British Government are doubtless in no way called on to interfere in the internal concerns of Jammu. But on the other hand, ever since 1816, its officers have interfered. Towards the end of that year, when but for our energetic measures, Maharaja Golab Singh would never have obtained possession of Kashmir, Sir H. Lawrence induced His Highness to allow a maintenance in perpetuity to the Raja’s family and other Chiefs, who had been exiled, or were unwilling to live under his authority. These arrangements were approved by the Supreme Government, which guaranteed the pensions, for payment of which the Maharaja ceded a tract of country.
The matter was considered* by the Government of India, and the gist of the orders passed is contained in the subjoined extracts from Foreign Department letter† No. 41, dated the 29th January 1856:

"The Governor General in Council, after a careful study of the provisions of the treaty of Amritsar, and the history of the transactions between the Maharaja and his nephew, is unable to discover in any of those documents any thing which would justify the Government of India in interfering in this quarrel by any exercise of its power.

"By the treaty, in question, the British Government binds itself (article 9) to ‘give its aid to Maharaja Golab Singh in protecting his territories from external enemies’: but it nowhere binds itself to interfere, or reserves any right to interfere, in internal disputes.

"Maharaja Golab Singh, on his part, agrees to acknowledge the supremacy of the British Government (article 10) and to refer to the arbitration of the British Government any disputes or questions which may arise between him and the Government of Lahore, or any other neighbouring State, and to ‘abide by the decision of the Government.’ But the treaty nowhere recognises any right of authoritative interference in the internal affairs of the Maharaja’s kingdom, nor any right of compelling the Maharaja to submit to its arbitration in matters between his government and those who may be subject to its authority. Raja Jowahir Singh is no subject, being a feudatory of the Maharaja; his case has no special provision made for it; his name is not even mentioned in the treaty.

"As it appears to the Governor General in Council that the course to be followed by the Government of India in connection with the disputes between Raja Jowahir Singh and his uncle the Maharaja, must be regulated by the general provisions of the treaty of Amritsar, His Lordship in Council is of opinion that any such interference as you point to, regarding the exercise of our power to restrain Maharaja Golab Singh, and to prevent the measures which he may resolve to take towards his nephew and feudatory Jowahir Singh, must be put out of the question.

"In reply to your question whether Jowahir Singh shall be ‘left to his fate’, I am desired by the Governor-General in Council to state that the Government of India, although it cannot interfere on behalf of Raja Jowahir Singh with authority, is prepared, upon grounds of humanity and policy, to interpose its good offices in his favour by exerting the Maharaja, as forcibly as words can convey such an exhortation, to act with justice to his nephew, and to abstain from those mischievous proceedings of which his conviction and those of his subjects are a symptom.

"The Governor-General in Council cannot advise Raja Jowahir Singh to submit to our mediation, or to accept our good offices on the very unfavourable terms described in the 10th paragraph of your Secretary’s despatch, nor on the other hand can His Lordship in Council accede to the wish of Jowahir Singh that he should ‘hold his jagir as a fief from the British Government, with which the Maharaja shall have no concern,’ or undertake to press any such requisition upon the Maharaja in opposition to the express provision of the treaty, which forbids our direct interference, and recognises no right on our part to arbitrate in the internal affairs of his kingdom. The Government of India must confine itself, in this matter, to the simple exercise of its good offices with Maharaja Golab Singh in favour of his nephew; to an endeavour by advice and exhortation to restrain him from the severe and unjust measures which he contemplates. If Raja Jowahir Singh should decline our good offices on this understanding, or should refuse his assent to the conditions which may be obtained for him by their interposition, the Government of India, he may be informed, must then withdraw, and leave the feud between him and his uncle the Maharaja to take its course, so long as it does not injuriously affect the interests of the British State."

These instructions were approved* by the Court of Directors.

Accordingly the Chief Commissioner informed† Jowahir Singh that the Government were not free to interfere in his behalf. At the same time the Maharaja was warned that his seizure of Jowahir Singh’s jagirs would be viewed with displeasure by the Governor-General in Council. Nevertheless, the Maharaja, who had already collected troops near his nephew’s possessions, proceeded to attack him; and eventually defeated‡ him and confiscated his jagirs.

* Secret Despatch, No. 1810, dated 5th April 1856.
† Secret Despatch, No. 1810, dated 5th April 1856.
‡ Secret Despatch, No. 1810, dated 5th April 1856.
The Government of India approved of the Chief Commissioner's endeavour to settle the quarrel. But they repeated their refusal to interfere on receiving an application for assistance from Jowahir Singh. This action was apparently not in accordance with the Chief Commissioner's view. He pointed out that Golab Singh's rule was extremely unpopular, and that his success against Jowahir Singh was mainly due to the support which it was believed the British Government would always be ready to afford in an emergency. Jowahir Singh was then allowed to live at Lahore. But the years longer. Jowahir Singh not only continued to complain, but intrigued with discontented factions in Jammu. His party grew stronger after the death of Golab Singh; and at the end of 1865 a conspiracy was discovered which had for its object the murder of the new Maharaja and his sons and advisers, and the succession of Jowahir Singh. There was considerable ground for supposing that the Raja was directly implicated in this plot. The affair brought matters to a crisis. It was clear that the old quarrel would be indefinitely prolonged with danger of disturbances unless the British Government interfered to effect a settlement. Moreover, both parties expressed their willingness to abide by the arbitration of the Lieutenant-Governor. Sir J. Lawrence, therefore, framed an agreement† by which Jowahir Singh renounced all claims to possessions in the Kashmir State, undertook to abstain from intrigues, and promised to live outside of Kashmir territories at a place not nearer to them than Umballa; while the Maharaja agreed to pay Jowahir Singh's debts, and to give him a cash allowance of one lakh per annum for life, half a lakh being heritable by his male issue in perpetuity. These terms were guaranteed by the British Government, which, it was declared, "shall have and will exercise," the power of compelling either party to fulfil them. The agreement was approved by the Government of India and the Secretary of State. Jowahir Singh died at Umballa on the 15th December 1869, apparently without issue. The jagir of Punch was conferred by the Maharaja on Moti Singh (Jowahir Singh's younger brother), on condition of fidelity and allegiance, and is still held by him.

Maharaja Banbir Singh's request for a guarantee against interference.—In July 1868 Banbir Singh preferred unofficially to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab a request:

"that the British Government undertake, as in the case of Nabha, Patiala, and Jhind, to attend to no complaints or petitions brought against the Maharaja for the time being by any of his relatives or jagirdars."

The Lieutenant-Governor (Sir D. MacLeod) submitted this application in a demi-official letter to the Viceroy, remarking—

"as we have always refrained from interfering on behalf of any complainants amongst his relatives or dependants except those for whom from special causes we have become in any way pledged, or where their wrongs may appear of an outrageous character, the request and the assurance appear to be hardly necessary. But as he wishes it I presume there can be no objection to giving him the same assurances as have been given to others."

The Government of India refused this request. Their reasons are set forth in the following extract from a demi-official letter† of the Foreign Secretary:

"The second request, that the Maharaja receive the same assurance of our non-interference between him and his relatives and jagirdars as has been given to the Maharaja of Patiala, and the Raja of Jind and Nabha, is one which the Viceroy is unable favourably to entertain. The British Government of course are desirous at all times to respect the sovereign authority of the Maharaja over his subjects, and have never interfered between him and his relatives and dependants unless in very special and exceptional cases. But the formal assurances given in 1869 to Patiala, Jind, and Nabha, although they were in reality only a renewal of one of the clauses in the sanads of 1847, have been found in practice not to work well; indeed, notably in the case of the Senthis Sikhs and Nabha, the formal assurance given to the Raja..."
of Nabha has resulted in misunderstanding and objectionable complications. On general
grounds, therefore, the Viceroy is opposed to the grant of a similar assurance to Kashmir.

"But apart from this, there are special reasons why, in the case of Kashmir, the indul-
gence could not be conceded. By article 8 of the treaty of 1846, the Maharaja is bound to
respect, in regard to the territory transferred to him, the guarantee which the British Govern-
ment gave under the treaty of Lahore, that the land-side rights of the jagirdars and their
possessions would be respected and maintained for life. The
obligation to maintain these rights is one from which the
British Government cannot escape, and we are therefore
bound to see that the Maharaja respects them in the territo-
ries which we obtained under treaty from the Lahore
Durbar, and afterwards ceded to the Maharaja's father.
Under these circumstances, the assurance asked for could
not be granted without a breach of faith on our part. At the same time, as already observed,
the right of the British Government to interfere with the Maharaja's internal government will
never be unnecessarily or vexatiously exercised, but will always be limited, as in times past, to
special and exceptional cases."
CHAPTER V.

THE "OFFICER ON SPECIAL DUTY IN KASHMIR."

The presence of a representative of the British Government in the
Kashmir State is not provided for by treaty.—The object of the treaty of
Amritsar, as shown by its language and by the despatches of Lord Hardinge
(which have been quoted) was to leave the new Maharaja as free as possible
from interference on the part of the British Government.

Early discussion about the appointment of a Resident in Kashmir.—
Nevertheless, for at least a year and a half after the treaty, such interference
became necessary and actually occurred. It has been shown how this came
about. Golab Singh would never have obtained possession of Kashmir had not the
Government of India supported him against Sheik Imam-ud-din. When the
support was given, it was pointed out that the Maharaja had partly excited
opposition by his own injustice to the hill Chiefs and others; and that the
Government could not support tyranny. Golab Sing asked for the advice of
British Officers in the first instance, and Lieutenant Reynell Taylor was sent to
enquire into the whole system of administration in the province of Kashmir and
to draw up a programme of reform. This he did, and the Maharaja agreed to
carry it out. But the Government soon had reason to doubt whether the
engagement was being fulfilled, and with the entire approval of the Court of
Directors they proposed to depute two officers to make fresh enquiries. The
intention was postponed for temporary reasons, and was apparently allowed to
drop. It is remarkable, however, that the appointment of a Resident in Kashmir
was discussed as a possible consequence of Golab Singh's neglect to comply with Lieutenant Taylor's programme of reform. Thus, in a letter of
the 12th November 1846, Colonel Lawrence wrote to the Government of India from Kashmir as fol-
lows* :—

* Secret Consultation, 26th Decem-
ber 1846, No. 1242.

"Under any circumstances one officer will go to Hazara and one remain here until affairs
are brought into some order; but I doubt the advantage of permanently leaving an officer with the
Maharaja; though perhaps it may prove useful to depute a respectable Native Agent who
can keep Government informed without being an incubus on the local authorities, and detracting
from their credit without himself having any authority."

Writing of Lieutenant Taylor's deputation
Colonel Lawrence used these words—

† Secret Consultation, 23th August
1847, No. 186.

"Lieutenant Taylor is, I think, doing much good, with as little offence as possible to the
Maharaja; who, however, must feel his dignity touched by the presence of a British authority
in the capital of Kashmir. But he has fairly brought the penalty on himself, for I have always
tried to impress on him two things; first, that we did not wish to interfere with him; secondly,
that we must insist on the terms of the treaty, and look to the protection and rights of the
people twice made over to his rule. * * * * Before I left Kashmir last October, I
 gave him plain rules how to remain independent."

When Colonel Lawrence had learnt from a report† by Mr. Vans Agnew
that the reforms planned by Lieutenant Taylor
were not being carried out, he repeated his warning to the Maharaja—

"If you will not act for yourself," he said, "some other arrangement will be made for
the protection of the hill people. * * * * The least that will occur will be that one
or two officers will at an early date proceed to Kashmir to examine and report on the real state
of country."

Colonel Lawrence addressed the Government of India on the same subject,
and definitely recommended that two officers should be sent in 1848 to enquire
into the state of affairs.
"If necessary then," he continued, "an Assistant Resident could remain in Kashmir.

Secretariat, 29th January 1865, No. 35.

I disapprove the annual residence of one officer in an out-of-the-way place like Kashmir or Nepal, where most men are not to imbibe prejudices for or against the authorities. An industrious Assistant of some standing relieved every year from Lahore might keep the Maharaja straight; but if he can, or rather will, do so without such exorbitance, I hope it will be done; for assuredly his own happiness and honour much depend on his independence."

In a semi-official letter to the Foreign Secretary, Colonel Lawrence said that he intended to discuss the causes of complaint with the Dewan Jowula Sahai—

"explaining to him that early next season one or two officers will go to thoroughly examine the valley and on their report will depend whether the Maharaja is to be saddled with a permanent Resident or remain independent."

Lord Hardinge, too, sent a serious warning to Golah Singh in a letter from which the following words are quoted—:

"In no case, therefore, will the British Government be the blind instrument of a ruler's injustice towards his people; and, if in spite of friendly warnings the evil of which the British Government may have just cause to complain be not corrected, a system of direct interference must be resorted to, which, as Your Highness must be aware, would lower the dignity and curtail the independence of the ruler."

These quotations have been made at some length, because they set forth the views of Lord Hardinge and of one of the officers principally concerned in framing the treaty of Amritsar. Some years later another of these officers, Sir F. Currie, stated§ that to the best of his recollection it was understood when the treaty was drawn up that "so long as he (the Maharaja) was loyal, there should be no Resident imposed upon him." But the records seem to show that immediately after the treaty of Amritsar had been concluded, the Government of India did not feel debared by any kind of positive pledge from appointing a British representative in Kashmir; or indeed from internal interference on behalf of an oppressed people.

Appointment of an "Officer on Special Duty."—The first "Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir" was deputed in 1852. The measure had apparently nothing to do with the loyalty or the misrule of the Maharaja. It originated in the misconduct of English officers who visited the province of Kashmir during the year 1851. For this reason the Governor General wrote semi-officially to the Board of Administration in the Punjab, suggesting that the deputation of an English officer should be recommended to the Maharaja. This officer was—

"to remain there (in Kashmir) during the ensuing season, to be the referee in any misunderstandings that may arise between the authorities of the country and British visitors, and to take cognizance of any oppression or irregularities which may be charged against British officers."

On the 27th February 1852, the Board reported that the Maharaja had agreed to this proposal.

Major Macgregor, Deputy Commissioner of Lahore, was accordingly appointed on a special duty, drawing his ordinary pay, from the 1st April to the 15th November 1852.

After this a civilian military officer in civil employ was ordinarily deputed every year during the hot weather and rains. He was nominated by the Lieutenant-Governor, subject to the approval of the Government of India.

Jurisdiction of the officer on special duty.—

In 1856 this officer was authorised—

"to interfere in cases where public decency may be outraged by European officers, or aggravated breaches of decorum or propriety may be committed, or where the local laws or usages of the country may be violated."

He was invested with—

"the powers of a Court of Requests to decide all cases of complaints preferred by servants against officers for non-payment of wages."

§ Ibid. No. 86.

**In 1865 the nominee was a Bengal Civilian. Political A. May 1855, Nos. 61 & 62.

†† Political A. May 1866, No. 117.

‡‡ Foreign Commission, 23rd August 1866, No. 129.
He was empowered to expel from Kashmir any European visitor who might be guilty of unseemly conduct, reporting the circumstances to the Punjab Government, and to the official superior of the person expelled. But before taking such action he was to associate himself with at least three European visitors of rank equal or superior to that of the offender, and obtain their concurrence.

Under revised rules which were issued for the guidance of visitors in 1860, it was laid down that all disputes with Kashmir subjects should be referred by British subjects to—

"the officer on deputation, who is there for the purpose of maintaining order."

The same officer was indicated as the—

"only proper channel of communication between the Durbar or Kashmir officials and European visitors."

The officer's authority to expel visitors behaving badly was reaffirmed. In the case of a first offence, an appeal was to lie from him to—

"a Court of three experienced officers whose the Civil officer is empowered to summon for hearing such appeals, and the decision of such officers shall be final."

In the case of a second offence there was to be no appeal.

All these provisions were reproduced in instructions issued by the Punjab Government in 1865. In 1873 the powers of the Officer on Special Duty were thoroughly revised and formulated in the rules quoted in the foot-note. It is noticeable that they are based on the consent of the Mahranja:

* By virtue of authority duly acquired in that behalf by agreement with the Mahranja of Cashmere, the Governor General in Council is pleased, under Sections 4 and 6 of Act XI of 1872 (The Foreign Jurisdiction and Extradition Act), to delegate to the British officer for the time being on duty in Cashmere the powers described in the following Regulations—

1. The British officer for the time being on duty at Srinagar shall represent the British Government in Cashmere, and for the maintenance of good order the following powers and duties are respectively conferred and imposed upon him:

(a) He may direct any European British subject who is travelling or residing in Cashmere, who is guilty of such offenses (being forthwith, and who may punish any person knowing of such direction and disobeying the same with rigorous or simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may exceed to two thousand rupees, or with both.

(b) He shall receive, try, and determine in his Court (which shall be called "The Court of the British Officer in Cashmere") all suits of a civil nature between European British subjects, or between European British subjects and their servants, provided—

(1) that the right to sue has arisen, or the defendant at the time of the commencement of the suit dwells or serves on business, or personally works for gain, within Cashmere; and

(2) that the suit is of the same nature as those suits of which the cognizance by the ordinary Civil Courts of British India is barred by law.

(c) He shall have the powers of a Magistrate of the first class as described in Section 20 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act X of 1872) for the trial of offenses committed by European British subjects, or by native British subjects, being servants of European British subjects.

Provided that in the case of any offender being a European British subject, he shall only have power to pass a sentence of imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months, or fine not exceeding one thousand rupees, or both; and when the offense complained of is under the Indian Penal Code punishable with death, or with transportation for life, or when it cannot, in the opinion of such officer, adequately punished by him, he shall (if he thinks that the said person might be convicted) commit him to the Chief Court of the Punjab.

II. Fines shall be recovered in manner provided by Section 510 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act X of 1872).

III. Sentence of whipping shall be carried into execution in manner provided by Sections 310, 311, 312, and 319 of the same Code.

IV. Persons sentenced to imprisonment shall be transferred to, and confined in, the Sialkote or Rawal-Pindi Jail.

V. The procedure in all civil suits between European British subjects or European British subjects and their servants, shall be regulated by the Code of Civil Procedure. The procedure in all criminal prosecutions shall be regulated by the Code of Criminal Procedure.

VI. The said officer shall make rules to regulate the service and execution of process issuing from his Court, and shall fix the fees to be charged to suits for serving such processes.

VII. All questions of law, or fact, or both, arising in cases before the said officer, shall be dealt with and determined according to the law administered in the Courts of the Punjab.

VIII. The said officer shall keep such registers, books, and accounts, and submit to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab such statements of the work done in exercise of the aforesaid powers, as may, from time to time, be prescribed by the said Lieutenant-Governor. He shall also comply with such requirements for records as the said Lieutenant-Governor may, from time to time, make upon him.

IX. Duties and fees of the same amount respectively as the stamp duties and Court-fees prescribed by Act XV of 1865 and Act VII of 1870, shall be enforced by the said officer.

X. There shall be no appeal against any order, judgment, or decree passed by the said officer in a civil suit. But if, in the trial of any such suit, any question of law or as to the construction of a document (which construction may
(b) that they recognise the officer on special duty as the representative of the British Government in Kashmir;
(c) that the personal jurisdiction of this officer is limited to European British subjects and their servants;
(d) that civil suits concerning Kashmir subjects are cognizable by a "mixed Court" of which a Kashmir official is a member;
(e) that the officer's authority to expel European British subjects is made absolute and sanctioned by a penalty.

The consent of the Maharaja was given to these rules without much demur. He would have preferred "the mixed Court" to have had jurisdiction in all cases, and he did not like the provision for imprisonment in British jails; but he did not press these points.

The origin of the rules was the report submitted by the Officer on Special Duty in 1871 (Mr. Gwiloestone), in which he represented that British officers visiting Kashmir frequently omitted to pay their debts in the country, and that the creditors had no legal redress.

**European Foreigners in Kashmir.** — The question of jurisdiction in respect of European foreigners residing in or visiting Kashmir is one of considerable difficulty. The Maharaja has employed Frenchmen, Belgians, and others in the shawl, silk, vine, and timber trades, and European foreigners have from early times visited his country.

**Case of M.M. Quinemat and St. Quentin.** — The Officer on Special Duty has not at present any recognised jurisdiction over such foreigners. This fact is illustrated by the well-known case of M.M. Quinemat and St. Quentin. They were two Frenchmen, of whom the former entered into a contract with the Maharaja concerning a trade in walnut wood, and the latter joined as a partner in the undertaking. When they were both in Kashmir they quarrelled, and the first phase of the case was that M. St. Quentin prosecuted M. Quinemat in the principal Criminal Court at Srinagar on charges of cheating, peculation, and defamation. The accused was convicted and fined. He appealed to the Maharaja, but the decision was upheld, and the fine was paid. The next phase of the case was that M. Quinemat slanderously charged certain high Kashmir officials with bribery. This circumstance came to the knowledge of the Durbar through the evidence produced at the trial of M. Quinemat. The Maharaja was indignant, and announced his intention of prosecuting him for libel; but eventually accepted a written apology and retraction. The third feature in the case was the cancelment of the contract between M. Quinemat and the Durbar. This followed close upon the other proceedings, and M. Quinemat complained that it was an arbitrary and unjustifiable act which practically ruined him. His case was taken up by solicitors in Bombay and by the Consul General for France at Calcutta. But enquiries showed that M. Quinemat had little, if
any, grievance. He had cut fruit-bearing walnut trees in contravention of the terms of his contract; and he had altogether made himself so obnoxious that the Maharaja could not be expected to strain a point in his favour.

The significant fact in the case is that the Frenchmen submitted to the jurisdiction of the Native Courts. On this subject the Officer on Special Duty wrote as follows:

"The authorities here have assumed, and I have hitherto acquiesced tacitly in the assumption, that these gentlemen not being European British subjects are beyond my jurisdiction. But His Highness' Court has kept me informed of the progress of the affair, and I have requested that they will continue to do so. Seeing that there is no one in Kashmir who is authorised to watch the proceedings and interests of European foreigners residing or carrying on trade in the country, I conceive that I, as the local representative of the British Government, am bound to fulfil this function to the extent at least of seeing that no oppression or gross injustice is practised on such persons by the Native Courts."

These remarks applied to the criminal trial of M. Quinemaut at the instance of M. St. Quentin. In regard to the contemplated State prosecution of M. Quinemaut for libelling Kashmir officials, the Officer on Special Duty wrote thus:

"The Durbar desire that the enquiry on this fresh charge should be conducted before a jury composed of English and French gentlemen resident here, and in my presence; but before writing to me on the subject His Highness' Government wished to ascertain my views.

I have replied that I am obliged to His Highness the Maharaja for the confidence which this proposal implies, but that I do not clearly understand from the message in what capacity I am to act; that is to say, whether as Judge representing the Durbar and specially empowered by His Highness, or as a Judge associated with the Presiding Officer of the Kashmir Court, or merely as amicus curiae. I added that His Highness might rest assured that I am ready to give any assistance in my power, but that it would be right for me, considering the peculiarity of the circumstances, to solicit instructions from my Government in the first instance.

It would be most satisfactory, I think, if the Durbar would make over the case to me entirely, on the understanding that a Kashmiri Judge would sit with me to assist me with his advice."

The instructions of the Government of India were conveyed to the Officer on Special Duty in these words:

"You should take no part in the actual proceedings in the case. The view taken by the Government of India is, that if you were to participate in the enquiry you could not eventually avoid joining in a verdict either against the native officials or against the Frenchman. In either case there are likely to be protests and discontent, and the finding is open to dispute and appeal, which might end by the intervention of the Maharaja. It would be difficult for you to take part in these proceedings, having no definite judicial powers, without some risk of compromising your position as a political officer. But it is quite right that you should watch the course and result of the trial, and that you should interfere if the Frenchman is threatened with over-harsh treatment."

Monsieur Quinemaut at first declined to pay the fine inflicted on him, and thereupon the Native Court attached his property. He prayed for aid from the Officer on Special Duty. Mr. Henvey replied, enquiring in what way he desired him to intervene. At the same time he wrote to the Durbar deprecating "undue severity." His action was approved. The fine was paid and the property was released. It may be mentioned that the Foreign Secretary obtained an assurance from the Kashmir vakil at Simla that Monsieur Quinemaut would not be imprisoned.

The third part of the case relating to the contract between Monsieur Quinemaut and the Durbar was taken up by the Consul General for France at Calcutta. He observed that there was no representative of the French Government in Kashmir, and therefore hoped that the Government of India would see that Monsieur Quinemaut was not wronged. In reply he was informed of the facts reported and the action taken by Mr. Henvey; and here the matter dropped.

It is noticeable that the Kashmir Agent in Calcutta, Babu Nilambar Mukerji, said that the Maharaja was unable to understand why the Government of India should interfere in a commercial transaction between the Durbar and a foreigner who was not a British subject, and did not acknowledge British jurisdiction in Kashmir. He was told that it was the custom of the British Government to watch in a general way over the interests of subjects of friendly Euro-
pean Governments which were not represented in Native States; and that the case of Monsieur Quinseafort had been referred to the French Consul General. Then Babu Nilambarr suggested that it might have been more convenient had the Consul General communicated directly with the Durbar; but he took the hint when it was explained that the French Consul General was not accredited to the Maharaja.

Further discussion in 1880.—The question was fully discussed in 1880.* The Bombay High Court issued a Commission directing the Officer on Special Duty to examine a Monsieur Biges and other European foreigners in the employ of the Kashmir Durbar. Monsieur Biges refused at first to be examined. But shortly afterwards he was fined by a Kashmir Court for assault. He then wrote to the Officer on Special Duty not only submitting to his jurisdiction, but claiming it as his privilege as a Frenchman to be exempt from the jurisdiction of the Native Courts. The orders of the Government of India were as follows:—

"The papers now before the Government of India raise two points for decision. These are, first, whether the Kashmir Durbar shall be informed that it must allow or compel the attendance of Europeans other than British subjects before the Court of the Officer on Special Duty if they are summoned; secondly, whether the Officer on Special Duty should assume the protection of Europeans other than British subjects in Kashmir.

"The question of jurisdiction over foreign Europeans resident in Native States presents considerable difficulties, but it appears to the Governor-General in Council that the points now referred for decision may be satisfactorily settled for practical purposes independently. It is certain that Europeans in Kashmir, other than British subjects, are at present subject to no other jurisdiction in India than that of the Kashmir Courts. But on the other hand, though the British Indian Courts in foreign territory have not, and do not, claim to have any legal jurisdiction in such cases, the British Government fully recognizes, on political grounds, the expediency of watching over the interests of foreign Europeans resident in Kashmir, and of protecting them effectively from injustice or barbarous treatment of any sort. Our exclusive relations with the Kashmir State make it impossible for us to refuse this responsibility, which indeed, when the subjects of a friendly European Government are concerned, the British Government is at all times ready to assume. The Officer on Special Duty should therefore be instructed that though he has no legal jurisdiction, he is authorized to interfere in the case of foreign Europeans who claim his intercession, provided that there be special and sufficient reason for interference in the particular case. By limiting the action of our officer in this manner, we shall avoid the main difficulty involved by the contingency of finding our interference repudiated by the European foreigner himself, whenever it may suit his private interests to disclaim it."

It may be observed that the Kashmir Durbar objected to summoning the witnesses named in the Commission from the Bombay High Court in this case, and also in another case, asserting that the Commission should have been addressed directly to the Srinagar Court. The Durbar was informed that it was discourteous to raise such difficulties.

Case of Mons. Ermens.—The next case of this kind occurred in 1881, and was reported semi-officially to the Foreign Secretary by the Officer on Special Duty in these words:—

"Some days ago Monsieur Ermens, the Belgian vine-grower, informed me that one of his French workmen had been summoned to appear before the Srinagar Court to answer for his conduct in having arrested and detained a Pandit, who was caught stealing the Maharaja's grapes. I hinted to Monsieur Ermens that the question of jurisdiction was an important one for himself and other European foreigners in Kashmir, and that although I did not claim jurisdiction over them, every occasion upon which they submitted to the orders of the Native Courts would make it more difficult hereafter to give them any special privileges or status. He caught my meaning at once and asked me what I would advise. I then gave him my unofficial opinion that he would do well to apply directly to the Maharaja, and endeavour to induce His Highness to take up the case of this Frenchman exclusively as one concerning an employe of the State. Next morning Monsieur Ermens told me that he had presented himself in Durbar, and laid the case before the Maharaja, diluting upon the difficulties which might arise with the British Government, at the instance of the French Republic, if Frenchmen were tried and punished by Native Judges. He said that the Maharaja was most gracious, and had excused Monsieur Bouley from appearing before the Court, besides delegating to Monsieur Ermens the authority of a Governor in his own department, i.e., in matters connected with the vineyards, whereby he will be able to take up and dispose of complaints against his subordinates."
"So far this appears to me to be well, but I apprehend that sooner or later, most trouble some points will come up for decision in respect to Monsieur Bigex, and the five or six months whom he is intending to import for the cloth business. Although the sanction of the Punjab Government has been accorded to the employment of these latter men, it might not be too late to give the Maharaja a hint that the establishment of a considerable number of European foreigners in Kashmir is not viewed by us with approval. Monsieur Bigex is himself a man of violent temper and coarse manners, and if it were not that the Durbar has made money out of him from the walnut wood speculation, he would have been in trouble long ago for insulting and beating natives of all ranks."

Case of Monsieur and Madame Ujiflasy.—The same question was referred to again by the Officer on Special Duty in 1889, in connection with the visit to Kashmir of Monsieur and Madame Ujiflasy, one of whom was a Hungarian naturalized Frenchman and the other French. They both received strong letters of introduction at Simla, and they both behaved in Kashmir in a questionable manner. The Officer on Special Duty drew attention to the embarrassment arising from the presence of European foreigners in Kashmir:—

"They are not," he said, "and cannot be made, subject to my jurisdiction, while on the other hand the Maharaja's Courts are not fitted to exercise jurisdiction over Europeans of any nationality. . . . When I pointed out to Monsieur Ujiflasy that the rules of Government forbade him an English visitor to accept a costly present for his wife, he defied me, and said that the rules were for the English and not for him. . . . The conclusion which I draw from these and similar experiences of an unpleasant kind is that European foreigners should not be encouraged to visit Kashmir, and that every opportunity should be taken to prevent their settling in the country, whether as traders or as employees of the State. There are now four Frenchmen in Kashmir, and at any moment delicate and complicated questions may arise on the subject of their liability to Kashmir laws and Courts. The affair of Quresnaut and St. Quentin in 1878 is an illustration of the difficulties to which I refer."

The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, to whom these remarks were submitted, did not think that any special action was required in regard to the presence of European foreigners in Kashmir. By article VII of the treaty of the 16th March 1846, the Maharaja was prohibited from taking such persons into his service without the consent of the British Government, but it would be impracticable to prevent them from visiting Kashmir as travellers or traders, or from settling in the country.

"It would no doubt be possible," it was added, "to bring such foreigners within the jurisdiction of the Officer on Special Duty by an arrangement with the Maharaja, but Sir Charles Aitchison does not think that it would be advisable to do so at present. They are better left to the jurisdiction of the Kashmir Courts, with such undefined power of interference on the part of the Officer on Special Duty as is described in the letter from your (Foreign) Department No. 1568, dated the 5th May 1889."

No orders were passed on this case by the Government of India.

In a semi-official letter on the same subject the Officer on Special Duty remarked—

"I have ground for suspecting that one of these troublesome gentry, a certain Monsieur Bigex, is trying to work himself into the position of a French Consular or Diplomatic Agent at Srinagar, since he told me that Ujiflasy's creditors had mentioned their claims to him, and that he had reported the case to the French Ministry. . . . As yet I have merely observed to Monsieur Bigex that it was quite needless for him to take any steps in the affair, and I have asked the creditors to explain why they applied to him about a business which was in my hands."

Mr. Henvey made similar remarks about the same time in connection with sanction given by the Punjab Government to the employment of some French cloth manufacturers by the Durbar.

"I know," he wrote, "that Monsieur Bigex, the man who is to conduct the cloth manufacture, has made efforts to induce the French Government to demand his recognition as a Consular Agent at Srinagar. . . . The point was brought to my notice last year at Srinagar by Monsieur Le Farges, the French Consul-General."

The views of the Foreign Department seems to be that this question of jurisdiction is one which may prove very troublesome, but that it should not be worked out till positive necessity arises.
Political position of the Officer on Special Duty.—Between the years 1852 and 1871 the Officer on Special Duty was a nominee of the Punjab Government, approved by the Viceroy, and with few exceptions a member of the Punjab Commission. In 1871, however, the Viceroy overruled the recommendation of the Lieutenant-Governor, and appointed Mr. Girdlestone (Junior Under-Secretary in the Foreign Department) to the post. In 1873, Mr. Wyne (Under-Secretary in the Foreign Department) was appointed, his services being placed at the disposal of the Punjab Government for the purpose. Similarly in 1874, Captain Henderson (Under-Secretary in the Foreign Department) was nominated. His successor in 1876 was Mr. Henvey (Under-Secretary in the Foreign Department), who remained till the end of 1882. In fact it may be said that from 1871 to 1883 the appointment has been held by Under-Secretaries in the Foreign Department of the Government of India; and that, as far as patronage is concerned, it has been severed from the Punjab.

It has been shown that the appointment of a political officer was discussed immediately after the treaty of Amritsar; that the plan was not carried out; and that the origin of the deputation of an officer to Kashmir was the necessity for appointing some one to adjudicate in the affairs of European visitors to the country. Generally, the officers selected appear to have confined themselves to this duty. They submitted reports of their proceedings to the Punjab Government, and the deputation used to end with the touring season in Kashmir. Some of the reports show that the officers took note of the administration and politics of the country, and had a good deal of intercourse with the Maharaja. Mr. Ford’s report of 1869, Mr. Girdlestone’s of 1871, and Mr. Wyne’s of 1873, are the best specimens.

Lord Mayo’s opinion.—The circumstances of the murder of Mr. Hayward (see appendix 18) induced Lord Mayo to record the following minute:—

"I do not know what were the particular objections entertained by my predecessor, Sir R. Montgomery and McLeod to the deputation of a permanent Resident to Kashmir. But Mr. Davie’s may now be addressed semi-officially on the point. I believe that much trouble would be avoided if we had a sagacious and prudent representative constantly with the Maharaja."  

Mr. Girdlestone’s opinion.—In 1871, Mr. Girdlestone, who was then the Officer on Special Duty, wrote a memorandum on Kashmir affairs; and the extracts quoted below show that he strongly advocated the appointment of a Political Officer permanently accredited to the Maharaja of Kashmir:

"Some weeks ago I expressed, in a semi-official letter to the Foreign Secretary, my decided opinion, for reasons given, that the sooner a permanent Resident is appointed to the Court of Ranbir Singh the better for his interests and ours. This view the Foreign Secretary has reciprocated. A year and a half have passed since the Government of India urged "the strong necessity for constant watchfulness over all diplomatic proceedings (of the Kashmir Government) in which British interests are directly or indirectly involved." It is directly to the interests of the British Government that the true position of the Maharaja should be known and felt beyond his border, and that it should have full knowledge of his correspondence with Foreign States. It is directly to the interest of the Maharaja that he should learn by personal contact with a duly accredited Political Officer the truth that the British Government is, in all its dealings with him, actuated by pure motives, that it has no desire to annex or occupy any portion of his country, that it wishes to protect him against designing person, and that under all circumstances and at all times, it will give him the best advice in its power. Till the fear of annexation or occupation is entirely removed, it is useless for obvious reasons to try and induce him to initiate material improvements. In the days of the Moguls, Kashmir must have deserved the Persian poet’s epithet of an earthly paradise. At present it is a country of neglected opportunities."

"To conclude with, if a permanent Resident be appointed, I would earnestly urge the nomination of such a man, be he who he may, as would at once inspire confidence in the Maharaja. There is much of the secret working of His Highness’s Government which the
Maharaja alone would be likely to divulge, and he would not divulge anything except to one whom he considered a friend. At present I expect we know little of what it would be to the Maharaja's real interests that we should know. Again, whoever is chosen, should remain for some years at his post. In regard to superior control I recommend the supervision of the Foreign Office. The Punjab Government is rightly or wrongly looked on with suspicion by the Maharaja. He believes that its traditions are such that it will admit little of good in his conduct. What is wanted is that both sides should start fair, without distrust of each other. As a matter of fact, the majority of cases, other than those relating to visitors, referred from Kashmir, are such as only the Supreme Government can decide. As to the visitors, the less the Resident is interfered with, and the greater the absoluteness of his responsibility, the better. If he abuses his authority, which is very unlikely, punish him, but do not, as in now the case, let there be a chance of appeal against his orders to a committee of officers, whom he, if an appeal is claimed, has the misfortune to have to nominate. The Foreign Office, with its general control of all great feudatories, has a wider point of view than any Local Government can have. By direct correspondence it would ensure greater rapidity and greater uniformity of action. The Local Government need not be prejudiced thereby, because whenever its interests are concerned it could be duly consulted or informed.”

Proposal to appoint a resident Political Officer in 1873.—The first great discussion about the political position of the Officer on Special Duty took place in 1873. Till then he had no recognised political authority, the communications between the Government and Kashmir being carried on through the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, in attendance on whom was a cabal of the Maharaja. But in 1873 the attitude of Russia towards Central Asia attracted serious attention. She had entered into a commercial treaty with the Atalik Ghazi of Yarkand, and had asserted claims over Badakhshan. She had also made overtures to Kashmir, and though the fact was brought to the notice of Government by the Maharaja, yet it could only be regarded as a sign of the times. For these reasons Lord Northbrook’s Government determined to convert the temporary Officer on Special Duty into a permanent Political Resident in Kashmir. He was to be a member of the regular political service, in which he would rank as a Resident of the 3rd class. He was to subordinate to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, who would remain the channel of communication between the Durbar and the Government of India. These arrangements were made, it was said—

entirely* for reasons relating to the external relations of British India . . . . . . . the Viceroy has no intention of interfering more than heretofore in the internal affairs of Kashmir.”

This decision was communicated officially to the Punjab Government as a fait accompli, and was at once recommended by the sanction of the Secretary of State. Meanwhile Mr. Wynne was directed to remain on duty in Kashmir throughout the year 1873.

But both the Secretary of State† and the Maharaja objected. The former enquired whether the new appointment was acceptable to the Durbar, and in accordance with engagements. The Government of India replied that the Maharaja was “reported not to like the proposal;” that there was no engagement preventing it; and that it had been thought necessary by Lord Mayo, and was certainly required during the Yarkhand Mission. The Secretary of State, however, would only “not interfere with any temporary arrangements, you (the Viceroy) have already announced to the Maharaja of Kashmir.”

The Maharaja protested§ warmly. The new appointment would be an innovation derogatory from his dignity, and certain to cause interference in his administration. It had been intimated that His Excellency the Viceroy would be willing to receive an Agent from Kashmir, but His Highness desired no such privilege, for he had no pretensions to deal with Government on equal terms. Finally, His Highness suggested that it would suffice for the interests of Government in Central Asia if the Officer on Special Duty were to remain at Srinagar for eight months in the year instead of six; while the newly-appointed Joint Commissioners under the commercial treaty of 1870 could stay at Leh throughout the year; and to these arrangements he was ready to agree.

Meanwhile, the Government of India had heard semi-officially from the Secretary of State that there had been an understanding between Lord Hard-
The treaty of Amritsar was made that “no Resident would be imposed” on the Maharaja so long as he behaved loyally. This contention, it has been shown, is not supported by the records of the time. It has never been used by the Maharaja, and it rests in fact on the personal recollections of Sir F. Currie, the Foreign Secretary who negotiated the treaty of Amritsar. Lord Northbrook has recorded his opinion that the personal recollections of Sir F. Currie about the treaty of Amritsar cannot and ought not to bind the British Government; and it is believed that the Duke of Argyll concurred in this view.

However, Lord Northbrook accepted the compromise suggested by the Maharaja as sufficient at any rate for the time being. The matter ended for a while with a semi-official letter addressed by the Viceroy to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab on the 25th March 1874, from which the following extract is quoted:

"As to the manner of communicating between the Punjab Government and the Maharaja, you may use your own discretion from time to time, and communicate either with the Maharaja direct or through the Maharaja’s Agent at Lahore, or through the Officer on Special Duty, as may be found most convenient in particular cases. I believe that hitherto communications have occasionally taken place in each of these ways, and I see no immediate reason at present for any change. The main thing will be to keep the Officer on Special Duty informed of all that takes place; otherwise confusion may arise. The Maharaja’s Agent, accredited to you, may, therefore, remain as before; his presence with you has not produced any inconvenience in the transaction of business so far as I am aware. I can say, at all events, that no inconvenience has arisen in transacting business with Nepal from the presence of a Nepalese representative with me; and, if the Maharaja should at any time hereafter change his mind and desire to have a representative at Calcutta, I will gladly welcome him."

It appears that the appointment of the Officer on Special Duty was henceforward borne on the list of the political service, the salary being Rs. 2,250 a month. When Major Henderson was appointed the understanding apparently was that he should do duty in the Foreign Office during the four months of his annual absence from Kashmir. In 1875, he was proposed to stay for these months at Sialkot. But the Lieutenant-Governor thought that the proximity of this place to Jammu would make the arrangement distasteful to the Maharaja, and it was decided that no change in former arrangements was needed. Since then, however, Major Henderson’s suggestion has been adopted.

The “Officer on Special Duty” placed directly under the Government of India.—In April 1877 the Punjab Government asked for definite instructions regarding the position of the Officer on Special Duty. Major Henderson had complained that he was not kept fully informed by the Punjab Government of business transacted with the Durbar. Thereupon the Lieutenant-Governor raised the following questions:

whether Major Henderson was to be regarded as a Political Agent and a recognised channel of communication with the Durbar in political affairs; or whether he was an officer charged with the duty of keeping order in Srinagar, and invested with no political function beyond that of making intelligent enquiries regarding matters in Central Asia, or beyond the frontier of Kashmir;

whether Major Henderson was subordinate to the Punjab Government, which was declared by orders issued in 1849 to be responsible for our relations with Kashmir, or to the Government of India;

whether Major Henderson, if subordinate to the Punjab Government, should correspond directly with the Government of India; and if subordinate to the latter, whether the orders of 1849 should not be cancelled, and the Maharaja informed of the new arrangements.

The Lieutenant-Governor observed that Major Henderson was not a Political Agent in the technical sense of the term, and that he was not considered to hold that position by the Kashmir Durbar. To treat him as such appeared...
to the Lieutenant-Governor "to involve a distinct breach of faith towards His Highness the Maharaja."

"It is true," the letter continued,—

e that no pledges have ever been given by the British Government that a permanent Resident should not be appointed in Kashmir, and should His Excellency the Viceroy consider this to be necessary, it could, however, be done. But the correspondence* which has been forwarded shows that the point was relinquished by Lord Northbrook's Government, and it is understood, though no official communication has been made on the subject, that it was equally abandoned by His Excellency the present Viceroy at Mooliapur."

It will be seen from the last chapter of this précis, that just at this time the negotiations with Kashmir about Chitral was engaging attention, and that they were being conducted personally by Major Henderson. Having regard to this fact and to the growing importance of the Kashmir frontier in imperial politics, it was resolved that the position of the Officer on Special Duty should be altered. The decision was conveyed in these words†:

"The Governor General in Council has had under consideration the arrangement now in force for conducting the political relations of the British Government with His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir.

"1. Since the year 1846 those relations have been conducted by the Government of the Punjab, acting under the general control of the Government of India, and His Excellency in Council has no reason to be dissatisfied with the manner in which the duty has been discharged.

"3. But the course of events on the external frontiers of Kashmir has given it increased importance to our political relations with His Highness, and cases have arisen, and may, under present circumstances, frequently arise, requiring the immediate attention and orders of the Viceroy in Council.

"4. It appears, therefore, to the Government of India that the time has now arrived when the present arrangement, which necessarily involves delay and inconvenience in matters requiring reference to high authority, may with advantage be reconsidered, and the Ruler of Kashmir and the representative of the British Government on duty in his territory placed for certain purposes in direct communication with the British Government.

"5. Accordingly, His Excellency in Council is pleased to direct that from the date of receiving a copy of this letter, the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir shall be placed under the immediate orders of the Government of India in the Foreign Department, and shall correspond directly with that Department regarding trans-frontier affairs and other political matters of imperial concern. In matters of local or provincial interest, such as the extradition of criminals; disputes relating to joint timber, and other questions which can, if necessary, be more particularly defined hereafter, the Government of the Punjab must continue to correspond directly with the Kashmir Durbar, and such correspondence may, as decided by Lord Northbrook, be conducted either with the Maharaja direct, or through the Maharaja's Agent in attendance on the Punjab Government or through the Officer on Special Duty; but in the event of correspondence being conducted otherwise than through the Officer on Special Duty, the letter must be kept fully informed of all that passes. Arrangements may at the same time be made to keep the Punjab Government fully acquainted with the progress of events on the Kashmir border and matters of importance passing between the Officer on Special Duty and the Supreme Government."

§ Political A, May 1877, No. 279.

"The Maharaja was informed of the change in a kharita‡ from the Viceroy which is quoted below:—

"I do myself the honour of transmitting, for the information of Your Highness, copy of a letter which I have caused to be addressed to the Government of the Punjab, intimating that henceforth the relations of the British Government with Your Highness will, in all matters of importance, be conducted by the Officer on Special Duty under the immediate orders of the Government of India.

"In making this communication I would wish Your Highness clearly to understand that this arrangement has been decided upon solely with a view of expediting the transaction of business, and not with any intention of altering the position or usurping the functions of the Officer on Special Duty; it is my hope, therefore, that this modification of official routine—a modification which is made as much in the interest of the Kashmir State as of the British Government—will meet with Your Highness's approval and concurrence.

"In view of the change of system thus inaugurated, it is possible that Your Highness may desire to have a representative in attendance at the head-quarters of the Supreme Government as well as upon His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. Should such be the case, I need hardly say that it will give me the greatest pleasure to receive and recognize any confidential Agent at Your Highness may appoint."

"It was further ordered§ that the British Joint Commissioner at Leh should be subordinate to the Officer on Special Duty.

† Political A, May 1877, No. 274.
The alteration in the status of the Officer on Special Duty led to much discussion, chiefly with the Maharaja, but partly also with the Punjab Government.

Views of the Maharaja.—On the 20th June 1877, the Maharaja replied to the Viceroy’s kharita, and urged objections to the change of system, on the grounds that it was an innovation, which practically made the Officer on Special Duty a Political Agent; while the avowed object of despatch in business would be sufficiently attained by the telegraph which was being laid down in Kashmir.

“Although,” he remarked, “I have hitherto supplied Major Henderson with information on delicate important questions, yet since it is recorded as a custom in His Excellency’s styled kharita, it is a cause of anxiety to me, and a fear to me of a future example.”

These objections having been considered, a demi-official note was made over on the 20th July to Dewan Gobind Sahib, the Maharaja’s representative with the Government of India, which contained the following passage:—

“In point of fact the only change made is this, that whereas formerly any communication of political importance from His Highness to the Government of India, or from the Viceroy to His Highness, had to be made through the Punjab Government, under the new system such communications will not pass through the Punjab Government, but be made directly to the Viceroy or to the Secretary in the Foreign Department.

“With regard to the channel of communication, it will be open to the Maharaja, as heretofore, to communicate with the Viceroy or Lieutenant-Governor as the case may be, that is to say, in matters of political importance with the Viceroy, and in other matters with the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, either through his own representative in attendance at the head-quarters of the Government of India or the Punjab, or through the Officer on Special Duty, whichever mode may in any case be most convenient or agreeable to His Highness.”

It may be observed that while the distinction as to the kinds of business to be dealt with by the Supreme and Punjab Governments respectively was carefully preserved in this note, there was some obscurity as to the channel of communication. In one paragraph, it is said, communications on matters of political importance will be made directly either to His Excellency or to the Foreign Department. In the next paragraph, direct communication is apparently prohibited, and the Maharaja is given the choice of writing either through his representative at head-quarters, or through the Officer on Special Duty, “as may be most convenient or agreeable.” It is possible, however, that the expression “directly either to His Excellency or to the Foreign Department,” may have been intended to mean that communications should pass through the channel indicated in the succeeding paragraph, but should go thence direct to the Supreme Government instead of passing first through the Punjab Government.

The next communication on this subject was a letter from the Maharaja, dated the 27th October 1877. In this His Highness referred to the memorandum of the 20th July, and professed to quote therefrom certain words which it did not contain.

The misquotation was serious, for the Maharaja said that in the demi-official memorandum given to Gobind Sahib on the 20th July 1877—

“it is clearly stated that no alteration or increase in the position or authority of the Officer on Special Duty will take place either at the present or at any future time.”

No such passage occurred in the memorandum, and the only one at all resembling it was the penultimate paragraph in the Viceroy’s kharita intimating that the Officer on Special Duty would be directly under the orders of the Government of India. The Maharaja’s attention was drawn to the circumstance, and he admitted his mistake.

“Sincerely relying,” he observed, “upon Your Excellency’s favour, both private and public, I was led to deduce such meaning from Your Excellency’s written and verbal statements, that I, without taking into consideration the present and the future, exaggerated the self-evident fact.”

But the letter which acknowledged the mistake also notified the re-appointment of Dewan Gobind Sahib to attend upon the Government of India, and it was forwarded unopened through the Punjab Government. The atten-
tion of that Government was thereupon called to the orders of the 14th May 1877, and it was observed—

"that correspondence addressed by the Maharaja to His Excellency the Viceroy or to the Government of India should be forwarded through the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir."

To this the Punjab Government replied that the instructions of the 14th May did not appear in any way to prohibit the transmission to the Supreme Government of communications such as those to which their attention had been drawn. The Punjab Secretary remarked:

"My demi-official letter of the 21st July last, to your address, requested official instructions as to the disposal of correspondence forwarded by the Maharaja for the information of the Government of India, and it was pointed out that there would be very great delay if such papers were, on receipt by this Government, either at Lahore or at Simla, returned to the Officer on Special Duty at Srinagar for transmission to the Imperial Government. To that letter no reply has been received, nor have any further instructions been furnished, and the Lieutenant-Governor thinks that it would be convenient that His Highness the Maharaja be informed by the Government of India of the manner in which it is desired that letters to their address should be transmitted, so, until this be done, the Lieutenant-Governor does not see that he has any option but to forward letters which may be of immediate importance from the Maharaja to the addressers."

No answer was sent to the Punjab Government, but their letter was transmitted to Mr. Henvey, who was desired to take occasion to draw the attention of the Maharaja to the precise arrangements which had been made for correspondence between His Highness and the Government of India. He was told that he might observe that all such correspondence would ordinarily be forwarded through himself except in urgent cases requiring letters to be sent direct to save time.

Mr. Henvey, therefore, wrote to the Maharaja a letter (dated the 17th May 1878), from which the following passage is an extract. Having referred to the demi-official memorandum, dated the 20th July 1877, as containing the arrangements for correspondence between the Maharaja and the Government of India, he thus explained his own view of the matter:

"I observe, then, that in questions of political importance correspondence between Your Highness and the Viceroy or the Government of India will be carried on through the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, or through Your Highness's representative in attendance at the head-quarters of the Government of India, and that it is only in matters other than those of political importance that communications will be addressed to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab or the Government of the Punjab. The arrangements, as I understand them, do not contemplate correspondence with the Viceroy or the Government of India, being in any case carried on through the Government of the Punjab.

"I further understand that all correspondence with the Viceroy or Government of India would ordinarily be forwarded through the Officer on Special Duty except in urgent cases requiring letters to be sent direct to save time."

In reply, the Maharaja expressed his opinion thus:

"That in accordance with the memorandum of the Foreign Secretary delivered to Dewan Gobind Sahai on 20th July last, all matters of political importance will be, as they are now, communicated directly to His Excellency the Viceroy and not through the Government of the Punjab."

"With regard to the channel of communication, it has been definitely settled by the memorandum mentioned above that, in matters of political importance, all correspondence will be carried on with His Excellency the Viceroy through my own representative in attendance at the head-quarters of the Government of India, and in all other matters with His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, through my own representative in attendance at the head-quarters of the Government of the Punjab, and I have appointed a confidential agent to attend on His Excellency the Viceroy for this purpose."

"I shall, however, have no objection to inform you of important matters in the same way as I used to do when Major Henderson, C.S.I., was the Officer on Special Duty."

Mr. Henvey then wrote:

"Respecting the memorandum delivered by the Foreign Secretary to Dewan Gobind Sahai on the 20th July 1877, I beg leave to observe that the said memorandum indicates 'the Officer on Special Duty' as a fitting channel of communication. It was in view of this provision that I expressed to Your Highness the opinion that all correspondence with the Viceroy or the Government of India would ordinarily be forwarded through the Officer on Special Duty. I still cherish the conviction that this course will be found the most convenient
and most advantageous, and will be followed, for I am glad to recognize in the concluding sentence of the letter now under acknowledgement an appreciation, on Your Highness's part, of the benefit which must result from keeping the Officer on Special Duty regularly informed of correspondence between Your Highness and His Excellency the Viceroy or the Government of India."

The Kashmir vakil in Simla at this time took exception to the construction put upon the orders of the Government of India by the Officer on Special Duty, urging that the Maharaja understood the new arrangement to mean that he was at liberty to correspond with the Government of India either through the Officer on Special Duty, or through his own vakil, in the latter case keeping the Special Officer informed. The Maharaja, it appeared, attached a good deal of importance to this condition as giving status to his vakil, and Lord Lytton felt bound not to depart from it. The instructions which had been sent to the Officer on Special Duty were altered accordingly.

Deputation of the Maharaja's Agent.—The Maharaja informs His Excellency the Viceroy by kharita of the deputation of a Kashmir Agent to the head-quarters of the Government of India. No reply is sent to the kharita.

Political position of the Officer on Special Duty since the year 1877.—The orders of 1877 gave to the Officer on Special Duty a recognised political authority. But his position has been one of difficulty. It was defined by the Foreign Secretary (Sir A. Lyall) in a demi-official letter of the 3rd July 1878, thus:—

"The policy which I now understand the Government of India to desire to retain is one of general abstention from interference with the internal administration of Kashmir to the extent of refraining from enquiries and criticisms which are not absolutely necessary. Of course it is useful and expedient for a Political Officer to collect information whenever he can; but in the case of Kashmir there is an implied understanding with the Maharaja that the Special Duty Officer shall do nothing of that kind which the Maharaja might construe into interference, so that it is your role to pass over without notice or enquiry many things as to which an ordinary Political Agent would consider it his duty to ask questions."

"In short, I make out your position to be much that of an chargé d'affaires in a secondary European State; your prime business is with matters touching external politics, especially frontier politics, and with the interests and affairs of British subjects in the State, and of visitors to Kashmir."

"We must allow the Kashmir Administration to take its own course, and concern ourselves only with the special political objects for which British officers have been posted in a frontier State."

The arrangements of 1877 did not work without friction. In the first place the Durbar studiously ignored the Officer on Special Duty as much as possible. Mr. Henvey used to complain bitterly that he was the last to hear of important events on the frontier. News of interest constantly reached the Government of India through the alternative channel of the Kashmir vakil. Again, anything like interference in internal administration was quickly resented by the Durbar. Yet the famine of 1878 necessitated such interference to some extent. And it must be confessed that the action of the Punjab Government did not tend to make the situation more easy. The orders of 1877 left to the Lieutenant-Governor a control in Kashmir affairs relating to "matters of local or provincial interest," and this definition has at times been too liberally interpreted, the result being, of course, to further the views of the Durbar.

Change caused by the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency, 1881.—The withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency which is described in the last chapter of this précis afforded an opportunity to impress upon the Maharaja the necessity for keeping the Officer on Special Duty fully informed of matters of political interest. That officer was in fact declared to be the proper channel of correspondence between the Durbar and the Government of India in respect of the external relations of Kashmir. And this position has been carefully maintained by the recent practice illustrated in the correspondence set forth below.
When the Gilgit Agency was withdrawn a kharita was addressed by His Excellency the Viceroy to the Maharaja on the 18th June 1881, which contained these words:

"It is well known to me that Your Highness, in undertaking to administer the affairs of your northern frontier, in accordance with the engagements entered into in 1876, has undertaken an important task. I shall always be ready to aid Your Highness in its discharge with my countenance and advice, and I trust that, in all questions of importance connected with your external relations, Your Highness will refer to me through my Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir."

In May and June 1882 the Officer on Special Duty reported that he had reason to believe that recent disturbances in the Chiefships of Hunza and Nagar were being, or had been, instigated by the Kashmir Durbar. And he complained that he had not been kept fully acquainted with events in this neighbourhood.

"I fear," he said, "His Highness is not dealing as openly and candidly with the Government of India in this matter as he promised to do when the Gilgit Agency was withdrawn."

About the same time the Kashmir zaki, who was then at Jammu, forwarded copies of papers about Hunza and Nagar affairs, which the Government of India received also through the Officer on Special Duty, and then Foreign Department letter, dated the 11th July 1882, to Mr. Henvey reviewed the relations between the Government of India and the Durbar in these words:

"Under the treaty of 1846 the British Government is responsible for the protection of Kashmir, and the Government of Kashmir, on the other hand, acknowledges British supremacy, and engages to submit to the arbitration of the British Government in cases of dispute with neighbouring powers. Moreover, when the Political Officer at Gilgit was withdrawn, it was intimated to the Maharaja, in the Viceroy's letter of the 18th June 1881, that the Government of India would expect His Highness to refer to them, through the Officer on Special Duty, all questions of importance connected with his external relations. It cannot, therefore, be disputed that the Government of India has a material interest in His Highness's relations with the States on his frontier, and the Maharaja is bound by his engagements to refer to the Governor-General in Council before he adopts any line of action calculated to excite hostile feelings among those States."

The letter then went on to say:

"It may be well known to me that Your Highness, in undertaking to administer the affairs of your northern frontier, in accordance with the engagements entered into in 1876, has undertaken an important task. I shall always be ready to aid Your Highness in its discharge with my countenance and advice, and I trust that, in all questions of importance connected with your external relations, Your Highness will refer to me through my Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir."

Mr. Henvey addressed a letter embodying these remarks (which was approved by the Government of India) to the Kashmir Dewan. The letter repeated the words of the Viceroy's kharita of the 18th June 1881, viz.:

"I trust that, in all questions of importance connected with your external relations, Your Highness will refer to me through my Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir."

It also returned the papers which had been sent to the Government by Gobind Sahai.

On the 21st August 1882, Gobind Sahai (then at Simla) forwarded to the Foreign Secretary a copy of a letter received by the Maharaja from the Ruler of Chitral and asked that instructions on the subject (immigration from Zebak to Chitral) might be sent to himself. The receipt of this letter was acknowledged with the remark that a similar communication had been addressed by Aman-ul-Mulk to His Excellency, and that it had been sent to the Officer on Special Duty for the purpose of obtaining any observations which the Maharaja might wish to make.
On the 12th, 15th, and 25th September 1882, Gobind Sahai (then at Simla) forwarded to the Foreign Secretary a number of papers about Chitral and Gilgit affairs which had for the most part already been received from Mr. Henvey, and asked for a reply and instructions. No reply was sent to Gobind Sahai. It was proposed that the papers should be returned to the Durbar with the remark that "it would be more convenient if such papers were submitted through Mr. Henvey." This proposal was not, however, carried out, apparently because the papers got mixed up with some others, and it was not observed till the 10th November 1882 that His Excellency the Viceroy had passed no orders on the suggestion to return the papers. Thus no action was taken about them.

On the 25th September and 11th October 1882 Gobind Sahai (then at Simla) forwarded to the Foreign Secretary more papers about Hunza and Nagar affairs, which also had mostly been received already from the Gobind Sahai asked that instructions for the Maharaja about them might be sent through him. No reply was sent to Gobind Sahai; but in answering Mr. Henvey, it was said (Foreign Department letter No. 918E, dated 30th October 1882):

"I am to enclose certain papers which have been received direct from Dewan Gobind Sahai on the same subject, and to request that, when returning these to the Durbar, you will again remind His Highness the Maharaja that the Officer on Special Duty is the proper medium of correspondence with the Government of India in matters regarding the frontier, and that confusion results from papers being submitted through two channels."

In October 1882 the Officer on Special Duty submitted translations of papers which he had received from the Durbar about Hunza and Nagar affairs. A few days later similar papers were forwarded to the Government by Dewan Gobind Sahai, who was then at Jammu. Foreign Department No. 1001E, dated 11th November 1882, replied to Mr. Henvey's letter, and ended with these words:

"I am to request that you will return to the Durbar the accompanying papers, which have been received direct from Dewan Gobind Sahai, and which are mostly duplicates of letters already received from you."

In May, June, and July 1883 Gobind Sahai forwarded to the Foreign Secretary (from Simla) copies of several important papers about affairs in Chitral, Yasin, Tangir, and Darel. Duplicate copies were shortly afterwards received through the Officer on Special Duty.

Gobind Sahai's letters were acknowledged on the 3rd August 1883, with the following remark:

"In reply, I am to say that the enclosures to your letters have been returned to the Kashmir Durbar through the Officer on Special Duty, who is, as you are aware, the only proper medium of correspondence on frontier matters between His Governor-General in Council."

Foreign Department letter No. 1704E, dated 3rd August 1883, to the Officer on Special Duty, contained these words:

"I am to take this opportunity of transmitting to you the papers specified in the margin, which have been received by the Foreign Secretary from Dewan Gobind Sahai. I am to invite your attention to my letter No. 879E of 30th October 1882, to your predecessor's address, and to request that you will return the papers to the Durbar, with the intimation that the Officer on Special Duty is the only proper medium of communication on frontier matters between His Highness's Government and the Governor-General in Council, and that delays and inconvenience will be avoided by their bearing this in mind in the future."

His Highness the Maharaja recently complained, for the first time during a period of two years and a half, that his representative in attendance on the
Viceroy has, under the orders which have been set forth, "practically ceased to be recognised as the regular channel of communication." In reply it was observed that the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency had necessarily caused a change in regard to business about the Maharaja's external relations. When the arrangements of 1877 for the Kashmir Vakil were made, it had been determined that the Gilgit Agency would be established; and the withdrawal of the Agency had been accompanied by a declaration of policy in respect of the Kashmir Vakil's position.

*Instructions given to the Punjab Government in 1881.*—In regard to the Punjab Government the orders of 1877 were lucidly explained in 1881. It had been brought to notice that the Lieutenant-Governor had sanctioned the employment by the Maharaja of a number of Europeans, some of them foreigners, and also that His Honor had excused the Maharaja from sending to India any more of the shawl-goats which he was bound to furnish as tribute under the treaty of 1846. In neither of these cases had the Officer on Special Duty been consulted, or even acquainted with the orders passed. The Government of India commented at some length on these circumstances, and then laid down the following rules* for future guidance:—

"Briefly stated, the procedure in all dealings with the Kashmir State should be as follows. In matters of political importance, and upon business not exclusively of local or provincial interest, the correspondence should be conducted by the Officer on Special Duty, acting in direct subordination to the Government of India. In deciding whether a particular case falls under this class, and therefore whether the Durbar should or should not be referred to the Government of India, through the Special Officer, it will be necessary to proceed with some care, as issues of material political interest may at times be connected with matters of slight apparent importance.

* * * * * * * * * *

Finally, in dealing with unimportant questions, whenever it may seem to His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor inconvenient and unnecessary to communicate with the State authorities through the Special Officer, the condition that he is to be kept fully informed of all that passes should not be overlooked. He should receive without delay a copy of all correspondence, and should be made aware of the issue of all orders which may in any way concern the Kashmir State."

A copy of this letter was sent to the Officer on Special Duty, with the comments quoted below:—

"It should be distinctly understood by the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir that in all matters not of local or provincial interest the Government of India regard him as the proper channel of communication. It will not be necessary to make any formal intimation to the Maharaja Durbar on the subject, as the orders now issued simply continue adherence to previous instructions, with which His Highness the Maharaja is fully acquainted."

Sir A. Lyall's opinion about the position of the Officer on Special Duty.—This branch of the subject may appropriately end with an extract from the opinion recorded by Sir A. Lyall, as Foreign Secretary, on which the orders quoted above were based:—

"What Kashmir strives in every way to do," he said, "is to depress or keep down the position and influence of the officer stationed within its territory. My own opinion is that it is in the interest, not so much of the British Government as of Kashmir itself, that we should keep in Kashmir an officer of some rank who should have direct political relations with the Maharaja. I think that if this is not done, the Kashmir Government will certainly get into trouble, sooner or later, especially now that we have withdrawn our officer from Gilgit and propose to leave, in the Maharaja's hands, the management of a difficult frontier. And it is to be remembered that the residence and influence of our officer are disliked far more by the Kashmir officials, who exploit the whole country for their own gain, than by the Chief himself. I am not opposing to insist on raising or advancing the present position or powers of our Special Officer; but I would steadily maintain them at their proper level according to arrangements already made, and I would not discourage the growth of his influence, but the contrary."
CHAPTER VI.

EUROPEAN VISITORS: EMPLOYMENT OF EUROPEANS, &c.: EXTRADITION.

Rules for European Visitors.—Kashmir has for many years been frequented by European visitors.

In 1847* the Government of India prohibited all civil and military officers from visiting Golab Singh’s dominions without special permission.

In 1850† it was found necessary to draw up rules for the guidance of visitors. These‡ were approved by the Government of India. The only one of interest is that which is quoted below:—

“If by accident or otherwise a traveller, or his servants, be brought in contact with the Maharaja, his son, nephew, or any of his agents, they must remember they are travelling in the dominions of an independent Sovereign, and must treat him and his officers with respect, and be guided by, and conform to, the local laws and usages.”

The other rules chiefly enjoined the necessity for paying for carriages and supplies, and prohibited the acceptance of presents from the Durbar. About the same time the Maharaja intimated that he had made arrangements for the convenience of visitors entering Kashmir by the Bhimbar route. The Board of Administration in the Punjub proposed§ to allow visitors to enter Kashmir only by this route, if they were stationed east of the Jhelum, and only by the Baramulla pass if stationed west of that river. The Maharaja, it appeared, desired that certain routes should be adhered to. This proposal was sanctioned.||

In 1851 the Maharaja complained of the conduct of certain European officers in Kashmir. Accordingly in 1852 the Board of Administration submitted ||| for orders an application from the officer commanding the 22nd Regiment for permission for his officers to visit Kashmir. The Board recommended that this request might be granted subject to the following conditions, which were approved ** by the Government of India:

“That there be a positive prohibition against rassad (supplies) being taken without payment (except on the first and last day of a visitor’s stay in Kashmir when a rassad is sent expressly by the Maharaja). The Board are also of opinion that each officer applying for permission to visit Kashmir, should state in his application that he has engaged or will engage before proceeding, a sufficient number of ponies or mules for the carriage of his own baggage, and that but two roads should be authorised as routes for European visitors, viz., the road via Bhimbar and that by Punch.

In 1852 the Government of India sanctioned ‡‡ the following additional rules at the request of the Maharaja:

“First.—Officers travelling in the Maharaja’s territories should encamp at the fixed encamping places, otherwise supplies may not be procurable.

“Second.—When going out on shooting excursions in the valley, visitors are to take supplies with them, and not to persist in demanding them of kardars, at places where they are not procurable.

“Third.—Visitors, when out on shooting excursions, are not to press into their service the people of the country to act as beaters.

“Fourth.—Travellers who have reason to consider that they or their followers have been ill-treated or affronted, are prohibited from taking the law into their own hands and punish-
ing the parties offending; but they are invited to prefer their complaint to the authorities of the country.''

The circumstances under which an official referee was appointed in 1852 have been already described.

In March 1852 the Government of India considered it inexpedient that ladies should visit Kashmir. A year later the restriction was withdrawn.†

In 1853 ‡ the Maharaja earnestly requested that—

(a) The Burrahil route between Jammu and Kashmir should be closed to European visitors.

(b) European visitors should not be allowed to spend the winter in Kashmir.

On the recommendation of the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab both requests were complied with.

In the same year the Government of India found it necessary to issue a general order ‡§ prohibiting the practice of borrowing money from Native Chiefs in general, and the Maharaja of Kashmir in particular.

In 1854 revised rules for the guidance of visitors were published. || They were much the same as those of 1852. Three new routes for visitors were authorised, one via Mozaffarabad and Baramulla; another via Punch and Baramulla; and a third from Murree via Chakar and Baramulla.

In the year 1858 no one was allowed to visit Kashmir; but in March 1859 the restriction was cancelled. ¶

In February 1860 it was proposed that applications of military officers for leave to travel in Kashmir territory should be supported by the countersignature of their commanding officer, and the countersignature should be granted only when the general conduct of the officer wishing to visit Kashmir was a sufficient guarantee for his good deportment towards the people of the country.

Certain rules were added ** in 1860. These again related chiefly to the payment of coolies and other details of the road, but the provisions quoted in the foot-note † are noteworthy:—

It appears †† that the rules were revised in 1865 by the Punjab Government, the following additions being made to those of 1860:—

"Instances having been brought to notice of European visitors to Kashmir having permitted the goods of native merchants to be mixed up with their own, with the object of evading the customs duties leviable thereupon by the Kashmir Government, it is hereby pointed out that such conduct will involve legal penalties, and, in the case of persons in the civil or military services of the Queen, will be reported to the Supreme Government.

"The Maharaja occasionally invites European visitors to entertainments, at which, if the invitation be accepted, they should appear in undress uniform or evening costume.

Should any officer be guilty of any aggravated breach of decorum or propriety, or of violating the local laws and usages of the country, or of grave misconduct, the Civil Officer on Special Duty in Srinagar is empowered to call upon such officers to quit forthwith the territories of the Maharaja. Such requisition on the part of the Civil Officer must be promptly complied with. An appeal from the order of expulsion will lie in the

---

† In any case of dispute, officers should avoid putting themselves in direct collision with the authorities, soldiers, servants, or subjects of the Maharaja; they are also warned not to place entire confidence in the statements of their servants, who have often their own objects to serve.

‡ All such cases which may occur at the capital are to be preferred at once to the officer on duty, who is there for the purpose of maintaining order. Officers are not themselves to repair to the Durbar of the Maharaja or to the Courts of his delegates, or to communicate directly with them.

†† Officers are not allowed to take away with them, either in their service or with their camps, any subjects of the Maharaja, without obtaining permission and a passport from the authorities.

‡‡ They are strictly required to settle all accounts before they quit Kashmir, and to be responsible that the debts of their servants are similarly discharged."
The deputation of a clergyman during the summer season to Kashmir was sanctioned in 1863.

In 1865 the question of limiting the number of visitors to Kashmir was mooted by the Punjab Government. The number had risen from 200 in 1865 to over 400 in 1864. The Agent of His Highness the Maharaja represented great difficulty in providing supplies and carriage, and it was thought desirable to limit the number to 160 or 200. The matter was referred to the Government of India. It was then settled that only 200 military officers should be allowed to visit annually, and that the Adjutant General's Office should check all applications for leave. This plan, however, was found insufficient to keep down the number of visitors, as officers of the Punjab who were not under the orders of the Commander-in-Chief began to take advantage of their leave to go to Kashmir. It was decided, therefore, that the applications of these officers should be submitted by their commanding officers to the Lieutenant-Governor, who was also to keep a check upon the number of the civilian visitors. But this caused another inconvenience. Passes were issued both by the Lieutenant-Governor and the Commander-in-Chief, and visitors thus became too numerous. It was at last decided that the Lieutenant-Governor alone should grant permission to visit Kashmir.

In 1866 the Punjab Government reported that disappointment was caused by the restriction on the number of visitors to 200 annually. The applications for visiting Kashmir were, under the orders of the Commander-in-Chief, disposed of according to their priority, and applications in many instances, which otherwise deserved favorable consideration, had to be refused only because they were submitted somewhat late. It was therefore suggested that the number might be limited to 200 for the same time, instead of to 200 for the season. The Government of India agreed, provided the Maharaja had no objection. His Highness, however, was averse to this plan: he consented only to relax the restriction so far as to issue special invitations to officers commanding regiments, or of similar or higher rank, to visit his territories in addition to the 200 to whom passes might be granted.

In 1872 the Punjab Government submitted a revised set of rules for the guidance of European visitors to Kashmir. They were approved by the Government of India, subject to slight modifications, and are quoted below:

"Rules for the guidance of travellers visiting the dominions of His Highness Maharaja Ranbir Singh of Jammu and Kashmir.

1. The Punjab Government no longer issues passes for visitors to Kashmir.

The number of military officers in Kashmir at one time is restricted to two hundred. The disposal of passes for this number, less a certain number reserved for the Punjab Frontier Force, is with His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. Frontier Force officers desiring to visit Kashmir must apply to the Brigadier-General Commanding.

Civilians and military officers in civil employ, but a small proportion of whom under the leave rules can visit Kashmir the same season, do not require any passes; but they should report their intention to travel in Kashmir to the Assistant Secretary, Lahore, and can obtain at the Secretariat Office, Lahore, a copy of the rules to which they must conform.

2. There are four authorised routes for European visitors to Kashmir:

First.—The principal road from the plains by Bhimbar and Rajaeri. This road, over
the Pir Panjal range, is not open till May, and is closed by the snow at the beginning of November; it is the old imperial road.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of stage</th>
<th>Distance in kos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Bhambar</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Serai Saidabad</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Nuushehra</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Serai Changas</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Rajaori (Rampur)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Thana Maudi</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Baramulla</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Poshiana</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Serai Aliabad</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Dubian (Hirpur)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Shapiyon</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Ramu</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Note.—In calculating distances the kos may be taken as equivalent to about 1$\frac{3}{4}$ English miles.]

"At all these stages the Mahamja has had rest-houses erected, and the supply of coolies and carriage is arranged for by contractors.

"Second.—The road from the plains of Kottipanch, Uri, and Baramulla. This road is open in April, but it is difficult and is not recommended.

"Third.—The road from Murree by Chakar and Baramulla.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of stage</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Murree</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Dawal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Kohala</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Chakar</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Bhara</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Thandali</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Gharri</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Hattian</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Chikoti</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Uri</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Uran Bunch</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Baramulla</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"There are dak bungalows at all the stages, and carriages, &c., is provided by contractors. The road generally is good, and travelling easy. The stages from Bhara to Thandali, and from Hattian to Chikoti, are troublesome, and in coming from Gharri to Hattian there is a mountain stream across which may cause considerable delay when it is swollen by the rains. The last stage from Baramulla to Srinagar, is usually done by boat in two days, the first night being spent at Soper.

"Fourth.—The road from Peshawar, through Hazara and by Muzaffarabad, Katli and Baramulla. This road is comparatively easy, and is open throughout the year.

"The special permission of the Punjab Government must be obtained by travellers proposing to travel from Kashmir to Simla (or vice versa) across the hills, or to the plains (or vice versa) by Kishhtwar, Bhadravat, and Chamba. British officers are prohibited from making application on behalf of themselves or their friends direct to His Highness the Maharaja or his officers for permission to proceed to or from Kashmir by any but the authorized routes.

[Note.—Throughout Chamba territory rest-houses and supplies for travellers will be found.]

"All other routes are positively forbidden.

3. Carriage and coolies:

"The rates ordinarily payable per stage are—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per cooly</th>
<th>&quot; kahar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 annas.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; pony or mule</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"On the Murree road the hire for a cooly per stage is only three annas.

"Where the rates according to schedules attested by the district officer are higher than the above, payment shall be made at such higher rates.

"A cooly's load shall not exceed 25 seers, nor that of a pony or mule exceed three maunds.
Cooiies must be paid daily, and travellers should see payment made in their own presence.

6. Travellers on reaching a stage must send forward to the next stage notice of their requirements, otherwise delay will be experienced.

7. In returning from Kashmir coolies or carriage are not to be taken beyond the Maharaja's frontier, or the first stage beyond the frontier.

8. Unless travellers encamp at the fixed stages and encamping-grounds, no guarantees can be given that supplies will be available. They should not encamp within villages.

Arangements for coolies and carriage are made as follows:—

(a) On the Murree road, by a contractor who has the line or road from Baramulla to Kohal, and in bound to keep 90 coolies and 10 ponies at each stage. He has two sepoy's and the village shopkeeper at each stage as his agents, and application for carriage should be made to them or to the thanadar.

(b) On the Muzaffarabad road the same contractor as on the Murree road will supply carriage on due notice being given beforehand. In case of need, travellers may apply to the officials of the Rajas of Kathai and Uri within their respective territories,—elsewhere to the lamaardars.

(c) On the Dhimbar road carriage is supplied by contractors.

(d) At Srinagar, Baba Mohsin Chand supplies carriage, &c.; from Srinagar to Pir Panjal there is one contractor, from Thana to Dhimbar another, who have as agents the village shopkeepers along the road. From Thana to Baramulla the subjects of the Maharaja serve as coolies; from Baramulla to Shapiyon those of Raja Moti Singh, of Punch; from Shapiyon to Baramulla those of the Maharaja. The thanadar of Baramulla is responsible for the coolies from Raja Moti Singh's territories; he will also see to the supply of coolies along the Punch road, having as agents the lamaardars of the villages.

Travellers must make their own arrangements with the contractors. They are recommended to use mules or ponies wherever possible rather than coolies.

8. Travellers must not interfere with any Kashmir officials, and no calls are to be made on them except in real emergencies. All payments are to be made at the rates demanded, which, if exorbitant, can be reported to the officer on duty at Srinagar.

A book will be presented at each stage, in which every traveller is required to write legibly his name, rank, station, and the date of his arrival.

10. When going on shooting excursions visitors must take carriage and supplies with them and are not to demand them in places where no provision is made for supplying them. They are not to press into their service the people of the country as beaters for game.

11. Should travellers have reason to consider that they or their servants have been ill-treated or afforded, they are strictly forbidden to adopt any other means of obtaining redress than by making complaint to the officials of the Maharaja on the spot, and immediately reporting the circumstances to the British officers on duty at Srinagar.

At Srinagar complaints are to be preferred direct to the officer on duty, and are not to be preferred in any Kashmir Court.

12. Visitors are forbidden to take away with them from Kashmir, on any pretext whatever, any subjects of the Maharaja without obtaining permission and a passport from the Kashmir authorities.

13. Travellers are strictly required to settle all accounts before they leave Kashmir, and are responsible that the debts of their servants are similarly discharged. Should any officer of Government leave Kashmir without discharging his debts, he will not be permitted ever to revisit it.

14. Visitors are prohibited from receiving any presents whatever during their stay from the Kashmir Durbar or officials.

15. Visitors are required to take care that the customs regulations of His Highness the Maharaja are in no way violated by themselves or their servants.

16. Officers invited by His Highness the Maharaja to evening entertainments at the palaces are required to appear in ordinary evening dress or uniform.

Residence of Europeans in Kashmir during the winter.—There has been discussion about the residence of Europeans in Kashmir during the winter. It has been shown that a prohibition was issued on the subject, at the Maharaja's request, in 1893. This provision re-appeared in the rules of 1866. Just before them (in 1863-64) 

Mr. Clark, a missionary, expressed a wish to stay at Srinagar during the winter. The Maharaja objected, urging that the Muhammadans of the place were fanatical. The Government of India decided that Mr. Clark could remain only at his own risk.

In the following year he was not allowed to stay at all in the winter against the wish of the Durbar. This decision was reported to, and approved by, the Secretary of State. Similarly, in 1868, when a Mr. Thorp proposed to go to Kashmir in the winter, he was informed that he could not do so except with the permission of the Maharaja, and that his safety would not be guaranteed by the Government. Again in 1870 the prohibition was expressly retained.
In 1872 the question was revived by the Church Missionary Society. In its memorial it was urged that the restriction was damaging to missionary work; that it was unequally enforced, since the Maharaja did not apply it to French shawl-makers; that it was unnecessary because missionaries behaved well, and had been in favour with Maharaja Golab Singh. The Foreign Secretary (Mr. Aitchison) supported the Society in the following note* dated the 25th August 1872:

"Three sets of rules for the guidance of officers and travellers in Kashmir have been made public—1st, those of 1850; 2nd, those of 1854; 3rd, those of 1860. In none of them is there any restriction placed upon the term of a traveller’s sojourn in Kashmir. The origin of the restriction now appealed against by the Church Missionary Society is this. In 1851 some British officers on a visit to Kashmir gravely misconducted themselves, and in the following year Government were in consequence induced to depute a British Officer during the summer to Srinagar to be a referee in any misunderstanding that might arise. Since then, an officer, with certain defined powers, has been deputed annually. In 1863 Maharaja Golab Singh unjustly preferred a request to this officer when leaving, that officers should not be allowed to remain in Kashmir during the winter, and the Chief Commissioner recommended that this should be acceded to because he does not think it expedient to allow officers to remain in Kashmir for any time after the Government representative has left the valley."

"The request was granted in Government letter to Punjab, No. 5502, dated 30th December 1853."

"It seems clear that these instructions referred to officers of the British Government only, and were connected with the presence of the Resident, who had been sent simply because some officers had misbehaved themselves the previous year."

"However in 1864 the rule was applied constructively to all European visitors, inasmuch as the Revd. Mr. Clark was told that, although Government would not order him out of Kashmir, he would have to remain at his own risk. Again in 1868 Government informed Mr. Thorp, an executive officer of the British Army, that if he remained the winter in Kashmir, he would have to obtain the Maharaja’s consent, and that Government could not give him any guarantee of protection owing to the absence of a British representative."

"With all deference I think the orders in both cases were a mistake. The original orders prohibiting officers of Government from remaining all the winter in Kashmir had no connection whatever with any difficulty of the Kashmir Government in protecting them. It would be a scandal if a feudatory State, actually created by the British Government, could not afford protection to European British subjects within its limits, and if the British Government were to refuse protection to its own subjects who conduct themselves properly within its subordinate States. Neither the one position nor the other is tenable. And while Government may very properly order its own officers out of Kashmir when the Resident leaves, because the improper proceedings of one or two officers had necessitated the presence of a Resident, and such improprieties reflect injuriously upon Government and its servants, it is a very great stretch of authority, and one which public opinion in England is not likely to support, to say that Kashmir shall be closed to Englishmen for six months in the year. There is no reason why Englishmen should not travel and reside in Kashmir at all times as well as in any part of Rajputana, or in any subordinate State in which we have no representative. If Christian missionaries can live in Africa, or China, or Thibet, and enjoy the protection of the British name so long as they behave properly, a fortiori they ought to be free to come and go in any part of the world which, like Kashmir, is actually under British protection."

The Punjab Government was addressed in the sense of this note; and it was observed that the restriction in force should apparently apply only to Government officials, and that it did not seem to have been sanctioned by the Government of India. The Punjab Government* replied that although the restriction in respect of all European visitors had not been specifically sanctioned as a rule by the Government of India, yet it was in accordance with the orders passed in Mr. Clark’s case, and had been embodied in revised rules which had been issued by the Punjab Government in 1865.

"The matter," it was remarked, "is one which concerns His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir alone, and His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor has no objection whatever to any European gentleman of proved respectability remaining in Kashmir during the winter should he have obtained from the Maharaja special permission so to do. But the Lieutenant-Governor is very strongly of opinion that the rule which has been in force for many years cannot be set aside without the consent of the Maharaja being previously obtained; nor does the Lieutenant-Governor consider that any pressure can be justly put upon the Maharaja in favor of the application of the Church Missionary Society."
The decision of the Government of India was that—

"there are no objections to Europeans who are not in the service of Government proceeding to, or remaining in, the territories of the Maharaja of Kashmir at any time so long as they conduct themselves with propriety and submit to the laws of the country."

Thereupon the Punjab Government pointed out that as the restriction had been abolished in respect of non-officials, it could not properly be retained in regard to officials; and in this view the Government of India concurred.

The Kashmir Durbar was apparently not acquainted formally with the change in the first instance. But in March 1876 the Maharaja protested against the resuscitation of the old order, which, he observed, had been frequently reiterated by the Punjab Government. The Government of India declined to yield to His Highness's representations. It was remarked that the old restriction could only be upheld on the ground that the lives of Europeans would not be safe in Kashmir during the winter; but that such an argument was manifestly inappropriate in regard to the rule of His Highness the Maharaja. But the Durbar was not convinced. In November 1876 a renewed protest was addressed to a fresh Viceroy (Lord Lytton). It was then urged that an old restriction like the one in question could hardly be removed without at least consulting the Durbar, and further that His Highness valued the restriction because European visitors oppressed the poor of his country, and therefore their absence for a part of the year was desirable. About this time negotiations in respect of Chitrak and the Gilgit Agency were going on, and Lord Lytton adroitly mixed the two subjects up together. To revive the restriction under the circumstances then existing would, he observed, imply a want of confidence which would mar the new arrangements. Here the matter dropped.

The rules of 1872 are in force now, except that military officers are bound to attend the Maharaja's entertainments in uniform. This slight alteration was made under the following circumstances.

On the 17th September 1877, the Commander-in-Chief issued a General Order in these words:

"The Commander-in-Chief in India directs that all officers on leave in Kashmir, who may be guests at public entertainments given by His Highness the Maharaja, shall appear on those occasions in uniform. The senior officers on leave at Srinagar will be held responsible by the Commander-in-Chief that no infringement of this order takes place; and senior officers at all places of resort in Kashmir are further required to direct the immediate return to his regiment or station of any officer whose conduct may necessitate such a measure, reporting the same to Army Head-Quarters."

The Officer on Special Duty and the Punjab Government objected to this order, as interfering with the authority of the former. But it was ruled by the Military Department that—

"the order issued by the Commander-in-Chief is one of a purely military nature, and the authority, which indeed is always existent, required by His Excellency to be exercised by the senior military officer present, cannot in any way interfere or clash with the special powers given by the Government of India to the Officer on Special Political Duty in Kashmir."

Supplementary to the rules of 1872, are the rules issued the same year by the Commander-in-Chief respecting the grant of leave to military officers to visit Kashmir. These are printed in the foot-note.1

---

Passes.—The system of passes has fallen a good deal into disuse. There was discussion on this point as long ago as 1869-70. It arose out of an application for a passport preferred by Mr. Godby. He wished to travel in the Cis-Sutlej States and Kashmir to collect materials for a history, and he avowedly intended to use his passport as a letter of introduction. The request was refused, and the Punjab Government then enquired whether the pass system was to be abandoned altogether in respect of Kashmir. It was observed that this question was based on a misapprehension. A letter of recommendation was one thing, and a pass designed to check the number of European visitors to Kashmir was another. The Punjab Government were informed that the check should be retained by arrangements about leave, but that—

"the practice of granting passports to British subjects travelling in Kashmir should be discontinued."

But this order did not imply a relaxation of restrictions imposed by existing rules on European visitors. The reason for the order was that the issue of passes—

"tends to foster in the mind of the Kashmir Durbar ideas altogether at variance with their (sic) position as a feudatory State of our own creation."

Nevertheless, the passes figure in the revised rules for visitors sanctioned by the Government of India two years later; and they are insisted on in the subsidiary military rules of 1872. In 1882 the pass system came four times under consideration.

Military Officers.—A British officer shot a bouncer by accident, and when reporting the matter the Officer on Special Duty mentioned that military officers not infrequently came to Kashmir without passes. The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab (the Foreign Secretary of 1870) thought that this point should not be noticed, seeing that civilians were not bound to obtain passes. And the Commander-in-Chief was of opinion that passes should be altogether abolished. No orders were passed.

M. and Mme. Ujalfy's case.—Just then the question arose in another form. Two foreigners who had been furnished by personages of rank with strong letters of introduction to the authorities in Kashmir turned out to be swindlers.

3. Every Officer desirous of visiting Cashmere—whether on special or general leave, must attach to his application the usual certificate agreeing to conform to the rules prescribed for travellers.

6. General Officers will then furnish to each Officer obtaining leave a copy of the rules in question, with a pass bearing the Officer's name and the signature of the Staff Officer of the division or district in which he may be serving, without which no Officer is to be permitted to proceed to the Cashmere territory.

8. Before granting leave to Cashmere on medical certificates, Medical Boards will satisfy themselves that the sick Officer is in possession of a pass, without which he cannot be allowed to visit that territory.

PASS.

The undermentioned Officer has permission to travel in the territories of Hiss Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Cashmere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corps</th>
<th>Rank and Name</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Station and Date.

By Order,

Signature of Staff Officer.
The Foreign Secretary then observed:—

"The objections to the passport system in Kashmir seem to me inadequate as compared with its advantages. Kashmir is a pleasant ground for Europeans, and will become more and more so. On the other hand it is inconveniently close to dangerous frontiers; and both in our own interests and in those of travellers, it would be very useful to have some check over their movements."

Gray & Co.'s case.—Messrs. Gray & Co., of Calcutta, requested a passport for a native agent whom they proposed to send to Kashmir for trading purposes. They were told that—

"passes are not required in the case of natives of India who proceeded to Kashmir."

Von Rath's case.—A German subject† asked through his Consul at Calcutta for a passport as he was about to tour in Kashmir. He withdrew his application, so it was unnecessary to refer him to the Punjab Government.

Limits of travel in the States of Hunza and Gilgit of 1872 do not impose limits on the travels of visitors northwards. But in 1881 when the Gilgit border was disturbed, the Officer on Special Duty had issued a notice prohibiting visitors from proceeding beyond Astor without the previous permission of the Political Officer (then) prescribing the exact limits to which European visitors may go. The order was to be prepared in consultation with the Durbar, which was to be asked to co-operate; and disobedience on the part of visitors was to be reported to the Government of India.

EMPLOYMENT OF EUROPEANS OR BRITISH SUBJECTS BY THE KASHMIR DURBAR.

The Treaty of Amritsar.—By the seventh article of the treaty of Amritsar the Ruler of the Kashmir State is bound—

"never to take or retain in his service any British subject, nor the subject of any European or American State, without the consent of the British Government."

The term "British subjects."—These words, though authoritative, are not reproduced by the Persian version of the treaty. The latter rendering is literally translated thus:—

"The Maharaja engages that without the consent and permission of the Officers of the English Company Bahadur, he will not entertain as an employé or servant any of the people of the foreign country of England or other European people or residents of America."

This discrepancy was brought to light in 1871, when a question had arisen about the enlistment of Kukas in the Kashmir army.

In 1881 it was ascertained that a number of Native British subjects were employed by the Maharaja, and that His Highness had never asked for the sanction of the Government to their engagement. A discussion then followed about the intention with which the words "British subjects" had been used in the treaty of Amritsar. The Punjab Government had read the term as being equivalent to European British subject. No action was taken; but the following note by the Secretary was agreed in by the Viceroy:—

"I think we may quite fairly read the treaty condition in its natural sense, that is to say, as empowering us to veto the employment by Kashmir of any of our subjects, European or
The Kashmir Durbar seem to interpret the treaty provision as applying only to European British subjects.

The question is of importance because the Maharaja employs many Native British subjects and appears sometimes to make very bad selections. In December 1881, the Officer on Special Duty forwarded a list of 140 such employees, describing them thus:

"Many of them are old hereditary followers of the State; others are dependents and nominees of influential Ministers; and others again are men whose sole claim upon the favour of the Maharaja seems to consist in their bad character and disgraceful conduct while in the employ of the British Government."

It may be added that in 1882, the Maharaja applied for permission from the Punjab Government to his engaging a Native Assistant Surgeon on the Bengal establishment. Sanction was given by the Government of India after a reference to the Officer on Special Duty.

**Employment of Europeans.**—The Maharaja has but few Europeans in his service. The return for the 30th June 1883 shows only six, most of whom have been recently engaged and draw small salaries. There has been a good deal of correspondence about the employment of Europeans in Kashmir, but it has grown out of a matter affecting the position of the Officer on Special Duty.

In 1861, 1871, and 1872 the Maharaja applied to the Punjab Government for permission to employ three Europeans. The requests were referred to and sanctioned by the Government of India.

In November 1874, when the question of the employment of Europeans by the Punjab Hill States was under consideration, the Government of India decided to prohibit such employment without special sanction, even in the case of those States whose powers in this matter were not limited by treaty. The orders then given were that the sanction of the Lieutenant-Governor should in future be obtained before Europeans were employed in the service of Native States within His Honor's jurisdiction. These orders the Punjab Government read to mean that the Lieutenant-Governor could sanction the employment of Europeans by the Kashmir Durbar without reference to the Government of India. But when this procedure was brought to notice, the Government of India observed that the position of the Officer on Special Duty had been specially defined in these words:

"Accordingly His Excellency in Council is pleased to direct that, from the date of receiving a copy of this letter, the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir shall be placed under the immediate orders of the Government of India in the Foreign Department, and shall correspond directly with that Department regarding trans-frontier affairs and other political matters of imperial concern."

"In matters of local or provincial interests, such as the extradition of criminals, disputes relating to wait timber, and other questions which can if necessary be more particularly defined hereafter, the Government of the Punjab can continue to correspond directly with the Kashmir Durbar, and such correspondence may, as decided by Lord Northbrook, be conducted either with the Maharaja direct, or through the Maharaja's Agent in attendance on the Punjab Government, or through the Officer on Special Duty; but in the event of correspondence being conducted otherwise than through the Officer on Special Duty, the latter must be kept fully informed of all that passes. Arrangements will at the same time be made to keep the Punjab Government acquainted with the progress of events on the Kashmir border and matters of importance passing between the Officer on Special Duty and the Supreme Government."
The Government of India then proceeded to apply the orders to the particular case under consideration with these remarks:

"In the first place there is nothing to show that the Officer on Special Duty was kept fully informed of the correspondence regarding the employment of Europeans, while there is reason to believe that, until he made a reference on the subject of some allusion to the matter in the newspapers, he had not heard about it from the Punjab Government.

"Therefore, even on the supposition that the entertainment of foreign Europeans by the Kashmir Durbar could be regarded as merely a matter of local or provincial interest, it would still seem that the instructions above quoted had been in some measure overlooked. But, secondly, to admit such a supposition would be, in the opinion of the Governor-General in Council, contrary to all precedent and principle. The entertainment of Europeans, especially Foreign Europeans, by Native States in India, is incontestably a matter of imperial concern. The grave complications which have arisen in past times from the free employment of foreign adventurers by the Native Durbars are well known; nor is it by any means safe to assume that similar causes might not hereafter produce similar embarrassments. To take one instance in point, His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor had under his notice some twelve months ago a very troublesome question regarding the exercise of jurisdiction over foreigners in Kashmir itself. Many other cases might be cited to show the necessity for carefully watching and controlling the entrance of Europeans into Native States, and the Governor-General in Council can have no hesitation in regarding the matter as one of political importance, which should, under the instructions of 1877, have been dealt with by the Officer on Special Duty."

Shortly afterwards the Punjab Government submitted a request from the Durbar for permission to employ a Mr. Johnson. This was referred to the Officer on Special Duty for opinion, and sanction was communicated through him. At the same time the Punjab Government was instructed to return similar applications in future to the Durbar for submission through the Officer on Special Duty.

In 1882 Mr. Henvey brought to notice that two Europeans had been engaged by the Durbar without sanction. He was told to point out to the Durbar that this procedure was in contravention of the seventh article of the treaty of Amritsar. The Durbar explained that the men had only been engaged temporarily, and that one was about to be discharged at once. The Government of India replied thus to the Officer on Special Duty—

"The Governor-General in Council considers that the provisions of article VII of the treaty should be strictly adhered to, and I am to request you to inform the Durbar that the sanction of the Government of India should invariably be obtained before persons of the classes named in that article are entertained for His Highness’s service either provisionally or permanently"

About the same time the Officer on Special Duty was ordered to submit, directly to the Foreign Department, half-yearly returns of Europeans and Eurasians in the service of the Kashmir Durbar.

EXTRADITION.

Rules framed in 1858.—At the end of 1872 all Local Governments were consulted about rules to be framed under section 15 of Act XI of 1872. The Punjab Government replied that the extradition rules then obtaining in respect of Native States in the Punjab were contained in a notification published by the Chief Commissioner on the 23rd December 1858. These rules were originally drafted to meet the case of Kashmir. In April 1866 this Durbar made certain representations to the Chief Commissioner regarding the mutual surrender of offenders. The Chief Commissioner then recorded the following* vernacular proceeding which contained rules about extradition:

"The following translation of a vernacular proceeding of the Chief Commissioner, dated 28th May 1866, regarding surrender of offenders accused of heinous crimes, being subjects of a foreign State apprehended in British territory, and vice versa, is published for general information:

"Read a petition of Dewan Jowala Sahai, Prime Minister of Maharaja Golab Singh Bahadur, Ruler of Jammu, dated 8th April last, relative to the demand and surrender, on both sides
(British and Jammu Governments), of persons accused of crimes as before, detailing the character of crimes, and soliciting suitable orders.

"It is desirable that the same rules which are in force, in accordance with the orders of Government, in respect to the demand and surrender of offenders accused of heinous crimes between the British Government and the foreign States, should be made applicable to this State (Jammu), so that the rule in this respect, with regard to all the foreign States, may be uniform.

"After examination of the office records, a list of heinous crimes for which parties committing them may be demanded or surrendered by either State in accordance with the under-mentioned rules is given below:"

1. Abduction of a female, whether married or unmarried, without her consent, attended with tamult or assault.
2. Affray.
3. Arson or incendiary.
4. Assault attended with violence of blood.
5. Burglary.
6. Counterfeiting coin.
8. Dacoity.
11. Convicts (under sentence for any of the crimes included in this category) escaped from prison.
12. Murder.
15. Rape.
17. Selling females.
18. Thuggee.
19. Theft exceeding Rs 50 in value.
20. Cattle theft.

"Except the 20 classes of crimes above enumerated, persons accused of petty theft under Rs 50 value, or fornication (Fel-i-Shemese), or petty assault, or defaulters of revenue, or debtors in a civil case and the like, will not be liable to be demanded or surrendered on the part of either Government. In such cases, the plaintiff, being a resident of Jammu territory, will have the option of prosecuting his claim either in British Courts, or in the Courts of the Jammu Government. In the latter case, on the original proceedings of enquiry being forwarded by the Chiefs to a British Court, the claim of the prosecutor will be satisfied on its being substantiated in accordance with the established usage of the Court.

Rules for the apprehension, demand, and surrender of persons charged with the heinous crimes as enumerated above.

Firstly.—Any person being a British subject, having committed any crime of the class above enumerated in Jammu territory, will be punishable by the Government of the country. And in like manner any subject of the Jammu Government, if apprehended in British territory for a crime committed in that territory, will be punishable by British Courts.

But the Maharaja may (if he so choose) forward a subject of the British Government so convicted to a British Court for trial and punishment.

Secondly.—If a subject of the Jammu State should commit any crime of the classes enumerated above within British territory, or a subject of the British Government commit a crime in Jammu territory, and if the party, after committing such a crime, should escape to his home, then the British subject having committed crime in the Jammu territory if found in British territory will not be liable to be demanded by the Jammu Government. The Maharaja will, however, be at liberty to prosecute the party through his servants in the British Court, which will award due punishment if the charge shall be proved after enquiry.

But the Jammu subject, who shall have escaped to that territory, and be traced there after having committed crime in British territory, will be liable to be sent to British Courts on being demanded by British authorities.

Thirdly.—Subjects of either State who escape into foreign territory will be liable to be surrendered on being demanded by either Government for the surrender of an offender of this class by the Maharaja. If the party accused shall have been residing in British territory for a period of less than six months, the officer residing on the local British Court shall, before giving up the party, institute a summary enquiry to ascertain whether the accused be really guilty of the charge brought against him to any extent; and should the guilt be imputable to the prisoner, he will then be made over to the Jammu authorities.

But if the party so demanded by the Jammu Government shall have resided in British territory for more than six months, he will not be liable to be surrendered to the Jammu authorities, but will be liable to be prosecuted in the British Court and punished on the charge being proved against him.
"Fourthly.—If on the occurrence of any crime in the Jammu territory, trucks of the
offender should be followed into British territory, it will be the duty of the ser-
vants of the Maharaja to inform the local Police officers, and to take steps through
their medium for the apprehension of the delinquent. The Maharaja’s servants
ought not to act independently of the British Police. The Police officers of the
British Government should not, however, surrender to the Maharaja’s officers any
party who may be thus traced and apprehended without the permission of their
District Court, whether he be a resident of foreign or British territory. But it will
be the duty of the Police to report immediately the circumstances to the District
Court and then act as they may be directed.

"Fifthly.—In like manner, if the truck of any heinous crime committed within British
territory should be pursued into the Jammu territory by officers of the British
Police, they ought to inform the local Kardar, or Thannadar, and take steps for the
apprehension of the delinquent through the Maharaja’s Police. But British Police
officers ought not to act independently of the local officers of the Jammu State.

"It is hereby ordered that a copy of this proceedings be forwarded under cover of a short
Kharita to the Maharaja, with a request that he will act accordingly. Copies also be
forwarded with a transmitting English letter to each of the Commissioners of Peshawar, Lahore,
Jhelum, and Trans-Sutlej States, with a request that they will furnish their Subordinate Dis-
trict Officers with a copy thereof for their guidance."

Effect of the rules discussed.—The Punjab Government argued in 1872
that these rules, having been assented to by the
Kashmir and other States, were equivalent to a
treaty within the meaning of section 4 of Act XI of 1872, and therefore that
they were not affected by that section and could not be modified without the
consent of the States concerned. The Government
of India did not agree in this opinion, but held
that even if the rules had amounted to a treaty they would not have affected
the Act or rules framed under it. The Chief Commissioner’s rules might
stand in respect to Kashmir so far as they were not inconsistent with the Act;
but it would be open to the Durbar to follow the more favourable procedure
of the Act. The Officer on Special Duty, it was observed, was a Political
Agent within the meaning of the Act.

Further discussion.—In May 1877 the Officer on Special Duty raised
several questions as to the effect of the rules of 1858
when read with Act XI of 1872. It appeared that,
under the orders of the Punjab Government, the rules of 1858 were considered to
be in abeyance while the Officer on Special Duty was in Kashmir. During this
time he followed the rules framed by the Governor-General in Council under Act
XI of 1872. But Major Henderson showed that the Magistrates of British dis-
tricts were generally inclined to follow the rules of 1858 which did not recognise
a Political Agent’s intervention; and, moreover, that the Maharaja would pro-
bably demur to the position of a Political Agent being assigned to the Officer on
Special Duty, even for the purposes of Act XI of 1872. Major Henderson also
pointed out several inconsistencies between the rules of 1858 and Act XI of
1872 and the rules framed under that Act. He therefore advised that the rules
of 1858 should be recast, and should then be declared to constitute a treaty
within the meaning of section 14 of Act XI of 1872. The Punjab Government
agreed. The case was referred to the Standing Counsel, who replied that Act XI
of 1872 and the rules framed under it contained the whole law about extradition
in British India; that they superseded the rules of 1858, and that proceed-
ings taken under the latter which conflicted with the former would be illegal.
The Government of India were not convinced, and it was determined that
the rules of 1858 should be left untouched, "until the validity of extradition
under them has been impugned by competent judicial authority."
CHAPTER VII.

INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION: VARIOUS ACCOUNTS; THE FAMINE; THE DURBAR.

General sketch.—The territories of the Kashmir State are divided for administrative purposes into three principal portions. One comprises what Mr. Drew calls the "outlying Governorships" of Gilgit, Baltistan, and Ladakh; another includes Jammu and the neighbouring districts which were formerly petty Chiefships, Punch being on a different footing from the rest; the third consists of the province of Kashmir.

Throughout his dominions the Maharaja is the final Court of Appeal. In 1847 Golab Singh prohibited slavery, "suttee," and infanticide in all his territories.

Gilgit, Baltistan, and Ladakh.—About the "outlying Governorships" little need be said. Each is under a Governor (Gilgit is at present under two Joint-Governors) who corresponds directly with the Maharaja, and who apparently has considerable independence in internal matters. The countries thus administered are not productive. Gilgit does not pay the cost of military occupation; and the State demand is light because the people would probably resist still less is known. The Governor is supposed to reside at Skardo, but actually lives at Jammu. In Ladakh there is a Governor who must be chiefly at Leh, because he is a Joint-Commissioner under the commercial treaty of 1870. Under him there are five "thumadas." The revenue is derived mainly from a house-tax and transit duties, and it covers the expenses of the province.

Jammu—Is the head-quarters of the Maharaja. Around it there are seven administrative districts, viz., Jammu proper, Jasrota, Rannagar, Adampur, Riasi, Minawar, and Naushahra. These are divided into "tehsils", and may be said to correspond roughly to Deputy Commissionerships. There are courts of justice in each. The districts have been surveyed and assessed, and the land revenue is paid in cash. The last settlement was made in 1873, for a period of ten years. The cultivated area was then found to have extended considerably since 1860, and the rates were raised by 10 per centum. The general condition of these districts appears to be fair.

Punch—As already observed, Punch is the jagir of the Maharaja's cousin Moti Singh. It is held by him in close dependence on the Maharaja, who, however, interferes but little in its internal management. In 1863 Pandit Munphil drew up "Notes on Punch" for the Punjab Government, which are printed as Appendix (8.) They describe the jagir as divided into seven administrative districts, yielding an unalienated revenue of nearly three lakhs. The land revenue was regularly assessed and collected in cash, but various taxes were taken in kind. The courts of justice were said to be primitive. The tehsildars did the original work, and the Raja heard appeals. The system of monopolising trade in the hands of Government officials was noticed, and finally it was remarked that—

"the administration of Raja Moti Singh is complained of as being very oppressive, and the taxation as exceedingly heavy."
On the other hand Sir O. St. John has recently referred in a semi-official letter of the 6th August 1883 to the "success of (the Maharaja's) cousin Moti Singh of Punch in governing that little dependent State."

**Kashmir.**—"The separation of the Government of Kashmir," according to Mr. Drew, "from that of the other divisions, is almost complete: the country is treated as a separate suba or province in the same way as it was when the Emperors of Delhi ruled over it." It is administered by a Governor who is called the Suba. It is divided into the districts of Srinagar, Patan, Islamabad, Kamraj, Shupyon, and Musafirabad, which again are sub-divided into a number of parganas. The chief executive authority is the suba, under whom are the Wuzeeers, or district officers, and the tehsildars. The courts of justice are classified thus by Mr. Girdlestone:—

(1) Court of the tehsildar, who may hear civil suits not exceeding Rs. 100 in value and has power of imprisonment up to one month in criminal cases.

(2) Court of the Wuzeeer, having power to hear civil cases up to Rs. 1,000 in value and to punish in criminal cases with imprisonment up to six months. Appeals lie to him both in civil and criminal cases from the tehsildar.

(3) The City (Srinagar) Srinagars Court, with power to hear civil cases up to Rs. 5,000 in value and to punish in criminal cases with imprisonment up to two years. This Court has no appellate jurisdiction.

(4) The Chief Court, hearing civil suits without any limitation in regard to value, and empowered in criminal cases to punish with imprisonment for five years. Appeals lie to this Court both in criminal and civil cases from the city and district (Wuzeeer's) Courts, those from the latter being usually heard by the Chief Judge when on circuit, which he undertakes not only on this account, but also in order to inspect the local registers, and to enforce the duties of the village headmen, who are held answerable for detecting and reporting crimes, and for exerting themselves for the arrest of offenders."

**Political interest in the Maharaja's administration is concerned chiefly with Kashmir.**—The brief historical sketch which has been given will serve to show that the province of Kashmir stands, in respect of the British Government, on a footing different from that of the other component parts of the State. It is the one portion of which both the constructive and the actual possession was derived by Golab Singh directly from the British Government. Hence that Government has never been able to divest itself entirely of moral responsibility on account of Kashmir. And this obligation has been the more difficult owing to certain historical and physical characteristics of the country. Kashmir has been the subject of a succession of conquests, and of a corresponding series of misgovernments. Its Mussulman population has been ruled by aliens in creed since the time of Ranjit Singh. It is a land of great natural capacities; but its mountains hinder intercourse with other countries.

**Policy of the treaty of Amritsar.**—The extracts which have been quoted from the treaties of 1846, and from Lord Hardinge's connected despatches, indicate that, when the treaty of Amritsar was concluded, the object in view was to establish a strong Rajput power, hostile to, and independent of, the Sikhs. The object was one of political importance at the time; and in order to obtain it the Governor-General was prepared to leave the new Ruler as unfettered in administrative details as his Sikh predecessors had been.

**Change caused by the conduct of Golab Singh.**—But the conduct of the Maharaja in regard to Sikh Imam-ul-din's rebellion made a change of policy necessary. In the first place the Government was obliged to undertake to some extent the very military burden which it had sought to throw on Golab Singh, and at a particularly inconvenient time. Further, it became evident that the opposition to the new Maharaja was due in a great measure to his own character as a ruler. He was intensely avaricious, and consequently left his establishments unpaid, levied heavy taxes, and encroached on his feudatories. These evils the Government of India had, apart from matters of sentiment, a direct personal interest in removing. The sentimental reasons were also strong. When the treaty of Amritsar was concluded, its scope might fairly be said to be merely this, that Golab Singh was allowed carte blanche to carry out the policy which he had inaugurated when he obtained the governorship of
Kashmir for his friend and creature Mohi-ud-din in 1841. As far as the province was concerned it seemed that the treaty merely transferred the administration from the alien Sikh Durbar to its most capable lieutenant. But the circumstances of Sheikh Imam-ud-din's rebellion, and more especially the support which he received from the hill Chiefs around Jammu and Mozaffernbad, showed that Golab Singh's rule was distasteful to, and could be resisted by, his new subjects. Since therefore the Government of India forced that rule on the insurgents they were bound to try to eradicate its manifest defects.

Deputation of British officers to advise the Maharaja.—Consequently, when the Government of India consented to give material aid to Golab Singh in reducing Sheikh Imam-ud-din, they also urged upon him the necessity for mending his ways. And at His Highness' own special request two officers were sent to help him with advice, while he proceeded with troops to Srinagar. Their functions were strictly limited to advice. They were to "remember that the Maharaja Golab Singh is an independent sovereign." Still the advice might be plain. It was to relate as much as possible to the affairs of Kashmir. When Golab Singh had been established in Srinagar, the Governor General's Agent (Colonel Lawrence) gave him more advice. And here it took a precise form: for instance, the Maharaja was required to give a written promise about the treatment of some of the hill Chiefs. Colonel Lawrence could only stay for a few days in Srinagar, but he left an assistant to advise the Maharaja.

Accordingly, first, Lieutenant Reynell Taylor, and then Mr. P. S. Melvill also, was sent to Kashmir. The instructions which they received are not on record, but it is evident from their diaries that they were both intended to enquire thoroughly into the state of the country, while Mr. Taylor was to point out to the Maharaja the reforms which these enquiries suggested. Here again the system of the advice was retained. But it is clear that Mr. Taylor considered himself bound to enter into details. One of his diaries for instance contains the entry—

"Heard the case of the murderers."

This was an ordinary murder; yet Lieutenant Taylor felt his responsibility, for he went on to say—

"It is a serious thing, even in this way, to have it in a manner to sanction capital punishment."

Result of Lieutenant Taylor's deputation.—The principal fact which is illustrated by the diaries and reports of Messrs. Melvill and Taylor is that Golab Singh took over Kashmir when it had reached a state of much misery and misgovernment. The evils which prevailed at that time had not been caused by Golab Singh; but were the legacies of the Sikhs.

The matters which seem to have chiefly occupied Mr. Taylor’s attention were, the badness of the land revenue system, the general harshness of taxation, more especially in the case of the shawl manufacture; the restrictions on trade imposed by a Government monopoly of grain and all important products, heavy transit duties, forced labour, bad roads, prohibition of emigration. It is remarkable that no mention is made of a bad administration of justice or of religious intolerance.

After some months spent in enquiry and advice Lieutenant Taylor succeeded by the end of the year 1847 in inducing the Maharaja to agree to a programme of reforms, designed to remedy the most serious evils. Thus His Highness signed a set of regulations about the shawl manufacture, and another about the whole system of administration. These with Lieutenant Taylor's last report are printed as Appendices (4) & (6). Having accomplished
so much Lieutenant Taylor left the country. He recorded his opinion that—

"The Maharaja's acts, with regard to the actual cultivators of the soil, have been characterised generally by kindness and consideration; and that in no instance have his demands from them exceeded those of his predecessors, while in some they have fallen short of them."

On the whole Lieutenant Taylor hoped for good results from his work; and the Governor General wrote a despatch which took the same view.

Within a few weeks Lieutenant Vans Agnew passed through Srinagar on his way from Gilgit to Lahore. He wrote a memorandum and semi-official letter in which he positively affirmed that Golab Singh had not fulfilled his promised reforms. The revenue system was as bad as ever; taxation was no less oppressive; and above all the State monopoly of grain and other produce remained undiminished. In fact Mr. Taylor had done harm rather than good:

"Those who did not come forward are now told that they must have no cause of complaint; and those who did are twitted with their so doing, and told that having got what they could (i.e., nothing) by complaining, they need expect no more."

Neither the Governor General's Agent nor the Government of India could readily accept this direct contradiction of Lieutenant Taylor's words. Colonel Lawrence believed that Mr. Agnew had been misled by hastily listening to a few complainants of one class. At the same time he thought that there must be some ground for the charges made, and he therefore proposed that Mr. J. Lawrence and Mr. Vans Agnew should be deputed in the spring of 1848 to make further enquiries. At the same time he warned that the Maharaja that persistent neglect to redress serious evils would compel the Government of India to interfere directly in his affairs. Lord Hardinge agreed; with Colonel Lawrence and emphasised the admonition given to Golab Singh. Of these measures the Court of Directors "heartily approved."§

In February 1848 Mr. John Lawrence, who had succeeded his brother as Resident at Lahore, wrote again about Kashmir affairs. He said that he had very strongly urged upon the Maharaja the necessity for carrying out the stipulated reforms. All accounts from Kashmir, he admitted, were bad. They should be received with some reserve, but the result was certainly unfavourable. On the other hand, there was no evidence of unusual cruelty or "signal oppression." It was true that the Maharaja was "the great grain factor," but this was due to the fact that the revenue was taken in kind while the country was inaccessible. The shawl trade, too, had always been in the hands of the State. Similarly, all the chief products of the country had, under the Sikh rule, been monopolised by the Government. "The real point," said Mr. J. Lawrence, "is whether his excisions and interference are greater or less than formerly."

In regard to the deputation of Mr. Agnew and himself, Mr. Lawrence said that the former did not wish to go and could not be an impartial judge; while he himself had a number of Sessions cases to try. For these reasons the proposed deputation was postponed.¶

No further enquiry made.—The proposed enquiry was never made. For many years after 1848 the Government of India had much to occupy them in their own affairs without attending to the internal administration of Kashmir. Besides, after the great services rendered by Golab Singh and the present Maharaja during the mutiny, there must have been reluctance to resort to a system of interference which was known to be highly distasteful to the ruler of the Kashmir State. Information has, however, been collected from time to time about the system of administration.

Description of the country in 1861.—In 1861 the Officer on Special Duty wrote unfavourably of the state of the country and the system of administration. He reported that the land revenue was collected in kind, two-thirds of the crop being taken by the Government. Cultivation was decreasing. The season had been bad, and the grain monopoly maintained by the Maharaja resulted in fraud and in
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"apparent scarcity of food."

"Moreover," he said, "the Maharaja has a share of all produce, whatever its value. Justice was practically unknown: those who can pay can at any time get out of jail, while the poor and destitute live and die without hope, and without even the common justice of any term of imprisonment being either fixed or awarded."

Finally he wrote—

"The people of Kashmir are wretchedly poor, and in any other country their state would be almost one of starvation and famine ... In a country capable of supporting a large population nature has done everything, art little or nothing."

**Description of the country in 1863.**—Mr. Forsyth prepared "Notes on Kashmir and Jammu" in 1863. It was said that they might be "considered reliable." They are printed as Appendix (6). The following extracts may be quoted here:

"The population of the capital, Srinagar, is returned at 81,153 souls:

- **Hindus:** 9,370
- **Mussalmans:** 72,836

"There are 16,529 houses in the city. The revenues of the province of Kashmir proper are shown in detail. The total revenues from all sources may be thus summarised:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Revenues (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>17,73,632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sources</td>
<td>10,63,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>28,36,718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"In Kashmir proper the collections are made in both cash and kind.

"The revenues are to a large extent farmed out.

"Where kind rates prevail, the following is the appportionment of the rice, maize, and pulse produce:

- **Government share**
  - Tirukkasser
  - Coochong
  - Putwase
  - Zilladur or chowkeyder
  - Russoon kudmutgaree
  - Kudmutgaree
  - Religious grants to temples

"leaving a balance of about one-third to the zemindar.

"Cash rates are levied on wheat, barley, musoor, flax, oorul, tel, moong, cotton, and on one-half estimated value of gross produce; and 2 tiruks and 1 munwutta per kharwar.

"The Maharaja has the monopoly of the sale of rice throughout the valley; he takes the best rice as his share from the zemindar.

"The rice is sold to shawl weavers at a fixed rate of Rs. 2 per kharwar = 1 rupee per 1 maund 3 seeres; to others it is sold at the current rates: rice is also given in rations to the army.

"Rice is the staple produce of the valley of Kashmir, and this tax is taken in kind by the Maharaja, who stores the rice in granaries; it is estimated that 12,35,358 kharwars, or about 25,00,000 maunds, are yearly garnered. Of this about four kharwars are sold to the shawl weavers at the fixed rate of Rs. 2 per kharwar, and the rest is distributed to the troops in rations or sold in the valley, or exported.

"The Maharaja of Kashmir has few of his relatives or kinsmen in high office, as he fears their intrigues.

---

**Table of Kashmir weights.**

- 1 Seer = 5 chuttaks English standard = 1 Munwatta
- 4 Muroons = 1 Seer = 4 chuttaks English standard
- 16 Tiruks = 1 kharwar = 8 muroons = 6 seers English standard
"His chief officers are natives of the Punjab, and the family of Dewan Jowala Sahai exercise the chief influence over his councils; this family belongs to the town of Eminabad, in the Gujranwala District.

* * *

The general appearance of the country gives an idea of poverty. There are few men of respectable, none of wealthy, appearance. As compared with the hills of Kullu, Bassini, and Gurhwal, the houses of Kashmir are inferior, and the people seem to have much less spirit than their neighbours in the East.

The present Maharaja, however, does not oppress his subjects, as Golab Singh did, and he has made remissions of taxes in their favour. Had he the moral courage to overcome the opposition of his ministers, the Maharaja might make his rule very beneficent to the people; as it is, however, the officials exercise great power, and to their own advantage.

One great blot on the Maharaja's rule is the state of trade and the almost prohibitive duties levied on all merchandise imported or exported.

Description of the country in 1871.—Mr. Girdlestone, in November 1871, recorded some remarks which are printed as Appendix 7. He thought that much attention was paid to public business both by the Maharaja and by his officials. His Highness, though no statesman, was well meaning. But he was extremely superstitious and too much influenced by the family of the old Dewan Jowala Sahai; he was also fickle and impulsive. The condition of the labouring classes was on the whole fair: "though their standard of living is not a high one it is far removed from actual want." But the revenue demand was excessive, and much cultivable land was lying waste. The agricultural population was scanty, a large number being employed as mere carriers. Communications also were bad. In short, Kashmir was a country of neglected opportunities.

Description of the country in 1872.—The Maharaja published a report on the administration of Jammu and Kashmir during the year 1872. A good summary of it was given by Mr. Wynne, the Officer on Special Duty in 1872, in a paper which is printed as Appendix 9. It presented several satisfactory features—educational progress; horse and cattle breeding; tea and silk cultivation; police reorganization in Srinagar; proposals for outlay on roads. But the most important point was a reform in the revenue administration of the province. This purported to be the abolition of the system of farming the land revenue, of taking the revenue in kind, and of the Government monopoly of grain; and the substitution, save in a few exceptional districts, of leases embodying a cash settlement fixed for three years between the State and the cultivator. Mr. Wynne laid stress on the fact that

"the Maharaja inherited from previous administrations a most unfortunate revenue system, the evils of which were but slightly lessened by the various experiments that had been made previous to this year of real improvement."

To illustrate this statement he sketched the history of the revenue system, showing that the demand had been increased by the Mussulman kings of Kashmir, and then by the Delhi Emperors till it reached its climax under the Afghan rule. Under the Sikhs a very high rate had been retained notwithstanding reductions made by the Governor Mian Singh. The Maharaja Golab Singh had granted a slight remission. His son had also made changes in this direction, but throughout the system of farming had been retained, and with it the intervention between the State and the cultivator of a crowd of petty and extortionate officials.

The Punjab Government commented on the reform introduced in 1872 in these words:

"In reference to the reform of the land revenue administration, the account of the past assessments of Kashmir is interesting. It affords a vivid picture of the difficulties and abuses connected with grain collections by State officers, and His Honour trusts that, however, hateful the reform may be to those who lose thereby the opportunity for exaction, His Highness will never be induced to retract his steps. But, though the reform is a great step in advance, and was creditable to the Maharaja's statesmanship, the assessment, judged by the standard of those effected in British territory, must be considered high. The assessment, it appears, is based upon the principle that the State is entitled to the value of 26 per cent. of the gross produce calculated on the average of 10 years, from which demand, however, remissions..."
are made of one-sixth, one-fifth, or one-fourth, according to the circumstances of each village. Allowing for the deductions made, the land revenue demand in Kashmir is still upwards of three times the maximum demand in settlements now being made in the Punjab, and contrast even more remarkably with the settlement recently effected in the adjacent British districts of Hazara.

The Kashmir famine.—The condition of Kashmir is best known in connection with the famine of 1878-79-60. It will be convenient first to follow the correspondence on this subject in some detail.

Summary of correspondence.—In January and February 1878, Major Henderson, the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, reported that he had good reasons for believing that there would be great scarcity, if not actual famine, throughout Kashmir during the ensuing year. As the summer progressed, Mr. Henvey, who had succeeded Major Henderson, received letters from visitors to the valley, reporting the existence of great distress in Lahoul, and at Baramulla, Chakoti, and Uri, one traveller writing that—

"the people between Goond and Dara were eating grass and roots, and had eaten nothing else for two months according to their own account."

On receipt of these letters it was arranged that the Foreign Department should not undertake any administrative measures for relief of the scarcity, and that all material aid should come from the Punjab Government. The Home Secretary accordingly wrote semi-officially referring to the existing distress in the Maharaja’s territories, and suggesting that the Lieutenant-Governor should whether he was able to deal with the crisis unaided. On receipt of this letter the Punjab Government telegraphed an offer of assistance to the Maharaja. In reply His Highness requested with thanks that the instructed to help his agents who were buying grain at Gujerat and Rawalpindi to secure carriage for the transport of the grain. Orders were accordingly issued by the Punjab Government, and the Commissioner of Rawalpindi then telegraphed that the total amount of grain conveyed into Kashmir by the Murree route since the 1st of June 1878 was only 300 maunds of wheat and 50 maunds of makki. In the meantime more letters were received from Mr. Henvey reporting the existence of great distress in the Zanjir pargana and Muchipura and the Lolab, where the people grass, seed, and green weeds, and also at Uri, where some 60 people of all ages were living upon grass. Mr. Henvey had been informed by Vazir Punnco, the Governor of Kashmir, that the produce of be sufficient to supply food to the country till the kharif, and that the Maharaja had made arrangements for importing two lakhs of maunds of grain into the country via Bandial, Chapal, and Kohala, and had called for a report giving the actual stock of rice in hand and the probable yield of the rabi.

In consequence of these reports regarding the prevalence of distress throughout Kashmir, the Government of India concurred with the Punjab Government in thinking that travellers should be prohibited from entering the season, as the money which they brought into the valley for the remainder of the country was of little use, and it was difficult to supply them and their servants with food. A notification was accordingly issued by the Punjab Government on the 12th August, to the effect that Kashmir was closed to all visitors for the rest of the year.

On the 31st July the Punjab Secretary wrote semi-officially to the Foreign Secretary, informing him that the Maharaja’s agents had purchased 12,000 maunds of grain at Jhelum, and that they had applied for
No. 1183. dated 12th August carriage sufficient to convey two lakhs of maunds; and on the 16th August he wrote again that the agents had come to terms with the owners of carriage in the Rawalpindi Division, and that grain was now being exported. Mr. Cordery also forwarded two demi-official letters from Mr. Henvey dated the 25th July and 1st August, giving an account of the state of the country and the measures which the Durbar was taking for the relief of the famine. Mr. Henvey wrote that the mortality was awful, that the Lohap was absolutely depopulated, and the country between Bandipur, Gurias, and Astor, was a desert; and that Vazir Punjab had informed him that the food-stocks in the country on the 28th June amounted to 87,000 kharvars of paddy, 12,000 kharvars of wheat, and 2,000 kharvars of barley, and that the outturn of the rabi was much less than had been anticipated. He added, however, that there was no question but that the Durbar was thoroughly alarmed, and he had been informed that the Maharaja intended to import not less than 3½ lakhs of maunds of grain, while some grain had actually reached Srinagar and was being sold at a loss by the Maharaja's orders. He also enclosed a paper which had been sent to him privately by Dowan Anant Ram showing the measures which the Durbar had already taken and proposed to take for the relief of the famine. These measures were as follows:—

(a) It was proposed to spend three lakhs of rupees in the purchase of grain from the Punjab, Jhapp, and Manawar, and about one lakh had already been expended.
(b) Notices had been issued to the general public and traders in Srinagar and in the direction of the Punjab, that any trader might import grain free of duty from the Punjab into Srinagar, and rewards and khilats would be given by the Maharaja in proportion to the amount of grain imported.
(c) That barley and wheat would be sold at the same price as in former years.
(d) That lakhs of kharvars of rice had already been sold by Government at the old cheap rate.
(e) That poor-houses had been established at Srinagar, in Kamraj, Shap-yon, and in Anuntag.
(f) That relief works, such as repairs to roads, forts, &c., had been arranged for.
(g) That officers had been deputed with money to different parganas to buy forest produce from the zamindars.
(h) That food was daily distributed to the poor in Srinagar, and the cost defrayed by the Durbar and charitable contributions.
(i) That the Maharaja had appointed a committee composed of leading Hindus and Muhammadans of Srinagar to supervise measures for famine relief.
(j) That the Durbar had arranged to buy any grain that might be brought into the valley by private traders at a price which would give the trader half an anna in the rupees clear profit.

On the 16th August the Secretary in the Home Department wrote demi-officially to the Punjab Government that he was glad to see that the Durbar were taking measures for the relief of the scarcity, and that as the Maharaja had not accepted the proffered aid, the Government could only prepare for the immigration of starving paupers. He therefore proposed that the Maharaja should be informed that the temporary sojourn of immigrants in British territory would not be objected to. Mr. Cordery in reply suggested that the immigrants might be set to work on the Punjab Northern State Railway or the Railway from Chak Nizain to Guzerat. He also forwarded another letter from Mr. Henvey reporting that the relief works which had been started by the Durbar were an absurd pretence, and that guards were placed at all the passes to prevent emigration from the country. Mr. Henvey's letter contained an extract from a letter from Mons. Ermen, the head of the Maharaja's Agricultural Department, saying that the greater part of the land in the valley was uncultivated, and that he feared "Kashmir was
in its death agony." Relief works were then opened at Rawalpindi by order of the Punjab Government for the Kashmiris who had made their way out of the valley; but on the 27th August the Commissioner telegraphed* that they all, with the exception of the sick and infirm, had fled from Rawalpindi directly the works were opened.

In the beginning of August the Secretary to the Famine Commission wrote to the Punjab Government requesting information regarding the famine in Kashmir, and the measures adopted by the Maharaja and the Punjab Government for its relief.

Mr. Henvey was accordingly called upon by the Punjab Government for a report, which he furnished in his letter No. 521, date 21st August 1878, to the Government of the Punjab. The substance of this report was as follows:

The famine was confined to the province of Kashmir proper, Jammu and Ladakh being fairly well off. The crop in Kashmir on which the people chiefly relied for food was rice, though a small quantity of wheat, barley, maize, millet, and buckwheat were also grown. The Maharaja took one-half of the gross produce of the land, generally in kind; but a custom appeared to have prevailed by which the State took more than half its proper share of rice, and allowed the zamindars in compensation to take more than the regular share of miscellaneous grains, such as millet and maize. The grain thus collected by Government was supplied at fixed rates to the officials and population.

The famine was first caused by an untimely fall of rain and snow in the kharif harvest of 1877, which destroyed the standing crops; whereupon the Kashmir officials, seeing that famine was inevitable, collected all the rice they could lay their hands on, so that no surplus stocks were left in the villages.

In April 1878 the Dowan informed Mr. Henvey that the stocks of food in the valley amounted to seven lakhs of maunds of shahi (unhusked rice, which would yield about half that quantity of grain), and that this, with the produce of the rabi crop, would be sufficient till the next kharif. The rabi, however, was injured by wet and unseasonable weather, and the output was only about 1,00,000 maunds of barley and wheat, instead of four lakhs of maunds as the Durbar expected. The rain was succeeded by weeks of very hot dry weather, which was unfavourable for the kharif sowings, and then a great portion of the valley was flooded by an unusual rush of water from the hill streams swollen with snow, the fall in 1876 having been extraordinarily heavy. To crown all, the fruit on which many of the poor people in the valley generally subsist for weeks was scanty.

The gravity of the crisis was not at first appreciated by Vazir Punnoo, the Governor of Srinagar, and he consequently did not report matters in their true light to the Maharaja. As the summer proceeded, however, His Highness became alarmed by the reports at length supplied by Vazir Punnoo and the accounts given by travellers and emigrants to Jammu, and he then directed that the measures for famine relief, which have been already specified, should be undertaken. In August 1878 the situation was this:—The stock of old rice was low and bad, and the maize, millet, and buckwheat crop was short and thin. The rice in the eastern section of the valley was good, but the area sown was not one-half of the average, while in the western section the area sown was not one-fourth of the average, so that under the most favourable circumstances, the output of the kharif of 1878 would be less than that of 1877. The millet and maize crop was said to have been given up to the zamindars, and a small amount of grain had arrived from the Punjab, but the free importation of grain was prevented by the state of the roads which the heavy rain had rendered almost impassable.

Mr. Henvey considered the measures of famine relief proposed by the Durbar (with the exception of the daily distribution of food) to be mere paper schemes, as it was out of the question that labourers on public works would be supplied with food when there was not grain enough in the country for those who had money to pay. A few of the inhabitants had made their escape from the valley across the mountains, but the Durbar discouraged emigration, and
placed guards at the passes to prevent it. The severity of the famine, Mr. Henvey attributed to the—

(a) want of any revenue settlement;
(b) difficulty of the approaches to the country;
(c) system under which the State was the only grain-seller;
(d) prohibition against emigration;
(e) dishonesty of the Durbar’s servants, which was largely to be attributed to the irregularity with which they received their wages.

The remedies suggested by Mr. Henvey were the importation of grain and the employment of trustworthy agents to superintend its distribution.

The Secretary to the Punjab Government, in submitting this report, added that the Maharaja had been recommended to allow free emigration, and the Commissioner at Rawalpindi had been directed to facilitate the transport of grain into the valley.

On the 31st August the Punjab Government forwarded semi-officially a copy of a letter addressed to Mr. Henvey by Dewan Anant Ram, reporting that the zamindars were being allowed to eat the “chana” and “kangri” crop, and that the maize when ripe would be given over to them in the same way; that the Maharaja’s agents had purchased 50,000 mounds of grain, though there was some difficulty in obtaining carriage for transport; and that the Maharaja had remitted the tax on shawl-weaving for two months. On the 21st September the Punjab Government forwarded a copy of a letter written by the Maharaja in reply to their letter recommending him to allow free emigration, saying that he had no objection to the emigration of his famine-stricken subjects as a temporary measure, and that cooked food was supplied to emigrants en route at Nath, Ram Bao, Udhampur, and Jammu. On the 28th September the Punjab Government forwarded three letters from Mr. Henvey, reporting that Dewan Anant Ram had been deputed from Jammu to make arrangements for famine relief, and giving an account of the measures taken by the Dewan on his arrival at Srinagar. The Dewan had first issued an address informing the farmers of the revenue that they would assuredly be held responsible for the revenue and all arrears, but exerting them at the same time to leave to the zamindars their full share of the crops, and directing the village officers to sedulously protect the crops against theft. The necessity of cultivating all available land for the rabi was also strictly enjoined. The Dewan informed Mr. Henvey that, from what he had seen, and from the official reports he had received, he believed that the outturn of the kharif would be about 12 annas in the rupee, and that with the produce of the rabi there would be sufficient food to last for ten months. He asked Mr. Henvey for his advice, and a meeting was then held to discuss measures of famine-relief, at which the Dewan, Mr. Henvey, Mr. Wade, and Dr. Downes, Missionaries, and Mr. Russell and Mr. Chapman, merchants, were present. A scheme was drawn up arranging for the establishment of relief works for the able-bodied, and a gratuitous distribution of food to the weak, but Mr. Henvey was not sanguine as to its success, though the arrival of the Dewan had been followed by a more ready sale of food to those who had money to buy.

Early in September the Government of India came to the conclusion that, on the one hand, the condition of Kashmir rendered it necessary that the British Government as the paramount power should assist the Maharaja to prevent the complete depopulation of his country; and that on the other, owing to the difficulty of importing food into the country, and the impossibility of undertaking any relief measures in the interior of the country without subverting the Maharaja’s authority, the only way of co-operating with the Durbar’s efforts for the alleviation of the distress was to encourage emigration from Kashmir into British territory. It was proposed therefore that the consent of the Maharaja should be obtained and arrangements made by the Commissioner of Rawalpindi and the Governor of Kashmir for the emigration of about 50,000 persons from
Kashmir by the Muree and Guzerat routes, depots of food being established on the way; that the immigrants should be employed on relief works by the Punjab Government; that the cost of the relief works should be borne by Government, but that the Maharaja should pay all expenses connected with the establishment of emigration routes and the feeding of emigrants unfit for work. It was also arranged that Mr. Henvey should visit Jammu, and that the Punjab Government should depute an officer to meet him there, to consult with the Maharaja and explain to him the views and proposals of Government.

The result of this consultation was embodied in a note* by Mr. Bernard, and was sent to the Punjab Government for an expression of opinion.

The Lieutenant-Governor agreed that Mr. Henvey should visit Jammu and consult personally with the Maharaja, but he considered that the obstacles in the way of emigration on the scale proposed were so great, that it would be easier to convey grain in British territory. He therefore recommended that while allowing voluntary emigration and providing work for the emigrants on their arrival in the Punjab, the Government should rather endeavor to second the efforts of the Maharaja to convey grain into the country, European officers being appointed to supervise its distribution.

Mr. Henvey was accordingly directed to postpone his departure from Kashmir and authorise summon the British Joint Commissioner at Leh to Srinagar to assist him. Shortly afterwards he was directed to proceed to Jammu to consult with the Maharaja on measures for famine relief, informing him that his own stay in Kashmir might be prolonged beyond the usual time.

The Punjab Government was requested to depute an officer to meet Mr. Henvey at Jammu, and consult with him and the Maharaja. It was suggested that the civil officers of Sialkot, Guzerat, and Rawalpindi should be directed to assist the Maharaja's agents in transporting grain, and the Lieutenant-Governor was authorised to appoint special European officers to superintend the transport; the cost being liable to subsequent adjustment with the Durbar, and all details being arranged with the Maharaja's officials. Mr. Henvey was at the same time requested to personally explain to the Maharaja the reasons which had induced the Government of India to offer their assistance, and to impress upon him the necessity of hearty co-operation with any measures that might be adopted.

On the 22nd September Mr. Henvey wrote that the relief measures had not gone much beyond the limit of good intentions, and that, though a small quantity of Punjabi wheat was daily arriving in the country, cheap food was not procurable by the poorer classes. He had been informed that the estimate of the rice crop about Islamabad was 12 annas in the rupee, in Shapoon 8 annas, and in Kamraj 4 annas. He had learnt from Dewan Anant Ram that three new poor-houses had been established at Golad Bagh, the Government School at Maharajgunj, and Nawahem, that arrangements had been made for supplying grain to respectable paupers and receiving those unable to work into the poor-houses; and that the able-bodied poor would be employed either on transport duty or Mons. Ermens' workshops.

On the 26th September Mr. Henvey reported that he had an opportunity of seeing the relief works at Hari Parbat, and that, although he had no doubt preparations had been made for his arrival, he could only see 25 or 30 old women and children employed in throwing earth on a small out-work. He doubted, in spite of the Durbar's assertions, whether emigration was in reality freely allowed.
On 29th September Mr. Henvey wrote again that, in spite of the assurances of the Dewan that emigration was freely permitted and the guards withdrawn from the passes, no proclamation to that effect had been issued, and the people were ignorant that they were at liberty to leave the country; and further, that a European gentleman lately leaving the country had been obliged to procure a pass for some of his servants who wished to accompany him. He added that he had been informed by the Revd. Mr. Wade, who had just returned from a tour up to the Loolah Valley, that the crop was not more than one-fourth of the average, and that the few fields of maize which existed had been taken possession of by the Durbar, and that the people were actually living on grass seed. The Dewan when questioned about the “zahti” of the maize, said that Government had hoped to get a lakh of kharwars of maize, but that only 10,000 had reached Srinagar, the rest having been eaten by the villagers. Mr. Henvey also forwarded a copy of a notice issued by the Dewan reducing the price of maize by a anna a kharwar, and threatening the corn-sellers (persons possessed of private stores) that if they did not sell abundantly and at a cheap rate, the State might be compelled to interfere.

On the 15th October the Punjab Government forwarded another letter, dated the 2nd October, from Mr. Henvey giving an account of a conversation which he had had with the Dewan. The Dewan informed him that some hundred kharwars of Punjabi wheat and 2,000 or 3,000 kharwars of millet were arriving in Srinagar daily, and that he had opened twelve grain shops instead of three, and had abolished the system by which grain could only be bought under a written order from Vazir Punnoo. Mr. Henvey also forwarded a letter from a gentleman crossing the Pir Panjal, reporting that a great exodus of starving people was taking place along that route; and he wrote that the Dewan appeared “most earnest in his efforts to introduce reforms.” On the 16th October it was reported that a Punjab officer had been deputed to meet Mr. Henvey at Jammu, but that it was doubtful whether much would be done unless the British Government took the import of grain into its own hands. On the 18th October a khabra was written to the Maharaja, informing him that the Officer on Special Duty would remain in Kashmir during November and December to facilitate the measures for famine relief that were to be concerted at Jammu with the Maharaja. On the 25th October the Officer on Special Duty was requested to convey to the Maharaja an expression of the satisfaction with which His Excellency the Governor-General in Council had read more recent reports on the famine, showing that the relief measures which had been undertaken had done good.

On the 26th October the Punjab Government forwarded two letters from Mr. Henvey, one dated the 9th October, reporting that Vazir Punnoo had been recalled to Jammu, and Dewan Anant Ram left in charge of Kashmir, and that the state of things in the city of Srinagar had somewhat improved, as the very poor were now receiving relief from poor-houses. He added, however, that his impression of the condition of the country south of Srinagar was unfavourable, as many of the fields were lying waste, the villages were half empty, and living skeletons were visible on the roads and near the houses;” and also that the people did not believe that they were at liberty to leave the country, and that he knew as a fact that one party of emigrants had been stopped at Kohala. In any case, emigration was almost impossible as no food was obtainable on the routes. In his second letter, Mr. Henvey gave an account of a conversation he bad had with the Dewan, in the course of which he was informed that the old stocks of grain were exhausted, that the new Indian-corn was nearly consumed, and that there was scarcely any Punjabi grain in the city, and only 10,000 or 12,000 maunds on the roads; 50,000 kharwars of new rice, however, had come in which would be distributed, and the Dewan himself was about to make a tour through the valley, and would then be able to give a more correct estimate of the total outturn, but that at present, according to official reports, the rice crop would
be about half the average. The crop in the Islamabad Vazirat, Mr. Henvey, after passing through it on his way to Jammu, estimated at ten annas in the rupee. The amount of grain imported from the Punjab was still but little, the traders being discouraged, in Mr. Henvey’s opinion, by the smallness and irregularity of the Durbar’s payments. On the 26th October, Mr. Henvey wrote semi-officially that it had been arranged at Jammu that the Durbar should import one lakh of maunds via Banihal, and the Government of India another lakh via Murree, but that so far from encouraging emigration the Durbar were actually bribing people who had emigrated to return to the valley. He was directed to find out whether emigration was really permitted, and authorised him to make a strong representation to the Durbar if it was not. It was decided that he should stay at Srinagar all the winter.

On the 2nd November, Mr. Henvey wrote that he considered the outlook very gloomy, because the kharif crop was “misery poor in extent,” although the season had been most favourable, merely because the Muhammadan cultivators had been deprived of their share of the last rice crop by the Hindu officials, and that, although Dewan Amant Ram had promised to leave the cultivators their share of the crop, he did not believe that this would be done, as the Dewan’s own Private Secretary, when asked how the villagers would support themselves during the winter, had replied that they had “gourds, sug, and grass.” He added that the shawl trade was in a bad way; the silk crop had failed; and the wine manufacture was at a standstill, and that, although the Maharajah himself was full of amiable intentions, his administration was quite powerless to meet the crisis. About the same time the Dewan gave Mr. Henvey the most positive assurances that the passes had been opened for emigrants, and that the Maharajah had ordered supplies to be collected for the use of emigrants on the Banihal and Murree routes; and he consulted Mr. Henvey as to the best means of letting the people know that they might go. Mr. Henvey suggested that an announcement might be suitably made when the price of cleaned rice was raised, as proposed, from 32 seers a rupee to 20 seers; that all who could not buy at that rate might leave the country, and this suggestion was accepted.

Then came a letter from Mr. Henvey dated the 24th§ October, giving a full account of the measures which were concerted at Jammu for the relief of the famine. The actual outturn of the autumn harvest was not known, but the Durbar hoped to get 25 lakhs of maunds of shali (the average yield being 40 lakhs of maunds), so that after deducting one-third of the 25 lakhs of maunds for husk, the actual yield in rice would be 17 lakhs of maunds. Assuming therefore that the population of Kashmir was 350,000, and that three-fourths of a seer of grain per diem would be a fair average for each person’s consumption, 17 lakhs of maunds of rice would be food for 8½ months; and as ten months must elapse before the early autumn crops came in, there would be a gap of 1½ months’ consumption, which was equivalent to three lakhs of maunds. The rabi crops in ordinary years produce four lakhs of maunds of grain, and the Kashmir authorities hoped by extraordinary exertions to get eight lakhs, but Mr. Henvey did not anticipate an outturn exceeding two lakhs of maunds. Estimating the kharif outturn therefore at 17 lakhs of maunds, and the rabi outturn at two lakhs, there would be a total deficiency of one lakh of maunds; but Mr. Henvey considered that this estimate was too sanguine, and that the shali crop would probably not exceed 20 lakhs. The Durbar themselves anticipated that the deficiency would be about two lakhs of maunds, and they therefore proposed to supply that amount by importing one lakh of maunds via Banihal, and by asking the British Government to arrange for the purchase and importation of another lakh of maunds via Murree and Baramulla. Mr. Henvey raised the question of emigration on a large scale, but he saw that the idea was most distasteful to the Durbar, who feared that the people, when once beyond the passes, would never return to Kashmir; and to show how hopeless it was to expect the Durbar to co-operate in this way, he mentioned the fact that refugees who had reached Jammu were actually being bribed to return by cash presents and orders for food on the
Government stores on the road back to the valley. Mr. Henvey therefore considered that the only course open was to import grain, and that no time should be lost in collecting it and arranging for transport, as the supply, to be of any use, should arrive in Kashmir before May at the latest. The Durbar promised to furnish the British Government with funds for purchase of the grain and import as far as Baramulla; to keep the road in Kashmir territory in good order; to provide an adequate supply of fodder, and to place responsible officials at every stage to ensure the carrying out of the arrangements. His Highness also agreed to accept Native officers, such as tahsiladars, from the British Government, to supervise the transport, but at once negatived the idea of Europeans being employed. He also promised to give Mr. Henvey early information regarding the actual outturn of the kharif, so that if necessary the British Government might arrange to send in more grain by the Punch and Pir Panjal routes directly they were open in the spring.

The measures proposed by the Durbar did not, however, meet with the approval of the Punjab Government.

The Lieutenant-Governor pointed out that in Mr. Henvey's calculations the actual outturn of shall in the kharif of 1878 was taken at 25 lakhs of maunds, though Mr. Henvey had recorded his opinion that it would probably not exceed 20 lakhs, and that therefore there would actually be a deficiency of three lakhs of maunds, if Mr. Henvey's estimate of the yield of the kharif and rabi harvests, and estimate of consumption per man, were correct. He thought, however, that the estimated consumption of each person per diem should be taken at half a seer or eight chittakas of rice instead of three-fourths of a seer, and that at this estimate a population of 350,000 would only consume in eleven months 14,61,584 maunds. Allowing therefore that the actual outturn of cleaned rice did not exceed 13,00,000 maunds, i.e., 20 lakhs of shall as estimated by Mr. Henvey, there would only be a deficit of 1,61,584 maunds, which would be more than covered by the estimated yield of the rabi harvest, viz., 2,00,000 maunds. The Lieutenant-Governor therefore considered that it would be sufficient to urge the Durbar to import the lakh of maunds via Banial; and that it would not be necessary for the British Government to undertake to send another lakh via Murree, unless the actual outturn of the kharif of 1878 proved to be less than Mr. Henvey anticipated. In the meantime it would be well to encourage the private grain trade and voluntary emigration from Kashmir.

On the 31st* October, Mr. Henvey wrote from Jammu demi-officially to the Foreign Secretary, informing him that since the report of 24th October was written, the Durbar had asked him to arrange for the importation of 200 maunds of potato seed, and had communicated its intention of ordering the cultivators in Kashmir to grow guards by way of producing an early crop. He added that the official statement of the Durbar that emigration was freely permitted had not been acted upon, and that even then, when the Durbar was discussing suggestions for getting people out of the country, agents were being deputed to entice people back from British territory by presents of money and grain, and that emigration was almost impossible, as no food was procurable on the routes. As soon as he heard that these appeals were being made to refugees, Mr. Henvey addressed an indignant remonstrance to the Durbar, and was informed in reply that "expatriation was a hard thing, and the Maharaja wished both emigration and immigration to be free." Mr. Henvey stated that he felt most anxiety for the cultivating classes, as they were all Muhammadans and consequently hated by the Hindu officials, and he was much afraid that the whole or nearly the whole of their share of the rice crop would be taken from them, as had been done in the winter of 1877-78, merely to fill the Government granaries and provide food for the urban population.

A private letter, dated 24th October, which was received from Dr. Downes, the medical missionary at Srinagar, gave a brighter account of the prospects. Dr. Downes wrote that the Dewan had done very well, that the incoming crop was a good one, and that there was then no distress; and on the 20th October Mr. Henvey wrote demi-officially to the Secretary that the uproar in Kashmir had much diminished since the distribution of new rice, but that it was doubtful how long the fresh stocks would last.

* Ind.
On the 11th November Mr. Henvey again wrote from Banthal reporting
that grain was being imported and fodder collected along that route, and that emigrants passed him
daily, but that he was afraid the Durbar would not be able to import a lakh of
maunds before the route was closed by the snow. He also forwarded a letter
from Dr. Scully (medical officer of the Gilgit Agency), giving some information
regarding the condition of the country in the direction of Astor. Dr. Scully
estimated the kharif crop in Bandipur to be less than half an one; the
mortality had been great, and the districts of Gurez and Tiel were almost
depopulated. At Astor the prospects were brighter, the outturn of the crop
having been sufficient to feed the inhabitants, if the troops were supplied with
grain from Kashmir, as was usually done. A week
later† Mr. Henvey forwarded a letter from Mr.
Russell, a merchant at Srinagar, giving some account of the working of the
Kashmir administration from the time of the arrival of Dewan Anant Ram.
Mr. Russell thought that the Dewan had every intention of effecting reforms,
but was hampered by the Pandits at the Maharaja's Court. At the Dewan's
request Mr. Russell took charge of one of the Government houses for the sale
of grain, and absolutely set his face against the system by which the Pandits
produced written orders to obtain daily from one truck to one kharwar of
wheat, and he informed all those who produced these orders that the grain
would be supplied to all alike. The Pandits formed a combination against
him, and threatened to commit suicide before the Dewan's Durbar if an Englishman
were allowed to superintend the sale of grain. The Dewan yielded,
the house was closed, and Mr. Russell was requested to take charge of another
house in the Muhammadan quarter of the city; but the same system of
orders prevailed there also, and by the influence of the Pandits this house
too was closed. All grain purchased by the Pandits by means of these
orders was again retailed at 100 per cent. above the selling price fixed
by the Government. This work was done by Mr. Russell for no remuneration;
but he then entered into a contract with the Dewan, by which he
agreed to open ten shops in the city and sell 100 kharwars of grain daily
at R1.6 a kharwar, not more than 3 seers being sold to each person, R1.3
being paid to the State, and 4 annas going to cover all expenses of establish-
ment and management. This arrangement also met with strenuous opposition
from the Pandits. They first accused Mr. Russell of selling at R1.8 a kharwar,
and when that plan failed, they tried to evade fulfilment of the contract
by supplying less than the amount of grain agreed on, and at the time that
his letter was written Mr. Russell was only receiving 40 to 45 kharwars of
grain a day instead of the 100 kharwars promised by the Dewan.

Mr. Henvey, in forwarding this letter, said that Dewan Anant Ram had
told him that he was anxious to leave Kashmir, because he found himself ill-
supported at Jammu, and that he knew that Vazir Panoo, the former Govern-
or of Kashmir, who had been recalled for his mismanagement of the famine,
was in high favour and was consulted on all relief measures. He added that
no proper arrangements existed for distributing the incoming rice to the inhabit-
ants of Srinagar, and that the zemindars had not been allowed to remove their
share of the produce. The passes, however, were open, and the Durbar was
providing food upon the road, so that people were availing themselves of the
opportunity to emigrate.

On the 17th November Mr. Henvey reported that he had returned to
Srinagar, and that on the road he had observed considerable activity in the work of importation
of grain, though the amount actually collected was
small; and that the road was really open to emi-
grants who passed him in considerable numbers, arrangements having been
made to supply them with food at Chaweni, Rambun, and Baniar. At Srinagar
he found that the rice crop had been cut and stacked, but that the division of
the zemindars' from the Government share would not be completed for a month,
though the Dewan informed him that in the meantime advances of grain
would be made to the zemindars. The Dewan was then starting for a tour
through the valley to make a personal survey of the harvest, and ensure obe-
dience to his orders. At Srinagar a house census had been taken which return-
ed the population at 130,000, and the amount of shali sufficient for their maintenance was reckoned at 80,000 kharvars per month. The Dewan proposed to distribute this grain in bi-monthly instalments, each household being provided with tickets showing what he was entitled to, the amount being calculated according to the number of his family. It was also proposed to open several shops and to raise the price of shali from Rs 4 to Rs 6, or Rs 14 per kharwar.

Mr. Henvey thought that the estimate of the population was too high, as of course it was everybody's interest to make out that the number of his family was larger than it really was. He also reported that only 12,000 mounds of hay had been collected on the Kashmir side of the Murrue and Barahullia route, and he feared that the arrangements for facilitating the transport along that route would be defective.

On the 4th December the Punjab Government forwarded a letter from Mr. Henvey, dated the 21st November, and an enclosure from Mr. Elias, the British Joint Commissioner at Leh, dated the 10th November. Mr. Henvey forwarded extracts from a private letter he had received from the Mahajana, saying that substantial assistance was being given to emigrants by providing food along the route, but admitting that some Kashmiri cultivators who had left the country had been helped to return in the belief that a cultivator could produce more food than was necessary for his own consumption. He also reported that all appearance of excitement in Srinagar had subsided, though he had heard rumours that some disturbance had been created by a body of Pandits, who objected to the high price of food.

Mr. Elias' letter gave an account of a visit he had paid to several of the houses established by Government for the sale of food. He found the people very much dissatisfied, because the price of grain had been raised to Rs 14 per kharwar; and the supply of rice at most of the houses was inadequate. The people, moreover, declared that it was not possible for them to emigrate, as no one without money could make such a long journey, and all those who had money were not allowed to escape until they had been mulcted in bribes. Mr. Elias, however, did not observe much distress throughout the city that could well be attributed to the famine.

On 1st December* Mr. Henvey telegraphed to the Punjab Government, that the estimate of the yield of the kharif was 25 lakhs of mounds of shali, equal to 15,000 mounds of cleaned rice, and that the yield of the rabi was estimated at four lakhs of mounds, that 5,000 mounds of fodder had been collected at the stages on the Murrue route, and that 10,000 mounds would be eventually procurable.

The Lieutenant-Governor considered that these estimates encouraged a reasonable hope that the future in Kashmir would not be so gloomy as had been anticipated, and that for the Punjab Government to take any special measures to import grain was not necessary. It would not be necessary to import grain.

He explained that his previous calculation was based on the Durbar estimate of the rabi outturn, viz., 25 lakhs of mounds of shali, and not on his own conjectural estimate of 20 lakhs, and secondly, that the consumption rate of three-quarter seer per man per diem was fixed by the Durbar, and not by himself, and that he did not think that the Durbar would be likely to exaggerate their own difficulties. In considering these estimates the following points should be taken for granted:

(c) that the population of Kashmir is 350,000;
(d) that the Government kharwar is equal to 90 seers or 2½ mounds;
(e) that the proportion of rice to shali is 60 per cent.

The food stocks in Kashmir were reported in round numbers to be—shali 11,00,000 kharvars, or 26,00,000 mounds, equal in cleaned rice to 15,00,000 mounds, but the Dewan Anant Ram, for some reason which he could not or would not explain, stated that the 11,00,000 kharvars only equalled 23,00,000
maunds or 13,80,000 maunds of cleaned rice. Assuming, therefore, that the average of consumption was eight chittaks per diem for each man, the total amount of grain consumed between the 1st December 1878 and the 30th September 1879 would be 13,30,304 maunds, leaving a surplus, independent of the yield of the rabi harvest, of 49,096 maunds. The rabi yield was estimated by the Dewan at four lakhs of maunds. He reported that 17,000 kharwars of seed had been sown, and as the yield in Kashmir varies from 20 to 25 fold, 17,000 kharwars ought to produce more than four lakhs of maunds, but the Dewan preferred the latter estimate.

The 11,00,000 kharwars were distributed by the Dewan as follows:—

| Share of State | 6,00,000 |
| Share of State sub-divided | 5,00,000 |
| Hire to boatmen bringing shali to city | 1,00,000 |
| Food of city for nine months | 2,00,000 |
| Various expenses | 3,00,000 |
| Food for army and officials | 30,000 |
| Supplies for poor zemindars | 50,000 |
| Total | 11,00,000 |

Mr. Henvey, however, said that though he had no means of checking the official figures, he was convinced, from his own personal observation of the distress in the country, that they were untrustworthy; and that Dewan Anant Ram did not himself rely upon their accuracy, as he would not authorise Mr. Henvey to telegraph to the Punjab Government and say the stocks were sufficient. He therefore recommended that the Government should aid the Durbar by importing the lakh of maunds of grain *via* Murree. The rise in the price of grain from R1-4 to R1-14 per kharwar, or 25 to 32 seers the rupee, Mr. Henvey considered to be beneficial, and he referred to the case of Mr. Russell whose stores were thronged with purchasers, though he was selling four annas per kharwar above the Government rate, simply because of the greater honesty and regularity of his distribution. He added, however, that the people still maintained that they were unable to leave the valley, in spite of the official assurances which had been given, and that unless large numbers of emigrants were flocking into the Punjab, the permission to emigrate must be a delusion, as the people undoubtedly were anxious to go if they could obtain supplies on the road. He also reported that scarcely anything had been done in the way of opening poor-houses and establishing relief works; and that the arrangements for supplying and selling shali in the city were defective. No grain was sold to the Muhammadans until the orders of the Hindu Pandits were complied with, and the store was frequently emptied before the Muhammadans got any grain at all. In fact at no store except Mr. Russell's did Mr. Henvey see any grain given to Muhammadans, and even when grain was supplied to them they only got 3 seers of shali, which was to last for eight days or sometimes longer. The total amount of shali brought into the city was 600 kharwars daily, and the people could not have subsisted on the rations supplied, if turnips and vegetables had not been abundant and cheap. Mr. Henvey addressed the Dewan on the subject, and he admitted that the distribution had been insufficient, but said that arrangements had been made to give out 1,000 kharwars daily on the calculation of three-quarters of a seer per head. The Dewan also informed Mr. Henvey that he did not think that the Durbar would succeed in importing more than 30,000 maunds *via* Banhal. Mr. Henvey expressed his conviction that the deficiency of food in Kashmir could not be supplied by private trade, as free private trade was impossible in a country where the selling rate was arbitrarily fixed by the Durbar and the grain trade was a monopoly of its officials. And in support of his theory he referred to what happened in the summer of 1878, when the Pandits were actually selling rice from
private stores at six seers the rupec, and yet not a bag of grain was imported into Kashmir, except under an agreement with the Durbar by which the grain on arrival became the property of the State. He expressed regret at the departure of Dewan Anant Ram, who had been recalled to Jammu, and whom he considered an amiable and well-intentioned man. His successor, Hari Nath, also appeared to be anxious to do his duty.

On the 13th December* Mr. Henvey wrote again that Dewan Anant Ram had supplied him with a revised estimate of the food-stocks which was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Kharwar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total output of shali from the beginning of the harvest</td>
<td>11,00,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure, exclusive of general population</td>
<td>1,41,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduct supply required for 350,000 people for ten months from 1st October 1878 to 1st August 1879, at 13 chittaks of shali, or 8 chittaks of cleaned rice per head, per diem</td>
<td>9,58,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surplus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maunds</td>
<td>57,375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to this estimate there would be abundant food in the country for next year, but Mr. Henvey considered that the frequent changes in the method of computation were not calculated to inspire confidence. With regard to the question of re-opening Kashmir to visitors, Mr. Henvey said that he had asked the Dewan to ascertain the Maharaja's views, but that he was inclined to recommend that visitors should be allowed to enter the valley in 1879, unless there was danger of an actual failure of stocks.

The Lieutenant-Governor recorded his opinion that the estimates of the Dewan were unreliable, and that from personal conversation with the Maharaja he had ascertained that there would be scarcity in Kashmir during the month of Jeth before the rabi harvest. He therefore thought that it was necessary for the Government to import the lakh of maunds of grain said Murree, and that as carriage was very scarce in consequence of the war, he thought that the work might be best done by contract. He therefore proposed to call for tenders for supplying 1,00,000 maunds of grain at Srinagar by 30th April 1879. He also considered that some measures should be taken to secure a better distribution of the grain, and that visitors should not be allowed to enter the valley during 1879, unless the stocks of food were increased by importation.

Mr. Henvey forwarded* on the 24th December a letter from an English missionary which gave a most gloomy account of the condition of Kashmir. He added that he had no confidence whatever in the official estimates, but that he could not pretend to offer any more reliable figures, as he was kept completely in the dark by the officials regarding the real state of affairs. He believed, however, that the stocks were really much lower than the Durbar wished to make out, because though the loss of life had been very great, and large masses of people were now on the brink of starvation, the Durbar was not giving out grain according to its own calculation of the requirements of its subjects; and the Durbar had not opened any poor-houses or public works, though there were thousands of people with no means of subsistence. The distress was great, and yet if a starving Muhammadan killed a cow or even ate the flesh of a cow which had been killed, he was immediately "manacled and sent down to God knows what." He finally stated that the condition and prospect of Kashmir filled him with despair, and that a careful "distribution of stocks under English control might perhaps save the country, but not without much suffering."

On the 27th December Mr. Henvey wrote again to the Punjab Government explaining the manner in which the output of the rabi had been estimated at eight lakhs of maunds, viz., by multiplying the amount of seed said to have been sown, 17,000 kharwars, by the average rate of yield. The calculation he considered
to be utterly worthless, as four lakhs of maunds represented Dewan Anant Ram's most sanguine estimate; and the "frugality with which the Durbar were doing out the grain could only be accounted for on the hypothesis that the stocks were lower than the Durbar wished to make us to believe."

The Lieutenant-Governor then said that Mr. Henvey's letters had altered his opinion regarding the necessity of action on the part of the British Government, and that he thought the estimates of food-stocks submitted by the Durbar could not be relied on. He accordingly recommended that a lakh of maunds of grain should be sent via Murree as already proposed, contracts being given by Government for the transport, and that the Kashmir Durbar should be called upon to store fodder at the stages along the route sufficient for all the animals employed on the transport, and to pay into British treasuries a sum sufficient to cover the cost of importation. He also thought that an equitable distribution of the grain could not be hoped for, unless British officers were employed for the purpose, and—

"that the gravity of the case was such that pressure should be brought to bear upon the Maharaja to permit the appointment of British officers to generally superintend the distribution and sale of food at the principal centres of distress."

On the 7th January* 1879, Mr. Henvey wrote semi-officially to the Foreign Secretary that he understood that the Punjab Government had recommended that a lakh of maunds should be sent into Kashmir via Murree, and that European officers should be appointed to supervise the importation and distribution of the lakh of maunds. He thought that these officers might be useful to look after the import of grain, but that it would not be worth while to offend the Durbar merely to secure a proper distribution of one lakh of maunds, while 19 lakhs of maunds of food-stocks were left in the hands of the Durbar officials, more especially as the lakh of maunds would be purchased and imported at the expense of the Durbar, and the grain would necessarily be sold from its stores on the principle of a State monopoly, in the same way as the grain already in the country. He thought that the Government should either go much further, i.e., assume the whole administration of the country for a time or not so far, i.e., merely throw the lakh of maunds into the country as requested by the Durbar, warning them that the Government could not "sit idly by and allow Kashmir to become a desert." He also suggested that he should be allowed to return to Kashmir as soon as His Excellency had determined on the course to be pursued, as he thought that Kashmir should not be left without a responsible officer to keep Government informed of the progress of affairs. He added that the Durbar intended to send a few High Commissioners to Kashmir to report on the famine, one of the Commissioners being Bhai Gunga Sing, a notorious bad character.

On the 30th January 1879, the Punjab Government telegraphed† that further grave reports had been received of the distress in Kashmir, and of the gross mismanagement which prevailed. The Lieutenant-Governor, therefore, recommended strongly that Mr. Henvey should be directed at once to return to Srinagar and to report fully and constantly on the course of events. Mr. Henvey was instructed‡ accordingly.

On the 3rd February 1879, Mr. Henvey reported§ the result of an interview with the Maharaja at Jammu on the 31st January. His Highness assured him that the distribution of rice and the relief of distress had much improved since high officials had been specially deputed from Jammu to see to the work. But he was anxious about the spring crop on account of the want of rain, and he considered it more than ever necessary to import grain into the country. From Dewans Anant Ram and Gobind Sahai, Mr. Henvey also learnt that affairs had grown rapidly worse in Kashmir after he and Anant Ram had left in December 1878. Hence the deputation of special officers from Jammu. The results of this measure were said to have been good: they were briefly as follows:—

(a) grain was being given out in Srinagar at the rate of 18 seers of unhusked rice per head per mensem, in three instalments, in exchange for tickets which had been issued under the orders of responsible officers after a house-to-house census;
(6) for those who had no houses poor-houses had been opened, the inmates of which received small sums of money and grain tickets;

(c) in addition to, or merged in, the poor-houses were private charitable kitchens;

(d) in the rural tracts the zamindars were receiving their share of the last rice crops (three months after the harvest); to those who had no rice or no share rice was sold at the rate of 12 seers per head per mensem;

(e) 80,000 maunds of grain had, it was said, been sent from Jammu towards Kashmir, of which 20,000 had been used as seed for the rabi crop, and the rest was lying on the road en route.

From what Dewan Anant Ram said Mr. Henvey calculated that the supply of rice then in Srinagar would be exhausted within five months, or at least four months before the next rice harvest.

Owing to the want of winter rain and snow the prospect of the spring crop of wheat and barley was precarious.

Finally, Mr. Henvey joined with the Durbar in recommending that a lakh of maunds of grain should be despatched by the Punjab Government in April, May, and June to Baramulla.

On the 26th February the Government of India replied* to the letter from the Punjab, dated the 6th January, in which it had been recommended that British officers should be employed to superintend the distribution and sale of food at the principal centres of distress. The Government of India remarked that, apart from the political objections to such a course, which were generally recognised, and grave, its practical utility seemed doubtful unless it were followed up by giving over the whole administration of Kashmir to British officers. Reconsideration was therefore requested with special reference to the latter point.

The proposed importation of a lakh of maunds of grain at the cost of the Durbar was sanctioned, with discretion to exceed the limit.

On the 6th March 1878 Mr. Henvey wrote† that a fall of rain and snow had improved the prospects of a rabi crop. They were still critical, but some wheat and barley might be looked for. Importation was, however, no less necessary. Fodder for the carriage of imports had, it was said, been stored on the Baramulla route. In Srinagar the system of relief was bad, the supply per head was inadequate; there was no distinction between the able-bodied and the incapable: on the road works which had been opened the labourers would not stay because they were not paid. Mr. Henvey gave a horrible description of the mismanagement which he had himself seen in a poor-house.

On the 24th March the Punjab Government‡ reported that they had entered into contracts with Mr. Russell of the Central Asia Trading Company and Bansi Lal and Ram Rattan, bankers of Miss Mir, to deliver the lakh of maunds of grain (chiefly barley and wheat) at Baramulla or Srinagar by the Bhimbar, Punch, or Baramulla routes. Mr. Henvey was informed of these arrangements, but he replied§ that the local authorities refused to help him in procuring carriage for the grain imports, and that the contractors would, therefore, have to find their own in the Punjab. Thereupon the Lieutenant-Governor wrote∥ a strong letter of remonstrance to the Maharaja which was approved¶ by the Government of India. His Highness answered‖ that the carriage had been refused to Mr. Henvey, because it was all needed to bring the grain in which had been stored on the road between Jammu and Kashmir, but that half would be at once set apart for the new imports, and the rest as soon as the Jammu supply should have been conveyed.

On the 31st March the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab,** had interviews with the Maharaja at Sialkot. There was a long conversation about the famine. From the description given by His Highness it appeared that the distress was more severe, and the prospects more gloomy, than had been anticipated. The population, he said,
had, within the last four months, been estimated and returned at 528,000. The Maharaja thought this might be a fair estimate, but taking it at 450,000 souls he estimated that they required 90,000 kharwars of shali, or uncleaned rice, each month. The whole stock in the country at the time was about 170,000 kharwars, or about a month and a half’s supply, for it was necessary to take 50,000 kharwars for seed. It was estimated that shali lost half its bulk in cleaning, and that thus the estimated 90,000 kharwars would not give more than a quarter of a seer of clean rice per head. Till the rabi ripened there must be great distress; and the Maharaja seemed to anticipate severe mortality. There was also danger that the zemindars would eat the grain reserved for seed and so increase the distress in the future. The people had, after the last sowing, in their distress, taken up the seed after it had been planted and eaten it. The rate of \( \frac{1}{2} \) seer was very low; and people in Kashmir were accustomed to supplement their rice food by fruits of various kinds and greens. Melons, pumpkins, &c., would unfortunately not be ready till the time the rabi was ripe. The Maharaja was grateful for the assistance which had been rendered by the Punjab Government in sending in grain. He quite appreciated the necessity of making every exertion to import as much as possible. On the question of distribution he said he had endeavoured without any distinction of race or creed to cause it to be fairly done; that members of the different guilds in the city of Kashmir,—Muhammadans, Rajputs, and Pandits—had been appointed; that 28 stores for sale of grain had been opened in the city of Srinagar itself as against 10 a short time ago. Relief-houses for the gratuitous distribution of food had also been established. The Lieutenant-Governor mentioned the complaints which had been made on all sides of the manner in which the Muhammadan population was neglected, and suggested the expediency of appointing a Muhammadan Governor to the valley in order to silence these complaints. The point was not, however, pressed; but it was further suggested that a representative committee should be appointed of Hindus and Muhammadans to arrange famine relief measures, rates of food, manner of distribution, &c. The Maharaja agreed to this, and also consented to the appointment of the Medical Officer on Duty in Kashmir as Member of the Committee. The appointment of the Officer on Special Duty was then suggested. To this the Maharaja had no objection to offer. He thought, however, that Pandit Badrinath, the Governor of Kashmir, had better not be on the Committee, as his presence might overawe the Native members, and possibly they would not vote with freedom. It was pointed out by the Lieutenant-Governor that this was a special matter, and that in the emergency it was likely that his advice would be valuable, and indeed without the presence of the Governor the Committee would not have the same weight. The Maharaja agreed in this view, and added that he would cause a list of members to be drawn out, with rules for their guidance. A few hours later, the Maharaja withdrew from the consent to the appointment of the Officer on Special Duty as member of the Committee, saying that though he personally had no objection to his nomination, yet that being a high official of the British Government, his appointment might be misunderstood by the people generally. The Lieutenant-Governor did not press the point in opposition to the Maharaja’s wishes. He said he thought the presence of the Officer on Special Duty would be a guarantee that famine relief would receive due attention, especially as Mr. Henvev was an officer who had considerable experience in famine arrangements. His Highness seemed to entertain a decided objection to the appointment of this officer, and the matter was not further pressed. With reference to English visitors in Kashmir this season, the Maharaja thought that supplies would be short on the Muree route, and that Bhimbar would be a preferable one for visitors. It was agreed that this should be recommended, and the Maharaja saw no objection to visitors using the Muree route if they took all their necessary supplies with them. He was in favour of visitors going to the valley.

* Pol. A., December 1879, No. 351.
† Ibid. No. 233.
‡ Ibid. No. 266.

On the 11th April Mr. Henvev protested against his exclusion from the new Committee; but he was shortly after nominated as a member, the other English officer being Surgeon-Major Ross.

The Maharaja then framed rules for the guidance of the “Famine Relief Committee.” It con-
sisted of two English officers, eight Muhammadans, and three Hindus. The presence of one English officer and of Babu Nilambar Mukarji or the latter's deputy was to be indispensable for a quorum, the limit in number being seven. The special duties of the committee were defined thus:—

"(a) to make arrangements for the distribution of grain which is in Kashmir, or which is or will be sent to Kashmir from the Punjab;

"(b) appointment and dismissal of the store-houses in the city or in the villages;

"(c) to have offenders punished by the proper Courts;

"(d) to search and confiscate the grain collected by unlawful means. The person who protests against this can file a complaint in the Court, and the committee will have to defend itself;

"(e) to purchase the grain, which is lawfully collected by a person, but which exceeds his wants, according to the rates fixed by the committee;

"(f) it has the power to spend Rs 500 every day on the poor and orphan houses; and

"(g) to supervise the works established for the relief of famine, such as the construction of roads, canals, etc."

* Pal. A., December 1879, No. 239.

On the 9th April Mr. Henvey was able to report that the wheat and barley crops promised well, and that fruit was likely to be abundant. The distress, however, had not diminished, and the mortality was great. The supply of food to the poor was inadequate and mismanaged; there were no relief works worth mentioning. During the last week in April urgent letters were written by Mr. Henvey and Dr. Ross. The rabi crops were then perishing from want of rain. The relief system was shockingly mismanaged. The importation of grain was at a standstill for want of carriage. But the worst fact was that in Srinagar not more than forty to sixty thousand mounds of rice was available according to official estimates. These Mr. Henvey entirely disbelieved. Judging by the earlier figures given by Dewan Anant Ram, he insisted that large stores must have been accumulated by officials and other privileged persons. The Governor of Srinagar (Dewan Badrinath) was not a member of the committee, and the Maharaja would not allow him to be examined by the committee. His immediate agent in the distribution of grain had been allowed to go on a pilgrimage. The committee were therefore powerless. The Native official members recorded the admission that an honest Native official could not be found in Kashmir, and that those who had been sent from Jammu were equally corrupt. Under these circumstances, Mr. Henvey urged that the only way left of saving the population from starvation was for the Government of India to take over the whole administration of the famine.

† Ibid., No. 279.

A little later the Maharaja censured † the committee for inactivity, and then Mr. Henvey and Dr. Ross withdrew from it, protesting that they had been unable to obtain the information and assistance from the local authorities without which it was impossible to act. The committee thus came to a standstill.

‡ Ibid., No. 281.

The Punjab Government, while admitting § the badness of the state of affairs described by Mr. Henvey, could not accept his recommendations, which, it was observed, "would be no less than taking over the administration of the country." They would be, moreover, useless. The situation had changed since the Lieutenant-Governor advised the employment of British officers; for there was apparently no longer any grain left to distribute.

§ Ibid., No. 275.

On the 19th May the Viceroy telegraphed to the Maharaja urging him to go to Srinagar at once, and personally superintend the measures for relief. Ten days later His Highness started.

¶ Ibid., No. 289.

On the 22nd May the Government of India passed orders on the letters from Mr. Henvey which had been submitted by the Punjab Government. Briefly, they agreed with the Lieutenant-Governor in thinking that Mr. Henvey's proposals were politically inadmissible, and practically useless: it was too late for active administrative interference, and its only result would be to attach the discredit of failure to British officers. This being so, the only hope of remedy lay in working through the Maharaja himself; and it was probable that the real state of affairs had
never been fully brought to his notice. Accordingly
a serious letter of advice and warning was addressed
by the Lieutenant-Governor to the Maharaja. The following extracts show its
nature—

"It would not be the act of a sincere friend, as I desire Your Highness to consider me,
were I to conceal from you, that a portion of the distress now prevailing in Kashmir is due
not to the difficulty of the roads, nor to the system of monopoly which, whether politic or
not, has long prevailed in Your Highness's territories, but to the corruption and oppression
of the Kashmir officials, who have enriched themselves at the cost of the Muhammadan peasant
population, and who, according to official reports which have reached the Government con-
stantly, have been permitted to purchase large quantities of grain at the Government stores,
far in excess of the wants of themselves and their families, while the Muhammadan population
has not been permitted to purchase enough to support life. Besides this favouritism in the sale
of grain at the Government stores, large amounts have been misappropriated through
the connivance of officials, and this to an extent which has materially reduced the food-stock in
the valley and to the danger of starvation to the poorer portion of the population."

"The British Government has no wish nor intention to interfere in any manner in the
internal administration of Kashmir, and only desire to see Your Highness's Government
strong and prosperous. At the same time, the Government cannot regard with indifference
the sight of sufferings and death of the Kashmir population, and I am consequently desired
by His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General to point out to Your Highness the
urgent necessity of your taking such measures with regard to the administration of famine
relief in the valley, as may at least ensure all being done that is possible to save life. Should
the depopulation of Kashmir ensue as the result of the present famine, which accounts reaching
the Government show to be not unlikely, then it cannot be doubted but that, in the opinion of
Her Majesty's Government and the people of India, the blame will attach to the administra-
tion of Your Highness, which has not cared, by energetic measures, or by the removal of
corrupt and incompetent subordinates, to save the lives of its subjects."

On the 26th May more letters from Mr. Henvey
were submitted by the Punjab Government. The
accounts given in these were very alarming. The mortality was dreadful, and
the agricultural prospects owing to depopulation were bad. The local authorities
had failed to furnish the contractors for the carriage of grain. Babu Nilamber
Mukerji had been offered full powers to deal with the famine by the Maharaja,
but had declined responsibility for evils which he felt he could not avert. The
Lieutenant-Governor then despatched another urgent appeal by telegram to the
Maharaja.

At the end of May Mr. Fanshawe of the Punjab Commission was sent
at Mr. Henvey in work connected with the famine.

All through the early part of June the reports from Kashmir were exceedingly gloomy. Mr. Henvey and Dr. Ross visited
the southern part of the province and found the
prospects of the rabi harvest bad: to the north-west they were better. Mr. Fanshawe was struck with the depopulation of Srinagar. The only improve-
ment was that the transport of grain by the contractors had been facilitated.

In the latter half of June prospects for the future began to mend. The
contractors got their arrangements for transport into fair working order. In
the Kamraj district Mr. Fanshawe reported the crops to be promising. He
spoke somewhat more favourably of the still inefficient system of relief. On
the other hand, the distress in the city was still great, and cholera and famine-
diarrhoea made great ravages. The authorities were quite unable to procure
accurate information about the stocks of food or of the population to be
fed.

On the 30th June the Maharaja arrived in Srinagar.

In the middle of July Mr. Henvey reported that rain was much wanted.
Cholera had abated. The system of relief was as bad as ever. The Maharaja had practically been
able to effect nothing. Indeed, he suggested that Vazir Punnoo should be reappoint-
ed Governor of Kashmir.

At the end of August matters were mending. The early autumn crops
had been lost from want of rain. But the fruit was abundant; the imports
of wheat and barley had made a sensible difference; and the rice crops promised
to be exceedingly fine.
On the 1st October Mr. Henvey said that it would be unnecessary to make further reports on the progress of events. The rice crops seemed to be ample. Imports of grain were coming in. He added—

"Grain is now procurable for money in Srinagar and elsewhere, and although distress is still visible, it is not so keen or so general as before."

On the 3rd April 1880 Mr. Henvey described the state of the country as
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"considerably improved." The rice crop had been good and sufficient for the reduced population; and abundant snow promised well for the next harvest. The rabi and early autumn crops still depended on rain, but there was no cause for serious anxiety; Government rations were being sold cheaply and in fair quantities. Moreover, those who had accumulated private stocks were selling openly: "a man with money in his hand can buy, irrespective of Government rations."

A large poor-house was being fairly managed. But there was still some starvation and much want. The Maharaja was recommended to go himself to Srinagar, and—

(a) issue seed for cultivation;
(b) bring in the grain which was still on the road to Srinagar;
(c) open well-organised relief works.

On the last point the Punjab Government laid great stress. The Government of India passed no orders.

On the 1st June 1880 Mr. Henvey reported again. Abundant rain had secured the rabi and autumn crops. Agricultural prospects could not be better, and rice cultivation was being vigorously carried on. Starvation had ceased, but there was much abject poverty. The city poor-house was being fairly well managed. Efficient relief works had been opened near Srinagar.

"The Kashmir famine may be said to have died out by a natural process of exhaustion."

But the depopulation had been very large. The recovery of the country depended on radical and sustained administrative improvements.

Review of the famine.—A complete and striking account of the Kashmir famine will be found in Mr. Henvey's memorandum of the 15th May 1880, and Mr. Fanshawe's note of the 18th October 1879, which are printed as Appendices (10) and (11). Mr. Henvey's description may be considered exaggerated by some, and all the views put forward may not be readily accepted. But it must be remembered that the writer was an eye-witness of what he narrates; that he is corroborated by the testimony of Europeans who were in Kashmir at the time; that he started with considerable knowledge of the details of famine work; and lastly, that he was not an ardent administrator fresh from a British district.

The great facts which the baldest account of the famine establishes are that Kashmir is by nature the last country in India to suffer from scarcity of food; that it did suffer owing to protracted misgovernment and immediate incompetence; that about three-fifths of the Mussulman population perished.

Mr. Henvey's remedies for the future are concisely stated in these words:

"To sum up, then, the regeneration of Kashmir depends on the construction of good roads, the introduction of a light settlement, the reform of the fiscal and commercial policy of the State; and the appointment of adequately and regularly paid officers. And none of these vital changes will be effected unless the Paramount Power resolves to exercise its legitimate influence, and persuade its Feudatory to adopt them."

Administrative reforms introduced by the Maharaja since the famine.—When His Excellency Lord Ripon assumed the Viceroyalty he urged upon the Maharaja the necessity for reforming his administration.

A year later the Officer on Special Duty was instructed to remind the Maharaja of the expressions contained in the Viceroy's Kharita, and to obtain information on the matters alluded to therein, especially as to the construction of a road from Murree via Kohala to Srinagar, and the introduction of a new revenue settlement. Mr. Henvey replied on the 12th September 1881, that the Durbar had willingly given him
information, but that he could not report satisfactory progress in reforms. An European Engineer in the Durbar’s service had been set to do piecemeal work on the road, but no scientific survey had been made, and for this purpose the Durbar asked for the services of an experienced Government Engineer. In regard to the settlement it was said that about 10 per cent. of preliminary measurement had been done. Meanwhile arrangements entered into with the zemindars in 1880 were kept in force. These arrangements were briefly as follows:—A rough guess was made of the outturn of each village in recent years and a theka or lease for the year was then offered to the zemindars, many of whom accepted the theka in principle, though a considerable number preferred paying the Government share, i.e., the amount of the theka, in kind to payments in cash. Where the zemindars refused the theka altogether, the villages were either farmed to contractors or held amaut, or as we might say by “direct management;” and in both these latter cases the old plan of dividing the crops on the ground and weighing off the State share had been maintained. Thus the State still held stocks of grain and still adhered to the vicious system of selling grain by retail sale, through its own officers. Those zemindars, however, who accepted the theka had gained this much at any rate, that while the theka lasts, they knew the quantity of grain or coin which they must deliver, and they escaped the innumerable exactions, abuses, and risks, attendant upon an actual division of each crop.

But all zemindars, whether thekadors or not, had suffered from the reactionary proceedings of the Durbar in imposing a tax upon sales of produce at the centres of population. The Maharaja’s Dewan, in conversation with Mr. Henvey, referred to this tax as a *chungi* or octroi such as is levied in Indian municipalities upon articles of food; but there is a marked difference between the two cases; for while the octroi duties in India are imposed by the Municipalities themselves, and the money derived therefrom is expended on local objects, the *chungi* in Kashmir is simply a Government tax, and the proceeds go into the Government treasury. In Kashmir the State gains in two ways—first, by the income received, and secondly, by the discouragement of private sales of grain, which would otherwise compete with the Government sales; conversely, the zemindars lose by the depreciation of their property, i.e., of the share of grain left to them by the *theka*, which they cannot sell to advantage owing to the State octroi duties. The Government of India regarded this report as satisfactory. The Durbar’s request for an experienced Engineer was at once met by the loan of Major Armstrong. Mr. Henvey had suggested that trained settlement officers should also be lent to the Durbar. But the Government, while admitting the advantages likely to result from such a measure, were unwilling to press it upon the Maharaja; and Mr. Henvey was directed to cautiously ascertain His Highness’s views on the subject.

On the 5th March 1882 Major Armstrong reported to the Durbar on the road from Mozaffarabad to Baramulla. He recommended following the left bank of the Jhelum from Kohala by Chuttar, Rara, Thandoli, Gurhi, Hattian, and Chukoti as far as the Choutie gorge. Between Baramulla and Srinagar he advised improvement of the water carriage. This alignment was approved by the Maharaja. But soon afterwards Major Armstrong was obliged to take leave for a short time. He expressed his willingness to go back if there was any real work for him to do; but he said, "I don’t think Government could honestly stick the Durbar with me to drive a level on Rs. 1,200 a month. The Durbar will never entertain an establishment for the road which could possibly justify my cost." The Officer on Special Duty was consulted, and reported that as Major Armstrong’s alignment had been approved the Durbar thought it unnecessary to re-engage his services. The Durbar’s European Engineer (Mr. Atkinson) apparently took over the work. It may be added that in order to further the scheme the Government of India agreed on the 9th August 1882 to pay from imperial revenues half of the cost of the portion of the road
from Murree which lies in British territory, the other half being defrayed from Punjab provincial revenues.

Mr. Honey's final report.—On the 9th December 1882 the Officer on Special Duty reviewed the reforms introduced since the famine in these words:

"I need not enter into the history of the Kashmir famine, but I wish to point out once more that, as the severity of that disaster was due to mal-administration, so the occurrence of a like disaster can only be averted by indispensable reforms, of which I note the following five only, viz.:

First.—The introduction of a settlement of the land revenue for a term of years, enabling the cultivator a fair portion of the products of his industry, and guaranteeing him against enhancement of the demand until the expiration of the term fixed.

Second.—The abolition of the system of State interference in the grain trade.

Third.—The revision of taxes on trade.

Fourth.—The regular payment of officials.

Fifth.—The construction of a cart-road connecting the valley of Kashmir with the Punjab. I will now take these reforms in order, and endeavour to show how the value of each of them at present stands.

The revenue settlement.—Some steps have been taken to survey the land preliminary to assessment, but the work is progressing slowly. Meanwhile the position of the cultivator is precarious. Fortunately for him the seasons have of late been so propitious and the crops so abundant that, in a country such as Kashmir is, where a bare subsistence costs little, he is tolerably at ease. But he knows not what to expect. At one time he is offered a thaka or lease of his fields, the revenue to be paid in cash; but the assessment is based on the book accounts of previous years, merely converting rice into money: perhaps the amount is too high, or he cannot find the cash, and he refuses the thaka; then he is offered a modified arrangement, revenue to be paid partly in cash and partly in kind. Perhaps he accepts this modification, but the next day the mind of the Maharanja is changed. His Highness will have no thaka, the system of awani or actual division of crops is re-introduced, the fields are examined by nazarda or eye-survey, after which the Government share is made over to the highest bidder among Pandit contractors, and then the best thing for the cultivator to do is to steal and hide as much of the grain as he can. The contractor and revenue officials carry off most of the remainder; but as the contractor has made a speculative bid, he generally fails to produce the quantity of grain agreed upon. He accuses the cultivator of theft, whereas both he and the cultivator are enrolled in the bakhoor or defaulter list, which comprised nearly every one in the State, from the Prime Minister downwards. The balances run on from year to year, and no one can see the end of them. Occasionally they come to light, when an informer whispers to one of His Highness's personal attendants that so-and-so owes the State a lakh of rupees. There follows an outburst in open Durbar; the defaulter is summoned to the presence, his beard is pulled out by sandukhtis or musketeers, and he is publicly whipped to his home, and a bond is taken from him. But the money is rarely paid, for after a few days the Maharanja is intent upon manufacturing liquor, or importing Subhim women from Nepal, or commanding Mussalmans to learn the Hindi character, or cultivating indigo, or inventing breech- loaders, or experimenting with Yunnan drugs on patients afflicted with diabetes, or on a thousand other whims and follies. So the defaulter list is never cleared, and in this manner the revenue settlement is never introduced. With so many interests engaged in the practice of dividing the crops and therefore arrayed against change, reform in this department will be difficult, but it could and would be carried out if the British Government thought fit to insist upon it.

State interference in the grain trade.—The grain representing the State share of the produce goes partly in rations to the army and in rasum or supplies to official, and the rest must be sold to the public. It is here that the interference with the grain trade of the country comes in. Sometimes the zamindar is forbidden to sell his produce at all until the Government stocks are disposed of. At other times he is ordered to sell at a price which will not compete with the Government rates. It is needless to say that notwithstanding such prohibitions and orders the surplus of the zamindar's produce finds a way to the consumer; and at the present moment the Kashmir officials having large stores of wetting rice on hand are endeavouring to get rid of them by auction. I would recommend that what is now being done under pressure of circumstances should be ordinarily done, and that the State, instead of playing the hunchy, should sell its share by auction at convenient centres as soon as possible after the harvest, and then have the trade and prices entirely to the people. But this reform is bound up with the preceding, and the two reforms should be worked out together.

Revision of taxes.—Taxes in Kashmir are so multiform and the regulations under which they are imposed and exacted are so often altered, that it is hard to say with confidence, at any given moment, what are the taxes from which the commerce of the country is expected to suffer. It is a palpable truth, however, that the fiscal policy of the Durbar is guided by no other consideration than that of wringing the last pice out of all possible traders and manufacturers. For example, every one knows that since 1874 the disasters in France, followed by a change of fashion, almost killed the traffic in Kashmir shawls, but it remained for the Durbar to hasten the extinction of this industry by charging an export duty of 25 per cent ad valorem on textile fabrics. The duty on salt has lately attracted the attention of the
Government of India, and I have brought to notice the recent act of justice to the Muhammadans of Kashmir suggested by that remarkable and ingenious financier Babu Nilambhar in raising the Jamiun tax to the level of the Kashmir tax. These, however, are only two striking fragments of an elaborate net work of exactions spread over every branch of commerce and industry. To lay the exactions bare, with the view of reducing the most intolerable would demand a closer enquiry into the internal management of the State than the British Government is likely at present to undertake. The subject is therefore merely glanced at.

"Regular payments of officials.—I see no improvement here, but on the contrary a steady progress from bad to worse. Instead of being a year or so in arrears of pay, the army, police, and civil officials generally are two years or so in arrears; thus the main difference between the situation in 1879-80 and the situation in 1881-82. I do not believe there is a death of money for coins is always forthcoming when wanted. It is either downright incapacity and incapacity to organise the simplest accounts, or it is a settled policy, recommended perhaps by Vazir Punnoo of chaining the Maharaja's servants to their posts * * * On either hypothesis the consequences are alike deplorable. The idea of a control or a "joint control" may be either unpleasing just now, but there is no doubt that what the Financial Department of the Maharaja's Government needs is a Comptroller General of severe character.

"The cart-road to Kashmir.—This work is being slowly executed. About two stages are finished, but more than three-quarters of the distance from Kohala to Baramulla are still untraced. Whether the road is ever completed depends on the pleasure of the British Government. That the road is necessary no one denies, that it is practicable is not less clear; but let pressure be relaxed, and in a year or two nothing will be left of the Kohala road but a stone here and a bridge there, to warn the sanguine against attempting to accomplish anything for the benefit of Kashmir.

"Thus I can only claim that of my five cardinal points, one (the settlement) has been recognised in principle, and another (the road) has actually been taken up. But there is a third matter to which I look back with satisfaction. At least the cruel laws against emigration have been repealed. The Kashmir Government can no longer openly dare to impress within the valley the Maharaja's starving subjects. Yet some watchfulness is still to be desired. There are no guards to stop people at the Kohala bridge, or at the Baramulla customs barrier, or on the top of the Pir Panjal Pass, and in theory, at any rate, entrance into and exit from the valley are free. But in a country where nearly every man is registered as a defaulter on the Government books, officials have means of detaining those whom it is worth while to keep. I have known emigrant cultivators from the Kamraj district forcibly brought back upon this pretext, and it would not surprise me to hear, if famine again occurred, that the bakidara roll had been turned to very practical use."

Personnel of the Kashmir Durbar.—The best account of the Maharaja's administrators is to be found in Mr. Henvey's final report on Kashmir. It talihes in many respects with the opinion recorded (see Appendix 7) in 1871 by Mr. Girdlestone, and is quoted below:

"Of the Maharaja's Councillors, the first is Dewan Anant Ram, son of the late Kripa Ram, and cousin to Dewan Gobind Sal?, Dewan Anant Ram has never been formally appointed by the Maharaja to be Prime Minister, but he takes the first seat in Durbar, and holds the reins of the Political Department. His enemies call him weak, and complain that he has little influence. At any rate, he is a most agreeable man to work with, and his professed sentiments do him credit. In an indirect way he has often represented himself to me as being opposed and thwarted by the party of Vazir Punnoo, and he has hinted that if his enemies were removed, he would accomplish wonders. I was always extremely cautious not to commit myself to any views on this point, and to the last I could not quite make up my mind as to whether the supposed division in Council was not invented for the purpose of drawing me and others out. If so, the device wholly failed with me. I mention it in the hope of throwing some light on the Dewan's character. He is not to be trusted, nor, indeed, are any of the Maharaja's officials; but he, with all his amiability, is perhaps less to be trusted than the others. A few years ago Babu Nilambhar was a struggling pleader at Lahore. He is now Legal Member of Council; but he combines with the study of the law experiments of an interesting, though unprofitable, kind, upon the culture of silk and the equalisation of customs duties. He has imported into the State a curious mixture of pettiforging and sublime theories. His favourite maxim is: "The greatest good of the greatest number;" but I have never observed that his counsel tends to the good of any number, great or small. His function is to support such measures as will bring money into the Maharaja's coffers, to manufacture mendacious articles for friendly newspapers, to delude the vernacular press, and to raise a bulwark of quotations from Grotius and Travers Thwres against the encroachments of the paramount power. His heart is not in Kashmir, but in the vicinity of Dinurrutollah Lane,-whither he goes in the winter months as a sort of unofficial representative of the Maharaja at Calcutta. He is too weak to be dangerous. I saw a great deal of him in 1870, and came to the conclusion that he was worthless. The third Member of Council is old Vazir Punnoo, who ruled Kashmir at the beginning of the famine, and who was turned out of his governorship in consequence of his deplorable mismanagement. He has a certain ignorance of
character, and a capacity for making others obey him, which explain his influence with the Maharaja. From the native point of view he is perhaps the best of His Highness’s advisers; but he poses as the leader of the Dogra Conservatives, a party distinguished by inveterate resistance to progress, by fanatical hatred of Muhammadans, and by enmity to the English. Along with him is associated Mian Laldin, who is well known to be the agent employed in secret intrigues. Vazir Punnoo is undoubtedly faithful to the Maharaja. His rivalry with Dewan Anant Ram is notorious; but, as before hinted, the quarrels of the two statesmen may have more or less in them than meets the eye.

"Dewan Badrinath, now Governor of Kashmir, is an old Pandit of courtly manners. In public affairs he is a mere figure-head, no more than an agency for registering the orders which emanate from Jammu. Thanks to the telegraph, there is no ruler in the Kashmir valley. The only man there with a shadow of power is Pandit Ranjō, a leading man among the Kashmir Pandits, well versed in revenue business, and a proficient in the French as well as the English language."
Henderson suggested that Spring telegraph had introverted to superintend material from the 10th of 13,000 feet, and liable that would come Government of India Line. Department supported the project, since the friction British considered tract for tho 1871. 2nd the Kashmir, and to the line of Gilgit with the British telegraph system, and with this object had engaged the services of a Native superintendent, and proposed to give a contract for the supply of wire to Messrs. Jessop and Co. of Calcutta. It was considered that there was no objection on political grounds to the proposed line being constructed and worked by the Maharaja. Such an arrangement would save the British Government all expense, and also the chance of unpleasantness and friction between its officers and those of the Kashmir State. The Public Works Department supported the project, since the Telegraph Department would welcome any feeder to its lines which would not increase its own capital outlay, and would specially welcome an extension into Kashmir. But it was observed that the proposed line would be costly and difficult, crossing a summit level of 13,000 feet, and liable to suffer every winter and spring from frost and thaw. The usual convention would have to be entered into between the two Governments to determine a tariff of charges and empower the two administrations to collect money for one another.† Major Henderson was addressed accordingly.

On the 20th of March 1877 Major Henderson reported that the Maharaja had temporarily abandoned the project for connecting Kashmir with the British telegraph system, and intended for the present to construct a line between Srinagar and Gilgit only, with an intermediate station at Astor. His Highness had asked for aid in the provision of material and labor, and Major Henderson suggested that he should be allowed to purchase the necessary material from the Telegraph Department, and also that Government should lend him the services of an officer—a Native in preference to an European—to superintend the work, with such staff of overseers and skilled workmen under him as would be necessary for the efficient and rapid construction of the line. Major Henderson further said that the Maharaja would be obliged if the Government of India would lend him a staff of signalers until some of his own subjects had been trained to the work, and also supply him with an estimate of the establishment necessary for the maintenance of the line, and of the other expenses connected therewith.§ The Public Works Department was requested to give effect to the Maharaja’s wishes and to Major Henderson’s suggestions. Meantime a further communication was received from Major Henderson stating that His Highness was anxious to extend the line to Jammu, and to see both sections of it, viz., that from Gilgit to Srinagar, and that from Srinagar to Jammu, commenced simultaneously and at an early date.¶

Then followed a correspondence about the cost of the line, which resulted in the Maharaja accepting an estimate of Rs40,000 for the section between Gilgit and Srinagar, and one of Rs21,000 for the section between Srinagar and Jammu. No Native officer of sufficient experience to superintend the construction of the difficult line across the mountains between Srinagar and Gilgit could be found,
and the work was therefore entrusted to Mr. Duthy, Assistant Superintendent, Telegraph Department; and, as a second officer could not be spared, the Maharaja's wish for the simultaneous construction of both sections of the line could not be complied with.

A draft agreement about the lines was sent for the Maharaja's concurrence; and His Highness suggested one or two amendments. He wished the Government of India to guarantee that the strength and quality of the telegraph materials, including the wire, would be suited to the peculiarities of the country; and to assume responsibility for the proper construction of the lines. But the most important objection was to the application of the penal section 17 of Act I of 1878 to the new lines. His Highness thought that such a provision might imply a limitation of his own jurisdiction; while it would be unnecessary, since he intended to adopt the telegraph law of India.

The Director General of Telegraphs objected strongly to the proposed additions regarding the quality of the material and the responsibility of the British Government, urging that Government had only promised the supply of material and a constructing staff, and that he could not guarantee the suitability of the material to the peculiarities of the country, or the transmission of messages between the termini, as the danger from avalanches during winter made it very doubtful whether the line between Srinagar and Gilgit could be maintained. It was then suggested to the Public Works Department that as the lines were to be entirely within Kashmir territory, the usual convention might be conveniently postponed until the time came for the line to be actually joined to the British system, and that meanwhile the necessities of the case might be met by a simple letter expressing the readiness of the Government of India to underwrite the work, to do it in the best style and as economically as possible, to hand it over in working order, and promising aid in workmen, &c. His Highness for his part should engage to pay the cost. It was, however, decided that a formal agreement should be executed, and accordingly, after further discussion, a fresh draft was prepared. It guaranteed that all the materials, including the wire, should be of the best quality used by the Government of India on its own lines, and that the new lines should be handed over to the Kashmir Government in full working order, after which no responsibility in respect of their subsequent maintenance and working was to rest with the Government of India. The penal clause objected to by the Maharaja was not thought to be essential and was therefore omitted. The revised agreement, as executed on the 9th March 1878, was as follows:

"Whereas His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir is desirous of obtaining the assistance of the British Government towards the construction of lines of telegraph from Jammu to Srinagar and from Srinagar to Gilgit, the following terms are agreed upon by Major Philip Durham Henderson, C.S.I., Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, on the part of the British Government, duly empowered by the Viceroy and Governor General in Council on that behalf, and by Baboo Nilambhar Mookerjees, M.A., B.L., Judge of the Sadar Adalat of Kashmir, duly empowered by His Highness the Maharaja on that behalf.

"1. The British Government agrees to construct for the Kashmir State two lines of telegraph, each consisting of one wire, to be carried on such suitable supports as are procurable in the vicinity, the one to be erected between Jammu and Srinagar at a cost of Rs 1,600, more or less, and the other between Srinagar and Gilgit at a cost of Rs 31,800, more or less, provided in each case the following conditions are observed:

"(a.) That the transport of all telegraph materials from Sialkot to the Kashmir frontier and within the limits of the Kashmir State, shall be directly arranged and paid for by some duly authorised officer of the Kashmir State.

"(b.) That all labourers whom the officer in charge of the construction of the line shall require to employ, shall be engaged and paid by a duly authorised officer of the Kashmir State.

"(c.) That on due notice being given by the officer in charge of the construction of the line the Kashmir Government shall to the utmost of its power comply with requisitions for transport or labor.

"(d.) That sound seasoned deodar posts, wherever these are procurable suitable for telegraph supports, shall be provided by the Kashmir State and distributed along the route to be taken by the telegraph lines in such manner as the officer in charge of the work may direct.

"(e.) That no brackets or insulators be used in the construction of the line, as their cost has not been provided in the estimated amounts stated above."
"II.—The British Government guarantees that all telegraph materials, including the wire supplied by it, shall be of the best quality used for its own lines, and that the lines shall be handed over to the Kashmir Government in full working order.

"III.—His Highness the Maharaja agrees to pay to the British Government, as the money may be required, the actual cost incurred by it in the construction and establishment of the lines, such cost being inclusive of—

"(1.) The salaries and allowances of all members of the Indian Telegraph Establishment for the whole period they may be detained on duty in Kashmir; and

"(2.) The cost of insulating the line or of any other changes in the original scheme that may be made hereafter with the concurrence or at the request of the Kashmir State.

"IV.—The salaries and allowances of all members of the Indian Telegraph Establishment will be paid to them by the Government of India through the Officer on Special Duty, and the amounts of such payments will be recovered subsequently from the Kashmir State.

"V.—On the application in writing of the Kashmir State, the Telegraph Department will supply at cost price all telegraph instruments and material required from time to time for the maintenance and working of the telegraph lines and offices about to be established.

"VI.—On the application in writing of the Kashmir State the Telegraph Department will afford such advice and instruction as may be required and desired by the Kashmir State for the maintenance and working of such telegraph lines and offices.

"VII.—On the application in writing of the Kashmir State the Telegraph Department will lend the services of any native signalers who may volunteer for the duty, and whose services can be spared for such specified periods as may be sufficient to enable the Kashmir State to train its own signalers.

"VIII.—The foregoing provisions are accepted by the British Government as a mark of friendship and good-will towards His Highness the Maharaja, but it is to be understood that after the lines are delivered over to the Kashmir Government, no responsibility whatever attaches to the British Government in respect of their subsequent maintenance and working."

It was not thought necessary to make any stipulation in the agreement for the working of the line after it had been once fairly started, as this was to be entirely in the hands of the Kashmir Government.

**Progress of the work.**—The line between Jammu and Srinagar was finished in the summer of 1878, and seems to have worked well. But the section between Srinagar and Gilgit has not been completed. In 1877 the line was carried on for about 95 miles between Srinagar and Astor, but there were gaps which could only be got over by a cable line, while the winter of 1877-78 proved destructive to the work as far as it had gone. The direct route from Srinagar to Gilgit seems hopeless. Another route *via* the Zojila pass, Ladakh, and Skardu has been most unfavourably reported on. One possible route *via* the Khishanganga valley to Astor has been suggested, but its cost would be large and it would be liable to depredations on the Chilas border.

**Jammu and Sialkot.**—In January 1878† the Officer on Special Duty reported that the Maharaja desired to establish telegraphic connection between Jammu and Sialkot, and wished to know what conditions would be required by the Indian Telegraph Department, and what arrangements would be proposed regarding messages interchanged between the British and Kashmir systems. The Director-General of Telegraphs reported‡ on this subject that if Kashmir were regarded as a foreign country, the rules of the international convention, in their integrity, could be applied to the interchange of traffic. But there might be objections to treating the Kashmir State entirely as a foreign country, and making the Maharaja a party to an international convention; and in this case it might be desirable, when the connection was made, to allow messages to be exchanged with Kashmir at the same rates as between any two Indian stations. This arrangement would be a boon to the British visitors to Kashmir, would encourage traffic, and might be proposed to the Maharaja as a concession which the Government were willing to make in proof of their desire to meet his wishes in the matter. Under this arrangement the Kashmir State should be treated on the same footing as a State Railway and should be credited with one-fourth of the value of all messages exchanged between its offices and the British system, of course retaining the whole of the collections on messages exchanged between its own offices. The settlement of accounts would be very simple. The Jammu office of the Maharaja and the British office at Sialkot would send to the Check Office of the Indian Telegraph Department at Calcutta copies of all transferred messages,
and a register of such messages periodically, and the Cheek Office would submit through the Director-General, to the Political Officer in Kashmir, a periodical account prepared from these returns showing the sums due to or by the Durbar.

The Maharaja objected to the Director-General's proposal, not so much because the share of the traffic offered to Kashmir was inadequate, as because complications might arise from periodical settlements of accounts. It was therefore suggested that all transferred messages between the British and Kashmir telegraph lines should be forwarded free of any further charge, and that each State should retain the entire amount received within its own borders on account of the transmission of messages. The Government agreed to this proposal experimentally, and the Officer on Special Duty was requested to submit an agreement to give effect to it. He sent the following draft*:

* Genl. A., December 1879, No. 46.

"Whereas it is desirable to provide for the free interchange of telegraphic messages between the system of British Indian telegraph and the telegraph within the territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. It is hereby agreed—

1. Messages presented at any Telegraph station in British India for transmission to places within the territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir shall, after payment of the charges usually levied in British India, be forwarded by Telegraph to Sialkot, whence they shall be transmitted to Jammu and thence forwarded without further charge by the Jammu and Kashmir Telegraph to the receiving station nearest to the residence of the addressee, and thence delivered free of charge by the most expeditious means of communication, that is to say, if the addressee be within five miles of the receiving station, the message will, if possible, be delivered by the Telegraph Master. If the addressee be beyond five miles, as aforesaid, the message will be made over to the Postal authority for delivery.

2. Conventional charges presented at any receiving office within the territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir shall, after payment of the charges usually levied on the telegraphic messages in the territory of His Highness, be forwarded by Telegraph to Jammu and thence transmitted to Sialkot and thence forwarded without further charge to the addressee according to the rules of the British Telegraph Department.

3. Messages received at Sialkot for transfer to Jammu shall bear the signature and seal of the Telegraph Master at Sialkot, and shall be made over by him to the Jammu postal official, who shall grant a receipt for the same. Conversely, messages received at Jammu for transfer to Sialkot shall bear the signature and seal of the Telegraph Master at Jammu, and shall be forwarded by him to the Jammu postal official at Sialkot, who shall deliver the message to the Telegraph Master at Sialkot, and obtain from him a receipt.

4. His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir undertakes to use every effort to ensure the punctual and correct transmission of messages transferred to his line of telegraph. But having in view the wild and mountainous character of the country, His Highness does not undertake to refund charges on messages which may not be delivered, or of which the delivery may be delayed.

5. Each Government shall retain the entire amount received within its own borders on account of the transmission of transferred messages.

6. Prepaid or collated messages shall be freely interchanged in the same way as ordinary messages.

7. If the telegraphs of British India should hereafter be connected with the telegraph of His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir, the above cited arrangements shall be subject to such revision and modification as may be required. Otherwise the agreement shall remain in force for one year from the date thereof, after which period either party shall be at liberty to cancel the agreement on giving three months' notice of such intention."


The Government of India then passed orders in these words:

"With regard to this agreement, I am directed to say that the Government of India desire that express provision be made declaring that no messages can be accepted in transfer which entail the disbursement of funds by the delivery station, such as, reply paid, deposit postage, delivery by express, &c.; also, that no messages can be transferred to telegraphs on guaranteed railways, as such transfer would also involve payment by the British Telegraph Department of charges not recoverable in any way. Further, to ensure secrecy, messages transferred between Sialkot and Jammu should be made over to the Maharaja's dak agent in sealed covers daily addressed to the Telegraph Master, at Jammu or Sialkot, as the case may be.

"With regard to the construction and maintenance of the line under consideration, I am directed to request that you will represent to the Maharaja that, in the opinion of the Government of India, the most suitable arrangement would be that the Maharaj Mahast should construct, pay for, and maintain the line from Jammu to Suketpur (the frontier village), and that the British Telegraph Department should undertake the construction and maintenance of the line from this to Sialkot. In this case the British office at Sialkot would work in direct communication with that at Jammu, or, if the Maharaja would prefer it, there would be no objection to lend to His Highness the portion of the line from Suketpur to Sialkot, and to grant a site for a telegraph office in the Sialkot cantonment. In this case the telegraph line between
Suketgarh and Sialkot would be constructed by the British Government, but the entire expense of maintenance would devolve on the Maharaja."

No reply was received to these proposals, and on the 5th July 1879, Mr. Henvey was informed that further consideration had confirmed Government in the opinion that the first of the two proposals would be the more suitable, and he was asked to courteously inform His Highness that it had been finally decided on. This order was communicated to the Dewan, who replied that His Highness—

"is inclined to think that, as the present system of sending messages from the telegraph office at Jammu Singpura* to the office at Sialkot by the hands of couriers is working well without any inconvenience to the public, there is no necessity for taking the line from Sialkot."

But the Officer on Special Duty was informed that arrangements had been made, and it appeared undesirable to the Government of India to abandon the plan of connecting the break of 14 miles. Mr. Henvey replied that the Maharaja was prepared to carry his telegraph to the frontier at Suketgarh, but would prefer to have a separate terminal office there, on the ground that if the Sialkot and Jammu offices were in direct communication, there would be risk of disputes regarding the management of the Kashmir line. It was finally understood that the Maharaja would construct his line to Suketgarh, after which the question of joining the lines could be discussed.† Accordingly in January 1880 the Public Works Department ordered the early construction of a line from Sialkot to Suketgarh.‡ In November 1880 Mr. Henvey, in reporting on the Srinagar-Gilgit line, mentioned that the Maharaja’s wire had been carried to Suketgarh, but the whole question was allowed to drop at this time; and in a letter dated the 7th March 1882,|| submitting a proposal of the Maharaja to establish telegraph lines in his provinces, Mr. Henvey stated that, since November 1880, the Durbar had made no reference to him, or given him any information on the subject of telegraphs in Kashmir.

In August 1883 the Director General of Telegraphs reported that the nine miles of line which had been in 1869 constructed between Sialkot and Suketgarh had never been used. In 1889 a subordinate of the Public Works Department had, without authority, joined this line to the Maharaja’s line from Jammu and complaints had been made about his conduct; but the connection between Suketgarh and Sialkot had not been worked because the Durbar feared complications about establishments and the interchange of message and faults in working. In September 1883 the Officer on Special Duty was directed to ascertain if the Maharaja’s objections could not be met. Soon afterwards the Viceroy visited Kashmir, and the opportunity was taken for working the whole line to Sialkot, and the arrangement has since then been satisfactorily continued.

So far as inland messages are concerned the British and Kashmir telegraph departments retain their respective receipts, and consequently there is no interchange.

In regard to foreign messages the following procedure was suggested in a General—E, January 1884, No. 74.—

Foreign Department letter to the Officer on Special Duty, No. 226, dated 24th January 1884:—

"The despatching office in Kashmir would signal, under the head ‘official instructions’ in the preamble of messages, the amount collected on behalf of the British Telegraph Department and of the foreign administrations concerned; and the British Telegraph Office at Sialkot, after checking the correctness of the sum so signalled, would strike the entry out before re-transmitting the telegram. This credit would be the full charge of the message, as defined in Part II of the Indian Telegraph Guide, and any amount imposed for the transmission of the message over the lines in Kashmir would be collected in addition from the sender. For the purposes of adjustment of accounts the Check Office of the Director General of Telegraphs would correspond directly with you. A monthly account of sums due from the Durbar could be regularly furnished to you, and after obtaining the necessary payments, you would be able to send a treasury receipt for the amount to the Check Office of the Director
General. I am to add that all correspondence between the Indian Telegraph Department and the Durbar would, as you suggest, pass through your office."

Other Projects.—It appears that the Maharaja contemplates making telegraph lines to Gilgit, Ladakh, and Skardo, and connecting the provincial divisions of Jammu territory by district lines.* The latter work will be undertaken first, and the Government of India have agreed to procure for the Durbar the necessary materials.

Kashmir and Ladakh.—The connection between Kashmir and Ladakh seems to be a doubtful plan. It has been described by the British Joint Commissioner at Leh in these words:—

"The plan is to have a line from Srinagar to Sonamarg; thence a break as far as Dras (80 miles) to be worked by runners, and again a telegraph from Dras to Leh by the ordinary route. Thence the Zojila pass, which is the only obstacle to the dak runners between Leh and Srinagar at present, is to remain an obstacle, and those sections of the road which are easily worked by the runners, or by pony daks, are to be spanned by the telegraph. The cost of the line is estimated at about a lakh of rupees, the working expenses (without repairs, &c.) at about Rs. 150 a month, and the receipts at about Rs. 8 a month. The effect on the country through which the line will pass will be to denude it of the greater part of the carefully cultivated building wood it now contains, and as there are no political or military ends to serve by running a telegraph to Ladakh, it is difficult to see what object can be gained by it."

Mr. Houey’s comment was as follows:—

"... but the object of the Durbar is, it can hardly be doubted, to bring the Ladakh province immediately and directly under the control of the Jammu authorities, just as the Governor of Kashmir has been controlled from Jammu, since the Jammu-Srinagar line was made, with very questionable results."

POST OFFICE.

Early arrangements.—In 1851 and 1853 proposals were made for establishing a British Post Office in Kashmir, but they were negatived because the Maharaja Gobra Singh was adverse to them.

The want of proper postal arrangements in Kashmir having led to complaints from visitors, the Post Master General of the Punjab personally visited Jammu in December 1865, and conferred with the Maharaja on the subject. He obtained permission to open an Imperial Post Office at Srinagar as part of the office of the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, on the understanding that the Maharaja, who bore the cost of the carriage of the mails through his own territory, should get some share of the postage on the correspondence thus carried.

System of 1867.—These negotiations resulted in the issue of the rules contained in the Punjab Government Notification, No. 673, dated 16th March 1867:—

"The following arrangements for postal communication with Kashmir during the ensuing season have been made in communication with the Kashmir Government and the Post Master General of the Punjab:—"

I.—All letters from Srinagar and the valley of Kashmir will be forwarded via Murree.”

II.—At Murree the letters will be placed in a sealed bag and made over to an official of the Maharaja of Kashmir, who will convey the bag to the civil officer on duty at Srinagar.

III.—The bag will be opened, and the letters sorted, by an official attached to the office of the civil officer.

IV.—All letters for visitors at Srinagar and their followers will be distributed through the agency placed at the disposal of the civil officer; other letters will be made over to the Dewan of the Maharaja at Srinagar for distribution.
Changes in 1870-71.—In 1870 the direct connection of the Srinagar Post Office with the office of the Officer on Special Duty was severed; but the Srinagar Post Office has always since been maintained by the Imperial Post Office during the Kashmir season of each year. At first the sanction was experimentally given in 1870; but it was continued permanently in 1871. The establishment is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Post Master</td>
<td>100 per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerk</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munshi</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poons</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leh.—An office was opened at Leh experimentally on the 1st June 1875; it was continued on the 1st January 1876, and was made permanent in August 1876. It is open throughout the year.

Levy of postage.—In regard to the levy of postage the system in force is that non-official correspondence coming from India is subject to ordinary Indian rates of postage; but additional postage equal to half the Indian postage is levied on behalf of the Kashmir Durbar; while correspondence originating at Srinagar and destined for delivery in India is subject to the Kashmir postage in addition to the inland Indian rates. This arrangement applies also to the Post Office at Leh. But the system does not in any way govern the relations between the Imperial Post Office and the Durbar's Post Office. "These appear," writes Sir O. St. John,—

Unsatisfactory state of affairs.—The whole of the postal arrangements with Kashmir are extremely unsatisfactory. It has been suggested to the Durbar that the proper solution of all difficulties would be a convention including letters, post-cards, money-orders, and all branches of postal business. A scheme is under consideration.

COINAGE.

On the 13th July 1880, Mr. Henvey submitted the following memorandum about the coining of the Kashmir State:

"There is at present much confusion in Kashmir, and considerable excitement among the trading people, with reference to the various silver coins in circulation."
**First.**—The old Harisinghi rupee worth eight annas. These were introduced during the Sikh Raj by Sinjar Har Singh. They are few in number, and are for the most part of full weight and good metal.

**Second.**—The old Chilki rupees, issued by Maharaja Gohal Singh, and valued originally at ten annas. In consequence of the dishonest practice of the Kashmir officials in charge of the Mint these old Chilki rupees were greatly debased, and some years ago the Durbar found itself forced to lower the value generally to eight annas; but the quantity of alloy differs to the extent of many annas, and, moreover, the device being rude and easily imitated, the Kashmir silversmiths have freely used their own coins along with the Government money, and mixed them in as much co-oper as suited their purpose. The old Chilki are spread all over the country, and they form the general circulating medium for petty trade.

**Third.**—The new Chilki rupees, issued by the present Maharaja about ten or twelve years ago. They are of full weight and good metal, and are taken at the value of ten annas.

**Fourth.**—The English or double rupee, rarely imitated and freely taken. Now when the new Chilki were brought in, no attempt seems to have been made to recall the obsolete coins, and further, the negligence of the Government and of the police has allowed the operation of the coiner to go unchecked, though coining is of course forbidden by the laws of the country. From these causes it has happened, that, as before stated, the old and debased or counterfeit Chilkis are current in vast quantities. A recent theft of pauching was traced to certain goldsmiths of Shinggar, whose premises were searched, and then the police discovered coining implements. The matter being reported to the Maharaja His Highness awoke to the loss which both the State and its subjects sustained by the continuance of the existing state of affairs; and he passed an order directing all who possess old Chilkis to present them for examination. If the coins be recognised as from the Government mint, the holders will receive full value in new Chilkis; otherwise the bad money is to be broken. This measure has given rise to loud and widespread complaints. The people say that the coins are only distinguishable from one another by the varying quantity of alloy. The old Chilkis were notoriously debased by the officers of the Mint: and as the practice of private coining has been winked at or at least overlooked, the Government ought not to make its subjects suffer for the bad coining which was instigated by them. The case is difficult: on the one hand it is clear that a debased coining which owes its origin to the facts herein described ought to be recalled; on the other hand, the Durbar is between the horns of a dilemma. Either the bulk of the population must suffer loss from the rejection and destruction of the bad coin, though issued from the mint itself or passed wholesale by coiners under the nose of the Government, or the State must take the loss on its own shoulders. I am afraid the latter horn is not one upon which the Durbar is likely to impale itself.”

It may be added that in 1871-73 complaints were received from the Joint Commissioner at Leh about the depreciation of the Chilki rupee in Ladakhi. A little before this the Maharaja had asked the Government to enable him to get coining machinery. It was suggested the Calcutta Mint, but he objected that to give up coining would be detrimental both to his revenue and his dignity. The Government then ordered the Roorkee workshops to comply with the Durbar’s indents; and at the same time offered to supply blanks from the Calcutta Mint.

**CENSUS.**

The Officer on Special Duty was called upon by Foreign Department circular No. 743P, dated the 30th March 1878, to report whether the Kashmir State was likely to co-operate with the British Government in securing a complete census of India. He replied on the 17th April 1878 in the affirmative, assuming that no very detailed information would be required. Then came the Kashmir famine, and on the 30th March 1880 Mr. Henley deprecated the inclusion of Kashmir in the general census. He thought that the results would be most untrustworthy, partly because the Durbar would endeavour to minimise the mortality of the famine, and partly because the system of allowing State nations according to the numbers of families would tend to exaggeration. On the whole he thought that it would be “not only undesirable but also impracticable to make a census of the Kashmir valley for some time to come.” Accordingly Kashmir was excluded from the census operations.
RELIGIONS.

Mr. Drew’s account.—Mr. Drew has described the religions of the Kashmir State in these words:—

“There are four religions. Only three, indeed, are of much importance as regards this country. Those are three widespread religions of Buddhism, Hinduism, and Muhammadanism. The fourth is the Sikh sect of the Hindus, which is very sparingly represented.

“The Buddhists comprise two out of the three Tibetan races—the Champa and the Ladakhis. They comprise also the inhabitants of several Dard villages who, while retaining certain rites of their own, have adopted Buddhism. It should be noted that not only those Dard villages follow this religion who, it was shown, have acquired the Tibetan tongue and lost their own, but several others also who retain their own Dard speech.

“The Muhammadans include the Baltis who, as before said, are but Ladakhis converted to Islam, nearly all the Dards, the Kashmiris (taking them generally), and the Chitralis.

“Of the Hindu faith are the Paharis and Dogras.

“Of Sikhs but very few are to be met with in these territories. There are some villages of comparatively old colonisation in the Jhelum valley, and there is a Sikh temple and gurdwara or book on the banks of the Chenab.

“It is the case that within the Hindu area are many Muhammadans, not only colonies from other races, but also natives of the same part who have at different times been converted; this is especially the case in the towns. On the other hand, in every town in the Muhammadan country Hindus are settled, chiefly as traders; and again, in Kashmir, a proportion of the inhabitants retain their old Hindu faith; these are the Kashmiri Brahmins.”

Muhammadan fanaticism in Srinagar.—In September 1872, a serious riot occurred in Srinagar between the Muhammadan sects of Shias and Sunnis. The cause was religious fanaticism. Great loss of property was inflicted. There was a long investigation made by Jabu Nilambar Muckerji and Vazir Panno. The Maharaja punished a number of Sunnis severely, and warned both sects.

The affair is worth mentioning partly because it formed the subject of a report to the Officer on Special Duty, partly because it attracted the notice of the Shah, who begged the Government of India to protect the Shias, and principally as evidence of the fanatic spirit prevailing in Srinagar at the time. The Officer on Special Duty said that—

“the animosity between the two sects has on many previous occasions caused tumults and bloodshed in the city.”

The police were reorganised, it was said, in Srinagar in consequence of the affair. The Shah was informed that the Government of India saw no reason to doubt that substantial justice in the matter had been done by the Maharaja.

Hindu rule over Muhammadans in Kashmir.—It has been shown that the Maharaja and his advisers are bigoted Hindus, and the history of the famine of 1875–76–80 is full of passages which indicate that the Mussalman population of Kashmir suffers peculiarly at the hands of a Hindu administration.

MISSIONARIES.

Alleged persecution in 1867.—In 1867, the Bishop of Calcutta complained to the Viceroy that converts to Christianity in Kashmir were subjected to persecution, and he observed that such conduct on the part of the ruler of the State was a breach of the Queen’s proclamation of 1858. The following reply was sent to the Bishop:—

“The Governor-General in Council, while deeply regretting the pressure to which Christian converts are said to be subjected in Kashmir, is unable to take any action under the proclamation by which Her Majesty the Queen assumed the direct government of India, because the terms of that document apply only to territories included within the limits of British India. In the case of a Tribal State like Kashmir all that His Excellency in Council can do is to discourage persecution by exhortation and indirect influence.

“A copy of Your Lordship’s letter will be forwarded to the Punjab Government, and the Lieutenant-Governor will be requested to bring the matter to the immediate notice of the British Resident, in view to the Maharaja being addressed in a earnest a tone of remonstrance as the political relations of the Queen’s Government in India with the Kashmir Durbar may warrant.”
Renewed complaints.—In the following year similar complaints reached the Government of India through the Church Missionary Society, but they could not be substantiated, and it was ascertained that no obstructions had been recently offered to the attendance of the sick at the Mission's dispensary.

Mr. Clark's case and the protest of the Church Missionary Society.—It will be seen from Chapter VI that the question of allowing Europeans to remain in Kashmir during the winter was taken up in connection with Missionary work.

Mr. Girdlestone's opinion in 1871.—Mr. Girdlestone did not think much of the prospects of Mission work in Kashmir: the following remarks are quoted from page 27 of his "Memorandum on Kashmir and some adjacent countries":

"The Musulman is obstinate and obstructive by reason of dense ignorance, and, whilst submissive in most things, proves the exception to the rule by taking the opportunity of insulting a Christian Missionary if he attempts to preach in the streets. Repeated efforts have been made towards the conversion of Kashmir; but judging by results I expect that till education has become much more general, and there is no speedy prospect of this, Missionary enterprise will have little chance, except when associated with medicine."

Missionaries in the famine.—Mr. Henvey's account of the famine in Kashmir shows what good work the Missionaries at Srinagar did then.

Moravian Mission in Ladakh.—The Maharaja has recently consented to the permanent establishment of a Moravian Mission in Ladakh. His Highness was reluctant at first, because he was afraid of hurting Tibetan susceptibilities, but the Government of India observed that they would not object if they were in the Durbar's place, and His Highness eventually gave way."
CHAPTER IX.

MILITARY RESOURCES OF THE KASHMIR STATE.

Political aspect of the Kashmir army.—The sixth article of the treaty of Amritsar binds the Maharajah of Kashmir—

"...to join with the whole of his military force the British troops when employed within the hills or in the territories adjoining his possessions."

One object of the treaty was to establish a strong Rajput power in Jammu and Kashmir, which would relieve the British Government of the defence of a difficult country. And clearly the army of the Kashmir State does cover an important part of the frontier of India. On the east and north it touches the fringes of the Chinese empire: on the north-west its influence is felt among the small States south of the Hindu Kush reaching almost to the extreme eastern limit of the Afghan dominion; while on the west it holds in check for about a hundred and fifty miles the turbulent tribes of the Indus Valley, and affords some support to the British power in the mountainous country of Hazara.

Services.—The eminent services rendered by the Kashmir army in the mutiny have been described. In 1888 a contingent from Kashmir co-operated with Brigadier General Wilde's force against the Black Mountain tribes; and the Maharajah has on several occasions offered his troops to the British Government. In the last Afghan war His Highness was informed with grateful acknowledgments that it would be reckoned as valuable aid if his own frontiers were efficiently guarded.

The best known independent exploits of the Kashmir army are the capture of Chilas in 1854-55; the expedition against Yasin in 1863, and the defence of Gilgit in 1866-67.

Description of the Kashmir army.*—Major Diddulph wrote a note about the Kashmir army in January 1890, which was supplemented by Mr. Henvey in December 1882. The results arrived at are reproduced below. It must be understood that the accuracy of the figures is not vouched for.

Organisation.—The Kashmir army, as at present constituted, is the outcome of several different systems which have been unskilfully grafted one upon the other, and which still exist side by side instead of forming one harmonious whole. In addition to the usual divisions of artillery, cavalry, infantry, &c., there are three distinct forces in existence, besides special corps, viz., the Khola Fauj, the Jungi Fauj, and the Nizamat.

In the Jungi Fauj, again, certain administrative changes have taken place which have not been thoroughly carried out, thereby leaving the force in an inchoate condition.

The Nizamat and special corps are localized, and are entirely separate from the army for general service, which, since 1877, has been divided into four small corps d'armées under the name of columns. Each column is composed of—

- 4 Regiments of Infantry.
- 1 Regiment of Cavalry.
- 3 Batteries of Artillery.
- 4 Companies of Sappers and Miners.
- 9 Dastals.

These represent a total (on paper) of 5,612 men.

In each column there is a Sanadis or General, and a Bukshi who is also styled "Officer Column." The latter is a civilian, whose appointment is due to private influence, and has the whole administration of the column in his hands. Everything connected with the pay, equipment, clothing, and warlike supplies for his column are under his charge, but the weakness of the central authority

* Some early notes will be found in Political A. July 1863, Nos. 72 to 75. Secret E. October 1883, Nos. 345 to 349.
allows him to interfere in matters of drill and discipline; and consequently there is a constant conflict of authority between him and the higher combatant officers. To assist him he has a Naib. The office of "Officer Column" is considered one of the most important under the Kashmir Government.

Infantry.—The Jungi Fauj was originally formed by General Ventura under Ranjit Singh, and consisted formerly of twenty-six battalions of infantry, each of four companies, and containing 430 men of all ranks under a Colonel. In 1877, when the column formation was introduced, a small reduction of superior officers was effected by brigading two battalions together to form one regiment, and placing a Colonel in charge of two regiments, so that the Column Officers consist of—

Pay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Bukshi</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Bukshi's Naib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Sanadis</td>
<td>312.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Colonels, each</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In practice, however, the Sanadis and Colonels identify themselves entirely with the regiment with which they happen to find themselves quartered, and exercise little authority over regiments at a distance, which are nominally under them. The connection of the battalions also has not been thoroughly carried out, and the battalions, though linked together nominally, are still to all intents and purposes separate regiments. The regiments are not numbered, but have special names, and each, with slight exceptions, contains men of a single class only.

They are—

1st Column.—Bukshi, Wazir Chund; Sanadis, Jownhir Singh—

2nd Column.—Bukshi, Juri Mulla (?); Sanadis, Mian Chatroo—

3rd Column.—Bukshi, (?); Sanadis, Labbah—

4th Column.—Bukshi, Ram Kishen; Sanadis, Hoshiyara—

The 1st column only had two regiments of the old organization assigned to it, as there was not a sufficient number to double all columns, so two new

\[1\] All computations are in English money.
regiments are being formed out of the Nizamat, and the four regiments have been raised to a sufficient strength to equal one of the two battalion regiments in the other columns. A regiment is now spoken of as the Namin-Pertah, &c., both the old names being retained. A battalion consists of —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Comman</td>
<td>62 8 0 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Adjutant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Woori-Maj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Maj</td>
<td>31 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Subadar</td>
<td>15 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Jemadar</td>
<td>11 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Havildar</td>
<td>8 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sargeen</td>
<td>8 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Naive</td>
<td>7 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Kooria</td>
<td>7 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Sepoy</td>
<td>5 10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Adjutant is ex-officio second in command, and takes command in the absence of the Comman.

The Woori-Maj fulfils the duties of an Adjutant in a British regiment.

The Major acts as a Regimental Paymaster and Quartermaster combined.

The battalion contains four companies, each of which is under the charge of a Subadar.

The Surgeon acts as Pay Havildar, keeps the rosters, and does the whole of the writing of his company, in which he is assisted by the Kooria.

Goorkha and Mian Rajput sepoys get ten annas a month extra pay, the former on account of the bravery displayed by a Goorkha regiment in 1862 during the war on the Gilgit frontier, and the latter on account of their being caste-fellows of the Maharaja.

The Jagirdar battalion gets no pay. It is composed of the sons or substitutes of men who held jagirs from the Government along the foot of the hills near Jammu, in return for which they are bound to furnish a man for military service. In some cases they themselves serve instead of providing a substitute. They are almost all Mussulmans, and form one of the finest looking regiments in the army, in which they bear a high reputation. If the family fails to furnish a soldier or substitute, the jagir is resumed by the State. Each man receives ten annas monthly in cash, and his uniform free; he is subject to no deductions. The jagirdar system is falling into disuse.

A certain number of enlisted camp-followers are borne on the strength of each battalion as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Armourer</td>
<td>9 6 0 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Armourers</td>
<td>6 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Langris</td>
<td>5 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Bhistees</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They wear no uniform, and are not subject to deductions like other sepoys. The duty of the Langri is to receive and serve out the grain rations of his company, and on active service to cook for the company if required.

Uniform.—There are several kinds of uniform:

Full-dress, consisting of scarlet tunic and white trousers, given by the State every four or five years.

A suit of white drill given by the State every second year.

A snuff-coloured suit (muswaree) of thin puttoo, which was formerly supplied every second year and charged to the sepoys. It is now given yearly, the price being included in the monthly deduction from the sepoys' pay.

A thick puttoo coat every third year, for which the sepoys are charged Rs 4-8 at the time of issue.

Two years ago a uniform of French grey festing with red facings was introduced into some regiments, and it is intended to clothe the whole army with it.
for ordinary wear, reserving the scarlet for use on special occasions only. It is thick, warm, and very serviceable.

Though definite periods are prescribed for the issue of uniforms, they are always greatly exceeded. The men strive to delay as long as possible the issue of those articles for which they pay, and are often in a state of rags long before the issue is actually made.

Officers are supplied with uniform as required at their own expense. That of a Saradis costs about $ 300.

The Khola Fauj, or Kushada Fauj, which now consists of infantry only, is the representative of the Kashmir army as it existed under Afghan rule before the conquest of Kashmir by the Sikhs. It is composed of Sikhs, Dogras, Poorbeens, and Pathans, but the latter predominate, and till a few years ago the force was almost entirely Pathan. Of late years it has fallen into disfavour, and has been allowed to fall below its normal strength, while a greater number of Hindus has been admitted to counterbalance the Pathan element. It now consists of less than 4,000 men, who are organised into Bradris or brotherhoods. A Bradri consists of—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paymaster</td>
<td>Rs 6.40 per month,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havildar</td>
<td>Rs 4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranwachi</td>
<td>Rs 4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepoys, each at</td>
<td>Rs 3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masissi</td>
<td>Rs 2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four Bradris constitute a Dasteh, which is commanded by a Dastehdar, who receives Rs 15-10 a month.

Three Dastehs form the command of a Sirdar, who receives Rs 37-8 a month. A large proportion of the Sirdars are now Rajputs or Sikhs.

Each column has three Sirdars with their men attached to it, and a Major who acts as Regimental Paymaster to the nine Dastehs. At first there was a Sanadis of the Khola Fauj, as well as a Sanadis of the Jungi Fauj to each column; now this is the case in two columns only, which looks as if it is intended to allow the appointment to lapse and gradually change the relative status of the Khola Fauj altogether. The pay of a Khola Fauj Sanadis is Rs 125 a month. The Sanadis are Radha Kishen (of the 1st column) and Sunt Ram (of the 4th column).

The men of the Khola Fauj are supposed to supply their own arms, but in practice the arms are generally supplied by the State and charged to the men. Two men in each Bradri carry a jezail between them, the rest are armed with matchlocks, and each man carries a sword. All are undrilled. They hold many small outposts on the frontier, for which work they are well suited, especially when brought into contact with Mussulman tribes on the western frontier. They are much used for escort work and odd jobs of any description. They are, however, wanting in discipline, and have several times given trouble by mutinous conduct. On one occasion a Bradri with its flag deserted to the enemy when in action on the Gilgit frontier. Uniform is supplied by the State every five or six years. It is of dark blue cloth with scarlet turban breast purdah and cummerbund.

The force forms a refuge for most of the military waifs and strays in Northern India. Pathans from Swat and Buner, who have had to leave their homes on account of blood-feuds, men who have been discharged for misconduct from British regiments, all find a home in the Khola Fauj. Besides these are many Kashmiri Pathans, who are a fine soldierly race. A considerable number of men travelling down-country to enlist in the British army are waylaid at Jhelum and inveigled into the Mahanjar's service by promises which are not carried out. The ordinary attraction held out is higher pay than that given by the British Government. Too late the recruit learns to his sorrow that a rupee in Kashmiri coinage is worth only half a British rupee, and is still more hardly earned by being withheld for months after it has become due.

Cavalry.—Until 1877 the cavalry was organized as part of the Khola Fauj in squadrons of 120 of all ranks. On the formation of the army into columns, the whole were formed into four regiments, one of which was attached to each
column, by whose number it is distinguished. Each regiment is composed of four troops, and contains—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay.</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Commandant</td>
<td>62 8 0 per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Adjutant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Wazir Major</td>
<td>37 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Major</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Resalars, each at</td>
<td>31 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Havildars, &quot;</td>
<td>25 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sargens, &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Daffadars, &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Khel Daffadars, &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Sowars, &quot;</td>
<td>15 10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The horses are the property of the men, who are supposed to feed them, but the practice is for the State to feed them and deduct the price from the men’s pay. After all deductions a sowar is estimated to receive Rs 14 a month in cash.

There used formerly to be a squadron of cuirassiers armed with lances, but on the institution of the column organization the squadron was incorporated in one of the regiments, and the cuirasses taken into store. It is intended to make sufficient to equip a whole regiment.

Artillery.—Three batteries of different calibres are attached to each column:

1 16-pr. of 6 guns.
1 4-pr. of 6 guns.
1 mountain battery of 4 guns.

The field batteries consist of brass smooth-bore pieces of the old pattern, drawn by six horses. The mountain guns are made in imitation of those presented to the Maharaja by the British Government in 1877. With the exception of that particular battery which is mounted on mules, the mountain guns are carried on men’s backs, and are sometimes called “Dusti Top.” Thirty-six men are allowed to each gun. Part carry the gun itself, another set the limber, a third set the wheels, and a fourth the ammunition. Mr. Henvey saw the guns of a battery put together and got ready for action in a minute and a half.

A field battery consists of—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay.</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Commandan</td>
<td>1 Sargen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Major</td>
<td>12 Naibs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Jemadars</td>
<td>1 Kooria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Havildars</td>
<td>71 Golundazis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mule battery has four Havildars, eight Naibs, and forty-eight Golundazis, and the “Dusti Top” batteries have 144 Golundazis. There are also artificers, such as leather-workers, cloth-workers, smiths, &c., attached to each battery.

The pay is the same as that of corresponding ranks in the Jungi Fauj. The men are all Rajputs or Punjabi Mussalmans.

The full-dress uniform is a dark blue tunic, braided in front with yellow lace like the British Horse Artillery.

According to the above, the number of field and mountain guns is sixty-four, but in an estimate given to Mr. Henvey by the Dewan Anant Ram in September last, the total was stated to be sixty-six.

The guns mounted in different forts are calculated by Mr. Henvey at 222. There is no means of estimating what number is in store.

Sappers and Miners.—The Sappers and Miners consist of four regiments one of which is attached to each column. Each regiment contains four companies, and consists of—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay.</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Adjutant }</td>
<td>20 0 0 per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Major }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Jemadars, each at</td>
<td>9 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Havildars, &quot;</td>
<td>7 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sargens, &quot;</td>
<td>7 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Sappurs, &quot;</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calibres here given are only approximate.
They are all low caste men, and their physique is inferior to that of the ordinary rank and file. They are employed in menial offices and receive no instruction. They are skilful in building bridges, but are unable to perform the simplest work without extra supervision. Tools are served out to them when any work has to be executed, but they keep none as part of their equipment. Their Adjutant is generally a Mussulman.

The Nizamat.—This is a local force of infantry which was formed about 1871, and is distributed among the seven zillahs of Jammu. Each zillah contains one regiment under a Commandant of the same strength, officered and equipped in the same way as a battalion of the Jungi Fauj. The men are the sons of zamindars, and are employed within the limits of their own zillahs on revenue and tehsil work. They are a drilled force, and are armed like the Jungi Fauj. The whole force is commanded by a Colonel, and is administered directly by the Wazir of Kashmir and the Chief Dewan. The men spend four or five months in every year at their own homes. The Nizamat is largely drawn on from time to time to fill up gaps in the Jungi Fauj, to which it acts as the principal source of supply for recruits.

Body-Guards.—The Maharaja's body-guard consists of a regiment of infantry about 600 strong, composed of Dogras, Sikhs, Goorkhas and Pathans. They are under the immediate supervision of the Maharaja, and many of them are sons of zamindars and other minor officials. They receive higher pay than the rest of the army; they are fed from the Maharaja's kitchen, and are always about his person. Favor is shown to them in many ways. The men are appointed by the Maharaja, and are personally known to him, and have the privilege of addressing him whenever they may desire it. Some of the sepoys receive as much as £50 a month, each man's pay being fixed arbitrarily.

There is also a mounted body of Mian Rajputs, the caste to which the Maharaja belongs, about 300 strong, called Ghorchers. They are not drilled, nor do they wear uniform. They receive no pay, but hold jagirs in recompense for service. Many of them are related to the Maharaja's family.

The Heir-apparent's body-guard is also known as the Ruggoo-Perlab Regiment, and consists of about 600 men. Its composition is similar to that of the Maharaja's body-guard, and the Heir-apparent has the entire management.

The younger sons of the Maharaja, Ram Singh and Amar Singh, have body-guards of fifty and thirty men, respectively.

The Punch Force.—Raja Moti Singh of Punch has an infantry force of about 1,000 men, mostly Dogras and Chibbasis.

Fort Guards and Outposts.—Certain posts are held by special bodies of men who are engaged for this duty only. A number of small outposts on the frontier between Azor and Gilgit are held by Kashmir Pathans, mostly from Muchipora, where they enjoy jagirs on condition of furnishing a guard to the posts, for which they receive no other pay. They are bound to maintain 150 men for this service, who are changed yearly. They are undrilled and are armed like the Khola Fauj. There are altogether three reliefs of them, making a total of 450 men, but as they are not under adequate supervision, and their numbers are not fully maintained, they may be estimated for practical purposes at 400 men.

In Ladakh there is a "Dusteh" of the Khola Fauj (one hundred men) which has become localised, and is not included in the column establishment. It is, however, proposed to relieve them regularly, and absorb the Dusteh into one of the columns.

A special body called "Kilawallahs" also exists. It is composed of men who are too old for field service, but are still considered capable of doing service in the ramparts. They are all over sixty years old, and are put on reduced pay on being relegated to this duty. The number of Kilawallahs scattered through the different forts in Jammu and Kashmir territory is variously estimated at from 500 to 3,000 men. It probably does not exceed half the latter number.
Total Strength.—To sum up, the total force at the disposal of the Kashmir Government is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Infantry</th>
<th>Cavalry</th>
<th>Artillery</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Bombard.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jungi Pauri</td>
<td>14,386</td>
<td>1,192</td>
<td>1,533</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khola Pauri</td>
<td>3,926</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kisanat</td>
<td>3,126</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharaja’s Body-guard</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mian’s Body-guards</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouch force</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort and Outpost guards</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>24,648</td>
<td>1,492</td>
<td>1,533</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>1,666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is also a police force of 2,000 men, half of whom are kept at Jammu, and half in Kashmir.

The above figures are Major Biddulph’s and show a paper strength of about 30,000. Mr. Henvey’s information at the end of 1882 was much the same. And these two officers agree also in putting down the actual strength at about 20,000 men.

Distribution.—Mr. Henvey at the end of 1882 described the distribution of the troops thus:

- **Kashmir**
- **Jammu**
- **Astor**
- **Gilgit**
- **Muzafferabad**
- **Various forts**

Armament.—The armament is of the most heterogeneous description, and there are not less than six or seven kinds of fire-arms employed. Those now being made are of fair quality, of Enfield pattern. The ammunition is of bad quality and no care is taken in the storing of it.

Magazines.—JAMMU.—The principal magazine lies 2 miles north of the city, and is under the management of Mian Laldin. It is capable of producing 1,000 maunds of powder per annum. The Jammu arsenal is reported to contain as many as 300 brass guns of light calibre.

RIAS.—There is a small magazine here producing 200 maunds of powder per annum.

KANACHAR.—Eight miles from Jammu; saltpetre is manufactured here.

SRINAGAR.—Near the fortress of Hari Parvat; it produces 250 kharus or powder yearly.

MOZAFFERABAD, ASTOR, AND GILGIT—Are usually supplied from Kashmir, but it is said that powder can be locally made.

Arms Factories.—JAMMU.—This is the principal factory. Two foremen and 150 workmen are employed; muzzle-loading rifles are turned out at the rate of a dozen in two months, but the workmanship is bad. Small mountain guns (probably the “dasti top”) are manufactured. Shells are made in large quantities, but the quality is bad. Matchlocks, blunderbusses, bayonets, swords, are freely made; and there are experiments constantly going on with Martini-Henry rifles, Gatlings, and so forth, but local artisans are not capable of efficient work of this sort.

SRINAGAR.—There is a factory near the Chauni; 60 workmen are employed, and rifles and carbines made.

ZAINEGAM.—On the road to Gulmarg; 25 blacksmiths and 10 workmen are engaged in the manufacture of muskets and swords.
Besides the above it must be borne in mind that there are many private gunsmiths in Kashmir, who are exceedingly skillful in imitating European weapons. It is believed they can convert muzzle-loading into breech-loading rifles, and the Maharaja perhaps makes use of them as contractors for the manufacture of arms.

**Supports of Arms to the Maharaja.**—In 1877-78 the Government of India presented the Maharaja with a complete mountain battery of four rifled 7-pounder guns, four thousand Enfiled and one thousand Snider rifles, with 203 rounds of ammunition for each rifle. The Maharaja then requested that some troops might be taught to use the rifles, and 21 men were accordingly instructed at Sialkot, being attached for the purpose to the 16th Native Infantry.

**Powder Factory.**—In 1877 the Maharaja asked permission to obtain the services of "a native versed in the manufacture of gunpowder to superintend the powder factory in this country." No objection was made, but it was said that the man's employment must be "strictly limited to superintending the manufacture of powder only."

**Cost of the army.**—The expenditure on the army, exclusive of the expenses connected with guns and small-arm factories, is estimated to be about twenty-six lakhs (Kashmir coinage) yearly, which is equal to 16,26,000 English. Till recently a number of charges were mixed up with the military expenditure; but of late a more correct system of accounts has been introduced.

**Composition of the army.**—The bulk of the army consists of Dogras, a term that is generally used for hill Rajputs in the Punjab, but which properly denotes neither caste nor religion, and is applied to all the inhabitants of the province of Dogar, the tract of lower hill country lying between the Chenab and the Ravi. In point of fact there is a considerable proportion of Mussulmans among the Dogras, though the greater number are Hindus. Those that take military service are mostly Rajputs, who are divided into two classes, viz., Mian Rajputs and ordinary Rajputs.

The Sappers and Miners are composed exclusively of low caste men, such as Meghias and Doms, whose touch is destructive to a Rajput. Dogra Mussulmans are the descendants of Hindus forcibly converted to Islam, and still retain their caste names and many of their caste customs. Clubhali contains great numbers of Muhammadanized Rajputs.

In person the Dogras are small men, averaging about five feet four inches, of slight make, and somewhat weak physique. Though wanting in muscular power and deficient in stamina, they are of a wiry and active nature, excellent runners, and able to undergo great and prolonged fatigue where great muscular exertion is not required. In the Punjab they have acquired the character of being excessively stupid, which has given rise to a proverb—"the Dogra only wants horns and tail to be a bullock." They have the reputation of being faithful to those they serve, and are not without a certain dogged tenacity, which renders them excellent material as soldiers.

Good as it is the material to be found among the rank and file, as much can hardly be said for their officers, and several instances are known of a Dogra force fleeing panic-stricken from a contemptible enemy. As a class, the Rajput officers are very inferior to the Sikh, Pathan, and Punjab Mussulman officers, of whom there are a considerable number. They are proud, lazy, and ignorant, few of them being even able to write, and their reputation for courage does not stand high. Like all Dogras they are great misers, and lose no opportunity of making money out of their subordinates. As a body the officers are a great deal too old, at least half of them being of an age which would incapacitate them for prolonged hard work. The jealousy of authority being exercised by subordinates, which is visible in every phase of Kashmir administration, causes the superior officers to interfere in every petty detail, thereby depriving officers in the lower grades of all influence and authority.
Foreign recruits. (1) Kukas.—In the course of 1870 the Maharaja raised two companies of Kukas, of one hundred men each, with the intention of making them the nucleus of a regular Kuka regiment. His orders to the recruiters whom he sent into the Punjab were to obtain men of good family and fine physique. The two hundred Kukas were kept at Jammu for some little time. Thereafter they were transferred to Srinagar, where they were made much of. Presents were often bestowed upon them, irrespective of their pay, and a prominent place was assigned to those who like to go to the Wazir's Durbar. It was no common occurrence for a party of them to attend Durbar after morning parade. Suddenly in the end of the year they were all removed to Mozaffarabad. This hasty departure is attributed to the desire of the Kashmir Government to conceal the fact that it was employing men whom the British Government would not have in its ranks. After this the Kukas were treated with less consideration, and within a short time they were dismissed.

The Punjab Government has been directed to watch Kuka recruiting by the Kashmir Durbar.

(2). Afircans.—At the end of 1878 the Maharaja expressed a wish to have an African body-guard. Nothing came of the idea, but the Officer on Special Duty was told to discourage it should any further allusion be made to it, since the scheme seemed likely to be unnecessarily expensive and open to other obvious objections.

(3) Goorkhas and Pathans.—Recent reports have stated that both Goorkha and Pathan recruits are being enlisted for the Kashmir army. The attention of the Officer on Special Duty has been particularly directed to the matter.

Military Administration.—The whole army is nominally administered by the Maharaja's second son, Mian Ram Singh. He is aided by a Musahib, Dewan Luchman Das, and a Superintendent of the War Office, Lala Dampat Rai. The former really manages everything. The pay of the Musahib is Rs 167-8 monthly, and he has several assistants.

Appointments and promotions are made by parwannas from Mian Ram Singh under orders from the Maharaja, but all candidates have to secure recommendation by money payments to their superior officers.

The lot of the ordinary sepoy is no enviable one. Badly clothed, badly fed, and subjected to a life often of great privation, in a service from which death is the only release, it is wonderful that men should be found to serve in any numbers. The feeling that military service is a duty owed to the State, and the Hindu's ready submission to constituted authority, form the best recruiting agents. The Dogra recruits are often mere boys, who have been induced by want and persuasion to enter the ranks in which they are retained by a feeling of comradeship and the difficulty of escape from the situation. The scanty pay is subject to numerous deductions for rations, clothing, carriage when marching, and the income-tax or "tambol," which is paid by every Government official from the highest to the lowest. Under this latter head a Sanadis is subject to a deduction of Rs 4 a month, besides which he is charged about Rs 4 for rations. Officers on lower pay are charged in proportion. The total deductions in the case of a sepoy of the Jungi Fauj being Rs 2-13, or 50 per cent. of his nominal pay. In addition to this a month's pay is deducted from each Government servant on every occasion of a birth, marriage, or death in the Maharaja's family. The scanty pittance left after these deductions is still further reduced by the dishonesty of the Bukshi. The sepoy's pay is withheld so as to be always from four months to a year in arrears, and it is occasionally as much as eighteen or twenty months overdue. At intervals, according to the Bukshi's inclination, it is announced that four or five months' pay will be issued on a certain day. The Bukshi, accompanied by the Sanadis, Colonels, and Commanadans, sits on a carpet, while each sepoy advances in turn. His accounts are rapidly read out to him by the Bukshi's
clerk, and the small sum shown to be due is handed to him minus the odd annas, which are retained as the Bukshi's perquisite. Should he attempt to complain, he is hustled out or made a prisoner, and in any case will find his remonstrance will result in his having to wait till next pay day, several months, before he gets anything. The impossibility of redress, and the recollection that he has still several months' pay due to him in the Bukshi's hands, compel him to content himself with whatever is offered him.

In Jammu, under the eye of the Maharaja, the rations issued are of good quality. In distant garrisons they are often very inferior, and much sickness and occasional deaths, arising chiefly from dyspepsia, are the result. It may happen that all the mills in a place are owned by the Governor, no grain being allowed to be ground by the zamindars at any mill not belonging to him. Payment for grinding being always made in kind, a quantity of different grains is accumulated. This is all mixed together, charged to Government as fine wheat, and issued to the sepoys. A single handful of such stuff often contains wheat, barley, millet, peas, dal, and maize mixed up together. After sifting this mixture the sepoys have to take it to be ground, for which he has to pay, and then he has to collect fuel for himself, which in some places is a matter of considerable difficulty.

It sometimes happens that a sepoy, when at a distant station, is desirous of going on leave to his home. This, though not permitted, is arranged by payments to the Commanadan and the Bukshi. Or it may happen that he is desirous of quitting the service altogether to take up land on the death of some of his family. As there is no recognized arrangement by which a sepoy can get his discharge, he is obliged to purchase the consent of his Colonol, who allows him to provide a substitute, whom also he is obliged to pay. Five or six months' pay due to him is forfeited to gain the asent of the Bukshi.

Under such circumstances, the discipline of the army is not of a high order, but the Dogra is naturally patient and uncomplaining, and cases of insubordination are rare. With scanty food and scanty clothing he travels across the high snow passes north of Kashmir at all seasons without complaining, though often despatched on the most frivolous errands by his thoughtless superiors. Not a year passes in which a number are not lost altogether, and others rendered cripples for life from cold and exposure. Some years ago an entire regiment was thus lost in the snow, upwards of twelve hundred men, including their baggage coolies, perishing together.

FORTS.

In December 1882 Mr. Heney furnished a list of 71 forts in the Kashmir State containing an aggregate garrison of 4,530 men, and a total of 88 large and 100 small guns. Of these 71 forts, onehalf are in Jammu territory; twelve are in Poonch, sixteen in Kashmir, five in Gilgit, and three in Ladakh. The best known forts have been described, and the accounts given of them are reproduced below:—

The Fort of Bau.—The fort of Bau near Jammu on the opposite side of the river Tonaw to the city and palace. The approach, consisting mainly of stone steps, is steep. The height of the fort is about 500 feet from the bed of the stream. In shape it is an irregular pentagon, one side of which overlooks the river. In one of the angles facing to the south are the apartments reserved for the use of the Maharaja, who occasionally visits the fort for the sake of enjoying the purer air which he finds there. The ramparts are constructed on the side which overlooks the river. Between the single gateway and the ramparts is a temple, which has a considerable reputation in the surrounding country. To the right of the main road which leads to the temple is the gunshied, where Mr. Gildstone saw eight guns with limbers and ammunition wagons complete; all the guns were of brass and appeared to be very old; there were none but smooth-bored and muzzle-loaders, the largest of them were no bigger than nine-pounders. There are no casemates or bomb-proof chambers. The garrison on ordinary duty in the fort amounts to about fifty men, and is supplied from the regular infantry; the detachment was armed with long matchlocks arranged so as to be fired by means of a lighted cotton fuse. In time of peace, the water is
obtained from below. There is in the fort only one tank, about fifteen cubits broad, fifteen cubits long, and thirty cubits deep, the amount of water in which depends upon the rainfall. There is no accommodation within, and only moderate space without, the fort for a large defending force. The powder-house is small. The entrance and the internal arrangements are not such as to present any difficulties to an attacking party. The fort could easily be shelled from the hills behind it on the south-eastern side, which could be reached from Sialkot without crossing the Toree. Were the fort taken, the city and palace of Jumna would be at the mercy of the captors.

The Fort of Hari Parbat—The fort of Hari Parbat at Srinagar stands on the hill of that name, between the River Jhelum and the City Lake. The hill on which it is situated and that known as the Tukti-i-Suliman, may, in fact, be regarded as the two portals of the lake. The fort commands the whole of the city. In the event of rifled cannon of long range being used it would itself be commanded by batteries placed on the western side of the Tukti-i-Suliman. A little to the left of the fort, as it is approached by the usual road from the Dul Darwaza, are seen the four minarets of the Jumma Musjid, and at no great distance on the right is the jail. The last half-mile of this approach lies through waste land, dotted here and there with the ruins of garden walls and of houses formerly occupied by the chief officials of the Court, who in old days specially affected this locality, and with other signs of past occupation in the shape of dry wells. It will be understood from the above description that the ground in this direction is favourable to skirmishers. The approach on the southern side lies through the narrow and crowded streets of the city. From the western and north-western sides it would be difficult, if not impossible, to scale the hill owing to the abruptness of the ascent and the absence of any path. The only entrances to the wall, which runs all round the foot of the hill, and sometimes at some distance from it, with a circumference of about two miles, are on the eastern side. Of these, one is near the Jumma Musjid, and a second is near the jail. Between them are two small postern gates. The road from the Jumma Musjid is too steep for any animal. The other leading upwards from the neighbourhood of the jail is quite practicable for ponies as far as the foot of the flight of steps at the outer entrance of the fort. Within the encircling wall already referred to are barracks in which the majority of the garrison resides and about fifty houses for the accommodation of the soldiers' families. The usual strength of the whole garrison is about 600 men, all of whom, with the exception of some 100 irregulars who occupy the fort itself, are kept below. This arrangement is due to the difficulty of supplying any large number of troops on the top of the hill with water. The length of the road from the neighbourhood of the jail to the outer entrance of the fort is about a quarter of a mile. From the outer entrance, which is loopholed, runs a road constructed partly as an incline and partly in steps numbering about thirty and protected by a loopholed wall on its eastern side. This road is a newly made adjunct to the fort and runs parallel to it. The fort on Hari Parbat is quadrilateral in shape, and built to suit the irregularity of the ground on which it is placed; there is no attempt whatever at a parapet, the wall being simply loopholed at the top to enable the defenders to fire through. There are two rows of loopholes, the smaller row being at the top and evidently intended for muskets, and the lower row, at a distance of about two feet from the upper row, are larger in size and may be designed for a small species of cannon. The fort on the Hari Parbat is almost without value as a protection against artillery. The position which it occupies, however, being on the top of a steep hill, is a strong one and, if properly defended, would cost a great deal of labor to force. The fort itself is similar to those made before the invention of gunpowder, the strength of which was due to the height of their walls, and to their inaccessibility. Since the invention of artillery the walls can be breached from a distance; this is the more especially the case with the fort at present under consideration, as it is constructed on the principle of a Faussebraye. The thickness of the top of the walls of the fort being only about four feet, they could easily be breached by artillery, and there are no pummets. There being no ditch in front of the fort, the operations of a storming party would be facilitated. In consequence of the row of houses along the inside
of the walls of the fort, as well as room taken up by the tank, the interior space is cramped. From the prolongation of the longer fronts coming on a side of the Hari Parbat, which is not the steepest slope, batteries might be established which would enfilade them. The water-supply for the garrison is obtained by means of tanks inside the fort, and these tanks would have to be filled by bleeders. Were the garrison taken by surprise, the bleeders would be obstructed in their work; and were the tanks filled beforehand, in the event of the water getting bad or being exhausted there would be no opportunity of refilling them.

Colonel Tanner has furnished the following accounts of forts which he visited in 1881:

Astor.—"At Astor I saw about 100 men on parade. They were fairly well clothed, and were armed with matchlocks converted into flints, very poor weapons indeed. The powder (unmixed) was in their powder-boxes, and the bullets, of many sizes and shapes, they carried in cartouches. It would take about five minutes to load one of these flint muskets, if the bullet with its inequalities did not happen to stick in the barrel. There were about thirty-five men of the garrison unable to appear on parade on account of sickness. Dr. Duke attended them. The fort of Astor is situated on the left bank of a exceedingly deep ravine, and is quite unsuitable on that side. The Banjü face is almost without flanking defence, but the walls are sufficiently high and strong. On the west face there is a bastion with embrasures, and this is the weakest part of the fort, for the ground outside is very high there, and the garrison have built their houses within a hundred yards on a ridge, and these houses once in possession of an enemy would render the manning of the bastion a difficult and dangerous matter. Besides, the embrasures are cut very low down in the wall. The armament of the fort consists of one 6-pounder (7) 12-inch (5), and two 6-inch (3), or wall pieces. I was told that 8,000 pounds of grain were stored in the fort. The troops at Astor live in huts on the west and north face of the fort, a guard of twenty-eight men being kept on duty inside. I suggested to the Commandant that this number might with propriety be increased during such times as the present."

Banjü Fort.—"The fort of Banjü is situated on the right bank of a deep ravine, and is very strong on that side. A curtain runs across the fort dividing it into two unequal portions, the greater number of the garrison living in huts in the southern part, the northern being chiefly occupied by a large water tank. There is a bastion on the north-east corner, and amongst other things, there are also six shot-battlements of size."

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Regulars} & 135 \\
\text{Irregulars} & 17 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Colonel.—"At Banjü, of my visit. The men were fairly dressed, and arm'd like those at Astor. In both garrisons there were many veterans who have seen much service, and though, perhaps, too old for mountain climbing, are still to be preferred to younger and more robust men who have been mustered."

Dupan Fort.—"Dupan fort was built to protect the old Hasa Pir road, which is now not used. I cannot see the use of keeping up the small garrison here, which should either be removed 2,000 feet down to the new road, or dispersed with all possible speed."

Sai Fort.—"I inspected the fort at Sai and the garrison of fifty irregulars. Everything was in good order. The fort, which is on the right bank of the Indus, and about 200 feet above it, is on the left side. Opposite to the other bank is an isolated tower newly built; intended to protect the approach on that side, but the twelve (regular) sepoys who guard the fort line a sand-bank in the bed of the river, where the tower ought to have been built. Sai is a most important place, and once fell into the hands of the enemy, but the present guard and fort are quite strong enough to hold the place for a short time. There are two boats here, only one of which is of any use. After the floods have subsided, the boat, which holds some twenty men besides the crew, can make ten or twelve passages in one day, but when the Indus is at its height, not so many. From May till October the passage of the various river is a serious matter, and it would be safer to employ muskets rafts."

Gilgit.—The Gilgit fort is on the right bank of the Gilgit river at the edge of the cultivated plain of the Gilgit village, where a steep cliff of some forty feet in height bounds the plain. The river, which is unfarmable, flows at the foot of that cliff. As the fort is built to the very edge of the cliff it is well protected on the northern side.
In 1870 the fort consisted of three parts:

1st.—The inner fort of Gaur-Rahman, which he built during his second rule in Gilgit. This is a high-walled fort forty or fifty yards square with eight towers. It is a strong work of its kind, calculated to hold out against an attack in the usual style of warfare practised in Yagistan.

2nd.—The Dogra fort, which was erected by the Kashmir Government after the second conquest of Gilgit. It is built round the old fort with twenty yards or so intervening between the walls of the two. It has low walls, some parts of which are no higher than 12 feet, and is consequently very open to an attack by escalade. It has two “dum-dummas” or towers on which a gun can be mounted at opposite corners. One tower commands the river and the opposite bank, the other sweeps the plain.

3rd.—The Sang, a mere make-shift, which detracted from the strength of the place. It probably originated in the building of huts outside the walls to accommodate sepoyos. These huts were enclosed in the war of 1880 by a flimsy stone wall from 6 to 8 feet high.

It may be added that water can never be cut off from the fort, as the river is accessible by a covered way. There is no ditch of any consequence round the fort. An earthquake destroyed part of the fort in the spring of 1871. A new plan was then drawn up to clear away the old Sang and all the buildings which it enclosed, and to make a triangular walled enclosure, lying to the west along the river cliff edge, the other side of the triangle and its base being plain straight walls of fourteen feet high, but flanked by one of the existing dum-dummas and by a new tower to be built at the edge of the cliff on a point where the base of the triangle and the river side of it join. The object of the walled enclosure was to afford room both for the extra garrison, the troops being always more than can be accommodated in the fort proper, and for the Gilgitis themselves if an attack should be made, for if they are not thus protected, they must in self-defence join the enemy. The disposition of the enclosing walls was to be such as to give the largest amount of space with the smallest length of line to be defended, and such that if this enclosure or outwork should be taken by assault, or if the Gilgitis sheltered in it should join the enemy, the fort itself could be held, and the guns from one of its towers, and also the guns on the new tower, could sweep the whole area. This latter tower was to be separated from the fort, and by being separately provisioned and garrisoned, was expected to be strong enough to hold its own. It is believed that these arrangements have been carried out.

Chaprot.—Twenty-four miles from Gilgit, where the roads to Hunza and Nagar diverge, is the small district of Chaprot. The fort of Chaprot is situated some three miles from the village of Chellaq, and has the reputation of being impregnable. It stands at a point where the territories of the three States Kashmir, Hunza, and Nagar meet. The place is important as an outpost protecting Gilgit from raids on that side.

Construction of new cantonments and fortifications between Jammu and British territory.—In May 1880* it was brought to notice that the Maharaja was building new cantonments and fortifications between Jammu and Sialkot. Enquiry was made because, it was said, “the Government of India are not disposed, on principle, to pass unnoticed the construction of any military works upon the Kashmir frontier towards British territory.” But it was found that the cantonments were not new and that there were no fortifications.
CHAPTER X.

LADAKH AND THE COMMERCIAL TREATY OF 1870.

Political interest in Ladakh is connected chiefly with its commerce: early accounts.—Captain Strodeley, one of the "Tibetan Commissioners," wrote an elaborate account of the trade of Ladakh in 1851. In this connection is made of the heavy transit duties levied by the Kashmir Durbar.

Trade with Tibet. The "Lapchuk" or commercial embassy.—The oldest commercial institution in Ladakh is the mission headed by the "Lapchuk," of which Mr. Girdlestone gives the following account in his "Memorandum on Kashmir and some adjacent countries":—

"The Lapchuk or commercial embassy from Ladakh to Lhasa is believed to be of very old standing, and before the Dogra conquest it was probably the means of transmitting tribute as well as of keeping up trade, but now-a-days it has no political significance. It was established on its present footing in A.D. 1842, when a treaty between Ladakh and Lhasa was made which determined the existing north-east frontier of Ladakh and began the peaceful relations between the two States which have subsisted ever since. The arrangement is that every three years a kahla should leave Ladakh for Lhasa consisting of 270 horses or yaks and goods, and conducted by a representative of the Maharaja chosen by the Governor of Ladakh. For just that number of loads in carriage provided by the Lhasa authorities from Gart to Lhasa on the outward journey, and from Lhasa to the first villages on encampments in Ladakh on the return journey. The Maharajas's representative is always taken from a Ladakh (Tibetan) family of eminence, so no other person, not even a Dogra of high rank from the Maharaja's own Court, would be welcome, probably indeed would not be received into the Grand Lama's Capital. The post of leader of the Lapchuk, though held only for one term, is much valued, as it generally enriches the family, between whom and the Maharaja's Government the profits of the trade are divided. The goods sent from Ladakh are dried apricots, which constitute the most bulky part of the consignment, currents, suflon, kootzehin, and textile fabrics from European and Indian bourses; on the return the chief goods are wool, tea. Complimentary letters signed by the Governor of Ladakh are sent to the Grand Lama, and his ministers, and to the heads of certain of the monasteries, and with each of them goes a small present, the nature of which laid down and does not vary. The embassy, which is absent nearly a year, brings back corresponding letters and gifts. The leader transacts his business with the ministers, but pays ceremonial visits to the Grand Lama. It appears that he is always well treated, and that the arrangements for his journey are carefully made. Besides this triennial embassy, of which the last set out from Ladakh in 1871, and the return compliment by Lhasa, there is a yearly kahla from Lhasa, consisting also of 270 loads for which carriage is found by the Maharaja's Government within his border, the reason for this additional party being that only about a quarter of the whole route lies in the Maharaja's territories, and as the cost of carriage falls heavier in proportion on the Tibetan Government, the latter looks to reimburse itself by a more frequent venture. The same formalities are observed on either side in regard to this as to the triennial embassy."

Kashmir duties on imports from Chinese Tibet in 1873-74.—In 1873 it was reported that traders entering the Maharaja's territory from Chinese Tibet had complained of exactions levied by the Durbar's officials. It appeared that a transit duty in money and kind was taken at Dumki near Nyumia and at Puga, both of which places are in Ladakh. The matter was brought to the Maharaja's notice, and he was at first willing to abolish the duties, observing, however, that they were customary, and that they had violated no treaty. Similar duties were taken by the Chinese in Kulu, and His Highness endeavoured to secure a mutual remission. The attempt, however, failed. The Chinese said that the duties were levied under an old treaty, and that therefore no change was desirable. Moreover, there was reason to doubt whether the duties did any appreciable harm, so the matter dropped. The
treaty referred to by the Chinese is probably that of 1842, which ended Zorawar Singh's expedition. Or possibly, it was one which was supposed to exist when the Tibet Commission was despatched, but in which Captain Strachey did not believe.

It is rather remarkable that the Government of India should have taken up this question at all, for Captain Strachey's report shows that the system of transit duties on this line of traffic was thoroughly established, even in 1861.

Trade passing through Kashmir territory to British India: High duties levied by the Maharaja.—The trade of Ladakh was brought prominently to notice in 1862 in an elaborate review published by the Punjab Government of the trade and resources of countries on the north-western frontier of India. One of the matters to which special attention was drawn was the high rate of customs duties levied by the Maharaja on goods passing from the Punjab to Central Asia.

Negotiations.—In 1863 the Lieutenant-Governor proposed that a reduction of the tariff should be negotiated for on the basis of compensation. He observed that the treaties of Lahore and Amritsar did not restrict the Durbar's right to levy such duties. Sir Henry Lawrence, when Resident at Lahore, had registered an agreement with the Kashmir Dewan whereby the levy was limited by "ancient custom." But this term was so vague as to be practically useless; and the Durbar had as a fact exercised the right of taxation unchecked for many years. The Lieutenant-Governor had discussed the matter with Dewan Jowala Sahib, and had suggested that the Durbar should be guaranteed in half its annual loss accruing from a reduced tariff, pointing out at the same time that the trade would doubtless increase and that the loss would thus disappear. This view the Dewan did not share. He urged, moreover, that the Maharaja would much prefer a territorial reward in the shape of the Bilawat portion of the Sialkot district. The concession would be accepted by the Maharaja as recognition of his services in the mutiny, which had not been substantially rewarded, as liquidation of the loan, amounting, with interest, to eight lakhs, advanced by him during the mutiny, and as compensation for the reduction of the customs tariff. The Lieutenant-Governor considered the proposal to be worthy of attention; and Lord Elgin thought so too; but his death checked its development. Sir John Lawrence, when Viceroy, a little later, emphatically rejected the idea of territorial compensation.

Reduction of duties in 1864.—Apart from this proposal the Lieutenant-Governor continued to urge on the Durbar the desirability of reducing the tariff, and in April 1864 he was able to report that the following important modification had been made:

(a) Import duties formerly taken by weight or mule-load had been converted into an ad valorem rate, chargeable according to the value stated in the invoice, on goods proceeding to—

- Jammu and Ranibagh
- Ukhnaor, Buldih and Sumot
- Bisimbhar
- Gohalun
- Mozaffernabad
- Jammu and Kishwar

(to Srinagar and Ladakh)

(b) The import rates on the Kulu route to Leh, whether from Bussahir or the Punjab, had, it was observed, always been "pretty reasonable," and were still generally below the revised rates on the routes just mentioned. But here, too, exceptionally heavy rates had been reduced.

(c) Export duties on goods leaving the Maharaja's territories for British
India, whether by the Bunnihal, Rudhil, Samot, Bhimbar, Cohlan, or Mozaffernad routes had also been lowered.

(d) So too duties on exports from Yarkhand to the Punjab and Kashmir and Jammu through Leh.

(e) Formerly it made no difference in the import rates whether goods were sold at Srinagar or passed on to Leh and Yarkhand: this checked the trade via Srinagar, and practically confined it to the more difficult Kulu route. But now a uniform transit duty of 6 per cent. had been fixed for goods going on to Leh from Srinagar.

(f) The duties were to be levied not on the frontier but at the principal towns, and the amounts varied with distances. The import and export rates at Jammu had been fixed lower than those at Srinagar.

The Punjab Government observed that these were material improvements in spite of the defects that the Maharaja intended to retain his monopoly of fine 'Turfanee' wool, and that the omission to revise rates on the trade from Yarkhand and Leh to Srinagar indicated a desire to restrict this commerce to the Kulu route. The Maharaja’s revision of the tariff was announced by notification in the Gazette of India, and was cordially acknowledged in a ‘kharita’ from the Viceroy.

Revival of the question in 1866.—In 1866, however, Mr. (now Sir D.) Forsyth reported that he had received many complaints of the heavy exactions levied on British traders by the Ladakh authorities. In his opinion “the reduction of duties professedly made by the Maharaja is in reality little more than a sham.” He supported this view in the following note:

“In 1864 an agreement was entered into between the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab and the Maharaja of Kashmir for the reduction of the tariff on English goods imported into Kashmir. The intention of the Punjab Government was that the reduced scale should be applied to all goods sent into Kashmir by any route. But it has not been applied to articles of trade passing by way of Lahul on which the old heavy rates are still levied.

“Some of the most important articles are taxed as follows:—

“Opium.—The average value is Rs. 133 per maunds, on which the following dues are levied:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>a. per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 8 0</td>
<td>Customs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 3</td>
<td>Choongee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 7 6</td>
<td>Nuzzar Bhattas at 1(\frac{1}{4}) annas per rupee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 2 11</td>
<td>Brokerage 2 per cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Sugar.—Value of a maund Rs 16:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>a. per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 4 0</td>
<td>Customs dues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 7</td>
<td>Choongee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 8 0</td>
<td>Nuzzar Bhattas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 5 2</td>
<td>Brokerage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Spices.—The same.

“Cloths.—Value varies.

- Customs dues: Rs. 1 4 0
- Choongee and other taxes at a percentage on the value: same as above.

Footnotes:
- The arithmetic appears to be wrong. The total should have been Rs 18 15 7 and the percentage about 14.
- The notice on Revival of the question in 1866 is from the Punjab Government.
- The reference to the reduction of duties is from Mr. Forsyth’s report.
Moreover, Mr. Forsyth showed* that the Kashmir Durbar exacted tribute from the district of Ladakh, 1869, notably the uniform transit duty of 6 per cent. ad valorem on goods intended for Yarkand and Turkistan. The Lieutenant-Governor was requested to ensure strict adherence by the Durbar to the rates of 1864. It was also observed that the Maharaja of Kashmir had no rights whatever over Ladakh by treaty or otherwise.

**Deputation of a Special Officer to Leh.**—The Punjab Government in reply stated that the Maharaja had promised to make a searching enquiry as to the alleged exactions, and solicited authority to depute a specially selected officer to remain at Ladakh during the next hot season and rains, protect the interests of traders, and report upon the measures which would best be calculated to develop trade between Leh and British India. The appointment was sanctioned as an experimental measure for one year; and its duties were defined as follows:—

"The officer selected must be cautioned against any interference in the internal administration of the country. The primary object he will have to keep in view will be the maintenance of the tariff fixed by the Maharaja in 1864. Any intrusion of this tariff, which his recommendations on the spot may be unable to prevent, should be promptly reported to the Punjab Government. Another and very important branch of his duties will be to enquire closely into the nature and extent of the traffic, as at present stands, between India and Central Asia, and to report the measures which he would recommend to secure a further development of this trade. Lastly, he will pick up and sift all the political information that comes in his way, especially as regards the progress of events in Central Turkestan.

In January 1867 the Punjab Government submitted a further communication from Mr. Forsyth regarding the exactions of Kashmir officials on British trade at Ladakh as affording additional grounds for the appointment of the ensuing season. In September 1867 the Lieutenant-Governor remarked that "unless it is known that the appointment will be continued or renewed, little or no permanent good will result," and suggested that in the event of the Supreme Government being willing that the deputation of an Agent to Ladakh should be repeated each season, the Maharaja might be informed of the arrangement. This proposal was sanctioned in Foreign Department letter No. 1034, dated 14th October 1867.

In July 1868 Dewan Kripa Ram begged for the withdrawal of the British Agent at Ladakh, on the ground that his presence was not only damaging to the Maharaja’s authority, but created an impression in the minds of the people at large that His Highness was deemed incapable of administering his country, and was thereby incurring the displeasure of the British Government. The Lieutenant-Governor rejected the application, and the Viceroy approved of his action. 1868, Dewan Jowala Salini, the minister of the Maharaja, waited on Sir John Lawrence, then Governor-General, and on behalf of his master the British Agent at Ladakh. The Government of India then reviewed the correspondence about the appointment of an Agent at Ladakh, and asked for the opinion of the Lieutenant-Governor as to the advisability of with-
drawing the British Agent from that place. The Punjab Government in reply earnestly deprecated the removal of the Agent on the following grounds:

(1) that an assurance had been publicly given in 1867 to the European and Native traders at the fair of Palampore that the Agency would be maintained; and

(2) that on receipt of the letter from the Supreme Government, the Punjab Government had authorised Colonel Cracroft* and Dr. Cayley† to contradict a rumour which had got abroad regarding the withdrawal of the British Agency from Ladakh.

It was observed that in order to secure the confidence of traders at Yarkand, something more was required than a flying visit paid by the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir; while the presence of an Aksakal at Yarkand, so far from rendering the Agency at Leh unnecessary, was an additional argument for its retention, because the Aksakal would thereby be enabled to carry sufficient weight with the authorities to counteract the adverse influence of Kashmir officials in that quarter. In short, the Lieutenant-Governor considered that, if the development of friendly intercourse with Eastern Turkistan, the opening out of new markets for products of Indian and English industry, and scrupulous adherence to past pledges were matters of importance, it was essential that the appointment of an English officer to Ladakh should be continued. The Government of India agreed to retain the Agent in Ladakh; but ruled that his appointment should be regarded as a question for periodic consideration, and that care should be taken to avoid anything being done or said which would hereafter compromise the Government of India, should it at any time determine to withdraw its Agent from Ladakh.

This order † of 1868 had some effect. In that year Mr. Forsyth when describing an interview with the Kashmir Dewan wrote ‡ thus:

"I began by explaining to the Dewan that the Maharajah had now completely altered the system of government in Leh, and had removed all cause of complaint, and, moreover, had compensated some of our traders for losses incurred through the acts of his agents, my feelings personally and officially were those of gratitude."

Three years later the Maharajah abolished § all duties still leviable at Leh.

"Duties on exports from Kashmir itself to Ladakh were retained, but were levied in Kashmir; and thus all traders from British India, whether doing business only with Ladakh or through that district with Central Asia, were freed from duties entirely. The Government of India thanked || the Maharajah for this liberal measure.

Further discussion: Trade routes to Eastern Turkistan.—Mr. Forsyth was the first to strongly advocate the development of trade with Eastern Turkistan. He urged that if the Kashmir Durbar could be induced to forego its heavy impositions on trade through Ladakh, and to do something towards improving roads, the best exports of British India might command the Central Asian market to the north of the Himalayas. He recommended¶ the Kulu route through British India to the Ladakh frontier by the Baralacha pass, and thence the Chang Chenmo route passing through Ladakh, thence Puga on the Indus, the Pangong Lake and the Chang Chenmo valley into Khotan, and thus avoiding Leh. From the Baralacha pass into Khotan be estimated the journey at twenty-three marches; and from Khotan to Yarkhand be put it down at sixty-three.

Mr. Forsyth observed further that the rulers of Yarkand and Khotan were both anxious for commercial intercourse; and begged to be deputed to Khotan for the purpose of establishing the Chang Chenmo trade. The Punjab Govern-
In 1869 the Kashmir Durbar reduced the duties (import and export) on traffic with Yarkhand via the Chang Chenmo route alone to 4 per cent. ad valorem. On other routes a 5 per cent. rate was retained.

A little later in the same year Mr. R. B. Shaw drew up a memorandum at Lord Mayo's request embodying the results of travels on, and enquires into, trade routes leading to Yarkhand and Central Asia. He compared principally the existing main route with the Chang Chenmo route, having travelled over both.

The former may be said roughly to run north from the Baralacha pass on the Lahoul frontier, through Leh to the Karakoram pass, and thence to Shadula.

The latter makes a détour eastwards. Its line may be marked as far as Shadula by the following stages:

(a) the Rotang, Lachalong, and Baralacha passes;
(b) the salt lake lying about half-way between the Lachalong pass and the Indus;
(c) Chumathang or Puga and Niama, all places on the Indus;
(d) Chushal at the south-eastern elbow of the Pangkong lake;
(e) the eastern shore of the Pangkong lake to its northern extremity at Lookong;
(f) a stretch east-north-east via Musnik and Gogra to Nischu;
(g) another stretch almost due north, across the Lingbithang and Kuenlun plains, and amongst salt lakes via Lohkhiung, Thal-dat, and the Soda Plain to Brangsa, on the Eastern Karakoram river and the Kuenlun range;
(h) the Karakoram river westwards to Shadula.

At Shadula the two routes meet, and, excepting détours (quite beyond the Kashmir border) eastward and westward, may be said to run due north to Yarkhand. Between the British frontier of Lahoul and Shadula Mr. Shaw put the journey by this route down at 46 marches and 436 miles.

Lord Mayo agreed with Mr. Shaw in preferring the Chang Chenmo route, especially since the Kashmir Durbar was inclined to favor it. He also thought that the prospects of opening up trade with Central Asia were most important; and it was determined that negotiations should be entered into with the Maharaja for the attainment of this object.

Captain Grey was deputed by the Viceroy to aid the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab in the business. He took presents and a kharita from His Excellency to the Maharaja. His official instructions ran thus:

"The following are the objects which His Excellency in Council desires to attain at the present time:

1. To intimate to the Maharaja the wish of the British Government that, in continuation of former operations, one or more British officers should examine and survey the routes already described by Mr. Shaw, and to procure an assurance from His Highness that no interference should be allowed on the part of subjects of the Durbar with any officer or officers who may be entrusted with this duty and with the work of demarcating whatever route is eventually chosen; that the road when once marked out, shall be a free highway to all comers; and that no combination amongst subjects of the Durbar against the free use of this road shall be suffered to take place.

2. To obtain the Maharaja's consent to the appointment of Joint Commissioners, whose business it will be to superintend, and if necessary maintain, the road in its entire length through His Highness's territories; to decide civil and criminal cases; to decide breaches of contract, assault, and the like, within limits to be agreed upon, amongst carriers and traders, and any others who may avail themselves of the road; and to see that all regulations hereafter to be made and agreed upon between the British Government and His Highness are perfectly fulfilled. In the event of such Commissioners being appointed, it would be
most desirable to stipulate that no other official of the Durbar should be allowed to reside or to exercise power of any kind within the limits to which the Commissioners' jurisdiction may be determined to extend, which should be a line drawn at a certain distance from the general course of the road. By this means the possibility of any clashing of authority would be avoided from the beginning.

"To induce the Maharaja to renounce the transit duties of 4 per cent. for the Chang Chenmo route and 5 per cent. for other routes, which he now levies on goods passing from British India to Turkistan, and vice versa. In return for this concession, the British Government is ready to allow such articles of European manufacture liable to duty as may be intended for the through trade to pass in bond from the port of entry into the Maharaja's territory. Such a course, His Excellency in Council considers, is preferable to granting a drawback in money. If, however, notwithstanding the endeavours of yourself and the Lieutenant-Governor, His Highness declines to accept this condition, His Excellency in Council would not, in the last resort, refuse a drawback of the duties levied at the port of entry on goods of European manufacture, and intended for exportation to Central Asia, at such a place or places within British India, as, for example, Amritsar and Ludhiana, whence they are usually taken by traders for exportation.

"To procure His Highness's leave for independent persons, as well British subjects and
Lord of the Maharaja, to provide, keep, and maintain at different stations the means of carriage and transport for the purposes of trade, and, if thought desirable, to be entitled to receive supplies at rates to be fixed yearly by the Joint Commissioners, and to establish depôt for such supplies at such places as the Joint Commissioners may agree upon.

Such are the main points in which the Viceroy and Governor-General in Council trusts that the Lieutenant-Governor may be successful in effectuating the cordial co-operation of the Maharaja of Kashmir. In every way that you can, it will be your duty to assist His Honour, referring to him for advice and instruction in all matters of doubt and difficulty. It is possible that objections which cannot here be foreseen may be raised; but His Excellency in Council believes that, with patience and judgment, and by a courteous yet firm bearing, the object, which the Supreme Government has so much at heart may be achieved. To this end no effort on your side should be spared.

"It is the wish of the Viceroy and Governor-General in Council that the result of the negotiations should be embodied in a memorandum showing the course of the deliberations with His Highness, and detailing accurately and clearly the conditions to which the Maharaja is willing to consent for the improvement of the trade with Eastern Turkistan. It will then be for the Supreme Government, after considering the views of His Highness and the suggestions and recommendations of the Lieutenant-Governor, to decide, in what form the arrangements agreed upon by the British Government and the Durbar should be recorded and ratified."

Negotiations were accordingly opened by the Lieutenant-Governor and Captain Grey at Jammu. The results are set forth in a memorandum submitted by the latter at the end of 1869. They may be summed up thus:—

(1). The Maharaja agreed to the survey operations proposed, but he restricted them to the Chang Chenmo route; whereas the intention of the Government of India had been to examine all the routes mentioned by Mr. Shaw, and to select the best, which it was anticipated, would be the Chang Chenmo.

(2). The Maharaja stipulated that the surveying officers should accept the Kashmir boundaries on the north-east as they might be pointed out by the Durbar's officials.

(3). The Maharaja agreed generally to the appointment of Joint Commissioners, and to the proposed scope of their authority. Nothing definite was settled, however, regarding the exercise of their powers. The Maharaja wished to be allowed to issue rules for their guidance. Some minor points were also raised, e.g., the disposal of stamp duties realised within the jurisdiction of the Joint Commissioners, the place of imprisonment of offenders sentenced by them, and the residence within their limits of the Durbar's revenue officials.

(4). The Maharaja also wished to limit the period of the Joint Commissioners' operations to "the hot weather."

(5). He laid particular stress on their jurisdiction being exclusively and perpetually confined to the Chang Chenmo route.

(6). The arrangements proposed for supplies and the comfort of travellers were satisfactory.

(7). In regard to the abolition of duties, the Maharaja agreed to do what was asked, viz., to remove the 4 per cent. duty on through traffic via the Chang Chenmo route, and the 5 per cent. duty on other routes.
(8). By way of compensation for this concession, the Maharaja was anxious to get a grant of territory in the Bijnor tract which has already been mentioned. Captain Grey refused, however, to entertain this suggestion.

(9) Then the Maharaja urged that the practical effect of freeing the through trade would be that he would be forced to abolish his Kashmir import duties; and he begged that exports from his country passing to or through British India might be freed from British duties, more especially the shawl exports. Captain Grey thought this request reasonable, and he went so far as to offer the exemption from British duty not only of the through trade to Central Asia entering Kashmir from British India, but of all goods so entering the Maharaja's territories. This last concession was manifestly in excess of the original intentions of the Government.

(10). Another matter which the Maharaja had at heart was the withdrawal of the Special Officer who had been deputed to Lcb.

(11). Lastly, His Highness wished for a formal guarantee that the arrangements made should be declared to be final.

On the whole the negotiations were successful. It must, however, be noted that they were not obtained without considerable pressure. The entire business was transacted in three days.

A draft treaty was then drawn up on the basis of the negotiations in the terms quoted in the foot-note:

"The further negotiations were entrusted to Mr. (now Sir) T. D. Forsyth and Captain Grey, subject to the instructions set forth below —"

"Articles I and II of the draft treaty require no remark.

"Article III makes provision for the appointment of Joint Commissioners to enforce the regulations regarding the traffic and settle petty civil and criminal cases that may arise, and for the framing of rules for their guidance. His Excellency in Council requests that on the conclusion of the treaty, Mr. Forsyth will, in consultation with the Maharaja, draw up a code of rules for the consideration of Government. At the same time I am to indicate

"Whereas, in the interests of the high contracting parties and their respective subjects, it is deemed desirable to afford greater facilities than at present exist for the development and security of trade with Eastern Turkestan, the following Articles have, with this object, been agreed upon:

"ARTICLE I. With the consent of the Maharaja, the British Government will be appointed to survey the trade routes through the Maharaja's territories from the British frontier at Lahun to the territories of the knife of Kashmorn, including the route and the Ching Chenmo valley. The Maharaja will designate an officer of his government to accompany the surveyors, and will render them all the assistance in his power. A map of the routes surveyed will be made, an accurate copy of which will be given to the Maharaja.

"ARTICLE II. The arrangements and maintenance of the road in the entire length through the Maharaja's territories, the regulation of traffic on the free highway described in Article I, the enforcement of regulations that may hereafter be agreed upon, and the settlement of disputes between carriers, traders, travellers or others using that road, in which the Maharaja or any of his subjects or any person or body of the British Foreign State, the Commissioners shall be annually appointed, one by the British Government, and the other by the Maharaja. In the discharge of their duties the Commissioners shall be guided by such rules as may hereafter and from time to time be laid down by the joint authority of the British Government and the Maharaja.

"ARTICLE IV. The jurisdiction of the Commissioners shall be defined by a line on each side of the road at a maximum width of two statute miles, except where it may be deemed by the Commissioners necessary to include a wider extent for grazing grounds. Within this maximum width, the surveyors appointed under Article I shall describe and map the limits of jurisdiction which may be deemed on the Commissioners as most suitable, including grazing grounds; and the jurisdiction of the Commissioners shall not extend beyond the limits so described.

"The land included within these limits shall remain in the Maharaja's independent possession; and subject to the stipulations contained in this Treaty, the Maharaja shall continue to possess the same rights of full sovereignty therein as in any other part of his territories."
generally a few principles which should, as far as possible, be followed in framing the rules, so far as they relate to the judicial powers to be exercised by the Commissioners.

"(a)—The Joint Commissioners should not interfere in cases other than those which affect the development, freedom, and safety of the trade, and the objects for which the treaty is concluded, and in which one of the parties or both are either British subjects or subjects of a foreign State.

"(b)—In civil disputes the Commissioners should have power to dispose of all cases, whatever be the value of the property in litigation.

"(c)—When the Commissioners agree, their decision should be final in all cases. When they are unable to agree, the parties should have the right of nominating a single arbitrator and should hand themselves in writing to abide by his award; should the parties be not be able to agree upon a single arbitrator, each party should name one, and the two Commissioners should name a third, and the decision of the majority of the arbitrators should be final.

"(d)—In criminal cases, the power of the Commissioners should be limited to offences such as in British territory would be tried by a Subordinate Magistrate of the first class, and as far as possible, the procedure of the Criminal Procedure Code should be followed. Cases of a more heinous kind should be made over to the Maharaja for trial if the accused be not a British subject; in the latter case, he should be forwarded to the nearest British Court of competent jurisdiction for trial.

"(e)—His Excellency in Council has no objections to crediting to the Maharaja's treasury fines imposed in criminal cases and stamp duties in civil suits, should it be decided to levy such.

"(f)—Persons sentenced to imprisonment should, if British subjects, be sent to the nearest British jail. If not British subjects, the offenders may be made over for imprisonment in the Maharaja's jails.

"(g)—Article I of the draft treaty provides that the road shall be open to traders at all times. But as it will be impossible to retain the Commissioners throughout the year, the rules should stipulate for some definite period during which the Commissioners will exercise authority on the road; care being taken to leave an ample margin for the accident of the rains being early open or closing late. Some provision should also be made for cases that may arise before the Commissioners commence their work in the spring, and after they leave in autumn. With respect to the residence of Kashmir officials within the limits of the jurisdiction of the Commissioners, His Excellency in Council leaves the settlement of this to Mr. Forsyth's discretion, and should be think it necessary a clause can be added to article IV of the draft treaty that any authority which may be exercised by Kashmir officials within the demarcated limits shall be in subordination to the Commissioners. The Commissioners who may be appointed hereafter to fix the limits of jurisdiction will receive instructions to be careful to include within the boundary of the road good grazing grounds and places suited for rest-houses and encampments of merchants, &c.

"As the boundaries of the Maharaja's territories to the north and east have never been accurately defined by survey, Mr. Forsyth will be careful to commit Government in no way as to the boundaries of the possessions of the Maharaja in any direction."

Conclusion of the treaty.—The draft treaty was accepted almost unaltered. Only two important additions were made, viz:—

(a) in Article II, "towards the Chang Chenmo valley" were inserted to limit the choice of routes, so that none through Kashmir should be taken;

(b) the Maharaja wished the period of the Joint Commissioners' annual deputation to be defined in the treaty instead of in subsidiary rules. Such a course, however, seemed to Mr. Forsyth to be inconvenient, and finally article III of the treaty was added to thus:—

"In the discharge of their duties, and as regards the period of their residence, the Commissioners shall be guided by such rules as are now separately framed, and may from time to time hereafter be laid down by the joint authority of the British Government and the Maharaja."

* Appendix 14. Political A. July 1870, No. 118.

With these slight changes, and one other, the treaty was signed, sealed, and ratified, and published in the Gazette of India.

Rules under article III.—Mr. Forsyth submitted the following rules to give effect to the 3rd article of the treaty, which he had framed with the concurrence of the Durbar.

Rules under article III.
"I. As it is impossible, owing to the character of the climate, to retain the Commissioners throughout the year, the period during which they shall exercise their authority shall be taken to commence on 16th May, and to end on 1st December.

"II. During the absence of either Commissioner, cases may be heard and decided by the other Commissioner, subject to appeal to the Joint Commissioners.

"III. In the months when the Joint Commissioners are absent, i.e., between 1st December and 16th May, all cases which may arise shall be decided by the Wazir of Ladakh, subject to appeal to the Joint Commissioners.

"IV. The Joint Commissioners shall not interfere in cases other than those which affect the development, freedom, and safety of the trade, and the objects for which the treaty is concluded, and in which one of the parties or both are either British subjects or subjects of a foreign State.

"V. In civil disputes the Commissioners shall have power to dispose of all cases, whatever be the value of the property in litigation.

"VI. When the Commissioners agree, their decision shall be final in all cases. When they are unable to agree the parties shall have the right of nominating a single arbitrator, and shall bind themselves in writing to abide by his award. Should the parties not be able to agree upon a single arbitrator, each party shall name one, and the two Commissioners shall name a third, and the decision of the majority of the arbitrators shall be final.

"VII. In criminal cases the powers of the Commissioners shall be limited to offences such as in British territory would be tried by a Subordinate Magistrate of the first class, and, as far as possible, the procedure of the Criminal Procedure Code shall be followed. Cases of a more heinous kind should be made over to the Maharaja for trial if the accused be not an European British subject; in the latter case he should be forwarded to the nearest British Court of competent jurisdiction for trial.

"VIII. All fines levied in criminal cases and all stamp receipts levied according to the rates in force for civil suits in the Maharaja’s dominions, shall be credited to the Kashmir treasury. Persons sentenced to imprisonment, shall, if British subjects, be sent to the nearest British jail. If not British subjects, offenders shall be made over for imprisonment in the Maharaja’s jails.

"IX. The practice of cow-killing is strictly prohibited throughout the jurisdiction of the Maharaja.

"X. If any places come within the line of road from which the towns of Leh, &c., are supplied with fuel, or wood for building purposes, the Joint Commissioners shall so arrange with the Wazir of Ladakh that these supplies are not interfered with.

"XI. Whatever transactions take place within the limits of the road shall be considered to refer to goods in bond. If a trader opens his load and disposes of a portion, he shall not be subject to any duty, so long as the goods are not taken for consumption into the Maharaja’s territory across the line of road. And goods left for any length of time in the line of road subject to the jurisdiction of the Commissioners shall be free.

"XII. Where a village lies within the jurisdiction of the Joint Commissioners, then, as regards the collection of revenue, or in any case where there is necessity for the interference of the usual revenue authorities on matters having no connection with the trade, the Joint Commissioners have no power whatever to interfere; but to prevent misunderstanding, it is advisable that the Revenue officials should first communicate with the Joint Commissioners before proceeding to take action against any person within their jurisdiction. The Joint Commissioners can then exercise their discretion to deliver up the person sought, or to make a summary enquiry to ascertain whether their interference is necessary or not.

"XIII. The Maharaja agrees to give Rs. 5,000 this year for the construction of the road and bridges, and in future years His Highness agrees to give Rs. 2,000 per annum for the maintenance of the road and bridges. Similarly, for the repairs of serais a sum of Rs. 100 per annum for each serai will be given. Should further expenditure be necessary, the Joint Commissioners will submit a special report to the Maharaja and ask for a specific grant. This money will be expended by the Joint Commissioners who will employ free labour at market rates for this purpose. The officers in Ladakh and in British territory shall be instructed to use their best endeavours to supply labourers on the indent of the Commissioners at market rates. No tolls shall be levied on the bridges on this line of road.

"XIV. As a temporary arrangement, and until the line of road has been demarcated, or till the end of this year, the Joint-Commissioners shall exercise the powers described in these rules over the several roads taken by the traders through Ladakh from Lahore and Spiti.

The Government of India suggested the omission of Rule IX, prohibiting cow-killing. They also thought that the annual period of the Joint-Commissioners’ duties should not be strictly limited to dates, seeing that the passage of the traffic might require their presence beyond them. The rules were altered accordingly, and were then finally approved by the Governor-General in Council and published in the Gazette of India. It is noteworthy that British subjects not being Europeans can be tried by the Maharaja for offences beyond the cognizance of the Joint-Commissioners.

Appointment of a British Joint-Commissioner.—The first British Joint-Commissioner was Dr. Cayley, who had been already deputed on special
duty to I eh. He was selected at the Maharaja's request. His colleague was Pandit Bakshi Ram.

Dr. Cayley's successors have been Mr. Shaw in 1871, Dr. Aitchison in 1872, Mr. Shaw again in 1873, Captain Molloy in 1874, and Mr. Jenkyns in 1877, and Mr. Elia from 1877 to 1884.

The Kashmir Joint-Commissioner for many years, beginning soon after 1870, was Mr. Johnson. Pandit Gopal Ju held the post for a short time; and on Mr. Johnson's death in 1882, Pandit Radha Rishan was appointed. The British Joint-Commissioner protested against this selection, but the Government of India declined to move in the matter.

Political position of the British Joint-Commissioner: orders of 1870.—The position of the British Joint-Commissioner was defined in 1870 by the Government of India in these words:

"Dr. Cayley and his successor in office from time to time will be guided generally by the provisions of articles I, III, IV, and VII of the treaty, and by the subsidiary rules framed under article IV. He will see generally that the provisions of the treaty and the rules are fully and fairly carried out, and be guided in all his proceedings by the most scrupulous respect for the dignity of the Maharaja and the integrity of his authority within his dominions. He will carefully abstain from all interference in political questions or disputes, and consider as his proper sphere of duty only such matters as affect the development, freedom, and safety of trade on the new free highway. At the same time it will be his duty to obtain such information regarding events in Kashmir, Yarkand, and Central Asia, as may be in his power, and to forward it from time to time for the information of Government through His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor. He should also submit through the Lieutenant-Governor, for the information of His Excellency in Council, a weekly or monthly diary of his proceedings and abstract of correspondence, and a general report at the conclusion of the season. Any point on which he may be in doubt, or in regard to which he may desire advice or instructions, should be referred by him to the Lieutenant-Governor, who will, if necessary, take the orders of the Government of India."

Change in 1873.—The first important change made in the political position of the British Joint-Commissioner came in 1873. It has been shown that in that year the attitude of Russia, in respect of Central Asia, induced Lord Northbrook's Government to resolve on appointing a permanent British Resident at the Kashmir Court. The Maharaja suggested as a compromise inter alia that the British Joint-Commissioner should be allowed to remain at Leh throughout the year, and Lord Northbrook accepted this compromise as likely to answer all immediate purposes. The Joint-Commissioner has since then been free to remain uninterruptedly in Ladakh.

Change in 1877.—The next important change followed in 1877. When the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir was placed directly under the orders of the Government of India, it was determined that the British Joint-Commissioner should correspond through, and be in subordination to, him.

Views of the Kashmir Durbar.—It has been observed that the Maharaja expressed a wish that after the appointment of the Joint-Commissioners, the deputation of a Special Officer to Ladakh should cease.

On this point a Shari'at from the Viceroy, announcing Mr. Forsyth's mission, remarked thus:

"With regard to the presence of a British officer in Ladakh, I entertain the hope that the appointment of the Joint-Commissioners will render unnecessary the retention of such an officer in the interests of trade, and, should this prove hereafter to be the case, he will be withdrawn."

Mr. Forsyth in reporting on the conclusion of the treaty spoke of it as "an arrangement which does away with the presence of a British officer in the capital of Ladakh."
The Punjab Government thought* that this remark went too far, though no doubt a special officer would no longer be required.

No orders were passed on the subject by the Government of India; but as a matter of fact no Special Officer has been deputed to Ladakh since the establishment of the Joint-Commissioners.

It can hardly be doubted† that these arrangements were altogether most distasteful to the Maharaja.

Survey and selection of a trade route.—In accordance with article I of the treaty, the Joint-Commissioners proceeded to examine and report upon the trade routes with the aid of an Assistant Surveyor. One conclusion at which they arrived immediately was that the eastward divergences suggested by Mr. Shaw as routes just above the Baralacha and Laclalong passes were unsuitable, partly because they were difficult, and chiefly because they were long. Putting them aside they recommended that the old road should be followed northwards as far as Marshalong on the Indus 25 miles south of Leh, and that here the route should cross the river and strike off eastwards, joining Mr. Shaw’s Chang Chenmo route at Lookang at the northern extremity of the Pangkong lake.

Another point on which the Joint-Commissioners laid stress was that the new route should, until at least its whole length should have been thoroughly developed, pass through, or close to, some entrepôt of trade like Leh.

They also discussed the boundaries of the new route, the camping grounds to be selected, and the improvements to be made.

Major Montgomery’s opinion.—The report of the Joint-Commissioners was reviewed first by Major Montgomery, R.E., of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. He agreed with the Joint-Commissioners on the two points noted above. But as to the first he believed that the Lahoul route would never hold ground against the road through Kashmir. And as to the second he thought that no attempt to avoid or supersede Leh would answer. The Chang Chenmo line he regarded as doubtful. The traffic had settled down in the old Karakoram route, and would not forsake it readily for an undeveloped new one. He therefore advised that some attention should be paid to the former, and that the Joint-Commissioners should have jurisdiction over both until the traffic should show a decided preference for one or the other after a trial of both.

Experiences of the Yarkhand Mission of 1870. Mr. Shaw’s Chang Chenmo route proved a failure on the northward journey.—In the meantime the Chang Chenmo line had been more fully explored. Sir D. Forsyth‡ travelled on his first mission to Yarkhand in 1870 by the route suggested by Mr. Shaw, viz., via the Liangzhithang and Soda Plains, through Nischu, Luksang, Thaldat, and Brangsa. His party suffered severely from the climate, and want of provisions and fodder, and lost a very large number of baggage animals. In fact, their experience thoroughly discredited Mr. Shaw’s Chang Chenmo line.

Dr. Cayley’s Chang Chenmo route.—At the same time Dr. Cayley discovered another and more direct Chang Chenmo route. This left Mr. Shaw’s at Gogra in the Chang Chenmo valley and turned off to the north-west, after which it ran parallel with Mr. Shaw’s about half-way between it and the old Karakoram road, till it joined the latter at Malikshab, which again is half-way between the Karakoram pass and Shahdulla Khoja. Sir D. Forsyth made the return journey of his first mission by this route, and found it vastly superior in comfort and supplies to Mr. Shaw’s, except as regards climate, which was much the same in both. He considered that this new route was a remarkably easy one, particularly suited to camels, and that it could not fail to be a success if a few stores of provisions and rest-houses were built on it.

The two lines can be easily followed with the aid of Sir D. Forsyth’s itineraries and a map which will be found in Political A., June 1871, Nos. 560—597.

Views of the Kashmir Durbar about Chang Chenmo routes.—It must be added that Sir D. Forsyth expressed a decided opinion during and after his first Yarkhand mission.
to the effect that the Kashmir Durbar was strongly opposed to the development of the Chang Chenmo route. He attributed, indeed, to this feeling most of the hardships suffered by his party on their journey to Yarkand.

Mr. Shaw's opinion.—The report of the Joint-Commissioners was next criticised by Mr. Shaw. He quite agreed with them and Major Montgomerie as to the route from Lahoul through Ladakh, and as to the importance of its touching or approaching Leh. "The town of Leh," he said, "is a compulsory point." As regards the Chang Chenmo lines he agreed with Sir D. Forsyth in preferring Dr. Cayley's.

This, in his opinion, offered much greater natural facilities for traffic than the old Karakoram route. But the latter had at present artificial advantages in being well known, and in being well supplied with carriage by the country people. These might be equalised in time, and then the traffic would have a fair choice, but which it would ultimately prefer could not be foretold. He therefore suggested that the selection should not be made immediately. The Joint-Commissioners should be stationed at Leh where they would have the best opportunity of judging of the tendency of the trade. In fact the gist of Mr. Shaw's opinion lay in his last words which are quoted below:

"In short, it seems that we have the choice between an inferior but frequented road, and a superior but undeveloped and (at present) unfrequented route. If the Joint-Commissioners are confined to the former, the trade loses the prospective advantages promised by the adoption of a better line. If the latter exclusively is chosen, their jurisdiction would (at least for some years) be confined to an empty tract, while the trade would be flowing unprotected through a parallel channel. One horn of the dilemma is entirely avoided, and the other partially, by fixing on a line which, while taking in the whole of the better route, also includes the terminus or a most important point of the old and usual road. At the same time it will probably be wise to reserve liberty of changing on to the other road, if at a future time it be found that the greatest of traffic withholds its sanction for the new route."

Dr. Aitchison's opinion.—The next opinion taken was that of Dr. Aitchison, Joint-Commissioner in 1872. He despairied of the Chang Chenmo lines, but agreed in Mr. Shaw's suggestion that the Joint-Commissioners should have jurisdiction in Leh and over the several trade routes passing thence to Yarkhand temporarily in virtue of the 14th rule framed under the treaty. He thought, too, with Major Montgomerie that the Lahoul-Ladakh route would be superseded by the one over Kashmir, seeing that the latter had been freed by the Maharaja from transit duties. And he therefore recommended the improvement of the latter, especially by the construction of a covered way over the Zojilla pass, which lies some 45 miles east of Srinagar, about one-fourth of the way thence to Leh.

Opinion of the Punjab Government.—The Punjab Government concurred with Major Montgomerie and Dr. Aitchison, and promised to refer to the Kashmir Durbar about the Zojilla Pass.

Sir D. Forsyth's opinion.—Sir D. Forsyth then saw all the papers again, and arrived at conclusions similar to those of the officers who have been mentioned. He explained particularly that the Kashmir Durbar had pressed for the insertion in article II of the treaty of the words "towards the Chang Chenmo valley," not with a view to insisting on the adoption of a route through that valley, but to exclude routes to Yarkhand which passed through the Maharaja's dominions other than Ladakh. He doubted, however, whether the treaty as it stood could be permanently read as including the Karakoram route. Being then about to start on the second Yarkhand mission, he proposed to get fuller information by travelling over the latter road.

Orders of the Government of India.—The Government of India passed the following orders:

1st—That Leh was "an obligatory point" on any trade-route that might be chosen.

2ndly—That from Leh onwards the route need not, under the treaty, pass through the Chang Chenmo valley.

3rdly—That in fact the choice lay between Dr. Cayley's Chang Chenmo line and the Karakoram route.
4thly—That there was no sufficient evidence so far to guide a choice between these two.
5thly—That the decision should be "left entirely open" till after the return of the second Yarkhand mission.
6thly—That pending such decision the powers conferred on the Joint-Commissioners over all trade-routes through Ladakh should, "as a temporary expedient" only, continue to be exercised.

Revival of the question.—The second Yarkhand mission went and returned via the Karakoram route. Apparently no difficulty was experienced except from glaciers and floods. But Sir D. Forsyth's reports contain no special account of the route. Since then the Karakoram seems to have been used as a matter of course by Mr. Shaw in 1874 and 1875, the Yarkhand envoy in 1876, and Mr. Elias in 1879.

The treaty question has been mooted only once, in 1879. In that year Mr. Elias, the British Joint-Commissioner, showed that the Chang Chenmo route did not really compete with the Karakoram; and that from Lch quite two-thirds of the trade passed southwards via Kashmir rather than via Kulla. He accordingly proposed that the treaty of 1870 should be revised, and that the more frequented routes should be placed formally under the jurisdiction of the Joint-Commissioners. With this view he also recommended that the Maharaja should be asked to improve the Zojila pass. Mr. Henvey (the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir) thought that the direction which the traffic had taken was only natural. He was also of opinion that to raise the treaty question would—

"excite feelings of irritation and suspicion in the mind of the Durbar, quite out of proportion to the value of the commercial advantages gained."

He agreed* with the Joint-Commissioners in thinking that it was useless § to spend any more money on the Chang Chenmo route.

The Government of India ascertained that the Maharaja had not done, and was not anxious to do, anything for the Zojila pass. Beyond this no orders were passed.

There has been no further correspondence on the subject, but it may be mentioned that at the end of 1882, Mr. Henvey mentioned[] hints which had recently been thrown out by the Durbar to the effect that the raison d'être of the treaty of 1870, and especially of the Joint-Commissionership, had disappeared with the overthrow by the Chinese of the Muhammadan kingdom of the Atalik Ghazi.

Value of the trade: Most recent accounts.—Mr. Dalgleish, a Scotchman trading in Yarkhand has written notes* in the last two years on the Chinese rule which has succeeded the Atalik Ghazi in Central Asia. He represents the trade with India as considerable. Lately the Chinese, who in many ways show themselves to be well disposed towards the British Government, have freed it from duties. But from both a political and a commercial point of view it is necessary that there should be a British representative at Kashgahr, while it is desirable that the "no man's land" of Kanjut should be occupied, as it easily could be, by Kashmir.

"It must be clearly understood," Mr. Dalgleish writes:—

"that it is not so much at Lch but at Yarkhand that our representative is wanted. Mr. Elias at Yarkhand, with his thorough knowledge of the Chinese character and language, would be a power: where he is, he can do comparatively little."

Rules to give effect to Article IX.—The ninth article of the treaty requires separate notice. It comprised two concessions, viz.:—

(c) The Government agreed to abolish the export duties levied on shawls and other textile fabrics manufactured in the territories of the
Maharaja and exported through British India to countries beyond its limits.

(b) The Government agreed to levy no duties on—

"goods transmitted in bond through British India to Eastern Turkistan or to the territories of His Highness the Maharaja."

In regard to the first concession, the Punjab Government presumed that the Government of India would frame rules—

"regulating the remission of export duty on shawls and other articles referred to in article IX."

The Government of India in the Financial Department remarked, however, that no orders seemed to be necessary on this point, seeing that—

"by the late Customs Act the export duty on all shawls has been removed; and it is not

known what 'other articles' are exported from Kashmir which would be subject to export duty under that Act."

As to the second concession, Mr. Forsyth wrote, thus:

"The only point remaining for discussion was the manner of giving effect to the liberal remission of duty granted by the Government of India in article IX of the treaty.

"If the remission be held strictly to apply to goods purchased out of India and merely transmitted in bond through India, thus little advantage will be gained by the traders, as no such purchases are at present made. Goods intended for Kashmir or Turkistan are bought in the Calcutta and Bombay, Benares or Amritsar markets, and when they reach the foot of the hills, bulk is obliged to be broken to enable the traders to adjust the loads for carriage on horseback.

"As the intention of the Government apparently is to free from all transit duty goods bond fide exported from British territory to Kashmir and Turkistan, it would seem to be a matter of indifference whether the duty be remitted at the port where such goods are landed in India, or at the point where they leave the country; and considerable convenience to traders without any corresponding loss to the Government revenue will accrue from the adoption of the latter arrangement. Certain towns might be named, for instance, Amritsar, Lahore, Rawalpindi, and for the Turkistan trade Palampore and Sialk, where goods might be declared for re-export and be sealed in packages convenient for carriage on horse or mule back.

"The trader would then receive a pass indicating the weight and character of the goods with the amount of drawback to which he is entitled on passing the frontier post, which, in the case of Kashmir, might be fixed at Bhimbar and Jammu. At Kyulang in Lahoul, the Customs or Revenue Officer would examine the seal of the package, and then certify on the pass that the seal had not been tampered with, and then on this certificate the trader could be allowed to recover from the revenue authorities at Amritsar, or elsewhere, the drawback. The possibility of fraud in the case of traders taking goods for instance to Jammu, and after obtaining the drawback, re-importing them into the Punjab, would be guarded against through the Maharaja's officials, as no goods are allowed to pass out of Jammu territory without the knowledge of the customs authorities, and they should be directed to allow no goods from the Punjab to be re-exported thither without paying the full duty.

"In the case of Turkistan, the cost of carriage as far as Lahoul is sufficiently heavy to prevent any trader from taking his goods so far to re-import them again merely for the sake of the drawback."

The Punjab Government approved generally of these proposals, remarking, however, that—

"the rule by which drawbacks are to be given on duty-paying goods exported to Kashmir territory, even though they may have broken bulk between the sea-board and the frontiers, goes somewhat beyond the provisions of article IX, and concedes to the Maharaja more than he conceives to the British Government in article VIII."

The Lieutenant-Governor made two suggestions; that Sultanpur in Kullu would be a better place for declaring goods for export than Palampore; and that the treasuries authorised to refund drawbacks should be specified.

On these proposals the Government of India in the Financial Department recorded the Resolution, quoted below:

"The Governor-General in Council observes that there is no doubt that this proposition is for a more liberal concession than was contemplated. To remit the duty on all goods which cross the Kashmir frontier for Turkistan is a far greater boon to the trade than to allow their export in bond. The principle, however, is the same in both cases, and there can be no doubt of the wisdom of a thoroughly liberal policy in this matter. Accordingly, His Excellency in Council is pleased to authorize the adoption of the suggestions of Mr. Forsyth as modified by
the Government of the Punjab upon the condition that that Government will take all proper securities for the revenues of the British Government. Rules should be submitted for approval giving effect to these orders.

The Punjab Government accordingly submitted draft rules, of which the Kashmir Durbar had approved.

The rules are printed as Appendix (15). Their scope may be stated thus:

Places were agreed upon between the Punjab Government and the Mahara\naja where goods might be declared and sealed for transmission in bond, and where refund of duty might be claimed. These places were Calcutta, Bombay, and Amritsar. Goods intended for Turkistan might be so declared and sealed both at these three places and also at Sultanpur in the Kulu tehsil of the Kangra district. The Collectors of Customs in Bombay and Calcutta, and the Deputy Commissioners of Amritsar and Kangra, were empowered to seal packages declared for transmission and to grant invoices of their contents. The Kashmir Customs Officers, or a Government official at Sultanpur, were to certify on the invoice the fact of the goods having crossed the border, or reached Sultanpur, with the seals unbroken, and in full weight. On production of this certificate refund of the customs duty which had been levied would be granted, but only to the owner of the goods or to his agent.

In forwarding the draft rules the Financial Commissioner of the Punjab remarked that he did not consider it practicable to devise any safe plan by which the payment of duty in the first instance could be avoided.

The Government of Bengal on being consulted doubted the expediency of going beyond the provision of the treaty itself. They observed that the small duty levied at the port of importation could hardly make any appreciable difference in such a distant and difficult export trade. Moreover, they apprehended that the British revenue might suffer from over-valuations for drawback. Assuming, however, that the principle of the rules had been accepted, the following suggestions were made for minimising the risk of loss:

1. The officers appointed to grant certificates should be furnished with the tariff of fixed values, and with regard to ad valorem goods, should be cautioned to investigate the claim as to drawback on the actual value of goods as laid down, say at Amritsar or Sultanpur, which would include the cost of carriage from the sea-port to those places. Drawback should not be given on more than the value at port of importation, approximately calculated.

2. As duty on ad valorem goods is charged on the amount which represents the market value, less the duty and two per cent. commission, this principle should be adopted in calculating the drawback.

The Government of India in the Financial Department sanctioned the rules, subject to the amendments proposed by the Bengal Government but only as an experimental measure. It was remarked—

"It should, however, be made quite clear from the outset that if experience shows that the drawback plan cannot be worked without serious risk of loss to the revenue, the British Government will fall back upon the precise letter of the treaty."

The rules were accordingly published in the Gazette of India, with a note that—

"These rules are only intended to be of a provisional character, and are liable to revision at any time."

A copy of this Resolution was furnished to the Kashmir Durbar. The Maharaja then asked what was meant by the allusion to the "precise letter of the treaty." He asserted that he had fully carried out the treaty, had even gone further by remitting entirely the duty on goods sold in the town of Leh. He, therefore, hoped that the concession to him would be made in a manner which should admit of no change. The Government of India replied as follows:

"The meaning of the phrase referred to by His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir, and used in the Resolution of the Government of India in the Financial Department, No. 801, dated 8th January 1872, is unmistakable. By article IX of the treaty of 1870 the British Government agreed to
Alleged infraction of the treaty.—In 1872-73 Messrs. Mokan & Co., of London, complained to the Secretary of State that goods which they had consigned to their agent at Jammu had been detained on arrival at Bombay, because the agent there had not received the invoice, and because the customs authorities claimed a deposit to cover the duty leviable under the Customs Act VI of 1863. They urged that these proceedings were harsh and in contravention of the ninth article of the treaty of 1870. It was ascertained, however, that the action of the Bombay authorities had not been in contravention of the rules regulating the drawback system, and the Secretary of State rejected Mokan & Co.'s claim for damages.

Revision of the rules in 1875.—In 1874 the Punjab Government reported that not a single application for refund under the rules had been received. Mr. B. Shaw, then Joint-Commissioner, explained this fact partly by showing that the drawback system was not known to the traders of Central Asia. It was determined therefore to publish the arrangement by notices at the principal entrepôts of the trade.

Mr. Shaw also pointed out two other difficulties which arose under the rules. In the first place a refund on goods passing through Kashmir to Eastern Turkistan was obtainable only after procuring the attestation of the Kashmir customs officials on the British and Kashmir frontier. But these officials were merely agents or sub-lessees of the farmer of the Durbar's customs; they were not servants of the Maharaja, nor men of character or position. Hence two dangers: on the one hand a dishonest trader could take advantage of the impossibility of testing the certificate for refund; on the other hand honest traders were subjected to extortion before they could get the necessary attestations. To obviate this evil Mr. Shaw proposed that the signature of the British Joint Commissioner should take the place of that of the customs officials of Kashmir in respect of the Central Asia traffic. Secondly, under the rules as they stood, a trader having crossed the border and obtained the requisite certificate could obtain a refund only at Calcutta, Bombay, Amritsar, or Sultpanur. This concession was practically no boon. For the trader could not himself leave his goods, and he might have no agents. Mr. Shaw's remedy here was that the British Joint-Commissioner should be authorised to grant refunds.

The Punjab Government was asked to revise the rules completely on the basis of these proposals. A draft was submitted accordingly. The language in this was clearer than that of the original rules. One chief change was that refunds were declared to be payable on certificates attested by either the Kashmir customs official on the frontier, or the British Joint-Commissioner. Another change was that refunds should be claimable either at Leih or at the place where the goods might have been sealed, delivered, and certified for transmission.

The Government of India thought that the Kashmir customs officials should be more precisely defined. They also suggested a system whereby certificates attested and refunds granted might be registered.
A fresh draft was then submitted and approved, subject to two slight modifications. The rules as published are printed in Appendix (18). The changes were made with the concurrence of the Kashmir Durbar.

Revision of the rules in 1877.†—It was found that inconvenience was caused by the omission in the rules to provide for the attestation of certificates and grant of refunds at Loh during the absence of the British Joint-Commissioner. The ninth and tenth of the revised rules of 1875 were accordingly modified by authorising the Kashmir Joint-Commissioner to act in these respects for his colleague.

Revision of the rules in 1879‡—The Collector of Customs in Calcutta reported that considerable advantage had been taken of the drawback system. He doubted whether the mere attesting signature of the Kashmir customs official afforded a sufficient safeguard against fraud. He suggested that a formal endorsement should be adopted, and also that he should be supplied with the signatures and seals of the Kashmir officials. The first suggestion was adopted with the concurrence of the Durbar; the endorsement being as follows:

"I (name and title) hereby certify that the whole of the goods enumerated in the certificate have been received in the territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir."

The second suggestion would, it was thought, afford no protection against fraud.

In 1881 Karachi was added to the list of places where goods might be declared and sealed for transmission in bond to Kashmir or to Central Asia via Kashmir.

The Tariff Act of 1882.—In 1882 the introduction of the present Tariff Act (XI of 1892) gave rise to a question. The sixth of the revised rules of 1875 defined the refund claimable to be of the customs duty specified in the schedules of the Indian Tariff Act for the time being. The present Act does not specify duties on a number of articles comprised in the schedules of its predecessor. Consequently, certificates for refund presented after the new Act came into force could not strictly be honored. But the Punjab Government thought that refunds should in such cases be made under the provisions of the former Act. This proposal was accepted.

The Tariff Act of 1882 has otherwise an important bearing on article IX of the treaty and the rules framed thereunder. According to this Act the only goods liable to duty arc—

(a) arms, ammunition, and military stores;
(b) spirituous liquors;
(c) opium not covered by a Government pass;
(d) salt.

The trade in these goods to and through Kashmir is unimportant. Consequently the concession made to the Kashmir Durbar in article IX of the treaty no longer confers a peculiar privilege. And the rules framed under that article have practically become a dead letter.

The Punjab Government recently drew attention to these circumstances, and suggested that the Maharaja might be asked to exempt the four classes of goods liable to duty under the new Tariff Act from the ninth article of the treaty. By this means the trade to and through Kashmir would be entirely freed from the drawback and refund system. The proposal, it was shown, would be of some advantage to the Government, seeing that the refund system was to a certain extent abused, although the unimportance of the trade in articles liable to duty prevented serious loss.

The Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir was averse to the Punjab proposal. In the first place he thought that the Maharaja might answer a request for the modification of article IX of the treaty by a corresponding request for the modification of article VIII, which embodies the Kashmir concession. Morc-
over, the reasons for a change did not appear sound to Mr. Henvey. If the trade in the articles liable to duty were important, to exempt them from the operation of the ninth article of the treaty would give the Maharaja a just claim for compensation. If it were unimportant, the exemption would merely save a little trouble to the sealing, certifying, and refunding officers, and relieve the Government records of obsolete rules. The matter was dropped.
CHAPTER XI.

FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE KASHMIR STATE.

The Kashmir State is in contact with Tibet on the east, Eastern Turkistan on the north, Hunza and Nagar on the north-west, and Yaghtistan on the west. It has thus happened that the Maharaja of Kashmir has been concerned at various times with China, with the politics of Central Asia, and with the group of independent Chiefships which separate the western border of his State from the eastern limits of the Afghan dominion.

Kashmir and China: the Maharaja’s jagir in Tibet.—Under the treaty of 1842, which ended the expedition led by Golab Singh’s general, Sardar, August 1832, Nos. 220 & 221, Zorawur Singh, against Ladakh and Tibet, the district of Min Sar was made over by the Tibetan authorities to Golab Singh and his heirs as a jagir. Min Sar, or Misar Tarjum, is a tract of grazing grounds lying about two marches north-west of the Mansarwar lake on the road to Gartok, and about 17 marches distant from Leh. An account of the jagir will be found in two memoranda written in 1880 by Mr. Elias, the British Joint Commissioner at Leh. Its pecuniary value is insignificant. The small revenue is collected annually by a Kashmir official deputed by the Maharaja’s Wazir at Leh. Mr. Elias states that Mr. Johnson, when Wazir, tried to visit the jagir, but was prevented by the Chinese officials in Gartok.

Some political significance attaches to the jagir, because there is reason to doubt whether the Maharaja does not pay tribute on account of it to the Chinese.

The Lap Chuk.—Under the treaty of 1842, a commercial caravan goes every third year from Ladakh to Lhasa, under the charge of an agent, who is a Kashmir official, and is known by the name of “Lap Chuk.” He takes and brings back presents and letters to and from the Ladakh and Tibetan authorities.

“But in addition to the . . . presents,” writes Mr. Elias, “taken by the Lap Chuk from Ladakh, he is also provided with the following, which he pays to the Treasurer of Lhasa:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 lags gold dust, value Rs. 5 each</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 seers of saffron</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 pieces native cloth, each of a separate colour, value about Rs. 1 each</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These three items are known as sahabat, or ground-tax, and a receipt is given for them by the treasurer, which the Lap Chuk brings back to the Wazir of Ladak.

“It is difficult to estimate precisely how far the sahabat paid or presented to the treasurer of Lhasa is regarded by the Tibetan authorities as nazar or tribute; but by the Government of Kashmir it is certainly looked upon in the light of a present of ceremony only, and as a return for the provisions, &c., with which the agent and his party are supplied during a part of their stay in Lhasa. Further, the last of my informants on this subject (the man who acted as Lap Chuk to Lhasa in 1877-78) says that no mention is made of the Min Sar jagir, either in presenting the sahabat to the treasurer or in the presents to any of the other authorities. The treasurer is a servant of the Native Government, and is appointed by the Deva Jung, or Great Lama, not by the Chinese officials, and his receipt sets forth that the sahabat has been paid into the Deva Jung’s treasury.

“The facts (1) of the treasurer giving a formal receipt, while the other recipients of presents give none; (2) that he sends no return present; and (3) that the word sahabat means literally ‘land-tax,’” would be reasons in favour of regarding the present or payment made to the Lhasa treasurer as tribute paid by the Maharaja’s Government to Chinese Tibet. But against this must be placed the following considerations:—(1) that so far as those best acquainted
with the contents of the agreement of 1842 are aware, no mention is made of tribute in return for the Min Sar jagir; (2) that saltah of similar value, &c., was given by the Lap Chuk for many years before the agreement was made; and (3) that in those (third) years when no Lap Chuk goes to Lhasa, no saltah is paid by the Maharaja's Government, though the revenue of the jagir is collected as usual.

"The distinction between presents of ceremony or friendship on the one hand, and tribute as a sign of dependence or vassalage on the other, is frequently very loosely drawn by Asiatics, and the names of their taxes, duties, &c., do not always designate accurately the purpose for which they are levied. Thus, as far as I am able to judge from such enquiries as I have made, I am inclined to think that neither the presents nor the saltah sent by the Maharaja's Government to the Lhasa authorities can rightly be regarded as tribute (or ansor) either for the Min Sar jagir or for any other consideration; and further, that the Min Sar jagir is viewed by the Lhasa authorities as a local matter concerning the Gartok province only, and entirely separate from the agreement regarding the Lap Chuk."

Mr. Henvey, the Officer on Special Duty, however, remarked—

"Whatever the Kashmiris may think of the saltah and presents, I have no doubt that the Chinese regard them as tribute."

**The Maharaja's opinion of the Chinese.**—It is said that the Maharaja does not disregard his intercourse with the Chinese.

In 1890 Mr. Henvey wrote—

"The Maharaja always speaks of China with much reverence as a power quite on a par with us in civilization."

Mr. Elias' diary† for the last week in December 1890 contained the following entry:

"The money for the Lhasa Agent (Lap Chuk) having arrived from Jammu, the mission will go forward at once and in spite of the lateness of the season. It appears that the Maharaja attaches great importance to keeping up the Lhasa missions. The person appointed as Lap Chuk is the head Lama of a large monastery near Leh."

**Kashmir and Central Asia.**—The Maharaja of Kashmir received several communications from the Atalik Ghazi. The first seems to have occurred at the end of the year 1867. The Punjab Government then reported that an envoy from Yarkhand had arrived at Jammu, bringing a letter from Yakub Beg to the Maharaja. His Highness forwarded a copy of the letter to the Lieutenant-Governor. It acknowledged a letter and presents sent by His Highness to the ruler of Yarkhand, and contained expressions of friendship. The Lieutenant-Governor considered that the Maharaja had acted properly in acquainting him with this transaction, and he proposed to take the opportunity to explain to the Envoy the nature of the relations between Kashmir and the British Government.

Shortly afterwards Mr. T. D. Forsyth went on his first expedition to Yarkhand. The arrangements made for his passage through Kashmir territory were not as good on this occasion as they were a few years later when the Yarkhand mission was despatched.

The Atalik Ghazi's Envoy, Saiyad Yakub Khan Tora, brought in 1873 a friendly letter to the Maharaja and received a similar reply.

In August 1873, the Punjab Government reported that the Maharaja had been sending a certain Abdulla Khan for political purposes to Yarkhand, though nominally he had gone as a horse-dealer; it was further not clear that the object of his mission was favourable to the British Government.

The connection between the Maharaja and the politics of Eastern Turkestan in 1873 was regarded by the Government of India with some anxiety, and led, as has already been mentioned, to proposals for altering the position of the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir.

**Saiyad Yakub Khan Tora.**—The last transaction which need be noticed in regard to the relations between Kashmir and the Muhammadan empire in Turkestan, is the grant of a jagir by the Maharaja to Saiyad Yakub Khan Tora. This man was the nephew of the Atalik Ghazi, and was the Envoy employed by
him in negotiating a commercial treaty with the
British Government. In the course of these nego-
tiations the Envoy brought forward his own claim to a jagir in Kashmir in the
following words:

"That his ancestors had possessed three villages in Kashmir since the days of Saiyad
Ali, of Hamadan, to the time of the Sikh conquest, or about 260 years. Last year, when he
was in Jammu, he showed the Maharaja a document (produced) proving his title to the village.
The Maharaja replied that if the Governor-General expressed his written consent, he would be
happy to meet the Envoy's wishes. The Envoy subsequently represented the matter to the
Governor-General, and a letter was sent from the Foreign Office at Calcutta. The Maharaja
thereupon agreed to give half the value of the villages in land and half in cash. A soned
produced) was accordingly forwarded to the Envoy in Calcutta. The Envoy soon afterwards
wrote to ask for the revenue of the current year, and Dewan Kirpa Ram sent him in Calcutta
Rs. 11,000, promising to pay up the balance thereafter.

"When the Envoy returned to Kashmir, on his present visit to India, he wrote to Dewan
Kirpa Ram, begging him to appoint some one to make over the land which is situated in the
sultan of Kamran. The Dewan replied that he had a private communication to make on the sub-
ject. The Envoy then repaired to Jammu and had a private interview with Kirpa Ram, who
informed him that there was no objection on the part of the Durbar to give the land, provided
the English expressed a desire that this should be done. As the Envoy knew that Lord Northbrook
had already written to give his consent, he was forced to conclude that the
Kashmir people were playing some trick (dastani, literally devilry). When the Envoy asked
whether he should repeat Dewan Kirpa Ram's words on arrival at Simla, the Dewan replied that
he had made the above communication to the Envoy as a secret, and that he (the Envoy) was
told that the Maharaja was suspicious on account of Mr. Shaw's return from Yarkand, and
for that reason had discontinued the arrangements for the grant of the jagir.

"What the Envoy now wanted was that a written communication from the Foreign Sec-
retary should be sent to Kashmir, to the effect that there was no ground for suspicion, and
that the English Government would be glad to see the jagir granted.

"The Envoy added that in point of fact the Kashmir people viewed with disfavour the
intimacy between Cashgar and India. When he got back to Cashgar from Russia, residents of
that city had spread a report that an English army was being prepared to take the country.
One of those persons was named Jahir, and the Envoy caused him to be imprisoned."

The Foreign Secretary replied in these words:

"With regard to Your Excellency's representation regarding the jagir in Kashmir terri-
tory, I am to observe that the British Government intimated to His Highness the Maharaja
of Kashmir that, if His Highness should be disposed to accede to your request, no objection
would be raised by His Excellency in Council.

"The Governor-General in Council had no intention to put pressure upon His Highness
the Maharaja to confer any such gift against his own free-will, and His Excellency in Council
is not prepared to do so at the present time; but the Viceroy is about to proceed on a visit to
His Highness the Maharaja at Jammu, and will make inquiry upon the subject, after which
a further communication will be conveyed to you."

The Maharaja expressed his readiness to re-grant the jagir upon receiv-
ing a written assurance that his act would be counted among the other services he had rendered to the British Government. Accordingly, in a kharita
from the Viceroy, the Maharaja was told—

"that the grant of the jagir to Saiyad Yakub Khan, who is in the Envoy of an ally of the
Government, is much appreciated by me, and will be at all times regarded by the British Government as a most friendly
act on Your Highness' part."

The Maharaja replied:—

"Your Excellency's kind letter has reached me, and has been the cause of honour and ex-
altation to me. Through it I am informed that Major Henderson had communicated to Your
Excellency my readiness, according to previous correspondence, to grant an annual sum of
Rs. 1,000, of the Srinagar coinage, in cash, together with certain lands, to Saiyad Yakub
Khan Tora, the Envoy of the Iiler of Kashgar; and that Your Excellency has kindly appre-
ciated this grant to the Envoy of an ally of the British Government.

"I need not mention further that I gave my consent to the valuable grant to the above-
named Saiyad only on the recommendation of the British Government, and in furtherance of my
desire to serve it, and also on the consideration that the Saiyad is a well-wisher of the
British Government. It is my predominant desire to possess the good opinion of the Govern-
ment."

"When at Delhi I gave my promise to Major Henderson that this State would never,
as it has never, fall short of performing those actions which would conduces to its holding the
good-will of the British Government.

"I beg to offer my thanks to Your Excellency for your kind approval of the grant, and
I am sure that this act will be considered for ever by the Supreme Government as done by me
with the expectation that I may enjoy the good-will of the Government. Nothing can pre-
dominate over the orders of Your Excellency."

The Vicerey replied thanking the Maharaja for his friendly act in having
re-granted this jagir to the Saiyad, and acknowledging His Highness's professions of good-will.

The Kashmir Durbar has now been relieved of this charge, and the Saiyad
receives Rs 10,000 per annum from the British Gov-
ernment. His claims on the Maharaja have been
completely settled.

Hunza and Nagar.—These are Dard States, lying on the extreme west
of the northern limits of Kashmir. Hunza is bounded on the north and east
by the Karakorum range, on the west by mountains which separate it from
the Karambar valley of Yasin, and on the south by the Hunza river.
Nagar on its north and north-west joins on to Hunza, on the south-west
it is separated from Gilgit by the Rakaposhi mountains, while on the cast
and north-west the Karakorum range furnishes the boundary.

Hunza and Nagar are not in themselves States of importance. Major
Biddulph (who visited the country in 1870) gave
the following account of them in 1881:

"Hunza.—"The State of Hunza, though occupying an extensive tract of territory, has
but a small population, owing to the small extent of cultivable ground. The people, though
nominally belonging to the sect of Maulaics, whose followers are styled heretics by all orthodox
Mussulmans, observe but loosely even the lax tenets of that sect, and can scarcely be termed
Muhammadans at all.

The present Mir, Ghazan Khan, a man of about 45 years of age, is of drunken and
dissolute character, without either nerve or genius for intrigue; he does not rise to his dealings
above the level of ordinary desert common to all barbarians. On the north and north-west
he entertains friendly relations with the Mirs of Wakhan and Sirikol; to the north-east he
maintains correspondence with the Chinese Governors of Yarkand, who rather tolerate than
encourage his advances. He has an overwhelming belief in the power of the Chinese Empire,
whom he desires to tender allegiance in return for protection. Similar tenders of allegiance
were made to the Afghans during his rule in Yarkand; but in 1875 a force was sent from
Sirikol by Yakub Beg's orders to inflict punishment and enforce restitution for a raid on the
Kirghiz tributary to Yarkand: the only occasion that I am acquainted with on which the
Kunjubis have been punished for their many robberies. During the former Chinese occupation
of Yarkand the Mir of Hunza held a jagir from the Chinese in return for assistance
in suppressing a rebellion, and the robbery of caravans between Yarkand and Leh
was winked at, if not connived at, by the Chinese officials. Since 1868 Ghazan Khan has
been in receipt of a yearly subsidy of Rs 2,000 from Jammu, nominally in return for alle-
giance, but it is really paid as blackmail to prevent him from making raids into Gilgit ter-
ritory in which people are badly armed and unwarlike, and their unassisted efforts do not rise
above occasional raids for plunder and slaves. They are disliked and little trusted by all the
other tribes on the frontier, with whom they hold little intercourse. Owing to the difficult
nature of their country they have successfully resisted every attempt to subdue them by the
Kashmir Government."

Nagar.—"The State of Nagar, occupying a much smaller extent of territory, has a larger
population than Hunza. The people, who are Shins, are, as a rule, unwarlike, not to say
cowardly, and peaceably disposed. They entertain a strong dislike for the people of Hunza,
which is reciprocated to an extent that does not exist between the rulers of the two States,
who are connected by close ties of marriage. The Mir, Jaffir Khan, is a man of about 60 years
of age, and of a cunning and intriguing nature. He had much to do with the establishment
of the Dogra power in Gilgit, and is believed by the Maharaja to be entirely devoted to his
interests. His friendship does not, however, go beyond the retention of the Hindu power in
Gilgit as a check on Hunza, and any attempt on the independence of that State would be
covered by opposition by him.

"Settled in between Hunza and Gilgit the people of Nagar are entirely dependent on the
latter place for all manufactured articles, and a temporary stoppage of trade is enough to
insure their submission. A yearly subsidy of Rs 3,000 has been paid for many years to Mr
Jaffir Khan. Mir Ghazan Khan of Hunza exercises considerable influence over Muhammad
Khan, who is his sister's son."

Chitralt.—This State is bounded by the Hindukush on the north, the
Indus, Kohistan, the Laspur range, and the Kunar district on the south, Hunza,
Gilgit, and the Punjab on the east, and the Hindukush and the mountains of
Kabulistan on the west. The State is divided into two departments,—Lower
Chitralt or Chitralt itself, and Upper Chitralt, or Mastuj and Yasin. Their bound-
aries are not clearly defined.
Passes.—The interest of Chitral centres in the passes by which the range of the Hindukush can be crossed. Of these, the principal are the Baroghil, the Darkot, and the Karambar or Iskman, which lead from Wakhlan respectively in the valleys of Mastuj, Yasin, and Karambar. The capabilities of the above three passes may be summed up as follows:—

"Baroghil.—Practicable for wheeled artillery for ten months in the year, but closed on the south side by an easily defensible gorge. Of first rate importance.

"Darkot.—Open for horse and foot traffic for ten months in the year, but permanently impassable for artillery, on account of a glacier that has to be crossed. Of second-rate importance.

"Karambar.—Only open in winter. Practically of no importance, but liable from physical causes to become important for a time, and therefore to be watched.

There are also minor passes practicable only for men on foot, such as the Yar and the Vast between Mastuj and Wakhlan; but these are entirely closed for several months in the year. From information gained in Wakhlan in 1874, it is pretty certain that from Oskh in Kohkland to within 15 miles of Sarbad-i-Wakhlan, no road-making whatever is required, and that a trifling amount of labour would make the whole distance from Kohkland to the Chitral valley, rid the Baroghil pass, practicable for wheeled artillery.

Chitral is connected with Badakshan by the Nuskan, Agram, and Dora passes, the first two being very difficult, fit only for travellers on foot, the road lying through perpetual snow, whilst the Dora pass is easy, practicable for laden horses, and closed by snow only in the depth of the winter.

History.—The two divisions of Chitral were for many years ruled by two different branches of the same family, descended from a common ancestor—Kathor; the Khushwaktia branch ruling in Upper, and the Shah Kathoria in Lower, Chitral. Genealogical tables of the two families are printed in Appendix 17. The names to be remembered are Aman-ul-mulk and his sons, Nizam-ul-mulk and Afzal-ul-mulk of the Kathoria branch; and Gauhar Aman (deceased) and his sons, Mulk Aman, Mir Walt (deceased), and Pahlwan* Khan of the Khuswhaktia line.

The history of Upper and Lower Chitral is closely connected with that of Gilgit, and it may be convenient to recapitulate here the principal facts down to the year 1876.

Gilgit had recently been conquered by the Sikhs when the treaty of Amritsar was made, and it was therefore transferred by that engagement to the Maharaja Golab Singh. In 1852 it was reconquered by the people of Yasin under their Chief, Gauhar Aman, and was held by them till 1860, when Gauhar Aman’s death and local intrigues enabled the Maharaja to recover it. The Kashmir troops advanced for a short time into Yasin, and it has been asserted† that the Maharaja granted a pension conferring the province upon Gauhar Aman’s son, Mir Walt. Desultory hostilities continued till, in 1863, the Maharaja invaded Yasin, and subdued it with great cruelty.

In 1870, Mir Walt obtained possession of Yasin from his brother Mulk Aman. This success he owed to the help of Aman-ul-mulk of Chitral, to whom he then became tributary, or at least subordinate. Shortly afterwards Yasin acquired an evil notoriety for the murder of an English traveller, named Hayward. It is almost certain that the crime was committed under the orders of Mir Walt. About the same time this Chief was expelled from Yasin by his brother Pahlwan aided by Aman-ul-mulk. Mastuj was also given to Pahlwan by Aman-ul-mulk, and the relations between these two Chiefs, who were closely connected too by marriage, became intimate. Mir Walt was killed in 1875, and at the end of the year 1876 Aman-ul-mulk was firmly established in Lower Chitral, and Pahlwan in Yasin and Mastuj. By this time these Chiefs had begun to make friendly overtures to the Maharaja of Kashmir.

Chitral and Afghanistan.—For some years before 1876 Aman-ul-mulk had been concerned with the affairs of Badakshan, and through them with the Amir Sher Ali, who frequently asserted his own suzerainty over Chitral.

About the year 1870 Aman-ul-mulk married a daughter to the son of Mahmud Shah, the Afghan

* See Geology of Afghanistan by the Quarter Master General’s Department.

† Secret 1.—1870, Nos. 191–200, K. W., Mr. Gledstane’s memorandum, page 49.
Governor of Badakhshan, and entered into something like an offensive and defensive alliance with him. In 1872 Aman-ul-mulk visited Naib Muhammad Alum Khan, the Governor of Afghan Turkistan. Then followed some negotiations about Jehandar Shah, the ex-Mir of Badakhshan, who for a while took refuge in Chitral. Aman-ul-mulk offered to give him up to the Amir, and practically did compel him to leave his country. Lastly, in 1874, proposals were made by Naib Muhammad Alum Khan for a marriage between one of the daughters of Aman-ul-mulk and the heir-apparent (Abdulla Jan) of Sher Ali; and in connection with these the Chitral Chief's son, Nizam-ul-mulk, waited upon the Governor of Afghan Turkistan.

Dir.—To the south of Chitral, separated from it by the Labori range, lies the Chiefship of Dir. The ruler is Rahmatulla Khan, and he is closely connected by marriage with Aman-ul-mulk.

Relations between Dir, Chitral, and Kashmir.—The following account was given by Captain Cavagnari in 1877 of the political relations between Dir, Chitral, and Kashmir:

"After the final conquest of Gilgit and Payal (or Panial) by the Kashmir troops in 1860, the Maharaja made friends with Rahmatulla Khan in order to obtain his help to keep Aman-ul-mulk in check and prevent him from assisting the Rulers of Upper Chitral (Mir Wali and Pulwan Khan, their father Gaur Raham having died just before the advance of the Sikh army into Gilgit) from opposing the Sikh Governors in Payal and Gilgit.

"Ghazan Khan, the former Chief of Dir, had ten sons by the sister of Faitullah Khan, the father of Aman Khan, the present Khan of Jandal (Jhajjar). The principal of these was Rahmatulla Khan, Sultan Muhammad Khan, and Jandal Khan. The latter, owing to the absence of the eldest son at Bibiaur, seized the government on the death of Ghazan Khan, and as he was married to a daughter of Aman-ul-mulk, the Maharaja of Kashmir, to whom he had offered his services, declined to have anything to do with him, and sent to Rahmatulla Khan through Mukesar Shah Mian, and offered him aid to recover the Chiefship which his younger brother had usurped during his absence.

"Rahmatulla Khan at once sent his eldest son, Muhammad Sharif Khan, in company of Mukesar Shah, to Kashmir. Malik Marchakot is not aware of what terms were entered into at that time, as he was then in the service of Jomdad Khan, but shortly afterwards Rahmatulla Khan sent a special messenger to the Maharaja for help, and received about Rs. 9,000, and with the aid of this he was able to gain supremacy over Dir.

"Some 13 or 14 years ago, Mukesar Shah visited Rahmatulla Khan at Dir, on the part of the Maharaja of Kashmir, bringing a message also for Aman-ul-mulk of Chitral. The latter sent an invitation to Rahmatulla Khan to meet him, so that they might in consultation together send a reply to the Maharaja. The meeting took place at Arshai on the boundary between Dir and Chitral, and the two Chiefs swore eternal friendship with one another, and they both agreed to enter into alliance with the Maharaja and be guided by his wishes. At the time the Maharaja was very anxious about the rumored encroachments of the Amir of Kabul in the direction of Badakhshan, and Mukesar Shah was instructed to explain to the Chiefs that only a single ridge separated them from the rule of the Afghans, and that as the Maharaja had no desire to see Chitral and Dir absorbed in Afghanistan, he would willingly assist them to withstand any aggressive designs on their country by the Amir of Kabul, and he promised to supply them with money, arms, and ammunition as occasion required.

"Rahmatulla Khan and Aman-ul-mulk received these proposals with great satisfaction. Mukesar Shah returned via Peshawur, and Malik Marchakot on the part of Rahmatulla Khan, and Babadur Shah as the representative of Aman-ul-mulk, were deputed to Kashmir via Gilgit.

"The Maharaja was very pleased at hearing of the union between the Chiefs of Dir and Chitral, and fully confirmed all the promises made by Mukesar Shah as to assistance being given when such was required.

"The Agents were detained at Jammu for about a month and were dismissed with suitable presents for themselves and also for their respective Chiefs. Some time after this Mukesar Shah and Jandal Jalal Khan were deputed to Dir by the Maharaja, and after some consultation with the Chief and also with Aman-ul-mulk, Malik Marchakot and Sher Ali, son of the Vazir Maufat Khan, together with Babadur Shah, left for Kashmir via Peshawur. The Maharaja made all three representatives swear on the Koran, and he himself assured them, that in the event of the Chiefs of Dir and Chitral abiding faithfully by their promises to remain on friendly terms with the Kashmir Government, he would assist them against all external aggression, and would in no way interfere with their country. The assistance promised was only as to arms, ammunition, and money; no troops were promised. Handsome presents were sent by the Maharaja to Rahmatulla Khan and to his son, Muhammad Sharif Khan, and also to his half-brother, Sultan Muhammad Khan. Similar ones were also sent to the ruler of Chitral and to his son Nizam-ul-mulk. The deputation returned via Gilgit."
"About two years ago Malik Marchakai was again sent to Kashmir on a summons conveyed by Mufaksh Shah and Jamadar Dinadar Khan. Nisr Khan went on behalf of Aman-ul-mulk. The agents were detained at Jammu for about two months, the Maharaja explaining that he had made a reference to the British authorities. At the expiration of the above period, the Maharaja sent for the agents, and informed them that the British Government approved of the connection between Kashmir, Dir, and Chitral, and that the Maharaja had been advised to return his kindness and support to the Chiefs of those countries who had allied themselves with him.

"The Maharaja, on assissing the agents, made over to them 600 gold coins (Russsian) for the Dir Chief and the same amount for Aman-ul-mulk, and suitable presents were also sent to Muhammad Sharif Khan and Nizam-ul-mulk.

"Mufaksh Shah was instructed to deliver the coins to the Chiefs for whom they were intended. He entrusted the duty to his son Mufaksh Shah, who kept back some 80 or 70 of the coins which were sent for the Chief of Dir, and in reply to an enquiry from the latter, he stated that his father had retained the missing sum in liquidation of a debt due to him by the Chief. Rahmatulla Khan was very much annoyed about this, denied owing anything to Mufaksh Shah, and turned Mufaksh Shah and his party out of Dir.

"On hearing of this, Mufaksh Shah, accompanied by the Maharaja's Jemadar, Dinadar Khan, went to Dir and apologized to Rahmatulla Khan, and begged him to again send an agent to Kashmir, and that further presents would be given, but the Chief was still angry and would not listen to him, and the deputation returned to Gilgit.

"Nizam-ul-mulk and Pahlawan Khan accompanied Mufaksh Shah on his return through Chitral, and held a meeting at Poyal with the Governor of Gilgit.

"Renewed friendly assurances were exchanged and presents were given by the Kashmir authorities. Aman-ul-mulk did all in his power to induce Rahmatulla Khan to take part in this meeting, but failed. Up to the present time, the coldness between the Chief of Dir and the Kashmir authorities has continued, and Malik Marchakai thinks it unlikely that Rahmatulla Khan will make any advances towards a reconciliation.

"From the above resume of matters relating to Dir, it appears that in consequence of the unjust act of Mufaksh Shah's son in retaining a portion of the present of money sent by the Maharaja of Kashmir to Rahmatulla Khan, the Chief got annoyed and expelled the Mission from Dir, and the friendly relations which had been progressing favorably between him and the Kashmir authorities were somewhat thrown back, and communication between the two parties ceased. On account of this, Rahmatulla Khan at once accepted the overtures made to him by the Amir of Kabul through the Kunar Sajid, and deputed his eldest son to Kabul in the hope of getting a treaty of alliance with the Amir. Beyond obtaining the title of Nawab and a few thousand rupees, none of the promises held out to him by the Kunar Sajad have been realised.

"Rahmatulla Khan then made overtures through Rahat Mian Kakakhel to obtain friendly relations with the British Government. A verbal message was sent through Rahat Mian to the effect that the British Government was desirous of cultivating friendly relations with the independent Chiefs in the vicinity of the British frontier, and if the Chief of Dir thought proper to send an agent with definite proposals, they would receive due consideration. A message of the same nature was sent to Shoril Khan of Allahud (Swat) who made similar propositions in consultation with the Chief of Dir.

"The result was the arrival at Peshawur of Malik Marchakai on the part of Rahmatulla Khan, and the son of Shoril Khan on behalf of his father."

Overtures made by Dir to the British Government in 1877.—In a despatch to the Viceroy, dated the 11th October 1877, Captain Cavenstini described the following propositions which had been submitted for the consideration of the British Government in a letter from the Chief of Dir presented by Malik Marchakai:

"1st.—Rahmatulla Khan desires a friendly alliance with the British Government, recognition as Chief of Yusufzai, Chitral, and Bajaur, and protection from all external aggressions.

"2nd.—A grant of 10,000 rupees, and allowances, so that he may be independent of all other assistance, and may also be enabled to extend his influence and power and attain a position which will render him capable of performing any services that the Government may require of him.

"3rd.—The Nawab requests that any arrangements entered into with him may be kept secret for a time, and he concludes his letter by mentioning that Malik Marchakai has received full instructions to discuss all necessary details.

"Malik Marchakai explained that Rahmatulla Khan fears aggression on the part of the Amir of Kabul and the Maharaja of Kashmir, but that he is much more apprehensive of the designs of the former than of the latter, and that he trusts to an alliance with the British Government to protect him from either or both. He does not fear any of his internal rivals, of whom the most important are Mian Gul, the son of the Aklund of Swat, and Dikran Khan, the Chief of Khaur (Bajaur) as he considers himself sufficiently strong to hold his own against them. The undermentioned Chiefs are partition of the Nawab of Dir, and he is sure of support from them whenever he requires their assistance—

"1st.—Aman-ul-mulk of Chitral.

"2nd.—Pahlawan Khan, Ruler of Maitof and Yasin.

"Rahmatulla Khan is connected by marriage with both the above Chiefs.
“(3.)—Ghulam Haider Khan of Nawagai, whose daughter is betrothed to a younger son of Rahmatulla Khan.

“(4.)—Hazrat Ali Khan of Asmar (Bajaur).

“(5.)—Aman Khan of Janjal (Bajaur), whose eldest son is betrothed to a daughter of Rahmatulla Khan.

“(6.)—Sherdil Khan of Allaudan (Swat), whose daughter is betrothed to Rashan Khan, a younger son of Rahmatulla Khan.”

Rahat Mian Kaka-Khal, who accompanied Malik Marchakai, and who has been the principal agent employed in corresponding with Rahmatulla Khan, states that although the Chief would have great difficulties in contending against the priestly influence of the Akhund of Swat, it would only be necessary for a short time to conceal whatever arrangements the Government was pleased to make with him, and that if material help with troops were to be given, he would openly defy the religious feeling which the Akhund would stir up against him. But if this could not be given, assistance in the shape of a grant of money would enable Rahmatulla Khan to strengthen his position over the districts which are unapproachable to the Akhund’s influence; and having done so, there would be no occasion to conceal the fact that he was receiving assistance from the English, though he could do nothing against that portion of Swat, which is directly under the spiritual influence of the Akhund until the latter’s death.

“The advantages that the British Government is supposed to ultimately derive from entering into an alliance with and giving aid to the Chief of Dir are, that by having a firm and trusty ally in the ruler of the intermediate districts, the Government will have free access from its own frontier to the Hindu Kush boundaries of Badakhshan.

“It was pointed out to Malik Marchakai that unless Rahmatulla Khan was prepared to subjugate, or extend his power over, the country at present not under his control, and lying between Dir and the British frontier, it would be impossible for him to guarantee the advantages promised to him. The agent replied that the subjugation of this tract would not be difficult after the Akhund’s death, and that without active aid were promised he did not think the Nawab could dare the odium he would incur if he thus openly attempted to extend his territory for the interests of the British Government.

“The agent was then assured, in accordance with the orders received from the Viceroy, that the Government would view with satisfaction any alliance or friendly relations entered into between the Chief of Dir and the Maharaja of Kashmir. Malik Marchakai replied that there had been some slight misunderstanding between Rahmatulla Khan and the Kashmir authorities, and that it would be difficult for him to make any advances for a renewal of the friendly relations which had existed for some years.”

Captain Cavagnari replied that he would refer the questions raised for orders, and advised Rahmatulla Khan to strengthen his relations with the Kashmiri Durbar. The Chief then explained that although his relations with the Maharaja had been strained, they had not been definitely severed; but that nevertheless—

“without the intervention of Government, it is not possible for me to revive our former relations. The Maharaja for years has continued to me special favors, and I for a very trifling matter suspected him. Afghan honor precludes the possibility of my now making any advances.

“If your Government desires my honest and devoted services in its interests and grants me a written treaty taking me under its special protection, then Government is at liberty to call upon me to render services through the Maharaja or otherwise.

“At present relying upon the truth of Mian Rahat’s representations, commending myself to the protection of God, and relying upon the fidelity of the British Government, I am prepared to form a bond of friendship, believing my own and the interests of Government to be identical.”

Captain Cavagnari’s opinion.—In the same letter (dated the 11th October 1877) Captain Cavagnari made the following comments about Rahmatulla Khan’s advances:

“One of the principal difficulties is, as was pointed out to Malik Marchakai, that the countries ruled over by the Chief of Dir do not immediately border on the British frontier. Could Rahmatulla Khan extend his power over the intermediate country now occupied by the Utrman-khel and Ranizai tribes, and in conjunction with Sherdil Khan of Allaudan increase his influence over Swat and Donar, some advantages might be hoped for in the interests of the British Government; but it is very clear that neither of the two Chiefs are disposed to interfere with the countries under the immediate spiritual influence of the Akhund of Swat, unless they were assured of considerable material support. On the death of the Akhund—an event which, in all probability, judging from his rapidly increasing debilitated condition, cannot be far off—Sherdil Khan will put forward his claims to the Chieftainship of Swat, and if he was then supported with some pecuniary aid, he would most probably be able to overcome all other rivals.

“Sherdil Khan and Rahmatulla Khan have a common enemy in Mian Gul, the son of the Akhund of Swat, but they do not consider him a very formidable rival, and although the influence of the Akhund prevents Sherdil Khan from acquiring ascendancy during the occa-
sional struggles between the two parties in Swat, Rahmatulla Khan's party has invariably
worried that of Mian Gul, notwithstanding that the latter has now a much stronger faction
in his favour than would be the case if his father were dead.

"At the present time, there are no direct advantages to be gained by entering into the
secret treaties the Chiefs with the Government to engage in. If the chances of ultimate ad-
vantages at some future time are considered worth trying for, it might be advisable to grant
some pecuniary aid to these Chiefs, attaching to the gift certain stipulations which, according
as they were acted up to or not, would indicate whether it was advantageous or not to keep up
the connection.

"In the case of Rahmatulla Khan, the conditions might be that his relations with
Kashmir should be placed on the same footing as they were prior to the misunderstanding
which took place owing to the action of Mulkar Shah, and that he should give some evidence
of his ability to extend his power towards the British frontier. A grant of ten thousand rupees
would be an appropriate sum to give him for this purpose.

"As regards Sherdil Khan, a present of a thousand rupees would be sufficient to encourage
him to hope if his action in future showed that he possessed the necessary ability for rendering
service to the Government. If it is desired to extend British influence over the countries to
the north of our present border, the proposals made by Rahmatulla Khan and Sherdil Khan ap-
ppear to offer a favourable opportunity for paving the way to such a result. In treating with
men of this kind, with whom we have never yet had any dealings, any attempt to cultivate
friendly relations, with the view to permanent advantages, can only be regarded as an experi-
ment, and it is almost entirely a question as to whether it is advisable or not to risk the expen-
diture of a certain sum of money on the chance of its succeeding.

"With reference to the renewal of relations between Kashmir and Dir, information has
been received (vide Confidential Report No. 116, paragraph 7, dated 8th October 1877) of
negotiations to be opened between the Maharaja and Mian Gul, and this should be
discouraged if the connection with Dir is desired to be renewed.

"It is believed that the visit of Rahmatulla Khan's agent to Peshawur has become known.
The late letters sent by the Khan Saiyad to the Chief of Dir indicate such a desire to conciliate
him, that it may be inferred that Saiyad Mahmud is apprehensive that Rahmatulla Khan is
about to ally himself with the British authorities—a state of things which would probably be
followed by similar overtures from the lesser Khans in Bajaur, and would be very injurious to
the interests of the Amir of Kabul for whom the Saiyad has been exerting his influence."

The Dard Republics of Yaghistan.—The States of Darel, Tangir, and
Chilas are the only important representatives of this class; the remainder, Gor, Thalicha, Harban,
and Hidar being little more than villages.

Darel lies on the right bank of the Indus, and consists of a valley
separated by mountains on the north from Yasin and Gilgit, and bounded on
the south by the Indus. Its fighting strength is about 2,000 men. The most
important fact in the history of Darel is that in 1666, the Maharaja sent an
expedition into the country by way of punishment for raids. The people
made no resistance, but fled to the hills and were not subdued. Since then
Darel has paid a nominal tribute of gold dust to the Maharaja. The people
are no friends of Kashmir, but are obliged to behave well because parts of their
summer pastures lie on the Gilgit side of their northern boundary. Darel is
on good terms with Yasin, and possibly in some degree subordinate to its
Chief.

Tangir is the eastern boundary of Darel, the two being divided by
mountains. No direct relations exist between the Kashmir Durbar and Tangir.
The State is on friendly terms with Yasin, and the Chief of the latter claims its
allegiance, but his authority is not admitted. Since 1870 Mulk Aman, a son of
Gauhar Aman Khanwaktin, and formerly ruler of Yasin, has found a refuge
in Tangir.

Chilas.—This is perhaps the largest of the Yaghistan republics. It lies
on the left bank of the Indus, and is bounded by the Nanga Parbat range on the
east, the Black Mountain and the British district of Khaghan on the south,
the Tor valley on the west, and the Indus on the north. Though the most
fanatical and warlike of all the Dards, the Chilais, who are Sunnis, are chary of
giving offence to Kashmir, owing to the number of routes by which they
are open to attack. These routes lead from the Lolab valley, the Kishengunga
valley, the Astor valley, and the Indus valley. The pass entering Chilas from
the Kishengunga valley is an especially easy one. Chilas is also accessible
from Khaghan in British territory by the Lalosar pass. The Chilais seem,
however, ready enough to join in any combination against Kashmir that promises
success.
Chilas was conquered by Kashmir troops in 1860-61. The records of the Foreign Department give the following account of this expedition. It appears that in the year 1850, the people of Chilas raided on the Kashmir border near Hazara. The Maharaja proposed to punish them, and asked leave to use the Kughan district of Hazara as a base of operations. The Deputy Commissioner of Hazara was averse to this proposal, but the Board of Administration anticipated good, rather than harm, from the conquest of Chilas by the Durbar. The Maharaja, however, changed his plans, and marched on Chilas by the direct route due north-west of Srinagar, at the same time summoning Raja Jawahir Singh from Punch to Muzafferabad to keep in check the Khakka Bamba Chiefs. The attack on Chilas seems to have been quite successful. In October 1861, the Maharaja informed the Board that he had captured the fort after a siege, had ordered it to be dismantled, and had arranged for the country to be administered as a part of the Gilgit districts. The Board congratulated His Highness on this success. The strength of the Durbar's force was estimated at 8,000 men. Its losses were said to be 2,000 killed and 1,300 wounded, and they were probably severe, although these figures were no doubt above the mark. Since then Chilas has paid a small yearly tribute of gold-dust to the Maharaja; but the country is not really subject to the authority of the Kashmir Durbar.

VIEWS HELD BY THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA FROM TIME TO TIME REGARDING THE FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE KASHMIR STATE.

The foregoing sketch may serve to render clear the views which have been taken from time to time of the policy to be followed in dealing with the foreign relations of Kashmir, but before going further it will be well to repeat the treaty provisions which bear upon this subject.

Treaty of Amritsar.—The articles to be considered are the fourth, fifth, ninth, and tenth:

the fourth article provides that—

"the limits of the territories of the Maharaja Golab Singh shall not be at any time changed without the concurrence of the British Government;"

the fifth—

"Maharaja Golab Singh will refer to the arbitration of the British Government any disputes or questions that may arise between himself and the Government of Lahore or any other neighbouring State, and will abide by the decision of the British Government;"

the ninth—

"The British Government will give its aid to Maharaja Golab Singh in protecting his territories from external enemies;"

and the tenth—

"Maharaja Golab Singh acknowledges the supremacy of the British Government."

Policy in 1848 and 1849.—In 1848, in consequence of encroachments made on Gilgit by Gauhar Aman, Sir J. Lawrence, then Resident and Agent to the Governor General, asked the Maharaja for information as to the arrangements he had already made, or proposed to make, for the protection and tranquility of the Gilgit frontier. The Maharaja replied that he intended to send a force to Gilgit to chastise the enemy. The Agent then asked if the Maharaja meant to take possession of the forts in that direction, or to chastise the enemy only, and what troops he would permanently locate in the country. The Agent reminded the Maharaja that—

"under articles IV and V of the treaty, he was bound to obtain the consent of the British Government before carrying out any arrangements in connection with his frontier, and that neither he himself nor his troops could cross over the same."
The Maharaja replied that—

"he did not wish to make any alteration in his boundaries in that direction; but as the enemies in question have without cause encroached on and plundered his territory, and carried away the people and cattle of his five villages, he must chastise them and obtain the release of his people."

In the year 1849, Golab Singh sent another force of 2,000 men to Gilgit. These proceedings drew forth a letter from the Board of Administration of the Punjab, requesting that they might be informed beforehand of the movements of the Maharaja's troops. In reply the Maharaja stated:—

"that by sending troops to Gilgit, he did not intend to advance beyond his own boundaries."

Attacks by Kashmir on Chilas in 1850-51.—The Maharaja indirectly obtained the consent of the Board of Administration to his expedition against Chilas. The correspondence shows that the Board considered their consent to be necessary.

Views of the Government of India in 1868.—When reporting the arrival of a Yarkhand Envoy at Jammu in 1867, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab raised a question as to the degree of control which should be exercised by the British Government over the diplomatic relations of the Kashmir State. The Lieutenant-Governor's opinion was expressed thus:—

"The correspondence which resulted in the conclusion of the treaty of 18th March 1846 with Maharaja Golab Singh is not in this office. But the records of the Foreign Office will, in all probability, show why it was thought necessary to omit from that treaty the clause, which exists in nearly all the treaties concluded between the British Government and its feudatories, prohibiting the subordinate State from diplomatic intercourse with foreign powers, except through the British Government. The Lieutenant-Governor is inclined to think that the peculiar position of Kashmir, as a State beyond our own frontier, probably necessitated the omission. But whatever the reason for it may have been, there appears to be nothing in the treaty of 1846 to prevent the Maharaja from having direct political relations with foreign powers, provided these relations be of a friendly character, and not inconsistent with the allegiance which the Maharaja owes to the British Crown.

"At the same time, as the Maharaja is under the supremacy of the British Government, and as the British Government are the arbiters in all disputes with other States, and are bound to protect his territories from foreign invasion, it is essential, in the opinion of the Lieutenant-Governor, that the British Government should exercise a direct control over the diplomatic intercourse of their feudatory with other powers. The Lieutenant-Governor is, therefore, of opinion that the Maharaja has acted with propriety in informing this Government of the arrival of the Yarkhand Envoy, and proposes to take the opportunity of establishing a direct interchange of friendly communications with Muhammad Yakub Beg, whose position as a powerful Chief on the Maharaja's immediate frontier, renders it desirable that the relations subsisting between the British Government and Kashmir should be explained to him."

To this the Government of India replied† as follows:—

"It is, as observed in your 3rd paragraph, very true that the treaty with Maharaja Golab Singh in 1846 differs from our engagements with our feudatory States, inasmuch as, unlike them, it contains no clause prohibiting independent diplomatic intercourse with foreign powers. The clause was, as the Lieutenant-Governor surmises, omitted owing to the peculiar position of Kashmir as a State beyond our own boundary. The British frontier did not, at that time, even touch that of the Maharaja, nor was there any prospect of the war at the close of which our territories came to March with his.

"That notwithstanding this omission, the British Government should exercise a direct control over the diplomatic relations of the Maharaja is held by the Lieutenant-Governor to be an essential inference from the obligation under which His Honour thinks that Government lies to protect the territories of Kashmir from foreign invasion.

"But the Governor-General in Council is not prepared to admit that the obligations of the 2 See article 12 of Treaty of Amritsar of 16th March 1846. Amendment of 1846 there are no precedents to warrant, such a course. A requisition of the kind would be distasteful to the Maharaja, and any attempt to enforce it
would probably be found nugatory. Although, however, there is no intention on the part of Government of insisting on the right to supervise the diplomatic relations of Kashmir, the Maharaja may well be encouraged to refer to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab his dealings with other powers when involving any point of importance; and may, in fact, be accustomed to feel such references to be a matter of course."

This decision was reported to the Secretary of State, and was concurred in by him.

**Lord Mayo's advice to the Maharaja in 1870.**—"His Excellency went on to say that in respect to the States beyond the Kashmir frontier he would give the same advice as he had repeatedly given both verbally at Umballa and afterwords in writing to the Amir of Kabul, and which he had also recently given to the Ruler of Yarkand, both of whom were independent, and not feudatory, States. This advice was that the Maharaja should carefully abstain from all interference in the political affairs and quarrels of States beyond his frontier; that he should commit no aggressions on his neighbours, and make no attempt to extend his authority beyond the limits of the territories which had been conferred on his father, Maharaja Udai Singh. The Maharaja replied that this had been his invariable policy; that the present limits of his State were identical with those of the territories which had been conferred on his father, and that in no case had he extended his frontier. He added that he was most anxious to live at peace with his neighbours, but that on his remote frontier of Gilgit the foreign tribes were very unruly; that they were in the habit both of inciting his people to rebellion and of making inroads into his territories for the purpose of plunder and of kidnappings women and children and selling them into slavery; that he had been compelled several times to repel those inroads; and that on those occasions his action had been purely defensive, and had never resulted in the annexation of any territory to his State.

"To this course he expressed his determination to adhere."

His Excellency again particularly and strongly impressed on the Maharaja the necessity of not committing any aggressions beyond his own borders, and remarked that the wisest and safest course which His Highness could pursue was to confine himself to the improvement of his own State, and to have nothing to do with affairs beyond his frontier; that whatever might have been the policy of the British Government in past years, that Government was now determined that, if possible, no annexations should be made to its dominions, and that its present frontier should not be extended; that the Maharaja would find his greatest security in his friendship for the British Government, and that so long as he shaped the conduct of his administration so as not to endanger that of the British Government in India, he might rely with confidence on their protection and support."

**Opinions of Sir Henry Durand and Lord Mayo in 1870.**—In connection with the murder of Mr. Hayward by Mir Wali (then Chief of Yasin) the Maharaja of Kashmir professed his readiness to invade Yasin. Sir Henry Durand commented on this proposal as follows:

"I think it a doubtful policy allowing the Chitral Chief to establish himself in the Gilgit valley, which the occupation of Yasin virtually amounts to. As a mere matter of policy, it is more to our interests, that the head of the Gilgit valley be in the hands of Kashmir than in the hands of Chitral, for a glance at the map shows the value of a friendly and substantial hold on the adequate force up to the watershed between Gilgit and Chitral valleys; it would be an immense curb on the triangle, or more strictly speaking, the quadrangle between the Kunar or Chitral rivers, and the Indus; the Chitral, Swat, Balaur rulers, could hardly ever dream of anything like a hostile combination, such as has at times been apprehended, when the Kabul and Kashmir rulers being friendly, the Government of India had at command such a grasp of the access to those valleys, at their summits, and at their debouchures."

The Lieutenant-Governor suggested that the Maharaja might be told, in harmony with former instructions, that he should repel aggression from the Chitral side—

"and take all necessary steps for maintaining his supremacy unquestioned in the Gilgit Valley up to the watershed between the Chitral and Gilgit valleys. * * * It should be strictly forbidden to overpass the limits of the watershed line into the Gilgit valley."

The Lieutenant-Governor added:

"This proposal amounts simply to sanction to repel aggression, but in so doing not to pass over the boundary which divides the aggressive territory from that endangered by the aggression."

This policy, it was remarked—

"would not entangle the Government of India, and would yet work out its permanent object of security on the frontier by bridling the fanatics of Chitral, Swat, and Baniar, and that in a way they would all feel, and look to us to control, for they hate the Dogra more than they do the Christians."
In reply, Lord Mayo wrote:

"I can come to no other conclusion than that the suggestion of the Maharaja of Kashmir amounts to a proposal for the conquest, under our sanction, of Yasin which, as far as we know, lies beyond his boundaries.

"We cannot be quite positive, perhaps, on this latter point; but, so far as the information in our possession is to be trusted, it seems that Yasin forms a part of Chitral, and has been governed by a branch of the same family that governs in Chitral. It is related to Chitral also by race and religion; and although it is possible that Kashmir may possess some advantage over the territory, yet its annexation to that State with our full sanction and permission might lead us into endless difficulties. Should a conquest be made, and occupation effected, we should inevitably be obliged, if necessity arose, to assist the Maharaja in maintaining his authority over the territory so acquired.

"When I saw the Maharaja at Simlpat, I told him that he should carefully abstain from all interference in the political affairs and quarrels of States beyond his frontier; that he should commit no aggression on his neighbours, and make no attempt to extend his authority beyond the limits of the territories which had been conferred on his father, the Maharaja Gobind Singh.

"We have also informed the Chitral Chief of the fact of our having given this advice, and of the Maharaja having promised to act on it.

"If we now allow the Maharaja to annex Yasin, the Chitral Chief will think either that we are insincere, or that we have neither power nor influence enough to restrain the Maharaja. It is true that the Maharaja may look with jealousy on the occupation of Yasin from Chitral. But there are many reasons why that may be done without making any menace to Kashmir, whereas it is difficult to imagine any reasons for the occupation of Yasin by the Durans which do not imply a menace to the neighbouring valleys. There are certain advantages in the existence of a belt of independent territory between Kashmir and Wakhun or Badakhshan.

"We know that the Kashmir Government has shown a great tendency to intrigue in that direction, and that the Maharaja has carried on communications which we know he has concealed from us.

"In a recent despatch to the Secretary of State we defined the Kabul territories as extending to the point where the Hindu Kush merges in the Pamir Steppe. If Kashmir annexes Yasin, the two countries will be contiguous, and we might find it difficult to control the Maharaja's diplomatic action in that direction.

"It is not quite clear to me that the occupation of Yasin by Kashmir would be any great curb on the triangle, or rather the quadrangle, between the Kunar or Chitral rivers and the Indus, Chitral, Swat, and Bonair. I am inclined to think that Kashmir in that direction could hardly have much influence over the wild tribes to the south, bordering our frontier on the western side of the Indus.

"The Maharaja has great difficulty in holding Gilgit as it is, and there are dismal stories prevalent as to the loss which his troops constantly experience even in those districts to which he has probably a legitimate right; indeed, it is said in Srinagar that an army once despatched to those territories never returns.

"On the whole, therefore, I am inclined to think that it would not be desirable to give any answer to the Maharaja at present with regard to his application.

"A certain amount of obscurity still hangs over poor Hayward's fate. But, whether or no, I am not disposed to give any encouragement to the Maharaja towards aggression on the pretext of avenging his death."

Further discussion in 1872.—The question came up again in 1872 on a reference from the India Office. Some of Mr. Hayward's relations asked for pecuniary assistance. While admitting that they had no claims on the Government Sir H. Rawlinson expressed the following opinion:

"At the same time, it is a crying scandal to the British Government, and very discreditable to the power and influence of the Maharaja of Kashmir, that a British officer should be murdered by a Brigand Chief like Mir Wali of Yasin, at a distance of only two marches from the Sikh frontier, and that not only should no retribution be exacted, but the murderer, who fled the country at first, should be reinstated in his government, and should now rule over Yasin in defiance both of Sikhs and English; it is well worthy of consideration whether the Kashmir Durbar should not be counselled by us to demand, and, if necessary, to employ force in exacting redress. The capture of the person of Mir Wali is hardly to be hoped for, once on the approach of danger, he would take refuge in Chitral, where, under present circumstances, he is secure; but the Maharaja of Kashmir might very well impose a fine of 3000 on the district of Yasin for the outrage on a subject of his British ally, and a demonstration in force from Gilgit would probably be sufficient to secure the realization of the money without a recourse to actual hostilities. The fine, if realised, might then be made over to Mrs. Bell as compensation for the loss of her brother's property, to which she is the heir.

I would further venture to predict that sooner or later it will be found necessary, in the interests of peace and order, to form a tripartite treaty between the
Indian Government and the Rulers of Kashmir and Kabul, in order to subjugate the robber tribes of Swat and Hapjar, Chilas and Darel, Hunza, Nagar, and Yasin, Chitral and Kafri-
stan, whose mountain seats are almost enclosed by the territories of the three great powers
above named."

The Government of India did not concur in this opinion, as the following
extracts from their reply will show:

"With respect to Sir H. Rawlinson's suggestion, that the Muniraja of Kashmir should
impose a fine of £500 on the district of Yasin, and levy it by a demonstration of force, we
are unable to advise the adoption of such a course. We enclose, for Your Grace's information,
a copy of a letter, dated 21st September 1870, from the late
Victor, to the late Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, Sir
H. Durand, which will show the reasons which induced Lord Mayo to discourage the proposal
of the Maharaja that he should move a force against Yasin to avenge Mr. Haywood's death.
In these reasons we generally concur.

"An intimation from the British Government that the Muniraja might have made a
demonstration in force from Gilgit against Yasin, without, perhaps, not be unwelcome to him.
He is precluded, however, by the treaty of 1846 from undertaking such a measure without
our consent. The moral responsibility for the results of such a demonstration would, therefore,
devolve upon us almost as much as if the operations were directly undertaken by us. With
reference to this it must be borne in mind that there is some reason to believe that the pro-
ceedings of the forces of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir in a former war with Yasin
were such as we should not desire to be concerned in. We could not control the proceedings
of the Maharaja's army, while in counselling hostilities we should be really responsible for
their acts, and in the possible event of the Maharaja's defeat and an invasion of his terri-
citories from Yasin, we might be called upon, under the treaty of 1846, to aid with our own
troops in the hostilities we had advised.

"It appears to us, moreover, that the course suggested would hardly be consistent with
the advice we have given during the last few years, not only to the Maharaja of Kashmir, but
to the rulers of all the Native States on our northern frontier, including the Khan of Chitral
himself, to pursue a policy of peace. It would probably be difficult to justify hostilities under-
taken by our advice to avenge the death of a gentleman for whose safety we had previously
warned him, after the maturest consideration, that we could accept no responsibility what-
soever.

Aman-ul-mulk's application for aid in recovering Payal and Gilgit
from Kashmir. Reports about the Maharaja's dealings with Foreign
States. Views of the Government of India, 1870—It appears that in
1866, Aman-ul-mulk asked the Commissioner of Peshawar for assistance in taking Gilgit from the
Kashmir Durbar. Nothing came of the matter at the time; and the Com-
missioner merely replied that the Maharaja was a friend of the British Govern-
ment. But early in the year 1870, Amun-ul-mulk renewed his request. The
Commissioner and the Punjab Government proposed to send a civil reply
similar to that which had been given in 1866, but the Government of India
did not concur in their opinion.

Just at this time a news-letter had been received from F. B. (described by
Mr. Altichison as "an exceedingly important and
valuable letter"), which reported that the Mah-
raja of Kashmir was encroaching on Yasin, and was in secret negotiation or cor-
crespondence with the Mir of Badakshian and others. Thereupon a discussion
followed about the power of the British Government to control the foreign
relations of the Kashmir Durbar, and the views expressed by the Government
of India in 1868 were considered with reference to the provisions of the treaty
of Amritsar. Lord Mayo recorded a minute which
may be quoted:—

"It is certainly difficult to reconcile the letter of the Government of India of 28th
January 1868, and the reply of the Secretary of State of 23rd April 1868 in approval, with
the terms of the treaty of March 1846.

"It is therein provided that the limits of the territories of Kashmir shall not be changed
without the concurrence of the British Government; that the Maharaja shall leave any disputes
or questions that may arise between himself and the neighbouring States to be settled by
the British Government and will abide by their decision.

"He also acknowledges generally the supremacy of the British Crown, and in token
thereof is bound to offer annual presents. In return the British Government is pledged to
give its aid to the Maharaja in protecting his territories from external enemies.

"How this treaty can be carried out without exercising direct control over the diplomatic
transactions of the Kashmir State I cannot understand, and, indeed, it so appeared to the
Government of India in 1868, because, in the 3rd paragraph of their letter, it is said that it will serve every purpose if the Maharaja be habituated to refer to the Lieutenant-Governor all points of importance which, if it means anything, means that no diplomatic transactions are to be conducted or concluded without reference to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab.

"I do not, however, think it at all desirable to raise this question now, and I think that the intentions of the framers of the treaty can probably be carried out by constant watchfulness over the diplomatic proceedings of the Maharaja without making any specific communication to him.

"Sufficient influence over all the Maharaja's diplomatic proceedings could be exercised without any formal communication or any apparent reversal of the decision of 1863, which appears to me to be rather obscure, and does not really settle anything."

SECRET. 1870, No. 106.

The Punjab Government was accordingly addressed in these words:

"The facts regarding Payal and Yasin cannot be certainly gathered. It seems clear, however, that at the time of the treaty of 1864, Gilgit was under the government of the Sikhs, and was included in the territories formally ceded to the Maharaja by the treaty. This fact, respecting the possession of Gilgit, should be pointed out by the Commissioner of Peshawar to the Khan of Chitral, who should be informed that the British Government cannot help him to recover any territory the right to which has been acknowledged to be vested in the Maharaja in the treaties concluded with him by the British Government.

"The Khan should also be informed that at an interview with the Maharaja at Sialkot His Excellency the Viceroy pressed strongly upon His Highness the necessity of maintaining from all aggression and encroachment on his neighbours; that the Maharaja promised to act upon this advice; and that His Excellency in Council has every reason to believe that the Maharaja will restrain his local governments from interfering with any of the territories that are now in the possession of the Khan, and from giving the Khan any reasonable ground of complaint.

"During the earlier stages of his transactions in the Gilgit valley, the Maharaja appears generally to have referred to the British Government for advice, and the continuance of that practice is, in the opinion of His Excellency in Council, both advisable in the interests of the Kashmir frontier, and necessary for the maintenance of tranquility on the Maharaja's borders. Opportunity should therefore be taken from time to time to call out the instructions conveyed in paragraph 7 of letter from this Office, No. 24, dated 10th January 1868, and to encourage the Maharaja to consult with the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, as a matter of course, as to his dealings with foreign powers when involving any point of importance. The letter of the 10th January 1868 indicates in a general way the line of policy which, in the opinion of His Excellency in Council, seemed sufficient to meet all requirements at the time, and which, if the Maharaja communicated freely and unreservedly with the Lieutenant-Governor regarding his diplomatic relations, may probably still be considered sufficient. But in view of the rapid march of political events in the countries beyond the northern and western frontiers of Kashmir, there is a strong necessity for constant watchfulness over all diplomatic proceedings in which British interests are directly or indirectly involved. His Excellency in Council entertains no doubt that the Maharaja will see that his safety mainly depends on keeping the Lieutenant-Governor informed of his dealings with other powers, and His Excellency in Council hopes that he will readily seek his counsel and act on his advice."

Views of the Government of India in 1873.—Early in 1873 the Government of India received information from the Maharaja that the Russians were trying to establish themselves at Sar-i-kul and that they had made overtures to one of his subjects who had been trading in Yarkand designed apparently to open negotiations with the Kashmir Durbar. Just at this time affairs in Eastern Turkestan were attracting much attention, and the Government of India thought it desirable to obtain, through a political officer resident in Kashmir, more accurate news about the course of events in Central Asia. The situation was

SECRET. March 1876, No. 10-12.

Whatever truth there may be in the story of Khalikdar, the Maharaja has adopted the proper course in communicating the statement to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor. His Highness is doubtless aware that communications with Russia are matters of imperial concern, which are conducted by the Government of Her Majesty the Queen; and that direct correspondence between Russia and Kashmir would not be in keeping with the relations which subsist between the British Government and His Highness, and would give rise to complications of an inconvenient and even serious character. His Excellency in Council accordingly commends the action which His Highness has taken in the present instance.

"On account of the business connected with the Mission despatched to Yarkand for the conclusion of a commercial treaty, and the strengthening of the good understanding that
at present subsists with His Highness the Atalik Ghazi, His Excellency in Council has
resolved to instruct Mr. Wynne and Mr. Shaw to remain in their respective posts for the whole of the year, and in
view of the important position of His Highness' territories on
the north-western frontier of British India, the increasing importance attached to political
affairs in Central Asia, the necessity of obtaining early and reliable information of all that
takes place beyond the Himalayan passes, the mischief caused by the circulation of false or
exaggerated rumours from those quarters, and the closer relations which will, His Excellency
in Council trusts, be established with Yarkand, it appears to His Excellency in Council to be
advisable that a British Resident should remain permanently at the Court of His Highness.

The Resident will be appointed by the Government of India, but no change is con-
templated in the conduct of the political relations of the Government of India with Kashmir,
which will be conducted as heretofore through the Lieutenant-Governor, to whom the Resi-
dent in Kashmir will be subordinate; and in communicating to the Maharaja the intentions
of His Excellency in Council, the Lieutenant-Governor will take special care to explain to His
Highness that the alteration of the present arrangements has been made entirely for reasons
relating to the external relations of British India, and that the Viceroy has no intention of
interfering more than heretofore in the internal affairs of Kashmir.

The foregoing communication should be made by the Lieutenant-Governor to the
Maharaja either in person or by letter, as may be most acceptable to His Highness, and the
opportunity should be taken to convey to him the cordial thanks of the Government of India
for the hearty assistance which he has given to Mr. Porritt and his party, and for all that he
has done to facilitate the progress of the Yarkand Mission.

It has been shown (Chapter V, pages 54 and 55) why this policy was not
carried out.

The policy adopted in 1876-77. The Gilgit Agency.—The close of the year
1876 was marked by a new departure in the policy of the British Govern-
ment towards the external relations of the Kashmir State. It was determined
to acquire through the Maharaja of Kashmir an efficient control over the passes of the Hindu Kush
between the eastern confines of Afghanistan and the north-western frontier of
Kashmir. It was observed that the people of Dardistan regard with deep
decision the advancing pressure from Afghanistan, and are in sore need of a
friendly protector. It was therefore anticipated that the Maharaja, supported
by the British Government, would be able to acquire in this country influence
and control which would enable the Government of India in course of time
to make such political and military arrangements as will effectively command
the passes of the Hindu Kush.

A despatch, addressed by Lord Lytton’s Government to the Secretary of
State some two years later, describes this policy as follows:—

"On the other hand, the greater part of the territory interposed between Sirikol and
Waldhan and the border of India proper, is well within the reach of our effective influence.
There can be no doubt that the movement of events in this quarter, though at present inter-
minate and complicated, is so far significant that it should place us on our guard. Two
Chiefs who own the wild country below Sirikol and around Kashmir are evidently in much
perplexity. They have been recently tendering, more or less surreptitiously, their allegiance
alternately to Kabul, Kashmir, and China—the Chief of Hunza (for example), though dis-
avowing political disloyalty to Kashmir, has undeniably made overtures to Tashkurgan;
and the Chief of Chitral endeavours to trim between Kabul and Kashmir. They all, in
fact, doubting to which quarter they should look for the safest barrier of their allegiance in return
for protection by some paramount power. Meanwhile, to these Chiefs belong the southern
openings of the only passes which give direct passage through the mountain ranges up to
Sirikol on the Pamir steppe—the district which the dilapidation of the Kashgar dynasty has left politically masterless, and which the Russians are not unlikely to occupy. And we have
to remember that the remarkable depression or break in the great mountain barrier of the
Hindu Kush, where it is crossed by the Iseamun and Baroghil passes, occurs just where a
section of our frontier with Central Asia is held by a Native Indian State.

All these facts and tendencies, reviewed collectively, have confirmed our impressions of the
importance of making out, as definitely as the nature of the country and our knowledge of
its condition will permit, the territorial limits up to which we should extend our indirect
authority, and within which the encroachments of foreign influence should be anticipated. Through-
out the zone of quasi-independent territory which this limit would include, it may be sufficient
for a long time to come that our political supremacy shall be tacitly accepted, to the exclusion
of other similar claims or assertions. We may thus succeed in wakening, upon the border of
India beyond Kashmir, that contact between the recognized territories of Engchlad and Russia
in Asia to which some may look forward as ultimately inevitable, but which it is not our con-
cern in India to facilitate or expedite. It is true that upon this section of the Hindu Kush
range the whole country is so difficult, remote, and ill-populated, that there is little to attract
advance or occupation from the northern side of the mountains, either on political or on military grounds. Nevertheless, all our experience in Asia points to the inconvenience of an undeveloped frontier, and to the expediency of laying down some general political demarcation where the debateable border lands intervene between the necessarily converging forces of two powerful States. The line which we may at first adopt as defining the sphere of our political influence, should coincide generally with the geographical outline of the position which, if need be, we may be ready to maintain actively. Assuming, therefore, the probability that, in spite of physical difficulties, the Russian border may somewhere in these mountains eventually touch the territory under the protection of India, our plan is to choose and settle for ourselves the point of contact, while this can be done gradually, without interruption, and without attracting attention. If we are enabled thus deliberately and at leisure to examine and select our ground, and by degrees to accustom the people to a political connection with India, we shall the more certainly avoid committing ourselves to the occupation of any position, military or political, from which we might afterwards find ourselves obliged to withdraw.

"Upon these general principles we have examined carefully the strategical features as well as the political aspect of our frontier beyond Kashmir, with the object of settling this line of political demarcation. In this direction the natural boundary of India is formed by the convergence of the great mountain ranges of the Himalayas and the Hindu Kush which here extend northward up to their junction. The Murghil range, running up from south-east to the Baroghil pass, marks the water parting between the Taghdukhsh Pamir and Sirkol on the north, and the Upper Indus Valleys southward. From the Baroghil pass south-west the Hindu Kush divides the watersheds of the Oxus and the Indus. Within this angle thus formed lie the territories of Chitral, Darel, Yasin, Hunza, and other petty dependencies. From Hunza, on the slopes of the Murghil, westward to Chitral under the Hindu Kush, these States occupy the valleys which run up to the skirts of the ranges, and are drained by the uppermost tributaries of the Indus river system. And the only passes through these ranges from the Pamir are, as we have said, in the hands of these semi-independent Chiefs. If a strong, independent, and hostile power were established to the north of these passes, it might be possible to occupy them, and so consolidate our influence in this country, and if we resolve that no foreign interference can be permitted on this side of the mountains, or within the drainage system of the Indus, we shall have laid down a natural line of frontier which is distinct, intelligible, and likely to be respected.

"We propose, therefore, to follow out consistently the policy of which the first steps were reported and explained by our letter of the 11th June 1877. Our object, as there stated, is to acquire, through the Ruler of Kashmir, the power of making such political and military arrangements as will effectually command the passes of the Hindu Kush. With this object, we shall take every opportunity of strengthening our control over the country lying south of the mountain slopes which have been traced, roughly, in the foregoing paragraphs, and of attaching the Chiefs, through Kashmir, to British interests. * * * * Our officers in Kashmir will be instructed to discourage and counteract all tendencies of the Kunjo Chiefs towards acknowledgment of any superior authority other than that of the Kashmir Ruler; * * * * We may thus succeed in retaining and settling down within our political system all the country which falls inside our geographical frontier. And although we desire to realise our plans gradually, by pacific means, we shall nevertheless consider it from the first incumbent upon the Government of India to prevent, at any cost, the establishment within this outlying country of the political preponderance of any other power. Nor do we anticipate that any such interference with our legitimate supremacy will be attempted in earnest, so soon as it shall have become known that we have marked out a clear and consistent frontier, and that we intend to maintain it."

Negotiations with Kashmir.—In furtherance of this policy, it was thought expedient to post a political officer of the British Government at Gilgit, "for the purpose of obtaining information as to the progress of events beyond the Kashmir frontier."

A favourable opportunity for commencing negotiations with the Kashmir Durbar was furnished by a letter addressed by Aman-ul-mulk to the Maharaja in which the allegiance of Chitral and Yasin was tendered to His Highness. The subject was then discussed by the Viceroy and the Maharaja at Madhopore on the 17th and 18th November 1876. The result was that—

"while the Maharaja undertook to endeavour by peaceful negotiation to obtain political control over Chitral and Yasin, the Viceroy promised to aid the negotiations by all the means in his power, and assured His Highness that, in the event of his action involving him unexpectedly in military operations, the British Government would, if necessary, afford him succour and material aid."

The upshot of the negotiations can thus be summarised in a few words, but it is important to follow their course closely. For this purpose the memo-
**Secret, July 1877, Nos. 39, 39, 40.**

Random* about the interview at Madhapore and two khartas* which passed between the Viceroy and the Maharaja are reproduced below:

*His Excellency commenced the conversation by a brief review of the present position of affairs in Europe as regards the Eastern question, noticing the attitude of England and Russia in regard to it. He proceeded to show how the interests of the British Government and its Indian dominions were involved in it, and how the rapid march of events had made it necessary to take into consideration the adoption of measures for ensuring the peace and security of the Indian borders. Among those measures His Excellency observed that the strengthening of our frontiers claimed primary importance; and it was with reference to that portion of the frontier which is adjacent to the Maharaja’s territories that he wished on the present occasion, in continuation of conversations which he had already had with Dewan Gobind Sahai at Simla, to consult His Highness. As His Highness was well aware, the country beyond his frontier had been inhabited by a rude and barbarous people who own allegiance to various Chiefs in no respect more advanced than the populations over whom theyexercise supremacy.*

*It was essential, the Viceroy said, that such States as Chitral and Yasin should come under the control of a friend and ally of the British Government like His Highness, rather than be absorbed, in the course of events, by powers insidious to Kashmir; this became the more necessary from there being certain passes through the mountain range bounding these territories on the north, which passes, it is believed, are, more or less, practicable, or can be made practicable, for the passage of troops.*

*It was in order to examine one of these, the Lekaman pass, that Captain Buddolph had been deputed during the present year by the late Viceroy: and here His Lordship took occasion incidentally to acknowledge, in suitable terms, the cordial assistance afforded to that officer by the Maharaja and his officials. His Excellency continued that, though the result of Captain Buddolph’s observations had not been entirely confirmatory of the reports that Government had previously received regarding the practicability of this pass, still there could be little doubt that it was accessible, and in connection with it, the scheme of which, for the sake of the safety and peace of Kashmir, should be in the Maharaja’s hands, or in those of the British Government. In order to attain this end, it was necessary, His Excellency thought, to obtain full control over the countries lying between them and the Kashmir frontier, and His Lordship invited the opinion of the Maharaja as to the best means of carrying out that object. His Excellency observed that in the above remarks he had frankly expressed his views and opinions to the Maharaja, and he begged His Highness to reciprocate that confidence and speak with the same frankness.*

*The Maharaja cordially thanked His Excellency for this signal mark of confidence, and then proceeded to recant briefly the circumstances under which interchange of communications had originally commenced with Chitral and Yasin in the time of the late Gobind Singh up to date of receipt of a communication from the Mir of Chitral, of which the vakils of Chitral and Yasin, now at Madhapore, were the bearers. The substance of this communication was to the effect that the Mir wished to renew friendly relations, which had ceased since the death of Mr. Hayward at the hands of Mir W., and to receive an ambassador from the Maharaja whose despatches he had professed to be, and whose protection he sought. The allegiance of Yasin also was offered in the same letter. His Highness added that there were three methods of securing the objects pointed out by the Viceroy, viz., either (1) to take advantage of the internal dissensions which so frequently occur in those countries and use the opportunity so offered, according as circumstances may arise, for annexing the States; or (2) to endeavour by negotiation to obtain political control in those States; or (3) to reduce the country by force of arms. Either of those three courses His Highness was prepared to adopt if the British Government desired it.*

*The Viceroy expressed a wish to be favoured with the Maharaja’s opinion as to the particular course which appeared to him most suited to accomplish the desired object, but wished, in the first place, to explain his own views on the matter, which were, that peaceable negotiation was the best and most effectual means of bringing Chitral and Yasin under the control of Kashmir. His Excellency expressed his readiness to aid such negotiation by any means in his power, and added that in the event of the Maharaja’s action over involving him in military operations (which was not very probable), the British Government would be prepared to give him countenance and material assistance. His Excellency hoped that it might be possible to set on foot the negotiations above suggested at once, and that he thought that the Chitral and Yasin vakils should be present at the Imperial Assemblage to be held at Delhi, in order that having already entered into friendly negotiation with the Maharaja, they might in the meantime be obtained in order to attend the Imperial Assemblage. His Highness, however, begged the Viceroy to favor him with a written authority to commence negotiations, in order that it may not be in the power of evil-disposed persons hereafter to accuse him of entering into relations with foreign States for his own ends.*
The Viceroy expressed his willingness to furnish the Maharaja with the requisite authority in such form as might be most satisfactory to him. United by identity of interests, as well as by ties of friendship, it was the sincere desire of Government to see the Maharaja’s State prosperous and his frontier well protected.

As a practical proof of the sincerity of this sentiment, His Excellency offered for the Maharaja’s acceptance as a gift from the British Government 5,000 stand of rifles for his army, either Snider or Enfield. The Maharaja, in acknowledging with gratitude this mark of favor and confidence on His Lordship’s part, left it for His Excellency to determine which description of arms would be most suitable.

The Viceroy proceeded to say that, having communicated to the Maharaja his views on the peaceful absorption of Chitral and Yasin, which he believed to be a subject near to the Maharaja’s heart, there was one additional measure which Government thinks it necessary to carry out for the further security of the Kashmir frontier, and that is the transmission of regular and reliable information regarding the condition of that frontier, etc., to station a British officer at Gilgit who would be specially charged with those duties.

His Highness the Maharaja professed his readiness to consent to the appointment of an officer in Gilgit, should circumstances ever occur to render such a measure necessary, but in the meantime he preferred to construct a telegraphic line to Gilgit, so that Government may obtain immediate and constant information regarding the frontier.

His Excellency observed in reply that Government considered the necessity for the stationing of a British officer in Gilgit to have already arisen in consequence of the Russian annexation of Khokand, and the present attitude of the Amir of Kabul towards Chitral. His Lordship proceeded to explain that the duties of this officer would be confined to external frontier relations, and that he would exercise no interference in the internal administration of Kashmir. His Excellency added that he wished to refrain from exercising any direct control over the States adjacent to the frontier, but would prefer in all cases that the influence of the Maharaja’s Government should be directly brought to bear on them. It was with this special view that the Chitral and Yasin vekis had not been given a direct invitation to Delhi; and that His Highness had been requested to invite their attendance.

The Maharaja observed that the idea of a British officer at Gilgit being entirely new to him and unexpected, he would beg His Lordship to allow him time to weigh fully the arguments for and against the measure.

His Excellency acceded to this request.

On the day following the date of the conversation above recorded, His Highness the Maharaja took an opportunity of continuing the conversation. He observed that having carefully considered the proposal made by the Viceroy regarding the establishment of a British officer at Gilgit, he was now desirous to express his perfect willingness to meet the wishes of the British Government in this respect. His Highness, however, begged permission to address the Viceroy in writing regarding certain assurances which he was anxious to obtain in connection with the proposed measure.”

Accordingly, on the 26th November 1876, the Maharaja addressed the Viceroy in these words:

“With reference to the most important conversation I had with Your Excellency about the present necessity of appointing a military officer at Gilgit in view to the importance of managing the affairs of the frontier, I beg most respectfully to submit to Your Excellency that having fully weighed the probable consequences of the measure, I expect one great advantage and apprehend several disadvantages likely to result to my Government from the arrangement in question.

The advantage is that the information, which the officer so appointed would be able to supply from time to time to Your Excellency’s Government about matters relating to the frontier and the countries beyond, would lead to a very efficient protection of the frontier; and it is a source of great pleasure to me that, in securing this important object, my services should be availed of, and that I should thus have an opportunity of shewing my loyalty to Her Majesty’s Government.

Some of the disadvantages on the other hand are as follows:

1. The measures which Your Excellency’s Government would have to adopt for protecting the frontier in consequence of reports furnished from time to time by the officer so appointed, might, I apprehend, cause some harm to my Government and my position.

2. To remove my fears Your Excellency has given me words assuring that the said officer shall in no way interfere in the internal administration of my territories, and I fear the officer may do something like what was done by Dr. Cazley at Ladakh.

3. Though I apprehend many more disadvantages, I think I should not mention them here, as my object is anyhow to please Your Excellency’s Government. I am heartily thankful to Your Excellency for having kindly given me words fully assuring me that the officer to be appointed shall not in any way interfere in my internal administration, and that the Supervisor Government shall never appoint in any way any Resident or Political Agent; and I declare openly to Your Excellency that the inevitable necessity in the matter, the strange sense of my duty to give every satisfaction to Your Excellency, the outspoken manner in which Your Excellency condescended to explain to me the real intentions of Her Majesty’s Government of
Lord Lytton's reply is quoted below:

"In the important conversations which took place between Your Highness and myself, at our late meeting at Madhopur, on the subject of the joint interests of the British and Kasmir Governments in securing to Your Highness political control over the frontier territories of Chitral and Yasin, Your Highness, while declaring, in frank and friendly language, your readiness to adopt any measures necessary for the above-mentioned purpose, expressed a wish to be furnished with a written authority for entering upon negotiations with the Rulers of those States.

In fulfilment of Your Highness's desire, I have now the pleasure to repeat, in writing, what I have already expressed to you in words. It is in my wish that, at an early date as may be practicable, Your Highness will endeavour, if possible, by peaceful negotiation, to bring the States of Chitral and Yasin—the Chiefs of which have already sought Your Highness' protection—under your own control and sway.

In these negotiations I gladly reader, if required, such assistance as may be in my power; and I am further in a position to assure Your Highness that should the Kashmir State be at any time hereafter unavoidably involved in military operations, either for the defence or maintenance of the friendly arrangements which Your Highness is hereby authorized to conclude with the Chiefs of Chitral and Yasin, the British Government will be prepared to afford you countenance and material aid.

I avail myself of the present opportunity to acknowledge the receipt of Your Highness' friendly letter of the 28th ultimo on the subject of the proposed location of a British officer in Gilgit, and I beg to offer you my cordial thanks for the full and frank expression of Your Highness' views in the matter. You will have learnt from Your Highness' confidential agent, Dewan Joneja Sahai, who presented the above communication to me at Lahore, that I regard the requests contained therein as in every way reasonable and worthy of consideration; I have much pleasure therefore in conveying hereewith the assurances desired by Your Highness. The officer stationed at Gilgit will be strictly bound by the most explicit instructions to abstain from all interference in the internal administration or trade of Your Highness's territory, in the affairs of your subjects, or in the conduct of your official servants. His functions will be confined to collecting information regarding the frontier, and the progress of events beyond it, accompanied by such advice to Your Highness and to the British Government as his military experience may enable him to offer in regard thereto, and assisting, should occasion require it, the organisation of any military measures on the border which may have previously received the free assent and full approval of Your Highness. In the performance of all these
duty he will be instructed to communicate with Your Highness no less freely and confidentially than with the British Government.

"Should he fail to carry out strictly the conditions of his appointment, as set forth in this letter, of which he will be furnished with a copy, he will be at once recalled.

"With reference to the desire very naturally expressed by Your Highness to be consulted in the selection of the officer, I have to state that I will most gladly avail myself of Your Highness’s advice and suggestions in a matter which so deeply concerns both Governments.

"I do myself the honour of forwarding herewith, for Your Highness’s information, notes of our conversations at Madhopore, and also a record of what passed at my interview with Your Highness’s confidential agent at Lahore on the 29th ultimo.

"In conclusion, I beg frankly to re-assure Your Highness that the appointment of a British officer at Gilgit has been proposed by me solely with a view to extend the influence and strengthen the power of Your Highness’s Government on the frontier, and in a wise to weaken the authority, or lower the dignity, of your rule, which it is, as well as the interest, of the British Government to support and uphold; nor is the present measure intended to form a precedent for enlarging or altering the arrangements that now exist in respect to the position of the ‘Officer on Special Duty’ at Srinagar.”

Appointment* of Captain Biddulph to the Gilgit Agency.—The Viceroy selected Captain J. Biddulph of the 19th Hussars to be the “Officer on Special Duty at Gilgit.” The Maharaja of Kashmir concurred in this choice. With the special sanction of the Secretary of State, Captain Biddulph was admitted into the Bengal Staff Corps, and was excused from a year of probationary service with a Native Regiment.

The nature of the appointment.—On the 22nd September 1877, the following instructions† were sent to Captain Biddulph about his position and duties at Gilgit:

"The object of your appointment is fully explained in the accompanying extracts from the Proceedings of the Government of India and correspondence with His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir; but it may be here briefly stated that the duty with which you are primarily charged is to endeavour, with the co-operation of His Highness and His Highness’s officials, to collect and furnish reliable intelligence of the progress of events beyond the Kashmir frontier, together with such information as may be obtainable regarding the topography and resources of the localities in your vicinity.

"You will also endeavour, in consultation with the Kashmir authorities, to cultivate friendly relations with the tribes beyond the frontier in view to bringing them gradually under the control and influence of Kashmir; but you will on no account interfere with the internal administration of the Maharaja’s territories or encourage complaint against his Government. In the event, however, of any hostile movement of tribes in the vicinity rendering it necessary for Kashmir troops to cross the frontier, you are authorised to accompany them and assist the Officer Commanding with your advice and experience.

"You may, at your discretion, interdict and prevent British subjects, English or Native, from proceeding beyond the Kashmir frontier whenever you deem such a course desirable in the interests of your personal safety or on grounds of political expediency.

"You will be furnished with an escort of 1 havildar, 1 naik, 12 sepoys, and provided at the expense of Government with a Yarkhand tent and six pails, a medicine chest, and such instruments for survey and observations as the Surveyor General may consider suitable.

"You are further allowed a credit of Rs. 2,000 per annum for ordinary presents and secret service, and authorised to entertain two orderly chuprassees on Rs. 0 (each) per mensan. His Excellency in Council will also be prepared to consider favourably, with the concurrence of the Maharaja, proposals for the construction of a residence and the establishment of a dispensary.

"Subject to the approval of the Secretary of State your salary has been fixed at Rs. 1,500 per mensan, to which is added a local allowance of Rs. 500 per mensan to be expended at your discretion, in the entertainment of Native visitors and on other matters of a political character without reserving an account.

"The above salary and allowance will commence from the date on which you leave Srinagar en route for Gilgit. You will further be entitled to travelling allowance at Rs. 5 per diem when marching.

"You will furnish a weekly diary of intelligence and proceedings in the annexed form through Major Henderson, the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, who will be the channel of your communications with the Government of India. The above arrangement does not, however, prohibit your addressing the Foreign Secretary directly on occasions of urgency; but in such case, a copy of any communication you may address directly to the Government should be forwarded to Major Henderson.

"Should a favourable opportunity present itself for your proceeding on a friendly visit to Yasin, Hunza, Nagar, Darel, Tangir, Chillas, Gor, Talchan, Harband, or other similar localities, you are permitted to avail yourself of it without further reference, provided the Kashmir authorities concur and your personal safety is not unduly risked.”
Captain Biddulph reached Gilgit at the end of November 1877.

Progress of negotiations between Kashmir and Chitral.—The Viceroy's kharita* of the 22nd December 1876 (which has already been quoted) referred to negotiations with Chitral in these words:

"It is my wish that on as early a date as may be practicable, Your Highness will endeavour, if possible, by peaceful negotiation, to bring the States of Chitral and Yasin, the Chiefs of which have already sought Your Highness's protection, under your own control and suzerainty. In these negotiations I will gladly render, if required, such assistance as may be in my power; and I am further in a position to assure Your Highness that, should the Kashmir State be at any time hereafter unavoidably involved in military operations, either for the defence or maintenance of the friendly arrangements which Your Highness is hereby authorized to conclude with the Chiefs of Chitral and Yasin, the British Government will be prepared to afford you countenance and material aid."

These arrangements were explained† to the Vakils of Chitral and Yasin on the 4th January 1877, and they professed to accept them most cordially. Some time elapsed, however, before anything like a definite arrangement was made. During the spring of 1877 frequent correspondence passed between Jammu and Chitral, and there were some curious features in it. First, it suggested the inference that the Chitral and Yasin Chiefs had really not come to any understanding at all with the Durbar. Then it mentioned Aman-ul-mulk's fear of an attack from Kabul, while it also reported that his daughter was about to be betrothed to the Amir's heir-apparent, Abdul Aziz Jan.

In June 1877, there was a meeting between Aman-ul-mulk's eldest son, Nizam-ul-mulk, Pahlavan Khan of Yasin, and the Governor of Gilgit. The Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir reported on the 22nd June 1877 that the meeting had been "most satisfactory." Both Nizam-ul-mulk and Pahlavan (the latter of whom had been evincing a tendency to be obstructive) were profuse in their protestations of obedience to the Maharaja's wishes and of their willingness to enter into any such arrangements as may be desired. After the meeting a Vakil from Aman-ul-mulk arrived at Srinagar with a letter§ from the Maharaja. In this Aman-ul-mulk asked for instructions as to the policy to be pursued towards Kabul, and expressed a hope of getting money and arms (not troops) from the Maharaja. But it was also said:

"I have of my own accord entered into an alliance with, and tendered my allegiance to, you."

And a half promise was made that Nizam-ul-mulk would be deputed to Srinagar.

The Maharaja stated to the Officer on Special Duty that he believed in the sincerity of these professions. His Highness was not at first convinced of the necessity for a formal engagement with Aman-ul-mulk, but on further consideration he thought it would be well to draw up one which should require from Aman-ul-mulk an acknowledgment of the suzerainty of Kashmir and bind the Maharaja to pay a subsidy of money, but not to give aid in arms or troops, to the Chief. His Highness then consulted the Viceroy about the terms of such an engagement, and the following reply was sent in a kharita*, dated the 2nd August 1877:

"I beg to express my satisfaction at the progress of the negotiations thus far, and my best thanks for the trouble Your Highness and Your Highness's officials have taken in the matter, and for the valuable suggestions offered by you.

"With regard to the course to be pursued in reference to the letter of Aman-ul-mulk, I fully concur with Your Highness that it will be well to secure the allegiance of the Chitral Ruler by the promise of a yearly payment of such amount as Your Highness may consider suitable, and that, for the present at any rate, no arms should be supplied to him.

"With regard to the conditions of allegiance, I share Your Highness' opinion that they should be as brief and as little onerous as possible consistently with the main object to be secured; with this view it will suffice, in my opinion, if the document embodying the conditions contain—first, an express recognition by the Chitral Chief of Your Highness's suzerainty;
secondly, an agreement for the exchange of representatives; and thirdly, an agreement by Your Highness to grant the Chitral Chief such annual subsidy as may be determined, so long as he faithfully carries out the terms of his allegiance.

"No stipulations regarding the grant of free access to travellers, nor engagements regarding trade or duties, need be included therein, but at the same time there should be nothing in the document prohibitory of future arrangements on this subject.

"The engagement, when drawn up, might, as suggested, be sent for the signature of Aman-ul-mulk by the hands of the Vakil now present at Srinagar, and the son of the Chitral Ruler might appropriately be invited to bring the ratified copy in the ensuing spring.

"From the letter of the Chitral Chief and the verbal representations of his messenger, it appears that Aman-ul-mulk desires a reply to two important questions, viz., what course he should pursue, under present circumstances, in view of the threatening attitude of the Ruler of Afghanistan; and in particular, what action he should take in the matter of the proposed betrothal of his daughter to Abdullah Jan, the heir-apparent of the Amir.

"Speaking generally, it appears to me advisable that the Chitral Chief should, on account disavow his allegiance to Your Highness, but at the same time should avoid precipitating a conflict with Sher Ali Khan or the Chiefs who have joined his standard; and I advise this course for two reasons, first, because at present the defence of Chitral from aggression is a matter of some difficulty, and secondly, because it is not improbable that time may come to his assistance and remove or greatly lessen the difficulties which now beset him.

"For the same reasons it appears desirable that Aman-ul-mulk should, in the matter of the betrothal of his daughter, maintain, if possible, a temporizing policy, but on this, as on the other, Your Highness's opinion is of a greater value than my own, and I confidently leave the reply to both inquiries to Your Highness's own judgment and discretion.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"In conclusion, I have to suggest to Your Highness that although for the present it appears unnecessary and undesirable to send troops into Chitral, yet, inasmuch as events may happen which may render such proceedings necessary, it may be well for Your Highness to cause a careful examination to be made of the passes leading to Chitral, and full information to be collected as to the character of the roads, the supplies available, and other matters likely to be of use, in the event of military operations in those parts becoming unavoidable."

Secret, November 1877, No. 76, 78.

On receipt of this reply the Maharaja drafted a treaty which he forwarded to the Viceroy on the 5th September 1877, and which was "fully approved" by His Excellency. It contained these words:—

'True translation of an Engagement (made by the Aman-ul-mulk, Ruler of Chitral, with His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir, no date.)

"With the sincerity of purpose and the cordiality of will, I (the Aman-ul-mulk) do hereby execute this deed on my own part and on the part of my children, consisting of the following articles:—

ARTICLE I.

"I engage that I will always sincerely endeavour to obey and execute the orders of His Highness the Maharaja, the Wali of Jammu and Kashmir, that I will overtly and covertly consider His Highness's well-wishers and friends as my friends, and the enemies of his Government as my enemies, that I will present the following "nuzzwaana" to His Highness annually as an acknowledgment of his paramount power:—

"Three horses.
"Five hawks.
"Five tame dogs (bawads).

ARTICLE II.

"One confidential agent of His Highness shall always reside in Kashkar (Chitral), and another at Yasin. Due attention and consideration shall be paid to them.

"In the like manner a confidential agent of mine shall reside at the Maharaja's Durbar, and another on the part of the Ruler of Yasin shall remain at Gilgit for the purpose of carrying out His Highness's orders.

ARTICLE III.

"I shall receive a yearly mawajib (subsidiy) of R12,000, Srinagar coinage, from His Highness's Government, on condition of my acting upon the above articles, and giving satisfaction to His Highness in every way.

"If one of my sons be appointed in the place of one of the agents (above mentioned), His Highness's Government will assign him an extra allowance.

R
To self: 10,000
To Sardar Nizam-ul-mulk: 2,000
The Chitral Vakil was sent back with this draft and a first instalment of Rs12,000 (Chilki) of the subsidy about October 1878, but he was delayed on the road.

In January 1878 it was brought to notice by the Maharaja that Aman-ul-mulk seemed to contemplate an attack on Badakhshan, and had asked for the aid of Kashmir troops, a request which His Highness was unwilling to comply with. On this point the Foreign Secretary wrote to the Maharaja as follows:

"With reference to Aman-ul-mulk's appeal to Your Highness for troops, I am directed to say that His Excellency the Viceroy is still of the same opinion as when he had the pleasure of writing to Your Highness on the 2nd of August 1877, viz., that under present circumstances it would be unwise to assist the Mir with troops and arms. His Excellency considers that the grant of money provided for in the treaty to be concluded between the Kashmir and Chitral States is all that need be given to Aman-ul-mulk, and His Excellency is further of opinion that the Mir shall on no account be encouraged in any aggressive designs he may entertain either against Badakhshan or the Siab-panth Kalira."

Conclusion of the Treaty.—On the 7th January 1879, the Officer on Special Duty forwarded a copy of "a document said to have been brought to Jammu by Bahadur Khan, confidential agent of Aman-ul-mulk."

This document (which is quoted in the footnote) almost reproduces the treaty drafted by the Kashmir Durbar in 1877. It appears that the document was never formally executed. Indeed, Aman-ul-mulk did not even sign it. He wrote to the Maharaja on the subject thus:

"I have perused the draft of the treaty and approve of it. I beg to state briefly that I will never depart from the path of devotion and loyalty to Your Highness and will always set as Your Highness will direct me."

Major Biddulph, in his memorandum of the 31st March 1891, wrote of the treaty as follows:

"The so-called treaty was in fact only a one-sided engagement on the part of the Chitral Ruler to enter into the offensive and defensive alliance with the Maharaja, to whom he promised to render nominal allegiance in return for a yearly subsidy. It was said at the time that the ratified treaty with Aman-ul-mulk's signature was to be brought to Jammu in 1878 by the Chitral Ruler's son, but no son of Aman-ul-mulk has yet visited Jammu, nor has the Durbar again alluded to this intention."

"On my alluding on one occasion to the treaty he has just executed with the Maharaja, he refused to discuss it impatiently, not to say contemptuously, showing that it possessed no importance in his eyes."

Nevertheless Aman-ul-mulk has frequently mentioned the treaty and professed fidelity to it.

Perhaps the document is best described by the following unofficial utterance of the time:

"We want to establish priority of political influence over, and connexion with, all that region, and for the purpose of warning off intruders, the engagement with Kashmir is as good a red flag as any we can set up just yet."

Translation of a treaty between His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir on one side and Aman-ul-mulk, the Ruler of Chitral, on the other.

At this time with true intention and good faith this treaty has been executed, with the following articles, on behalf of myself and my descendents:

**Article I.**—I agree that I will always sincerely (not from the bottom of my heart) endeavor to be in submission and obedience to His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. I will instantly and openly consider the friend and substitute of His Highness as my own friend, and the enemy of His Highness as my own disfavor. In recognition of the superiority and greatness of His said Highness, I will present annually the following articles as amaranth:

Henna: 2
Hawka: 2
Hunting Dogs: 2

**Article II.**—A confidential agent of the Sikander shall always reside in Kashmir and one at Taxila, and due respect and regard will be shown to them. Similarly, an agent on my behalf shall always be present at the Durbar of His Highness as an agent on behalf of the Ruler of Taxila shall remain at Delhi to carry out orders.

**Article III.**—On condition of my abiding by the above-stated articles and doing every acts in accordance with the pleasure of the Sikander, I shall receive an annual stipend of Rs12,000, Stringer currency, from the Sikander. If, instead of an agent, my son attends the Durbar, he shall receive a separate stipend from the Sikander.
MAJOR BIDDULPH'S WORK AT GILGIT.

It is difficult to give any condensed account of the Gilgit Agency. Vakils from all the petty Chiefs in the neighbourhood used to come and go, carrying on a brisk exchange of petty presents and unimportant letters. And in a few weeks Major Biddulph found himself surrounded with a network of local intrigues the nature of which can be best learnt from summaries of the principal transactions with which the Political Officer was concerned.

The case of Bhai Ganga Singh.—Early in the year 1878, a serious misunderstanding arose between Major Biddulph and Bhai Ganga Singh, the Governor of Gilgit, and his son, Bhai Gurbaksh Singh. Major Biddulph accused them of various charges which cannot be formulated precisely, but of which the general effect was that the Governor had been thwarting him by spreading disquieting rumours, exciting intrigues, and setting the people of Gilgit and the neighbouring Chiefs against him. In short, it was alleged that the Governor had done his best to make Major Biddulph's position intolerable and even personally dangerous.

The evidence upon which these accusations were based did not stand the test of impartial examination; but it was thought desirable to request the Maharaja to enquire into the matter thoroughly, so that the honour and safety of a British officer might be secured. His Highness did not admit the justice of the charges, but he recalled the obnoxious Governor and his son, and the Government were content to accept this solution of a troublesome affair.

Major Biddulph's visit to Yasin and Chitral.—When the Gilgit Agency was established it was said that one of the principal duties of the Political Officer was to endeavour, with the co-operation of the Maharaja of Kashmir and His Highness's officials, to collect reliable intelligence of the progress of events beyond the Kashmir frontier, and to cultivate friendly relations with the tribes, in view of bringing them gradually under the control and influence of Kashmir. Should a favourable opportunity present itself for his visiting Yasin, Hunza, Nagar, or Darel, he was permitted to avail himself of it without further reference, provided the Kashmir authorities concurred, and his personal safety was not unduly risked.

Accordingly, Major Biddulph, early in 1878, communicated to Aman-ul-mulk and Pahlivan Bahadur his wish to visit Chitral and Yasin. Aman-ul-mulk replied in a letter written* about the 1st February 1878. He said that Major Biddulph’s wish to visit Chitral was pleasing to him, but asked him to remain at Gilgit till the summer, and then to bring a parwana from the Maharaja.

* Excerpts in letter from Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, dated 6th April 1878. (Ibid. No. 2517.)

"According to the orders of the Maharaja," he said, "I and Raja Pahlivan Bahadur will send you letters and men. . . . But do not bring many men and things with you, because the warlike collection of the Afghan sepoy is near. There should be no noise or garrulity. You know well the delicacy and thinness of the thread and arrangements that may involve war."

† Ibid.

Pahlivan† of Yasin also replied, expressing his pleasure at the proposed visit.

Niamat Khan, the Chitral vakil, who brought Aman-ul-mulk's letter, also gave a verbal message from the Chief, to the effect that an attack on Gilgit had been planned by Hunza, Darel, Fanyal, and Yasin during Major Biddulph's visit in 1877, and also in September 1877, but that he (Aman-ul-mulk) had prevented it on both occasions; that Ghazan Khan of Hunza, and Pahlivan Bahadur had arranged to kill Major Biddulph during the visit; and in fact that Pahlivan Bahadur was not to be trusted. The accusations against Pahlivan Major Biddulph did not believe. He said it had long been rumoured that Aman-ul-mulk was seeking an opportunity to oust Pahlivan, as he had ousted his two brothers, and to place his own sons in Yasin. Aman-ul-mulk was known to be intriguing with Durl and Badakshan, and his letter showed that he wished to keep Major Biddulph's visit to Chitral secret, so as to be able to say that he had come as a traveller and not as a representative of the British Government.
On the 17th April another letter* arrived from Aman-ul-mulk, written jointly to the Governor of Gilgit and Major Biddulph. In this letter he spoke of Pahlavan Bahadur in a most friendly manner. He said that no suspicion or distrust should be entertained towards him, that he was his son, and would in no way show hypocrisy towards him. Major Biddulph asked for instructions whether, in replying to Aman-ul-mulk, he should notice the Chief’s deceit in sending a false message, and whether he should take any further steps regarding his visit to Chitral during the summer of 1878. He suggested that, should the visit be thought advisable, some allusion should be made in his reply to the remark about bringing a parvana from the Maharaja.
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much importance to the collection of accurate information regarding the frontier tribes, and hoped that the Gilgit officials would manage the affair better than the previous Governor. He at the same time reminded Major Biddulph that, under the standing orders of Government, he could not visit Darel unless the Maharaja withdrew his objections. Mr. Henvey’s action was approved; but it was added that the Viceroy understood that if he considered Major Biddulph’s visit desirable and not imprudent, the Maharaja would not, without special reasons, withhold the necessary permission. The Durbar was addressed accordingly, and His Highness in reply said that he
fully understood why the Government of India attached importance to the collection of accurate news regarding the frontier tribes, and that it afforded him great pleasure to further the object in view; but that he thought it his duty to intimate the anxiety which his knowledge and experience of the people made him feel. He urged that arrangements should be made, and hostages obtained from him, and take proper measures to ensure his safety on the journey. His Highness was thanked for this ready compliance.

Major Biddulph, however, abandoned the idea of visiting Darel and resolved upon a visit to Yasin and Chitral. The Kashmir Durbar protested that though the recent communications from the Chiefs of those places contained expressions of friendship and sincerity, and though it was not impossible that they would give a friendly and hearty reception to Major Biddulph, yet, bearing in mind the character of the past dealings with these tribes, the Government of Gilgit would not comply with the stipulations agreed upon in the preceding year, viz., that he would send back the treaty duly sealed, that he would depose his son to wait upon the Maharaja, and that he would allow Kashmir agents to be posted at Chitral and Yasin, and send a Chital Vakil to the Maharaja's Court. His Highness suggested that Major Biddulph should wait and see these matters carried out; but eventually, in compliance with Mr. Henry's wishes, instructed the Governor of Gilgit to render every practicable aid in the journey, by providing money or guards, or by detaching any of the local officers whom Major Biddulph might select. The Maharaja also addressed letters to Aman-ul-mulk and Pahluwan Balandar, stating that as Major Biddulph was one of the high officers of the British Government, and a friend of the Maharaja, they should in no way hesitate to show respect and regard to him.

Major Biddulph's report.—Major Biddulph left Gilgit on the 7th October and returned on the 22nd December 1878, having spent nearly all his absence of about two months in journeying to and from Chitral and Yasin and Mastuj in Chitral itself he remained only about a week. He submitted a report which is interesting, because it throws light on the character and policy of the Chiefs of Chitral and Yasin. It is well reviewed in the following extracts from Mr. Henry's letter of the 11th January 1879:

'Major Biddulph believes in the sincerity of Pahluwan Balandar, while he describes Aman-ul-mulk as 'unscrupulous and deceitful to an uncommon degree.' The reputation of the two Chiefs for truth and fidelity is considered in Kashmir to be on a level. It is probable that they thoroughly understood one another and were acting a common part. Both evidently expected Major Biddulph to produce some new treaty, which should make them dependents of the British Government. Both were alike in contemptuous regard for existing engagements with Kashmir. Both were in complete accord in their desire to get money in return for empty promises. Pahluwan Balandar, after showing reluctance to accompany Major Biddulph to Chitral, procured Major Biddulph to join in the discussion with Aman-ul-mulk. After boasting of his independence of Chitral and denouncing the treachery of Aman-ul-mulk, he made himself a party to a joint letter, the object of which is to induce the British Government to arrive at a treaty and Yasin for the purpose of a conditional alliance against Kabul and Russia. Finally, he remained behind in Chitral after Major Biddulph's departure, and, though Major Biddulph thinks this was a trick on the part of Aman-ul-mulk to prevent another meeting with Pahluwan Balandar in Yasin, it is at least as likely that Pahluwan was detained to consider measures, of which the nature may be inferred from the immediate despatch of a visit to Kabul.'
"The policy of Aman-ul-mulk is clearly perceptible. He is afraid of every one all around, and he is anxious for money. He fears the Maharaja of Kashmir, so far as possible, however slightly he may have spoken of Jammu, his letters show no want of respect and relations with the Amir unless attacked. But he also fears the Russo-Kabul alliance, and if threatened, he would permit a British agent or two to reside in his territory, but no troops, no doubt, appreciates and admires the example given him by the Amir Sher Ali of the use to every quarter, keep himself perfectly free, give no official guarantees and, as Palivan has predicted, neither be our friend, nor the friend of the Amir, but the friend of whichever is the strongest. I have come to the above conclusions, partly from what the Maharaja of Kashmir has told me, partly from Major Biddulph's report of his conversations, and partly from the terms of his letter from Aman-ul-mulk, which I have translated as literally as I could.

"Major Biddulph has not on this occasion recorded his advice and opinions as to the manner in which the overtures of Aman-ul-mulk should be received. From his general views of the man's treacherous disposition I gather that he would agree with me in regarding these overtures as absolutely worthless. He, however, expressed to Aman-ul-mulk a hope that he would be able shortly to give such an answer that Aman-ul-mulk should not report his coming. And I am surprised to find a suggestion in paragraph 54 of the report that Aman-ul-mulk might be induced to remain true to sight to be induced to remain true to sight and to enter into a responsible party to it. Palivan Bahadur and his uncle are men of precisely the same stamp. The sole way of influencing them is to appeal to their combined fears and interests. If Chitral be menaced from Badakshan, Aman-ul-mulk will, I doubt not, consent to receive not only British officers but strong guards of British troops, who would preserve his dignity as well as his independence. Such are the guarantees which he would understand, and which we must have, if Chitral is worth keeping on our side. Aid in money and arms might in that case be added.

"On this point I wish to state respectfully my opinion that it would be inadvisable to suggest that the Maharaja of Kashmir should increase his donations to Chitral and Yasin. The expectations of Palivan Bahadur seem to tend towards such an increase; but neither the present state of affairs nor the prospect for the future would appear to justify it. The undisguised contempt with which both Aman-ul-mulk and Palivan spoke of their relations to the Maharaja, the insolence which suggested the ostentatious slaughter of bullocks in welcoming an officer believed to be in some measure representative of the Hindu Maharaja as well as of the British Government, Aman-ul-mulk's refusal to liberate the Maharaja's subjects whom he detains in slavery, the secretly concealed audacity with which the same Chieftain maintains and upholds his own subservience to Kabul, are all facts showing clearly enough that the Dogra Government has no real power beyond the borders. Indeed, it can hardly be otherwise, for, in the actual condition of Kashmir, the whole resources of the State seem insufficient to cope with the calamity of famine which has desolated the valley. Garrisons on the line of Astar and Banji are dependent for their supplies to a considerable extent on the valley of Kashmir. Accordingly, since the famine began, I have heard of projects for diminishing the strength of the garrisons in the neighbourhood of Gilgit. Certainly it would be almost impossible to reinforce them now, and my own experience tells me that the Durbar cannot even manage to supply them with a few rations and cartridges; such is the depopulation of the country and the consequent want of coals. The Chiefs of Yaghestan have not been slow to perceive and appreciate the weakness of the Durbar. Hence their attitude. In short, they lack the Maharaja's money, but His Highness gets nothing in return, either by way of strength or of repulsion.

"The relations of Chitral with Kabul give rise to some grave questions. It has hitherto been understood that the avowed subordination of Aman-ul-mulk to the Maharaja involved the surrender of his connection with Afghanistan. The Amir Sher Ali has been warned off Chitral, and Aman-ul-mulk himself is not ignorant of the expectation of the British Government that he would break off his communications with the Amir. Nevertheless, it is perfectly clear that Aman-ul-mulk has not broken off and does not intend to break off those relations, unless it be to his own interest to do so. The project of a marriage with the late Sirdar Abdulla Jan seems to have been renewed in another shape, and valid come and go with the utmost freedom."

The principal question raised by the report seemed to Mr. Henvey to be the intercourse which was maintained between Chitral and Kabul. He considered that this defeated one of the main objects of the convention between Kashmir and Chitral, and he recommended that Aman-ul-mulk should be warned that his subsidy would be withdrawn if he continued to correspond with the Amir.

Views of the Government of India.—Major Biddulph's report was not reviewed in detail by the Government, but it was thought to be valuable, and the Kashmir Durbar was thanked for the assistance given in respect of his visit.
As to the relations between Chitral and Kabul the Government were disposed to hold that injunctions laid upon Aman-ul-mulk would probably not be obeyed; and that disobedience would be difficult to detect or punish; while it might not be quite fair to require him to break off all communication with Kabul.

**Intercourse of Kashmir and Chitral with Shignon and Wakhan.**

Early in 1877, it was reported that the Chief of Shignon had verbally tendered allegiance to the Maharaja. His Highness asked for advice from the Government, and in reply was informed that it was not expedient that he should encourage or receive such overtures.

In January 1879, the Kashmir Durbar enquired what steps should be taken in the event of Pahlivan of Yasin applying for aid to repel an Afghan incursion from Wakhan. The Government answered that such a contingency seemed improbable, but that the aid should certainly be given if required, and that meanwhile the frontier might be watched.

In May 1891, a letter was received in which the Ruler of Chitral advised the Maharaja to send presents through him to the rulers of Shignon and Wakhan. The Government remarked “it is understood the Kashmir Durbar have no relations with those countries;” and the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir replied that this fact was fully recognised by the Maharaja.

**Designs of Chitral and Kashmir upon Badakshan.**—In May 1879, news reached Gilgit that Mir Baba had established his power in Badakshan, and desired to claim allegiance from Chitral. Major Biddulph warned Aman-ul-mulk against entering into engagements with the Mir. Towards the end of the same year a good deal of correspondence passed between Shahzada Hassan, then the principal Mir of Badakshan, and Chitral, Gilgit, and Kashmir. The Mir was related to Aman-ul-mulk, and during his contest with his rival Mir Baba, the Ruler of Chitral seemed disposed to interfere, alleging that his own country might be attacked. Shortly afterwards the Maharaja of Kashmir expressed a strong desire “to undertake some military expedition, especially towards Badakshan, where he felt confident of success.” The Government of India approved of the advice given by the Officer on Special Duty that “Aman-ul-mulk should refrain from active interference in Badakshan, though he should keep up friendly communications with Shahzada Hassan, and should obtain and transmit intelligence of passing events and of the state of the country.” Mr. Henvey was instructed to discourage “any project which the Maharaja may seriously entertain of moving troops towards Badakshan.” When Shahzada Hassan failed (early in 1880) to oppose Abdur Rahman’s entry into Badakshan, he was driven across the Hindu Kush to take refuge in Gilgit. It was thought that he might be useful, so he was detained there for a while; but about July 1880, he was allowed to cross the frontier again.

**Hunza and Nagar.**—Major Biddulph was in constant communication with the Chiefs of these States.

**Hunza and the Chinese.**—As regards the relations between Hunza and the Chinese, the Gilgit diaries show that Ghazan Khan did send letters and the “customary tribute” to Kashgar. Major Biddulph pointed out that Hunza being a dependant of Kashmir could not owe allegiance to the Chinese. To this Ghazan Khan replied that he acknowledged the supremacy of Kashmir only, and that his dealings with China were merely friendly. In June 1880 the Joint-Commissioner at Leh reported that communications still went on between Yarkhand and Hunza. Mr. Henvey remarked that such correspondence might become important in the event of any other power being established in Yarkhand, and he proposed to induce Ghazan Khan to stop the correspond-
It is noteworthy that this was not the view taken by Lord Lytton’s Government in 1876. The correspondence between Hunza and the Chinese was one of the texts upon which Secret Despatch No. 49, quoted on p. p. 160 & 161, dated the 28th February 1879, was written.

The Hunza subsidy.—In a letter of the 13th July 1880, Major Biddulph gave the details of the subsidy paid by Kashmir to Hunza as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mir Ghazan Khan</td>
<td>3,000, old coinage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wazir Fuzi Khan</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wazir Asadollah</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wazir Dowlat Shab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Nizam on condition of his visit to Gilgit</td>
<td>120 paid in Gilgit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few weeks later Mr. Henvey mentioned that the Hunza subsidy had been suspended owing to the Chief’s unsatisfactory conduct; but it was soon restored.

Nagar.—Major Biddulph’s relations with this Chief were limited, mostly to protest against his impertinent style of correspondence. Mr. Henvey was inclined to remonstrate about this to the Kashmir Durbar, but the Government of India thought that the matter was one which Major Biddulph might settle as best he could.

Chaprote.—The transaction which brought the Officer at Gilgit specially into correspondence or conflict with the Chiefs of Hunza and Nagar was the occupation by Kashmir troops of the fort of Chaprote. The main facts of the affair may be summarised thus:

The fort of Chaprote is situated some 3 miles from the village of Chellat, at a point where the territories of the three States of Kashmir, Hunza, and Nagar meet, and has the reputation of being impregnable. The possession of it gives the holder command of the road from Hunza to Nagar, and of the revenues of the adjacent villages of Chellat and Bidad. It was formerly in the possession of the Gilgit State, then of the Sikhs, and then of Kashmir, but was taken from the Dogras by the Hunza people, in whose possession it remained till the winter of 1875-76. Then the Chaprote inhabitants, being dissatisfied with the rule of Ghazan Khan, the Mir of Hunza, invited Jeefir Khan, Mir of Nagar, to take possession of the place; which he accordingly did. Fearing, however, his inability to hold the place against Hunza, Jeefir Khan applied to the Governor of Gilgit for a garrison of Kashmir troops. The expedience of according to this request was discussed at the interview between the Viceroy and the Maharaja in November 1876, and His Highness agreed, with the Viceroy’s approval, to occupy Chaprote. On arrival at Gilgit in December 1877, Major Biddulph found that the fort was held by 53 sepoyos, belonging to the Kashmir Durbar, who, at the request of the Mir of Nagar, had been sent there and placed under the orders of the Fort Commandant, Azar Khan, son of Jeefir Khan, Mir of Nagar.

In January 1878 Mir Ghazan Khan of Hunza wrote to Major Biddulph requesting aid in recovering possession of Chaprote. He was, in reply, informed that the Government of India, in consultation with the Maharaja of Kashmir, had determined that Chaprote should in future be permanently garrisoned by Kashmir troops, so that disputes between the Mirs of Hunza and Nagar regarding its possession might be stopped. Thereupon, Ghazan Khan began to intrigue with the States of Yasin and Chilas and Darel, and reports were frequently received of arrange-
ments having been made for a simultaneous attack on Gilgit and Chaprote by 
Hunza, Yasin, Chilas, and Dareil.

A small disturbance occurred in February 1878, when some men, supposed 
to be emissaries of Hunza, were found at Chaprote inciting the people to rise, 
kill Azar Khan, and seize the fort. These men were seized and deported to 
Gilgit, and order was restored, though Azar Khan remained in dread of an 
attack being made on his fort, which, moreover, he considered to be insufficiently 
garrisoned. In June 1878, Ghazan Khan, despairing of getting back Chaprote, 
and reluctant to see it held by Kashmir on behalf of Nagar, made a formal 
request that it might be taken over entirely by the Maharaja, and at the same 
time offered to send one of his own sons to Gilgit as a hostage.

Major Biddulph on learning this wrote:

"The present arrangement is extremely unsatisfactory, as the Maharaja has made himself 
responsible for Chaprote by it to Jafir Khan, and reaps no corresponding advantage, as he 
does not hold complete possession of the place, as it was certainly contemplated he should do, 
when given permission by His Excellency the Viceroy to occupy Chaprote.

"The garrison consists of 50 men of the Maharaja's troops, who are fed by Jafir Khan; 
but instead of the fort being properly provisioned, a practice is made of doing out 10 days' 
supplies at a time, so that at any time pressure can be brought to bear to make the men 
evacuate the fort by withholding provisions. The opportunity now offered by Ghazan Khan's 
demand should not, I think, be let pass. . . . I most strongly recommend that this should be 
acted on, as it will give a hand over Hunza, and help to keep Ghazan Khan steady in his allegiance, 
which is at present very shaky. Jafir Khan will most probably dislike any alteration 
in present arrangements; but his eunuch is as little to be feared as his friendship is to be 
valued."

Acting on this advice, Mr. Henvey, the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, 
spoke to the Maharaja on the subject, but found the Durbar averse to doing any-
thing which would seriously offend Nagar. His Highness represented that, so 
long as the Kashmir famine lasted, it would be exceedingly difficult for him 
to undertake any warlike operations beyond Gilgit; and he added that Jafir 
Khan of Nagar had not given such cause of offence as would justify the expulsion 
of his people from Chaprote. Mr. Henvey was of opinion that the position at 
Chaprote was a matter—

"which would probably be better managed by the Durbar than through the intervention of 
the British Agent at Gilgit, and which would certainly not tend to a happy issue if pushed by 
us contrary to the wishes and policy of His Highness's Government."

At the same time, it appeared that the Governor of Gilgit, acting under the 
orders of the Kashmir Durbar, had informed Jafir Khan of Nagar that the 
Maharaja desired to increase the strength of the Chaprote garrison from 50 to 100 
sepoys. But Jafir Khan had replied that he had no apprehension for the safety 
of Chaprote, and was therefore averse to an increase being made in the garrison. 
He urged scarcity of provisions as an additional reason for refusing to receive 
the increased garrison.

Nothing further was heard till about May 1879, when Major Biddulph, 
acting on the advice of Jafir Khan's letters, requested the Governor of Gilgit to stop Jafir Khan's 
pay and expel his people from Chaprote. Thereupon the Maharaja referred 
to the Government of India for advice, and pointed out that in case of complications, 
it would be impossible to send reinforcements to Gilgit from Kashmir; 
that no provisions were obtainable in Nagar; that hostilities might be pro-
longed; and further, that the attitude of the several frontier Chiefs was 
doubtful. Mr. Henvey reported that Jafir Khan had 
undoubtedly misbehaved both to Major Biddulph 
and to the Maharaja. The Government of India arrived at the conclusion that 
the Kashmir Durbar could not be pressed to take 
steps which the Maharaja considered inexpedient; 
and Mr. Henvey was accordingly informed in August 1879 that,——

"while agreeing that the Khan's behaviour may be open to censure, and may even be deserving 
of punishment, the Government of India cannot, under the circumstances, press upon the 
Kashmir Government a measure which His Highness considers, for the reasons which are set 
out in your letter, and upon grounds which must be admitted to be not without weight, to be 
at present inadvisable and not opportune."
"I am accordingly to request that you will communicate this decision to Major Biddulph, and that you will, at the same time, desire that offer to keep you fully informed as regards any hostile demonstration that may be threatened by the neighbouring Chiefs against Chaprote."

Shortly afterwards Major Biddulph ceased to hold any correspondence with Jaffar Khan, beyond simply acknowledging letters, as the Mir's insolence continued undiminished. Friendly communications were, however, maintained with the Mir of Hunza.

Matters were in this position when, in August 1879, it was reported that Jaffar Khan of Nagar had suddenly abdicted in favour of his son Muhammad Khan. Muhammad Khan was nephew of Ghazan Khan of Hunza, who had married Jaffar Khan's sister; he was also son-in-law to Ghazan Khan, having married his daughter. It is not certain what reasons Jaffar Khan had for abdicting; but apparently Muhammad Khan, who had long been discontented, had, at the instigation of his uncle, made an attempt on his father's life. Muhammad Khan was not formally recognised by the Kashmir Durbar as successor to his father.

In the meantime Major Biddulph wrote again about Chaprote answering the objections of the Maharaja to its occupation. He considered that Chellat, which commands Chaprote, was the real key of the country, and that it could be held easily by 50 men. He did not think that the Nagar Chief would offer serious opposition, nor that there would be any great difficulty about food. He further reported that Azar Khan, the Commandant of Chaprote, who was a younger brother of Muhammad Khan of Nagar, and had also married a daughter of Ghazan Khan of Hunza, had promised, in the event of a rupture, to sever all connection with Nagar, and to throw in his lot with Kashmir. Indeed, Azar Khan was obliged to look to Gilgit and Kashmir for protection, for his occupation of Chaprote was unpleasant both to his brother Muhammad Khan and to his uncle Ghazan Khan.

The Government of India, in their letter No. 40A, 1879, replied to Mr. Henrey, that when Major Biddulph and the Hunza and Nagar Vakils arrived at Jammu, the opportunity might be taken to explain the case again to the Maharaja; but if after hearing all Major Biddulph had to say, His Highness should still prefer that the situation in Chaprote should remain unchange, the Government of India was willing to leave the decision to His Highness.

In February 1880, Muhammad Khan of Nagar, acting on the advice of the Chief of Hunza, wrote to Azar Khan at Chaprote, stating that Nagar was a small country, and that the supply of grain to the garrison of Chaprote was a heavy burden, which could be borne no longer, and begging him to send away all, or nearly all, the Kashmir soldiers. Azar Khan replied that he could not dismiss any part of the garrison, and then referred for orders to the Governor of Gilgit, who sent him grain, and directed him not to trouble the Nagar people, as arrangements could be made to supply Chaprote from Gilgit.

In April 1880, as the road between Chaprote and Nagar was in a dangerous state, the Durbar determined to repair it. On hearing that a good road was being made, Muhammad Khan was displeased, and evidently regarded the improvements with the greatest suspicion.

In May 1880 Major Biddulph wrote to Dewan Anant Ram expressing his opinion, for the information of the Maharaja, that the position of the Chaprote garrison was precarious; that formerly mutual jealousy had prevented the Chiefs of Hunza and Nagar from combining to attack the fort, but that now a close friendship existed between these two Chiefs (through Muhammad Khan), and some overt act of hostility might be expected at any time. Major Biddulph considered that the strength of the garrison should be increased, and that a three months' supply of food should always be kept in hand. Just then a fugitive from Hunza took refuge in Chaprote. A Hunza Vakil demanded his surrender. Azar Khan refused to give up the refugee, and told the Vakil that he had come as a spy, and sent him away with a message of defiance to Ghazan Khan, challenging him to attempt an attack on Chaprote. Three weeks later, it was reported that Hunza and Nagar were increasing the strength of their frontier posts, and Azar Khan asked for a reinforcement for Chaprote; and it was generally thought that an attack on Chaprote was imminent. On hearing
of this state of affairs the Government of India, on the 5th June 1880, wrote to the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, and asked what steps the Kashmir Durbar intended taking for the safety of the Chaprote garrison. In reply, Mr. Heasle forward a copy of a letter, dated 12th June 1880, addressed to him by the Maharaja to the following effect:

"I hasten, in the meantime, to inform you in a few words, that, from the papers received from Gilgit, an attack upon Chaprote seems to me probable. From these papers it appears that of the several causes which may have combined to make an attack probable, the most important are the repairing of the road to Chaprote, and the arrival at Gilgit of General Hoshia, who has gone simply to inspect my force there. These circumstances have aroused suspicion in the minds of Muhammad Khan and Ghazan Khan, and therefore it is likely that in increasing the garrison in Chaprote, and stationing a force in Chellat, the suspicion may gain strength, and may lead those Rajas to carry into effect what they have been contemplating secretly. Under these considerations, I am of opinion that all means should be taken to secure the position of Chellat in a manner that may not lead to open hostility. It cannot be expected to fight successfully against two thousand or more men of the enemy, and it would therefore be necessary to send reinforcements from Gilgit in the event of an attack by the enemy. As the safety of the garrison in Chaprote would depend entirely on the timely arrival of reinforcements from Gilgit, and as Major Biddulph is fully aware of the strength of my force in that place and at Hasorn, I have left all arrangements about strengthening Chaprote and Chellat to be shaped according to the opinion of Major Biddulph, who, on his arrival at Gilgit, will be able to form a correct idea of the recent events, and I shall, on being informed of his views on the subject, take such steps as will appear to me advisable under the circumstances. In short, I am of opinion that steps should be taken so as to prevent the breaking out of hostilities."

Major Biddulph wrote in a letter, dated the 4th June 1880, to Dewan Anant Ram:

"I am consulted with Lala Ram Kishen* I propose to strengthen the garrison of Chaprote sufficiently to enable them to defend themselves against any attack from Hunza. No corresponding increase, however, in the garrison of Gilgit will be necessary.

With regard to your allusions to the people of Chellat I think you have misunderstood my proposal. Chellat is already part of the Chaprote district, and it is as a more efficient substitute for the protection of Chaprote that I wished to see a garrison placed there, and not in addition to the force in Chaprote fort. On the establishment of a proper garrison in Chellat I should advocate the withdrawal of the garrison from Chaprote fort altogether.

In conclusion, I trust that you will bring to His Highness's notice my opinion for the necessity of observing the following points—

(1) The grant of a 'sanad' to Azar Khan, confirming him in the Mirship of Chaprote, with an adequate subsidy.

(2) The withholding firmly all subsidy from Hunza and Nagar until due reparation has been made, and Muhammad Khan's position clearly defined.

(3) The securing of the good will of Pahiwat Bahadur of Yasin in order to prevent him listening to the overtures that are being made to him by Hunza and Nagar."

On receipt of this letter the Maharaja expressed his anxiety to avoid an open rupture with Hunza and Nagar, as their country, though easy to take, would be difficult and unreumerative to hold; and he stated his intention of retaining the Hunza and Nagar Vakils on some pretext till matters were settled. He consented to recognize Azar Khan as Raja of Chaprote. He was unwilling to interfere with Chellat in any way, as the zamindars were subjects of, and sympathisers with, the Raja of Nagar; but he agreed that steps should be taken to ascertain whether Muhammad Khan, or his father, was really the Ruler of Nagar. Reinforcements appear to have been sent to Chaprote in accordance with Major Biddulph's recommendation; for in the month of June 1880 the Maharaja of Kashmir had 250 men at Chaprote, 200 at Sherkilla, and 750 at Gilgit; and as a precautionary measure, some hundreds of the troops then at Srinagar, who were under orders for Gilgit, in the ordinary course of relief, were ordered to proceed to Gilgit at once. General Hoshia repaired the fortifications of Chaprote; and soon afterwards Major Biddulph visited the place. A little later it was reported that the Maharaja had increased the subsidy of Azar Khan of Chaprote.

Meanwhile disturbing rumours about an attack upon Chaprote continued; and on the whole it is clear that the fort had been a fruitful source of discord down to the latter half of the year 1880.
Tribal rising on the Gilgit frontier.—Towards the end of October 1880, many reports were received indicating disturbances on the frontier of Gilgit; till on the morning of the 28th October 1880, Pahlavan Bahadur, aided by men from Hunza, seized Oakuch, a fort some 40 miles north-west of Gilgit on the Yasin river. He then overran the whole of the Panjal country and attacked the fort of the Sher (Chor) which is some 14 miles north-west of Gilgit on the Yasin river. As a precaution 60 men had been despatched from Gilgit on the 27th, and 100 men on the 28th, to reinforce Sher, but both parties failed to reach the place before it was invested, though there was ample time for the first party to have done so. It was impossible to despatch reinforcements earlier, as they did not arrive from Kashmir till the 28th, and the number of men in Gilgit previous to that date was barely sufficient to hold the fort. Reinforcements were also despatched to Chaprote on the 27th.

The garrison in Sher at the time of the attack consisted of 115 Kashmir sepoyos, and the people of the place under Rajas Akbar Khan and Aflat Khan assisted in the defence. The fort was then closely invested by Pahlawan. Fears were at first entertained for the safety of Gilgit, as it was not known whether the neighbouring tribes had joined the Chief of Yasin or not. Orders were sent to Astor to hurry up the troops, which should have reached Gilgit in the ordinary course of relief two months before, but with the exception of 40 men brought in on the 2nd November by Sendas Hoshian, none arrived before the 16th. One Sirdar, who was at Astor on the 3rd November, though repeatedly summoned to bring 150 men with him, whose destination was Gilgit, disregarded the urgency of the order and took 13 days to accomplish a march of 72 miles. The same slackness was shown by the reinforcements arriving from Iskardo. After the return of the detachments which had failed to reach Sher, the garrison in Gilgit consisted of 39 officers, 775 rank and file, and 56 camp followers, who were all reported to be efficient; but it was discovered that 10 per cent. of the whole were sick, and among the rest were a large number of boys, old men, and recruits of two or three months' service only. Some slight compensation was gained by a small proportion of them being armed with Enfield rifles.

On the 3rd November 480 men started to relieve Sher. Major Biddulph and his Medical Officer accompanied them. A number of armed Gilgitis under the Wazir, Gholam Hyder, were sent in advance to seize and hold a difficult passage in the road near Sharot. This was done, but on the arrival of the main force within 4 miles of the place, intelligence was received that the Wazir, with all the small officials, had gone over to the enemy, after murdering Shahid-ul-Oman, of the Khushwakta family. It was then thought advisable to return at once to secure the fort at Gilgit, which had been dangerously denuded of troops. A retreat was at once ordered, and after a fatigue march the fort was regained without loss. Enquiry showed that there was reason to expect a general attack from all the tribes round, and it was reported that a Chitral force was on the way to join the enemy.

Under the circumstances Major Biddulph felt it necessary to assume the entire command of the whole force in garrison; and to this the Maharaja's officers cheerfully agreed. The next ten days were employed in strengthening defences, some of which were in a very bad state, taking precautions against possible treachery on the part of the people of the country, distributing the troops to different posts and duties, and getting in supplies, while reinforcements were awaited from Iskardo and Kashmir. Scouting parties of Yasinis, mixed with people of the country who had joined them, were very active on all the roads, and a bridge within 300 yards of the fort was destroyed, as also another bridge at an important point within 5 miles of Gilgit. Saiyads were despatched to the Indus valley tribes to rouse them to a holy war. A letter, written in the name of Pahlwan Bahadur and Wazir Gholam Hyder, addressed to all the Mussulmans of Shinaki, was intercepted near Bunji; in it they were urged to seize Bunji and Hamghat, and so cut off the communication between Gilgit and Kashmir. Intelligence was afterwards received that the people of Chilas, Harban, and the neighbourhood, were preparing to co-operate.

On the 6th November, Major Biddulph despatched Nisam Khan, the
Chitral Vakil residing in Gilgit, with letters to Aman-ul-mulk, calling on him to fulfil his repeated promises of punishing Pahlwan Bahadur for misbehaviour. Two days later the Wazir of Nagar arrived with 50 men to give assurance of Jafir Khan's loyalty, and offer assistance. Meanwhile, the Yasin and Hunza Vakils, who were in Gilgit at the time of the outbreak, were detained in confinement. They were apparently cognisant of the coming attack, and were sent purposely to lull suspicion, trusting to being able to make their escape in the first confusion.

On the 13th November, preparations were made by the Yasin force to assault Sher on the following day, when the loyalty or treacherous intentions of the Gilgitis, who had gained admission to the place, would have been made manifest. In the evening, however, a messenger from Yasin reached Pahlwan Bahadur's camp with the news that a Chitral force under Nizam-ul-mulk had attacked Yasin. This caused Pahlwan to raise the siege and fly back to Yasin without an hour's delay. On the same day an attack was made on Bar, in the Chapote district, by the people of Hunza, but they were beaten off with the loss of 15 men.

On the 17th November, a messenger arrived with letters from Nizam-ul-mulk, who had taken possession of the whole of Pahlwan Bahadur's territory down to Roshan. The letter's force was said to be enclosed in the space, about 4 miles long, which is guarded by difficult passages at each end, between Roshan and Hupar. Nizam-ul-mulk had a body of several thousand men with him, and was accompanied by his brothers, Murid and Afzul-ul-mulk.

By this time Major Biddulph was able to report that all was quiet. He went a few days later to Sher and Gakuch. Pahlwan was then allowed to go to Chitral, and the whole affair subsided, Yasin and Mustuj remaining in possession of Chitral.

The movement threatened at one time to be extremely formidable, not so much because of the strength of the invading force as of its composition. When Pahlwan left Sher he had about 2,000 men, of whom 600 were from Daral, 100 from Hunza, and the rest from Yasin. But besides these, 100 men had come up from Tangir, and the people of Chitral were said to be on the march to join Pahlwan at the time of his flight. Moreover, the invaders found support among the inhabitants of Fanyal and Gilgit, while the loyalty of Nagar could scarcely be relied upon in an emergency. Major Biddulph stated* that the Baltis of the Indus valley near Bunji also meditated an outbreak; but a report by Mr. Elias (Joint-Commissioner at Leh), who wrote on the 8th December 1860, after travelling in Baltistan, contradicted this rumour altogether, and expressed much doubt as to both the will and the ability of the petty Rajas and poor inhabitants of this country to join an insurrection under any circumstances.

The Maharaja appears to have displayed zeal in sending reinforcements to Gilgit. He was urged strongly to do so by the Government of India, and he consented to allow Colonel Tanner and Dr. Duke to accompany his troops from Kashmir.

When the disturbances had subsided Major Biddulph recommended punitive expeditions against Hunza and Daral, and various plans for the partition of Yasin. But the Government of India directed† him to come to head-quarters as soon as possible, making over charge to Colonel Tanner; and it was said that—

* Gilgit Diary, No. 132.
† Secret, December 1860, Nos. 93, 94, and 125.
‡ Ibid, No. 146.
§ Secret, July 1861, No. 313.

"Major Biddulph should receive very clear and definite injunctions against taking or encouraging during the winter any steps likely to involve him, directly or indirectly, in fresh complications upon the Gilgit border."

These instructions received the "full§ approval" of the Secretary of State.

It soon became|| clear that the Maharaja was opposed to a punitive expedition, and the Government had no desire to urge him to undertake one against his own judgment.

The causes which led to the rising.—Rightly or wrongly, both Mr. Henvey and Major Biddulph were of opinion that this rising was not a mere local outbreak, but that it was a plot concocted by the Kashmir Durbar and the
Ruler of Chitral for the disgrace of the British officer at Gilgit through the ruin of his protégé Pahlwan Khan of Yasin. The political situation on the frontier is reviewed in the two memoranda which are reproduced below:

Mr. Honey’s memorandum, dated the 16th December 1879 — The hostile proceedings of Pahlwan Bahadur and the late attack upon Gilgit are events which had been too often foretold to be believed in until they occurred.

2. As Major Henderson remarked, in his confidential letter of 6th April 1878, rumours of disturbances were current every winter: and Major Biddulph had hardly taken up his appointment at Gilgit in 1877-78, when it was said that Hunza, Yasin, Chilas, and Dorul, under the guidance of Ghazan Khan of Hunza, were menacing Gilgit.

3. The excitement was aggravated, if not caused, by road-making in the direction of the frontier post of Chaprote, which had been recently occupied by a small body of Kashmiri troops. One object of this arrangement was to stop quarrelling between Hunza and Nagar, who had rival claims to the place, but there has been no more fruitful source of dispute and danger within the last three years than Chaprote; and it was on the pretext that the road-making thither was preliminary to the conquest of Hunza that Ghazan Khan endeavoured to arrange the combination of 1878.

4. Major Biddulph, however, thought that these stories were got up by Bhai Gunga Singh, Governor of Gilgit, in collusion with Aman-ul-mulk of Chitral, with the hope of frightening our officer away; and his views so far prevailed that Bhai Gunga Singh and his son, Gurbakhsh Singh, were disgrace. Major Biddulph was probably right in regard to the object with which so much publicity had been given to disputing tales; but he was too incredulous in other respects, as the sequel has shown. It is at least very remarkable that Pahlwan Bahadur, Ghazan Khan of Hunza, the Darlis, Panayals, and their Gilgit sympathisers, against whom Aman-ul-mulk cautioned Major Biddulph in 1878, through Niamat Khan, are the conspirators of the present day, while Jafir Khan of Nagar and Raja Akbar Khan and Abu Khan of Panyal, whom Aman-ul-mulk praised, have vindicated his opinion of their fidelity. In fact, Aman-ul-mulk’s warning, which Major Biddulph then continued, has now been verified to the latter.

5. In the following year (1879) there were incessant alarms of an impending attack on Chaprote, with counter-alarms of an aggressive movement from Gilgit. Jafir Khan of Nagar was said to be sending to Chitral and Yasin to incite a rising, while Jafir Khan himself drew attention to the correspondence that was going on between Yasin and Hunza.
Hunza and Nagar. Ghazan Khan of Hunza sent his Wazir, Fazl Khan, to ask the meaning of these warlike preparations. Muhammad Khan, son of Jafir Khan, proceeded to Hunza to consult Ghazan Khan about attacking Chilum. It seemed that Pahlwan had made overtures to him with the view of attacking Gilgit. This report was disbelieved, but probably it was quite true.

"10. Simultaneously the tribes seemed to be stirred with the dread of an attack from Gilgit. Pahlwan and Hunza were in a chronic state of alarm, and the former set to work collecting stores and soliciting aid from Chitral and Tangir. In May 1850, the Hunza Wazir, Fazl Khan, insisted on returning to Hunza, in order that he might disburse the Hunza and Nagar Chief's of the notion that Major Biddulph was proceeding to the frontier. The pangs extended to Gor and Chilas, and Jafir Khan of Nagar actually proposed that he should join Kashmir in conquering Hunza, though doubtless the proposition was put forth merely as a feint to ascertain how far the authorities at Gilgit were prepared to go.

"11. It is important here to mark that Pahlwan Bahadur was believed to have applied to Chitral for aid against Gilgit. It was said that he had an understanding with Ghazan Khan of Hunza and Jafir Khan of Nagar that, if the aid of Chitral could be secured, they should attack Gilgit.

"12. Major Biddulph wrote thereupon —

"It is known that Pahlwan Bahadur has been preparing ammunition and soliciting aid from his neighbours, but there is good reason to suppose that he had done so in self-defence, through fear of an attack being made on him from Gilgit. Everything tends to show that the recent alarming reports have been set about by Hunza to excite national feeling, or to create disturbances, under cover of which an attack might have been made on Chilum."

"13. Events have proved how imperfect this view of the case was. A hostile feeling unquestionably prevailed, and the manifestation of it in the summer of 1850 is, perhaps, in great measure, attributable to the active steps which Kashmir had adopted in accordance with Major Biddulph's advice, viz., the reinforcement of Chilum and the deputation of General Hoshana to the border, upon a tour of inspection, to discuss matters of importance with Major Biddulph himself, despite his prejudices in favor of Pahlwan Bahadur, seems to have been puzzled by the menacing aspect of affairs. On the 29th of June 1850 he wrote: — His (Pahlwan's) warlike preparations are justified by fear of being attacked: still the tone of his letters is very cold and quite wanting in their former cordiality. He is, I know, dissatisfied as to his allowance, and is, besides, inclined to be finical. Echoes from Kabul may have reached Yasin Aman-ul-mulk's ignorance as to the truth of reports is of course assumed. Nobody knows better himself than they are worth."

"14. Aman-ul-mulk evidently did not know what was going forward. He surmising that Major Biddulph desired to revisit Chitral, he drew attention to reports that the people of Gilgit, Panyal, and neighbouring States were disposed to give trouble, and he reminded Major Biddulph that his desire was the despatch of the road, and ought to be bound down with full security. Secret intelligence of Pahlwan's designs was also received from Mulk Aman in Tanger; and the Chitral newspaper announced that Pahlwan had corresponded with Muhammad Umr of Bedilshah and with Abdur Rahim Khan, in the hope of securing aid in the event of pressure from Gilgit or Chitral."

"15. Finally, Pahlwan, having vainly tried to recover possession of his sister living in Panyal, and having succeeded at last in drawing away the Pir Saiyad Shah, amused Major Biddulph by a signed intention of visiting Chitral, and throwing aside the mask, attacked Sher Killa towards the end of October 1850.

Pahlwan's conduct is probably as follows: — It was noticed in the beginning of 1850, that he had changed his tone since Mulk Aman's expulsion from Tanger in 1857. Mulk Aman is his brother, and has claims on Yasin. Soon afterwards he began to intrigue with Hunza, Darel, &c., and to complain of the inadequacy of his subsidy. He paraded his antagonism to Kashmir in the affair of Bhui Gunga Singh and declared his lively pleasure at the Bhui's disgrace, remarking whoever is displeased at the dismissal of Gunga Singh, may consider himself to be a friend to Aman-ul-mulk, but which seems more applicable to the Maharajah.

"17. What was the state of Pahlwan's mind, when Major Biddulph visited Yasin and Chitral in the autumn of 1857, may be inferred from his conversation. He said he owed no allegiance to 'the Sikhs,' and 'had met with nothing but bad treatment and
had faith to send vaksis to Jammu; unless he was put on a better footing than the Mirs of some time ago, that Aman-ul-mulk, Huzza, and Tangir made him worthy of better treatment, in the way of increasing his annual allowance, he would not again send vaksis, and would hold no intercourse with Kashmir for the future.

18. After Major Budulph's visit, Pahlan's hopes rose high. He had dreams of being admitted into direct engagements with the Government of India, or at least of a largely increased subsidy. But these hopes were disappointed. He bitterly bewailed that his friendship and loyalty were thought no more of than the slack performances and crooked proceedings of others; and he desired to send his vaksis through Major Budulph to the Empress of India: he said 'that he had not received the slightest honor or reward from the sirket of Jammu: there is no need to send vaksis to Jammu; he claimed an allowance equal to that of Aman-ul-mulk, and demanded \$10,000 instead of \$5,000, otherwise he would not send his vaksis, and would not let them accept anything; he tried to show that \$1,000 given as a special present by the Maharaja was an annual increase; but he was quickly put right by Dr. Scully, then carrying on the duties as Gilgit for Major Budulph. In the summer of 1880 he asked if an increase of subsidy proportionate to his digressions afterwards he had the more reason to learn that, while his requests were, he thought, ignored, Aman-ul-mulk had been given an additional \$500, merely for presenting a white hawk to the Maharaja; and shortly before his set of war he despatched an ultimatum to the Governor of Gilgit, saying that he would not send vaksis to Jammu, because they did not receive proper treatment, and also because his annual allowances had not been increased in accordance with the promises made to him. Major Budulph added, 'I believe no promises of an increase of allowances have been made to him.'

19. Although no such promises were made, still the Durbar had been advised to deal liberally with Pahlan; and, as reported in my No. 293, dated July 21st, 1890, the Maharaja ordered the Yasin allowance to be increased by \$150 yearly. This increase, however, fell far below Pahlan's estimate of what was due to him; and the revised total of \$8,000 was less than the allowance paid to Huzza, which Major Budulph took as a standard (see correspondence submitted with my confidential letter No. 205, dated July 24th, 1890). The same correspondence shews that the Yasin vaksil had complained of the want of consideration which he had experienced at Jammu, and that Dewan Amat Ram promised to bear that matter in mind for the future. Pahlan's offensive attitude towards the Kashmir Government, his futile attempt to open direct relations with us, and his hostile intentions as regards Gilgit, were of course known to the Durbar, and, being known, could hardly fail to be answered by corresponding treatment of his vaksis. The increase of allowance sanctioned by the Maharaja was enough to give the appearance of readiness to adopt Major Budulph's recommendations without the least satisfying Pahlan.

20. In short, Pahlan Babadar regarded himself as an ill-used man whose services in the affair of Mir Walli, and on other occasions, had been slighted. He only looked for an opportunity to avenge himself: and he fancied that he had found that opportunity in the autumn of 1890, when the British Government was hemmed in Afghanistan and the Kashmir Government weakened by the late famine; when Huzza was hostile on account of Chaspuda; when the Gilgit garrison was in process of relief and more than the usual confusion reigned; and when Aman-ul-mulk had, as can hardly be doubted, promised to co-operate with Yasin, Huzza, Durd, and the ryeots of Panyal and Gilgit, who have been alienated by years of oppression. I may here observe that Dewan Amat Ram has stated to me his personal conviction that Aman-ul-mulk misled Pahlan into his foolish enterprise.

21. Aman-ul-mulk has indeed played his cards well. He poses as the faithful keeper of treaties and the friend of the British and Kashmir Governments. He has long coveted the Masjat for one of his sons; and now, by occupying both Masjat and Yasin, he has attained besides placing the only powers that can disturb him under a deep obligation. His character for treachery was well enough known to Pahlan, who denounced him to Major Budulph, saying that he brought Mir Walli to destruction by sending him four letters in one day with contradictory orders. His dominant principle has been to prevent Kashmir from advancing beyond Panyal, while he claimed supremacy over the country above Panyal, and Kashmir exceed its tences apace the country above Panyal, and Kashmir exceeds apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretchesstretching apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches apace of the country above Panyal, and Kashmir stretches...
been accidental (false enclosure of my confidential letter dated 14th December 1880). As to
whether the scheme had not still deeper foundations, I have submitted my opinions elsewhere,
but a reference to my semi-official of 9th July 1880 will show that the existence of profound
intrigues has been previously suspected.
* * * * *
... the arrangement at Chaprote, which holds him in check. Chaprote is in the possession of Rajah Azor Khan,
who, though related to Ghazan Khan by marriage, is the
son of Jafir Khan of Nager. This grain to the garrison, indicated a closer connection of Chaprote with Nager than with Hunza.
Consequently Hunza has never ceased intriguing for the purpose of recovering Chaprote;
he has taken every opportunity offered by round-making and the like to stir up strife; and
on one occasion he went so far as to urge that, if Chaprote
were not given back to him, Kashmir should take it alto-
gether, so bitterly did he dislike the existing settlement.
* * * * *
Both he and the Raja of Nager, Jafir Khan, were opposed at the prolonged detention of
their vakis at Janamu, and delay in paying the subsidy, according to Major Biddulph's
advice, was another cause of ill-feeling (see enclosure of my confidential letter of 4th July
1880). In July 1880, Major Biddulph had to use 'polemical language' to the Hunza
vaki, and to demand that Ghazan Khan should send his son to Gilgit (see my semi-official
of 30th July 1880).
* * * * *
Just before the outbreak, Ghazan Khan seemed in a better frame of mind, and,
deputed* his son, Muhammad Nazif, to Gilgit: but Major
Biddulph unfortunately, as matters have turned out, let
Muhammad Nazif go back, and arranged for the payment
of the Hunza subsidy. On the whole, it might have been certainly foretold that this
Khan would strike in with a powerful enemy of Kashmir, in the hope of regaining Chaprote
and of plundering Gilgit. The Maharaja himself holds that Ghazan Khan's connection with
China has also influenced his policy; and it is known that since the re-establishment of the
Chinese in Kashgar, communications have passed between Hunza and Kaschgar. Major Ghazan
Khan's action was not, however, very decided, for he appears to have sent only a small
detachment, under command of his Wazir's son, to join the invaders, and, strange to say,
he did not make a serious raid upon Chaprote.

24. The main difficulty in the case of Jafir Khan of Nager is to reconcile his behav-
ior with Major Biddulph's estimate of his character. Pir,
Saiyad Shah stated* in 1878 that Jafir Khan was the only
Yugishtani Chief sincerely friendly to the Maharaja.
Aman-ul-mulk was of the opposite opinion. Major Biddulph,
however, wrote*:—'I hope the most miscellaneous men in
this country, and by no means the friend that they have been
believe.' Similarly, on 15th June 1880, Major Biddulph
for Jafir Khan, the Maharaja should understand that he
will pretends to have... He has for years played a
double game, and it is time the eyes of the Durbar were
open to it.' Yet, notwithstanding constant irritation on
the subject of Jafir Khan's insolent letters to Major Biddulph
and the Governor of Gilgit, his mission from Kasmir
blacksmiths, his building a Billa into slavery, and his mysterious
proceedings in making over the administration of Nager to
his son Muhammad Khan, Jafir Khan has remained true
to his salt. The fact is that the Durbar appear to have
appreciated the situation, if not Jafir Khan's character, more
Khan had, by the Maharaja's order, married his daughter
into the families of Rajas Akbar Khan and Atit Khan of Panyal: and that, as he himself
stated, he had four relatives, viz. Azor Khan, Kamal Khan,
Ahidal, and Habibi Khan in the Maharaja's power. The
Durbar were also aware that there is an unconquerable
jealousy between Hunza and Nager, whether on account of
Chaprote or from other causes, and feeling certain of the Hunza Chief's enmity, they con-
cluded that Nager would take the opposite side. It is on this assumption that much of the
Maharaja's policy proceeds, and no one understands these people better than he does. At
any rate, however suspicious we are of His Highness' secret motives, we may rest assured
that, when he declares an opinion for or against a Yugishtani Chief, he will take good care
to order events accordingly.

25. The participation of
... of Pukhtun's personal
influence. They were in the combination of 1878, when
... to be in fear of an attack from Gilgit.
... are also connected with Chitral. As Aman-ul-mulk
observed[] in 1879, 'The men of Hunza, Darel, and Nager,
... put me.' If, therefore, Amarchand proceeded with an
invation for his own purposes, the Darelis would naturally be
among his dupes. Almost immediately before the distur-
ance there was a quarrel between Gilgit and Darel about tri-
bute, but the dispute was settled[] on the 28th October 1880.
96. The foregoing is the best explanation which I can give of a movement that threatened to be extremely formidable. Pashawar Maildar, besides his own followers, could also Chilas, with 3,000 men capable of bearing arms, for the Chilas are stated to have been and Chilas are practically independent, since no Kashmir official does exercise authority in Gohar Singh's successful campaign of 1851.

97. The inability of the ordinary garrison at Gilgit to cope with such a confederacy has been demonstrated; and having regard to the disorganisation of Kashmir in the military as well as other branches, it may be greatly doubted whether the Maratha's power, even when reinforced, would be equal to the occasion. His officers are incapable, and his sepoys are generally dissatisfied by reason of neglect and want of pay, while a large proportion of them are, from old age and sickness, unfit for active service in a mountainous country. There are eighteen land marches, across two or more formidable passes from Srinagar to Gilgit; the road is closed in winter; it traverses a country barely able to support its own people; and the sole transport consists of improved mules, who are neither paid nor well fed, and whose sufferings are consequently pitiable, especially in the cold weather, to the last degree. Everything conspires to impede energetic action or even effective defence.

98. Sensible of this weakness, the Maratha leans rather towards diplomacy than warlike operations. He feels that Aman-ul-mulk is in a strong position, morally and materially. He would rather not see the Chitral power established in Yasin, and this is not to be.

99. Similarly, with regard to Hunza, Nagar, and Darel. The conduct of Hunza and Darel has afforded a casus belli, but His Highness can undertake nothing against them now. When the spring comes, he will set the Chitralis at them if possible, or punish them himself, if his resources permit him to do so. The Nagar Chief has behaved well, and the Maratha will encourage him, partly by way of reward, and partly in the hope of fomenting the jealousy, which already rages, between him and Hunza. The Maratha is disposed to believe in Jaffer Khan of Nagar; but a complication is introduced by the peculiar status of Jaffer Khan's son Muhammad Khan, who is a sort of conductor in the State, and who is by no means so friendly as his father. If Jaffer Khan should die (and his life has been threatened by Muhammad Khan), Nagar may at any moment join His Highness's enemies.

100. The disinherited inhabitants of Panyal are to be disposed of by Rambhashen, the Governor, with Major Biddulph's counsel, but so as to avoid creating a panic.

101. It is hard to say what else or more can be done at the present juncture, and under actual circumstances. A weak Native State cannot display much vigour at extremities, removed by hundreds of miles from the centre of administrative life, and the temporarily prevailing effect of a British officer's presence upon those extremities, irritates the patient without curing the malady.

Memorandum by Major Biddulph on the present condition of affairs in Gilgit, dated 3rd March 1851.

"1. In the spring of 1850 I was despatched by the Government of India to visit Gilgit, and make certain explorations in that neighbourhood in company with Captain Grant. At the fullest confidence was reposed at that time by Government in the good faith and loyalty of the Jammu Durbar, the Maratha was requested to co-operate. He at once expressed his willingness to do so, and made arrangements for the journey, the expenses of which he insisted on defraying. It has since become known that, while apparently endeavouring to insure the success of the expedition by smoothing all difficulties of travel in Kashmir territory, the Durbar threw obstacles in the way of travel beyond the frontier. On one notable occasion, when an unexpected chance of exploration in Hunza, which would have yielded valuable results, presented itself, pressure was placed on the Mir of Hunza to make him withdraw the order he had spontaneous made, and he was threatened with the Maratha's displeasure 'for daring to make friends with the English.' At the same time, when I was in Yasin territory, the Yasin vakil was taunted by the Governor of Gilgit for his master allowing me to travel safely in his country instead of treating me as Mr. Haywood had been treated.

"2. While I was in Gilgit, vakil arrived from Chitral on their way to Jammu. It was represented to me by the Governor that they had been induced to come through some process, but in reality to be held up as hostages during my journey across the frontier. On the arrival in Jammu it appeared that they had brought an important letter offering the Maratha a new cause of quarrel. In short, the Maratha is being expected and spontaneous on the part of the Chital and Yasin Rulers, who were promised.
of 1876, took with him a letter, addressed by the Maharaja to the Amir Sher Ali, which was deemed of such importance that Nizam-ul-mulk, the Ruler of Chitral's eldest son, was sent in person with it to Kabul that autumn. It is therefore evident that a far more complete understanding existed at the time between Chitral and Jammu than the Durbar would have the British Government to understand.

A reference to the Kabul Diary for August 1876 also shows that the friendly relations between Chitral and Jammu were sufficiently close to cause the Amir's apprehensions. These apprehensions may have been assumed, but it appears more probable that they were real, and that Nizam-ul-mulk's despatch to Kabul two months later was to reassure the Amir as to the real feelings covertly entertained in Chitral and Jammu.

"3. In November 1876, His Excellency the Viceroy met the Maharaja at Madhopur, and made known to him his wish that Chitral and Yasin should be brought under the control of Kashmir, which the Maharaja expressed his ability and willingness to accomplish, by peaceful negotiation. Without making any allusion to the good understanding he already had with the Chitral Chief His Highness begged the Viceroy to favor him with a written authority to commence negotiations, in order that it may not be in the power of evil-disposed persons hereafter to assume him of entering into relations with foreign States for his own ends."

"As a proof of the confidence reposed in the Maharaja and to enable him to strengthen his Gilgit frontier, he was presented with five thousand rifles and a suitable quantity of ammunition.

"4. The Viceroy then expressed his wish to station a British officer at Gilgit. This proposal was not new to the Indian Government, as it had been first mooted in 1874 by Sir T. D. Forsyth, but to the Maharaja it evidently came unexpectedly. On the following day he signified his consent and cordial co-operation, merely raising difficulties on points of detail. A further present of a mountain battery completely equipped was then made to him. At the Delhi Assembly, a month later, special honors were conferred on the Maharaja, and in a letter, dated 22nd December 1876, the Viceroy authorised him to proceed as quickly as possible with the negotiations for bringing Chitral and Yasin under allegiance.

"5. During the spring of 1877 frequent correspondence passed between Chitral and Jammu, the only object of which (as far as can be known from the Durbar's communications to the Government of India) seems to have been to make the British Government believe that no previous understanding existed between the two Rulers. The Durbar also laid frequent stress on the fears entertained by Aman-ul-mulk, lest he should be attacked by the Amir at the very time when friendly arrangements were on foot for the behoof of the daughter of the Chitral Ruler to the Amir's heir-apparent, Abdullah Jan, the first proposals for this alliance having emanated from Chitral.

"6. On the 28th July 1877, a meeting took place on the Fungali frontier between Nizam-ul-mulk, Pahlavan Babadar, the Mir of Yasin, and the Governor of Gilgit. The ostensible object of the meeting was to reassure the Chitral and Yasin Rulers as to the extent of the allegiance required of them, and to make them a gift of money. The real object of the meeting was to enable Nizam-ul-mulk to deliver the Amir's answer to the letter he had carried to Kabul in the preceding autumn, in reward for which service he received the sum of Rs. 6,000. A brief study of the letter from Aman-ul-mulk to the Maharaja forwarded to Government by the latter on the 8th July, and the letters of the Officer on Special Duty in Srinagar concerning it, will show that the meeting at Tamanshik had nothing to do with the proposed treaty. The responses submitted to Government by the Durbar of the negotiations in progress with Yasin and Chitral, also show that a considerable change took place in the relative plans of the Durbar towards the Rulers of both States about this time, which will be noted further on.

"7. A strong desire was also evident on the Maharaja's part all through 1877 to obtain the sanction of Government to his pushing his influence in Dir, Swat, and Bajaur, to which latter place he proposed sending the Sirdar, Yahyah Khan, who was then residing in Jammu, and who later played a somewhat conspicuous part in Kabul affairs.

"8. In October the Chitral vailid, who had arrived in the beginning of July, was despatched from Srinagar with the proposed treaty for Aman-ul-mulk's acceptance, of which the Durbar was so confident that, without waiting to ascertain whether Aman-ul-mulk's views had undergone any change, a year's subsidy to Chitral was sent in advance, in addition to the money already paid in July. In truth, the understanding between Chitral and Jammu was already completely established, and it is to be noted that, though the Yasin Ruler had shown himself less open to friendly advances from Jammu, and therefore requiring more caution, his first subsidy was not paid till the following summer.

"9. The so-called treaty was in fact only a one-sided engagement on the part of the Chitral Ruler to enter into an offensive and defensive alliance with the Maharaja, to whom he promised to render nominal allegiance in return for a yearly subsidy. It was said at the time that the ratified treaty with Aman-ul-mulk's signature was to be brought to Jammu in 1877 by the Chitral Ruler's son, but no son of Aman-ul-mulk has yet visited Jammu, nor has the Durbar again alluded to this intention.

"10. Meanwhile, preparations for the coming of the British officer to Gilgit were being made. During the spring and summer of 1877 vague and contradictory reports were made to Government of threatened disturbances on the frontier. Subsequent investigation showed that there had not been the slightest foundation for them. The object of them was to
impress on Government that the Gilgit frontier was dangerous and unsafe for the residence of a British officer. The people of Gilgit were told to expect unbearable oppression from the Government at his own risk, and all were warned against offering service to him without permission from the Governor, under pain of punishment. The headmen were enjoined to cooperate in driving him from the place by alarming reports and making things uncomfortable for him.

11. An unexpected occurrence, however, caused these plans to miscarry. During the summer of 1877 several hundred Gilgitis went to Kashmir to appeal to the Maharaja against being driven out of their country. The Governor was summoned down to answer the charges made against him, leaving his son, a young and inexperienced man, in charge.

12. An unusually early and severe winter prevented the Governor's return before the snow became closed by snow. I arrived in Gilgit at the end of November, and the official Governor began to act on the lines laid down for him with more zeal than discretion. My language was openly plundered by an official without any attempt being made to enforce reparation, or punishment. Fear of an alarming nature were made to me, a report was transmitted to Government that the Governor would not be responsible for my safety, and the assistance of the Chitral Ruler was invoked to add to my apprehensions under guise of a friendly regard for my welfare.

13. In October 1878, I visited Yasin and Chitral, my return to Gilgit being hastened by the outbreak of hostilities with Kabul. My journey was opposed by the Durbar, who have throughout shown the same desire to obstruct direct dealings of the British Government with the Chiefs on the Gilgit frontier that they manifested to our dealings with the Attilk Ghazi in former years. The difference of reception I met with from the two Chiefs was great. Pulwam Bahadur, the Yasin Chief, told me frankly that he had not wished me to come, but having come, he would spare no trouble to make me welcome. He expressed his desire to have direct relations with the British Government, and to have nothing more to do with the Maharaja Government whom he thoroughly distrusted. It required much pressure on my part to induce him to send his vakil to Jammu for the yearly subsidy, which he evidently cared little about, while he complained of the want of ceremony with which he was treated by the Durbar. Hunting and races were got up for my amusement; I was invited to prolong my stay and travel where I pleased; no inopportune demands were made of me, and everything was done to facilitate my journey to Chitral.

14. In contrast to this, Aman-ul-mulk, the Ruler of Chitral, while affecting to take credit for inviting me to his country, complained that my coming was calculated to prejudice him in the eyes of his people, a statement for which, I believe, there was no foundation. The presents I gave him were accepted with little courtesy, and hourly importunities were made for money and other presents; constant efforts were made to prejudice me against Pulwam, and I was subjected to numerous small vexations about supplies. In spite of promises to break off dealings with Kabul a vakil was despatched to the Amir three or four days after I left Chitral, though it was known that hostilities had commenced. On my declining on one occasion to the treaty he had just executed with the Maharaja, he refused to discuss it impatiently, not to say contemptuously, showing that it possessed no importance in his eyes.

15. On my return to Gilgit, Pulwam allured steadily to the course of friendship towards the British Government which he had professed to me in Yasin. He took considerable pains to give me early and accurate information of Baluchistan affairs, and on one occasion sent me a letter from the son of the Amlab of Swat calling on him to join in a jehad against the English.

16. Aman-ul-mulk's conduct varied week by week, according to the progress of the war and the false rumours of British revenge that reached Chitral from time to time. Since the death of the Amir Sher Ali his conduct has been more consistent, but he has been, and is always, shifty and unreliable, and he has always shown his displeasure at the good understanding existing between Pulwam and the British officers in Gilgit.

17. In March or April 1880 a sudden change took place in Pulwam's dealings with Gilgit, which I am unable to account for, unless on the supposition that it was caused by the asylum given to his enemy, Shukrada Hassan, the ex-Mir of Shukrawar.

18. The system of 'boycotting' is of recent introduction into Ireland, but I can testify that it has been in existence in Gilgit for a longer period. During my residence there everything was done to create discomfort in small matters. The people of the country were alarmed and frequently punished for rendering small services to myself and followers. Constant difficulties were raised about supplies, quarrels and discontent were fostered among my servants, and pressure was put upon them in small matters to force them to leave my service. On one occasion my followers cluded to induce a small trader to bring from Kaskimi supplies at the usual price, and not procurable in Gilgit, the goods were seized and sold forcibly at less than cost price, and a heavy fine was inflicted on the trader for daring to serve the English.

The slightest demonstration of good-will towards the English officers in Gilgit exposed
persons of every degree to violent abuse, threats, and punishment. During the recent distur-
bances in Gilgit the Governor took advantage of certain orders I had given to try and exile
the people against me.

18. In more important matters no suggestion made by me from first to last has been
attended to. In fact I have generally found it sufficient for a thing to be suggested by me to
insure it not being done. So small a matter as the repair of rest-houses on the passes to
facilitate winter communication between Kashmir and Gilgit, which I have urged on the
Durbar for four years, has not been carried out. In the winter of 1877-78 upwards of a
hundred men perished on the Trakht pass alone, yet the arrangements on the Zee pass,
between Kashmir and Leh, show that the Durbar is aware of the necessity of open winter
communication. The rest-houses on the passes between Kashmir and Gilgit appear to
have been purposely allowed to fall to ruins in the last three years. The improved arms given
to the Maharaja to strengthen the Gilgit frontier have been withheld and kept for regiments at
Jammu. In some cases, regiments in possession of the arms have been deprived of them
before being sent to Gilgit. The friendship shown for myself by the Yasin Chief, instead of
being a matter of congratulation, excited the Maharaja's barely concealed displeasure. The
disturbances that have lately occurred in Gilgit were the result of intrigues, the primary object
of which was to accomplish his ruin. With reference to this I would call attention to the
following sentence written to the Governor of Gilgit by the Jammu News-writer in Chitral in
February last:

"The destruction of Pahlawan was complete on that day, when the parwanas of the
Maharaja of 5th Phagun 1837 = 14th January 1891, brought by the head of his servants,
was received by him (Aman-ul-mulk)."

20. It may be well to relate here a matter which I have not reported to Government.
When Pahlawan Bahadur was on his way to Chitral with a few followers after the failure of
his attack on Panyal, he was met at Terah by Mian Rahat Shah, the Agent of the Punjab
Government residing in Chitral, who upbraided him with his conduct. Pahlawan replied that
he had no fear for the consequences as he had a hold on the Jammu Government. He said
that he held two letters, one from the former Governor of Gilgit brought by a Jammu vaki,-
Adjutant Sher Ali, and the other from the present Governor, brought by his own foster-
brother, Mazkur Hayat, both to the same effect, viz., that great rewards would be given him
if he would show himself to be a true friend to the Maharaja, and perform the service which
would be told him verbally by the bearer of the letter. The verbal message in each case was
the same, viz., that he should by some artifice induce the British officer in Gilgit to visit Yasin
and there kill him. Pahlawan then called up Mazkur Hayat who was present, and without
preparation ordered him to repeat the message he had brought from Gilgit, which he did in
the same terms. Pahlawan swore to the truth of his statement on the Koran, and said that he
still had possession of the letters.

21. It is here worth noting the change of policy pursued by the Durbar towards the
Yasin Ruler, from what was at first apparently contemplated. In March 1877, vakis from
Chitral and Yasin were dismissed from Jammu. The Yasin vaki to Ghalib, the Chitral vaki took back a present
of Rs. 5,000 to Pahlawan Bahadur; the Chitral vaki took back nothing, pending further
negotiations; but Mian Malasars Shah, the Maharaja's Agent, who visited Chitral about
the same time, was instructed to suggest Rs. 5,000 as a suitable subsidy for Aman-ul-mulk. It is
evident that Yasin was treated at this time as independent of Chitral. At the Tamashski
meeting in July, Pahlawan showed himself extremely averse to any close relations with
Kashmir, in spite of his previous tender of allegiance, and in spite of the, to him, large
tender of money that had been given him. He is also said to have abused the Governor of Gilgit,
upbraiding him with faithlessness (munk-haram). In October, when the engagement with
Aman-ul-mulk was drawn up, the Chitral subsidy was fixed at Rs. 16,000, and no mention
was made in it of any subsidy for Pahlawan. (N. B.—All money transactions on the Gilgit
frontier are in the old Kashmir coinage, of which Rs. 15,000 equals Rs. 12,000 present coinage,
or Rs. 5,000 Calcutta coinage.) Afterwards a subsidy of Rs. 3,000 was paid to him, but no
written agreement was given him, his position as an independent Chief has been steadily
ignore, a constant policy of esperation has been pursued, and he has been treated throughout
as a subject of the Ruler of Chitral.

22. Taking into consideration the chariness of the Jammu Durbar in parting with money,
and contrasting the large subsidy assigned to Aman-ul-mulk with that first suggested, the
small subsidy given to the Yasin Ruler with the large sum at first given to him, in addition
to presents given at Tamashski, without any adequate necessity, together with the subse-
quent policy pursued towards Pahlawan and the anger displayed by him at Tamashski without
apparent cause, it is evident that the Durbar must have entertained some project in the
spring of 1877 with regard to Pahlawan, which they were unable to carry out. The inference
that suggests itself to me is that a proposal was made to Pahlawan, whose proximity to Gilgit
and rough character made him appear the most available instrument to enter into a plot against
the British officer shortly expected to arrive in Gilgit, and that on his refusal to expose him-
self to the fate of his brother Mir Wali, the Durbar threw him over, and found a more willing
instrument in Aman-ul-mulk. The first of the two letters mentioned by Pahlawan to Rahat
Shah was probably sent in the spring or summer of 1877.
apparently wavering in his mind as to the tender of allegiance to Jammu which he had made. Yet, at an interview with Major Henderson and myself in October 1877, the Maharaja said, that from the very commencement of the negotiations Aman-ul-Mulk had never shown any sign of wavering, but on all occasions had been ready to prove his sincerity.

23. The misgovernment and oppression suffered by the people of Gilgit during the last three years exceed what they had to endure from former Governors. After the result of this had become apparent in the recent disturbances, it would be thought that some relaxation of harshness would be found advisable. During the last three months things have gone from bad to worse, and the system of desultory oppression has changed to one of wholesale plunder. I make no special mention of the torture by which extortion is enforced, because Gilgit is in no way different from the other dominions of the Maharaja's dominions in this respect. It is the increase of oppression to which I desire to attract attention. In the middle of January last, when wheat-sowing takes place, it came to my knowledge that no wheat-sowing was being done, in most cases for want of seed-corn, in some because the people were intending to emigrate in the spring. Finding that the report was true, I brought the matter to the notice of the Governor, which, after some delay, resulted in the Government store being opened and seed-corn being sold at exorbitant rates to the people. Several times during the last summer the waziris and mukadddans represented to the Governor that the people would certainly leave the Maharaja's territory and settle elsewhere if the oppression continued. On each occasion they were answered with abuse and told that the people might go anywhere they pleased. In September last the Governor gave out that the Maharaja contemplated abandoning Gilgit altogether. It is my belief that for some time past a purpose has existed of producing an explosion among the people, which was to be represented as the inevitable result of the residence of a British officer. Petitions have been presented to me by the chief men of Panyal and Gilgit declaring the inability of the people to endure any longer the misgovernment to which they are subjected, and appealing to the British Government to interfere in their behalf. That such representation has been made to me certainly by the Wazir of Astor. I have lived among the people of Gilgit for over three years, and known them well. They are quiet, peaceable, easy to govern, neither turbulent nor fanatical. Their chief defect is want of energy and enterprise.

24. I have already reported to Government how, during the recent disturbances, the conduct of the ring-leader of the disaffected was condoned and screened by the Governor, in spite of the murder of a loyal Raja. I believe the intention of this set was, that having a hold over the Mahmut, he might be used in the future as an instrument for mischief. The Governor, greedy, however, caused him to overthrow the mark. A promise of a bribe, larger than he was able to pay, was extorted from the Wazir, and when, after his release, having paid all he was able to pay, he was still pressed for further payment, in despair he voluntarily placed himself in my hands.

33. Yasin and the Yarhun valley on the Chitral side of the watershed have belonged for many generations to the Khushwakti family, as the rest of the Chitral valley down to the Afghan boundary (Ameer) have belonged to the Kathore family. On the left bank of the Kashgar river the Khushwakti boundary extends to below Baraini, within 20 miles of Chitral. Though descended from a common ancestor and closely connected by intermarriage in every generation, frequent hostilities have occurred between the Rulers of the two countries. The balance of success has generally been, if anything, on the side of the Khushwakti, who have shown the greater amount of warlike skill. No permanent change of boundary has, however, followed each success, as there seems to be a recognised understanding, which is supported by the people, that no such change should take place. The utmost that has followed on the defeat of any Ruler has been the transfer of his territory to another of the same family. On the whole it may be said that down to recent times the influence of one Ruler or the other has preponderated according to the personal qualities possessed by each for the time being. At no time has tribute been paid by any Ruler of either State to the other. During my visit to Yasin and Chitral in 1878, I took some pains to ascertain the nature of the relations existing between the two Rulers. Pabwain said—

'Aman-ul-mulk is my uncle, and I follow his advice in most things. It is true that he is richer and more powerful than me, but I can do as I please, and owe him no allegiance; Yasin belongs to me and not to him.'

'At a private interview I pressed Aman-ul-mulk to say if Yasin owed him allegiance, but he evaded my question, saying, 'Pabwain is my son and can do nothing without me.' The Yasin waziris all repudiated the idea of any obedience being due on their part to any member of the Kathore family.

36. Owing to various causes, of late years the power of Yasin has declined, while that of Chitral has increased. The establishment of the Hindu power in Gilgit, frequent changes of Rulers, and frequent wars entailing serious diminution of population, have all contributed to lower the power of the Khushwakti. On the other hand, increased trade between Bashistan and Peshawar, consequent on the establishment of a settled government in the latter place, has largely increased the dues paid to the Chitral Ruler by merchants passing through; and the Chitral produce now finds in the Punjab a market which formerly did not exist. Aman-ul-mulk, the present Ruler, has also held unchallenged possession of power for 30 years. Though Chitral, the present Ruler, has also held unchallenged possession of power for 30 years. Though
wartime portion of the population contiguous to the Gilgit frontier. The people are Sara, Shalas, and Maltha, mixed.

35. The importance to India of the two States consists in the possession of the passes across the Hindu Kush, leading from the upper Oxus to the Punjab.

These are—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Dorab.</th>
<th>The Oshali.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kahruana</td>
<td>Khaskan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahshu</td>
<td>Barchah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aghsun</td>
<td>Darakot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutch</td>
<td>Ishkuman.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Two of these, the Dorab and the Baroghil, have been traversed by artillery. There is also an excellent road from Undaksahan down the Chitral valley, diverging below Chitral to Jellalabad and Pasawar. The Chitral Rulers have always held close relations with Dadakshan, and watch closely all that takes place there, as it is the only quarter from which they fear attack. Aman-ul-mulk is extremely averse to the re-establishment of Afghan rule in Dadakshan, and is at present working to place the country under the influence of the Amir of Bukhara.

36. Aman-ul-mulk is a man of about 60 years of age, noted for his cunning and treacherous character among a people who are themselves adepts at deceit. Pahlevi Bahadur, when I met him in 1875, confided to me his deep distrust of his uncle, and his constant fear lest he should fall a victim to the deep-laid scheme. His fears were not misplaced. There can be little doubt that the late attack on Gilgit, and its result, as far as Pahlevan is concerned, were the outcome of a preconcerted plan between Chitral and Jammu. The heir-designate, Nizam-ul-mulk, is about 19 years of age. He is apparently not very popular, and has as yet shown little ability. His uterine brother, Aman-ul-mulk, is said to show considerable promise of ability. The most popular of the sons of Aman-ul-mulk are Shah-ul-mulk and Murid. Aman-ul-mulk's death will possibly be followed by a struggle for power between the brothers.

37. When I was in Calcutta last winter, 1879-80, the unsatisfactory nature of our dealings with Chitral through Janma Durbar was remarked by Government, and I believe it was intended to put them on a different footing. The question of the retention of Jellalabad was in suspense, and it was thought that direct communication with Chitral might be maintained from that place. In March His Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Lytton, told me that he intended to take advantage of his approaching meeting with the Maharaja at Umlali, to make different arrangements from those then existing, and I believe it was proposed to improve the position of the Yamin Ruler. The Umballa interview was, however, postponed, and in view of his shortly expected departure from India, His Excellency decided on leaving the matter in abeyance. As a step towards securing the good-will and adherence of the Yamin Ruler, the sum of Rs 3,000 was granted to me to give to him. I intended to have given him on my meeting him in September. The intended journey to Chitral was, however, counter-ordered, and I was only able to send him Rs 300 through Jemadar Khan Bahadur as a proof of the friendly intentions of the British Government, trusting to be able to arrange for a meeting with him on the frontier later. Affairs, however, took the course that is known to Government.

38. Pahlevi is detainted under surveillance in Chitral, and his territory has been temporarily partitioned out between three of the Khushwakhi. Aman-ul-mulk would probably prefer to hold the whole country down to the Gilgit frontier himself, but local feeling would hardly permit this, nor would he be able to retain it long without external support. He is also inclining in his mind to restore Pahlevi, I believe, it is for gain support for one or other of these plans that Aman-ul-mulk has lately repeatedly expressed a wish for an early meeting with me. Were Pahlevi to be restored, his late experiences would no doubt make him subservient in future to his uncle's policy.

39. For many years Aman-ul-mulk has been the agent for promoting correspondence from Jammu with Kabul and Thalhend. In 1874, he forwarded a letter to Kabul. In 1874 or 1875 he forwarded a letter to Thalhend. In 1875, as above, to Thalhend. In 1876, he forwarded a letter to Thalhend. On the 29th of March last year he forwarded to Jammu a letter from Thalhend, and was instructed not to break off communications with Kabul, and two months ago he forwarded a secret letter to some place north of the Oxus which I believe to have been intended for Thalhend. There are probably other instances with which I am acquainted. It is evident that the relations existing between Jammu and Chitral are very different from what the Durbar desires to be believed.

40. Gilgit was first occupied by the Sikhs in 1841 or 1842, and passed with Kashmir to the Dogres in 1848. Though twice expelled, once for a period of eight years, in the Jammu Government has retained its position without interruption since 1850. The policy and methods pursued by the Durbar have not changed from what they were 28 years ago, notwithstanding the support given by the British Government for the last three years. Writing of affairs in Gilgit between 1852 and 1860, Pandit Manilal says—

"The policy pursued by Maharaja Golab Singh, and his son and successor Maharaja Ranbir Singh after him, to recover and hold Gilgit and protect his frontier in that direction, has been a regular series of complicated political intrigues with foreign neighbouring powers.
Instead of adopting bold decisive measures, which he was too well able to do, to turn out a
surrounding invader, and strengthen his frontier of the Resident, or referring this matter, as well as other subsequent issues for
judicature to the British Government as stipulated in articles IV and V of the treaty
the Maharaja, simply posting a regiment at Buni to guard his frontier in the direction of
Gilgit, employed secret agents to sow or revive the seeds of dissension amongst the Chitral
chiefs, with a view to bring about a combination of circumstances which might
involve Goor Aman (the Yasin Ruler) into trouble, and promised pecuniary aid to all such as
might rise against him.

"As of the value of Gilgit in the hands of a tributary power loyal to the Indian Gov-
ernment there can be little doubt. Sir Henry Durand wrote in 1870—

"I think it a doubtful policy allowing the Chitral Chief to establish himself in the Gilgit
valley which the occupation of Yasin virtually amounts to (referring to the expulsion of Mir
Wall). As a mere matter of policy, it is more to our interests that the hand of the Gilgit
valley be in the hands of Kashmir than in the hands of Chitral, for a glance at the map shows
the value of a friendly and subservient hold by an adequate force up to the watershed between
Gilgit and Chitral valleys; it would be an immense curb on the trangle, or, more strictly
speaking, the quadrangle between the Kunar or Chitral rivers, and the Indus.

"But if this advantageous position is to be used merely for disloyal purposes, it becomes
a question whether the Maharaja's boundary had not better be brought back to the west side of
the Indus, to a more defensible and, to him, less expensive line of frontier.

"32. The present uncertainty as to the future of Badakhshan and the internal state of
Kashmir necessitate a full consideration of the subject in relation to the whole question of
our Kashmir policy. The present state of things in Kashmir cannot continue to be calm
without a crisis of some kind. The existence of a British officer at Gilgit is, however, impossible
without the loyal co-operation of the Kashmir Government and can produce neither the
honour or interests of the British Government. Still more is this the case if the Jumma
Durbar pursues a policy not passively, but actively, hostile to us. To merely withdraw
the officer would, however, be to encourage the Maharaja to prosecute his intrigues to greater
advantage. He has received the benefit of a valuable gift of arms, he has obtained the san-
tion of Government to his questionable dealings with Chitral, and he will be able to show
the Indian Prince that, following the example of the king of Burma and the Amir of
Kabul, he has rid himself of the presence of a British Political Agent. It is also daily becom-
ing more important that Government should have early and correct information of what goes
on in Badakhshan, Sirikoi, Chitral, and Gilgit. The whole question hinges on our future re-
tions with the Jumma Durbar."

Policy of 1881: Withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency.—The events
which have been described afforded immediate reasons for examining the pos-
tion of the British officer at Gilgit. It could no longer be doubted that not
even his personal safety could be guaranteed efficiently either by the British
Government or by the Maharaja. Mr. Henvey, the Officer on Special Duty in
Kashmir, was entirely opposed to the retention of the Gilgit Agency; and
he explained the grounds of his opinion fully in the memoranda, dated the
22nd November 1800 and 30th March 1881, which are quoted below :—

Mr. Henvey's memorandum of the 22nd November 1880.
"The crisis at Gilgit presents an opportunity for recon-
considering our policy in regard to that part of the frontieier.

"2. The main objects* at which Government aimed when sending Major Biddulph to
Gilgit were probably as follows:—that he should (1) collect
news of Central Asian affairs; (2) gain influence over the
tribes of the Hindu-Kush; (3) aid Kashmir with advice in
political and military affairs.

"3. Now as regards (1).

* Even the news of Abdul Rahman's
invasion into Badakhshan reached Government in the first instance
through Afghanistan.—F. H.
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must have prepared himself, and in fact did prepare, to stand a siege of some months with the chance of being starved out. A paltry invasion of one thousand raiders forced him to abandon his house and seek humiliating refuge within the fort of Gilgit. He worked up to seize and detain the value of neighbouring tribes, thereby doing an act which, as the Maharaja of Kashmir himself hinted to me, is unknown among civilized nations. Reinforcements could only be pushed up from Kashmir with the greatest difficulty; and had the winter set in early the troops could not have advanced at all. Again, if there had been anything like a general rising, and the Chilas men had fallen upon Bunji, while Hunza and Nagar attacked Chugrote, the advancing troops would have had enough to do to protect themselves, and Gilgit must have been left to take care of itself.

6. All this is the natural consequence of placing an officer among dangerous and fanatical tribes in a remote corner of a mountainous country where the British power cannot reach him and the Kashmir power can barely defend him. The same result is likely to ensue whenever Yasin, Hunza, Nagar, or Chilas chooses to take advantage of Kashmir weakness, or of the winter season, to raise disturbances. If Kashmir wishes to take the offensive, our officer can hardly stay behind in the Gilgit fort, while his accompanying the Dogras beyond the border would hamper Kashmir, bring us into awkward collision with distant tribes, and drag us on one can say how far.

7. The conclusion to which these remarks tend is plain enough. It may be objected that to withdraw our men would be a cause of triumph to the Kashmir Durbar, which has probably intrigued for that very purpose. I fully admit this objection, but I do not think it should prevent us from giving up a false and almost intolerable position.

8. Any advantage expected from the nominal allegiance of the frontier tribes can be retained by encouraging Kashmir to maintain existing engagements with Chitralt and Yasin, Hunza, Nagar, etc. And if the Maharaja be cautioned that we should hold him responsible for giving us timely warning of any attempts from outside to meddle with these tribes, I think he would send us more secure and accurate news than we now get.

9. In considering the above question it should not be forgotten that the passes may be expected to remain closed from December to April.

Mr. Henley's Memorandum, dated the 30th March 1881.

"The aspect of affairs at Gilgit has not become more encouraging within the last few months.

"2. Major Biddulph and Dr. Macartie have quitted the place, and, having been snowed up at Asclor for a month, have arrived in Kashmir. Lala Ram Kishen, Governor of Gilgit, has been summoned to Jammu to confer with the Maharaja, and the duties of Governor will be carried on temporarily by General Shankar Singh and Bakhat Mular, the former a soldier of moderate capacity, and the latter an intriguer of some experience. Mr. Johnson, His Highness' wazir of Ladakh, has also been sent for, perhaps to be held in reserve in case the Maharaja may find it convenient to propose an English Governor for Gilgit, an arrangement which has been contemplated from time to time. Lieutenant-Colonel Tanner and Dr. Duke remain at Gilgit, and they will probably be left in peace by the mischief-makers of the locality, whether internal or external, for some months at least.

"3. The political outlook, however, is gloomy. The discontent of the people of Gilgit and Panjal, occasioned by grinding oppression, is gathering fresh strength, and the Maharaja's officers seem incapable of profiting by the lessons of experience. Aman-ul-mulk has gained much power, but he professes to regard himself as having been insufficiently required for his latest services, and it is quite impossible to foretell what turn may be taken by his crafty mind, or what his attitude may be in the event of Badakhshan being occupied by a foreign power. Hunza is sulking; Darel is excited; the Chilais are ready to join in a raid on Gilgit, and a combination of the tribes in favour of forcibly re-establishing Pahlan Bahadar in Yasin is talked of.

"4. It does not follow that a crisis is imminent, for the past has shown that rumours of such movements are more frequent than their occurrence; but certainly fresh disturbances are within measurable distance, and the bare contingency cannot, in the light of recent events, be apprehended without grave anxiety for the safety and honor of the British officers at Gilgit.

"5. I wish to place on record my conviction that the failure of the Gilgit Agency to accomplish the objects desired by Government is due to the secret opposition and intrigues of the Jammu Durbar. If, therefore, I recommend the withdrawal of the Agency, as in present circumstances I strongly do, my opinion is not intended to convey any censure upon Major Biddulph, whose difficulties have been many and great, and whose success was hopeless from the very outset.

"6. If, however, it be resolved, as I think it should be, to withdraw the Agency, the most important points remaining for discussion appear to be (1) in what light the determination of the Government should be explained to the Maharaja; and (2) what new measures should be introduced.
"7. The Maharaja would not be surprised to hear that the Government of India has had under careful consideration the affairs of the Gilgit border, which have lately occasioned much anxiety to the Viceroy as well as to His Highness.

"8. The objects with which Lord Lytton donated Major Buldolph to Gilgit are set forth in the enclosures of His Excellency's Despatches, dated 22nd September 1877. Briefly stated they were, first, to obtain information in regard to events beyond the border; and, second, to gain influence among the neighboring tribes.

"9. Owing to circumstances which could not be described, and from causes which are as yet obscure, the objects in view have not been completely obtained; for, although Major Buldolph has used every effort, in accordance with the local authorities, to sow the seeds of friendship and confidence among the Chiefs and people of Yagistan, it is only a few months ago since many of those people joined together, and, after attacking the frontier posts, threatened to lay siege to the fort of Gilgit itself in which the British officers were compelled to take refuge.

"10. The Maharaja has often expressed much solicitude for the safety of Major Buldolph, and the Government of India has already acknowledged the anxiety with which reinforcements were pushed up from Kashmir in time of need, at the Viceroy's suggestion and request. And yet had it not been for the accidents of disunion among the frontier Chiefs, and of an extraordinary late winter, the Gilgit Agency would probably have been reduced in November and December last to perils and humiliating straits.

"11. It appears, therefore, to be unquestionable that, under existing circumstances, with a consequence of risk of disturbances, arising in remote and isolated situation of Gilgit, may at an unfortunate moment assume formidable dimensions, even a moderate degree of security cannot be guaranteed to the British officers in that region; and that expeditions beyond the border cannot be undertaken by them without imminent danger, as His Highness himself has often pointed out to the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir.

"12. In short, the British Agency at Gilgit can only be kept up at the expense of embarrassment and dangers quite disproportionate to the good which can now be expected to arise therefrom, and it is neither for the benefit of the Imperial Government, nor for the advantage of the Maharaja, that the Agency should be maintained in such conditions.

"13. For these or like reasons the Maharaja might be plainly told that the Government of India is not satisfied with the position of the officers at Gilgit, and has determined to withdraw them. But though this is unavoidable for the present, the affairs of the Kashmir frontier must still continue to be an object of concern to the Government, and one in respect to which the interests of the Empire will always demand early and accurate information.

"14. For His Highness ought, therefore, to be ready to consent, if it is as well as he pretends it to be, that a native news writer should reside at Gilgit for the purpose of collecting and forwarding intelligence to Government through the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, who should, moreover, be recognised as the channel of communication between the two Governments upon all points connected with the external borders of the Kashmir State, whether in the direction of Gilgit, or in the direction of Ladakh.

"15. I have not last night of the chance that our news-writer might be immediately bought by the Durbar. But I think that, if the Punjab Government kept, as they are now doing, a writer at Chitral, and if his reports were compared with the letters from Gilgit, and with the communications of the Durlar, there would be a fair chance of gaining knowledge, more or less valuable, as to passing events. At any rate the plan might be tried for a time. It would, however, be necessary to instruct the Punjab Government that intelligence received by it or its officers relating to the Kashmir frontier should be invariably sent to the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir.

"16. The proposed change in the functions of the Officer on Special Duty would, of course, be distasteful to the Maharaja, who would doubtless contend that it is opposed to the standing orders which permit the Maharaja to approach the Government of India through his own representative. But if His Highness were given plainly to understand that the change is required by altered circumstances, and that Government is quite resolved to insist upon it, he would submit, after the usual protests and appeals to promises and assurances which he professes to have received in days gone by.

"17. But if Kashmir must be watched and controlled, the Government of India needs for that purpose local information and the advice of some one who is well acquainted with the politics and personnel of the Durlar. The Officer on Special Duty can furnish both, provided that he is given the means of collecting intelligence, and that his political functions are duly enlarged.

"18. Lastly, it may be borne in mind that, notwithstanding our present of arms to the Maharaja and our encouragement to him to extend his dominions and influence towards the Hindu Kush, the Durbar has always disliked the establishment of our Agency at Gilgit. It will therefore gain by the withdrawal of that Agency. In compensation the Maharaja may fairly be called upon to yield a point elsewhere; and, if disposed to resist, he might be warned that a modification of present arrangements is not only indispensable for our satisfaction, but also essential to his own interests as a safeguard against natural, though, as he would assert, ungrounded, suspicious."

Orders of the Government of India.—The policy to be observed in respect of the Gilgit frontier shortly afterwards formed the subject of discussion with Mr. Henvey in person. The result was that that officer was
authorised to intimate to the Maharaja that the Gilgit Agency would probably be withdrawn before the end of the summer of 1881. On the 18th May 1881, Mr. Henovy reported the result of a conversation which he had had with His Highness on this subject. The Maharaja appeared to consider that the maintenance by his government of order on the Gilgit frontier, and the proper control of the tribes beyond would be a difficult and responsible undertaking, in the performance of which he relied upon the advice and aid of the British Government; and His Highness specially asked for an opinion regarding the settlement of affairs with Chitral. In the meantime Aman-ul-mulk had addressed a letter to the Viceroy requesting plainly that he might be admitted into direct-political relations with Foreign Department letter No. 1293 E.P. dated the 18th June 1881, communicated to Mr. Henovy the views of the Government of India on the whole situation in these words:

“In the first place, with regard to the withdrawal of Colonel Tanner from Gilgit, you have already explained to His Highness’s minister that the change of circumstances since 1877 has so far diminished the importance of this post of observation, that it is not thought worth while to maintain an Agency at present at this remote and almost inaccessible station. In replying to this explanation to the Maharaja you will do so in terms reserving full discretion to send back an officer to Gilgit if this should hereafter appear desirable to the Government of India; and you will avoid any expression that might be taken as indicating any indifference on the part of the Government to the state of affairs on that frontier. The relations of the Kashmir Durbar with the States immediately adjoining its northern frontier cannot be otherwise than a matter of permanent concern to the Government of India, which has by treaty a right to arbitrate in cases of dispute or difficulty. Moreover, His Highness the Maharaja, acting under the advice and encouragement of the British Government, has contracted with Chitral (the principal of these States) a definite engagement. It is consequently of manifest importance in the interests, both of the British Government and the Kashmir Durbar, to obtain early and accurate information of the course of events throughout that region. With this object, chiefly, a British Agent was placed at Gilgit; and His Excellency in Council now proposes to rely upon the Kashmir Durbar for supplying such information in future. You are requested to lay stress upon this matter in discussing it with His Highness, and to arrange that your office may be regarded as the ordinary channel of these communications between the Durbar and the Government of India.”

“In the second place, the affairs of Chitral present, at this moment, various points requiring definite settlement. Aman-ul-mulk is now in full possession of the Yasin and Mastro territory which he occupied when Hallwin Bahadur advanced against Gilgit at the end of last year; The Yasin Chief’s invasion was entirely frustrated by this movement of Aman-ul-mulk, and Hallwin Bahadur is himself still under detention in Chitral. For his services on that occasion, Aman-ul-mulk expects, with some reason, a substantial reward. He is reported to be looking for an increase of his treaty subsidy, and to desire that his absolute right to dispose, as he may see fit, of the country which he has seized from the Yasin Chief, may be recognised. In his recent letters to the Maharaja and to the British Government, he also shows anxiety as to his future position in regard to Afghanistan; and with these apprehensions is probably connected his application to be admitted into direct political relations with the British Government.

“To this last-mentioned application the answer, His Excellency in Council observes, is clear. Aman-ul-mulk has, by a formal treaty, approved and recognised by the British Government, given his allegiance to the Kashmir Maharaja; while the British Government is pledged to afford the Kashmir Durbar, if need be, its countenance and aid in maintaining the arrangement thus made. This being the recognised status of Chitral, the Amir of Kabul can have no reason to interfere with this dependency of the Maharaja of Kashmir, whose territories are by treaty under the protection of the British Government. You are therefore empowered to communicate these views of the Government of India as to the position of Chitral to the Chief of that State through his agents; but you should at the same time inform him that the British Government cannot entertain any question of modifying his existing engagements with Kashmir.

“Upon the subjects of the reward to which Aman-ul-mulk may be entitled for his behaviour in relieving Gilgit, and of the future disposition of the Yasin territory now in his possession, His Excellency in Council can form no definite opinion until the whole matter has been discussed by you with the Maharaja.

“The Government of India are as yet imperfectly informed in regard to the political considerations involved in the proposed territorial partition. It is a question upon which the views of the Maharaja will carry much weight, since any material change in the status or possession of these Chiefships must obviously affect the management of affairs, and possibly the military as well as the political situation, upon that frontier, particularly in respect to
Gilgit itself, where it is very desirable that the position of the Kashmir Government should be secure. It should be understood, however, that an Aman-ul-mulk is considered to have been well of the British Government; it is desirable that he should be given no just cause for complaint that his services have not been properly required; therefore Bahramn Bakshur ought to pay a heavy penalty for his conduct. On these grounds some arrangement for confirming Aman-ul-mulk in a part of his recent acquisitions seems desirable, and there will be no objection to a substantial increase of the subsidy which he now receives. With regard, however, to the latter point, it could not be expected that the whole of the additional expenses should be borne by the Maharaja. You are therefore authorised in settling the amount at which the subsidy is for the future to be fixed, to propose that, while it shall continue to be paid under treaty by the Durbar, such portion of it as may seem to you just shall be re-imbursed annually to Kashmir by the British Government.

"His Excellency the Governor General in Council believes that the foregoing instructions will enable you to come to a clear and confidential understanding with the Maharaja upon the main questions now outstanding for determination. You will perceive that the Government of India feel themselves bound to adhere to the engagements entered into in 1876-77, without receiving from any of the obligations then undertaken, but certainly without any intention to enlarge them.

"The withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency attests the confidence reposed in the Maharaja's power to manage the affairs of this frontier in the joint interests of both Governments. But His Excellency in Council is aware that this arrangement will probably necessitate more frequent consultation with the Government of India on the various important points of general policy that may from time to time arise. His Highness has therefore been informed, by a letter from the Viceroy, that you possess the full confidence of your Government; and he has been asked to keep you constantly informed as to the course of events beyond his northern frontier, and to consult you in taking any measures affecting the relations of Kashmir with any of the neighbouring States. You will of course report the result of your conference with the Maharaja and his minister, and you will refer for the consideration and orders of the Government, before final decision, any important question that may arise."

Supplementary to these orders were letters addressed to the Maharaja and to the Ruler of Chitral which are set forth below:

(a) Kharita, dated the 17th June 1881, from the Viceroy to the Maharaja.—"Your Highness has already been acquainted by Mr. Henvey, when he was received by you at Jammu in May, that the retention of a British officer at Gilgit is not, under present circumstances, considered by me to be necessary. I have now the honour to inform Your Highness that Colonel Tanner has been instructed to leave Gilgit, with his office, before the end of this summer.

"Your Highness is aware that the main objects with which the Gilgit Agency was established in 1877, were to strengthen Your Highness's hands in the general administration of your relations beyond that frontier, and to enable the British Government to obtain early and authentic information of the course of events in the adjacent country. I trust that the presence of these objects which are still regarded by the Government of India as important, will be in no way contravened by the removal, at this time, of the Agency. But there are various questions connected with the political situation in that quarter, which I am satisfied, if Your Highness will be good enough to state, will render it advisable that Your Highness should be in complete possession of my views. I have therefore directed Mr. Henvey, an officer who possesses my full confidence, to avail himself of Your Highness' presence at Srinagar as an opportunity for submitting all these matters to you in person; in order that by free discussion with Your Highness and your ministers the necessary arrangements may be determined to our mutual satisfaction and advantage.

"The principal question for early disposal relates to the affairs of Chitral, a Chiefship in subordinate alliance with Kashmir. The conduct of Aman-ul-mulk in relieving Gilgit last winter, and his claims and expectations, are well known to Your Highness. I do not desire that any service, rendered by him to the British Government, should pass without recompense; and I trust this will be remembered when the future disposal of Yasin territory now in his possession is considered. But on this subject, as on all other details, I have empowered Mr. Henvey to communicate my views to Your Highness.

"It is well known to me that Your Highness, in undertaking to administer the affairs of your northern frontier in accordance with the engagements entered into in 1876, has undertaken an important task. I shall always be ready to aid Your Highness in its discharge with my countenance and advice, and I trust that, in all questions of importance connected with your external relations, Your Highness will refer to me through my Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir."

(b) Kharita, dated the 26th June 1881, from the Foreign Secretary to the Ruler of Chitral.—"Your friendly letter, dated 27th April, forwarded by the hands of your trusted servant, Wafadar Khan, has been received by His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General of India, to whom it is a matter of pleasure that you should have thus freely communicated to him your wishes.

"His Excellency desires me to assure you that services rendered to the British Government are never forgotten, and that in this case all the representations made by you will be very carefully considered. It is desirable, before any final answer can be sent to your letter, that His
Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir should be consulted, and instructions have been sent to the
British officer in Srinagar in order that he may ascertain the Maharaja's views. In the mean-
time Wafadar Khan was sent back to you with these friendly assurances; and he has been
desired to inform you in particular, with reference to the letters received by you from Daud-
shah, that the engagements between your State and Kashmir are recognised and upheld by
the British Government, so that you need have no concern with the affairs of Afghanistan.
Moreover, the Amir Abdul Rahman of Kabul is a friend of the British Government."

Arrangements affected.—On the 30th June 1881, Mr. Henvey reported
the measures taken to carry out these instructions.
He had delivered the Viceregy's khariyat to the
Maharaja, and had discussed with the Durbar the affairs of the Gilgit frontier,
and especially the future relations between His Highness's Government and
Chitral. The three matters requiring attention were—(a), the proper appreci-
ation of the Government policy towards the frontier; (b) a reward for the
Ruler of Chitral; (c) the partition of Yasin. And the arrangements made
in respect of these questions are concisely stated in the following extracts from
Mr. Henvey's letter:

(a) "It is clearly understood that the Government of India reserves to itself full dis-
cussion to send back a British officer to Gilgit, if this should hereafter appear desirable; and
meanwhile relies upon the Kashmir Government to supply me with early and accurate informa-
tion of the course of events throughout the region immediately adjoining the northern border
of His Highness's dominions.

(b) "It has now been determined to present Aman-ul-mulk immediately with Rs. 65,000
Rupees (British £5,000), and to raise his yearly allowance to Rs. 5,000
* The chilkar rupee is worth ten chilks rupees, or the double of what he has hitherto received.
The Maharaja would assign portions of the increased subsidy to Aman-ul-mulk's sons, Nizam-ul-mulk and Afsal-ul-mulk, in the same way as Rs. 2,000 out of the present subsidy of Rs. 12,000 chilks are understood to be for Nizam-ul-mulk.

"The bare mention of the wish of the Government of India to share the increased ex-
penditure was so exceedingly distasteful to His Highness—that I refrained from pressing this
proposal.

(c) "As to the partition of Yasin the case appears to stand as follows. Aman-ul-mulk
has retained Maitaj in his own hands, thereby gaining a strong defensive position, and one
which is said to command an easy road from Budshahism. He has made over the central por-
tion of Yasin known as Gilgit or Shawir to Muhammad Wali, son of the late Mir Wali, who
was brother to Pahlwan Bahadur and chiefly notorious for the murder of Mr. Hayward.
Yasin itself has been awarded to Mir Aman, brother of the late Gauhar Aman. These two
chieftains are of the Khushkwal family, and not directly related to Aman-ul-mulk, though
they must be reckoned as his nominees and dependants. His Highness the Maharaja does not
appear to look upon this disposition of the Yasin dominions as in any way open to objection;
and he is quite prepared to acknowledge accomplished facts and to recognise the nominee of
Aman-ul-mulk, provided that Aman-ul-mulk holds himself responsible for their behaviour,
as he is willing to do, and stipulating that Pahlwan Bahadur shall not be restored to any
part of the kingdom, which he by his misadventure has justly forfeited. His Highness, how-
ever, proposes, for obvious reasons of policy, to pay the Yasin subsidy, not to Aman-ul-mulk
himself, but to the actual rulers of the Yasin territories."

The Government of India assented* to these arrangements. It seems that
the details of the extra allowances for Aman-ul-
mulk and his sons were modified soon afterwards
in consultation with Mr. Henvey. The Maharaja announced the new arrange-
ments to Aman-ul-mulk on the 22nd July 1881, in these words:

"In truth the service, which you have, from motives of loyalty, performed, gives
further proofs of your devotion and fidelity. There is no doubt that those who are decked
with the ornament of sense and prudence are always careful of the consequences of their
actions and reap the fruit of their exertions. Therefore I have, with great pleasure, given your
agent leave to depart, in order that he may inform you of my approval of your services, as a
reward for which I have ordered a grant of Rs. 50,000 cash (Srinagar old coin) and a 'chilkat' of
seven pieces of cloth besides taka and siah. Both these presents have been made over to your
above-named agent, who, I trust, will deliver them to you. Besides, I have increased your
annual allowance as per following detail, so that the loyalty and devotion, which have been
imprinted on your mind from the first day, may grow two-fold.

In consideration of your services I agree to your proposal to divide the Yasin territory,
and I also approve of the arrangements made by you in that province. I have no reason to
find fault with them. But I only wish that Pahlwan, who deserves punishment for his past
misdeeds, should never be reinstated in the government of Yasin. As regards Rs. 3,000,
which was granted to Pahlwan as an allowance for Yasin, it will be assigned by the Governo
of Gilgit to those who have been appointed rulers in Yasin and Ghizar, conditional on service and obedience, when their agents will present themselves before him (the Governor of Gilgit):

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former allowance</td>
<td>Rs. 15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Rs. 15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**

Rs. 30,000
```

**Report to the Secretary of State.**—Perhaps the best account of the policy which led to the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency is to be found in the extracts quoted below from the despatch to the Secretary of State No. 103, dated the 15th July 1891:

"Your Lordship will see that it has been decided to withdraw the Gilgit Agency, and that the Maharaja of Kashmir has been so informed. The reasons for this step are various; but it may be briefly stated that neither the Government of India, nor, apparently, the Maharaja of Kashmir, is at present in a position to answer for the safety of a British officer at Gilgit in the event of a sudden attack upon the place by the independent and unruly tribes of the neighbourhood; while, on the other hand, the expectations formed from the establishment of the Agency have not been fulfilled, Major Biddulph was deputed to Gilgit in 1877 with the object, first, of obtaining trustworthy information in regard to occurrences beyond the border; and, secondly, of gaining influence among the neighbouring tribes. There can be no doubt that Major Biddulph, who is an active and enterprising officer, has during his residence at Gilgit added much to our knowledge of the country round, and of the tribes inhabiting it; the intelligence which he has from time to time obtained of the course of events in Chitral and Badakhshan is apparently, and he was well placed for observing, during our recent occupation of Kabul, the general state and tendency of affairs in the countries bordering on North-East Afghanistan. On the other hand, his position in the remote corner of a foreign State obliged him to deal chiefly with these tribes through the medium, not always trustworthy or favourable, of the local officials. Any attempts to exercise direct influence would have been met by suspicion and jealousy; while he was continually hampered by the double-dealing, intrigues, and feuds of the petty Chiefs over whom he had no real control. The late rising of the Yasin Chief, who had previously been friendly, and whose conduct is still unexplained, shows that the Political Agent had failed, probably through the inevitable difficulties of his situation, to secure any solid or durable influence over the petty chiefships with whom he has had dealings for three years past. Under these circumstances, it appeared to us that the British Agency at Gilgit could only be kept up at the expense of embarrassment and anxiety altogether disproportionate to the advantages which could be expected to result from its maintenance. We therefore decided to withdraw it, and to leave altogether in the hands of the Kashmir Durbar the local management of affairs upon the northern frontiers of the State.

"The communications made to the Kashmir Durbar upon the subject, and the instructions issued to the British officers concerned, will be found among the enclosures to this despatch. The Maharaja has not been given to understand that the withdrawal of the Agency is final. On the contrary, the Government of India have reserved full discretion to send back an officer to Gilgit if this should hereafter seem desirable. His Highness has further been informed that the relations of the Kashmir State with the chiefships adjoining its northern frontier cannot be regarded as a matter of permanent concern to the British Government; that the Durbar will be expected to supply early and accurate information of the course of events throughout that region; and that the British officer on special duty in Kashmir should be consulted on matters affecting the relations of Kashmir with any of the neighbouring States. But Colonel Tanner, who is now carrying on the duties of the Gilgit Agency, has been directed to march down before the end of the summer, with his office establishment, and to inform the Chiefs and others with whom he has relations that the Agency will not remain during the coming winter. He will avoid all appearance of haste, and will conclude any current business or correspondence; but it is expected that he will have left Gilgit by the end of the present month.

"It will be seen from the correspondence enclosed that Aman-ul-mulk, the ruler of Chitral, by whose action the late invasion of Gilgit territory from Yasin was frustrated, has applied to be admitted into direct political relations with the British Government, and has put in a claim to a substantial reward for his services. His agent has been to Simla, and has presented a letter from his master setting forth certain definite requests. As Aman-ul-mulk has, with the approval of the Government of India, contracted engagements by which he
entered into a condition of subordinate alliance with the Kashmir State, his application to be admitted to direct political relations cannot be entertained. He has, however, been reassured in regard to his expressed apprehensions of encroachment or interference from the direction of Afghanistan, and the Maharaja's attention has been directed to his claims.

"Mr. Henley's report of the result of his discussion, upon those subjects, with His Highness the Maharaja and his Ministers, has been received, and is enclosed with this despatch. It will be observed that the Maharaja proposes to increase the Chitral subsidy, declining the offer that a share of the expense should be borne by the British Government, and that His Highness also agrees, conditionally, to the partition of the Yasin territories desired by Aman-ul-mulk. We see no reason for desisting to the views of the Maharaja, who is principally interested in these arrangements; and we have instructed Mr. Henley accordingly."

Views of Her Majesty's Government.—The Secretary of State (Lord Hartington) on the whole approved of the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency. But His Lordship made some significant remarks about the possibility of confidence in the Kashmir Durbar proving misplaced. The material parts of the despatch are as follows:

"The result of the careful consideration which Your Excellency in Council has given to the question, consequent on the attack on Gilgit which was made by Pathian Khan of Yasin in the autumn of last year, has led you to the conclusion that the Agency there could only be kept up at the expense of embarrassments and anxieties disproportionate to the advantages that might be excepted from its maintenance. The Officiating Agent has accordingly been directed to withdraw with his establishment before the end of the summer, and the decision to this effect has been communicated to the Maharaja of Kashmir, although in terms which reserve to Government full discretion to send back an officer to Gilgit, should such a measure hereafter appear desirable.

"Under all the circumstances of the case, I approve of the despatch at which you have arrived. The appointment of an Agent at Gilgit appears from the first to have been distasteful to the Maharaja of Kashmir, and from whatever cause, has failed to realise the expectations with which it was made in 1877. The position in which Major Diddulph was placed by the outbreak of last year, if not one of serious danger, was certainly humiliating, and only some very clear advantage would justify the permanent retention of an officer in a post so isolated, exposed to such attacks. At the same time it cannot be overlooked that the effect of the withdrawal of the Agent may possibly be practically to close a valuable channel of information as to the course of events in the countries between Kashmir and Russian Turkestan, at a moment when such information is likely to be of particular interest, as well as to diminish in some degree your knowledge of the intrigues to which that part of the frontier is specially exposed. How far this result may follow must, to a very great extent, depend upon the good faith of the Maharaja of Kashmir, in which Your Excellency in Council is no doubt justified in confiding. In the event, which I should be sorry to anticipate, of that confidence proving to be misplaced, and of the facts now clearly known of what is passing on his borders and those of his feudatory, the Mir of Chitral, it might be necessary to reconsider the expediency of deputing an officer to Gilgit, at all events, during the summer months.

"As regards the relations between the Maharaja of Kashmir and the Chiefs of Chitral, I approve of the orders which you have issued. It is desirable that the dependence of Aman-ul-mulk on His Highness, which has been recognised by treaty, between the two Rulers, should be maintained and confirmed, especially as the result of recent events has been to place the Chief of Chitral in possession of Yasin, which is on the Gilgit side of the watershed."

The Gilgit Agency was closed in July 1881.

The course of events subsequent to the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency.—The withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency marked not so much a change of policy as a change of plan. And the gist of the new plan was—

"to leave the local management of affairs on the northern frontiers in the hands of the Kashmir Durbar, at the same time requiring them to keep us (the Government) accurately informed of the course of events in that direction, and to consult the British Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir on matters affecting the relations of Kashmir with any of the neighbouring States."

In explaining this plan to the Secretary of State the Government of India remarked that—

"although the ability of the Kashmir Durbar to control the remote and unruly tribes in question may be doubtful, still the tendency of recent events has been to increase our confidence in the eventual success of what we consider to be the only practicable policy open to us."

Attitude of the Kashmir Durbar.—One of the obstacles in the way of carrying out these revised arrangements has been the failure of the Kashmir
Durbar to refer all matters relating to external affairs to the Officer on Special
Duty. The steps taken to remove this obstacle have been described in the
sixth chapter (pages 59-62) of this Précis.

The policy of the Amir of Kabul towards Chitral.—Another difficul-
ty with which the Government of India have had to deal has been caused by
the Amir of Kabul. It has been shown that up to the year 1876 the connec-
tion between Chitral and the Afghan dominion was close. The Amir Sher Ali
professed to regard Aman-ul-mulk as his feudatory; and although the claim was
not admitted by the Chief nor recognised by the British Government, it had
some foundation. Immediately after the subordinate alliance of Chitral with
Kashmir had been settled in 1876-77, the Amir Sher Ali wrote to Aman-ult-
mulk in language which called for a vigorous protest from Lord Lytton's Government. The
Commissioner of Peshawar was instructed to warn His Highness in these
words:—

"Rumours which you are reluctant to credit have reached Peshawar that he is endeavour-
ing to assume sovereignty over Bajaor, Swat, Dir, and Chitral. You deem it your duty to
remind His Highness that the British Government has never recognised any claim on his part
to allegiance from these territories. Any attempt to enforce it without our assent will therefore
be regarded by us as an unfriendly act incompatible with existing engagements."

At the time of the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency the Amir Abdur Rah-
man addressed the Ruler of Chitral in a tone indicating that His Highness was disposed to
assume an attitude towards this State to which it
might be necessary to take
exception. And the situation was complicated by
the fact that Aman-ul-mulk expressed fear of ag-
gression from Kabul, and begged to be admitted
into direct alliance with the British Government.

The status of Chitral as recognised by the Government of India.—
Since the engagement of 1876-77 was contracted the Government of India
have consistently maintained that the political position of Chitral has been
marked by two distinctive features:—subordination to Kashmir; independ-
ence of Kabul. Thus on the 25th June 1886 Aman-
ul-mulk was re-assured in a khariyat from the
Foreign Secretary:—

"The engagements between your State and Kashmir are recognised and upheld by the
British Government, so that you need have no concern with the affairs of Afghanistan.
Moreover, the Amir Abdur Rahman is a friend of the British Government."

This view is further illustrated by the subjoined quotation from instruc-
tions sent to the Officer on Special Duty on the
same subject:—

"Aman-ul-mulk has, by a formal treaty, approved and recognised by the British Govern-
ment, given his allegiance to the Kashmir Maharaja, while the British Government is pledged
to afford the Kashmir Durbar, if need be, its countenance and aid in maintaining the arrange-
ment thus made. This being the recognised status of Chitral, the Amir of Kabul can have no
reason to interfere with this dependency of the Maharaja of Kashmir, whose territories are
by treaty under the protection of the British Government. You are therefore empowered to
communicate these views of the Government of India as to the position of Chitral to the Chief
of that State through his agents; but you should at the same time inform him that the British
Government cannot entertain any question of modifying his existing engagements with
Kashmir.

"His Excellency the Governor General in Council believes that the foregoing instructions
will enable you to come to a clear and confidential understanding with the Maharaja upon
the main questions now outstanding for determination. You will perceive that the Government
of India feel themselves bound to adhere to the engagements entered into in 1876-77, without
receding from any of the obligations then undertaken, but certainly without any intention to
enlarge them."

At the beginning of 1882 the Ruler of Chitral
was allowed to send an Agent to Calcutta. The
objects of this mission were avowedly to obtain a further re-assurance in respect of
Afghan encroachments, and to arrange for Aman-ul-mulk's son's visiting
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A copy of this kharita was sent to the Kashmir Durbar. The Maharaja appeared to be “extremely gratified” by its terms.

In fulfilment of the promise conveyed to Aman-ul-mulk that his political position would be explained to the Amir, the subject was discussed with His Highness’s Agent on the 2nd March 1882, and the following note was placed in his hands:—

"Aman-ul-mulk of Chitrál has expressed apprehensions of encroachment from the direction of Balakshán; these apprehensions seem to the Government of India unfounded, and they do not wish to trouble the Amir about them while he is engaged in settling his own affairs.

"But I have been desired to remind the Agent to the Amir of the position of Chitrál which has always been considered independent of Balakshán by the Government of India. His Highness is aware that in 1877, Chitrál entered into subordinate alliance with Kashmir, and consequently with Kashmir enjoys the protection of the British Government. These relations have been acknowledged by the Amir in his letter of July last to Aman-ul-mulk, and consequently if it had not been for the apprehensions of Aman-ul-mulk, which His Excellency believes to be unfounded, it would not have been thought necessary for me to speak to General Mir Ahmad on the subject. However, it is well that the Amir’s subordinates in Balakshán should understand the position."

This communication was duly forwarded to the Amir. His reply seemed to show that he had not gained a sufficiently clear view of the situation. Accordingly a further letter, dated the 3rd May 1882, was addressed by the Foreign Secretary to His Highness’ Agent. It is quoted below:—

"His Excellency the Viceroy thinks that His Highness may not be clearly informed of the views which have always been held by the Government of India with regard to the position of Chitrál, and desires me to state the facts as follows:—

"Chitrál has never been recognised by the Government of India as connected with the State of Afghanistan; and without going further back than the time of the late Amir Sher Ali Khan, it will be sufficient to remark that a communication was addressed to His Highness in 1877 by order of the Viceroy, in which it was pointed out that the British Government had never recognised any claim on his part to allegiance from Chitrál. On the contrary, the Government of India is under a solemn engagement to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Maharaja of Kashmir over Chitrál, and to afford His Highness counsellors and material aid, if necessary, in defending and maintaining his rights over that country. As the British Government is invariably faithful to its engagements, His Excellency the Viceroy directs me to say that he considers himself bound to fulfill in all points the obligations of the Government of India towards the Maharaja of Kashmir."

His Excellency the Viceroy. The main and scarcely concealed purpose was to enter into a direct political engagement with the Government of India. The Agent took him a kharita from the Foreign Secretary, dated the 8th March 1882, which contained these words:—

"Since I wrote you my letter of 25th June last, His Excellency has learnt with great satisfaction from the Maharaja of Kashmir that His Highness has worthily rewarded your good services, which, as I have written to you before, will not be forgotten by the British Government. With reference to what you have written on this point, I am to say that so long as you adhere to your agreement with the Maharaja of Kashmir, you will share the favour which the British Government extends to the Maharaja and those connected with him. For this reason it is right and expedient that on all questions of State you should communicate with the British Government through the Maharaja, whose interests and your own are identical.

"You seem still to have doubts regarding the intentions of the Amir of Afghanistan towards your country, but His Excellency has already reassured you on that point. Moreover, the communication which you have received from the Amir since you wrote your letter under reply, shows that the Amir understands and will not interfere with your relations with the British Government. However, in order to remove all doubts from your mind, the fact that your engagements with Kashmir are recognised and upheld by the British Government will be pointed out to the Amir’s Agent in attendance on the Viceroy.

"In your letter to my predecessor, Sir A. Lyall, you ask that the verbal request of Wafadar Khan may be complied with. Wafadar Khan accordingly has told me that you wish to depute your son to India. I am to tell you that it will give much satisfaction to His Excellency to receive honourably and as his guest the son of one who has done such good service. It is understood that your son will come privately as a friend, and that any representation on matters of State which you may desire to make will be made through the Maharaja of Kashmir, whom, doubtless, your son will visit on his way to India."

*A Secret, April 1882, No. 953.

† Secret, March 1882, Nos. 97-158, K.W. page 11.
Recent correspondence shows that the Amir has disclaimed all intention of interfering with Chitral, while Aman-ul-mulk has adopted a submissive tone in his dealings with the Kashmir Durbar, and has been profuse in acknowledgments of the supremacy of the Maharaja.

The internal affairs of Chitral.—A few words will serve to sum up a somewhat voluminous correspondence about the course of events in Chitral proper, Mastuj, and Yasin, since the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency.

After the expulsion of Pahlwan in 1880-81 his Chiefship was divided (as has been shown) between Aman-ul-mulk who kept Mastuj, Muhammad Wali (son of Mir Wall), and Mir Aman (brother of Gahidar Aman), who got the rest of Yasin. The two latter were recognised by the Kashmir Durbar as Aman-ul-mulk’s nominees, for whom he was responsible. His Highness also stipulated that Pahlwan was not to be restored to the territories which he had forfeited by his misconduct.

After this partition Pahlwan wandered into exile, chiefly in Tangir, where he found enemies of Aman-ul-mulk in Mulk Aman and Sher Afsal.

Early in 1882, Mir Aman entered into an agreement with Aman-ul-mulk, renouncing in his favour all claims to the “country of Mastuj, i.e., from the Sindur Pass to Muzafi, Buruis as far as the frontier of Chitral.” Mir Aman’s rule in Yasin proved unpopular, and Pahlwan stirred up intrigues in the neighbouring States. Consequently, in the end of 1882, the Ruler of Chitral proposed to turn Mir Aman and Muhammad Wali out of Yasin and to put one of his own sons in their place. He also expressed a wish to march, with the Maharaja’s aid, against Pahlwan and Mulk Aman in Tangir. The Maharaja was at first averse to these proposals, because he did not wish to see Aman-ul-mulk’s power extended by the complete exclusion of the Khushwakti branch, was disposed to agree to the proposals, but in the meantime Pahlwan took the initiative and invaded Yasin with a small force from Tangir and Darel.

He gained a temporary success and captured Mir Aman; but on advancing towards Mastuj he was defeated and put to flight by Afsal-ul-mulk, one of Aman-ul-mulk’s sons. This son has remained in charge of Yasin. There has been correspondence about a scheme for a joint attack by Chitral and Kashmir on Tangir and Darel, but nothing has come of it, and the latest phase of the situation is that both Aman-ul-mulk and the Maharaja have shown a disposition to be reconciled with Pahlwan.

The views of the Government of India on these events have been that it would not be wise for the Maharaja to attempt to thwart Aman-ul-mulk’s project of establishing his sons in Yasin; and that it would be better to co-operate with Chitral in attacking Tangir and Darel than to allow Aman-ul-mulk to annex those countries.

Aman-ul-mulk is now an old man, more than 60 years of age. His death will probably be followed by a struggle for power amongst his sons.

Affairs in Dir.—It has been shown that in 1876-77 Rahmatulla Khan of Dir was inclined to enter into friendly relations with the Kashmir Durbar, but that he would have preferred an alliance with the British Government. Shortly afterwards the Chief tendered allegiance to the Amir of Kabul, but he soon seemed to repent of this step, and professed willingness to accept the suzerainty of Kashmir.

Accordingly, when the Viceroy advised the Maharaja about the nature of the Chitral convention, His Excellency alluded to Rahmatulla Khan in these words:

“I can give him no hope of being recognised as a protected feudatory of the British Government; but should Your Highness be willing to accept his vassalage, and deem such a
course desirable for the objects we have in view, I will gladly recommend that Chief to make a tender of allegiance to the Kashmir State."

Here the matter dropped for the time; but it came up again in 1881, when Chitrals affairs were being settled after the expulsion of Palibwan. In a letter* of the 30th June 1881 the Officer on Special Duty remarked as follows:—

"In the course of my conversations with the Maharaja, His Highness impressed upon me the importance of securing the services of the Chief of Dir. Some correspondence on this subject took place in October 1877, to the effect generally that the Vicereoy did not wish the Maharaja to accept the vassalage of Dir against His Highness's will. From the manner in which the Maharaja has now reverted to the question, I gather that His Highness would, in reality, be glad to extend his influence to Dir, while affecting that his sole object is to further British interests."

* Secret, July 1881, No. 391.

In reply Mr. Henvey was instructed† not to "allude to or encourage the Maharaja's views regarding Dir." And when the arrangements for the withdrawal of the Gilgit Agency were reported to the Secretary of State, it was said‡ that—

"there appears to be no advantage in dealing with the Chief of Dir through Kashmir or in encouraging the Kashmir State to attempt to extend its influence in that quarter."

The Secretary of State concurred in this opinion.

Recently§ the Chief of Dir and his son Muhammad Sharif Khan have made overtures to the Maharaja which His Highness seems to interpret as a tender of allegiance intended to obtain pecuniary aid. The Officer on Special Duty has been informed that the Government of India are "inclined to view with favour the establishment of friendly relations between the Maharaja and the Chief of Dir"; but "would not desire to put pressure on either party with that object."

Hunza and Nagar.—The condition of affairs in these States has not altered materially during the last two years. Ghazan Khan of Hunza seems to be still on indifferent terms with the Kashmir Durbar.

Towards the end of 1882† Azar Khan restored his father Jafir Khan to power as Raja of Nagar, expelling his own brother Muhammad who had usurped authority. Soon afterwards Muhammad Khan‡ died.

These changes have been favourable for the Maharaja, because Jafir Khan and Azar Khan are his friends, while Muhammad Khan was closely connected with the Chief of Hunza.

Chaprote continues to be a source of discord between Hunza, Nagar, and Kashmir. A small garrison of the Maharaja's troops is still there, and Azar Khan still commands the place either in person or through his brother and friend Alif Khan. Nagar has clearly more hold than Hunza on Chaprote.

When Azar Khan expelled Muhammad Khan from Nagar the Officer on Special Duty proposed§§ to remark to the Durbar, that it was—

"to be regretted that a fort in the Maharaja's keeping should have been utilised by a dependant of the Kashmir Government, for an aggressive movement against one of His Highness's allies."

The Government of India, however, did not think that any such interference was necessary seeing that—

"under arrangements made by the Government of India in 1877, the small States Hunza, Nagar, &c., are not in alliance with the Maharaja, but under his suzerainty."

It must be noticed*** here that Hunza and Nagar are not amongst the petty States which have been recognized by the Government of India as being subject to the suzerainty of the Kashmir Durbar. Nevertheless, the Government of India are concerned with the relations between the Maharaja and these States. Accordingly in 1882, when it was found that His Highness had failed
to acquaint the Officer on Special Duty fully with events in Hunza and Nagar, a remonstrance against this neglect stated the views of the Governor General in Council as follows:

"Under the treaty of 1846, the British Government is responsible for the protection of Kashmir; and the Government of Kashmir, on the other hand, acknowledges British supremacy, and engages to submit to the arbitration of the British Government in cases of dispute with neighbouring powers. Moreover, when the Political Officer at Gilgit was withdrawn, it was intimated to the Maharaja, in the Viceroy's letter of 18th June 1881, that the Government of India would expect His Highness to refer to them, through the Officer on Special Duty, all questions of importance connected with his external relations. It cannot, therefore, be disputed that the Government of India has a material interest in His Highness's relations with the States on his frontier, and that the Maharaja is bound by his engagements to refer to the Governor General in Council before he adopts any line of action calculated to excite hostile feelings among those States."
APPENDIX 1 (see p. 36).

Memorandum by Captain Arthur Broome, on Special Duty in Kashmir, enclosed in his semi-official letter of the 15th September 1846, to the Governor General’s Agent on the North-West Frontier.

Kukka-Bamba Chiefs.—The term Gukka or Kukkar Bamba is applied to the petty Muhammadan tribes dwelling on either bank of the Jhelum between Baramula and the Hazara tribes on the left bank of the Indus. Strictly speaking, the term Kukkar is applicable to those on the left, and Bamba to those on the right, of the river, but generally they are all termed Kukkar Bambas. Of the Bambas the three principal Chiefs are those of Kathai, Dopatth, and Mozzerabad on the immediate banks of the river.

Kathai.—The Raja of Kathai is Sultan Zabadust Khan, son of Sultan Mozaffar Khan. He used to pay a revenue of Rs. 7,000 per annum to the Governor of Kashmir, and received daily pay from the Government of Rs. 11, half in grain, half in specie. He can muster about 1,500 armed men. He is himself at present at Baramula, but his Vizier Atta Muhammad, with 200 men, is at Kashmir with Sheikh Esmam-ud-din.

The Sheikh has a few Sipahis in his Fort at Kathai.

Dopatth and Darbid.—Sultan Atta Muhammad Khan, son of Nazir Ali Khan, is the Rajah of Dopatth and Darbid. He used to pay a revenue of Rs. 7,000 per annum and receive pay at the rate of Rs. 10 per diem. He can muster about 1,000 fighting men, and is at present in the city with 150 men.

The Sheikh has a few men in the Fort of Dopatth.

Mozzerabad.—There are three Chiefs in joint authority in this district, viz.—

1st.—Sultan Muhammad Khan, a minor aged 5 years, son of Rehmatulla Khan and grandson of Zabadust Khan. His father Rehmatulla married a daughter of Muyazedin, late Raja of Kuranah, and on her husband's death, she married Sheikh Esmam-ud-din, the Governor of Kashmir. This young boy is with his step-father in the city.

2nd.—Sultan Nijouf Khan, also Raja of Kohari, son of Akbar Ali Khan, brother-in-law of Zabadust Khan. He is now at his own exclusive district of Kohari.

3rd.—Sultan Husein Khan, nephew of Zabadust Khan, now at Mozzerabad.

These three Chiefs can muster about 5,000 armed men in the district, of whom a portion are permanently paid troops. The revenue formerly paid was Rs. 9,000 annually, and the daily pay received was Rs. 24. The Sheikh keeps no troops in Mozzerabad.

The following are the principal Kukkar Chiefs:

Bussarsi.—There are two Rajas of this district, viz., Abdullah Khan, son of Sirfraz Khan, and Ghafuler Khan, son of Muhammad Khan and nephew to Abdullah Khan. They have about 500 fighting men, of whom 300 have arrived in the pargannah of Bungil, north-west of the city; the remainder are with themselves at Bunnar. They have not paid any revenue, but receive a stipend of Rs. 4 per day. There are no forts or Sirsari thanes in their country.

Uri.—The Raja of this district is Mozaffar Khan, son of Sirbulland Khan. He is now at Uri. His force amount to about 700 men, of whom 200 are in Kashmir under Shahbudd Muhammad Khan, his son. He pays Rs. 1,500 yearly revenue and receives a daily stipend of Rs. 7. He also has a jagir of 200 karwans of grain in Komraj. The Sheikh has a garrison of some 30 men in the fort of Uri under Jassaul Singh, son of the late Raja Tegh Singh.

Chuldar.—This district is governed by two Rajas who are cousins. Mohabut Khan and Nijouf Khan, sons respectively of Jung Khan and Powlahan Khan, who are the sons of Yar Ali Khan. They are both at Chuldar and are in alliance with Atta Muhammad Khan of Dopatth. They pay yearly a revenue of Rs. 2,000, and receive a daily stipend of Rs. 8. Their force amounts to about 1,000 men. The Sheikh has about 20 men in the fort of Chuldar.

Kotlee or Kote.—Putteh Khan, son of Shah Nawaz Khan, is the Raja of this district. He is now at Kote, and is in alliance with the Dopatth Raja. His force amounts to about 500 men. He pays a yearly revenue of Rs. 2,000, and receives a stipend of Rs. 1 per diem. There are no forts in his country.

Bannar.—There are three Rajas to this district:

1st.—Sheer Ali Khan.

2nd.—Shahbaz Khan.

3rd.—a son of Muhammad Ameen Khan and nephew of Sher Ali Khan.
They are all three at Dhunnee, and are in alliance with the Mozufferabad Rajas. Their force amounts to about 1,000 men (and is called Daleel Sowabil). They pay yearly revenue of Rs. 3,000.

The Sheikh has about 100 men in the fort of Dhunnee under Gadal Singh.

Kohari.—The Raja of this district is Sultan Nujjaf Khan, son of Akbar Ali Khan, who has also a share in Mozufferabad. He is now at Kohari. His force amounts to about 1,500 men, a portion of which are with Sher Ahmed in Komraj. He pays Rs. 9,000 yearly revenue and receives a daily stipend of Rs. 34.

There has never been a Sirkari thanna in Kohari.

Kaghau.—There are two Rajas to this district—

1st.—Syud Anwar Shah.
2nd.—Zamih Shah.

They are now both at Kaghau; their force amounts to about 500 men, of which a portion is with Sher Ahmed in Komraj. They pay an annual revenue of Rs. 500 and receive a daily stipend of Rs. 5. There has never been a Sirkari thanna in Kaghau.

To the north of the districts of the Bamba Rajas on the Jhelum are several other Chiefs, who, though not strictly coming under the term, may be classed with the Kukkur Bumbas. They are also called the Northern Rajas.

Kurnah.—There are two Rajas of this district, viz.:

1st.—Sher Ahmed Khan, son of Munsoor Khan.
2nd.—Moyezdin Khan, brother of Munsoor Khan, and son of Sultan Nasir Ali, both Bumbas.

The daughter of Moyezdin was married first to Rehmutulla Khan of Mozufferabad, and now to Sheikh Buamud-din. Both these Rajas are in alliance with the Mozufferabad Rajas, and lately with the Sheikh.

They have been hostages for the last two years, and paid no tribute until within the last two months. About seven months ago their relatives, who were hostages at Kashmir, escaped (probably they were allowed to escape). They used to pay a yearly revenue of Rs. 7,000 and receive a daily stipend of Rs. 5.

Sher Ahmed Khan is one of the most violent of the Chiefs; he and his uncle are now, at the Sheikh’s suggestion, ravaging Komraj with a force of about 3,000 men, partly their own and partly belonging to other Chiefs. There are also about 1,000 men at Kurnah and 200 in the city, and Najjid Khan son of Moyezdin.

Mozaffares in Komraj.—Rajas Hybut Khan and Mozaffur Khan, sons of Sultur Ali Khan, have or had a jagir in this district. They are Bumbas. They have a force of about 500 men, of whom 100 are in the city, and with the remainder they have joined Sher Ahmed and gone into insurrection, and are plundering and doing much mischief in Komraj.

The daily stipends above referred to are in fact a sort of subsistence money for the hostages and small contingents always present with the Governor of Kashmir.

Memo.—The above information was chiefly furnished by Mirza Syoodin.
APPENDIX 2 (see p. 39).

Translation of an Agreement, dated Simla, the 3rd Ursaj, Sambat 1903 (i.e. the 27th September 1846), by Dewan Jowula Sahai, Dewan of Maharaja Golab Singh.

Maharaja Golab Singh Bahadur is willing to establish the following sum of Company's Rupees for the annual maintenance of the following persons and their posterity. He trusts that they will obtain the sanction of the Agent to the Governor-General.

These persons are at full liberty to inhabit any spot they may choose in the territories of the Maharaja, or of the British; but they are prohibited from dwelling anywhere in the Laboro possessions, though they are at liberty to serve that Government.

Raja Rubimahil Khan of Rajpur
Raja of Jaurela with other Meera of Jaurola as follows:

Co.'s Rs.
---
Raja Rubimahil Khan of Rajpur 16,000
Raja of Jaurela with other Meera of Jaurola as follows:

Co.'s Rs.
---
Miyan Bhawore Singh 6,000
Shamsher Singh 2,000
Son of Miyan Bakhtar Singh 2,000
Miyan Roop Singh 1,000
Other Miyanas 7,000

Rao Poomb Singh of Mankote 17,000
Ram Chander and Har Deo of Ram Nagar 3,000
Kityan Pat of Bicwies 6,000
Utar Singh of Bhudial 6,000
Zowrur Singh and Jemal Singh of Kishwar 3,000

Fyzullah Khan and others, for whom nothing has as yet been fixed, will, on presenting themselves at Lahore, also receive some provision.

These to whom pecuniary maintenance has been allotted will receive it through the Kangra Treasury, where it will be remitted by the Maharaja.

ORDERED:

Approved by the Agent, Governor-General, North-Western Frontier, on the 27th September 1846, a copy of this to be given to Dewan Jowula Sahai, Dewan of Maharaja Golab Singh.

(True Translation)

H. M. LAWRENCE,
Agent, Governor-General.

FROM—LIEUT.-COLONEL H. M. LAWRENCE, Agent, Governor-General,
N. W. Frontier, and Resident at Lahore,

TO—H. M. ELLIOTT, Esq., Secy. to the Govt. of India, with the Governor-General.

On the 27th September 1846, after the Kashmir rebellion had broken out, Jowula Sahai, the minister of Maharaja Golab Singh, signed a document before me at Simla, promising, on the part of his master, to give a fair and reasonable maintenance to the different Hill Chiefs of the Jammu territory.

I have now the honor to lay before the Right Hon'ble the Governor-General the annexed statement showing the result of different negotiations between us. It comprises the names of the different Chiefs, the allowances they are to receive, whether in jaggir or in money, and the places where the parties desire to reside and draw their money allowances.

The whole amount of maintenance is equal to the sum of Rs. 42,800, of which Rs. 42,800 will be drawn by parties who have determined to reside in the British territory and receive their allowances from the Government treasury of the station where they may live. I have already advanced to these parties the sum of Rs. 8,618.14-7, and request sanction to charge the same in my accounts, and for the permission of Government to their pensions, as detailed in column 5, being paid from the different treasuries noted in column 8.

The allowances have been granted by the Maharaja to the pensioners and their heirs in perpetuity. I therefore propose that the laws of inheritance, laid down by the Muhammadan and Hindu rules, be applicable to each case, according to the religion of the present recipients. In the case of the heirs of Raja Rubimahil a division of the pension took place some months ago, but the Raja is since dead, and a new distribution is necessary.

The districts of Sainjapore, part of Pathanekote, and certain lands between the Rau and Chakkee rivers have been annexed to the British territory in payment of these pensions. The land revenue, I understand from the Commissioner of the Trans-Sutlej territory, was estimated at Rs. 45,938, and it has actually been assessed at Rs. 30,979 by the officer in charge of the Kangra district. If we take the assessed revenue, it is a gain to Government of
Rs. 3,158; if we take the actual assessment, it is a loss of Rs. 4,621,—the last is of course the estimate at which in equity we are only bound to receive the territory. There are, however, jagirs worth about Rs. 5,000 not taken into account in the present assessment, from which some revenue in lieu of service will be derived, and the greater part of which will eventually fall in. I do not therefore consider that the British Government will suffer any loss by the present arrangement being admitted without further modification in favor of either party.

The new territory has been annexed from the last spring crop, and nearly all the revenue on that account realized by us. I therefore recommend that the transfer be considered as having taken place from the 1st of January 1847, and that Government be responsible for all pensions from that date, and that all previous payments be debited against Maharaja Golab Singh.

The delay that has taken place has been mainly owing to the difficulty of adjusting the pretensions of rival claimants. Dozens of impostors come forward; and not until late in the day, and after being repeatedly called, did some of those entitled to pensions come forward. I was, however, averse to close proceedings until I could hear every man's story. I have particularly explained to each individual that now is the time to make his choice, and that if he decides to reside in the Maharaja's territory, he will have no further claim on the British Government. To all the others I have given letters to the sullah officers requesting their good offices in behalf of the exiles.

I have told Dewan Jowula Sahai that, on failure of heirs to any of the families, the amount of their pensions will revert to the Jammu Raj; but this must be on the extinction in all branches of those now admitted on the list. The lands will in no case be restored, but cash payment be made.

I have been for some time expecting the ex-rajah of Isarko, who is, however, still in Kashmir; he will probably determine to reside in British territory, and will be entitled to a small pension; one or two others may yet come forward. Dewan Jowula Sahai agreed with me that for any pensions above those included in the accompanying list Maharaja Golab Singh would purchase Company's paper, so that the interest might, year by year, be taken for the required purpose. The land obtained will, however, improve in our hands, and unless the further pensions exceeded Rs. 5,000 a year, I do not think that any further demand need be made on the Maharaja; indeed, including customs and probable losses of jagirs I look on the strip of territory obtained as worth half a lakh to Government. It, moreover, improves our boundary very much; giving the Chukke river to the Hasula Canal as the boundary, then a nearly straight line of only a mile to the Dongyane Nuddee, up which it runs to opposite Sojanpore, whence a straight line of a mile or two takes it to the Ravi. We have thus obtained a good frontier without giving offence to the Durbar by taking a single canal village. The fort of Pathankote, however, comes within the British boundary.
Statement of the fixed annual allowances to be granted in perpetuity for the maintenance of the Hill Rajas and their descendants as agreed on by Dewan Jowala Sahai, the Minister of Maharaja Gobal Singh, and which has been paid as follows from the British Treasury and placed to the account of said Maharaja.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the Princely</th>
<th>Date and year from which the allowance will commence</th>
<th>Amount of stipend fixed by Dewan Jowala Sahai</th>
<th>Amount of stipend of these individuals who have agreed to reside on the British frontier and draw their allowance</th>
<th>Name of the station, place or residence of Maharaja Gobal Singh</th>
<th>Name of the treasury from which the stipend was fixed to be paid and up to which paid</th>
<th>Number of years, months, and days</th>
<th>Amount of their allowances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The heirs of Raja Bhosle</td>
<td>2nd October 1946, corresponding with 2nd October 1946</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>Biblia in Kangra</td>
<td>Kangra</td>
<td>From 2nd October 1946 to the end of July 1947</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Raja Shri Singh, Jatavas</td>
<td>16th March 1946, corresponding with 16th March 1946</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>Narsopo in Kangra</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th March 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rao Pahal Singh, Manbaras</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Narsopo</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th March 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ramchandra, Heredo, Roho Nuggares</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>Shakhandpur</td>
<td>Umballa</td>
<td>From 16th March 1946 to the end of February 1947</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Raja Khilam Pal, Dhanwala</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th March 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Raja Chin Singh, Bhanwara</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Narsopo</td>
<td>Kangra</td>
<td>From 16th April 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M. Singh, Jatavas, Jatavas, and Bhanwara,</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>M. Singh, Jatavas, Jatavas, and Bhanwara,</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th March 1946 to the end of July 1947</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Haddan Ali Khan, Harat</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Karbhu, Harat</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th November 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Raja Pahal Singh, Bhanwar</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Shadman, Jatavas, Lahore</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th October 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dewan Shri Jit Singh</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000</td>
<td>Jit Singh</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>From 16th October 1946 to the end of June 1947</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:**

Rs. 60,000

---

(Sd.) JOHN LAWRENCE,
Agent and Resident.
SHAWL TRADE*

Kashmir is celebrated throughout the world for its shawls.

An exhaustive account of this manufacture is to be found in Moorcroft's Travels in the Himalayan Provinces, Vol. II, Chapter III.

As the primary object of his visit to the valley was the study of the shawl trade in view to its introduction into British possessions, he may be considered a safe authority on the subject. Though he failed in the object of his visit (his premature death preventing his realizing the advantage of the knowledge he had gained), there is no doubt that the shawl trade of Europe profited largely by the information he transmitted to his friend.

The shawls which are manufactured in Kashmir are of two sorts, the loom-made, and those which are worked by hand; and different classes of people are employed in each branch of the trade. Dr. Elmslie states that the number of shawl-makers (Kashmirwaa) has greatly diminished of late years, many having made their escape to the Punjab with their wives and families. There are now about 22,000 shawl weavers in the valley of Kashmir, who form the most miserable portion of the population, both physically and morally.

In the loom system the Kár-Khandár is the shawl manufacturer, who employs under him a number, from 20 to 300, shál-báfs or shugirds (scholars). He buys the spun thread from the paí-revis or dealer, to whom it is disposed of by the spinners, and gets it dyed of different colours before it is distributed among his workmen.

There are about 100 Kár-Khandars in Kashmir, all of whom live either in Srinagar or Islamabad, but the houses in which the shál-báfs work are in different parts of the valley, the largest number being in the towns of Paur and Sopur. A number of overseers are therefore necessary to superintend the work, to be responsible for the pashmina, and to draw the pay of the workmen, &c.

These people are called ustád (master or teacher). There is usually one over every 25 or 30 shál-báfs. The sum realised by the shál-báfs is usually from three to five Chiki rupees (each nominally worth ten annas) a month; but as this is inclusive of the amount deducted by the Government for rice, which is supplied to the workmen at unfavorable rates through Government agency (to the limit of 11 kharwars each annually) the balance is not sufficient to support a family with any approach to comfort even in so fertile a country as Kashmir. Dr. Elmslie estimates the average earnings of a shál-bást at three pence of our money a day; a first-rate workman will earn from four pence to five pence a day.

An annual tax of Rs. 7 is levied by the Government on each Kár-Khandár for every shál-bást in his employ; previous to 1867 this tax stood at Rs. 48.

In the hand-work shawl system the sádá-bást is the workman who makes the plain pashmina from the spun pashm, which he buys for himself directly in the bazar. Upon this plain pashmina the coloured threads are afterwards worked with needles by a workman who is called a ráfús.

The position of the sádá-bást, though slightly better than his brother of the loom, the shál-bást, is stated to be very miserable, owing to the oppressive taxes levied by the Government.

Indeed, as neither of these classes is permitted to leave the valley or to relinquish their employment, even though they may become half-blind or otherwise incapacitated by disease, their position must be considered most miserable.

The circumstances of the ráfús on the other hand are stated to be tolerably comfortable, he being permitted the privilege of changing or giving up his trade should he wish to do so.

When pitying the unhappy condition of the shawl-weavers in Kashmir, it may be well for us to remember that it is asserted that scarcely a century has elapsed since miners and their families were absolutely sold in England with mines in which they toiled.

The shawl manufacture in Kashmir is superintended by a large Government Office at Srinagar called the Daghsháhí, which is presided over by an official called the darogha of the Daghsháhi. This office is formed out by the Government, and, as it admits of immense profit, especially to the unscrupulous, it is an object of keen competition among the wealthy ruling class.

The late Raja Kék, who was over the shawl trade until about 1865, when he died, was greatly respected by the people. Dr. Elmslie says that since his death the revenue from shawls has dwindled away to half its former amount, which was Rs. 12,000. On account of this great falling-off in the revenue, Boul Baja, son of Partab Shah, a name well known in Kashmir, was removed from the office of Dewan of the shawl department, and Badri Nath, Commissioner of Finance and Revenue, was put in his place. There are about 200 pandits attached to the Daghsháhi, who are continually employed inspecting the different kárkhánas (manufactories) with a view to prevent the Kár-Khandár putting in hand a shawl until the necessary permission has been obtained and the preliminary taxes paid: these pandits are charged with demanding and receiving from the Kár-Khandárs illegal remuneration for their boat-hire, road expenses, &c.
The wool of which the shawls are manufactured (kšt-phānd) is found upon the goats which are pastured upon the elevated regions of Changtlan, Turfan, &c. It is undeniably a provision of nature against the cold and killing blasts to which they are exposed, and is found not only on the goat, but upon the yak and the shepherd’s dog used in the same inhospitable regions.

Attempts to introduce the shawl-goat into other parts of the world have, as far as the production of this particular description of wool is concerned, failed; notably that made by Mr. Lavanchi in the Pyrenees, where, with the elevation and climate approaching those of their native pastures, success might reasonably have been anticipated. In 1847 the tribute of shawl goats paid by the Maharaja to the British Government amounted to the whole of those dying at Dharmsala, where they were kept.

The wool employed in the manufacture of shawls is of two kinds, the fleece of the domesticated animals, and that from the animal in its wild state; of this latter sort, which is called Asti fay, but a small proportion is imported.

The interests of the Maharaja of Kashmir and his manufacturers are identified in the endeavour to retain the monopoly of the shawl-wool; consequently, none of the Turfan wool from Yarkhand, which is the finest, is allowed to pass into British territory.

The Kashmir merchants purchase the wool at Leh, between which place and Srinagar Moorcroft states the cost of transport to be Rs. 3 per horse-load, the duties collected at various places amounting to Rs. 9. Dark wool pays about half the duty charged on white wool. The same authority gives the following table of prices for the above-mentioned wool at different periods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rate (Rs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1807</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1813</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1817</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and he states that it had latterly (about 1825) been as high as Rs. 40 per tract, but conjectured that the advanced price being due to exceptional circumstances would not be maintained. Major Cunningham, R.E., states that the average price of shawl-wool in Ladakh is Rs. 2 per seer. 128,000 lbs. of shawl-wool are annually imported into Kashmir from Ladakh.

The price of dark-coloured wool is about one-third or a half less than that of white wool. On arrival in Kashmir the wool is bought by a kastm faras or wool retailer, who dispenses it to the women, who spin it into yarn. Moorcroft states the girls begin to spin at the age of ten, and that a hundred thousand females were employed in this occupation in Kashmir.

The first task of the spinner is to separate the different materials of which the fleece consists, usually in the following proportions:

- Coarse hair
- Second or Thiri
- Dust and foreign substances
- Fine wool

The cleaned wool is then spread on a board, and a paste composed of pounded rice and water is rubbed into it (soap is never used, as it makes it harsh) after which it is dried, teased out, and spun into thread by the women who work with little intermission the whole day. Moorcroft calculates the general earnings of an industrious and expert spinner to be only one rupee eight annas per month, and they are probably less.

The shawl thread (phāmin-pya) is double. The finest brings one Chilki rupee for one tola weight; of a coarser kind two and three tolas are given for one rupee; and a still coarser quality called kia is sold at the same price for four or five tolas.

The merchants who buy the thread from the spinners sell it to the shawl manufacturer, making a profit of two or three annas on the rupee.

The yarn being divided into skeins according to the pattern decided upon is then delivered to the tanse or dyer; he professes to be able to give it sixty-four tints, most of which are permanent; that called kiam dani, a rich crimson, being the most expensive. The art of dying is said to have been introduced into Kashmir in the reign of the Emperor Akbar.

When the body of the cloth is to be left plain, the thiri or second yarn is alone given to be dyed; being of a coarser quality, it is preferred for employment in flowers and other ornaments, from its standing higher, and being as it were embossed upon the ground.

The distribution of the colours is regulated by the thickness of the thread, the thinner threads being appropriated to the higher tints.

The faras adjusts the yarn for the warp and for the woof. He receives the yarn in bales, but returns it in balls; he can prepare in one day the warp and woof for two shawls. The yarn, which has been cut and reeled, is then taken by the penaksh, spun or warp dresser, who dips it into thick boiled rice water, by which process each length becomes stiffened and set apart from the rest.
Silk is generally used for the warp on the border of the shawl, and has the advantage of showing the darker colours of the dyed wool more prominently than a warp of yarn, as well as hardening and strengthening and giving more body to the edge of the cloth.

When the border is very narrow it is woven with the body of the shawl, but when broader it is worked on a different loom and afterwards sewn on the edge of the shawl by the rofago or fine drawer with such novelty that the union can scarcely be perceived. The operation of drawing or of passing the yarns of the warp through the beedles is performed precisely in the same way as in Europe, and the warp is then taken by the abdi-baf or drawer to the loom which differs not in principle from that of Europe, but is of inferior workmanship.

When the warp is fixed in the loom, the nakish or pattern drawer, and far-farsah and gandanoor, or persons who determine the proportion of yarn of different colours to be employed, are again consulted. They bring the drawings of the pattern (wostaanah) in black and white; this branch of the trade is said to be confined to six or seven families. The gandanoor, having well considered it, points out the disposition of the colours, beginning at the foot of the pattern and calling out the colour, the number of threads to which it is to extend, that by which it is to be followed, and so on in succession until the whole pattern has been described.

From his dictation the kitabwallah writes down the particulars in a species of stenography, and delivers a copy of the document (fasim) to the weavers.

The workmen prepare the tilis or needles by arming each with coloured yarn of the weight of about four grains. These needles without eyes are made of light, smooth wool, and have both their sharp ends slightly charred to prevent their becoming rough or jagged through working.

Under the superintendence of the gandanoor the weavers knot the yarn of the tilis to the warp.

The face or right side of the cloth is placed next to the ground, the work being carried on at the back or reverse, on which the needles are disposed in a row, and differing in number from four hundred to fifteen hundred according to the lightness or otherwise of the embroidery.

As soon as the wijd is satisfied that the work of one line or warp is completed, the comb is brought down upon it with a vigour and repetition apparently very disproportionate to the delicacy of the materials.

On a shawl being taken in hand, a small piece at the edge is first completed, by which a rough estimate of its value is formed, and on which an ad valorem duty of 25 per cent is levied by the Government; of this amount a portion is paid down, the shawl is then stamped, and the manufacturer at liberty to proceed with the work, the value being adjusted and the balance paid on completion.

In addition to the import duties on the materials, poll-tax on the workmen, and the ad valorem duty on the value of the shawl, which are paid directly to the Government, the Kār-Khindār is obliged to pay liberally all Government officials in any way connected with the trade, and it is affirmed, apparently on good grounds, that this dutusir or illegal gratification is shared in by the highest officers of the State down to the lowest pandit connected with the Dagehāī; these fees are stated to amount to little less than another 25 per cent.

When finished, the shawls are submitted to the purgasir or cleaner, whose business it is to free the shawl from discoloured hairs or yarn and from ends or knots; he either pulls them out singly with a pair of tweezers, or shaves the reverse face of the cloth with a sharp knife; any defects arising from either operation are immediately repaired by the cāffur.

Previous to being washed the shawl has to be taken to the office of the darogs of the Dagehāī for a permit. After registering it and collecting the tax (lagat) of 25 per cent, ad valorem, one of the pandits removes the Government stamp which was impressed upon it at its commencement, by dipping the corner of the shawl into water; a receipt (maqensir) is then given to the owner to testify that all dues have been paid upon it.

The goods are now handed over to the rofago or person who has advanced money on them to the manufacturer, and to the moham or broker, and these two settle the price and effect the sale to the merchant; the former charges interest on his advance, the latter a commission varying from 2 to 5 per cent.

The purchaser takes the goods unwashed and sometimes in pieces, and the fine-drawer and washerman have still to do their part. When partly washed, the abdi brings the shawls to the merchant that they may be examined for any holes or imperfections; should such occur, they are remedied at the expense of the seller. It is necessary to wash the shawls in order to deprive them of the stiffness of the rice-starch remaining in the thread, and for the purpose of softening them generally. The best water for this is found in the canal between the lake and the town, or in the cold water of the Tāl Bāl stream near the Shalmar. In the former locality some ruins in large limestone blocks are lying on the washing place, and in one of these is a round hole, about a foot and a half in diameter and a foot in depth; in this the shawl is placed, and water being passed over it, it is stamped on by naked feet for about five minutes, and then taken into the canal by a man standing in the water. One end is gathered up in his hand, and the shawl swung round and beaten with great force upon a flat stone, being dipped into the canal between every three or four strokes. They are then dried in the sun, as the hot sun spoils the colour, and in ten days afterwards the coloured shawls undergo a similar process, but occupying less time.

The white ones, after being submitted to the process, on the first day are spread in the sun and bleached by water sprinkled over them; they are then again treated to the same process.
as the coloured shawls, being stamped upon and beaten a second time and then bleached again till they are dry, and then for a third time beaten, stamped upon, and finally dried in the sun.

In the second time of stamping, soap is sometimes used, but is not good generally, and is never used for the coloured shawls, as the alkali might affect the colours. Sulphur frames are employed to produce a pure pale white colour in the new shawls.

After being washed, the shawls are stretched upon a wooden cylinder for two days, when they are removed to be packed. After being wrapped in sheets of smooth-glazed paper, they are pressd; the bale is afterwards sewn up in strong cloth; over this a cover of birch-bark is laid and an envelope of wax-cloth added, and the whole is sewed up as smoothly and tightly as possible in a raw hide, which contracting gives to the contents of the package a remarkable degree of compactness and protection.

Old shawls that require cleaning—and it is said, in some instances new ones—are washed by means of the freshly-gathered root of a parasitical plant called kirta, a species of somania (Anis discorsa delicosa). A pound of it is bruised and mixed with about three pints of water; and to this, should it be necessary to raise the temperature, is added a mixture of pigeon’s-dung (a piece equal in size to a turkey’s egg), mixed and beaten up with about the same quantity of water, and the shawl is saturated with the liquor, and then stamped upon, washed with the hand, and then well steeped in the canal. The colours of an old shawl, after it has been washed, are often renewed as well as to deceive any but the initiated by packing them in again with a wooden pin, dipped in the requisite tints.

Vigne states that the foul’s-cap or cypress-shaped ornament so commonly worked on the shawls is a representation of the jiseh or kashkash or cigarette of jewels which is worn on the forehead in the east. Others again think that the pattern was suggested by the windings of the river Jhelum in its course through the valley, as viewed from the top of the Tukht-i-Sulman; but this latter supposition seems to be highly improbable.

A first-rate woven shawl, weighing 7 lbs., will fetch in Kashmir as much as £300, which price is made up of—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£ 30 the cost of material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£ 150 the wages of labour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£ 70 duty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£ 50 miscellaneous expenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>£ 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ordinary shawls sell for prices ranging between £50 and £2,000, depending upon the quality of materials and richness of embroidery. Hand-worked shawls cost about one-fifth as much asloom-made shawls. Shawls to the value of about £130,000 are exported annually from Kashmir. Of this amount about 9 lakhs or £90,000 worth find their way to Europe, the remainder supplying the various eastern markets.

Of the Kashmir shawls exported to Europe—

- France monopolises about 80 per cent.
- United States of America ........................................... 10 "
- Russia ........................................................................ 2 "
- Germany ....................................................................... 1 "
- Great Britain ................................................................ 1 "
- Italy ............................................................................ 5 "

Of the above, about two-thirds are purchased in Kashmir by French agents and exported to France direct; the remainder is exported through native bankers and sold at London auction sales, the buyers being nearly all French.

On the breaking out of the late war between France and Germany the shawl-trade suffered a sudden and temporary collapse; the ruin of the manufacturers and merchants was only averted by the Mahrattas making large purchases to the value of several lakhs of rupees. The depression then caused has already disappeared, and there seems no doubt that if existing obstructions and abuses were removed, this valuable branch of industry would be capable of extensive development. The shawl weavers at Badraur, Doda, and Basoli enjoy great advantages, as they are free from many of the burdens and restrictions imposed upon their brethren in the valley of Kashmir. The shawls manufactured in these localities hold a middle place in the market; while greatly inferior to the vegetable Kashmir shawl, they are of superior quality to shawls manufactured at Amritsar and other places in the Punjab, which are largely adulterated with Mahur Shakti, an inferior wool produced at Kirman.
APPENDIX 4 (see p. 78).


Before leaving Kashmir, I had the honour to forward for your information a brief sketch of the position in which I was then leaving affairs, and of the recent acts of Maharaja Golab Singh; from which I was of opinion that benefit to the people and country had been or would probably be derived.

2. This I did at the particular request of the Maharaja, whom I had often told that the best offering he could make at the approaching interview of his son and heir with the Governor General, would be a simple statement of orders given and measures taken, by which the condition of his people would be improved, and his own name as a liberal and enlightened Ruler raised.

3. At the same time, I have always tried to leave the act itself, its extent and nature, to the Maharaja, as I have a great objection to the idea of forcing him to make this or that concession, which, though known by us to be for his good as well as that of his people, is yet diametrically contrary to his own ideas on the subject; and the being obliged to yield consent to which must place him in his own eyes and that of his subjects and the world in the light of anything but an independent Ruler. This is the principle, I know, I have been desirous to keep in sight, and have, I think, in spirit acted up to; but the impossibility of getting the Maharaja or his functionaries to go beyond generalities in ordinary intercourse has put me generally in the position of the proposer of schemes, in doing which I usually suggested more than one method in all, clearly showing what I thought ought to be done, but leaving the choice and decision, as also the opportunity, of striking out some new or better idea to the Maharaja and his people.

4. The result of all these negotiations has, on the whole, been satisfactory; though the extent of remission and other concessions has been less than I hoped for, and of course will be less than I wished for.

5. I shall now notice the heads of the letter above alluded to, on which I have any further information to convey; adding notes and explanation of terms to enable you to fully understand the various arrangements, translations, &c., and then proceed to mention a few points that I think worthy the attention of future enquirers, but which I have not been able to pay due regard to; and conclude with a brief opinion on Maharaja Golab Singh's character and that of his Government.

REVENUE.

6. In order that you may be enabled to understand what is really the case that the Maharaja's acts, with regard to the actual cultivators of the soil, have been characterised generally by kindness and consideration, and that in no instance have his demands from them exceeded those of his predecessors, while in some they have fallen short of them, I must briefly describe the mode of revenue collection during the incumbencies of the two preceding rulers, namely, General Miao Singh and Sheikh Ghulam Mohi-ud-din.

7. It will be necessary, however, before entering on a description of the mode adopted in the reign of any particular Governor, to give a short account of the generally prevailing system, and an explanation of terms which, as they are peculiar to Kashmir, would convey no intelligible meaning to any one unacquainted with the customs of that country.

8. The chief produce of Kashmir, as well as the chief staple of food, is rice. This is grown with the khair crop, in which Indian corn is also grown.

9. The system of collection is by a species of butaila, but differing from it from the fact of the estimate of the produce being made when the grain is in the sheaf and not divided in the heap after threshing as in the regular butaila. The crop, when cut by the zemindars, is collected in stacks (goonj) consisting of a certain fixed number of bharoo,—a bharoo containing 28 sheaves (called sava or poslah). To ascertain the amount of each man's produce, a certain number of bharoo are taken indiscriminately from several stacks on the estate; and the grain being threshed and measured, the amount contained in the stack and in the whole number of stacks is estimated by the result. The Government demands are then reckoned; they consist of a full half share plus frekak and aabt, &c., which, when all is said and done, makes the Government claim to full two-thirds of the produce, leaving the zemindar one-third. This is the dry Government account; besides this the zemindar has a hungry kardar with his subordinates to satisfy.

10. The Government demand having been ascertained, a certain number of khirwar of it are taken in kind, and the rest in cash.

* A truck is one-eighth of a bharoo; a certain number of trucks are taken with each bharoo of the Government share and this is termed Truck.

† Aabat is a term common throughout India for the items of Government pecuniary, in excess of the regular share.
system has latterly given place to one by which the grain of the Government share is made over to a third party called the Tehsildar, whose office it is to bring it to the city, and with whom Government takes trucks for the land and water carriage.

11. Mobijah is a system by which the Government is entitled to take a certain number of trucks in every khirwar in money at one or more established rupees. These khirwars are taken at 16 trucks from the zamindar, and returned to him in Mobijah at 16 trucks (called Abesh-sharte) which may be rendered city-rate, meaning the rate of grain brought to the city by water which is always 15 trucks). This one truck of Kasoori-sharte being deducted, the established rate of land and water carriage from his village to the city is allowed to the zamindar. I despair of being able to make you understand this complicated system without giving an example to illustrate it. Say, then, that Say Ram lives in the village of Tregam in the Jurisdiction of Arwin; that the established land and water carriage from his village to the city is two trucks; it seldom occurs in such convenient round numbers; and that the established rates of Mobijah for his village are 8 trucks per khirwar, at a rupee of 8 annas, and 4 trucks per khirwar at 1 rupee 2 annas; and that his land produces 90 khirwars, Hurda Hissa, the Government claim, on which, including everything, amounts to 69 khirwars; of this he will have to pay Mobijah at a rate of 1 rupee 6 annas per khirwar for 24 khirwars 8 trucks; this will amount to 30 rupees 15 annas, and out of the 24 khirwars 8 trucks, Government will deduct 1 khirwar, 6 trucks, 2 maasteels at Kasoori-sharte, at 1 truck per khirwar, but it will allow him land and water carriage at the rate of 2 trucks per khirwar, which will amount to 2 khirwars 15 trucks, so that giving his khirwar at 16 trucks, and having it reduced to 15 by the Kasoori-sharte, he eventually receives it again with land and water carriage added at 17 trucks. Then one 4 trucks more, at a Mobijah of 1 rupee 4 annas; this will be 15 khirwars, and will amount in money to 10 rupees 12 annas; 15 trucks will be deducted as Kasoori-sharte, and 1 khirwar 14 trucks will be allowed as carriage.

12. Say Ram’s account, therefore, in money and kind, will stand thus—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Khirwars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hurda Hissa or full produce</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirhara Hissa</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks, shah, &amp;c.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Government Demand</strong></td>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of which to be taken in Mobijah at various rates</th>
<th>Rupees</th>
<th>Trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lessing in kind</td>
<td>87 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduct allowed in carriage</td>
<td>2 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total to be paid in kind</strong></td>
<td><strong>20 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of the above 37 khirwars 8 trucks</th>
<th>Rupees</th>
<th>Trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 khirwars 8 trucks are to be paid for at a rupee of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 rupee 8 annas per khirwar amounting to</td>
<td>30 15 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And 15 khirwars at a rupee of 1 rupee 6 annas</td>
<td>18 12 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total to be paid in money</strong></td>
<td><strong>48 11 0</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While for his 37 khirwars 8 trucks, Say Ram will receive 39 khirwars 14 trucks; that is, out of the full produce of 90 khirwars he will pay to Government 49 rupees 11 annas in money and 20 khirwars 2 trucks in grain; and he will keep himself 60 khirwars 14 trucks.

13. The above is the theory of the thing, but as may be naturally supposed so complicated a system is liable to infinite intermediate irregularities, and one item, especially, that of carriage, though allowed by Government, is said to have seldom found its way to the zamindar. I made many enquiries with a view to ascertaining the truth of this assertion, and received so many conflicting statements in reply that I am unable to speak definitely on the subject; and such is the nature of the revenue system of Kashmir, that it really is a matter of positive labour and difficulty to ascertain the mode of collection, not in a district or village, but with reference to the accounts of one individual only.

14. When I say that the above Mobijah rates, together with those for carriage, vary not in every district above, but in nearly every village of a district, and that besides these regulations which apply only to the Sirkish cultivation, there is a separate code in each for the Pakhiet, it may be imagined what an innumerable table the whole thing is; without first mastering the details, it would quite confound a traveller to hear in every village a different account of the Government demand.

15. The system above described applies to the Sirkish cultivation—a term applied to land cultivated by the regular ryots of a village; that ploughed and sown by the inhabitants of other villages or new comers, which is termed Pakhiet, and no abades or land newly broken up, is more lightly assessed, though much on the same principles.

16. Of the rabi crop, which is estimated in the same way as the kharif, and consists of barley, wheat, and turnip seed, the Government claims the half share plus 1 truck kharis.

---

* Hurda Hissa signifies the entire produce of the land; Sirhara Hissa, the half share; Hurda shah, the half share plus the established items of extra costs.

† Four manjhares = one truck; 16 trucks = one khirwar; one khirwar is 96 annas Kashmir, which are equa in weight to 80 rupees.
that is, if the zemindar sows his own seed; if he obtains an advance of seed from Government, 3 trucks are taken as kirkur.

17. The revenue on cotton, &c., which are generally considered as stubbi crops, is estimated in the same manner as that of the rabli crop, and commuted to a money payment at certain fixed rates.

18. Having thus given a general idea of the principles on which the revenue of Kashmir has always been collected, I shall proceed to describe the particular method and rates adopted during the Governorships of General Mian Singh and the Sheikh, which preceded that of Maharaja Golab Singh.

Revenue Rates of General Mian Singh's Time.

Kharif Crops.

19. Sirkari.—Government share—half the produce.

Truck.—General Mian Singh at first took five trucks per kirur in truck, but afterwards reduced it to four; the whole amount of truck used to be taken at a Mobiya of Rs. 1-8 the kirur; while the Government share in grain was made over to the zemindar to bring to the city, where it was taken from him at the rate of 15 trucks the kirur; and he was allowed something in addition for land and water carriage.

The Government was, however, entitled to take as much as it chose in Mobiya; and if the zemindar was not required to bring the grain to the city, the kurdar occasionally took it in Mobiya at the regular rate on the district.

Besides the four trucks above-mentioned, the following items of kirkur and absec were levied, in addition to the Sirkari share:

Anuvadat.—A tax on fruit trees, vineyards, vegetables, &c., according to the quantity contained in a village, and varying from 10 to 100 rupees per village.

Tel-Sukh Chubat Muallat.—A tax on the produce of walnut trees, regulated by the bearing, amounting sometimes to 1,000 or 2,000 nuts per tree, and commuted occasionally at a rate of one rupee for six seers Kashmiri 2,500 walnuts.

Anuvadat.—A tax on straw, one rupee one muma per 100 kirwars.

Sur-i-deh.—For a small village, one rupee; for a large village, two rupees.

Rumae-i-Asht.—Rs. 5 per 1,000 kirwars of grain.

Durghi-i-Asht.—Rs. 150 on the whole country.

Rajur Afnawarg-i-Khurbar.—Rs. 5 per 1,000 kirwars.

Thaan-ekhre.—For a small village one rupee; for a large village two rupees.

Annas.—On the items marked thus above one anna in the rupee.

Sur-i-sudda jinsee.—The amount of hire being deducted one kirur per 100 was taken on the whole amount as sur-i-sudda jinsee.

Change or Chrishghee.—The hire and Sur-i-sudda jinsee being deducted, four trucks per 100 kirwars were taken as Change.

Ghulamere.—The Government took three murwuttas in the kirwars from the boatmen of the amount paid to them as boat hire by the zemindars in transporting the grain of the Government share to the city.

Murwutt.—A sort of interest paid by the zemindar on seed advanced by Government, which amounted to 6 murwuttas per kirur, of which the Government took 4 and the kurdar 14 murwuttas.

Rash-i-Dars and Brookke.—Six trucks per 100 kirwars.

Munwutt-i-Nukke.—On the items marked thus, Re. 1-0 per Ru. 100.

Munwutt-i-Tishkhanak.—One murwutta per kirur.

Neen Munwutt-i-Harkurah.—Half munwuttah per kirur.

Neen Munwutt-i-Quanoogoo.—Half munwuttah per kirur.

Tekeelaree jinsee.—Three-fourths of a munwuttah per kirur.

Shikdar.—One munwuttah per kirur.

Gerasward.—Half munwuttah per kirur.

Beeswar.—Half munwuttah per kirur.

Talewalee.—One munwuttah per kirur.

Khemagoree Kardar.—Three-fourths of a munwuttah per kirur.

Additional truckk on the following above-written items:—Munwuttas, Tishkhanak, Neen Munwuttas, Harkurah, and the Neen Munwuttas Quanoogoo. These items were further taxed at one truck per kirur.

Pataish and Naabadi.—The Government did not take truckk or kirkur on the Government share for the first year, but after that as usual.

Cotton, mung, maize starch, maize salt, uncle lobyah, kunjut, tobacco, zeera seed, usal radung, aniseed, red pepper. Of these the Government took a plain half-share and one truck kirkur; that is to say, if the zemindar found his own seed. If, however, Government provided the seed, three trucks kirkur were taken.

Rabi Crop.

In this harvest, barley, wheat, turnips, mustard-seed, pulse, red-pepper, poppy-seed, coriander, were produced; and they were assessed in the same manner as the above; namely, half share and one truck or three trucks kirkur, according as the zemindar found his own seed or otherwise.
### Revenue Collection of Sheikh Gholam Muhu-din's Time

**Kharif Crop.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government share</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 truck, 4 horses, 2 trucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trukke Sirkisht</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 trucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakht</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 trucks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This continued till the year 1902, when the Sheikh promised the zamindars a remission of two of the trucks of the Sirkisht Trukke on condition of their increasing the cultivation to that extent in the year 1903. Agreements were written by the zamindars to this effect, but were not in my instance (it is asserted) acted up to.

**Mobiyan.**—In the year 1890 Gholam Muhu-din reduced the rate of Mobiyan from Rs. 1-8 per kharwar to Rs. 1-0, which has remained the prevailing rate ever since.

**Mobiyan Kandare.**—The rate of this was one rupee per kharwar; but in about 15 or 20 villages, where the General's customs remained, Rs. 1-8 was still taken.

The rates of khureb, abob, &c., of the Sheikh's time, were as follows, as they have been adhered to in nearly every point in the Maharan's time, I put the two scales in juxtaposition to save useless repetition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate Sheikh's time</th>
<th>Rate Maharaja Golub Singh's</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basilat</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tal Beb Chunar Magus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karandi Kish</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sure deho</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firozabad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roodi Khana</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasseem-dullar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damgah-b-dullar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moomwattas Tooba Khanah</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neem Moumawattas Harkarah</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neem Moumawattas Quanwong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiker</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarwol</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termanar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahwaler</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto ditto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Musah:**

Six moumawattas per kharwar, of which the Government took one truck, leaving the hardar two moumawattas.

**Suri Sudde Jineso:**

The Kessa being deducted, 1 kharwar per 100.

**Chagoo:**

Mobiyan and Kessa deducted four trucks per 1,000.

**Gist Dace:**

Three moumawattas on the amount of heat hire.

**Suri Sudde Nukles:**

One rupee nine annas per cent. on the items before mentioned: see Code of General Mian Singh's time.

**Aone:**

One rupee in the rupee on the moumawattas Todhakhanah, Neem Moumawattas Harkara and the Neem Moumawattas Quanwong.

**Yek Trukke:**

One truck per kharwar on the above-mentioned three items.

**Neem Moumawattas yeri murkub:**

Half moumawattas per kharwar on the hire of horses for the conveyance of grain taken from the Tahwaler.

**Perwanah, Nurees:**

One rupee four annas per 1,000 H. & H. kharwar.

**Surpurah Khananah S.I.H.:**

One rupee-eight annas per 1,000 kharwar of theirkhureb hire.

**Nabirana:**

Rs. 2 per airskurse 1,000 H. & T.

**Nouranma Durbar Sahib:**

In General Mian Singh's time this was given out of the regular collections, but Sheikh tilism Mahu-din put it on the zamindars as an extra item of kharwar.

**Boolker:**

Eight annas per 100 both mucks and jurs H. & H.

**Dewanwree:**

A sort of mazarmanah hahini not written in the defter, and amount uncertain.

**Peenoo:**

Ditto ditto.
The under-mentioned crops were paid for at certain fixed rates per kharwar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>a.</th>
<th>p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton per kharwar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. in some district</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mung</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masur, black and white</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kejdi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohiyah</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. in Kusumraj</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red pepper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quince seed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redbug</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalesarn per four seers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rabi Crop.

Sheikh Gholam Mohi-ud-din's time.

The Sirkar took the half share and one truck khureb, where the seed was found by the zamindar, and three trucks where it was found by Government; when the amount of Government bimaan and trukkees or full demand was ascertained, it was commuted into money at the following rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>a.</th>
<th>p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barley per kharwar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turaije</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tach</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coriander</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poppy seed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maharaja Gohal Singh's time.

The Maharaja did not, except in a few instances, carry out the Sheikh's promise of a remission of two trucks of the Sirkari collection; and where it was done, it was only for that year. The excuse for its non-continuance is that it is very doubtful whether the Sheikh meant it to continue beyond the year 1903. The Maharaja, however, reduced the rate of trukkees on the Sirkari of the whole country to three trucks; leaving that of the Pakisht and Neabadi at two trucks as before.

The Maharaja reduced the zubit rate on cotton from Rs. 10 to 7. In all other points he adopted the rates of Sheikh Gholam Mohi-ud-din's collection.

You will observe that although some of the rates of khureb, abob, &c., of General Mian Singh's time are lower than the corresponding one of the Sheikh's and Maharaja's time. The rate of the trukkees was much higher then, than it has been since.

You will also perceive that the Maharaja has, if anything, lowered the Government demand in comparison with his immediate predecessor. And perhaps, after the description I have given, you will be able to understand the extreme difficulty of ascertaining the truth or otherwise of a complaint of extortion or irregularity made by a zamindar, where upwards of 30 different items of trukkee, khureb, &c., had to be enquired into; besides the rates of carriage and rates and extent of Mobiyah in his village before his liabilities on one or hundred kharwar could be ascertained.

My chief exertions were therefore directed to obtaining a simplification of the system of collection, which, coupled with whatever reduction might be agreed to, would, I hope, relieve the burthen of the people, frustrate the exactions of subordinates, and pave the way for still greater improvements.

I accordingly recommended that these numerous heads, together with the trukkee, should be condensed into one or two items; and the whole greatly reduced.

After a good deal of discussion, it was decided that the following 28 heads, together with the trukkee, should be condensed into one, and the whole reduced to 42 trucks. These comprise all regular kharwar and abob, the remaining seven items being either separate taxes, or not affecting the zamindar, as I shall afterwards explain.

List of Heads of khureb, abob, &c., which, together with the trukkees of three trucks, have been condensed into one item of 42 trukkees.

Five items of the above, together with half a muhawattee to the kardar, having been taken from the zemindar, and given to different public servants as before mentioned; it has been arranged that they shall receive equivalent wages from Government.

List of heads unaffected by this arrangement:

1. **Rumdalt**, a separate tax on fruit-trees, vegetables, &c.
2. **Tel Sath Charhar Manghan**, being a separate tax on walnut trees.
3. **Rumdalt-Kaab**, being a separate tax on straw.
4. **Sur-i-Dekhs**, being a sort of Nuzzairi-Hakimi, or Nuzzur to the Government, and owner of the soil.
5 and 6. **Gah dana and uma muhawatteczen-i-muqul**, as affecting the behbeedar and not the zemindar.*
6. **Muhawattee Tushkhbasheh**
7. **Dhito Noorkah**
8. **Sur-i-madda Lisaa**
9. **Sur-i-madda Nukaee**
10. **Farwasheh Nafeece**
11. **Surweh Kusnah**
12. **Yak Anse**
13. **Yok Trukaee**
14. **Mohiernah**
15. **Boshtee**
16. **Durbar Shahib**
17. **16 and 17. Dowaans and Deorco, &c.**
18. **Chongee**
19. **Shiladar**
20. **Tahveddar**
21. **Termandar**
22. **Tezholder jinsee**
23. **Suanee**

---

**Old System.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khilwars</th>
<th>Khilwars, Trucks, Muhawattee or Rs. or Rs. or Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hurdo bissab</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trukke at three trucks per khilwar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Shumak-s-Khabbal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Thanndaree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Hurcoo-s-duffur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Dangilab-s-duffur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Muhawatteh Tushkhbasheh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Dhito Noorkah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sur-i-sadda Lizaa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sur-i-madda Nukaee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Farwasheh Nafeece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Surweh Kusnah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Yak Anse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Yok Trukaee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Mohiernah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Boshtee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Durbar Shahib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 and 17. Dowaans and Deorco, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Chongee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Shiladar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Tahveddar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Termandar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Tezholder jinsee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Suanee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New System.**

| Hurdo bissab | 100 | 50 | 0 |
| Government share | | 0 | 0 |
| Trukke abob, &c., at 4 trucks per khilwar | | 14 | 3 |
| **Total** | 64 | 13 | 2 |

**Old System.**

| Hurdo bissab | 200 | 100 | 0 |
| Government share | | 0 | 0 |
| Khilwars above, &c. | | 84 | 3 |
| **Total Government Claim** | 184 | 0 |

**New System.**

| Hurdo bissab | 200 | 100 | 0 |
| Government share | | 0 | 0 |
| Khilwars above, &c. | | 20 | 10 |
| **Total Government Claim** | 120 | 10 |
| **Difference per cent. on the Government share** | 8 | 11 |

With regard to the system of Mobiyab, I tried in vain to hit upon some plan by which it might be equalized throughout the country without the risk of loss and injury to the cultivators of particular districts and individuals.

* **Rumdalt-i-palwar** and numa muhawatteczen-i-muqul. These two officials are remunerated by the zemindars whose servants they are. The Government have nothing to say to them.
I was unable to leave the city of Kashmir and visit the various districts of the country; and I soon became convinced that to alter the Mobiyah rates without doing so would be a measure of extreme danger, unless covered by a large remission; they having been established after a long course of years, and regulated entirely by the particular position and advantages or otherwise possessed by the cultivators of a district or village. I therefore decided that they should be merely registered in order that future doubt and confusion might not occur; and that the zemindar, in case of being hardly used, might have an established standard to appeal to.

In the case of these districts immediately in the neighbourhood of the city, it was decided, for reasons which I shall afterwards explain, that the whole of the revenue should be taken in money commutation. The established amount of Mobiyah being first taken at the usual rates, the rest to be collected as a murrh of 7 per Khirwar. This is no hardship upon the cultivators of these districts who from that position are enabled to sell their grain advantageously, and by converting it into chauth, namely, by husking it, they can obtain double price for it; while the inhabitants of the villages further removed from the city do not find it worth while to bring their grain so far for sale; and on that account it is kindness to them to take it in kind.

It appeared to me to be desirable to reduce the numerous and confused rates of land and water carriage allowed to the zemindar (but, as asserted by many, seldom received by him) to some simple and general system; but even this involved considerable risk to the zemindar, and before I ventured to do it, I was obliged to ascertain the average amount of carriage in each district.

It was at length decided that the fixed carriage for one (the most distant) elaquah should be three truncks, for 22 elaquas two trunks, and for 12 elaquas one trunk. The revenue of the three remaining districts has always been collected in money.

Thus, instead of the before-mentioned complicated system of first deducting one trunk for Kisseh, which, and subsequent by allowing something for carriage in taking the Mobiyah, the khwar in Mobiyah will be reckoned at 10, 17, or 18 trunks, as the now established rate may be; and the zemindar will retain his grain without subjecting it to intermediate deductions or pilfering by subordinate officials.

In all these arrangements I particularly stipulated that, in cases where on account of want of water and other reasons the rates of taxation had been previously reduced to the standard lower than now proposed, they were not to be affected by the new settlement.

I think I have now said sufficient to enable you to understand the accompanying paper of regulations, of which English note, (1) is a translation; a copy of which is to be kept by each kurdar who will be responsible for its production. The Persian copy in my possession bears the Maharaja’s sign manual.

The remission of revenue is certainly very small; but, as I have said, I could not have obtained more without forcing the Maharaja to act directly contrary to his own wishes and feelings; he naturally looks upon the revenue as it now stands as good tangible income, presenting no difficulties of collection and, if oppressive, not made so by any act of his; and I fear he prefers clinging to this assured amount of yearly profit to relinquishing a portion for a few years.

With a view to the general improvement of the country and advancement of the prosperity of his people, Pandit Raj Rakh’s view of the case is true enough, but not cheering: on my lamenting the comparatively small amount of remission that had been agreed to, he answered me with the Persian proverb: “ask the lost souls in Dormeher, the lowest hell, and they will tell you that Eraf, or the state between heaven and hell, where neither punishment nor enjoyment is felt, is paradise”; and on that principle and, compared with the former state of things, I may hope that my labours may have afforded some slight relief to the cultivators of Kashmir.

Rice.

The Maharaja has promised that there shall in future be no restrictions in the sale of Government rice as to quality; that the murrh shall never exceed one rupee; and that the Government shall have nothing to say to the market.

To a large amount of grain being left in the hands of his people, I recommended that the revenue of ten pargannahs near the city should be collected in money. The zemindars to be allowed to dispose of their grain when and where they like, and free import and export to be allowed; the whole of the arrangement is included in translation 1, the Persian original of which is signed by the Maharaja, and is in my possession.

Shawl tax.

I enclose a copy of the new regulations for the shawl tax translated in paper 2.

The following remarks will explain the most important points, and a copy of the regulations in question would be found useful by any one visiting Kashmir on duty.

Remarks on Translation.

Art. 1.—It was formerly the custom to stamp the shawl at its very commencement, and immediately take the amount of tax upon it, by which means, if any untoward accident happened to the shawl in the course of preparation, the maker was the loser by the whole amount of the tax. The pullah is nearly one-third of shawl, and when so much has been done, it is good tangibly proper and sure to be eventually completed.
Art. 2.—According to old rules, Chittennug were five rupees for a pair of long shawls, two rupees for a square shawl, and one anna for plain shawls. It is now made one equal rate for both descriptions of shawls and much reduced.

Art. 3.—The system of Kussoor-i-shahii under the last was rather different, but the karkhandars wish to retain the system in vogue under the last, and the Maharaja agreed to it. The Kussoor-i-shahii is looked upon as an integral part of the shawl tax, and must not be considered as an oppressive system of compulsory sale on the part of Government. During the whole enquiry no complaint against the Kussoor-i-shahii was made to me. The arrangement also has advantages in securing in all cases a certain quantity of grain for their yearly support to the numerous class of shawl weavers.

Art. 4.—According to old rules, but last year's day, or no sale, the Maharaja took nine annas per daesh in vuzurannah, so a rule was necessary.

Art. 5.—The Maharaja made a particular point of this, saying that it was by far the most important matter in the whole case.

Art. 6.—I have before, at considerable length, described the mode in which the increase of 61 annas in the rupee had been in a manner extended by the journeymen from the master weavers. This has now been reduced by 12 annas, and the remaining 4 annas has, at the earnest request of the journeymen weavers, been distributed upon the threads according to the difficulty and labour attendant on each particular style of weaving.

Art. 7.—This abolished the quaid system no objection to the Shalikas, and under which no improvement in the trade could be expected, as the workmen preferred apprenticing their children to their own natural lines of life to introducing them to one where they were to be hopelessly bound to work for one man, and to escape from which many instances have occurred of perfected weavers mainaining and injuring themselves in order to render themselves unfit for the work. A man will now be bound to work for the whole year for one master to ensure the karkhandar from the loss, through his work being left unfinished and his engagements unexecuted. The one month's warning is required to enable master and man to clear accounts. It takes three years to perfect an apprentice in the trade; and the one year extra is allowed in order that the teacher may derive some benefit from the labours of the pupil.

I at first declined attaching my signature to all the paper; but, at the Maharaja's special request, eventually signed it as a witness.

Copies of both these papers, signed by the Maharaja, were made over in my presence to the moikins of the shawl stamp office. This was done at the request of the karkhandars; and the moikins were told that they would be responsible for their production in cases of difficulty.

Glossary for the shawl tax settlement.

Karkhandar.—Karkhandars are of three kinds: nukdi, jema-khurchi, and anutangi. The nukdi karkhandar is generally a man of property. The term karkhandar means master of a karkhanda, or manufactury. He is the owner of the house, the master and tutor of the workmen. He furnishes the thread, has it dyed, pays the workmen and the Government tax.

For a full description of the position of the nukdi karkhandar on my arrival at Kashmir, I must refer you to my diary No. 7 of the 4th of July, paragraphs 12 to 21 inclusive.

Jema-khurchi.—The jema-khurchi karkhandars work on a very small scale. They have no capital of their own, but, on commencing a shawl or other piece of work are obliged to obtain an advance of the amount of tax either from Government or a merchant. Jema-khurchi work has always been taxed by the piece, on the same system as that now resorted to for the whole shawl trade.

A dukan or shop of jema-khurchi weavers consists of two men. The men work in their own houses instead of in a manufactury. Jema-khurchi work is considered much inferior to that executed in the nukdi karkhanda.

Anutangi karkhandar.—Anutangi is the Hindi name of Islamabad, where there are a number of shawl manufactories, the masters of which are generally styled Anutangi karkhandars.

A dukan of Anutangi weavers consists of three men, and is taxed on the money contract principle at Rs. 180 yearly, besides Kussoor-i-shahii, at the same rate of the nukdi weavers of the city of Kashmir.

Anutangi weaving is inferior to that of the capital. I recommended the contract principle being exchanged for taxation on the piece in Islamabad, also in case of the system working well in the city.

Besides the above three great divisions there are the following:—

Bhojrat.—This term may be rendered suburb; and is applied to the manufactories in the immediate neighbourhood of Kashmir; most of the nukdi karkhandars possess a certain number of bhojrat shops.

A dukan of bhojrat weavers is rated at three men; the tax is taken on the piece.

Sndabads, i.e., weavers of plain work, one man per dukan, tax on the piece, but amount not taken until the work is completed.

Bashkhitals, or men who weave the shawl borders, one man per shop, tax on the piece.

Shagird and shahid, synonymous terms for the journeymen shawl weavers.

No amaan, apprenticeship to the trade.
Shawl dagh.—Shawl stamp, a common wooden stamp about five inches in length and three in breadth, bearing the words Sri Ram Sahain; it is dipped in common native ink, and then applied to the shawl. There are three stamps—one for long shawls, one for square shawls and plain work, and one for unlike or embroidered work.

Dukan.—The men in a manufactury, though they may amount to some hundreds, are divided into so many dukans; such as, at the rate of 24 men per dukan; an average three; and so on.

Kassor-isketi—Is a system by which a certain quantity of grain per dukan is issued yearly to the karkhanadar by Government at a merik of Rs. 2 per kharwar. The karkhanadar makes over a certain fixed portion of it to theiangris composing the shop, and recover from them a portion of the money. For a full description of the system, see Diary No. I 7 of 4th of July, paragraphs 14 and 16.

Boij.—As applied to the mode of taxation, means the system of laying it on the piece or amount of work done, instead of taking a fixed sum per dukan yearly.

Doshallah.—Long shawls always spoken of and sold in pairs.
Kusabah.—Square shawl single jamawan.
Sala.—Plain shawls or scarfs in pairs.
Kaner.—Woven work.
Amirkot.—Work embroidered with the hand.
Seckh.—This term really denotes the shuttle or winders on which the wool is fixed, and with which, as with a needle, the wouvers pass the traversing or wool threads under the straighter ones or warp; one traversing of the thread is called a seckh, in speaking of the wages, and 370 seckhs make a seer or one-third of a gira.
Gira.—A gira is the sixteenth part of a yard and equal to two inches.
Kharwar is a system by which a karkhanadar of small capital is enabled to complete his work by receiving an advance of the amount of tax from a merchant or third party who retains the piece of the work as completed in security and receives his money again from the manufacturer on the shawl being sold, together with a certain portion of the chintanah, the rest going to Government; if Government advanced the tax, it of course took the whole chintanah.
Moolint.—The two months' credit allowed in paying the fixed yearly tax according to the old system, and the one month allowed for making good the tax on a pair of shawls by the new system, is called Moolint.
Mokin.—The mokins are Government officials attached to the shawl office. It is their duty to appraise the shawls when brought for stamping; and they receive a slight percentage from the merchant on the sale of the shawl, which is termed the shawl perchashe.

Rules for regulating the shawl tax concluded in presence of Maharaja Colub Singh Bahadoor, and Lieutenant Regnell George Taylor on the 30th of the month of Har 1904, corresponding to the 12th of July 1647 A.D.

1st.—The Government having at heart the welfare of all classes, the karkhandars, master-weavers, and merchants of all countries, as well as those that are natives of Kashmir, with the mokin's of the shawl establishment, have been summoned to the Darbar, and full enquiry has been made into the rights of the case with regard to the shawl tax.

2nd.—Lalla Jawahir Mulk, who formerly held for a considerable time the management of the shawl business, and other karkhandars of long standing, having being fully interrogated, have explained what was the custom in former times. With a view, therefore, to the prosperity and support of the karkhandars, and the increase of the shawl trade, the following Code of Regulations has been drawn up.

ARTICLE 1ST.

3rd.—On the completion of a pullah of a pair of long shawls, one-quarter of a kusabah or square shawl, two mus and ten girahs of a jamawan or the whole of a pair of pullah or plain shawls of jamawan work, the piece is to be brought to the shawl stamp office and stamped, and its price is to be determined according to the valuation made by trustworthy mokins, and on a fair price being fixed upon it, that price is to be increased 50 per cent., and then taxed at the rate of 3 annas in the rupee. Thus the whole amount of tax on every Rs. 100 of the real price of the shawl will be Rs. 20.4.

4th.—A pair of doswallah, long shawls, to be reckoned at eight shops; kusabah at four shops, and jamawan three shops.

ARTICLE 2ND.

5th.—The darogah of the shawl stamp office should, after the stamping of the pieces as detailed in Article 1st, allow the karkhandars one month's credit in the payment of the amount of tax; the month having elapsed he should realize the amount from them. During the month in question he will, according to custom, retain the piece stamped in his hands on account of Government.
ARTICLE 3rd.

6th.—On every dushallah, kusabah or jamawar, whatever may be its price, 12 annas to be taken as chittiamah.

ARTICLE 4th.

7th.—The kuser-i-shadi to remain the same as that of 1902-3,—namely, that for every dukan, each dukan being reckoned at 2½ men, 27 khirwar 7 trukkas of grain are to be made over to the karkhanda at a merk of Rs. 2 per khirwar, each khirwar consisting of 15 trukkas.

ARTICLE 5th.

8th.—Nuzzamannah and mulamannah are to be taken three times in the year, a fourth occasion being left optional to the karkhanda; the whole amount, together with the duties of dewan and dukan, not to exceed Rs. 1-8 per dukan in the whole year. The occasions in question are as follows:—Dusseral, Dusnut, Noroz, and Byazkhee; the latter optional.

ARTICLE 6th.

9th.—The Government officials are on the occasion of the Nuzzor Shumaree [when the workmen of each manufactury are numbered and registered for the ensuing year] to select the lost workmen obtainable for the manufacture of the tribute shawls for the British Government. The number of workmen thus selected not to exceed 500.

ARTICLE 7th.

10th.—The karkhanda are to pay the shakus (journeymen workmen) at the same rate that has long been established, together with the additions according to written agreement, and the karkhanda are to make the shakus perform their full amount of work.

ARTICLE 8th.

11th.—From the beginning of the month of Sawan 1904, the extent of increase on the old established wages is restricted to 6 annas in the year.

ARTICLE 9th.

12th.—From the beginning of the month of Sawan 1904, when this Code of Regulations comes into play, the shagris are allowed ten days to select masters; after which time they will not be allowed to change until the new year's day of the year 1915. And for the future the shagris are to remain one whole year with the same karkhanda, namely, from the first day of one year to the first day of the next. At the termination of the year, the shagri to be at full liberty to go where he likes and select his own service. He is, however, to give his master warning one month before the termination of the year, to allow of his accounts being properly arranged.

13th.—Apprentices are to be bound to remain with their masters for four years.

ARTICLE 10th.

14th.—The system of taking the tax on the baft (i.e., on the piece in place of by fixed contract) is to commence from the 1st of Sawan 1904. The balance of the baft or contract for the last month to be made good.

DETAIL OF WAGES.

15th.—Wages on long shawls of the finest workmanship—

Pullah—if fine dushallah 2 kuserehah 1¼ and ½ dumi per 1,000 seekhs,—according to the old system of wages the same work was paid for at the rate of 2 kuserehah and ½ dumi per 1,000 seekhs, making the present increase 1 dumri and ½.

Mutns—3 kuserehah and ½ kowrie per 1,000 seekhs. The same work formerly 2¼ kuserehah. Present increase ½ dumri.

Haukeb—2¼ kuserehah per 1,000 seekhs. Formerly 2 kuserehah; present increase one dumri.

Dor—the labidoor and luradoor is paid at the same rate as the pullah work.

16th.—With regard to work of an inferior quality, it was formerly the custom for the karkhanda to deduct one anna in the rupee on work of which the wages on 100 were amounted to fourteen annas; it is now, however, decided that they shall only deduct half an anna in the rupee.

Originals signed by the karkhanda and shagris; and witnessed by Lieutenant R. G. Taylor and the Merchants of Kashmir.
Rate of wages on the sekkhas for the present description of shawl weaving determined upon according to the deposition of Ruwol Sketh, who is thoroughly conversant with the whole matter, on the 32nd of Har Sumat 1904, corresponding to 14th July 1847 A.D.

Details of Wages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of work</th>
<th>New rate</th>
<th>Old rate</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pollih.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the piece of a pollih of shawls of the finest workmanship.</td>
<td>Two koseerehs and 1½ duanti and one kowrie per 1,000 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Two koseerehs and half duanti.</td>
<td>One duanti and one kowrie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A warp of pollih work contains 570 sekkhas; therefore 100 sekkhas is equal to 57,000 sekkhas, plus 50 added and 15 kassarehs. Total 67,000 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Three rupees and 12 ananas per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td>One rupee four ananas per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A piece contains 300 sekkhas and is therefore equal to 171,178 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Three rupees and 12 ananas per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td>One rupee four ananas per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutton.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mutton contains 12 pieces. The mazarcums for a piece of mutton work.</td>
<td>Three koseerehs and two kowries per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Two and a half koseerehs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A warp of mutton work contains 890 sekkhas; and 100 sekkhas therefore consist of 89,000 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Twelve and a half ananas per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Ten ananas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A piece of mutton work contains 860 sekkhas. and is equal to 1,15,500 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Two rupees eleven ananas nine pie per piece.</td>
<td>Two rupees three ananas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kashkab.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A warp of kashkab contains 80 sekkhas; and 100 sekkhas 8,000 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Two ananas nine pie and one duanti per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Two ananas three pie.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A piece of kashkab work contains 825 sekkhas; equal to 98,500 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Nine ananas one and a half pie per piece.</td>
<td>Seven ananas three pie and one duanti.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dor.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dor work is paid for at the same rate as that of the pollih.</td>
<td>Two ananas nine pie and one duanti per 100 sekkhas.</td>
<td>Six pie and one duanti.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original of this paper was signed by the karkhandar and smellâhâ in Durbar.
APPENDIX 5 (see p. 78).

Regulations for the Parganas of the Province of Srinagar.

Art. 1.—The established amount of trakkee, together with all other abwab, with the exception of the朗d-i-kah, sur-i-dehi, rumoom-i-patwari, and quameenho, has been fixed at 4 trakkee and 3 munwuttees. Every one is to demand this amount and on no account to exceed it.

Art. 2.—The system for the rabi crop remaining unchanged, viz., trakkee as usual, the mobiyah remitted, and the Government demand to be collected in kind.

Trakkee of the rabi crop as follows:—Where the Government seed is used by the zamindar 3 trakkee, including everything; where the zamindar used his own seed, 1 trakkee including everything.

Art. 3.—The cultivators are to pay rumudas and sur-i-dehi according to long established custom, and in the same manner that in past times they divided the fruit trees, vegetable produce, and other cultivation among themselves, according to the law of heirship they are to do so now. In the case of a newland or newly-established village, the above taxes will be remitted for two years, after which period the rabi-i-kah, &c., will be taken in the same manner as it is from old villages.

Art. 4.—The nuzerana of the kardar has been fixed at the following scale for the whole year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Village</th>
<th>Rupees per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For a village producing from 2 to 3,000 khirwar</td>
<td>6 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For 2,000 to 1,200 khirwar</td>
<td>3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For 1,200 to 700 khirwar</td>
<td>1 8 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Art. 5.—Since the heads of rumoom-i-shikdar, rumoom-i-suzad, rumoom-i-zemindar, rumoom-i-lovelkdar, rumoom-i-kardar (all included in the kardar's trakkee), formerly received by those parties, have all been included in the Government trakkee, a fixed allowance is to be made by Government for those officials in lieu of it. The Government officials are on no account to demand anything in excess of the 4 trakkee and 3 munwuttees above mentioned from the zamindars.

Art. 6.—With regard to the walnut trees, an estimate is to be made of their bearing when the fruit is ripe, and in case of the zamindar agreeing to abide by the kardar's estimate well and good, but in the case of his being dissatisfied, the bearing of two or three trees estimated by the zamindars and that of two or three estimated by the Government official is to be gathered and measured, and the final amount of the Government claim is to be reckoned by the result.

Art. 7.—The rates of mobiyah of the various pargunnahs are to be regulated by the following detailed scale, which is in accordance with established custom, and is various.

If on any occasion, though God forbids, a death should occur, and grain should be required for the exigencies of the State, the Government will be entitled to take as much as is required in kind.

In the parganna of Ichh the whole of what was formerly taken in mobiyah according to old custom will be taken now, namely, a portion at a rate of Rs. 1.6 per khirwar, and another portion at Rs. 1.4 per khirwar, and whatever remains will now be taken at a rate of Rs. 1 per khirwar.

[Here follow the various rates of mobiyah in all the pargunnahs of Kashmir, which I regret that I have not time to translate, though they would only be useful to an enquirer on the spot.]

I subjoin a list of the pargunnahs from which, as in that of Ichh above mentioned, after taking a certain portion of the produce in mobiyah at the old established rates, the remainder of the Government claim will be collected at a commutation of Re. 1 per khirwar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parganna</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ichh</td>
<td>Poon Sagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deengal</td>
<td>Manjil-Jhama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagam</td>
<td>Dyason Lall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saveri-muzah-i-Paceer</td>
<td>Jhoomal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baldaha.

Art. 8.—In these pargunnahs, in which the assessment has previously been lightened, no alteration is to be made, the new regulation will not be applied to them, nor will the one munwuttee remitted to the other pargunnah allowed them.

Art. 9.—The khirwar taken in mobiyah is to be reckoned at the three rates of 16 trakkee, 17 trakkee, and 18 trakkee. No one on any account to depart from this rule.

The mobiyah khirwar of the following 12 pargunnah is to be reckoned at 16 trakkee:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parganna</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ichh</td>
<td>Poon Sagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veletu</td>
<td>Manjil-Jhama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thak</td>
<td>Dyason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pwee-ser</td>
<td>Kishunana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemagir Lall</td>
<td>Aswatig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saveri-muzah</td>
<td>Orulz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mobiyah khwars of the following 20 parganas to be taken at 7 trukks:

- Shukderoh.
- Shupalh-i-surrumum.
- Jateo.
- Shukrara.
- Machehramah.
- Dungari.
- Barabah.
- Kinter.
- Krohen.
- Zenagpur.
- Arwin.
- Dhuban.
- Dhuban.
- Rangzam.
- Kaunrj.
- Porebar.
- Beroung.
- Marinded.
- Devor.
- Arwin.

In the parganas of Lollab the mobiyah khwars to be reckoned at 13 trukks.

The parganas of Shukabah, Balshuul, and Budeh are assessed by a money settlement.

To explain the application of the above rates, suppose three zeminards of Ichh, Telagam, and Lollab, respectively, to have to pay to Government money commutation for 50 khwars each. The Ichh man would retain his 50 khwars, the Telagam man would retain 850 trukks of grain, equal to 53 khwars 2 trukks, while the Lollab man would retain 900 trukks, equal to 66 khwars 4 trukks. This simple system is undoubtedly a great improvement on the old complicated land and water currying and hussor-satli calculation.

Art. 10. Any cultivator receiving musseudefah, namely, an advance of grain for seed, is to pay the enhanced revenue on the produce of it according to former custom. In ease of a man not receiving musseudefah, the increased revenue is not to be demanded of him.

Art. 11. The half manwastee for the cir-i-muqabul or horse hire and platoone, which, by custom, is included in the carriage account of the tewidara, is to be paid by them, and it is not on any account to be demanded from the cultivators.

Art. 12. In the time of former governors the cultivators of the province of Kashmir have suffered infinite annoyance from the system of seizing men for begar work without any rule or method. On this account I have decided on selecting 3 men for every 100 houses to be considered as Government servants, paying them at the rate of 1 khwair or rice per mensum per man. Should a man not be called upon for begar work once during the whole year, he will receive pay at the rate of 8 trukks, or 3 khwars, per mensum, and it is my intention by degrees to establish sears at all the stages on the roads, as such an arrangement would contribute to the comfort of travellers. In cases of particular emergency, I shall call upon others to serve as begar, but in such cases I will pay each man so called upon 2 1/2 annas per diem.

Art. 13. A proclamation containing these several articles to be sent to each pargana; the tahsildars of each pargana to be answerable for the above 12 articles being carried into effect in their districts with the exception of that relating to the begar. In the case of any disagreement on the subject of revenue, this book is to be brought with the parties to Government, and the difficulty settled according to it; any zeminard who may have a disagreement with the kardar is to give a copy of these Regulations, having first received permission from Government to do so.

Art. 14. To whomever from the beginning of Sambat 1804 I may give a village or land or anything else, unless I myself sign the paper for the grant, it is not valid. No other seal or signature but my own is valid.

Art. 15. I shall take whatever grain is required for the supply of the army and the granaries of the posts in kind as is proper.

Art. 16. With a view to the prosperity of the country and comfort of the inhabitants of the city and villages, the sale of rice is to be left entirely to the will and option of the zeminards and kardars. No embargo whatever is to be laid upon the grain. Any man selling rice at a higher price than the 1 per khwair will be answerable to Government for it.

Art. 17. In case of men exporting grain from Kashmir across the Punjab, no one is to interfere with their doing so, and in case of men bringing grain from the plains no one is to molest them.

Art. 18. The instalments of revenue are to be taken according to the following detail, which is the established custom—

Money collections and the revenue on walnuts, cotton, moorghi, &c., in Powai.

The money of the mobiyah of rice in Cheith and Car, according to former custom.

Written on the 23rd of the month of Bhadwa, Sambat 1804.

MAHARAJAH GOOLAB SINGH.

An Act for regulating the stamp-duty on chawls as settled by Maharaja Gooolab Singh, in consultation with Lieutenant K. G. Taylor at his capital of Kashmir on the 30th of Har Sambat 1904, corresponding with 12th of July 1817.

His Highness the Maharaja's most earnest wish being to secure the welfare and interests of his subjects this day summoned to his Darbar the chawl merchants and woolen traders of Kashmir that he might institute a full enquiry into the prevailing and established mode of taxing by the imposition of a stamp and stamp-duty. Lala Jowwah Bull, who was formerly in charge of this department, was called upon for a detailed account of the previous system.
and after him other karkhandars were also examined, when the following regulations were laid down for the better protection of the trade and encouragement of all concerned in it:

**Regulation 1.**

When one side of a pair of shawls has been completed, or the one-fourth of a square roomal, or 12 girads of the pattern called jamawar, or the whole of a piece of one colour, the article in question is to be brought to the Shawl Stamp Office and there stamped, and the price fixed by competent officers, and Rs. 100 worth of work shall be calculated as Rs. 140, and 3 annas tax laid on every rupee; in other words, Rs. 28.4 per cent. shall be the amount of duty. And for the manufacture of shawls there shall be eight shops:

- For roomals: 3 shops.
- For jamawars: 4 shops.

Regulation 2.

When the Stamp Officer has stamped the shawls or other goods mentioned above, he will allow the manufacturer a delay of one month, after which he will exact payment of the duty, and according to invariably custom the stamped goods will remain in deposit with the Crown until the duty be discharged.

Regulation 3.

On every piece of whatever price, whether shawl, roomal, or jamawar, a chittianah of 12 annas will be levied.

In Regulation 3d, "Chittianah," when the stamp is affixed to a new shawl, a note of the amount of duty due is given to the manufacturer and another to a shroff, who ultimately collects the duty and pays it in to the Crown, for which he gets 12 annas as a fee.

Regulation 4.

Concerning the *Kusoor-i-Shali,* it is hereby resolved to adhere to the arrangements of Sambat 1902 and 1903, which provides that to every 2½ men in a shop 27 khirwar and 7½ trupks (15 trupks = 1 khirwar) of rice shall be apportioned at the rate of Rs. 2 per khirwar.

In Regulation 4th *kusoor-i-shali,* a tax so called, levied from the weavers by selling them rice at double the market value.

Regulation 5.

In commutation of the nancree and *salmana* which used to be given annually at the three great festivals—Dusserah, Bussant, and Noraz—and which those who liked gave also at the festival of Byasack, hereinafter one sum of Rs. 1-3-3 will be taken from each shop.

Regulation 6.

Whenever the Maharaja requires costly shawls to be prepared for the British Government, the most skilful workmen from each shop, in numbers altogether not exceeding 500, shall be placed at the Maharaja's disposal.

Regulation 7.

Concerning the rate of remuneration for work still in hand, it shall be according to original agreement, and the weavers must complete the work they have undertaken.

Regulation 8.

And for the future, from the 1st Sawun 1904 or 14th July 1847, the rate of weavers' wages is raised 4 annas in the rupee.

Regulation 9.

From the 1st of Sawun (on which this new Code will be published) 1904, apprentices will be allowed ten days wherein to take service, but after choosing their master will be bound to him for the space of one year, at the expiration of which time they will be at liberty to take service elsewhere, giving one month's notice of their intention to leave in order to enable their master to make up their accounts. Thus all apprentices will be bound to one master from the Noraz of one year to the Noraz of the next, and all new apprentices on first being bound to learn the trades shall be so for a period of four years.
APPENDIX 6 (see p. 90).

Notes on Kashmir and Jammu.

This principalitv is composed of three large divisions:
1. Jammu, comprising all the country on the south of Pir Panjal range and Kashmiri.
2. Kashmir proper, containing the valley and the mountain slopes encircling it.
3. Ladakh and Gilgit, which comprise all the high lands and mountains on the northern frontier.

Each division is administered by one of the Maharaja's chief officers, who hold a position analogous to our Commissioners, with this exception amongst others that, instead of residing in their Division, they all remain at the Maharaja's Court.

The names of these ministers are-
- Dewan Jowala Sahai, Jammu.
- Dewan Kripa Ram, Kashmir.
- Wazir Zorawaroo, Ladakh.

Jammu Division is divided into four districts:
1. Jammu proper, administered directly by Dewan Jowala Sahai.
2. Jiuapah, under Dewan Thakooonda.

Kashmir Division contains two districts:
- Srinagar and the valley, under Wazir Punnoo.
- Eight parganas on the slopes of the hills, under Colonel Bijai Singh.

Ladakh and Gilgit Division:
- Ladakh proper, under Mungul.
- Gilgit, under the Military Officer for the time being in command.

The Maharaja has lately taken possession of the fort and country of Yasin, on the extreme north-west frontier. This will be annexed to Gilgit.

The boundaries of Kashmir adjoining British and Chinese territory are clearly defined. But towards the north-west the Maharaja's definition of his boundary line is "so far as his troops can penetrate."

The inhabitants of the Jammu Division are chiefly Rajpools, Thakoors, Goocars, and Chibs. The petty chieftains have been reduced to insignificance by the Maharaja, and receive small jaghihs or pensions.

The inhabitants of the Kashmir hills are chiefly of the Bhumba and Kukka clans. In Srinagar and the valley they are chiefly Brahmins and Musulmans converted from Hinduism. A few families of Pathans are in the Kamrak pargana, and some Sikhs near Baramulla and in the parganas of Tral and Nougam, located there by the Pathan Governors of Kashmir. There are 12 ancient Reja or Chiefships now in subjection:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kathai,} & \quad \text{Bhumba.} \\
\text{Dopotta,} & \\
\text{Motterrab,} & \\
\text{Kohor,} & \\
\text{Kurish,} & \\
\text{Boonir,} & \\
\text{Oome,} & \\
\text{Chukkar,} & \quad \text{Kukka.} \\
\text{Dumna,} & 
\end{align*}
\]

The population of the capital, Srinagar, is returned at 81,153 souls:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindu</td>
<td>8,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musselman</td>
<td>72,836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 16,529 houses in the city.

The revenues of the province of Kashmir proper are shown in detail. The total revenues from all sources may be thus summarized :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir proper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>12,73,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sources</td>
<td>10,62,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>28,32,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and all sources</td>
<td>26,58,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladakh and Gilgit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From all sources</td>
<td>1,00,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54,94,718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The estimated expenditure is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chilkoo Rs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Army</td>
<td>12,567.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregulars</td>
<td>1,317.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry</td>
<td>2,44,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil establishment</td>
<td>6,34,589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karams cost of collection, &amp;c.</td>
<td>2,92,904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious and charitable grants</td>
<td>1,98,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>46,97,858</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Kashmir proper the collections are made in both cash and kind.

**Mode of collection.**

The revenues are to a large extent farmed out. Where land rates prevail the following is the apportionment of the rice, maize, and pulse produce:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government share.</th>
<th>1 grose produce.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>also - Trukhe</td>
<td>4 trukhe per khirwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunugre</td>
<td>1 mawutlee per khirwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putwar</td>
<td>1 do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziladar or Chokedar</td>
<td>1 do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue Khedunisgaro,</td>
<td>0 trukhe per 100 khirwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khedunisgaro,</td>
<td>7 trukhe per 100 khirwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Grant to Temples.</td>
<td>7 trukhe per 100 khirwar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

leaving a balance of about one-third to the zemindar.

Cash rates are levied on wheat, barley, musaor, flax, corred, til, moong, cotton, and on one-half estimated value of gross produce; and 2 trukhe and 1 mawutlee per khirwar.

**Tobacco rates,** if converted to cash, Rs. 13 per khirwar.

The Maharaja has the monopoly of the sale of rice throughout the valley. He takes the best rice as his share from the zemindar.

This rice is sold to shawl weavers at a fixed rate of Rs. 2 per khirwar=Rs. 1 per 1 munda 3 seers. To others it is sold at the current rates. Rice is also given in rations to the army.

**Other taxes.**

Besides the land tax, there are numerous other taxes and duties of which, for Kashmir proper, is here given.

The custom-dues for the whole country are farmed out to a contractor for Rs. 4,00,000 per annum. A detail of the rates has already been given, and need not be here repeated. But the rates, high as they are, are not frequently exceeded, and the traders are subjected to perpetual annoyance by the contractor's agents.

This tax is farmed to Pundit Luchmunjoo, for Rs. 1,05,000. Nirwara is the tax levied on bootmen. Chob Furooze, a tax on timber and wood for fuel transported by water throughout the valley.

The zur-i-laj is a license tax levied on trades, and is farmed out for Rs. 91,000.

A special tax on saffron, for which the valley is famous. It yields Rs. 21,000 per annum to the Maharaja.

A duty levied on the "Kurse," or woven shawl fabrics. As soon as a shawl has been commenced on the loom, the contractor puts his stamp on it, and the duty has to be paid at once. This duty is about 25 per cent. of the value of the shawl. Pundit Raj Khak has the form of this duty, and pays the Maharaja Rs. 8,75,000 per annum.

Besides this, there is another tax on plain shawl cloth, and on border weaving, which is quite a separate trade from shawl making. This tax is farmed for Rs. 50,000.

About Rs. 75,000 per annum are made at the Royal Mint in coinng the Chilkoo rupee.

Very fine silk is raised from worms in Kashmir, where the variety of mulberry trees is favourable to rearing silk-worms. This tax yields Rs. 32,000 to the Raja's treasury.

A tax on grapes and sheep, at 2½ annas per head per annum. Collected by the local authorities, and not farmed out. It yields Rs. 80,000 per annum.

There is a grazing tax also in Jammu, the exact amount of which is not given.

Shahb Ofoomre and Zuri-i-markub.

---

1 ear 5 lbs., English standard
4 mawutlees, 1 shukoo.
16 trukhe, 1 mawutlee.

1 Table of Cashmere Weights.

1 mawutlee, 1 shukoo.
1 truke = 5 seers 4 lbs., English standard.
1 kharwar = 2 mawutlee 6 seers, English standard.

* In Mr. Davies' Trade Report.
There is a good breed of ponies in Kashmir, very useful for carriage purposes. This tax is collected by the local officers, and yields Rs. 15,000.

Fees levied by Judicial Courts and the police, institution fees in civil cases, tudubans, &c., bring in about Rs. 13,900 in Kashmir. The amount received under this head in Jammu is not known.

Fees are taken by Kazi for registration or celebration of marriages, and this has been turned to account by the Maharaja, who farms the tax for Rs. 5,000.

Tobacco. Tobacco, Rs. 35,000. This is derived from a monopoly of the sale by the Government.

Tax on post-i-bhagh, or dried poppy-heads. The Government share is 4ths, and the zamindar's share 4ths of the produce. The churba, or extract, all belongs to Government. This tax yields Rs. 35,000.

Bhaqan is the staple produce of the valley of Kashmir, and this tax is taken in kind by the Maharaja, who stores the rice in granaries. It is estimated that 12,35,858 khrwars, or about 25,00,000 maunds, are yearly garnered. Of this, about 4 lakhs of khrwars are sold to the sahri weavers at the fixed rate of Rs. 9 per khrwar, and the rest is distributed to the troops in rations, or sold in the ley, or exported.

A detailed list of the Maharaja's army, and its distribution, is appended, but it is only approximate in figures.

The total number of all arms is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Irregulars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infantry</td>
<td>10,088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry</td>
<td>1,991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>5,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12,140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are distributed as follows:

2,325 foot soldiers are employed in Gilgit and Ladakh, and in garrisoning the forts of Chilas and Husssora.

There are 15 regiments of regular infantry, one of sappers, and a Muzhubee company in Kashmir, employed in garrisoning the forts of Hari Parbat, Shergharree, and others in collecting revenue.

In Jammu—

19 Regiments of Infantry, Regulars.

2. . . . . . . . of Cavalry.

The Maharaja takes pride in his army, which presents a very fair appearance. The men are recruited from the Jammu hills, Punjab, Hindustan.

Recruiting. There are some regiments of Goorkhas, whom the Maharaja has persuaded, by grants of land, &c., to settle in his territory; and from Ballitān and the north-west frontier a very fair body of soldiers has been recruited for the army.

The standard height for natives of the country is fixed at 5 feet 7 inches, but for foreigners, who wish to enter the Maharaja's army, it is fixed at 5 feet 10 inches, and these men are not enlisted without giving some kind of security or reference.

The pay of a foot soldier, for the first year, is five chilkees rupees per mensem, but only for 11 months in the year. In the second year it is raised to 6 chilkees rupees. Old sepoys, who have done good service, are rewarded by having their pay raised to as high as Rs. 10.

Goorkha and Hindustani soldiers receive Rs. 6, chilkee, on first entering service.

Every soldier receives rations, for which Rs. 2 per mensem are deducted. A discount of 4 per rupee is taken by the deftress, and deductions are made from pay for clothing, and for wedding presents (symbol) to the royal family.

The troops are paid up half-yearly, six months in arrears, and advances are frequently made.

The pay of the Commissioned and Non-Commissioned officers varies, but generally is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colonel</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commandant</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjutant</td>
<td>30 to 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subadar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jemadar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havildar</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nalk</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Commandants of regiments can fine, flog, or imprison, for short terms, for military offences, but for heinous crimes the orders of the Maharaja are taken, and he reserves to himself the power of dismissing from the army.

Furlough is granted for 40 days in each year; or, if a regiment is on service, a furlough of one month for each year that it has been engaged is granted. Pay is given whilst the men are on
urlough. But if a soldier oversteps his leave more than six months, or deserts, on his return he has to commence again as a recruit, on Rs. 6 per menon. One anna per diem is deducted when a soldier is absent on sick leave.

There are two kinds of muskets used, one with a sword, another with a bayonet. These and the belts are supplied by the Government to the soldiers. These muskets are manufactured in the country. There are very clever workmen, and the Maharaja takes great pride in turning out good guns and rifles.

The uniform differs in different regiments. Some are a close imitation of the British uniform in color and cut, and the hats are also like ours.

The artillery is hosed with Yorkshire pewees, strong, active animals. All the trappings and fittings are in imitation of our artillery. The Maharaja has 10 troops, and 63 field pieces. Cavalry is only used at Jammu, and is of the Irregular character.

A detailed list of artillery is appended.

The Maharaja supplies grain to all his forts and troops, and for this purpose keeps up an army of 2,000 ponies, which carry rice from Srinagar to Ludhian, and to all parts of the territory, and are also used for trade.

There are magazines, one at Jammu, another at Port Bahoo, and a third at Har Parbat, Srinagar.

Saltpetre is manufactured at Akhnoor, Jassots, and other places in the Jammu territory, and a coarse kind of gunpowder is made in large quantities.

Besides the 2,000 ponies belonging to the Maharaja, the mules and ponies of the traders are seized when required, and the system of dastara prevails here, as in all the hills. When so employed the cookes always receive rupees.

Chilkits or Raja Shabi rupees are coined at Srinagar. This coin contains 6 machas of pure silver, and is equal to 10 annas English standard. On one side is inscribed "Sheonath Suhag," and on the reverse, "Zarb-i-Sreenagur, Sumbut (year) 1118," with a cross.

The meaning of the letters IHS is said to be Jesus Hominum Salvator, and was inscribed by a Native Christian, son of a native pastor, Anand Marth, who took service with Maharaja Golab Singh, and had these letters inscribed, as he told the Raja they would be pleasing to the British.

Copper pice are coined at Srinagar and Jammu.

The Maharaja has lately issued a code, but it is described as being very imperfect, and it would appear that it is being gradually completed by the addition of rulings in special cases, which are adopted as precedents.

The city of Srinagar is divided into 12 police circles, called zilahs. A Kotwal presides over all. He disposes of all petty cases of assault, &c.

More serious cases are sent to the Adawlut, who has power to sentence in all but the most heinous crimes, which are sent to the Maharaja for final orders.

Fines are seldom resorted to in case of Kashmiris. Stripes and imprisonment are the usual punishments. Capital sentences are inflicted for murder.

Trials for crimes committed by soldiers are heard and decided by a punchayet of officers. In civil cases the soldiers are amenable to the Adawlut Court.

A Court of Appeal (Sudder Adawlut) has been lately established, presided over by Pandit Buhkhaloo Ram, formerly Sub-Assistant Surgeon at Gujranwala, a good English scholar, educated at the Delhi College, and by Gunesh Shastri, a Pandit of Jammu.

All petitions are given on stamp paper :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stamps, &amp;c.</th>
<th>Civil Suits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petition of Plaintiff</td>
<td>6 annas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other petitions</td>
<td>3 annas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But in suits between bankers 5 per cent. of the amount decreed is levied in cash, in addition to the stamp paper, and one-quarter of all decree debts realised.

In suits for inheritance or division of property, one-fourth is taken by the Court.

For every summons 2 annas is levied. It is alleged that in Kashmir Court fees often swallow up the whole sum sued for.

Bonds, deeds of sale, &c., if for sums above Rs. 50, bear a stamp of Rs. 1; if below Rs. 50, a stamp of 8 annas.

No marriage contract can be made the subject of litigation unless it has been registered before the Kazi on stamp paper of 3 rupees value.

There are separate Courts for different departments of trade and taxes, &c., each of which is presided over by a separate officer. These Courts are for the—

- Pushmeena trade.
- Wood-sellers.
- Commissariat.
- Rice trade.
- Ferry and river trade.
- Customs.
- License and capitulation tax.
Appeals from the decisions of these Courts lie to the Sudder Adawlut.

Revenue cases are decided for the most part verbally, in the presence of the headmen and putwars.

The Maharaja of Kashmir has few of his relatives or kinsmen in high office, as he fears their intrigues.

His chief officers are natives of the Punjab, and the family of Dewan Jowala Sahai exercise the chief influence over his councils. This family belong to the town of Enamulad, in the Gujjranwala district, Lahore division.

Jowala Sahai rose with the fortunes of Golab Singh, his brother being a munshi when the late Maharaja was a petty farmer of the revenues under Maharaja Ranjit Singh.

The following members of the family are employed in high offices under the Kashmir Raja:

- Dewan Jowala Sahai
- Dewan Kirpa Ram, son
- Dewan Nehal Chand, brother
- Dewan Gulab Sahai, son of Nehal Chand
- Dewan Raja Chand
- Hari Chand, who died at Dalni, was elder brother of Jowala Sahai;

besides many other distant relatives in subordinate posts.

Dewan Jowala Sahai is an able minister, but very bigoted in adhering to the traditional policy of the late Maharaja. He is opposed to all reform, and to any advance in civilization. He has mixed but little with people of other countries, and appears to consider that, however other States may progress, the proper policy for Kashmir is a stationary one. The Maharaja is decidedly enlightened, and, in spite of opposition, introduced some reforms, and would make more, were it not for the Dewan's manifest antipathy. Jowala Sahai is well affected towards the English Government, whose subject he is.

Dewan Kirpa Ram is the most intelligent and able of all the family, but he has bad health, and is not expected to live long.

Dewan Nehal Chand is a good man of business, but he has not the same influence as his brother over the Maharaja.

Pundit Rai Kalk, sloonwal contractor, is considered the cleverest officer in Kashmir. He has great wealth, and holds a high position. He is a native of Srinagar, and is thoroughly acquainted with all the affairs of the valley. He is described as very oppressive.

Wazir Funoor, in charge of Kashmir valley, is a native of Nagrota, near Jammu. A clever man, but much complained against for his oppressive exactions.

Colonel Bija Singh, a Rajput, is a Miyan of Akur, bears a very good reputation.

Wazir Zorawarao is a native of Kathur. He exercises some influence over the Maharaja, and is greatly opposed to all extravagant expenditure.

The other ministers and officers are:

- Miyan Bija Singh, of Seeba, in the Kangra hills, Punjab, related to the Maharaja, in civil and military charge of the Jammu district.
- Dewan Hemraj, a Dutt Brahmin of Kunjpur, zilla Gurdaspur, in charge of the Military office, Jammu.
- Dewan Shaukat Dass, native of Lahore, in charge of the Military Office, Kashmir.
- Dewan Nur Singh Dyal, head Treasurer.
- Dewan Thakur Dass, resident of Wazirabad, in charge of Jhupal.
- Wazir Lobhji, household officer, also ferry contractor.
- Sirdar Desa Singh, a Khatri of Rawal Pindi, made a Sirdar by the Maharaja; in charge of the private Tooshkharra.
- Sirdar Utter Singh, native of Jammu, head of the News department.
- Sirdar Beer Singh, son of Goordas Singh of Nabha, Adwalut of Kashmir.
- Budcrenath, nephew of the late Raja Dina Nath, Adwalut at Jammu.
- Pundit Sahaj Ram, contractor for Baj or Capture tax.

The general appearance of the country gives an idea of poverty. There are few men of respectable, none of wealthy, appearance. As compared with the hills of Kullu, Bussabir, and Garwal, the houses of Kashmir are inferior, and the people seem to have much less spirit than their neighbours in the east.

The present Maharaja, however, does not oppress his subjects, as Golab Singh did, and he has made remissions of taxes in their favour. Had be the moral courage to overcome the position of his ministers, the Maharaja might make his rule very beneficial to the people. As it is, however, the officials exercise great power, and to their own advantage.

One great blot on the Maharaja's rule is the state of trade, and the almost prohibitive duties levied on all merchandise imported or exported.

State of Trade.

The Maharaja farms out his customs to a native of Rawal Pindi, for 4 lakha Company's rupees. This contractor, perhaps, makes almost as much profit. He is perfectly irresponsible; no appeals against his exactions being heard by any one; and no one of the ministers being interested in putting a check on him.

The Maharaja permits all his officers to trade, and to import their goods from the Punjab free—or nearly free—of duty. The consequence is that they are one and all opposed to any reduction of duty.

In considering the question of trade, the Maharaja is of opinion that commerce between
his territory and India could not be increased, even if the duties were lowered. This is studiously impressed on him by his ministers. But without going to other countries for experience to refute such an idea, it is manifest, from conversation with the people, that they would gladly purchase English goods, if they could only get them at anything like a reasonable price. Commerce between Kashmir and India might be very brisk, if the duties were properly adjusted.

But more important than trade with Kashmir is our commerce with Central Asia, which is well-nigh prohibited from passing through Kashmir, by the excessive transit duty levied.

The Maharaja derives, at present, about Rs. 14,000 per annum from the import and export trade with Yarkand and China. Of this a large portion is derived from woollen imports; and the export and bond fee transit duties yield so little that it is at present scarcely worth while taking it into calculation. Yet, if the present rates were abolished, there is no road to Central Asia so easy as through Kashmir and by Ladak. The highest pass on that line, between the Punjab and Ladakh, is not more than 13,000 feet, and an excellent food for mules and ponies could be made. In fact, the road lately altered and improved for the Lieutenant-Governor's use, between Jammu and Kashmir, passing by the Buniyal route over the outer Himalayan range, is already quite practicable for laden animals.

The road by the banks of the Jhelum into the valley is also equally passable for traffic.

T. D. FORSYTH,

Muree, 30th May 1863.

Off. Secretary to Govt., Punjab.
Abstract Statement showing the total Strength of the Troops, Regular and Irregular, of the Ruler of Jammu and Kashmir.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description of Army</th>
<th>In the Kashmir Province</th>
<th></th>
<th>In the Jammu Province</th>
<th></th>
<th>In Line of Ghilgit</th>
<th>Grand Total</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Officers</td>
<td>No. of Men</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>No. of Officers</td>
<td>No. of Men</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>No. of Officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regular Troops</td>
<td>6,261</td>
<td>6,288</td>
<td>10,084</td>
<td>2,368</td>
<td>38,882</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Infantry)</td>
<td>25 principal officers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Irregular and Miscellaneous Forces</td>
<td>2,208</td>
<td>2,208</td>
<td>3,788</td>
<td>5,994</td>
<td>12,610</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Infantry)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Artillery and Military Garrison and Repose in Forts</td>
<td>2,121</td>
<td>2,121</td>
<td>1,891</td>
<td>1,891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cavalry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>8,382</td>
<td>8,494</td>
<td>16,711</td>
<td>2,368</td>
<td>39,383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This includes the men in Fetics.
### List of Forts, with a detail of Garrison, in the Province of Kashmir.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Name of Fort</th>
<th>Strength of Garrison</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fort of Hari Parkhut or Nagra Nagra</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>A strong fort, built of masonry. It has a double row of fortifications; the inner one is called Hari Parkhut, and the outer one Nagra Nagra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sopnor</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>This is a masonry fort, situated on the banks of the river. It contains a teahul building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baramulla</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>This is a masonry fort, and contains a teahul building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chongal</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A small mud fort, garrisoned by a few sepoys from the garrison of Fort Baramulla. It is subordinate to Baramulla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shukargarh</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>A masonry fort, situated on the banks of the river Jhelum, and commanded by Colonel Bijai Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nowshahla</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>A small mud and masonry fort, situated on the banks of the river Jhelum, and commanded by Colonel Bijai Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Guuregarh</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>A small mud and masonry fort, situated on the banks of the river Jhelum, and commanded by Colonel Bijai Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Orar</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>A masonry fort, situated on the banks of the river. It formerly belonged to Raja Jabbar Khan and Nawab Khan, son of Rustam Mughal Khan, and is now commanded by Colonel Bijai Singh, commanding the Hill Stations. The villages depending on the fort are still in the jagir of the Raja. It is a masonry fort, commanded by Colonel Bijai Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kathi</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>It is formerly belonged to Raja Sultan Muhammad Khan, son of Sultan Zahuruddin Khan, but the villages attached thereto are still in the jagir of the Raja. It is a masonry fort, commanded by Colonel Bijai Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dapattia</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>This is a masonry and mud fort, situated on the banks of a tributary of the Jhelum. It formerly belonged to Sultan Ata Muhammad Khan, son of Sultan Nadir Ali Khan. Some of the villages attached to it are still in the jagir of the Sultan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Chikar</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>A masonry and mud fort, formerly in charge of Raja Mohabbat Khan, son of Sultan Nadir Ali Khan, and some of the villages attached to it are still in his jagir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Durnah</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>This is a small fort, garrisoned by a detachment from Chikar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Muzzafarabad</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>This is a large masonry fort, situated on the banks of a tributary of the Jhelum. It formerly belonged to Raja Rehmatullah Khan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Korna</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>A masonry fort, which formerly belonged to Raja Bhan Ahmad Khan, son of Raja Munson Khan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Heerpoor</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A small mud fort, garrisoned by a few sepoys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Shoopian</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>This is a small mud teahul building, garrisoned by the sepoys of the Nazam and Bihm battalions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Shardi</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>A masonry fort in the Kashmir valley, situated on the Chilar road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sheoopara</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A small mud and masonry fort, subordinate to Chilas, and situated on the Chilar road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Garhoo</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>This is a small masonry fort, situated on the Gilgit road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Karghil</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>A small masonry fort, situated on the Ladakh road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sarto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>A small mud and masonry fort, situated on the Ladakh road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Dram</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>A small masonry fort, situated on the Thibet road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Isakurdo</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>A large masonry fort, in the Baltistan district, situated on the Gilgit road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Hunson</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>A masonry fort, situated on a river on the borders of the Gilgit and Baltistan territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Gooji</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A masonry fort, situated on the borders of Gilgit, and subordinate to Hunson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:** 1,464

**Note:** Besides, there is another fort within the town of Shargor in Shargar, situated on the banks of the river.
### List of Forts in the Jammun Territory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Fort</th>
<th>Number of Guns placed in each Fort</th>
<th>Strength of the Garrison</th>
<th>Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ukknour</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kote Subian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vankhab</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bakaro</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Musunwur</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sanguhar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sochigurh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Derzergurh</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Lashha</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sanbha</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Jauraota</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hunk, near K-ales</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Boochslope</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ramangur</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pallawar</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Samengurh</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Khalwar</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Bisao</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bashoo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Gujput</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1,745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 7 (see p. 81).

The Maharaja of Kashmir.

Whatever may be the faults of the Maharaja of Kashmir as a Ruler, there is this good feature in his administration, that he devotes a great portion of his time to the conduct of public affairs. His good example is generally followed by the various officials of his Government. The work of the State is divided amongst various departments, each of which receives the attention of His Highness during one day in the week. On two days the Maharaja sits in a prominent and easily accessible spot in the outer Court of the Palace, and there receives the petitions of all who wish to approach him. An immediate answer is given in such cases as require consideration are usually made over to the officials concerned. The eldest son of the Maharaja is being gradually educated for the performance of the high functions which will eventually devolve on him. Petitions of minor importance are sometimes referred to him for decision. He is also being instructed in the manner of keeping the public accounts, in the procedure observed by the Courts of Law, and in the Regulations which apply to the army. His knowledge of English would be improved by more opportunities of speaking and writing. In person and manner he is not so prepossessing as his father. The Maharaja is mainly, not only in person, but in his habits. He is a lover of sport and fond of riding. In his domestic relations he is very affectionate, caring to have his children with him, and to make up to the younger ones for the loss which they have sustained by the early death of their mother. Last year and this he helped with money many shawl weavers from Amritar who were returning to Kashmir, because they could not earn a livelihood in India owing to the dullness of their trade. In affairs of State he is not influenced by the zemanz. Nottches and such like amusements have no charm for him. In his manner of life he is abstemious. The use of strong drinks by his subjects is prohibited. Drunkenness, indeed, may be said to be almost unknown in his territories. During the whole of my residence in Kashmir I have never seen a native the worse for liquor. Crime of all kinds is rare.

For want of firmness the Maharaja often cannot rise superior to the influence of the officials immediately connected with him. He lacks moral courage. His intentions are good, and he is persuaded in his own heart that they are so. But if it comes to a trial of strength between him and his ministers, he is the likelier of the two to yield. He is no statesman, but he is supported by impartial advice. He is natural. He has the capacity to do what is right, and I believe, is more premoniently developed than it is now. Impulsiveness is another of his failings. At one time his hobby is to establish a shawl agency in Europe, at another to set on foot a museum in his own capital. Anon he is anxious to give an impetus to some special class of industry. Whilst he is on him he will be most keen in his desire to further his object. But after a time his ardour relaxes and his well-intentioned schemes fall through for want of continued support. During the last six months much attention has been given to the improvement of silk cultivation in Kashmir. That there is a fair opening in this direction for the simultaneous improvement of art of the Maharaja’s revenues and of his people’s welfare, there can, I think, be no reasonable doubt. A good beginning has been made by Babu Nalubbar Lookerjee, who has been allowed a credit of two lakhs of Chilki rupees with which to make experiments on an extended scale. This gentleman, who has studied the question well, is sanguine of success, if only he can manage to sustain the interest of the Maharaja. The construction of thirty-six new field-pieces for the six batteries usually in garrison at Srinagar is the last pet project. The order for this work was only received at Srinagar a few days ago. The officer charged with the execution of it, whilst energetically collecting brass for the moment, has expressed to me his doubts whether the order will not be countermanded before the guns for one battery are complete.

But the worst feature in the Maharaja’s character is his excessive superstition. This weakness, though innate in him, has been aggravated by his ministers, who have found in it a convenient means of furthering their own designs. The Maharaja is surrounded by Brahmans, who are in fact the tools of the Dewans. The oracle speaks as the Dewans direct, for it is dependent on them for subsistence. Having got the Brahmans thoroughly subservient to them they make it to their interest to remain so. In private conversations with his intimate friends the Maharaja has admitted that he feels the incumbrance. He is so superstitiously afraid of religious consequences and so vacillating in purpose that he will make no persistent effort to free himself. Except he has assistance and support from without, he will never, I fear, be rid of this baneful superstition. The following instances are given of the way in which this weakness of the Maharaja is worked upon. There is a mysterious rite, occasionally practised on his behalf, designated a praaj. It consists of the burning of sacrificial fires for a greater or lesser period, according to the importance of the case, usually in the inner apartments of the Palace, but if greater secrecy is required, the fires are burnt at different places, far apart, in the Maharaja’s territories. The number of fires may vary from five to thirteen. The period of burning ranges from three to thirteen months. During the time appointed the fires must never be let to die out. To each several Brahmans, highly paid for the occasion, are assigned, and over all is the Superintendent of the Praaj, whose fees is Rs. 101 for each fire. There was a praaj of three months to obviate the supposed ill effects to the Maharaja of Mr. Foroyik’s insanity after the failure of Akbar Ali’s arrangements for his journey to
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Yarkand. In this instance each Brahmin had a fire to represent a portion of Mr. Forsyth’s body. The man who had his eyes received a large reward when it was known that Mr. Forsyth had gone to Europe partly to consult an occultist in regard to the opthalmia from which he was suffering on his return. There is also a soothsayer, an inhabitant of Bostan, of whom great confidence is placed, and who is summoned to Jammu in emergencies. He was called down previous to the interview at Sulkote last year, and asked whether the Vicerey was sending for the Maharaja from friendly motives, or whether the object was not to get him into British territory, and confine him and then seize Kashmir. The answer given was that the Vicerey had no cause for dissatisfaction with the Maharaja, but would send him home content. The prohibition against fishing between the first and fourth bridges at Srinagar, on which the soul of Golab Singh, which is supposed to have entered by transmigration into a fish and to be looking.thereabouts, should be imperilled, is another instance of the Maharaja’s superstition.

The pervading motive of the Dewans is the aggrandisement of their own family. At this moment there is hardly a district in the Maharaja’s territories in which Dewan Jowals Sahai, the Prime Minister, does not possess a rent-free estate. He enjoys, besides, a percentage of Rs. 5 in 1,000 on all realisations of revenue. This in itself is a direct incentive to hard dealing. His son, Kripa Ram, who discharges the duties of Huzoor Navas, or Chief Secretary to the Maharaja, does not receive any settled stipend, but is rewarded by occasional presents in money, which are said to average a lakh or two a year. So great are the aspirations of Kripa Ram after power that he is often spoken of behind his back as the Raja of Eminabad, the family place of his house. The emoluments of other members of the family, such as Nihal Chaud and Hira Nuud, are said to be by no means inconsiderable. Anant Ram, the son of Kripa Ram, is already installed as Dewan to the heir-apparent. The family has seen the sudden rise to power and wealth of the old stock which till lately had but the province of Jammu and Kashmir for its patrimony. It has witnessed the change in fortune of Zorawar Singh, the conqueror of Shinde, who began life as a common soldier, and ended by being the trusted friend and General of Golab Singh. It has seen Gebind Ram rise from the position of a Commissariat Clerk to be the Tutor of the heir-apparent and Chief Judge in Jammu. It is not surprising therefore that in its desire, in the first instance, to achieve equal success, and afterwards to maintain its importance, it has not been altogether scrupulous in the means which it has employed. It naturally wishes to make hay whilst the sun shines. The family has been long enough in power; it is past a common time past, and is still, and the administration of the country is too much in the hands of its partisans. The principle of action which guides the Dewans in questions concerning the British Government is to keep it satisfied. It is in matters of internal administration that there is reason to fear illiberal and oppressive conduct on their part.

The spirit of intrigue is active at Jammu. At present I believe that the constitution of partis is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. — The Maharaja</th>
<th>2. — The opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jowals Sahai</td>
<td>Wuzzer Lobja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kripa Ram</td>
<td>Attab Sing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deesa Sing</td>
<td>Gebind Ram</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The heir-apparent.

The point of difference is the policy which should be pursued towards the British Government in case it should ever be found necessary to occupy Kashmir. The wish of the Maharaja and his party is to let matters drift, whilst the opposition wants to take such steps as would plainly show that it would actively withstand us in any attempt to gain possession of Kashmir. The fear of such a contingency is ever present in the Maharaja’s circle. It is to be accounted for probably by the fact that the question is a favourite one with many of the European visitors, who never cease to deplore the alienation of the country, and speculate as to the chances of getting possession of it. The sikharas or boatmen, who are the subjects of the Maharaja most brought in contact with Europeans, discuss the matter in the same strain. Not unfrequently happens that such servants, who are Mohammedans, in a man enquire from their employers when they are coming to release them from the Hindu oligarchy whose rule they deprecate, or why the British Government will not allow them to rise in rebellion against their tyrants. At my own table I have had to stop a conversation in which my guests were beginning to discuss whether the English sportsmen in the country were sufficient with their sikharas to overpower the garrison of Srinagar by a coup de main. The Maharaja cannot be ignorant, I apprehend, of the views which many of his visitors have entertained from time to time of irresponsible officers than consulates from such assurances as those given by the Vicerey at Sulkote in the spring of last year. The practical effect of his fear consists in the hoard which he is laying up against his supposed evil day in his forts on the Chenab and the Tawi. The custom for some years past has been to set apart a large sum annually under the head of savings. It is expected that the balance of the revenue should meet the current expenses of the year. If it does not, somebody, usually the army for choice, falls into arrears of pay. The keynote of the policy pursued by the Maharaja’s Government towards the States beyond his northern and western border seems to be a desire to uphold the old traditions of the country as far as the exceeding importance of Kashmir. I believe that to-day the Khan of Chitral and other petty Chiefs of Yaghestan look upon the Maharaja of Kashmir as equal to, if not greater than, the Vicerey of India. None of them have apparently any idea that he is a
tributary of the British Government. On the contrary, even as near as Gurishe and Gilgit, people ask what tribute does the British Government give to the Maharaja. The former has itself to blame in some measure for this. In the rules relating to the conduct of visitors in Kashmir the Maharaja is to this day described as an independent sovereign. To this I have referred the attention of the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab in my yearly report. I know not whether in direct communication with His Highness the word "Vakil" is used by the Punjab Government amongst the other titles of His Highness, but in an official letter to the head of the Nukabahahud family in Srinagar, who are by long domicile his subjects, this term was unmistakably used with reference to the Maharaja quite lately. The title is subscribed to the Maharaja's signature in his private letters to me. I have noticed it also on the badges of his orderlies. Yet it does not occur in the list of his titles published by authority, nor does it seem to me to be consistent with his true position. The letter to keep up the importance amongst its neighbours the Maharaja's Government sedulously endeavoured not to let their vakil have access to the British representative at Srinagar. Vakils from Hunza and Nagar have been there this season, of whose presence within the Maharaja's territories I was not aware till they had passed on to Jammu. I only learnt of the Chitral vakil's arrival by accident after he had been at Srinagar some days. When it was known at Jammu that he had been several times to see me a hint was given to the Wazir to hasten his departure. In reference to this it must be remembered that the special officer in Kashmir is not avowedly endowed with political powers. It is also the policy of the Maharaja's Government to sow dissension amongst its neighbours in Yaghistan so far as it can, in order to prevent a combination against itself. To this end the Chitral vakil was this year enjoined, into deliberately insulting the vakils from Hunza and Nagar in the presence of a numerous concourse at an ordinary Durbar of the Wazir of Kashmir. To the best of my experience I do not think that the Maharaja's Government intrudes with foreign States in order to undermine the British rule. It seems not unlikely that there has been an intrigue of presents between the British Government and the Russian Government as to which the British Government has not been informed. His Highness has agents at Yarkand ostensibly for commercial purposes, but from whom political intelligence is received. He has as a near relative of Sher Ali, who lives at Srinagar, and through whom he obtains news from Kabul. So far as news is concerned, he is not in my opinion so well or so accurately informed as we are. So far as other motives are to be found in his correspondence, I suspect that his Government blindly aims at maintaining a reputation for independence, and that in the dark so for fear we should think it does so for some ends. In the same way I think that if the Maharaja's Government compassed Mr. Hayward's death (I am not prepared yet to say that it did), its object was to prevent a traveller who knew of its dependence from publishing the fact to States whom it believed to be in ignorance thereof.

The want of uniformity in regard to various points connected with the administration of the Maharaja's territories is probably due to the retention of the system obtaining at the time in the various provinces which have within the present century come into the possession of the Maharaja. The larger portion of the revenue of Kashmir realised from rice is paid in kind. The contribution on account of other crops is in cash, and there is also direct taxation on swall wool and shawls and on almost all the trades exercised in Srinagar and other large towns. The inhabitants of Kashmir grumble, but pay. Gilgit,† the military occupation of which is costly, does not nearly pay its expenses. It produces in small, and its pecuniary, if pressure is put on them, are apt to be refractory. It is therefore deemed politic to rule them with a light hand. A house tax provides about two-thirds of the revenue of Ladakh.‡ The rest is realised from produce, of which only Chilki Rs. 25,000 represent the value of payments in kind. The income more than pays the expenses of the province. In Jammu the revenue is paid in cash. Here both the British and the Chilki rupee pass, but the former from its greater purity has the preference. The Chilki, more or less debased of late years, is the tender of Kashmir, but it is in the Hurree Singh, worth about eight annas of our coinage, and no longer to be found amongst the currency, that the merchants, and specially the swall dealers, both French and Native, adjust their transactions. The public accounts of Kashmir, Gilgit, and Ladakh are kept in Chilki rupees, those of Jammu in British rupees, I believe. In Ladakh the British rupee, and an old silver piece of the disestablished Rupee, worth about three annas, are the recognised currency. The affairs of the Jammu district are conducted through the Prime Minister, to whom the local authorities write direct in detail. The Governor of Skardo has of late years been non-resident, and reports in person to the Maharaja on the strength of letters received from tehshildars on the spot. The Governor of Badinwar also remains at Court by virtue of holding the more acceptable office of Grand Chamberlain. In regard to political matters the Government of Kashmir, Gilgit, and Ladakh, who have no final authority in questions of importance, address the Maharaja direct in despatches which are read by the Hurree Nawees (Kripa Rami). The revenue works are aided, but only in kind, through the Prime Minister.

The great military divisions are Jammu, Srinagar, Muzaffarabad, and Gilgit. The army is at the present time, from being in arrears, disaffected to no small extent. Its animosity
is more directed against the Dernans, considering that all its ill arises from them, than against the Maharajp, for it believes that if the all-pervading influence of the Dernans could be counteracted, so that men of disinterested motives, now in the background, could be entrusted with a share in the administration, the Maharajp would endeavour to do his soldiers justice. So strong is the feeling that I think the possibility of an outbreak must not be left altogether out of the question. Judged by the western standard my account, though numerous, is not, as against ourselves, a formidable force. The Maharajp does not claim more for it than that it is accustomed to mountain warfare. Only two or three regiments are armed with a short riddled carbine, of home manufacture, adapted both for flint and fuse. The 6th have but the muskohlon. Most of the regular infantry carry either a bayonet or a short sword. The powder in use is coarse and weak. The guns are of small calibre, and many are honeycomb. They are made both in Kashmir, and whose labour is low, even as compared with the price of provisions, whose labour is very severe, and whose children are impressed at too early an age, that they are, as a general rule, well fed, well clothed, and fairly housed. A cookey, if engaged by contract, will carry up to two hundred pounds' weight, for days in succession, at the rate of eight to ten miles a day along hilly roads. The women, of whom many ply the os on the Jhelum, will work against stream, either towering or paddling, for several hours without cessation. Neither sex could stand this strain, so they do not, and nor, if they did not get mouthed off and on, it they would. The absence of silver ornaments amongst the lower classes is significant. Their savings, when they have any, usually consist of British rupees, hidden, as a necessary precaution against the greedy grasp of Pandit officials, under the earchen floor of their cottages. On the whole, though their standard of living is not a high one, it is far removed from actual want. In a country where mulberries, apples, and apricots are left to rot on the ground in the very precincts of the villages, where milk is sold in many places to Europeans at forty seers for one rupee, and more at six seers for the rupee, where fish, in the neighbourhood of rivers, has little more than a nominal price, and where common rice may be bought from forty to fifty seers for the rupee, it will be understood that the rural population need not stare because wages are low. The main requirements are an increase in the population, extended cultivation, and the substitution of cattle, both by traders and European visitors, for human beings as beasts of burden. In Kashmir, as also on such roads thither as those by the Bunniilal pass (which is the great trade route), Daramalla (the Murree route), and Panchu, and in outlying valleys like those of the Sudh, the Lodher, the Noubaog, and the Lohir, there is no reason why ponies and mules should not take the place of cookeys. In Kashmir and far up the outlying valleys just named rose, fragrant, which could be made into muslin for the same cost, rough and rude in the extreme. With more hands set at liberty to till the soil much of the waste land now existing could be brought into cultivation. To ensure this being done, however, one vital condition remains that the labourer should be secured a fair proportion of the additional crop or its value. At present he only produces just as much as will, after payment of his revenue, provide for the actual wants of himself and his family, because he knows by experience that capricious underlings will seize his superfluity. Hence the chance of an export trade, which would benefit the lower orders, is checked. At the present time most of the rice used by Europeans and the higher classes of natives is brought from the Punjab, and this in a country where rice of any quality can be grown to any extent! The truth is that the cultivation of the better kinds of rice has been abandoned, because the peasants feared that it would all be seized as soon as it was ripe.

Some weeks ago I expressed in a semi-official letter to the Foreign Secretary my decided opinion, for reasons given, that the sooner a permanent Resident is appointed to the Court of Rajasthan the better for his interests and ours. This view was also the Foreign Secretary's. A year and half have passed since the Government of India urged the strong necessity for constant watchfulness over all diplomatic proceedings (of the Kashmir Government) in which British interests are directly or indirectly involved. It is directly to the interests of the British Government that the true position of the Maharajp should be known and felt beyond his border, and that he should have full knowledge of his correspondence with Foreign States. It is directly to the interest of the Maharajp that he should learn by personal contact with a duly accredited Political Officer the truth that the British Government is in all its dealings with him actuated by pure motives, that it has no desire to annex or occupy any portion of his country, that it wishes to protect him against designing persons, and that, under all circumstances and at all times, it will give him the best advice in its power. Till the fear of annexation or occupation is entirely removed, it is useless for obvious reasons to try and induce him to institute material improvements. In the days of the Moguls Kashmir must have deserved the Persian poet's epithet of an earthly paradise. At present it is a country of neglected op-
opportunities. It is sad to see the signs of decay and listlessness in regard to a soil fertile in itself, for the irrigation of which nature has been so lavish. The water power of the valley, now unheeded—for there is but one mill of which I know—is probably not excelled in any other part of the world. Silk, as I have already said, offers a fair field for improvement. So, I believe, does the preparation of sugar (now imported from the Punjab) from beet, melon, and maize, all of which Kashmir can produce to any extent. At present those who are too poor to sweeten their food with imported sugar, use dried apricots as asubstitute. I conceive also that much might be done at an early date to promote an export trade in horses, wine, cider, perry, cheese, oil, malt, hops, preserved fruits, tartarines, and leather. As regards the last-named article, the element for tanning exists in the ruin of the pomegranate, which grows wild in many parts of the Maharanja's dominions. The olive, now growing on the Kishen Ganges and the Bichali, requires but care to yield fruit. With reference to such articles as Rambur and miss root, which only require the trouble of digging in the jungles where they grow wild, the Maharanja already has an export trade. Where manufacture on the spot is required to utilise the gifts of nature his Government fails for want of good agency, such as that which a good European farmer, gardener, head superintendent, and dairy-maid would afford. A choice of such servants would have to be carefully made, and the presence of a Resident would facilitate their operations and be more likely to keep up the Maharanja's interest in them. I have reason to believe that the Maharanja is alive to the benefits which a permanent Resident would confer on him. The Devans think that their interest lies in the other direction, because in the creation of such an appointment they fear a diminution of their own influence. I do not advocate any such step as dismissing them from power. On the contrary, I would urge that every effort be first made to bring them to a knowledge of and regard for the principles of liberal government, and to associate with them others not unconnected with the administration. Not in a year will great results be achieved. But till a beginning is made there is no chance of improvement. Equally desirable does it seem to me that the usual practice should be discontinued of deputing each season a new man, unacquainted with the temper of Europeans, in Kashmir. For a long time a new man is not so successful as he might be amongst his fellow-countrymen for want of experience.

To conclude with, if a permanent Resident be appointed, I would earnestly urge the nomination of a man, be he who he may, as he would at once inspire confidence in the Maharanja. There is much of the secret working of His Highness' Government which the Maharanja alone would be likely to divulge, and he would not divulge anything to one whom he considered as a friend. At present I expect that we know little of what is to be to the Maharanja's real interest that we should know. Again, whoever is chosen, should remain for some years at his post. In regard to superior control I recommend the supervision of the Foreign Office. The Punjab government is, rightly or wrongly, locked on with suspicion by the Maharanja. He believes that its traditions are such that it will admit little of good in his conduct. What is wanted is that both sides should adopt fair, without distrust of each other. As a matter of fact, the majority of cases, other than those relating to the visitors, referred from Kashmir are such as only the Supreme Government can decide. As to the visitors, less the Resident is interfered with, and the greater the absoluteness of his responsibility, the better. If he abuses his authority, which is very unlikely, punish him, but do not, as is now the case, let there be a chance of an appeal against his orders to a committee of officers, whom he, if an appeal is claimed, has the misfortune to have to nominate. The Foreign Office, with its general control of all great feudalities, has a wider point of view than any local Government can have. By direct correspondence it would ensure greater rapidity and greater uniformity of action. The local Government need not be prejudiced thereby, because wherever its interests are concerned it would be duly consulted or informed.)

The above is but a sketch, compiled whilst awaiting the Vicerey's arrival at Madhapore, from my note book. My proceedings during the season have been already recorded in my annual report, the draft of which is ready. Later I hope in regard to Kashmir, its resources, its administration, its means of defence, and its relations with other States, to write a more detailed memorandum from various sources of information to which I have had access whilst in Kashmir.

CHARLES GIRDLESTONE.

Madhapore,  
The 14th November 1871.
APPENDIX B (see p. 76).

Notes on Punch, by Pandit Muneshool.

The territory of Punch, which is held by Raja Moti Singh, a cousin of Maharaja Ranbir Singh, was wrested by the Dogra brothers, under Maharaja Ranjit Singh, from Raja Mir Bas Khan Gooj, his hereditary riter, about 40 years ago. It formed part of the possessions of Raja Dhan Singh, which descended to his son, Jowahir Singh and Moti Singh. The intrigues of Jowahir Singh against his uncle and cousin at length led to his banishment to the Punjab, on a cash pension of one laka per annum, and to the absorption of his patrimonial estate in the Jammu territory. Moti Singh gained the good graces of Golab Singh by submission, and received from him the grant of Punch, on conditions of fidelity and allegiance.

Punch is bounded as follows:

On the north, by the high mountain chain, an offshoot of the Pir Panjal range, which divides it from the Kuhikha country, Ooroe, Chukar, and Duuma.

On the east by the Pir Panjal range.

On the south by the parganas of Rajaur, Jheapal, and Kotlee, under Jammu.

On the west by the river Jehlan.

The principal line of the Bhimber and Rajaur route from the Punjab to Kashmir passes through the south-east corner of Punch.

It is divided into seven districts:

1. Huvelpee, containing three parganas, Huvelpee, Mundoo, and Tal. Co.'s £

The revenues of this district, consisting of land tax, grazing taxes ("zari-chapam" and "shakhshewar") and licence tax ("baj-i-posthowar"), amount annually to

47,000

The town of Punch, the capital of the principality, is situated in a small fertile valley, on the bank of the river Pir Panjal, in pargana Huvelpee. Its population is estimated at 8,000 souls. The houses are generally kucha. The Raja lives in the fort, which is built of stone and surrounded by a triple row of walls.

2. Maindur, containing two parganas, Mainder and Sobria, in a small valley watered by the Pir Panjal river. Amount of revenues

47,000

3. Purwa-Thankhal, containing two parganas, Purwa and Thankhal. Revenues

11,000

4. Baghan, containing two parganas, Baghan and Subhun. The Baghan valley, watered by a hill stream, is one of the most fertile tracts in the territory.

40,000

5. Peter, containing five parganas, Peter, Polmang, Pulandoo, Mangore, and Badal. Revenues

46,000

Peter consists of an extensive plateau.

6. Punjaour, containing five large villages, Punjaoura, Hubranmula, Choulmourn, Dogran, and Potpan. Revenues

1,350

7. Sabroat, a hilly tract, held in jagir by Raja Surandur Khan Gooj, a hereditary Chief. Valued at

10,000

Total

2,17,350

Add other items of revenue—

1. "Zebai" (customs duties) farmed to Sirdar Hara Singh, a Khatree of Morza Wali, in pargana Fumb Dadan Khan, silla Jhelum, Prime Minister of the Raja, for

20,963

2. Stamped Paper revenue, farmed to ditto, for

6,000

3. "Pandiwara," or tax on marriage from Muhammadan, farmed to ditto for

8,000

4. Monopoly of the sale of the "Chilkari" wood growing in the pargana Sobria and Sabroon, farmed to ditto for

1,000

5. Monopoly of the sale of "Chakki" (Schizandria Porocos) growing in the pargana of Mundoo only, farmed to ditto for

1,000

6. Monopoly of the sale of iron procured from the mines in pargana Mundoo, Sobria, and Thankhal, the only iron mines worked out in the territory, farmed to ditto for

1,600

7. "Farooz," or fine levied in the Judicial and Revenue departments, estimated at

60,000

Total Revenues

3,07,339

Khasa paid into the Raja's treasury.

2,07,339

Jagir held by Raja Surandur Khan

10,000

1 Mian Kishor Singh Dogra.
The land revenue is collected in cash, at revenue rates fixed on land with reference to
mode of collection. List Rates, the quality of soil; for instance:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Revenue</th>
<th>Per Bhuner,</th>
<th>Per Tanka,</th>
<th>Per Ann.</th>
<th>Per Tach.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co.'s R 2-12</td>
<td>15 rupees</td>
<td>10 rupees</td>
<td>5 rupees</td>
<td>2 rupees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co.'s R 2-4</td>
<td>30 rupees</td>
<td>20 rupees</td>
<td>10 rupees</td>
<td>5 rupees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co.'s R 13</td>
<td>60 rupees</td>
<td>40 rupees</td>
<td>20 rupees</td>
<td>10 rupees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first gathering of the cotton crop belongs to Government, which sells it to merchants
and others, at five sesri less than the current price per rupee. Cotton grows chiefly in par-
gana Mainaur.

The following additional taxes are collected in kind:—

**In Grain.**
- Wheat
- Indian-corn
- Rice
- Turmeric
- Sugarcane

A tax on Buffaloes, 2 sesri per cow, 1 sesri per buffalo, 2 sesri per cow, 1 sesri.

**Fruit**
- Apricots: ("khoobsance, zundalo"); pears: ("putto"), ("nuk"), as much as may be re-
quired by Government.

The "zurchayen," or grazing tax, is levied from shepherds at Co.'s Rs. 15-10 per 100
head of sheep. The pargana of Panjurze, Sohra, Mundee, Sudooen, and Baghan, contain
the largest number of sheep.

The "Sinker-shoombre" is collected on buffaloes and cows from the owners, who are
mostly Gogurte, a well-known pastoral tribe, the ancient inhabitants of Punch, at the rate of
one rupee and 3 annas or 1 rupee per buffalo, and 12 annas per cow.

A tax (called the "zur-i-marub") of 5 rupees per pony is levied at Panchana, a large
village of some commercial importance, in pargana Panjurze, on the Kashmir road. There
are about 500 ponies used for carrying loads in this village.

The "zur-i-marub" is a tax on traders. The grocers, "bunias" (provision sellers) of Mundi, a trading
place in pargana Haveloo, pay at one rupee per shop. Those of Punch
are exempt from the payment of this duty. All other traders, artisans, carpenters, iron-smiths,
weavers, barbers, cloth-makers, tailors, silk-twisters, dyers, soap-makers, corn-grinders, &c.,
pay at the rate of 2 rupees per shop or house.

**Customs and Trade.**

The "zur-i-marub" consists of transit and town duties.

**Rates of Transit Duty levied on certain articles of export and import.**

**Imports into Punch from the Jammu and British territories, for Punch or Kashmir:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Co.'s R</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English cotton piece goods</td>
<td>12 5 0</td>
<td>per maund of English standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse country cloth, cotton and woollen</td>
<td>7 8 0</td>
<td>ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar-candy</td>
<td>10 0 0</td>
<td>ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>13 2 0</td>
<td>ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sugar</td>
<td>6 8 0</td>
<td>ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molasses</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td>ditto.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If taken in lumps | 11 0 0 | per lump without reference to size and weight. |

Krisana (spices, medicinal drugs, &c.) | 12 8 0 | per maund of English standard. |

Tobacco | 7 8 0 | ditto. |

Cotton | 5 0 0 | ditto. |

**Imported from Kashmir:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir blankets (Loche) per piece</td>
<td>0 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(putto) per piece of 10 yards</td>
<td>0 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exports from Punoh:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punch blankets, per piece</td>
<td>2 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee</td>
<td>6 annas or 8 annas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffaloe, female, per head</td>
<td>2 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>1 4 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Export of cows and oxen strictly prohibited.

Leather, per pony | 1 8 0 |
The duties are collected by the men of the contractor, Sirdar Hara Singh, at the different customs posts or checkies, of which there are seventeen on the frontier, and five in the interior of the country.

The following are the principal commercial lines through Punch:—

1st.—The principal road from the Punjab to Kashmir by Bhimber, Rajour, Punch, and the Pir Panjil Pass; see Route VIII, Appendix XXIV, to the printed Punjub Trade Report. Buhramgula (next stage from Thunna in Rajour) and Poshana are the only two stages in Punch on this line.

2nd.—From Thunna on the above line to Kashmir by Punch, the Haji Pir and Baramulla passes, viz.:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From Thunna to (Sobrin, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kohota, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ulubad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Orree)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This road is open all the year round, and passable for laden ponies throughout from the Punjab to Kashmir, though the above portion within Punch territory is more rugged and difficult than the Muzaffernad line, the only other road from the Punjab to Kashmir which is not closed in winter.

The Kashmir traders use this road in winter.

3rd.—From the Find Dadan Khan Salt Mines and Rawalpindi, by Kuhoota, through Punch to Kashmir.

From Find Dadan Khan in zilla Jhelum to Kuhoota in zilla Jhelum, by Chatkhawal, about 50 kos.

From Rawalpindi to Kuhoota, a Tabeed station 12 — Cross over into Punjub territory.

From Kuhoota to the Ferry on the Jhelum river 15 — A halting place and a bridge in the Jhelum, near the station, and the pass in the Pir Panjil Mountains, in Kashmir territory.

In Punch territory.

1. Palaran. 6
2. Palanee. 7
3. Punch. 15
4. Munder. 8
5. Sultansheh. 9
6. Tosa Maidan. 5

In the valley of Kashmir.

1. Pattan. 6
2. Srinagar. 10

This is more difficult but shorter than either of the two above roads within Punch territory. It is passable for laden ponies, and by it the Punch traders, and Raja Moti Singh, who is the largest trader in salt in Punch, in particular, send their goods to Kashmir.

Open for six months—from May or June to October and November—only.

4th.—From Murree to Punch:—

From Murree to Babat 4 kos.

Ferry on the Jhelum called Taca 6 — Cross the river into Punch territory. Tama is a village on the left bank of the river in Punch. This ferry is also called "Babat," from the name of the host in Teefa. Road hilly and difficult, but passable for laden ponies.

Pul 16

Deob Rande 8

Punch 8

Road in a valley.

This road is used by the Punch traders, who bring large quantities of ghee, blankets, &c., to Murree. The portion from Babat to Pul is the most difficult. It is, however, passable throughout for laden ponies and mules.

The monopolizing system of trade on the part of Government and its officials is carried on in Punch to a much greater extent than in the Jammu and Kashmir territories. The trade in Find Dadan Khan rock salt and the Punch ghee, the only articles capable of an extensive speculation, is chiefly in the hands of Sirdar Hara Singh, the Prime Minister of Raja Moti Singh, and the contractor of customs, stamps, &c., on his own account, as well as that of his master. The purchase and sale of the other valuable productions of the country, viz., the iron, the "chikkee" (a superior kind of wood used in making combs in the Punjab, particularly at Amritsar), and the root of the wood "Chob-i-koot" (Ancklandia coracensis) are also monopolized by Hara Singh. Both these woods grow indigenous.

About 28,000 mounds of salt, worth more than Co.'s Rs. 80,000 at the Find Dadan Khan mines, is believed to be thus annually imported by Hara Singh, for sale in Punch and Kashmir; and the annual quantity of ghee exported to the Punjab is estimated at 8,000 mounds. Most of the ghee consumed in Murree and Rawalpindi comes from Punch. The price paid by Hara Singh in Punch is about Rs. 7 per mound (equal to 14 mounds English standard), and that obtained in the Punjab from Rs. 14 to 17 per English mound.

*7 on the river Jhelum.
*6 on the Kashmir border.
*5 on the Jammu border.
Civil Establishments and Troops, and their estimated cost per annum.

Principal Officers:

- Mirza Golab Singh, Chief Military Officer: Rs. 2,600
- Billoo, Soobadar: Rs. 1,000
- Sirer Hazih Bihich, Minister: Rs. 1,600
- Head Munshis and Officials in the Sudder Office: Rs. 2,400

Fire District Officers:

- Tulsisoldars: Rs. 600
- Tulsed Establishments: Rs. 300
- Nine Thandars:
  - 200 Sepoys under the Thandars, at Co.'s Rs. 4 each: Rs. 800
- A regiment of Infantry, consisting of 400 Sepoys and Officers: Rs. 10,000

Total estimated cost of Civil and Military Establishments: Rs. 35,000

The regiment is properly drilled and disciplined. Their clothing consists of a red cloth turban, red woollen coat, and blue woollen pantaloons with red stripes. The sepoys are armed with Bhurmar (flint guns) and sword, and are recruited chiefly from the Jammu hills. There are about 50 Hindustanis in the regiment. The pay of the sepoys is Co.'s Rs. 5, of which Rs. 2 are monthly deducted for rations, and 8 annas for clothing.

The ration costs little or nothing to the Raja, being supplied from the grain and ghee collected from the zameedars, as shown under the head of land revenue collections.

There are 10 forts in Punch, Bahramgula, Mankot, Punch, Puri, Baghan, Salian, Dulkot, Mangora, Pulungan, Barail—each garrisoned by 20 to 25 sepoys under a thanadar.

- The Punch and Baghan forts are the strongest, and entirely built of pukka stone and brick. The others are built partly of mud and partly of stone.
- The Raja has got only one "Jinsec" gun or field piece, and nine "Sherbaches," or swivels, all in the Punch cantonment.
- The district officers called Tulsisoldars dispose of all revenue, civil, and criminal cases, referring only heinous crimes, such as murder, kine killing, &c., for orders to the Sudder Adalat at Punch, presided over by the Raja himself.
- Mirza Golab Singh, of Seeba, a relation of the Raja, is Commander-in-Chief of his troops, and also chief judicial functionary.

Billoo, Soobadar, a Thakur of Jammu, assists the Mirza in both the civil and military departments.

Hara Singh, a Khutroo of Mouza Wali, pargana Firdaun Khan, zilla Jhelum, is the chief adviser and coadjudicator of the Raja in all matters of finance and trade. He possesses great influence over the Raja.

The Raja devotes most of his time to sporting, leaving much of his work to be done by Mirza Golab Singh or Hara Singh.

There is no code or written law. All decisions are regulated by precedents, will, or judgment of the presiding officer.

No record of cases, excepting those of murder, kine killing, &c., is prepared, either in the Mufassil or Sudder Courts.

All crimes and offences, criminal and revenue, are punishable by fine, which is usually assessed to imprisonment, without any limited term, being awarded on default. Capital punishment is never inflicted. Imprisonment is commutable to fine even in case of murder.

In cases of theft and cattle stealing, in which stolen property is recovered, both parties are generally fined; the money paid by the plaintiff, at the rate of one-fourth of the value of the recovered property, is called "Shokkurana."

Most of the criminal offences are taken up by the local authorities themselves, on being reported by the Police, even if there be no complaint made by either party, for the sake of fine, which is imposed on both parties in one form or another.

Any marriage effected amongst Muslims without marriage deed being endorsed on the usual stamp paper, is punishable by fine, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Co.'s Rs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine leviable from the Kazi</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the Witnesses</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the Husband</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the parents or relatives of the bride</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the village Lumberdar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of stamped paper prescribed for marriage deed is Rs. 7 for the marriage of a widow, and Rs. 3 for the marriage of a virgin.
All petitions presented to the Sudder Adulut are endorsed on stamped paper of two annas value. No written petitions are taken in a Mofussil Court, all proceedings being conducted cito roce. Government takes one-fourth share of all sums decreed in civil suits.

The administration of Raja Moti Singh is complained of as being very oppressive, and the taxation as exceedingly heavy.

Besides the usual beqar (pressed labour), the agricultural classes have to supply beqars, every harvest, at the rate of one man to every two houses, to collect grass for the Raja's stables and fuel for his kitchen, as well as for sale to a contractor, to whom the monopoly of the sale of fuel in the town of Punch is given.

Driven by poverty and the demands of the tax-gatherer, thousands of the zamindars (agriculturists) of Punch annually come to Murree, Abbottabad, and Rawalpindi, where they labour hard as coolies for the season, and save as much of their wages as they possibly can to pay into the Raja's treasury.

1 Hindi.—Brahmin.

Marindar Classes.—Soochoe, Malik, Dinao, Kural, Suttee, Janjoo, Doonat, Bhatnai, &c.
APPENDIX No. 9 (see p. 61).

No. 207, dated Jammu, 29th December 1873.
From—H. E. WYNE, Esq., on Special Duty, Kashmir.
To—The Secretary to the Government of the Punjab.

I have now the honour to submit my report for the past season.

1. The number of English visitors was 339, being 10
   less than in 1872.

3. Notwithstanding the order of His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, several officers
   travelled in Kashmir without passes. I have brought their action in doing so to the notice of
   the military authorities. The explanations tendered have varied in their nature—but of
   many being to the effect that, seeing others entering without passes, the officer in question
   formed the impression that the order making a pass requisite was not imperative. In June
   last, having reason to think that officers were entering Kashmir unprovided with passes, I
   suggested that a list of all to whom passes had been, or might thereafter be, issued should be sent
   to me. This was accordingly done, but complete lists reached me too late in the season to
   enable me to exercise any check on the in-comers without a personal enquiry, such as I did not
   feel that I was called upon to make. I would, however, suggest, for the consideration of
   Government, the advisability of issuing a general order that each officer, on his first arrival
   in Kashmir territory, should report that arrival to the Officer on Special Duty, ending in his
   pass at the same time.

4. To this too might with good results be added an order that the officer should at the
   same time report his probable movements in such general terms as would enable the Officer
   on Special Duty to know whether he should send any letter arriving for that officer, or any
   request that he might have to address to him,—any change in those movements being similarly
   reported to the Officer on Special Duty. The Maharajah's officials have often found the
   greatest difficulty in delivering letters to officers in the interior, and in some cases have entirely
   failed in the endeavour.

5. I am glad to be able to state that during the entire season there has been but one
   instance of an offence against public decorum, and, as it was not of a serious character, and
   as the officers concerned expressed much regret that any discredit should have been cast on
   the British name through their means, it did not appear to me necessary to take any further
   notice of the matter.

6. By my advice the Maharajah has determined to make the following change in the ar-
   rangements regarding the comfort of the European visitors to Kashmir:

   1. The bungalows which he has built on the route from Marrli to Baramulla, and
      which (wherever they are necessary) he will build on the route from Bhim-
      bar to Srinagar, and also the bungalows at Srinagar itself, are to be put on
      the same footing as the dwark bungalows in British territory. They are to be
      simply furnished, and a chilli rope (10 annas) a day charged to each adult
      for their use, and double that amount in the case of the double-storied
      bungalows of the better sort, and of the bungalows which the Maharajah in-
      tend to build at Gool Murg. The eventual result of this arrangement, when
      everything is completed, will be to spare the visitors a great extent the
      need of bringing tents and furniture with them.

   2. A double set of books will be kept up for each bungalow,—one set being sub-
      stituted for another each month and called in, so that any complaints that are
      entered by travellers may be noticed.

   3. The practice of presenting dhalis of sheep and sweetmeats to the European
      visitors on their arrival and departure will be discontinued.

7. The number of criminal cases tried in my court was as follows:

   No. of cases instituted: 17
   Ditto in which convictions ensued: 15
   Ditto ditto acquittals ensued: 2

8. The number of civil cases was 29, of which—
   18 were decided partially or wholly in plaintiff's favour.
   5 Ditto in favour of defendant.
   6 were settled amicably out of court.

9. The number of cases in the mixed court was 5, of which 4 were decided partially or
   wholly in plaintiff's favour, and 1 was settled amicably out of court.

10. With the officials of the Maharajah's court and with His Highness personally my
    relations have been most satisfactory.

11. The Maharajah had, from various causes, been prevented from visiting Kashmir for
    the last three seasons, but his visit this season was marked by a reform in the revenue
    system of the province, such as, if maintained in its integrity, cannot fail substantially to
    promote the well being of the inhabitants. It is described in a subsequent portion of this report.

12. In the middle of the summer the Maharajah printed in Urdu, in his printing press at
    Jammu, a brief report on the administration of his territories from Poos 1298 Sambat to
    Magh 1298,—22nd January 1872 to 21st January 1873. A copy was at the time sent to
The speech deals with the administration under the following heads:—

1. Trade.
2. The mela or fair of "Baghánth Ji."
3. The administration of justice.
4. The tumult that arose between the Sunnis and Shiás.
5. The police.
6. Revenue and material improvements.
7. The troops.
8. European visitors to Kashmir.
9. Educational institutions.
10. Translation of good and useful books into the vernacular.
11. Hospitals and dispensaries.

14. Trade.—The trade statistics are translated in Table A appended to this my report.

15. The Fair of Baghánth Ji.—With the view of increasing the commercial importance of his capital, Jammú, on object long held in constant view, the Máharájá instituted a fair there, named the Baghánth Ji ki melas, to occur annually from the 28th Kásak to the 28th Maghar [corresponding this year, 1873, with 12th November to 12th December].

16. Last year, 1872, property worth Co.'s Rs. 2,881,276 was brought from all sides to this fair. Goods brought from the Punjáb were free from half the usual customs duties, and numerous rewards in the shape of khíluts were given to those who were conspicuous among the importers. [This year, 1873, I may here add, the prosperity of the fair was much impeded by a surmise which arose on the late occasion of mourning in the Máharájá's family that it would be postponed to another date.]

17. Justice.—Table B (1) here below appended shows the number of suits of all sorts that occupied the attention of the Courts during the year, and Tables B(2) and B (3) the licentious and petty offences during the same period. I believe that there is no doubt that security both of person and property prevails to quite an unusual degree in this State,—a fact which is, I believe, due to the following causes:—

(1.) The extreme severity of the punishments inflicted in the time of Máharájá Gobá Singh.

(2.) The extent to which the responsibility of the local officials and village headmen is enforced in cases of undetected crime.

(3.) The extent to which the acts and character of every inhabitant and every official are known owing to the action of the secret intelligence department.

18. The Tumult between the Sunnis and Shiás.—Among the offences entered in the tabular statement that of chief importance was the tumult which in September 1872 arose in the city of Srinagar between the Sunnis and the Shiás. The animosity between the two sects has on many previous occasions caused tumults and bloodshed in the city. On this occasion the disturbance and the punishment that followed are thus described:—'The cause of the tumult was that the Shiás commenced to build a square house of burnt bricks and mud near the tomb of Míshá Rúhí, whom the members of each sect regard as a follower of their own creed; that is to say, the Sunnis regard him as a Sunní, and the Shiás as a Shiá; and priests for his shrine are appointed by both parties. The disturbances extended so far that the Sunnis burned hundreds of Shiás' houses and plundered their property, valued at lakhs of rupees. There was a prolonged investigation by the joint agency of Wázír Punnú and of Búdú Lílánábír Múkarjí, and [in February of this year 1873] the Máharájá pronounced his decision, which was embodied in a resolution published in the Vidya Bías, the official newspaper of Jammú, and was to the following effect:—

Sunnis were imprisoned for life,
2 dito dito 12 years.
31 " " 10 "
46 " " 7 "
36 " " 8 "
5 " " 4 "
10 " " 3 "
68 " " 2 "
and on four heavy fines were inflicted.' [Some hundreds of men who were implicated to a less degree in the disturbance, and who had been at once arrested, were after a time released on payment of a small fine.]

19. The Máharájá further published certain regulations having in view the prevention of such an outbreak for the future. [I may add that, when the Máharájá was leaving the valley this year, 1873, he desired Díwán Kirpa Rám to represent the leaders of the two sects, who accompanied His Highness as far as Islámábád, the extreme mischief resulting from their mutual animosity, which had reached such a pitch that no member of the one sect would buy or use in their manufacture anything sold or made by members of the other sect. The Díwán spoke to such effect that the leaders promised to forgive and forget, and, as an earnest of the reconciliation, to go and eat bread in each other's houses on the termination of the then closing Ramázán. This promise, I have since heard, they fulfilled; but, as I have observed to the Máharájá, the animosity must be expected to break out again unless the members of the two sects are raised from the state of ignorance in which they now are, very few having received other than a very slight education, and that of a narrow sectarian character.]
20. Police.—One result of the outrage was the establishment of a body of city police on the model of the Punjab constabulary, numbering 337 men, and costing Co’s Rs. 2,555 per annum.

21. Education.—During 1872 more attention than before was devoted to education, and Table C, appended to this report contains certain statistics regarding the educational institutions in existence at the beginning of the present year.

22. And about two years ago the Mahrājā determined to devote 30,000 Chilkas (=to Co’s Rs. 18,750) per annum to the work of preparing and printing translations of works calculated to improve the religious and secular knowledge of his Hindu subjects. [Table D. in the appendix shows the results which have been achieved up to the present date. As yet no attempt has been made to translate any work into Kashmiri, which, nevertheless, from the little insight that I have obtained into its structure, seems a very exact language, and, though from the narrow range of ideas among those who speak it, the vocabulary is limited, yet it readily receives importation from Sanskrit, Hindi, and Persian. As yet the number of books in Kashmiri is most limited.* Indeed, no one of the languages into which the translations are made is the vernacular of any part of the population in the Mahrājā’s dominions. Except in the case of Kashmiri, this is, I believe, an inevitable defect, neither Dogri nor any other hill language in these parts having a claim to the appellation of a genuine native vernacular.

I mention this without a moment of Ludakhī, about which I know nothing. I am informed, however, that an attempt is about to be made to prepare some simple books in Dogri.

23. Army.—During the same year there was in the following respects an improvement in the condition of the soldier in the Mahrājā’s service.

24. The pay of the privy was increased to Co’s Rs. 5-10-0 per mensum, and that of the Jādiput (or Dogra) privy to Co’s Rs. 6-4-0,—that of the superior ranks being also raised.

25. As in some places the cost of living is far greater than in others, and especially in Astor and Gūrūt grain is scantily and extremely dear, it was decided to supply the following rations daily:

- A Kashmiri dāl is 9 of a Com. pyn’s dāl.
- Kashmiri dāl* of flour, ¼ ditto dāl,
- a chittak of salt, and
- a sufficiency of fuel,

only Co’s Rs. 1-14-0 being in return deducted on this account from the monthly pay.

25. Lastly, whereas a Chilkī rupee was each month deducted from the pay to cover the cost of uniform, this was remitted, and the soldier is every three years to receive gratis one suit of uniform for winter and two for summer use (one full dress, the other khaki). The soldier still has to supply his white uniform out of his own pocket.


27. Substantial endeavours were during the same year made to develop the resources of the Mahrājā’s territories.

28. Stallions of improved breed (Arabs and Turks), though of advisedly small stature, were imported.

Bulls of improved breed were also imported.

[Altogether up to the present time 69 stallions and 80 bulls have been so imported. They have been distributed over the country, but have all been put under the charge of the officials.]

29. About 1,000 ghumāns of land were prepared for the growth of tea in the neighbourhood of Jamlū, and 64 ghumāns were actually planted with tea bushes.

30. The growth of opium was introduced into Kashmir.

I cannot say that the crops which I have seen there had a promising appearance.

31. And the silk culture of Kashmir, which had only produced a revenue of some seven or eight thousand* Chilkī a year, was, by Bāhī Nāthmār Mūkārjī, put on a really improved footing, which even in the first year resulted in a return to the State of 1,86,300 Chilkīs, deducting from which the expenditure 69,490 Chilkīs (excluding the amount spent once for all in erecting permanent buildings), there remained a balance of 98,820 Chilkīs. [The development of this culture, which promises to be a source of abundant riches to Kashmir, has formed the subject of my letter No. 206, dated 28th instant.]

* The new Chilkī is equivalent to 10 Company’s anna.
32. Reserve. The Shawl Trade.—At the beginning of the year there were very heavy balances due by the shawl-makers to the Shawl Department of the Kashmir administration. This was due to the extreme depression of the trade owing to the state of affairs in France. A depression which still continues, and is, indeed, at the present moment greater than ever before. At the London sale, the results of which have just been communicated by telegram, while £2,500 worth of American shawls were sold, nothing whatever. I am told, out of the £4,000 worth of Kashmir shawls that were presented, was sold. What to substitute for this article of industry, which has hitherto provided maintenance for between 90,000 and 80,000 of the demand population, is a question now seriously occupying the Maharaja's attention. As an alleviation in the beginning of the summer, the Maharaja assigned to a number of shawl-weavers work in the silk factory at Srinagar, but as it was represented that the alleviation would be very slight (the work in the silk factories lasting at present for so small a portion of the year), and that the process would ruin that delicacy of hand which constitutes the special distinction of the shawl-weaver, the order was rescinded. I have suggested that the work of carpet-making be stimulated, as that would provide for the shawl-weavers an occupation which, though, on the ground of nature, is still not radically different from that in which they have been hitherto employed, while the demand for Indian carpets is on the increase. And the suggestion is under consideration.

Re-settlement of land revenue.—After a regular measurement, a re-settlement was made of the land revenue in the wazars of Minawar, Naoshahra, Juminda, Udhampur, Ramnagar, and Bassi, the districts round Jammu. The previous settlement in fixed each amount had been made in 1868, and had expired in 1883. The re-measurement showed a considerable increase of cultivation, and the revenue was accordingly enhanced by 10 per cent., and was again fixed for 10 years.

34. The term of the five years' farms of the land revenue in Kashmir having expired, they were renewed at an enhancement of about 15 per cent.

35. This is the last matter of importance to be noticed in the annual report for Sambat 1923-24 (1872), and during this last season, 1873, the Maharaja has abolished the system of farming the land revenue in Kashmir, and substituted a regular settlement in each amount fixed for three years.

36. This substantial reform merits a somewhat detailed description, both of itself and of the system which preceded it, and the following particulars have been communicated to me by the Maharaja's order. From a view of these particulars it will, I think, be seen that the Maharaja inherited from previous administrations a most unfortunate revenue system, the evils of which were but slightly lessened by the various experiments that had been made previous to this year of real improvement.

37. In the time of the Hindu Rajas, i.e., till about the beginning of the 14th century A.D., no more than a sixth of the produce was paid to the State.

38. The Mussalmans Sultans, who succeeded, continued at first to collect at the same rate; but they and still more the Moghul Emperors of Delhi, began gradually to make enhancements on, according to tradition, the following pretext:—The population being divided into inhabitants of the city and inhabitants of the country, a sixth of the produce raised by the latter was supposed originally to suffice for the wants of the former (to whom it was sold by the rulers), and for the court officials also. It was then from time to time given out that this was insufficient, and additions were made (under the name of taxukti amal), first of one third per khisor, then of another third, and so by degrees. From time to time the additions and the original share were consolidated into a revised share of the produce, and then a new departure was made in the work of gradual enhancement. It reached its climax under the régime of the Durians by whose time half the produce in the case of rice, the staple of the province, had come to be regarded as the rightful share of the State, and who added as many as five, and in some places six, per khisor of produce in some villages, in others four, in others three or less. The particular rate of collection in each village depended in fact on the productive capabilities of the soil, on the power of the zamindars to resist, and on the disposition of the local officials.

39. The first Sikh governor continued to levy the land revenue at these heavy rates, to which indeed they added dues and supplies for the local officials called bhangi and rosamand; and these latter exactions were so heavy that General Misran Singh, whose governorship began in 1835, is held in favourable remembrance by the people, because he abolished these extra cesses, though he made the demand uniform at the enormous rate of 80 seres per khisor. He found, too, that the rate of payment for the compulsory transport of the government share of the produce from the different parts of the valley to the government store-houses in the city was arbitrary, uniform and insufficient, and fixed it accordingly at fair amounts, proportioned to the distance over which the grain had to be carried. Still it is of course a matter of the utmost wonder how
the zamindars could keep soul and body together on such a system, and I am told that they did so (1) by growing vegetables in little garden plots, which, by bribing the officials, they managed to keep free of taxation; (2) by the sale of sheep and poppies; and (3) by the manufacture of coarse cloth during the winter months. In fact, agriculture was so far from being a source of profit to them, that officials (the skadar and the susam) were employed to watch; but they left their fields fallow, or cultivated them carelessly, or neglected to cut the crop when ripe, and so forth.

40. Chhidham Mulhi-ud-din, who had the real control in the time of the next governor, Diwan Kirpa Ram, (2) found that great frauds were practised on the State by the subordinate officials who were charged with the superintendence of the crops while they were growing, and the division when cut, viz., the skadar (watcher), the susamul (his superior officer), and the tanasadar (the weighman) all subordinate to the kardar, who looked after the collection in the group of villages. As a check he applied the following curious remedy: The grain, as it was cut, was tied up into little sheaves (pulka) of the size which a man could grasp with his two hands, the fingers of the two meeting. It was the business of the village skadar, watcher of the crops, acting under the orders of his superior, the susamul, to see that all the grain cut was so stored; and it was the business of the village patnaam, the accountant, to number the sheaves in the different heaps. This being done, respectable men, specially chosen for the purpose by the governor, came round and took out of the heaps certain average sheaves, which were threshed out in their presence, the produce weighed, and the total output of grain in the village thus estimated. This process was called the tsakhba (assessment). By means of the data so acquired, the total amount of grain due to the State from the circle of villages under each kardar was estimated, and for that amount he was held responsible. This was the process uniformly adopted in the case of the rice crop, with only slight modifications in the staple of the province. With regard to the other crops the practice varied. In some tracts where wheat or barley, or Indian-corn, is the staple, there was a tsakhba to show what amount the kardar was expected to pay in, but in general the amount realised during the previous year from these crops was, with such addition or diminution as the character of the season seemed to warrant, fixed as the amount due by the kardar. And it was generally fixed in money, the kardar being left to collect from the villages as he pleased. If there was a general outcry against such particular kardars, or if a negro from the particular circle of villages, he was turned out, and the one that offered more put in his place.

41. With the exception of a slight reduction of 3 mansalatina=7½ sars, made in the time of Maharája Gulab Sing, such was the system that continued in force till the year 1860, when Diwan Kirpa Ram, by the Maharája's orders, divided the valley of Kashmir into chakhás, each containing several kardasábaps, and farmed the collection of the revenue in each chaká to the chakladr. In fixing the amounts of grain and money to be paid by the farmer, the average amount collected during the previous five years was taken as the basis, and in the most heavily taxed villages 7½ sars per kharwar (i.e., 3½ cents) were remitted. The amount was fixed for three years, the farmer being left to share with the zamindar the profits from extension of cultivation. And the lease was guarded by a code of regulations of which I am able to transmit a vernacular copy, see Appendix E, intended partly to protect the interests of the State, and partly to protect the zamindar from extortion on the part of the farmer. Moreover, in each chaká a thánsádár was appointed for the protection of the zamindar, if need be, against the chakladr's oppression. In some parganas it was found impossible to remit any of the revenue, and in them the system of actual division of the produce, called the amdar system, was continued.

42. In the same year, 1860, an endeavour was made to bring again under cultivation the extensive areas that had fallen into waste by promising to take no more than two-fifths of the normal dues for the first year, and no more than one-half the normal dues for four years more. I have myself passed over considerable areas which have been brought under cultivation on these terms.

43. In 1863 the leases expired, and were renewed at, in general, somewhat enhanced rates, for three years more. But in 1863-64, and still more in 1864-65, the crops failed extensively, and in consequence the leases broke down.

44. In 1866 the Governor Diwan Kirpa Ram, by the Maharája's orders, resorted again to the amdár system.

45. In 1867 the Maharája himself gave out fresh leases of the same nature as those given in 1860, but fixed for five years, and as by this time the advantages of the system to the farmers had become fully appreciated, the leases were generally accepted. The amounts of the leases were, moreover, less than they had been previously, being based on the principle that for the spring crop exactly half, and for the autumn crop 10 out of the 16 in the kharwar (i.e., 62 per cent.) should be taken. Nevertheless, at the end of each of the three first years of the lease, the farmers came forward and said they could not continue to hold the farms. In three parganas in which the farms were thrown up at the end of the first year, namely, Náz-án, Vihá, and Shapyon, Diwan Kirpa Ram, as an experiment, granted leases at amounts fixed in money for one year to the village headmen, whereas all the previous leases had been granted to outsiders. And the experiment succeeding, it was continued in those three parganas.

46. Whenever the State's leases had held good, on their expiry in 1871 they were renewed for one year at enhanced rates by the Governor Wázir Panlu, and the next year, 1872, they were again renewed at, wherever it was found possible, still further enhanced amounts. Comparatively few, however, of these leases were accepted.
47. In 1870 the Mahrâja instituted a settlement department with instructions to measure the land. Little progress was, however, made in this operation, and this year the Mahrâja resolved no longer to delay the grant, to each separate zamindâr, of a lease of his particular lands at an amount fixed in cash, and not liable to enhancement for three years.

48. In assessing the amount to be paid the first process was to gather from the patwâris the actual amount of each kind of grain that had been paid to the State, or to the State farmer, by each village for the previous 16 years. To these amounts were then added the price per khwâr at which the State land either allowed to be sold in Srinagar by the zamindârs (and which, for instance, was for wheat 5 Kashmiri rupees, 5 rupees for barley, and 2 rupees for rice, while in the case of this last staple, the price at which it was sold from the State granaries was only 11/2 chikka per khwâr). The product in rupees was then divided by 10, and a reduction was made of a sixth, or a fifth, or a fourth, out of regard to the particular circumstances of the particular village. The resulting amount was declared to be the cash assessment of the village; and after the headmen had affixed their mark in token of acceptance, responsible officials were despatched into the interior to apportion the total assessment of the village.

This was a laborious task, the process adopted in assessing the village being repeated in all its stages, in the case of each zamindâr.

49. As village bankers and grain dealers on an extensive scale do not exist in Kashmir, the Mahrâja appointed six men of the banker caste, natives of Jammû and Alessandra, to fulfil their functions by the help of capital placed in their hands out of the State treasury, and by this means nearly the whole revenue for the summer harvest has been collected with ease. The zamindârs, being for the first time free to sell their grain to whomsoever they pleased and at what prices they pleased, at first demanded rates higher than those which had up to that time been authoritatively fixed by Government, and many purchases were made at these higher rates; but the amount of grain thrown on the market soon lowered the prices obtainable by the zamindârs, who then resorted to the State bankers, and sold their grain at the rates which had been used in calculating the assessments.

50. One of the consequences of this reform most appreciated by the people is the complete cessation of the functions of the shokdar, the sarawat, and the farwasdot. The out-turn of grain in each village will still be reckoned for the information of Government, but it will be reckoned by the zamindârs themselves, and entered in the patwâris's books. The patwâris are to be paid by the State, but the arrangements in this respect have not yet been settled. And sufficient encouragements being given by the nature of the lease, the shokdar and the sarawat will not be, as they have hitherto been, employed to watch and report whether any zamindâr holds any land, or has crops uncut, or is late in the time when so little was left after paying the dues of the State and of the several officials.

51. To these and to the other members of the great army of officials the new system is of course utterly hateful, as taking away their hope of gain. Members of this class made a strong endeavour to turn the Mahrâja from his purpose by their gloomy prognostications; and it will be matter for surprise if that endeavour is not repeated on the occurrence of the first bad season which even under the present reformed system will too probably render remiss its necessary, unless the zamindârs have had time to amass a little capital.

52. In several cases exposed either to such inundation as to ruin the crops entirely, or to such drought as to make the crops uncertain, the continuance of the old system is still necessary, as there are no zamindârs possessed of sufficient capital to take up the management of such tracts and recoup themselves for the losses of one year by the profit of another.

53. British Mission to Eastern Turkistan.—Such was the measure of internal reform which most occupied the attention of the Mahrâja during the period of his stay in Kashmir; but a matter which, as I have good reason for knowing, caused him nearly as constant consideration, and far more anxiety, was the task of arranging for the safe and commodious transit of the Mission to Eastern Turkistan.

54. His Excellency the Viceroy, and His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, and Mr. Forryth have in letters severally addressed to the Mahrâja conveyed their high appreciation of the perfectly successful arrangements which were made, and, valuing highly the expression contained in those letters, the Mahrâja desires no further acknowledgment. But I have thought it right to place on permanent record, in a readily accessible form, a connected statement of what was done by this State for the purpose of furthering the Mission. Such a statement the Mahrâja has at my request supplied in Persian, and a copy forms Appendix F to this report. The particulars attached thereto are only specimens of the many similar orders which were sent from time to time whenever there appeared reason to fear that any of the officials charged with the superintendence of the arrangements were not sufficiently alive to the necessity of themselves seeing that the orders they had received were fulfilled. But the statement gives no idea of the extent to which the exigencies of the different parties of the Min-
sion necessitated a drain on the resources of the country. This was more especially felt in the case of the last two parties—that of Syad Yakub Khan, the Yarkand Envoy, with the first, and that of his subordinate, Haji Kuchan Ali, with the second, detachment of the heavy baggage. In both cases the baggage included common and other articles which could not be carried by less than, in some cases, eight men, and the difficulty of taking them up and down the steep ascents and descents on the line of journey was very great. Both coolies and baggage animals were brought from great distances, and, as the last two parties passed after the first fall of snow in the commencing winter, it is a mercy that on the blank heights which intervene between Kashmir and Leh there was no loss of human life, but a small mortality among the beasts of burden.

55. Communications.—The experience of the different parties, and more especially of the last of all, brought into a prominent light the bad state of the paths between India and Kashmir, and it will have been observed that neither in the report printed by the Mahraste, nor in my own remarks has any mention been made of that important matter—communications. Nothing unfortunately could be said on this subject for the past, because, with the exception of a little scraping here and there, next to nothing has yet been done. But the Mahraste intends henceforth to devote to the improvement of the paths in his territory an annual sum of half a lakh chilki (10 annas) rupees,—an announcement which will, I feel sure, be received by Government with much gratification.

**TABLE A (1).**

Value, in Company's Rupees, of the Trade carried on in the Territories of His Highness the Mahraste during the Year 1872.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF PROVINCE</th>
<th>CHARGED WITH DUTY</th>
<th>FEE ON DUTY</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td>23,64,252</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15,38,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td>5,20,665</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27,53,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakk</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>8,79,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>28,84,927</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>42,91,432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A (2).**

Detail of the Value, in Company's Rupees, of the Articles imported into, or exported from, the Territories of Jammu and Kashmir as a whole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ARTICLE</th>
<th>CHARGED WITH DUTY</th>
<th>FEE ON DUTY</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>4,08,656</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,03,739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth, cotton and woollen</td>
<td>6,89,699</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,86,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar and molasses</td>
<td>3,07,258</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,80,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal vessels</td>
<td>58,757</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>2,62,410</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>50,774</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snuff</td>
<td>40,628</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee</td>
<td>1,59,059</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,41,356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelled kando khat (bags of goods) used for carrying goods on the backs of baggage animals</td>
<td>1,23,746</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,02,739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saffron</td>
<td>7,400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE A (3)—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ARTICLE</th>
<th>CHARGES WITH DUTY.</th>
<th>DUTY ON DUTY.</th>
<th>TOTAL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woolen articles made from the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheep's wool of Kasmiri, Jammu,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Laddakh</td>
<td>1,33,000 10</td>
<td>1,10,619 13</td>
<td>4,628 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad sheets of pati</td>
<td>12,400 0</td>
<td>1,01,174 8</td>
<td>178 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenan</td>
<td>9,400 0</td>
<td>10,72,100 0</td>
<td>280 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea and fulli, a kind of salt found</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in the Nahar valley, and mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tea in Kasmiri to give color</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91,900 14</td>
<td>2,116 0</td>
<td>61,513 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin, i.e., cash</td>
<td>57,858 4</td>
<td>2,31,088 16</td>
<td>9,180 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churum</td>
<td>35,623 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbab-i-Kashmir (Beji produced in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir)</td>
<td>2,000 0</td>
<td>3,610 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khak Zang, a black dye</td>
<td>1,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bok of Jodar</td>
<td>2,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precious stones</td>
<td>1,58,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingots of silver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of the Bith (olecranlonis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnos)</td>
<td>22,206 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples and pears</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,150 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mace and violet costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33,689 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quince seeds</td>
<td>5,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hār Tāng (pistagia major), a drug</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried apricots and currants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Girah dandar&quot;—Admired of an</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inferior description</td>
<td>2,500 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs made by mixing violet flowers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Beji flowers in sugar and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposing them in the sun</td>
<td>386 0</td>
<td>600 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmiri paper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159 0</td>
<td>82 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockings of phemmas and palai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 0</td>
<td>55 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patra cost</td>
<td>9,863 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabals for floor cloths</td>
<td>12,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn and wooden articles</td>
<td>1,500 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papier maché pen and ink cases</td>
<td>2,677 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waleula</td>
<td>8,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fijian Nadegra—The stick which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cotton-spinners use to clean the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coconuts</td>
<td>4,517 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deoder timber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5,18,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shank-waters’ spindles</td>
<td>2,048 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn furniture made of leather</td>
<td>4,400 0</td>
<td>1,416 0</td>
<td>1,000 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singhara son</td>
<td>5,144 8</td>
<td>48,675 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oren, cows, and buffaloes</td>
<td>2,169 8</td>
<td>11,090 0</td>
<td>100 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses</td>
<td>58,000 0</td>
<td>15,000 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mules</td>
<td>14,600 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephants</td>
<td>27,000 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>1,38,500 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ARTICLE</td>
<td>Calcutta with Dutt.</td>
<td>Banaras with Dutt.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confectionery</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puri (Laddi) apricots</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatta flour</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps of the &quot;Zakir Mokhra&quot; stone from Lucknaw</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpets</td>
<td>19,160</td>
<td>19,940</td>
<td>39,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt cloth</td>
<td>32,500</td>
<td>5,008</td>
<td>37,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Chicken work&quot; (embroidery)</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>3,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pur glost</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holburn ullas</td>
<td>18,520</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>33,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyne of different kinds</td>
<td>14,683</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakhandi silk</td>
<td>15,128</td>
<td>7,015</td>
<td>22,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jader, a drug (curcuma zedoaria) grown in Kasimir</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turquoise</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masurda—a drug, the root of the Helicteres oblonga</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk pods</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tussar—a China silk fabric</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoo</td>
<td>2,055</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asses' skin used in the Turkiêtes saddles</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigo</td>
<td>5,173</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>9,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hookah pipes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other skins</td>
<td>12,540</td>
<td>3,184</td>
<td>15,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China capals</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guns (small arms) brought by the Thsad Saavay, Astar Hidas, from India</td>
<td>1,75,505</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,75,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potas, do. do.</td>
<td>3,750</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swords, do. do.</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percussion caps, do.</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper mâché articles</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennay</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakkana—Red sheep and goat skins</td>
<td>5,371</td>
<td>7,464</td>
<td>12,835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mersap—Pellec's articles—needles, pechnivas, looking glasses</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuss Hindi (a drug made of tamalai juice)</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>1,440</td>
<td>2,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acker, the root of the sarama richembe</td>
<td>1,619</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>2,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant mahki, a drug (curcuma longa)</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserves of mangoes and other fruits</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE A (2).—concluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ARTICLE</th>
<th>CHARGED WITH DUTY</th>
<th>FREE OF DUTY</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Import</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>Import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn bows bound with hides, used in Tibet, but not made there</td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakshandi silk fabrics (Daryai)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gojzâ—Chowries of yak tails</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade stone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb—&quot;Baked Chai&quot; (Phram Moorscheinin, &amp;c.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone Kongji—Large comb</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,51,250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE B (1).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF JURISDICTION</th>
<th>INSTITUTED</th>
<th>DECIDED</th>
<th>UNDER CONSIDERATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Cases</td>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>Civil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9,085</td>
<td>2,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9,119</td>
<td>2,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladakh</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8,984</td>
<td>2,158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE B (2).

Statement of Heinous Criminal Offences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF JURISDICTION</th>
<th>HEINOUS</th>
<th>HEINICIDE</th>
<th>SUICIDE</th>
<th>TAMULL</th>
<th>EXPLOSIONS</th>
<th>CARRYING DANGEROUS ARMED TOOLS</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE B (3).

**Statement of Petty Criminal Offences.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Jurisdiction</th>
<th>General hurt</th>
<th>Burglary</th>
<th>Pickpocketing</th>
<th>Quench of law</th>
<th>Arson</th>
<th>Petty larceny</th>
<th>Murders &amp; Attempted Murders</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>2,078</td>
<td>3,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir and Ladakh</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1,179</td>
<td>1,233</td>
<td>3,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
<td><strong>154</strong></td>
<td><strong>744</strong></td>
<td><strong>97</strong></td>
<td><strong>183</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,643</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,305</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,883</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE C (1).

**Statistics regarding the Leading Educational Institutions in Jammu and Kashmir in the Spring of 1872.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Institution</th>
<th>Sanskrit Readers</th>
<th>Veda Readers</th>
<th>Persian Readers</th>
<th>Arabic Readers</th>
<th>Total No. of Students</th>
<th>Yearly Expenditure in the Food and Maintenance of Pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The principal School in Jammu</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>13,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patshala in the Temple of Sri-Negbund Ji, in Jammu</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>314</td>
<td>12,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patshala in the Temple of Radha Krishna Ji, in Jammu</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1,422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patshala in the Temple of Tikta Dori Ji, in the mountains north of Jammu</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patshala in the village of Uttar Behari, a place of pilgrimage</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patshala in the village of Farramadal, a place of pilgrimage</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
<td>312</td>
<td>6,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matruban at Nase Madal in Srinagar</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>15,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. of Mahatari (Sam) in Srinagar</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td>306</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. of Ramak Wari, below the Hari Parbat in Srinagar</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td>194</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. of Bimaal Deeg in Srinagar</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. of Maha Ram in do.</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
<td>304</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>818</strong></td>
<td><strong>271</strong></td>
<td><strong>821</strong></td>
<td><strong>40</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,083</strong></td>
<td><strong>52,321</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE C (2).

[In addition to this there are, in the neighbourhood of Jammu itself, numerous Village Schools in which Saurerit and Hindi are taught.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Waqarat</th>
<th>No. of Schools</th>
<th>No. of Pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankot</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisar</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udhampur</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandawar</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neelam</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>220</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,212</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Names of Works</th>
<th>Purport of the Work</th>
<th>Language of Translation</th>
<th>Whether it has been printed or has been completed and awaits printing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shastri Path, a portion of Mahabharata.</td>
<td>Duties of a Sovereign, Charity, Salvation, &amp;c.</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Completed and awaits printing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sanskrit Works.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Samanta</td>
<td>A Sanskrit Grammar</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Amarkosh</td>
<td>A vocabulary of Sanskrit words</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Samyana of Valmiki</td>
<td>A well-known epic poem</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Maha Veda</td>
<td>Arithmetical and Memonatical.</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPENDIX D—continued.**

Names of Works translated by order of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir and Jammu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Names of Works</th>
<th>Purport of the Work</th>
<th>Language of Translation</th>
<th>Whether it has been printed or has been completed and awaits printing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Persian and drabie Works.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>History of Shah Jahan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Completed and awaits printing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mahabul Hisab</td>
<td>A treatise on Arithmetic in Arabic</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proceedings of the Honble the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, Foreign Department.—No. 132, dated 16th January 1874.

Report of the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir for the season of 1873, forwarded by Mr. H. LePine Wynn.

Remarks.—The Hon'ble the Lieutenant-Governor concurs with the Officer on Special Duty in considering it advisable that each officer on his first arrival in Kashmir should report his arrival to the Officer on Special Duty, sending in his passport at the same time. As it has been deemed necessary, in view of the limited supply of carriage in Kashmir territory, to restrict the number of military officers travelling therein, it is right that the orders directing such restriction should be duly enforced, and the measures suggested by Mr. Wynn appear to be necessary to secure that object. The attention of the Government of India will accordingly be invited to Mr. Wynn’s suggestion; but the Lieutenant-Governor is not prepared to recommend that an order be issued of the nature described in paragraph 4.

2. His Honor has already communicated to His Highness the Mahrājā his satisfaction at the receipt of the first Annual Report of the Administration of the Territories of Jammu and Kashmir for the year 1872. The progress effected in the translation of works of useful knowledge—the arrangements made for the improvement of the breed of horses and cattle, the promotion of tea cultivation and silk manufacture—the reform of the police arrangements in Srinagar, and lastly, the substitution in Kashmir of a regular settlement of land arrangements in cash fixed for three years in lieu of the farming system which previously obtained, are events in the year’s history especially gratifying to the Lieutenant-Governor and creditable to the Mahrājā’s government. His Honor can further bear personal testimony to the excellence of the arrangements of the silk factory at Srinagar, and the superiority of the Yill manufactures.

3. In reference to the reform of the land revenue administration, the account of the past assessments of Kashmir contained in para. 36 to para. 53 of Mr. Wynn’s report is interesting. It affords a vivid picture of the difficulties and abuses connected with grain collections by State officers, and His Honor trusts that, however hateful the reform may be to those who lose thereby the opportunity for exaction, His Highness will never be induced to retract his steps. But, though the reform is doubtless a great step in advance, and was credited by the Mahrājā’s statesmanship, the assessment, judged by the standard of those effected in British territory, must be considered high. The assessment, it appears, is based upon the principle that the State is entitled to the value of 62 per cent. of the gross produce calculated on the average of 10 years, from which demand, however, remissions are made of one-sixth, one-fifth, or one-fourth, according to the circumstances of each village. Allowing for the deductions made, the land revenue demand in Kashmir is still upwards of three times the maximum demand in settlements now being made in the Punjab, and contrasts even more remarkably with the settlement recently effected in the adjacent British districts of Hazād.

4. The cordial thanks of His Excellency the Viceroy and of His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor have already been conveyed to His Highness the Mahrājā for the successful arrangements made by him for the transit of the mission to Eastern Turkestan; but the Lieutenant-Governor is glad that Mr. Wynn has placed on record a connected statement of what was done on the occasion, as His Honor desires also to express his thanks to His Highness for the hospitable reception accorded to him on the occasion of his visit to Srinagar during the early part of the season.

5. The announcement contained in Mr. Wynn’s concluding paragraph that His Highness the Mahrājā has determined to devote henceforth the sum of half a lakh of chilki rupees per annum to the improvement of communications in his territory is highly gratifying.

6. In conclusion, the Lieutenant-Governor desires to express his approval of the manner in which Mr. Wynn has performed the duties of his office. In his political capacity he has maintained cordial relations with the Kashmir Darbār, and he has evinced sound judgment in the performance of his judicial and magisterial functions.

Order.—Ordered, that a copy of Mr. Wynn’s Report, with appendices, and copy of this review, be forwarded to the Government of India, Foreign Department, for information, and that attention be called to the suggestion contained in paragraph 1 of the review, and that copies of the review be sent to the Officer on Special Duty; also that extract paragraphs 21 and 22, and Appendices C and D, be sent to Director, Public Instruction, for information, and communication to the Senate of the Punjab University College.
APPENDIX 10 (see p. 99).

THE FAMINE IN KASHMIR DURING 1877-78-79-80.

"It is an old truth that wherever huge physical evil is, there, as the parent and origin of it, has moral evil to a proportionate extent been."—CARLYLE.

1. Kashmir is a plain embedded in the midst of mountains, lying in an oval shape, north-west and south-east between 33° 5' and 34° 7' north latitude and 7° and 7° 10' east longitude, elevated 5,200 feet above the level of the sea, containing an area of 2,000 square miles, and drained by the river Jhelum, the Hydaspes of the Greeks, which, after traversing the valley, breaks through an opening at the north-west extremity, and descends a torrentious course to the plains of the Punjab. The barrier of hills which encompasses Kashmir is pierced at numerous points by roads or, more properly, paths: north and east towards the Upper Indus, Ladshik, and Yarkord; south-east towards the Native State of Chamba and the British district of Lahaul; south to Jammu where the Hindu ruler of Kashmir holds his court on the densely-wooded hills that skirt the Himalaya; south-west across the Pir Panjal range and along the vengis of the once imperial road to Bhimber and Lahore; west by the banks of the Jhelum to the British district of Hazara or the hill-station of Murree. But although at least one of these routes, viz., that following the left bank of the Jhelum towards Murree, presents no insurmountable engineering difficulties, there is no road leading from the Punjab to Kashmir on which even a laden camel can travel, when once the mountains are entered. Upon all the routes the only carriage that can be used consists of mules, ponies, bullocks, and porters. More than thirty years have elapsed since the English subdued the Punjab. Within that period crowds of officers, travelers, and visitors have entered Kashmir; and every point relating to the country and the local administration has been disclosed. Kashmir could not have been suffered to remain cut off from the food-supplies in India, were it not for the policy which has left a Hindu chieftain to his own devices, to work his will on a Mussulman population entrusted to his care by the English themselves.

2. The climate of Kashmir is finely tempered, as Marco Polo observed, being neither too hot nor too cold. In mid-summer the thermomctcr sometimes ranges up to 90° in the shade, and in winter it descends several degrees below freezing-point. The mean temperature of the year is nearly 57°, or rather lower than the temperature of Rome. Kashmir is less hot throughout the year, and during winter only two degrees colder than Southern France. According to the Punjab Administration Report 1877-78:

"the rainfall of the country is said to be 18 inches, but is probably less. Of this, 6 inches only benefit the crops; the rest falling during the winter months when no agricultural work is done. More important than the rain is the snow which falls from November to March, and on which the rice crop depends for its irrigation. Heavy rains fall in March and April, and without them the spring crop, which consists of barley and wheat, cannot be other than poor. Some heavy showers are usually hoped for in July to benefit the Indian corn and rice, and showers fall again in September and October. The valley is completely covered beyond the effects of the Indian monsoon, and the rain always comes from the west. The spring crop ripens in June and July. Following it is an intermediate crop of Indian corn and other less important grains ripening in August and September, and finally the rice is ready to be cut from the beginning of October. The staple food and most important crop is rice, occupying three-fourths of the cultivated area: lands cultivable probably bear to lands cultivated a proportion of two to one, though this estimate is necessarily imperfect."

On the whole, it is hardly possible to imagine circumstances under which a famine in Kashmir could be produced by lack of moisture. In the famine time of 1831, when Sher Singh, son of Ranjit Singh, misgoverned the Province, as likewise at the present day, whatever the seasons have done towards creating dearth has been rather by inopportunity and excessive rainfall than by drought.

3. The valley of Kashmir seems to occupy an original depression or fissure among the surrounding mountains, which has doubtless been enlarged by the wearing-down powers of water. There is good evidence for the opinion that in geologically modern times the valley was filled by a broad sheet of water which has left its traces in the beds of sand and gravel that skirt the hills. Ancient tradition, moreover, points to the existence of one or more great lakes. The general aspect of the country, as it is believed by a traveller looking down from the crest of one of these ridges, is that of a capacious and level tract, dotted here and there by marshes, formed with the windings of the Jhelum and its tributaries, and bordered by gently-sloping uplands that lead to the foot of the mountain-barrier. The low-lying fields yield rich crops of rice, of which it is said that nearly one hundred varieties have been named. The higher levels are sown with wheat and barley, peas, Indian corn, oil-seeds, and various kinds of millet. Indeed, it appears as though anything in the shape of vegetation would flourish in this productive soil. Vines, mulberries, walnuts, peaches, apricots, apples, pears, quinces, cherries, &c., grow in such profusion, that fruit, though the staple food of the poorer classes for many weeks in the year, has often been seen rotting on the ground for want of somebody with enough energy to pick it up. The surfaces of the lakes are turned into floating gardens, wherein are grown melons, cucumbers, tomatoes, and other vegetables. The bottoms of the same lakes yield tons of the horne water-nut, and are said to support thereby 30,000 persons.

1 The area measured from the ridges of the surrounding ring of hills is nearly 4,000 square miles.
for five months in the year; the water itself is searched for the stalk of the lotus plant, of
which the people are fond. We may pass without special notice the crops of saffron, the silk
cloths, paper, and so forth, for many of which Kashmir is renowned, and all of which might be
developed if the government of the country were in safe hands. The point to which attention
should be directed is this:—That Kashmir has been extraordinarily endowed by nature, par-
ticularly in the matter of its capabilities for raising food supplies, and that supposing the in-
habitants of this favored country to be destroyed by hunger, the cause must be sought either
in some unparalleled accidence of weather and season, or in such external circumstances as the
fiscal and commercial policy of the Government, and the conduct generally of the rulers
towards the ruled.

4. The population of Kashmir was reckoned before the famine at about half a million, of
whom all but 70,000 Pandits were of the Muhammadan creed. No accurate census was ever
taken, and at the present time it is impossible to say what the number of survivors may be,
since the method followed in distributing food leads necessarily to the falsification of returns.
This will be clearly seen hereafter. Some idea, however, of the depopulation of the country
may be formed from the following authoritative description:

"No European who carefully examined the city this summer (1878) with a view to gauging its populations
ever put the people at over 60,000 souls, but nothing can be exactly known. A number of the chief temples to
the north were entirely deserted; whole villages lay in ruins; some suburbs of the city were tenanted; the city
itself half destroyed: the graveyards were filled to overflowing; the river had been full of corpses thrown into
it. It is not likely that more than two-fifths of the people of the valley now survive."

Monsieur Bigey, a French shawl-merchant, has informed the writer of this note that, whereas
in former times there were from 30,000 to 40,000 weavers in Srinagar, now only 4,000 remain,
and that orders from France for shawls cannot be executed for want of hands. It may be that
the famine has fallen with most severity on the weaving class, but as the Persian proverb says—

"a handful is a specimen of the herd."

The Pandits are all of the Brabhim caste and descendants of the ancient Hindus of the
valley who refused to embrace Islam. They are a cunning and avaricious tribe. They fill
almost every civil office of State, from the Governor of Srinagar down to the clerks in attendance
on the collectors of revenue. Their pride and cowardice unfit them for military employ.
Pampered by the Hindu ruler, they play a tyrannical part in the administration of the valley;
and they reap the fruits of their religious superiority in freedom from the pangs of famine;
for it is a noteworthy fact that while thousands of Muhammadans have perished and are still dying
of hunger, no Pandit is to be met with who shows signs of starvation or even of pressing
want. If attempts be made to control the Pandits, check their peculations, and introduce
some equality between them and the Muhammadans, they repair to the Governor, and, with
threats of cutting their threats before him or abandoning the country with their gods, they
bring them to their feet in submission; for they are holy Brabhimis, and he is a devout Hindu.
The Muhammadans of Kashmir bear an evil reputation. A proverb warns the stranger that, if
there should be a dearth of mankind in the world, he would do well to avoid the vile Kashmiri.
They are said to have been accursed of a larger than the usual Asiatic measure of vice, perjury,
and fanaticism; and certainly the hatred which the rival sects of Sunnis and
Shias bear to one another, and which has more than once led to bloodshed, incendiarism, and
sacrilege, testifies to the prevalence of at least one of these faults. But they have further been
charged with invertebrate idleness and want of energy, whence it becomes necessary to drive
them like slaves to the rice-fields. An answer to this last charge might be found in the
products of Kashmir labour, for it is hard to imagine that a people gifted with such a fine
appreciation of form and color, and capable of manufacturing the most excellent and delicate
fabrics, can be adverse to industry. The wonder rather is how men, whose efforts barely
suffice to keep them alive owing to the burdens laid on them, can be got to work at all.
Mr. Robert Thorp, an English traveller who visited Kashmir in 1864 and died there, writes
that fugitives from the valley are in the habit of sending supplies of money to their families,
as occasion offers, by some returning trader or other agent, and that the confidence thus
reposed is never abused. He attributes to the Muhammadans two admirable qualities,
namely, honesty amongst themselves and loving-kindness. He observes that in their villages
and even in villages which had become inappraisable from old age or sickness, and who had no relations
to care for them, was supported by the community: further, that in the towns, especially
in Srinagar, food and money were given to all of the poor who asked for alms from the houses
of the well-to-do. This could only have been true of those days when there was no famine:
yet it is a pleasant trait in the character of a people of whom not over-much good has been
spoken.

5. The Kashmiris, whatever judgment may be pronounced upon their merits and faults,
are such as custodiers of subjection and misfortune have made them. Dr. Arnold, in his
History of Rome (Vol. II., pages 19 and 20), depicted the awful consequences that flow from
continual suffering and oppression—

"how constant poverty and insult long endure as the natural portion of a degraded race, how with them to
the suffering something yet worse than pain, whether of the body or feelings; how they dull the understanding
and paralyse the muscles; how ignorance and ill-treatment combined are the parents of universal suspicion; how
oppression is produced habitual cowardice . . . . . . . how slaves become naturally slaves."

1 The wages of a weaver have been reckoned at three pence per diem. The weight of the lines brought on the tender
prevents the master from paying more, and as it is hard for the weaver to change his ending, he must submit.
and finally how all these evils, and the moral death to which they lead, are turned to account by "oppressors as a defense of their own iniquity and a reason for perpetuating it for ever."

The political history of the unhappy people of Kashmir may be very briefly summed up as follows:—The country was ruled by Hindu and Tartar Princes until the thirteenth century, when it fell beneath the sway of Mahmoud of Ghazni. The Hindu Rajas once established their power: but in the fourteenth century a Muhammadan adventurer seized the throne, and in the course of the same century the bulk of the population became converted to Islam. Under warlike sovereigns of the Chak tribe, who reigned in the middle of the sixteenth century, Kashmir enjoyed a short period of national prosperity and independence; but by the year 1587 it had fallen into the condition of an appanage of the Mogul Emperors, who, however wise and powerful elsewhere, were but stage kings in Kashmir, and have left few traces behind them, save some mosques and casemates, summer-palaces, and graves of princes. In 1762 Kashmir was annexed to Afghanistan, and in 1819, after many sanguinary contests, it was subdued by Ranjit Singh, Maharaja of the Sikhs. From 1819 to 1848 a series of rapacious Governors, aided by famine, earthquakes, and pestilence, reduced the population to 200,000, and turned half the cultivable area into a waste. On the outbreak of the first Sikh war, Kashmir was held for the Sikhs by a Muhammadan Governor named Sheikh Imamuddin, after the battle of Sabraon, Raja Golab Singh, ruler of the Dogra principality of Jammu, arranged the terms of peace with the English; and, in consideration of his services, and of the payment by him of a million sterling, the British Government surrendered to him Kashmir and the hill States between the Beas and the Indus. This transaction, for which there must have been urgent political reasons, bears date the 16th March 1846. Even then, however, Golab Singh could not have made himself master of his new province without the co-operation of the English. His army of Dogras was dismally beaten by the Kashmiris under Imamuddin, who declined to yield up the valley, until warned that he would, in the event of further resistance, be treated as an enemy of the British Government. Thus it came to pass that a country, united chiefly by Muhammadans was handed over to a foreign and Hindu Princes.

6. The abject condition of the Kashmiris has been well described by the French naturalist, Victor Jacquemont, who visited the valley in 1833, and was, therefore, spared the pain of assisting as a spectator at the latest phase of national degradation.

"The Afgnans," he wrote, "having during the last century despised the Moguls of their conquest, and the Sikhs having expelled the Afgnans in this century, a general pillage has ensued upon each conquest; and, in the intervals of peace, anarchy and oppression have done their utmost against agriculture and industry, so that the country is now completely ruined, and the poor Kashmiris appear to have thrown the handle after the basket and to have become the most indolent of mankind. If one must fast, better to do so with folded arms than bending beneath the yoke. In Kashmir, there is hardly any body of workmen, weavers, or pliers the ear, than for him, who, in despair, slumbers all day bosom the shade of the plane tree. A few stupid and brutal Sikhs, with swords at their sides or pistols in their belts, drive along like a flock of sheep these people, whose numbers and ingenuity are marred by their cowardice." Let Dogras be substituted for Sikhs, and the picture will be recognized at the present time.

7. In order to apprehend clearly the actual state of things in Kashmir, this country may be usefully contrasted with the valley of Nepal, which, in situation, climate, and physical characteristics, is not dissimilar, though possessed of far inferior capabilities for irrigation. The Nepal valley is 300 square miles in area. It contains three large cities, numerous villages of considerable size, and a population reckoned at half a million. Every acre of cultivable soil is well tilled, and the country is thickly dotted with cottages comfortably built and snugly thatched, each with a little well-kept garden and a sufficient of cattle. The aspect of the peasantry is bold and frank, and the bazaars of the towns are lined with substantial houses and swarming with life. In short, there is every sign of a contented people. The traveler enters into villages surrounded by gardens, and knows to be more than six times as large as Nepal, observes, indeed, the traces of by-gone prosperity and an old-world civilization. The relics of ancient Hindu or Buddhist fanes, the terraced hills now overgrown with jungle, and the innumerable fragments of stone and pottery strewn on the slopes of the uplands, point to a time when the Kashmir nation had a name and fame. But farther on, within the valley the eye meets wide tracts of unreclaimed swamps, fields thrown out of cultivation, and wretched hamlets in which half the houses are empty and many more roofs and rafter. The appearance of the peasants is pitiable in the extreme. In the fields are women and children digging for edible woods and roots. In Srinagar, the capital, and in some of the larger places, such as Islamabad near the head-waters of the Jhelum, Shupiyon on the old imperial road, and Sopur by the margin of the Wular lake, there are vestiges of populansness; but the bazaars are sadly thinned, the suburbs are like cities of the dead, trade is either decaying or gone, and large numbers of the lower classes of people are so impoverished that they have no money to buy food even when food is procurable. During the height of the distress, if the enquirer asked for relief-works, he was shown a few labourers collected on roads near the English quarter; but these would loudly complain to him that they got no wages. If he asked for Government poor-houses, he was conducted to enclosures where handfuls of boiled rice, in quantities insufficient to keep a dog alive, were given out to hundreds of people in the most awful state that can be imagined from hunger and disease. Sometimes the supply of rice was not enough even to go round the throng, and then an indescribable scene of confusion ensued, in which men, women, and children were held fighting and tearing one another for the samplings of the pane of rice, while soldiers arried with sticks laid about them on every side but in vain, and the sleek Pandits, not one of whom had felt the pangs of hunger, sat enveloped in their cozy blankets, unconcerned witnesses of the agony of their Muhammadan fellow-subjects. These are not the inventions of a disordered fancy, but
statements of facts as noted by an eye-witness, whose painful duty it has been to observe them without power or opportunity to interfere. Such facts should surely afford ground for careful enquiry into what may be the causes which have outweighed so many natural advantages, destroyed the commerce of Kashmir, laid waste her fertile fields, depopulated her towns and villages, and left her rulers helpless in the face of a great calamity.

8. The first of these causes is the crushing severity of the assessment of land revenue. In Kashmir the land belongs to the ruler, and the cultivators are his servants. In the days of the old Hindu Rajas, the State is said to have taken no more than one-sixth of the gross produce, the theory being that, on a division of the population into inhabitants of the country and non-inhabitants of the towns, one-sixth of the food produced by the former was enough for the wants of the latter, as well as of the court and officials. The native dynasty of Chak sovereigns took one-half of the rice, and one-tenth of the dry crops. The Afghans left all vegetables and minor cereals and took five-sixths of the rice. The Sikhs introduced the system of *trakti,* i.e., of exacting one or more tracts of 6 sers over and above the fixed share. This was accompanied by cesses such as tambol, mandiri, roshini-dafstar, and the like; and gradually the share of the State was augmented under one name or another, until at length in 1833 the Sikh Governor, Muni Singh, was considered humane because he abolished a few cesses and only extorted five-sixths of the crops. It may well be a subject of wonder how the cultivators have survived such treatment as this; and, indeed, they would not have survived had they not grown vegetables in garden plots, which, by bribing the authorities, they managed to keep free of taxation, or had they not made a little money by the sale of sheep and pous, and by the manufacture of coarse cloth during the winter. From agriculture they gained no profit, and in it they felt no interest; so that officers had to be appointed lest the fields were left fallow, or carelessly tilled, or the crops eaten when ready for the sickh. Year by year land has been thrown out of cultivation, and new land is rarely taken up by the farmer. To the present day the Government of the Maharanja of Jammu has introduced no real reforms in these matters. From time to time there have been pretences of diminishing the share of the State, and even of setting the revenue on a basis of payments in cash; but the interests of the army of officials are so bound up with the maintenance of official abuses, that improvements are unheard as almost as made, and promises of future concessions are received by the peasants with a smile of incredulity. Though the nominal share of the State is now one-half the produce, the cultivator rarely gets one-quarter; and for the two seasons of 1777-78 and 1875-76 he received scarcely any portion of the rice, which is the staple crop. So surely is prosperity turned into pretext for further extortions, that farmers have been known to decline offers of foreign seed, lest the unusually fine crops that might be expected therefore should catch the eye of the tax-gatherer. The principal cause, therefore, of the ruin of Kashmir is the pressure of land revenue which is assessed at such a proportion as to deprive the agriculturists of all incentive to exertion.

9. The second cause is to be found in the arrangements for collecting the revenue. In most parts of India the demand of the State is satisfied by a sum of money which is fixed for a term of years. The cultivator or his employer does what he likes with his lands and his crops; and so long as he pays his quota by the appointed day, he is unmolested. In Kashmir the crops are actually divided upon the ground and in a manner which combines the greatest risk of loss to the ruled with the greatest certainty of extortion from the ruler. The common practice is to let out a circle of villages to a contractor who engages to deliver a stated quantity of grain, representing an estimate of the Government share, together with numerous petty cesses in cash and kind, for the support of Hindu priests, for the supplies of officials of village servants, and so forth. The contractor is remunerated by a percentage as commission, and he is aided by a chain of officials, who, excepting in the lowest grades, are Pandits and therefore out of sympathy with the peasantry, while all are improperly paid, and are consequently forced to live on the cultivators. The following is a list of these officials:

(1) The *takshādār,* or scaleman, who weighs out the shares of the State and of the zamindars.
(2) The *shakādār,* who watches the crops.
(3) The *sādval,* who controls the *shakādās.*
(4) The *patadāri,* or accountant.
(5) The *mukaddam,* who aids the Pandit.
(6) The *bārdar* over several villages, who arranges distribution of produce, &c.
(7) The *takṣīldār* in charge of several parganas.

When the harvest approaches, there is usually a dispute as to whether the crop is such that the contractor can be fairly called up to fulfil his engagement. This leads to the appointment of an official appraiser, whose valuation depends in the main on the adequacy or inadequacy of the brique received by him. When the valuation of grain to be delivered by the contractor summarily settled, the harvest proceeds, and the crops, after being cut and threshed, are stacked within an enclosure surrounded by a low hedge of thorny bushes, where they remain for months piled in heaps, corresponding with the number of shares, until the contents are piercing by officials, robbed by the penetrators, or conveyed away to the public granaries. The cultivators are allowed at harvest-time to take a small advance from their supposed share, and these advances are barely enough,
ched out with vegetables and weeds, to keep them alive until the authorities shall be pleased to
decide whether the food-stocks are sufficient to admit of a final separation of the portion of
the State from the portion of the cultivators. On one pretext or another, either that the
cultivators are in arrears, or that they get the lion's share of the spring-crops, and so forth,
the question is generally in the end settled by the greater part of the principal crop, viz., rice,
being swept into the granaries.
10. This brings us to a consideration of the third cause, which is—the State monopoly
of grain. The grain reserved for the State is conveyed, as occasion requires, on ponies or in
boats to the public granaries, whence it is sold by officers appointed for the purpose at prices
that seem extraordinarily cheap1 when compared with those ruling in India. But the common
people reaped little advantage from these low prices. While the officers of Government and
the Pandits had no difficulty in obtaining as much as they needed at the fixed rate, the stores
were often closed to the public for weeks together, and at other times the grain was sold to
each family in a quantity supposed to be proportionate to the number of persons in the family.
The judges of the said quantity were not the persons most concerned, viz., the purchasers, but
the local authorities. Since the end of 1878 the proportion allowed has varied, but it has
rarely exceeded 10 lbs.4 weight of cleaned rice per head per menstru—a supply which is
clearly not enough to support life, and which has consequently to be supplemented by any
edible herbs the people can pick up. The official explanation of this extraordinarily small
allowance is that the inhabitants exaggerated their numbers and evaded attempts to make an
accurate census; and for this reason a proportion which is apparently deficient for the nominal
number is ample for the real number. But they seem to forget that a reduction which may
be justifiable in the case of a rich man, whose family lives in privacy, is death to the poor
who are neither likely nor able to demand more than their families want. Srinagar and
the large towns were in fact treated like besieged cities, in which the poorer inhabitants were put
on half or quarter rations, while the ruling classes feasted to their heart's content. Apart
from the mortality arising from scanty nourishment, the evils of constant innovation as this,
if it is a government that can be called, are plain. In the first place, a private grain-trade cannot be
openly conducted in Kashmir, and the stocks of the country cannot be replenished by indivi-
dual enterprise. However dreadful the famine may be, no merchant will dream of importing
grain from India; for, supposing that he surmounted the difficulties and dangers of the roads
and escaped the exactions of petty servants of Government, on arrival at Srinagar he would
not be suffered to sell his goods at his own price; and in endeavouring to dispose of them, he
would be harassed and thwarted by numerous officials, to whose direct advantage it is that a
real or artificial scarcity was kept created. The peculiar phenomena of the Kashmir grain
trade are well illustrated by the Punjab Trade Report for the year ending March 1879. This
was a period during which food-stocks in the valley were at the lowest ebb. The exports
of grain and pulse from Kashmir to the Punjab increased from 44,043 mounds in 1877-78 to
54,884 mounds in 1878-79, while the imports of grain and pulse into Kashmir territory from
the Punjab decreased from 3,14,352 mounds in 1877-78 to 1,78,104 mounds in 1878-79. As
the Deputy Commissioner of Jhelum remarked—

"the fact is that, owing to the bad roads in Kashmir, a great deal of the wheat growing in the plains at the foot
of the hills, where there was little or no famine, was brought into Jhelum as being a large market, where the
cultivators were certain of getting a good price."

Whether, as the same officer supposes, the grain was re-exported to Jammu or not, certain
it is that little or none was brought by private traders into the valley of Kashmir. Regarding
obstructions placed in the way of a trade in grain by interested parties, it is plain that since the
officers of the Government and the classes whom they favor can procure as much grain in
Kashmir as they please at a cheap rate, while the public are kept on the shortest possible
rations, the former have a strong temptation to accumulate stocks for secret sale at greatly
enhanced prices to those of the latter who are able to pay what is demanded. It is also
obvious that the former have good reasons for not exerting themselves to put an end to a con-
dition of affairs which brings them in an abundant harvest of money and for excluding
foreign competitors. The devices to which the officials resort for the purpose of accumulat-
ing grain are most ingenious. For example, an officer, whose position gives him the oppor-
tunity, steals a large quantity of rice from the public stores. If he were to sell this rice
openly, suspicion might fall upon him. Accordingly, he makes terms with a friendly judgmar
or privileged landowner who may fairly be held to have private stocks, and so the traffic is
safely carried on. The delection is not apparent until after some time when the store is
found to yield less than was anticipated. And then what can be more easy than to say that
the estimate of the crop collected in this store was exaggerated, or that the zamindars who
have probably died of starvation meanwhile, are the thieves? To take another instance. An
influential Pandit has charge of rice brought to the city of Srinagar. His son is zilladar
of Sopar, a place some 20 miles distant. An order comes from the Maharaja that so many
kilos of rice are to be sent from Srinagar to be sold in native to the people of Sopar.
The Pandit forwards the supply to his son, who, after a decent interval, and after depositing

1 The Government rate in 1679 was at first Rs. 3 local currency, equal to Co's Rs. 1-14 per kiti'mar of rice
in mass. The kiti'mar is reckoned at 90 local sara, equal to nearly 80 British sara. The rice is loaded with
as well as mixed with water, so that it yields only half the quantity of cleaned grain. Therefore the rate was Co's
Rs. 1-14 per mound of 80 British sara of cleaned rice, which gives over 21 sara per Co's rupee. During the winter
months, the Famine Commission prevailed on the Maharaja to restore the old rate of Rs. 3 local currency per kiti'mar
of uncleaned rice.

2 1 rupee = 12 Kashmiri sara of rice in mass which yields half the weight in cleaned rice.
the value at Rs. 3 local currency per Ibrimtar in the Sopur treasury, return it to his father.

As a sorcer Co.'s rape, or more than three times the rate which his son paid for it. The treasury
pupulation of Sopur. Perhaps it may be urged that, after all, the authorities and their
favourites must foresee in the ultimate ruin of the country the creation of their own gains
and of the gains for their successors; but no man cares less for posterity than the Austrians;
and perity in the future, there is the apprehension, from which minds of the rulers of Kashmir
are seldom or never free, that some day or other strangers will enter into their inheritance.
We may mention here, as a significant fact, that, although the dishonest misappropriation of
grain by Kashmir officials was notorious throughout the famine, and was often reported to the
Maharaja with evidence of the most convincing kind, not a single instance is known in which
the guilty were punished, and in some cases it happened that, when the scandal grew too
flagrant to admit of the offender being kept in high employ in Kashmir, he was merely removed
to Jammu and there comfortably provided for. This failure of justice, coupled with the
remarkable circumstance that the price of grain sold secretly has sometimes risen and fallen
according to the political exigencies of the Durbar, has led to the suspicion that the Maharaja
himself was interested in these transactions, and that he endeavoured to replenish his treasury
by selling grain privately through his officials at the natural market rate, which was extremely
high; while at the same time the public sales at low rates were retarded or even stopped
altogether. This is of course a matter hardly susceptible of proof; but, seeing that the
Maharaja is the principal, if not the only, grain-dealer in the country, the suspicion is not
unreasonable, and, indeed, the extraordinary impunity with which the secret sales were carried
on is very difficult to account for on any other hypothesis.

11. The fourth cause is the oppressive taxation upon everything capable of being taxed. The trade of Kashmir with British India, even under the present melancholy circumstances and in the dismiser year 1878-79, was registered as of the value of Rs. 81,730,734. When a
better system of government it might be largely expanded, but the consequences of the famine
are already seen in the diminution of imports from India into Kashmir, which fell from
Rs. 35,85,402 in 1877-78 to Rs. 25,56,043 in 1878-79. The actual depopulation of the valley
and the impoverishment of the survivors must in any case delay recovery, but a grazer impediment
arises from the multiplicity and weight of the excations levied upon every branch of commerce. It has been truly said that no product is too insignificant, no person too poor, to entertain to the State an extraordinary tribute. Saffron sold at a
villagers, has been taken up as a Government monopoly, which employed a large number of
workmen it is true, but of which the profits went not to the ruled but to the ruler. Lately
even the Government manufacture of silk has failed, for the employees and hands, being most
irregularly paid, neglected their work, and the whole stock of eggs perished from cold.

Saffron forms another monopoly. So likewise are tea and salt, and the aromatic plant called
lot. Paper and tobacco have lately been added to the list. Though the sides of the hills are
strewn with stones, not one can be taken to build a house, except by the monopolists, for which
farmed the monopoly from the State. The same is the case with brick-making; and even the
death cannot be buried save by licensed and privileged grave-diggers. Besides the excessive
proportion of produce claimed from the peasant, there is a cess of from 4 to 20 annas levied
on each house in the villages. Of fruit-three-quarters are appropriated by Government; and an
experiment is now being made, under the supervision of a Belgian gentleman, to convert this
produce into wine and spirits for the benefit of the treasury, though the consumption of intoxicating
beverages is actually prohibited by the Maharaja’s own laws! One anna is charged annually
per head on sheep and goats, and the larger villages are called upon to give every year
two or three of these animals, besides ponies and home-spun blankets, half the value of the
contributions being returned in money. Milk, honey, water-nuts, and reeds used for thatching,
all are brought under taxation. If a villager plant a tree, it is immediately claimed by the
Government, in consequence of which scarcely a young fruit-tree is to be found in the valley,
except in the Government gardens. If this should continue, it is obvious that the fruit-supply of
the valley must very seriously diminish as the old trees die off or are cut down. This will
be very markedly the case with the walnuts, which are being felled for the French market,
without any provision being made for planting young trees in place of those removed. The
shoal trade received a deadly blow from the impoverishment caused by the French and German
war, and afterwards by the change of fashion which expelled these fabrics from the French
and American markets. But it was always a marvel how the industry could have outlived the
impositions to which it was subjected; nor, indeed, could it have survived but for the cruel
regulations which forbade a weaver to relinquish his calling, or even, until the last few months,
to leave the valley. The wool was taxed as it entered. Kashmir: the manufacturer was taxed for
every workman he employed: again he was taxed at various stages of the process according to
the value of the fabric, and, lastly, the merchant was taxed before he could export the
goods. Since the famine began, the poll-tax on weavers employed has not been exacted, for
the simple reason that in a time of so deep and widespread misery the weavers could not pay.
As a substitute for the poll-tax and other impost on shawl-weaving, the export duty on shawls
has been raised within the last year to 35 per cent. as refor use. This enormous rate, besides
being an inducement to smuggling, discourages intending purchasers. Other callings are
exposed to exactions of the same sort. Cookes who are engaged to carry the baggage of
travellers, surrender half their earnings. Butchers, bakers, carpenters, boatmen, and even prostitutes, are taxed. As regards the last-named class, it has come under the notice of the writer of the narrative that a prurience that is even enlivened in the local courts to prevent punishment to victims from leaving Kashmir, on the ostensible ground that the girl was in debt, but really because her owner considered that she had a title to the miserable creature for whose services the Government dues had been paid. It is but justice to observe here that the decree passed by the court of first instance in favor of the complainant was overruled in appeal, but there is reason to suppose that this ultimate decision was owing to the fact that the matter had caught the notice of the English in Kashmir, for the formal position of these lowest of slaves in relation to their owners is notorious in British India, but it would be difficult to discover elsewhere a system of imports which embraces everything however petty, and descends, for what it can pick up, to the lowest abyss of human misery and degradation. Nor has the Government of Kashmir the excuse of being pressed by financial embarrassments. Not to mention the boards believed to have been accumulated by Golak Singh and the present Maharanj, the income of Kashmir has exceeded the charges. The revenue from all sources, though not accurately known, has been estimated by good authority at not less than £400,000, while the expenditure cannot exceed more than half that amount. Doubtless it must be admitted that many of the exactions which we have described have been handed down from former times, and that it is always difficult for a Native Chief to enforce beneficial changes upon unwilling subordinates, and the more especially so in critical times. It could not, however, have been intended, when Kashmir was given to the Dogras, that all hope of reform and progress should be extinguished.

If it be asked to what purposes the surplus revenues have been devoted, the answer must be that the money has gone to maintain the needs of the country, to pamper the priests of a hostile creed, and to supply the luxuries of a corrupt court, while no public works of utility are connected with the name of the Dogra House, and the administration of the country has been allowed to slide into a condition of weakness and disorganization.

12. It is now time to review briefly the course of the famine. The spring harvest of 1877 was short even for Kashmir owing to want of rain. The autumn and winter of 1877-78 were unusually rainy. Some notion had been entertained of taking the revenue in money; but the rice crop of a year which was a very full crop, cut and stacked, than the rains and the authorities, fearing an exhaustion of the public granaries, revoked previous orders and announced their intention of collecting the dues in kind. Even then, had the cultivators been free to make their own arrangements, much of the endangered rice might have been preserved by removing it beneath the shelter of houses or to localities which could be easily drained. But there was the fear lest the cultivators might appropriate too much for themselves if allowed to convey the rice from the places where it had been stacked, and, in consequence, the crop remained on the low ground and in the open air, and there it rotted until at least one half was lost. There might yet have been a chance for the country, had the authorities divided what was left with the cultivators and forthwith set to work to import grain from India. They acted in a very different way. As the share of the State had already been estimated before the bad weather began, the exaction of the whole share would obviously more than cover all the rice that had been saved. Accordingly, every grain was set apart for the public granaries: and the almost inconceivable folly was committed of leaving the agricultural population during the winter without any food whatever, excepting such roots as grow wild, or immediate loss of these means was the effect of the hard times of the peasantry. The emigrants indeed could only escape by stealth, because the Government, though unable to feed its people, still maintained the rule against emigration, and posted guards at the passes with strict injunctions to turn back all who were not provided with a written permission to leave the country. It would be easy to multiply instances of the sufferings to which these barbarous proceedings gave rise. Bands of starving wretches have been seen sitting in despair by the side of a river which they were debarred from crossing; a woman has been seen brutally beaten back from a bridge over the Jhelum, while her child stood weeping on the British bank of the stream: the inhabitants of the village near Gulmarg essayed to cross the snowy Pir Panjal, and left their bones in a desolate ravine. How many perished in like manner will never be known, but the frontier districts of the Punjab have witnessed the condition of those who survived the journey.

13. The spring-crops of Kashmir are never abundant: most of the land is low and swampy, and fitted only for the cultivation of rice, and none but the rice-fields are manicured. The wheat and barley in 1879 were exceedingly poor, not yielding more than 1,060,000 maunds. The fruit also was much affected, and the early autumn grains, such as maize and millet, were partly destroyed by intense heat and blight, and partly devoured by the starving peasants; so that scarcely any reached the granaries. Thus the famine increased in severity as the year 1878 wore on, and even the urban population, who had hitherto been preserved at the cost of the cultivators, began to feel the pressure of want. The Government store-houses, from which rice is usually sold to the people at fixed rates, were closed for weeks, and none, save officials and Pandits, succeeded in procuring food. It was known that these persons would rice secretly at five times the regular price, but the quantity thus disposed of must have been limited, and none of the poorer classes could purchase on the regular system. 1 The regular army is about 16,000 strong. Some 6,000 are kept at Jammu where they are used for display, 6,000 are in garrison in Kashmir, and the rest hold the frontier posts, such as博士学位, doctors, and officials. There are, moreover, some 6,000 irregular levies.
such terms. Mortality, therefore, advanced in rapid strides, and the roads, bazaars, and villages began, by summer time, to be thronged by starving wretches. All this while the Dogra himself, by realising a larger revenue than his predecessors, endeavored to persuade the Maharajah that the accounts of the distress were exaggerated. His character may be judged from a remark which he made to Mr. Henvey, the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, upon the subject of a suspension or remission of revenue: "Why talk of remitting revenue? The revenueless themselves are dead or dying."

14. Yet even in Kashmir the truth contrives sooner or later to prevail. By midsummer reports of several news-writers, indignant letters published in Anglo-Indian journals, and the complaints of travellers and merchants, produced an effect at Jammu, and convinced the advisers of the Maharaja that efforts must be made to relieve the growing distress. Accordingly, in the early autumn, there was talk of bringing in grain from India; and though the Maharaja rejected the offer of British aid in other ways, he applied for assistance in collecting carriage, which was readily given him so far as the resources of the frontier districts permitted. Unfortunately the season for such measures as these had passed, and the heavy rains which now began to pour on the mountains between Kashmir and the plains, put a stop to importation, so that the greater part of the grain had to be stored on the roads, and very little of it ever reached the valley.

15. About the same time the Governor of Kashmir received instructions to open relief works and distribute food to the poorest of the urban population. The labourers on the works received neither money nor grain. Payment was not provided for, or supplies were intercepted by faithless subordinates. So these measures soon came to an end. At Guriang, for example, the relief operations consisted of a collection of some fifty villagers, who were pressed from their toil by the wheat, and set to labour on a road near the cricket-ground. After ten days the labourers fled, because they were neither paid nor fed. Even Kashmiris who did not work on a diet of weeds and jungle produce. The distribution of gratuitous relief in the shape of food proved an actual failure. There was no attempt made to discriminate between those who were really in want and those who preferred mendacity to labour. Handfuls of cooked rice were given out at two or three places in Srinagar to any who might choose to ask, and the natural consequence was that the able-bodied, who could scrounge and fight, got a meal for nothing, while the women and children, the sick, infirm, and aged, went hungry. Meanwhile, the mortality increased to a terrible degree, especially among the peasantry, who had been practically abandoned to their fate. Yet the orders prohibiting emigration remained in force.

16. The results of a suicidal policy were soon perceived in the shortness of the growing rice-crop. Rice is a crop that needs many hands. In the first place, the land on which it is planted is the only soil in Kashmir that requires to be well manured. Next, there is the transplantation, which cannot be accomplished without labourers. Thirdly, if there are not plenty of wonderers, the crop is liable to be choked by jungle. The Kashmiri villages being half-depopulated, these conditions were not fulfilled; and, moreover, the starving peasants that had devoured much of the seed given out to them. They preferred a present meal to the distant hope of obtaining their share of the harvest when ripe, and in this, they were justified both by their previous experiences and by the actual course of events.

Thus it became evident that there would be a poor harvest of rice even in the most favoured parts of the valley, and that in the worst parts there would be none; while the average all over the valley could not exceed one-half of the usual return. This failure of the rice was due, as is observed, not to climate accidents—but since the weather had been favourable for the cultivation of rice—but to the demoralization of the husbandmen, and to the despair caused by want of confidence in their rulers, of those who had survived. To complete the picture, it should be added that the hot summer of 1878 was hurtful to the crops of Indian-corn and millet, and that there was scarcely any fruit owing to the severity of the preceding winter and spring.

17. The prospect then, in the autumn of 1878, was extremely dark. It is true the number of mouths to be fed had decreased along with the food, but not in a like proportion, since whatever relief had been given tended to the preservation of the food-consumers in the cities, while the fall weight of the calamity had fallen on the food-producers. The condition of affairs was set before the British Government, and it was immediately decided that the imprisonment of the starving people within the valley could no longer be tolerated. The Government of the Maharaja pretended at first that emigration was not forbidden, but subsequently yielded to British remonstrance, and undertook to withdraw the guards from the passes. The Maharaja's orders, however, were not at once obeyed, for it is a fact that even late in October 1878 the servant of an English officer was seized on the road to Mirroe, and conveyed back to Srinagar merely because he was accompanied by his wife and daughter. In the end, a considerable number of Kashmiris availed themselves of their newly-founded freedom, but not enough to materially redress the disproportion between food-consumers and available stocks. Many of those who might have emigrated at an earlier time had perished, and their women, children, and aged or infirm relatives were not fitted to accomplish so formidable a journey. Formidable it always is by nature, and still more so formidable was it then, owing to the exceptional hardships of the time. A party of emigrants could not procure food in Kashmir before setting out, nor could they buy food on the road. Under such circumstances as these, only the very strong, or the very fortunate, would survive an expedition of thirteen or fourteen marches leading across ridges of mountains
from 9,000 to 11,000 feet above the sea. Had the local authorities organised and conducted a migratory movement on a large scale, and, since they could not bring food to their subjects, brought their subjects to the food, many lives would have been saved; but far-seeing measures of this kind were not so much as thought of.

18. The famine continuing to increase in severity, the Maharaja at length deputed Dewan Anant Ram, one of his principal ministers, to Srinagar. Anant Ram arrived in Kashmir towards the end of September, about the time when the early rice was being cut, and his advent was followed by a more liberal distribution of food in the city. So profligate, indeed, was the distribution that Anant Ram is officially reported to have disposed of nearly 90,000 kharvars of rice within two months by sales to the public of Srinagar and issues of rations to the troops. These 90,000 kharvars of rice represented about a quarter of the stock of rice which the Government had in hand for consumption until the next autumn harvest. It was soon perceived that Dewan Anant Ram could not cope with the famine, for his influence was powerless to overcome the opposition of officials trained under the former Governor, Wazir Punnah. This man was indeed ostentatiously disregarded and recalled to Jammu; but as he had proved himself to be a profitable servant, he was immediately admitted into the most intimate councils of the Maharaja, and his voice has to the present day preserved all its power for evil; in a word, Kashmir is still ruled by the very man who has ruined the country, and on the very system to which that ruin has been due. It might have been supposed that care would be taken in 1877-78 not to repeat the mistake committed in 1877-78, and that the cultivators would be allowed to appropriate their own share of the rice. The contrary occurred. Excepting a small quantity of rice given at harvest-time, and a few subsequent doles, for which the cultivators were compelled to pay, the villagers once more received scarcely anything. It is true nearly 4 lakhs of kharvars of rice in husk were officially returned as the zamindars' portion, but this portion never reached them; it was appropriated by the agents of the State. Of this fact the common voice of the people and the deserted condition of the villages can be the authoritative witness. If pressed for explanation, the authorities would probably allege that the villagers were in debt for previous balances; but, apart from the fact that revenue demands are so heavy as to leave the cultivators no hope of clearing themselves, it is obvious that not even the most obdurate of creditors would be expected to exact his dues at a time when the execution must prove fatal to the existence of the debtor. The Government admitted this view in theory, and Dewan Anant Ram repeatedly promised that, whatever occurred, the State would leave to the cultivators their full portion; but, in practice, what the State left, its servants have taken. The depredations of the dependency therefore went on, and the Government acknowledged his impotence in the face of obstruction in Kashmir and discouragement from Jammu, by sending in the year early in December 1878, shortly after the death of his grandfather, Dewan Jowah Sahai, who was for many years the trusted minister of the Maharaja. Dewan Anant Ram was succeeded by Dewan Badrinath, a respectable but feeble Pandith, whose administration, to use the words of the Punjab Report for 1877-78, "proved as inefficient and calamitous as that of Wazir Punnah had done." Badrinath, however, has not had a chance. The real ruler is still Wazir Punnah, who by a special order of the Maharaja controls the purse and so that no Kashmir official can get his pay without the Wazir's leave. The Wazir also retains charge of public works, distribution of swaad to troops and others, the toshakhana, and so forth.

19. In the meantime the British Government, aroused by the severity of the famine, instructed its agent, Mr. Henvey, to proceed to Jammu and confer with the Maharaja. The meeting, at which the Hon'ble Mr. Cunningham, President of the Indian Famine Committee, happened to be present, took place in October 1878. It then appeared that the Maharaja's Government estimated the outlay of the whole autumn harvest, including rice, to be 11,000,000 kharvars, or about half the average. Preparations were being made to sow an unusually large area with wheat and barley for the spring harvest; but, on the whole, the Maharaja apprehended that there would be a deficiency of food-stocks in 1879 of about 2,000,000 mounds of grain, and His Highness consequently proposed that he should endeavour during the winter to throw in 1,000,000 mounds by the Banial road, while the British Government might help him by importing another 1,000,000 mounds by the road from Murree along the valley of the Jhelum. At the same time His Highness stipulated that the British Government should employ native, not English, officers, in charge of the measures which might be agreed upon, though he knew too well how fatal to efficiency such a stipulation must prove to be. However unsatisfactory these proposals were, it is unfortunate that immediate action was not taken upon them. The Maharaja indeed, in evidence of his earnestness, made spasmotid efforts to collect carriage and convey grain from Jammu to the southern foot of the mountains bounding Kashmir; but owing principally to the corruption of his officers, who never pay the whole of the remuneration sanctioned for the owners of carriages, His Highness's exertions were not successful, and up to the very end of the famine not more than 60,000 mounds reached the valley via Baniala.

20. The British Government was fully engaged at this time by the preparations for the first campaign in Afghanistan, and it was, therefore, naturally reluctant to undertake the work of collecting an additional supply of carriages unless the need were urgent and indisputable. The estimate afforded by the State officials seemed to show that, although the rice might not exceed one-half an average crop, yet, considering the diminished population and the expectations of an abundant spring harvest, which was reckoned at two lakhs of kharvars, the food-stocks would be sufficient. It was, perhaps, not fully realised at that time that the authorities of the State, even if they could be relied on to tell the truth, were unable, from the very
nature of their system of collecting land-revenue, to compute accurately the yield of the crops, or at least of that portion of which would reach the granaries. There were, moreover, no disclosed the real condition of affairs. First, the Kashmir Government continued doling out food in most insufficient quantities. Second, looking to the expense and difficulty of importation, it was unlikely that the probable shortening would be exaggerated. Third, the distribution, but appropriated in large quantities by officials and Pandits, and withdrawn from consumption, either to be locked up as a precaution against the future, or to be privately sold at his dead and dying lay uncovered for in the streets. The extreme misery which prevailed at this time has been truthfully recorded by the Reverend Mr. Wade of the Church Mission Society.

"Men, women, and children are dying now daily of starvation, and many others are seen on every side crying about who bear the seal of death on them. Quite recently I have seen them dying in their villages, unsheltered and uncared for, lying in mire and mire, too weak to rise, and only able to open and shut their mouths to signify that it was food they wanted, and their relations and neighbours, when money was given them, would look helplessly and say: 'For God's sake give us a little food.' I have seen them lying dead in their houses with starving ones around waiting their turns to die.—dead by the roadside, their relations and friends too poor to obtain a piece of cloth in which decently to wrap them, or unknown and, therefore, unburied: in one case at least the body had been half devoured by birds and beasts. Yesterday I saw a girl of about twelve years of age lying dead at the door of our orphanage; a day or two before I saw a man lying dead under a rock at a little distance from this. Several of our cowttes have died on the famine-relief works; a large majority of the 60 or 70 in-patients in the hospital are suffering from the effects of starvation; and some 60 of the children taken into the orphanage never recovered from the terrible state to which they had sunk, but gradually grew weaker and weaker, and at last died notwithstanding all efforts to save them.

The appearance of the villages is most distressing; the houses deserted, roofs, walls, and many of the doors and windows gone. No play, but a cut-off, half-starved, half-naked skeleton forms lying in the sun. Those who have the strength are out in the fields, men trying to prepare the land for the next harvest, and the women and children grubbing up roots and gathering plants and bark. Everything that can possibly serve for food is eaten. I have collected myself, about forty kinds of roots and plants the people eat; indeed, constrained by hunger they sometimes eat what is injurious and poisonous. And what efforts have been made to meet this terrible distress caused by the famine? Had famine-relief works been commenced on a large scale, the general pressure upon the poor-houses might easily have been removed, the people assisted, and the country improved. But in the winter the Governor of the Province told a gentleman, who called upon him to try and get a little work done, that orders had come from Jammu that during the short days all Government works had to be suspended, as a proper day's work could not be obtained from the cowttes for a day's pay."
snow had fallen since October 1879, and the spring crops which had been sown over an unusually wide area for Kashmir were on the point of perishing from lack of moisture. There were said to be stocks of rice too low to last about three months. There were also not less than three months. The city population had not their share of the last harvest. The city population had been put on rations of one-fifth of a ear of rice every head per diem. Attempts had been made to open relief-works, but the labourers, getting no pay from the dishonest officials employed by the Durbar, had run away. Several poor-house containing crowds of famishing creatures, had been established in Srinagar, but there was everywhere perceptible a want of organisation and management. The supply of food provided each day sufficed not to go round the circle of paupers and give each a bare handful, while there was no sort of attempt to discriminate between those who were really starving and those who were beggars, or to separate the strong from the weak. In most instances, the distribution of relief took the shape of a general scramble in which the weaker went to the wall; and after the distribution the paupers were suffered to wander at will through Srinagar and infect the streets. Nothing could be worse than the aspect of the rural districts. The villages seemed two-thirds deserted, and even in the suburbs of Srinagar whole lines of houses had been pulled to pieces in order that the materials might be sold for a few piec. The survivors of the population were in the fields digging up weeds and roots for food.

24. In the beginning of March 1879, an opulence fall of snow and rain saved for the time the wheat and barley. Nature had also been kind in covering the trees with a load of blossoms which gave promise of an unusually abundant crop of fruit; but this promise was in some measure destroyed by the famishing people who hardly waited until the green berries were formed before they plucked and devoured the fruit. Baskets of green apricots, scarcely the size of marbles, were exposed for sale in the bazaars of Srinagar, and hungry crowds thronged the orchards and collected the trees in quest of the growing cupules. In the encouraging agriculture, the Maharaja’s Government issued a proclamation engaging to surrender one of the numerous cases that absorb the cultivators’ share of the rice-crop, and to reduce the State share of other kinds of grain from one-half to two-fifths. It is not a matter for surprise, however, that the peasants placed little confidence in such engagements as those which are more lightly undertaken than punctually fulfilled.

25. In the same month, March 1879, the British Government, having received alarming reports from Mr. Henvey, the Officer-Special at Srinagar, recognised the necessity of at once acting upon the proposals submitted by the Durbar at the Jammu conference of the preceding October.

26. The following is the official account given in the Punjab Administration Report for 1878-79 of the measures undertaken for importing grain and of the results achieved. It should be particularly observed that, apart from the misconduct of the Kashmir authorities, the most serious obstacle to the work of importation arose from the want of good roads leading across the Pir Panjal mountain range or up the valley of the Jumna from the plains of the Punjab to Kashmir.

It should also be remarked that the same authorities, who either could not or would not supply Mr. Russell with Kashmir carriage, produced for inspection some 14,000 ponies when it suited their purpose to display a zealous co-operation in the war against Kabul.

Arrangements were at once made by the Punjab Government to import a ladh of mounds of grain. Darun Ammad Khan visited Lahore early in March for the purpose of arranging the details of the contract, and the grain was eventually given to the contractors through the middleman, Roshan Bung, on the understanding that the importation of 50,000 mounds of grain by the Murree route by the 15th June, and Mr. Russell was employed on commission to import as much by the Thambur route. The Jumna war, and the efforts made by the Punjab Government to supply the army in the field with transport, had almost denuded the Punjab of its carriage. The roads to Kashmir were deserted and broken, while six months of absence had left no available fodder on the lines of transport. All possible assistance was, however, given to the contractors by the Punjab Government, and the Maharaja issued stringent orders to assist them in every possible way—orders which were too often neglected by the Kashmir officials, who threw every obstruction in the way of the British contractors, whom they saw likely to carry off the profits which they wished to obtain themselves.

The contractors meanwhile had been doing their best to fulfil their engagements, but the carriage obtained by Mr. Russell was that from the Punjab, and the carriage obtained by Mr. Russell from the Punjab was not in deference to the high hills of Kashmir, and he was persistently thwarted in his attempts to obtain baggage animals in the valley, although many were procurable. A vigorous remonstrance from the Punjab Government to the Durbar had the effect of somewhat removing obstruction, and a certain amount of carriage was placed at his disposal, but nothing at all was done to improve the roads, and no single bridge was properly erected. On the other hand, the Sikh was unable to collect carriage from the north of the Punjab, except very slowly, and the supplies of fodder stored by the Durbar on the Murree road were found to be quite useless.

Thus it came to pass that, when the 15th June had arrived, only some 15,000 mounds, out of the ladh engaged for, had been delivered and were present in Kashmir. Fortunately the weather continued very fine throughout the summer till late in August, and the contractors were able to go on slowly with their work, without being stopped by the rains. At the end of June the work was inspected by the Assistant to Mr. Henvey, and, after this, better arrangements were made and some repairs were effected on the road, though too late to be of any great use. The contractors also luckily in having severe cholera and fever on both lines of transport, which frightened the coolies from flocking to the depots; while foot-and-mouth disease attacked the oxen in the service of the Sikh.

The rain on the billiards, however, checked the work of the contractors, and it became clear that the whole amount engaged for could not be delivered. It was determined, therefore, to stop the Pir Panjal importation on the 12th September, and the information has been sent by the Murree route till the 15th October. Up to the end of August 40,000 mounds had been delivered—not at a very great quantity, but still sufficient to show the difference in the existing existing state of the country. It was impossible to give carriage now to Mr. Russell, as the grain was needed in the rice-fields; and as the setting of a very early winter was anticipated, it was thought well to close his contract and make over to Mr. Russell the remainder of the Durbar’s requirements in the event of an early winter. This was accordingly done, Mr. Russell having delivered in Kashmir something less than 10,000 mounds. The 5th of October did so well that it seemed as if the whole 50,000 mounds would shortly be delivered, but unfortu-
27. In April 1879 a further attempt was made by the Punjab Government to intervene and save the people of Kashmir. The Lieutenant-Governor met the Maharaja at Sialkot, and it was arranged that a Committee, consisting of a minister and other servants of the Maharaja, the English officer and Civil Surgeon on duty in Kashmir, and some of the inhabitants of Srinagar, should be appointed by the Maharaja to superintend famine operations. His Highness seems to have been left to prescribe the rules by which the Committee was to be guided, and these rules were devised so as to throw on the Committee various duties, such, for example, as supervising relief works and poor-houses, searching for misappropriated grain, punishing fraudulent officials, and the like, without any sort of executive power whatever. The Governor of Srinagar was neither given a seat on the Committee nor suffered to appear before it for the purpose of affording such aid and information as might be required. Thus, from the outset the executive authorities were placed in antagonism to the Committee. Almost the first step which the Committee took was to endeavour to ascertain what was the quantity of food in stock. After many prevarications and inconsistent statements, the amount finally reported was under 40,000 mounds of rice, or enough to feed a population of, say, 300,000 souls, for a fortnight at the rate of one-third of a sird per head per day. But the population of Srinagar alone was returned by the same authorities at the extravagant figure of 193,000, though even before the famine the city contained not more than 120,000, half of whom must have disappeared. It was evident, therefore, that, if the stocks were as low as they were represented to be, the Committee had been convened to no purpose. At the same time, owing to the refusal of the Maharaja's Government to associate its chief responsible officer with the Committee, while the man next to him in authority had hitherto, for a year, been on a pilgrimage to India, the Committee was powerless of means for instituting a searching enquiry into the facts. The English members of the Committee had every reason to believe that the official returns of food-stocks were false; and that in reality the granaries contained supplies which were kept back for exterior objects. This belief was justified by subsequent events, for, when the Maharaja marched into the valley in June 1879, the Governor of Srinagar, Dowan Balintwa, produced some 28,000 kliwurs of rice, which he said he had hoarded under the heading of seed, and not perhaps in the accumulated stores of his own corrupt servants, and to attribute its non-disposal to the victims, which were in reality caused by his own incompetence and misrule. This censure brought about the immediate dissolution of the Committee, since the English members, already disgusted by the mockery of which they had been made the victims, positively declined to accept responsibility for the ruin of Kashmir, so long as they were denied the opportunity and power of saving the country.

28. Throughout the summer of 1879 the famine raged, and to its horrors was added a severe outbreak of cholera. On the 28th May the Maharaja, who had been urged by the British Government to proceed to Kashmir, left Jammu. On the 16th June he reached Veranag, a pleasant place in the remote eastern corner of the valley, and there he remained for several weeks. When at last he took up his quarters in the city of Srinagar, he found his country in the following state, and the following is the sum total of the results obtained by the personal influence and efforts of His Highness (see pages 9 et seq., Punjab Administration Report for 1876-79):

---

Footnote: The people died by scores daily. No relief works literally existed. The missionaries had completed their road and had exhausted their funds. However, Erkena, the engineer, was obliged to discharge the 1,600 persons working under him, because they could get no pay, and no other work of any kind existed. At a number of poor-houses an uncertain pittance, quite insufficient to maintain life, was given out, without system or check, to about 2,000 persons. The ticket-system of house-to-house relief was based on utterly false conception of the population, which was now put at 80,000, higher than it had been in the preceding November, and it was administered with the greatest partiality. While the official classes could obtain all they needed, the distribution of the allowance to the Mussalmans extended to only two shillings in ten days, so that it could only have reached the amount given was 4 sirds of cleared rice. Last, towards the end of the month, the Darbar were induced to open a hundred shops for sale in the city, a maximum of 11 sirds being fixed for each purchaser. This was the plan adopted in Debra, and it was found to work very well there. In Srinagar, of course, it could not be worked so as to do much to all its inhabitants of the official seven hundred kliwurs of wheat and barley per diem were not really sold, and the Mussalmans got nothing. There were no sales at all, of this, whereas formerly they got nothing; at times before the Maharaja's arrival, there were no sales at all.

Footnote: This is rather a misleading expression. The ticket-system was used for the sale of rations to the city population. It was not a measure of relief of any kind at all. The ticket merchant in Srinagar could only buy as much grain as was entered upon his ticket, and the quantity depended on the supposed number of people in his house. E. R.
long before July. The Maharaja was exceedingly anxious to cultivate a large area with turnips, the seed of which was sent for from France. To prepare the ground for this, near the city, some 4,000 persons were employed; these works were not, strictly speaking, relief-works, but no others were started, in spite of representations made on this subject. The city was like a bristled one. Large suburbs were deserted and burnt; many houses in the old town were falling down; new cords was to be seen in the houses; the knots of a population even could be counted; the bridges had no stream of passengers crossing them: the very banks of the river were bare. In the villages devastation was even more complete; hundreds of ten or fifteen houses might be seen without a single soul in them, and everywhere one could see the heads of old men, women and children, and to be so compelled as compared with what was hoped for, only two lakhs of maunds being obtained in all. This was partly owing to the unfavorable weather early in the year, but chiefly to the thefts made in self-defense by the people. The promise to give them half what was promised was forgotten; and just as it appeared till July the spring-crop was not completely separated everywhere even in September. In one sandar out of 14,000 khirwaras the Government took half as its share, 3,500 khirwaras on account of advances made and for seed, lettuce, and left the people 4,500 out of which to pay all the petty duties of the Maharaja, abolished those, the official class did not relinquish them and kept themselves alive. If one-fifth of the crop ever reached their houses they were fortunate, and in many cases it remained still on the threshing-floor awaiting the last processes of the divisions late in September; often, no doubt, the cultivator was dead before this time came and never appeared to claim his share. The weather continued very dry, and the condition was in the entire failure, and in consequence nearly all the Indian-corn on the uplands was dried up. The water in the hill-streams began to run low, so all the snow had melted rapidly, and there was no small anxiety for the rice-crop at one time. Fortunately a great number of showers fell on the hills, though not in the valley, during the latter part of August and replenished the water-supply, thus saving the rice-crop.

The Indian-corn which survived the drought ripened early in September; but no share of the crop ever reached the hands of Government. The river was full of sticks from which the cilia had been cut and stolen, and which were thrown into the water to conceal the theft. Some showers of rain in September did good, but they were not enough to cover the crop, and brought the ground into condition for the turnips to be sown, and the prospects for the winter began to look a little brighter. Sales from shops continued, in spite of opposition, and the change was admitted to be a great improvement on the old system, though they were by no means really free.

29. On the whole the Maharaja's visit to Kashmir was not productive of much permanent advantage. He came in with the wheat, barley, and fruit, and, consequently, with some lessening of distress. He gave employment to a few of the poorest people in spinning wool, weaving, and cultivating turnips, but he set on foot no relief-worK worth mentioning. His reform consisted in drawing up regulations which were not obeyed, and in appointing Secretaries of State who were supposed to resemble the Secretaries to the Government of India. He rarely stirred beyond the precincts of the Shergurhi Fort in Srinagar, except to consult the color of a miraculous spring or to review his troops. He knew nothing of the condition of the outlying districts, for his observation was confined to the city and to the beggars who crept along its banks.

30. It may not be out of place to make mention here of a melancholy incident connected with the famine. In the early spring of 1879 a strange story was circulated to the effect that boat-loads of human bodies, whom from the city of Srinagar, had been conveyed to the Wular lake and there drowned. At the special request of the Maharaja, Mr. Henvey consented, as a friend of His Highness, to enquire into the matter. Witnesses, whose relatives were said to have been deported in the manner described, presented themselves, and other evidence of a like kind was produced; but the impression left on Mr. Henvey's mind was that, whatever misconduct there might have been in neglecting to feed the paupers in question, and perhaps also in throwing the corpses of those who had died during the voyage into the lake, it was monstrous to imagine that His Highness's character or the action of his government, however, while three enquiries were proceeding, a witness, who professed himself to be a survivor from the scuttled boats, and to have beheld his children drowned before his eyes, was brought to Mr. Henvey by Mr. Bach, an Englishman employed by the Murrice brewery in the cultivation of hops in Kashmir. This important witness, by name Zamun, died in Mr. Henvey's compound, as was at first thought, of cholera, but, as the post-mortem examination and analysis of the stomach proved, of poisoning by means of aconite. By order of the British Government the investigation of the murder was put into the hands of the Maharaja, and by him into the hands of the Kashmir officials, that is, of the men to whose interest it was that the evidence of the murdered man should be suppressed. Neither the Maharaja nor any of his ministers has informed Mr. Henvey of the result of the investigation made into an occurrence regarding which, to say the least, he might be expected to feel some concern; and this omission illustrates the views which the Maharaja has always entertained respecting the position of the Vicereoy's representative in Kashmir. It may be that the Maharaja was afraid to submit his proceedings to the only English official who knew all the facts. However regarded, the circumstances of the case were painful and mysterious.

31. On the whole, the rice-crop of 1879 turned out as well as could have been expected. The yield was officially estimated at 11 lakhs of khirwaras of slate or unhusked rice, equal to 11 lakhs of British maunds of cleaned rice. The State share was reckoned at 6 lakhs of maunds, 5 lakhs being nominally set apart for the cultivators. Deducting 2 lakhs of maunds for seed and for supplies to troops, public servants, inhabitants of towns outside Srinagar, poor-houses, European visitors and their establishments, it was hoped that 4 lakhs of maunds would remain without to provision Srinagar for ten months, from December 1878 to the end of

* "Should be 'till March.'" — P. H.

* This reference was introduced on the suggestion of Mr. E. C. Fanehaw, to whose able assistance the Office of an especial duty was deeply indebted. It is characteristic of Kashmir that the new and better plan should have been given up immediately after the departure of the English officer from Srinagar. To the present day the old and wicked method of restricting the people, according to a false summation, is maintained." — P. H.
33. The Officer on Special Duty left Kashmir for the Punjab in November 1876, and by the close of the year the Maharajah had returned to Jammu. There remained, to watch the progress of the famine, only the missionaries of the Church Missionary Society, to one of whom, the Reverend T. H. Wade, we are indebted for the ensuing account of what took place in the winter and early spring:—

"The weather in Kashmir during the last winter was most unusually severe. It was very cold in the beginning of December, and on the 24th of the month the snow fell in Srinagar. From that time there was more or less snow upon the ground till the end of February, on the 25th of which month the last snow fell. During the greater part of the winter most of the snow was entire over. In the sitting-room of my house the thermometer at one time soared to 12° below freezing-point."

The poor people suffered greatly from the cold as well as from want of food. They had no extra clothing; many of them were more than half-naked, and their only resource for heat was to carry a 'daram.' But for this, they were extremely scarce. At the commencement of the winter His Highness the Maharajah lined down 20,000 rupees, because fuel could not be obtained for the palace; what then must have been the experience of the very poor?

I do not think I saw so many dead as in the previous winter, but there were fewer to die. On the 3rd December I found a child dying at the door of the orphanage. I inquired in less than half an hour after I saw it, notwithstanding all I could do to save it. On the evening of the 6th I found a girl of about twelve years of age dying in a corner of the open building in front of the Mission Hospital. She was frozen and nearly naked, her daram was empty, and from her appearance she had evidently been starved. But I could not know at that time how long she had been without food. I think I may safely say that there was not a day during the winter but that some—indeed, if the statements of servants and others are to be believed, I may say many—died of starvation and cold. When there was more than half a foot of snow upon the ground, I rode through a great part of the city and saw numbers who certainly could not live long. I tried to distribute some food to the poorest, but found it impossible to do so; I was mobbed each time I made the attempt. The sight, too, which I saw when some clothing were given away at the Mission Hospital, is simply indescribable.

At the end of November a census was taken by the Government of Srinagar, and at the beginning of the following month His Highness ordered two 'rakes' (nearly 12 acres of land) to be sold for three annas to each person in the city. The anna, however, was never regularly distributed. There were said to be Government poor-houses in the city during the winter, but I did not see any of them till February 27th. It is true I often heard in the street of the existence of a poor-house. In the first week we visited a family dying in the sitting-room. In the one at the Baramm bagh, where the food was cooked for all the poor-houses, the officers in charge informed us that there were in the half a dozen poor-houses in the city 813 poor persons, of whom 89 were illus and the remainder Muhammadans. Since then all the poor people have been collected together in the poor-house at the Haif Chinar and placed under the superintendence of Mr. O'Beal.

"Dr. and Mrs. Downes and I did what we could for the poor and suffering during the winter; the hospital was crowded with in-patients, and the orphanage was full of children. From December to February I fed 400 to 500 children daily, and those who had no homes found shelter and warmth in three of our poor-houses.

Twice a week I distributed food in the city from 1,000 to 2,000 poor people, and employed as many more on famine relief works. At one time I had 2,018 employed, though it was not always easy to do that which would not give offense to the Government. I wrote to Downes, Bayliss, and begged for permission to do some famine-relief work. I received a letter in reply asking what kind of work I wished to do, and adding, that hearing from me the matter would be laid before His Highness for consideration and sanction. I replied saying I should be glad to do any work for which His Highness would grant me permission, suggesting only that it should be easy work, so that the work should be near the city, as it was not possible for them to travel far. I asked that I might be able to spend Rs. 10,000 on the work. The letter was written in January last, and I hoped a week or two later to receive some answer to it. However, I kept the cooies employed till April, when the weather was warmer, and food, especially wheat, was plentiful."

"I am not aware that there was a single famine-relief work opened by the Government during the winter. Mr. Bunns arrived here from Jammu on January 31st, and in February 7th commenced work in the city, and some time afterwards famine relief works were opened much nearer the city, where the cooies are now making a garden for His Highness."
then beginning to show signs of exhaustion. The spring-crops seemed fair, and immense masses of snow on the surrounding hills provided for the irrigation of the rice-fields. Grain was distributed in Srinagar in the nominal proportion of 6 cers of cleaned rice per head once a month, but in reality, owing to delays and mismanagement, not more than thirty in two months. Private sales, however, were more freely carried on, and whether that was due to hopes of better times or to fears of the approaching interview between the Viceroy and the Maharaja at Umballa, the result was beneficial to the poor, who could at last buy as much as they needed at varying rates, but not higher than one Company's rupee for 12 cers of cleaned rice. It is not to be supposed that the suffering entirely disappeared. Trade being almost ruined and the poorer classes of people having parted with all they possessed to buy grain during the past two years, a death of money took the place of a death of food. In order to provide for the relief of persons who had no money and no opportunity of getting it, the Officer on Special Duty strongly urged the Durbar to open works near the large centres of population. Some steps were taken upon his recommendation, and, by employing a few thousands of coolies in this way, the Maharaja's Government has shown not only what might now be done to a far greater extent by way of protection against further losses, but also what might have been done long ago with infinite advantage to the people, had the Durbar been awakened to a sense of its duty.

The Maharaja was also advised to be very careful lest there should be a deficiency of rice-seed for the autumn crop, and he understand that his officers should pay special attention to the matter.

34. The famine then may be said to have died out for the present, together with the bulk of the Mussulman subjects of His Highness the Maharaja. For those that survive a scratching of the soil ought to produce a sufficient yield of food, and there need be little or no apprehension of the recurrence of a great disaster, simply because those who remain to die are few in number.

35. The foregoing is a dull and monotonous tale of suffering, mismanagement, and wasted opportunities. In British India also famines have occurred with heavy loss of life, but there the loss had to be found with millions of people, whereas in Kashmir the total numbers even before 1878 did not exceed 600,000, most of whom have been easily provided for. Moreover, in British India the Government has generally turned its relief operations to useful account by employing famine labourers on public works. In Kashmir, with the exception of a few roads made by the English missionaries, and a garden which M. Ermans embarked since the beginning of March 1880, the famine has left no works of utility to commemorate the charitable exertions of the Maharaja. Had the Maharaja listened to the advice of the English officers at Srinagar, especially in 1878, he might have saved many lives by means of relief-works and well-managed poor-houses. But unfortunately the settled policy of the Durbar was to ignore the British Resident in Kashmir, and to show how finely the country could be governed without his counsel and aid. Hence it almost seemed that the best way of getting a good thing done was to recommend that it should not be done. The result, taken as a whole, is that, while the Maharaja has lost lakhs of rupees in diminished revenue and expended many lakhs in fruitlessly importing grain, the Kashmir famine will be remembered as a calamity which brought the country to the brink of ruin. From responsibility for this result it is impossible to exonerate the Maharaja himself, though undoubtedly whatever exertions His Highness felt disposed to make were on a great scale and worthy of the most exalted and self-sacrificing men who surround him. Where a sovereign, however, not only reigns but governs, he cannot shelter himself behind his ministers. As regards the means of restoring the valley to prosperity and of again filling its wasted homesteads, the following suggestions are offered in the hope that they may be useful towards the solution of an important and difficult problem.

36. It is essential, in the first place, that the ruler of Kashmir should be brought under the control of the Paramount Power, and induced, through the influence of the British representative at his court, to make needed reforms. As experience has shown that the want of good roads practically cuts off Kashmir from the grain-producing plains of India, so it is of primary importance that there should be one or more roads over the mountains fit for the traffic of wheeled carts. The work should be entrusted to English officers, not to the inefficient native agency which the Maharaja would prefer to employ. Further, the road or roads should be periodically inspected by English officers, who would report to the Resident, for communication to the Durbar, what repairs might be required. Next, the system of land-revenue must be revised and a moderate assessment fixed for a term of years. The immediate result of such a change would be to sweep away a crowd of corrupt officials, and to give the agriculture a direct interest in augmenting the produce of their fields. If liberal regulations for breaking up waste land and reclaiming swamps were added, the treasury would in a few years gain far more by the increased fertility of the land than it would sacrifice for the time by reducing the State demand. It would probably be best that the revenue should be taken in cash, not in kind. This has been done for some time past in the parganas of Shahabad, where there are still some traces of prosperity. It may be argued that, if a good road be constructed, and if emigration be free, competition will force the Government to deal leniently with the cultivators, and that the revenue will drop down to the level of that of collecting land-revenue is therefore a moot which may be left to time and to the operation of economical laws to settle. Experience has, however, taught us that, in a country situated as Kashmir is, with physical obstacles in the way of emigration and

* On the supposition that the Maharaja himself regulates the private sales and thus receives his revenue, it will be easily understood why the sales should depend on the political circumstances of the moment.
with a Government secretly opposing the flow, whether of population or commerce, competition is not likely to be allowed fair play, and that reforms, if seriously contemplated, must be equal to being paid in grain; and if any experienced English officer of the Settlement Department, after enquiring into the customs of Kashmir, recommended that this should be done, either wholly or partly, there would yet remain the advantage inseparable from giving some facility to the demand for a term of years, and from abolishing the practice of actually dividing the crops on the ground after each harvest.

37. Along with the abolition of the collection of the Government dues in kind would disappear the monopoly of grain. The agriculturists would dispose of their surplus produce for cash in order to meet the demands of the treasury; and the sale of grain being unrestricted, the markets would be governed by the ordinary laws of supply and demand. If at any time stocks should threaten to fail, the Indian corn merchant, who is as keen a trader as is to be found anywhere, might be trusted to import the necessary quantity. For a time prices might rise, but as the produce of the valley is even now in ordinary seasons abundant, and the distance of the Indian markets would discourage exportation, the rise would not be permanent, and would be eventually checked by importation. Probably also freedom in the grain-trade would be followed by greater activity in other branches of commerce, which would naturally grow with the growing wealth of the country, wages would be increased; and even if the money-value of food should rise, there would be more purchasing power among the people.

38. Next, the taxation of trades should be carefully examined, and, where the taxes are found to press too heavily on any branches of industry, they must be taken off or remitted. It need scarcely be added that no interference with the liberty of the subject to depart from his industry at will, or change his calling, should be tolerated; nor compulsory contributions for the entertainment of officials or visitors should be discontinued; or it be considered necessary for public purposes to provide against emergent demands, as, e.g., for the passage of troops, and so forth, the obligations of the villagers must be carefully guarded by well-considered rules. Here, as in other matters, Kashmir might learn a lesson from Nepal, in which country the service of the State in regard to carriage and supplies is placed in the hands of a contractor, who makes his own arrangements with the people, and only receives aid from the Government in cases of special and unusual urgency.

39. The most important point of all is, perhaps, the entire re-casting of the Kashmir establishment, which must involve the substitution of honest for fraudulent servants of the State. But, to ensure honesty and industry, it is essential that officers should be adequately and regularly paid. Under the existing system even the army is often ten months or more in arrears, and perhaps the only officer of the Kashmir Government who gets his pay every month is Babu Nihalamber, and he is paid both because he combines with his judicial duties the management of the silk monopoly, and dedicates his salary to the proceeds. The vital in attendance on the Officer on Special Duty lately tendered his resignation because his pay was in arrears for five months. The Governor of Kashmir issued three written orders for payment, but these orders were disregarded by the clerks of the Account Department, who refused to obey them without instructions from the Wazir Punnu at Jammu. Innumerable instances of a similar kind might be produced. What lies at the bottom of this kind of irregularities is the custom of giving all servants of the Government a fixed quantity of food from the public stores. This custom should be abolished, and the salaries raised in proportion to the work of the officers, and not as an annuity in return for the loss of their rations. At first sight it may seem that the payment of wages in kind is open to objection, but it is in reality bound up with the grain monopoly, and must persist at the same time, for obviously it would be absurd for the Government to buy grain in open market in order to supply its own people, who could make better and more convenient bargains for themselves. Punishable payments would raise the character of the service. At present Kashmir is an asylum for the rascals of the Punjab. A disgraced behi弓ar or an unsuccessful pleader may hope for a welcome at Jammu, where dislike of the English is considered a guarantee of loyalty to His Highness. This qualification need only be supplemented by indebtedness (which is easily arranged) to form characters well suited for any work that has to be undertaken.

40. To sum up, then, the regeneration of Kashmir depends on the construction of good roads, the introduction of a light settlement, the reform of the fiscal and commercial policy of the State, and the appointment of adequately and regularly paid officers. And none of these vital changes will be effected unless the Paramount Power resolves to exercise its legitimate influence and persuade its satellites to adopt them.
inconvertible being to plunder stores of rice which were believed to have been accumulated in the houses that were burnt. But no overt revolt against the authorities is to be apprehended. The evidence of Kashmir militiamen causing the famine and in the causes which we have disclosed as leading to it. There are, moreover, special circumstances which place Kashmir apart from other Native States in India, and support the conclusion that a policy which might perhaps be inappropriate and unwise as regards other States is justifiable as regards Kashmir.

First, there are the physical characteristics of the country such as we have depicted them. The barrier of high mountains, the bad roads, and the want of supplies for the journey, explain the local proverb that “Kashmir is a prison without chains.” In short, the Kashmiris are at the mercy of their rulers. This situation is without a parallel in India, where people have often protested against the violations of God or of men by leaving their homes and caste. Secondly, the ruler in most of the Indian Native States is generally more or less in sympathy with the ruled. He is often the head of a clan, of which the members are the majority of his subjects. Thus the rigour of an Asiatic despotism is tempered by the kindly feelings springing from a community of tribe and religion. In the instance of Kashmir the ruler is a Hindu prince, while the great bulk of his subjects are Musalmans. His court is held at Srinagar, 150 miles from Kashmir. It has been well said that the power of an oriental sovereign decreases at least as the cube of the distance of the place where he resides; and thus even if the character of the Maharaja of Kashmir were without reproach, his government must be feeble. In point of fact, to some estimable qualities he adds a deep religious bigotry and a detestation of Musalmans, especially the Mussalmans of Kashmir, whom he denounces as monsters of perfidy and wickedness. He rules Kashmir as a means to an oligarchy of Hindu officials, who, with rare exceptions, are mere vulgar plunderers, seeking only to enrich themselves at the expense of both their master and his subjects. Of all bad Governments in the world probably the worst is that which is conducted by a man who seeks his ends by every means to create and religious spirit, to the ruled. Such a Government there is in Kashmir, and nowhere else perhaps in India.

Third, the moral responsibility of the British Government towards the Kashmiris is exceptional. Whatever view may be taken of the transaction with Golab Singh, it might not unreasonable be supposed that the British Government would watch with peculiar tenderness over a people whose destiny it had bartered away; in truth the tenderness actually shown has been in a totally different direction. While great feudatories, such as Scindia, Holkar, the Nizam, and the Rajput Chiefs, are attended and advised by accredited representatives of the Government Power, the ruler of Kashmir has been sufferd to exude British influence from his court and to govern the internal affairs of his State entirely according to his own devices. The officer who resides at Srinagar for eight months yearly is, in the eyes of the Maharaja, merely a Police Magistrate, whose function it is to keep order among European visitors. The very name of Resident or Agent is ignored. The officer is not even allowed to fly a flag, the symbol of English power. On one occasion when, in accordance with orders, he made preparations for hoisting a flag, the Durbar objected, and the flag was pulled down. This may appear a trivial affair, but, in the East, trifles have often the significance. In 1879 the Officer on Special Duty was allowed a guard of British sepoys. It is not known whether this was meant to be a temporary or permanent arrangement; but it is clear that, so long as the Residency house is surrounded and watched by the Maharaja’s soldiers, policemen, and servants, the officer is under surveillance of the strictest kind. Neither the Maharaja nor his son consdescends to return the visits of the Officer on Duty. Correspondence between the Maharaja and the British Government is conducted, on His Highness’ part, not through the officers on duty, but through the Maharaja’s own agent at the courts of the Vicerey or of the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. Even in political matters relating to the frontier, a similar method is pursued, and the officer is not addressed or consulted by the Maharaja except occasionally for the purpose of preventing intrigues which may have been unsuccessfully tried in other quarters. This system of allowing the Maharaja to communicate with the British Government through his vassal at Simla and Lahore is not new. However adapted it may have been to the times when a Punjab officer used to be sent to Srinagar merely for the season, it is injurious now, for it paralyses the influence of the officer in Kashmir. Such a situation might be defended if it could be demonstrated that the Maharaja has managed his affairs fairly well, without advice or control. But it is not so. On the contrary, the necessity of interference is proved by the ruin of the country, and if there were no a priori reasons for compelling the Maharaja to admit an English officer into his councils and to govern his subjects equally, there are certainly cogent reasons for doing so now, unless the British Government is prepared to abide the issue of its policy of abstention. Further, continued and steadfast loyalty might perhaps be brought forward as a reason for treating the Maharaja with special indulgence. Those who know His Highness’ character and the real nature of his sentiments towards the Englishmen and the English Government would reject such a plea. One word more may be said under this heading. It is sometimes urged that it would be less damaging to the Maharaja in isolation and annexing his country. The advocates of this opinion perhaps think that the cause which they defend will be best served by assuming the truth of their proposition and then raising a cry against annexation. Anyhow the falsity is obvious. There are many stages and degrees between exercising a due control over an Indian Feudatory and taking his country. It is difficult, moreover, to argue in the face of palpable facts that Holkar, the Nizam, Scindia, the Talpur, the Travancore, and in short all Indian State where there is a properly empowered Resident, are practically annexed, the argument is worthless. Fourth, the strategical importance of Kashmir, forming as it were the north-western bastion of the Indian
Empire, invites, may forces, special attention to it. Luckily for the State, and perhaps for ourselves, the mountain rampart towards Yarkand and Chinese Tibet is so lofty and tremendous that a hostile incursion in force from those regions is beyond the bounds of probability or, perhaps, of possibility. And even north-westward in the direction of Gilgit no worse fate could be assigned to an army than that he should attempt to menace India on that line. He would have to traverse tracts which are not productive enough to sustain the local garrisons, and to surmount passes which are often closed for months together, and always audacious even to the practised hillman. Still it is well known that beyond Gilgit there are roads leading from the Pamir upland across the Hindukush and down into the districts of Chitral and Yasin, whence a bold and enterprising foe might possibly threaten Jellalabad and Peshawar. Over the chieftains of Chitral and Yasin it is understood that the ruler of Kashmir claims some shadowy sway, which is illustrated by occasional payments on his part, without any practical obedience on theirs. However, the claim exists and is recognised in a fashion, which recognition has its uses, since a ground occupied by our Feudatory is not open to others. So much is undoubtedly gained from a diplomatic point of view. But when the shock of war comes, diplomatic considerations are apt to be rudely swept aside: and an empty title to suzerainty, unenforced by real strength, is not likely to command respectful notice. Consequently, on the assumption that the Chitral and Yasin passes are available points in our armour, it is necessary that our Feudatory should be able to occupy them. After what we have said, it will probably be allowed that the condition of Kashmir is not such as to justify the hope that, when called upon, it will be found ready. It is true that, within the last few years, there have been no disturbances among the tribes which border upon the north-west extremity of the Maharaja’s territories. This tranquillity is due to the influence of an English officer at Gilgit, and to dread of the power which he represents, not to the arms of a Government so feeble that it dares not withdraw from the small outpost of Chaspore, nor reinforce its garrison there from fear of arousing the wrath of the petty chief-who of Hunza and Nagar. A State which is rotten to the core within can scarcely show a bold front without. A State whose soldiers are always in arrears, and therefore discontented, forms a sorry bulwark to the Indian Empire. A State which cannot keep its people alive would meet with difficulty in equipping and supplying a force for distant warfare in a barren country. These are matters that seem to call for serious reflection.

42. Lastly, the very magnitude of the disaster and the hopelessness of the outlook remove the case far from the category of ordinary Indian calamities. Elsewhere, indeed, precious lives may be lost, and ruin may be more or less widely spread, but, after the worst is past, the recuperative powers of nature assert themselves: emigrants return, the waste fields are ploughed up, the villages re-peopled, and when a few years have elapsed, only the memory of a great famine remains. Here it is a question of the fate of a whole people who are being gradually destroyed, and whom sad experience has taught to hope nothing from their rulers. The British public and Government can feel sympathy for the sufferings of the Christian races in Turkey. Have they no blessing left for the unhappy Musulmans of Kashmir, whose lot they could ameliorate by a word or a hint?

F. HENVEY,

Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir.

The 15th May 1880.
The valley of Kashmir is separated from the Punjab plains by a series of mountain ridges culminating in the Pir Panjal range, whose heights rise to 14,000 feet in the east. The Jhelum river flows along the whole length of the valley in a north-west direction with a fall of about a foot a mile, and is joined by a hundred small rivers and a thousand mountain streams. By a moderate expenditure on irrigation works the failure of rain could be absolutely guarded against. Except near the banks of the river the surface of the country is not flat, but is cut up into small lateral valleys separated by level table-lands called "kansnas." The soil is exceedingly fertile, even where stony; and while all the grains of the Punjab can be cultivated there, the country abounds with the fruits of Kabul and admits of the growing of English hops and French vines.

2. Inside the valley communications are easy and good, by water and by road. There are three main routes to it from the Punjab—by Murree, by Bhimbar, and by Jammu. The first road, though not in a good condition, could be easily made passable for camels, and by some skilful engineering for wheeled traffic: it follows the left bank of the Jhelum river throughout. The second road is fairly easy until the Battana Pir is reached: beyond this are four very severe marches, and the Pir Panjal has to be crossed at a height of 11,000 feet; a branch road by Punch crosses the mountains at a height of 8,000 feet only, and joins the Murree road two marches from the valley; it is naturally much easier than the main route. Bad as this road is now and possibly only for all practical purposes by strong ponies and mules when laden, it is susceptible of great improvement. When made by Marjana Ali Khan it was a good road for elephants, and is certainly capable of being made an easy one for ponies and oxen. The third route might also be made a good one—perhaps the best of all; but the only one which can remain certain open all the winter through is that from Murree, which is nowhere at a greater elevation than 6,000 feet.

3. The ruler of the country is the owner of the soil. In the eastern portion of the valley a cash revenue system exists; elsewhere the revenue is taken in kind. The country is divided into five wazirats, each of which contains a number of tabails. Within these are other minor subdivisions, till we reach the village with its headman. The number of subordinate officials is enormous, and they have preyed unchecked on the agriculturist for years. The share which the Government takes of the crop in ordinary years is nominally one-half, but the cultivator has to pay a large number of cesses and dues from his share, so that he does well if he obtains one fifth of his harvest. The Government officials watch him at seed time, while the crop is growing, and especially when it is ripening; before this takes place a rough estimate is made of the probable produce, and the share finally taken is seldom allowed to be less than half of this. When the crop is ripe and cut, it is brought to threshing-floors, and after a time allowed to be threshed out, and finally separated. This process usually occupies two-and-a-half months, and may occupy much longer if the cultivator is unwilling to pay certain dues readily.

4. The rainfall of the country is said to be 18 inches, but it is probably a good deal less; of this, 6 inches only fall so as to benefit any crop; the rest comes during the winter months, when no agricultural work is done. More important than the rain is the snow, which falls from November to March, and on which the rice crop depends for its irrigation. Heavy rains fall in March and April, and without them the spring crop, which consists of barley and wheat, cannot be other than poor; some heavy showers are usually hoped for in July to benefit the Indian corn and the rice, and showers fall again in September and October. The valley is completely removed beyond the effects of the Indian monsoon, and the rain always comes up from the west. The spring crop is sown in February and March and ripens in June and July. Following it is an intermediate crop of Indian corn, chana, toronja, and other minor grains which ripen in August and September; finally, the rice is ready to be cut from the beginning of October. The staple crop is the rice, and it occupies three-fourths of the cultivated area: it is generally grown on the lowlands in the valleys, but also on the table-lands; on these latter nearly all the spring crops and Indian corn are cultivated. Lands cultivable probably bear to lands cultivated a proportion of 2 to 1, but it is difficult to speak confidently here. Still large tracts now overgrow with reeds and Iris near the river, and endless highlands and mountain slopes could be brought under fine crops at once. Singlares grow abundantly in the Wullar lake; turnips, called goslub, are cultivated in the autumn and dried for winter eating; potatoes are being introduced; fruit trees flourish wild on every side—chiefly cherries, mulberries, pears, apples, and walnuts; fish swarm in the rivers; and the flesh of goats and sheep is largely eaten. With any other Government than that at present existing, the people of Kashmir would be the best to do south of the Hindu Kush.

5. Of the people themselves little favourable can be said. Their manceuvres has passed into one of the best known proverbs of India: they are liars, cruel, and lazy—within so crushed down
as to be incapable of lifting a hand in their own defence. Their weaknesses and vices are those which are naturally and indeed necessarily developed under a tyrannical and rapacious system of Government. Men are naturally lazy when their utmost energy will do no more than secure a greater profit for the tax-farmer; they are cowardly in the presence of a bureaucracy which is so powerful and omnipresent as to exclude all idea of resistance; and they are idle, as falsehood is the last refuge and hope of the oppressed. The agricultural population is generally of the Muhammadan creed; while the rulers and the official Pandit class are Hindus. The villages generally consist of scattered hamlets of a few houses, nearly always double-storied and made of wood; and single dwellings are scattered all over the country. The population of the valley was put at between 400,000 and 450,000 before the famine began; of this three-fifths are rural and two-fifths urban. In ordinary years the bounty of Nature makes the agriculturist happy and fat even on the smallest share that he actually does receive; but the sheaf-weavers and other poor craftsmen of the towns are never removed from the depths of poverty: State arrangements again are the cause of this, a sort of "tommy" system existing for the payment of these people. When it is added that the State is the seller of its own share of the grain from Government-store-houses, all has been said that is necessary by way of preface and to enable us to judge of the famine. It must be noted that the State monopoly (for such it is, no one having any surplus to sell except pagariars) is not abused in ordinary times. Unhusked rice sells at 10-14 British coinage. A kuruar is 9 maunds 10 seers, and wheat and barley in proportion; and yet the people grumble that these rates are higher than they used to be 30 years ago.

6. From the above account it is clear where danger from famine lies in Kashmir. The population is dependent on the rice crop, and the rice crop is dependent on a sufficient fall of snow on the hills to feed the streams throughout the summer. On this the cultivation of rice hangs, and the failure of the snow causes most serious consequences; but the great danger to the harvest lies elsewhere. The crop ripens so late in the year that if the winter snows and rains set in early it is too late to be destroyed either before it is cut or after it is ready to go to the threshing-floor. The spring crop, no doubt, depends on the falls of rain in the spring, but even if this fails no very great inconvenience is caused to the people. As in Behar, the staple food is rice; and as there, if this crop is lost, the country is at once on the verge of starvation, while separated by terribly long and bad roads from all other sources of supply. There have been earlier famines than that of 1876 and 1879 in Kashmir, notably one in 1843 during the government of Sher Singh, and a second one in 1878 during the rule of Dihwar Kucha Ram, 15 years ago. But no sufficient details exist to make any full examination of their causes repay the trouble. The origin of the present famine was not due as in India to want of rain, but to the precisely opposite cause. The spring harvest of 1877 failed like that of nearly all the Punjab for want of the usual showers; but the snowfall of the winter had been abundant, and an unusually large and fine rice crop stood ripening in the fields in October. But before all the crop could be cut, or any large portion of it threshed, winter set in with heavy rains and snow, which continued almost without intermission till January 1878. Sufficient sunshine to dry the soaked sheaves never appeared, and the apathetic people never adopted any measures to try to save a portion of the crop. They left it to rot in the middle of the fields, where it lay, although much could have been saved by judicious stacking on high spots. It so happens that one part of the Kashmir system is to keep all officials in debt to the State as well as in arrears for pay, and they in turn accordingly always show the cultivator as in default for revenue. And in a season like this the Kashmir Government acts exactly like the Indian bazaar: all credits are closed and all possible balances are got in to the full extent of the cultivator's crop if needed. The Governor of the country was Waizir Panna, who had held the post for many years—a man of the old school and principles, strong as a ruler, but very harsh, and noted for his hatred towards the Musalmans. He had the revenue to collect, and the city and the official class to feed; he knew that failure to do so would bring him into disfavour, and he wrung out of the wretched people every rupee that he could. Meanwhile the continuance of bad weather prevented the sowing of a large spring crop, and many cattle died for want of pastureage; the grazing grounds lying for months under deep snow. It is not surprising, therefore, if by the summer famine was raging in the land.

7. These facts were reported by Major Henderson, the Officer on Special Duty, early in January 1878. In April he was succeeded by Mr. Henvey, C.S. Before that time it was admitted that there must be great scarcity in Kashmir, and the number of passes for visitors to the valley was limited. Distress being especially severe along the Jhelum valley, it was ordered that all persons proceeding to Kashmir should go by the Bimbar route. At that time the Durbar considered that there was barely enough food to last till the autumn; and it was admitted that all the grain which could be collected was stored in the Government depots, and would be doled out to the people. Even small quantities of rice were already procured with difficulty. A great deal depended on the outturn of the spring crop, but fate was against Kashmir, and hail and rain caused much damage to what was sown; so that finally only one-ninth of the supplies hoped for were received by Government from this harvest. The excessive rains largely destroyed the produce of the fruit trees also, and before the summer was half over famine set in in Kashmir. The Indian-corn next suffered from intense heat and drought, while the consequent melting of the unusual masses of snow caused the rivers and streams to rise to an extraordinary height and swamp much of the low-lying rice lands, which it was impossible there-
fost to sow. Meanwhile such persons as could flee were leaving the country, although escape was not free, and the fugitives were not allowed to buy food on the road, and guards were placed on the passes. In March 200 persons daily were said to be crossing the Jhelum into British territory at Kohala, and large numbers found their way down to Jammu. So far the evil was perhaps remediable, but no remedies were applied. Orders were given to buy grain in Amritsar and Jammu and forward it to the valley, but the necessary money was not forthcoming, and the opportunity of importing supplies was lost. Early in June the Maharaja ordered 50,000 people to be fed daily in Srinagar, and various measures of relief were adopted, but none were carried out. The Governor clung to the hope that a full autumn crop would avert any great calamity, and the distress was in consequence allowed to go on and increase unchecked: the Durbar remained passive and acquiesced, although urged by the Punjab Government to use every effort to import grain.

8. Early in August the attention of the Famine Committee having been directed to the distress in Kashmir, Mr. Henvey was requested to submit a report and to obtain certain information from the Durbar. The report showed that some tracts were already depopulated; that measures to import grain or give relief were being executed so feebly by corrupt officials as to be useless; and that the approaching rice crop could only be half of an average one in the eastern half and a quarter of an average one in the west of the valley. Prospects therefore were most gloomy, and the gravity of the crisis was far from being realised by the Durbar. Emigration was certainly not freely allowed; on the contrary, every effort was made to prevent the people leaving the country. The Durbar, in reply to the questions put to it, answered early in September that eight annas of revenue had been suspended in 1877, and would now be remitted; that Rs. 15,000 had been spent on relief works up to date,—the nature of the works showing, however, that famine-stricken persons were not generally being employed on them, and very large numbers having already died of hunger; that since 15th July there had been 33 poor-houses open; that relief had been given to 5 lakhs of people (Mr. Henvey reported 2,000 a day); and that it was impossible to say how many men had left the valley. The news-writer at Jammu reported that 12,000 had fled before the middle of August. How far these statements agree with or differ from the facts related above may be seen at a glance.

8. Meanwhile the Maharaja had become uneasy at the state of things in the valley which he learnt from emigrants who began to pour into Jammu, and early in September Divan Anant Ram was sent there to submit a special report on the famine. Shortly afterwards Wazir Panu was recalled from the Governorship, and it appeared probable that something would really be done to avert the calamity which threatened the country. The Government of India took the state of Kashmir into serious consideration, and after a proposed scheme for extensive emigration, which was not considered feasible at the time, it was determined that Mr. Henvey should proceed to Jammu to consult with the Maharaja as to the steps to be taken to alleviate the impending famine. He reached the capital on 20th October, and was met there by the Hon'ble Mr. Cunningham (the member of the Famine Commission for the Punjab) and Mr. Anderson, Assistant Commissioner from Sialkot. The figures then supplied by the Durbar led Mr. Henvey to believe that there would be a deficiency of 2,80,000 mounds of grain before the autumn crop of 1879 was available. The authorities held that the outturn would be 25 lakhs of wheat, 14 lakhs of rice, and 4 lakhs of mounds of barley and wheat; they proposed that the Durbar should supply 1 lakh, and that the Punjab Government should arrange to import the ether by Murree, through the agency of native officers, the Durbar undertaking to keep the road in good order and supply fodder for the transport animals at the various stages. It was decided by the Lieutenant-Governor that no steps could be taken to import grain for the Durbar until the yield of the rice crop was known with tolerable accuracy, and Mr. Henvey returned to Kashmir to consult with Divan Anant Ram on this subject. The Durbar at first set to work with some degree of will to import grain from Jammu. Cattle were purchased at Amritsar for transport, and one of the young princes was charged with the duty of seeing the conveya off daily. It was the Maharaja's wish to import 50,000 mounds before the winter set in, and a great deal of grain was forwarded as far as within three marches of the valley. But here an obstacle was met in the shape of a broken bridge, which no one seemed to be able to repair, and disease sprang up among the cattle; so that ultimately very little grain did get in before the winter, and in all only some 60,000 mounds ever reached Kashmir by this route. Want of ready money and the corruption of officials had much to do with this, and the work, which was continued with energy for some weeks, ultimately died of insufficiency, like most things in Kashmir.

10. Mr. Henvey, after his return to Srinagar, reported on the last day of November that the estimates of the outturn of the rice crop were still 11,00,000 kirrars or equal to 13,80,000 mounds of clean rice (though this was the outturn of the whole crop, and not of what was in hand for future consumption), and that a yield of 4 lakhs of mounds was still counted on from the spring harvest. The figures were clearly not to be trusted, as otherwise there could be no necessity to hoard the stores so carefully as was being done. The price of rice, which till now had remained Rs. 1-4 per kirrarr, was raised to Rs. 1-14 to try to prevent large sales, and this was a wise step. But, as a fact, it was already impossible for the
Mussalmans to buy a sufficient quantity of food to support life, the allowance made to them on a ticket system now introduced being only two seers per head of cleared rice for 4 days. No Government relief works were in existence, although the people were dying in large numbers, and the officers of the Medical Mission had been compelled to open work on a road for a few hundreds of people, while the poor-houses once open seem to have been closed. Emigration continued to be discouraged so far as no supplies on the route were allowed to people emigrating, though the guards on the passes were withdrawn on the direct remonstrance of the Punjab Government. Dewan Amant Ram was at this time unfortunately compelled to leave the valley by the death of his grandfather, Dewan Jowala Shahi, and was succeeded by Dewan Badri Nath, a man of no strength of character, and who was prepared to allow every kind of oppression and greed to be displayed by the official class. The death of the old Dewan was a great calamity to Kashmir, as Wazir Panu succeeded him as the Chief Counsellor of the Durbar, both as regards the whole country, and as regarded the valley in particular. Mr. Henvey also left Kashmir early in December.

11. On the facts reported in letters of the Officer on Special Duty, the Lieutenant-Governor decided that it would be certainly advisable to arrange for the importation of a lakh of maunds of Murree in the spring, and the Government of India was accordingly addressed in this sense. But as soon as Mr. Henvey left the valley things went rapidly from bad to worse, so much so that the Maharaja was compelled to despatch special officers from Jammu to the Governor at the end of the month. The accounts of distress and undertaken by the Missionaries were terrible. Cold added to starvation carried off large numbers daily, and not only were no real relief works opened by the State, but efforts were made to obstruct the works which the Missionaries had undertaken, and on which 1,250 persons were employed. The same gentlemen also opened an orphanage for which an excellent building was afterwards made for them by the Maharaja's orders, and before long 400 starving infants were collected in it. In the city relief to the destitute ceased entirely, and relief by sales was largely curtailed. At the same time considerable efforts were made to secure a large area between Srinagar for the spring crop, and potatoes were imported for seed, and gums. The very gloomy facts revealed by letters from Srinagar induced the Lieutenant-Governor to write again more strongly to the Government of India, pointing out the serious nature of the distress, and that no real efforts were likely to be made to relieve it, and that the poorer classes would not receive the food withheld from them by dishonest officials unless British officers were sent to superintend the distribution. It was noted that such an arrangement would necessarily be most disadvantageous to the Maharaja. It was decided that Mr. Henvey should be deputed to the valley on his arrival in February be found that misery and famine had increased terribly during his absence, while no further steps had been taken to meet the distress; no rain or snow had fallen since October, and great fears existed for the future of the next rice crop. The complete division of the late crop was only just completed, and it was notorious that the people had received very little of it, nearly the whole being swept into the Government granaries. The action of the officials showed clearly that a terrible deficit in food supplies was to be expected; so far only 20,000 maunds had been imported from Jammu; and death or emigration appeared to the Officer on Special Duty to be the only two alternatives for the remaining population.

12. The Government of India was not prepared to allow British officers to be deputed to superintend the distribution of food in Kashmir, but sanction was given to the proposal to import a lakh of maunds of Murree. Dewan Amant Ram, therefore, visited Lahore early in March for the purpose of arranging details of the contracts, and tenders were advertised for. The only offers made were by Mr. Russell, of the United Central Asian Company, and Seth Dani Lal and Ram Nathoo of Miran Mir; and it was determined to give a contract for 50,000 maunds, to be delivered in Kashmir by 15th June, to each of these, the former to import by Bhistar and the latter by Murree. The drain of carriage on the Punjab for the Kabul war had unfortunately been very great; the roads to Kashmir were known to be very bad; no reliance could be placed on the promises to put them into good order and keep them so, and it was very doubtful how far fodder would be procurable for animals along the route. It was not therefore with any great confidence of success that the work was undertaken; but all that could be done under the circumstances was, and assistance was given to the contractors in every possible way by the Punjab Government. The success which attended their efforts will be seen further on.

13. Early in March rain and snow fell in Kashmir, and fears for the spring and autumn crops became intensified. It was impossible, however, owing to the lateness of the season, to sow an unusually large area with wheat and barley, as had been hoped, and the difficulty of preparing lands for rice cultivation was much increased. To encourage agricultural efforts it was announced that the Maharaja would take only two-fifths of the spring crop, but the people who had seen two rice crops swept away from them almost bodily were not readily disposed to give credence to this. But though prospects were improved, the present continued to show the same amount of acute misery and the same apathy or incapacity on the part of the officials. The Officer on Special Duty wrote early in March that nothing but the most drastic and sweeping measures taken by the British Government could save the country. At the end of the month, the Lieutenant-Governor met the Maharaja at Sialkot in a conference, when it was arranged that a committee should be appointed in
Srinagar to superintend famine relief measures, on which the Officer on Special Duty and the medical officer, whom it had been determined to send to Kashmir, should sit. The appointment of a Muhammadan Governor was suggested, but the proposal was not pressed. The members of the committee comprised six non-official Musalmans and two officials, together with Babu Nisamber sent down specially from Jammu, and two other Hindu gentlemen. Rules were drawn up for its guidance by the Maharaja, which were approved by the Punjab Government. The committee met first on the 28th of April, and seven meetings were held in all. It was stated first of all in a committee that the balance of food left in the country was only 37,000 khoors of rice and 8,000 khoors of wheat—enough to keep the people alive for a month. Various plans were proposed and agreed to for alleviating the distress, but nothing was immediately done; and when the committee began to investigate embankments of Government grain, its more important functions appear to have been diverted into quarrels of factions. Finally, on the 9th of May Mr. Henvrey left the committee, believing that the Darbar desired to place upon it the responsibility for a calamity which it had no power to avert; while the only officials who could supply it with the necessary information were not compelled to give evidence before it.

The Maharaja requested to go to Srinagar to proceed to Srinagar and take charge of the famine relief himself. His Highness consented to do this, and left Jammu on the 29th May. Three days later I was ordered to join the Officer on Special Duty, and I met the Maharaja on the road at Udhampur, June 5th. He reached the valley on the 16th, and remained at first for some time in the eastern corner.

The contractors meanwhile had been doing their best to fulfil their engagements.

**Import of grain.**

But the carriage obtained by Mr. Russell from the Punjab was unfit to cross the high hills of Kashmir, and he was persistently thwarted in his attempt to obtain baggage animals in the valley, although many were procurable. A vigorous remonstrance from the Punjab Government to the Durbar had the effect of somewhat removing obstructions, and a certain amount of carriage was placed at his disposal, though not a quarter of what was really available. It is true that the contractor was expected to obtain his carriage from the Punjab; but circumstances made this impossible, and the carriage of Kashmir was not being used by the Government itself for import, although it was allowed to be so. Nothing at all was done to improve the roads, and not a single bridge was properly erected. On the other hand, the Seth was unable to collect carriage from the north of the Punjab except very slowly, and the supplies of fodder stored by the Durbar on the Murree road were found to be quite useless. Thus it came to pass that when the 15th June arrived only some 15,000 maunds, out of the lakh engaged for, had been delivered and were present in Kashmir. Fortunately the weather continued very fine throughout the summer till late in August, and the contractors were able to go on slowly with their work without being stopped by the rains. At the end of June, I inspected the work of both, and after this better arrangements were made and some repairs were effected on the roads, though too late to do much good. The contractors were also unlucky in having severe cholera and fever on both lines of transport, which frightened the coolies from flocking to the depots; while foot-and-mouth disease attacked the oxen in the service of the Seth.

Meanwhile all through May and June famine was increasing in intensity, and, to add to its other horrors, cholera broke out badly in the city and continued for three months. The people died by scores daily.

No relief works literally existed. The missionaries had completed their road and had exhausted their funds; Moses Emans, the vine grower, was obliged to dismiss for 150 persons working under him, because they could get no pay; and no other works of any other kind existed. At a number of poor-houses an uncertain pittance, quite insufficient to maintain life, was given out without system or check to perhaps 8,000 persons. The ticket system of house-to-house relief was based on an utterly false enumeration of the population, which was now put 60,000 higher than it had been in the preceding November, and it was administered with the grossest partiality. While the official classes could obtain all they needed, the distribution of the allowance to the Mussalmans extended to only two mahallas in 10 days; so that it could only have reached the whole city in four months, and the amount given was 4 seers of cleaned rice! It is not necessary to repeat the sad tale of famine miseries, which is the same all the world over: famine raging unchecked in Kashmir, and its effects can be conjectured by all. Bread made of bark, roots and seeds of grass, any garbage, any refuse, was ravishingly eaten: children were sold to buy bread, and children are said to have been killed to save them from further suffering. It is not correct, however, that no Hindus suffered. Few of them were in great distress comparatively, because they form the well-to-do and official classes; but I have seen a Pandit keeping himself from starvation by working as a coolie in the garden of the Officer on Special Duty. With those two months the sharpest spell of famine ceased. The barley and wheat began to ripen, and the fields were rolled and laid bare by starving wretches; and though the elements themselves seemed to fight against Kashmir in all other respects, yet the crop of wheat in 1879 was such as had seldom been seen before, especially the mulberries and pears which, though eaten up as they were, helped at least to alleviate the pangs of hunger. Vegetables also began to be procurable in considerable quantities.

At the end of the month the Maharaja reached Srinagar, having no far arranged merely for the collection of the spring revenue by quadrupling the number of officials (of whom a new body was brought.

**Arrival of the Maharaja.**
over from Jammu), and lessened the price of rice, which was now hardly procurable. No attempt was made to open poor-houses on a proper system and sweep all the homeless and starving people of the city into them; they were left to die in the bazaars and round the palace as usual. The house-to-house tickets were still retained, and a new census was made, which gave even a higher return than before. At last, towards the end of the month, the Durbars were induced to open 100 shops for sales in the city, a maximum amount, viz., 6,000, being fixed for each purchaser. This was the plan adopted in Dehli, and it was found to work very well there. In Srinagar it could not of course be worked so as to do away with all favours of the official class, but the result was decidedly satisfactory as compared with former attempts to distribute food. Six hundred to 700 bhikwhars of wheat and barley per diem were now really sold, and the Mussalmans got a portion of this, whereas formerly they got nothing; at times before the Maharaja's arrival there were no sales at all and no distribution for days together. But for the private stores which they held, acquired largely no doubt by embezzlement, and which they sold to others, the Pandits as well as the Mussalmans must have died of hunger long before July. The Maharaja was exceedingly anxious to cultivate a large area with turnips, the seed of which was sent for from France. To prepare the ground for these near the city, some 4,000 people were employed; these works were not strictly speaking relief works, but no others were started in spite of representations made on this subject. A certain amount of activity in collecting carriage for Mr. Russell was displayed on the Maharaja's arrival, but as usual it soon died away. A hundred orders were issued no doubt for relief measures, but they wereImpersonally or opposed to official interests, or cancelled by other orders; none were carried out. The carpenters were to build boats; the blacksmiths were to go to the arsenal; the shawl-weavers were to weave for Government; the women were to spin; everything was to be provided for on paper; nothing was to be done that cost money. The city was like a besieged one. Large suburbs were deserted and in ruins; many houses in the chief streets were falling down to be seen in the bazaars—few knots of people even could be counted; the bridges had no stream of passers crossing them; the very banks of the river were bare. In the villages desolation was even more complete; hamlets of 10 or 15 houses might be seen without a soul in them, deserted by all except a few cocks and hens; and estates which once could supply 50 cocktails could not now supply one. Dead or fled— it matters little, perhaps; few who escaped from Kashmir this year are likely to return there once more.

18. So things went on throughout July and August. The spring crop was reopened, and the outlook was very small as compared with what was hoped for; only 2,00,000 rupees were obtained in all. This was partly owing to the unfavourable weather early in the year, but chiefly to the thefts made in self-defence by the people. The promise to give them more than half was forgotten at once, and just as the rice crop was not fully divided till January the spring crop was not completely separated everywhere even in September. In one wazirat out of 14,000 khirwar the Government took half its share, 3,000 khirwar on account of advances made and for seed hereafter, and left the people 4,000, out of which to pay all the petty dues (for if the Maharaja abolished these the official class did not relinquish them) and keep their subsistence. If one-fifth of the crop ever reached their houses, they were fortunate, and in many cases it remained still on the threshing-floors awaiting the last process of the division late in September. Occasionally no doubt the cultivator was dead before this time came, and never turned up to claim his share. A breach of faith of this kind is not uncommon in Kashmir, but on this occasion the people were so exasperated that they declared that they would destroy the rice rather than let it all go into the Government stores. The weather continued very dry, and the usual showers in July entirely failed, and in consequence nearly all the Indian-corn on the uplands was burnt up. The water in the hill streams began to run low, as all the little snow had melted rapidly, and there was no small anxiety for the rice crop at one time. Fortunately a great number of showers fell on the hills, though not in the valley, during the latter half of August, and replenished the water-supply, thus saving the rice crop.

19. As an instance of the unaccountable course of action pursued by the Durbars, it may be mentioned that throughout the famine the petty octroi taxes on fruit, vegetables, sheep, and the like were rigorously exacted. The desire to save spending money, if not to make money, effectively prevented the necessary famine measures being adopted. There was no hesitation of course to interfere with prices: bakers and fruit-sellers were ordered to sell at half their former rates, and they of course promptly closed their shops till the order was cancelled. An unusual tax was put on the singhara in the shape of a largely increased rate, and the price of wheat and barley was long kept up to a preposterous height, if the utter wretchedness and poverty of the people is considered. In all matters relating to the administration of famine the advice of the late Governor, and now chief favourite, was followed; and a number of Mussalmans were induced to request that he might once again be re-appointed to his old post. The feebleness of the supreme authority continued to be excessive throughout; famine relief measures were rarely or never considered, but hours and days were spent in striking balances against defaulters and arranging to secure the Government share of the next crop, or in creating new departments which had no duties to do, or did not do them. It must be noted, however, that the Maharaja consented to 500 mounds of grain sent down from Ladak being made over to the Missionaries for their poor-houses and relief-work. Throughout the summer a small dole had been distributed by them twice a week to 600 or 1,000 persons at the hospital—a mere mite
of course, but all that could be done—and now by this gift it became possible to start a small relief-work again. The orphanage at this time contained 200 children. The work of the hospital was carried on throughout the famine just as usual, and was an unmixed blessing. The action of the Durbar towards the Medical Mission was as a whole creditable and honourable.

20. The heavy rains on the hills checked the work of the contractors, and it became clear that the whole amount engaged for could not be delivered. It was determined, therefore, to stop the Punjabi importation on 15th September, and to continue that by the Murren route till 15th October. Up to the end of August 4,000,000 maunds had been delivered, not a very great quantity, but still one which made an appreciable difference in the existing wretched state of the country. Not one-fourth of the available carriage was ever allowed to be used; hundreds of State ponies, kept for military transport, were fed round the shores of the Wallar lake, but were not allowed to bring in grain to the starving people. It was impossible to give carriers new to Mr. Russell, as the people were needed in the rice fields; and as the setting in of a very early winter was anticipated, it was thought well to close his contract and make over to the Durbar the remainder of the grain where it lay. This was accordingly done, Mr. Russell having delivered in Kashmir something less than 16,000 maunds. The choice of the road was an unfortunate one, and the task needed great powers of organisation, which were not brought to it, and much tact in dealing on the part of officials in the work, which, if it succeeded, they considered would be a standing reproach to them. On the contrary, passive resistance and even open obstruction prevailed everywhere; the road was not repaired till August, and the bridges were never kept in order at all. Had the available carriage been made over to the contractor, and the road been put into good condition, and cordial co-operation of the Durbar existed, Mr. Russell might have delivered his 50,000 maunds in place of the 18,000 which actually reached Kashmir.

The Seth at one time did well that it seemed as if the whole 50,000 maunds would shortly be delivered; but unfortunately disease broke out among the oxen, and things were at one period nearly at a standstill; the road was not put into even decent order, and on more than one occasion important bridges remained broken for 10 or 12 days. The Seth ultimately delivered 45,000 maunds. The Durbar ceased to import grain after the Mahuraja reached the valley. The Indian-corn, which survived the drought, reaped in September, but no share of the crop ever reached the hands of Government. The river was full of stalks from which the cobs had been cut and stolen, and which were thrown into the water to conceal the theft. Some showers of rain early in September did great good to the rice, and enabled the turnips to be sown; and the prospects for the winter began to look a little brighter. Sales from shops continued in spite of opposition, and the change was admitted to be a great improvement on the old ticket system, though they were by no means really free.

21. The Mahuraja gave the strictest of orders in the early spring that every effort should be made to sow a large area with rice. The amount of seed said to have been given out would have produced at least double of the largest crop which the valley ever saw. But the greater part of this was embezzled by the officials, and the people naturally ate some of the share made over to them, to keep themselves alive while sowing the rest. As noted above, the late and scanty rains made it impossible to sow a very large area, because the bunds remaining were too few and feeble to do much work within a short period. The cultivation of rice is by no means a task suited to famine-stricken persons, and not a little of the crop was never properly cleared from weeds. The general estimate of it now made is that the area sown is much the same as last year. If so, and if the people are allowed to have a fair share of the crop, the famine will end. The loss of life has been so great during the last 12 months that there can be no doubt that a yield equal to last year's crop will amply suffice for all survivors this year. The people too are now in better condition than they were then—thanks to the little help of the spring crops and Indian-corn, and the abundant crop of vegetables and singara, and the yield of fruit. The weather has been favourable to the rice for the last month, and the outturn therefore should be good. It is devoutly to be trusted that the harvest will be entirely cut and secured before rain or snow sets in, and that the division will be rapidly concluded so as to enable the share of the people to reach them. It is not to be hoped of course that the people will necessarily be in a famine or its effects will cease at once; the bitter cold of winter is about to commence, and there are many who are now asking to recover itself. But it may be believed that the present population will not be reduced in number to any further material degree, that any acute or general misery will gradually cease, and that the cultivators will be able to set about re-establishing their devastated homes.

22. The effects and the lessons of the famine have still to be noticed, and it is somewhat difficult for one who has been in the midst of the unalleviated misery of Kashmir to write temperately on these points. It would be a mockery to pretend to deal with the facts, having regard to the questions asked by the Famine Commission. We cannot say that any revenue was remitted, for the revenue is collected in kind and should vary with the season; but here the whole crop nearly was swept into the State stores to be re-sold to the people. Speaking broadly, one cannot say that any relief works at all were started by the Durbar, or that the people were paid on those which were started for the briefest periods. We
cannot say that gratuitous relief was given on any system; its distribution was hopelessly corrupt and unmethodical throughout, and often for months it did not exist at all. Where real nothing was done (though not a little was attempted), we can hardly say that what was done was sufficient; but we may safely say that if relief measures had been adopted, emigration would not have taken place. Perhaps no one in the world is so home-aside as the Kashmiri, small reason as he may seem to have to be so, and nothing but the certainty of death if they remained in the valley could have driven the people to leave it. Relief was largely provided for Kashmir emigrants in the adjoining districts of the Punjab, but no sums expended were charged against the State from whence they came. The only bright spot in the dreary history of the Kashmir famine is the devoted and unselfish conduct of the missionaries. Those who have seen and realised what they did, and how they disregarded all personal considerations in their efforts to alleviate misery even in a small degree, and gave themselves up entirely to doing good, may well excuse the somewhat intemperate letters which the sights of misery around them and the apathy of the officials drew from them.

23. And what were the effects of the famine? It will never be known how many people died, for no correct census existed before, and none is likely to be made now. The population was once put at 4,20,000; in November last it was put at 3,70,000, with the city population of 190,000. No European who carefully examined the city this summer with a view to guessing its population ever put the people at over 60,000 souls. But nothing can be exactly known. We can only hazard guesses which one is almost afraid to make, from such facts as were undeniable. A number of the chief valleys to the north were utterly deserted; whole villages lay in ruins; some suburbs of the city were tenantless; the city itself half destroyed; the graveyards were filled to overflowing; the river had been full of corpses cast into it. It is not likely that more than half the people of the valley now survive. As to emigrants, it is impossible to speak with any certainty. Some 20,000 perhaps forced their way out to Jammu and the Punjab, and a few thousands to the north. Of the hundreds who perished on the roads we shall never have any account. A country has seldom come nearer to being left absolutely desolate on the face of the earth than Kashmir this year. The sheep trade and the silk trade have been utterly destroyed, and it will be years before agricultural prosperity fully recovers, even under a proper revenue system.

24. But it will be asked how such misery came about so rapidly, and when one crop only failed badly. It must be clear that the system of revenue leaves but little in ordinary years to the cultivator, and heavy imposts on all manufactures keep the townspeople even nearer the verge of actual want. No crop failed entirely during the four seasons of famine, but, as all the produce possible was swept up by the Government, it was much the same to the cultivator as if they had all so failed. In short, but for what they stole, the agriculturists of Kashmir would have been extinct before this; for the grain set aside for distribution to them never reached them. As against this, it will be asked how the officials could allow this state of things to continue. Many reasons caused this. Some of the hard names applied to this class lately have been undeserved, but of their guilt from indifference and apathy there can be no doubt. At first, like the remembrances of Behar, they refused to face the impending evil, and hoped against hope that something would happen. Even when the famine was admitted, they looked rather to the future than the present. They made real and great efforts to get larger areas sown with crops, but the taxes fought against them here, and when once there was a great scarcity of food their cold-blooded selfishness led them to secure all they could for themselves and refuse the poor support grain or to sell it in bulk. What failed hopelessly for want of vigor, indeed the first task was beyond their powers,—and it must be said because there was very great unwillingness on the part of the Durbar to spend any money. I say nothing to exculpate any one: the state of Kashmir condemns all beyond excuse. The highest executive authority did not possess the qualities to insist on the execution of orders in face of a steadily opposed unwillingness of the officials, who were able to bring pressure to bear in many ways, and thus it came to pass that the official class was uncontrolled in its action.

25. Two famines have occurred during this generation from the same cause in Kashmir.

Remedies and reforms. A third may come any year, and we are bound to see how it may be prevented. There is no doubt that the revenue system needs radical alteration, and the Mulana has promised a fair settlement of the question. A cash system is to be decreed rather than otherwise; but a fair share of the crop should be fixed, and the multifarious cesses done away with, and with them should be the swarm of petty officials. The Government monopoly of grain sales will naturally cease at the same time, and the Durbar will have no difficulty to find purchasers for their share of the crop in the bulk. The new system may cause a loss of revenue at first, but this will soon be made up by the extension of cultivation. No Kashmir at present is interested in raising more grain than will at his share suffices for his needs; for he is allowed to retain no more. When this direct discouragement is removed, lazy though he may be, he will exert himself further. But the official class must be paid regularly henceforth, if they are to cease to prey on the people. A Governor of exceptional quality is needed for some years, and Mussulman should be large in introduced among the officials. Political considerations may forbid minute interference on some of these points, but on one point no considerations should be allowed to outweigh a clear necessity. It is obvious that with the present communications
it is neither possible for food to be imported into Kashmir by local or native agencies, nor for the people to emigrate freely in a season of famine. A good easy road passable for all beasts of burden, including camels, must be made from Murree to Baramulla, and must be maintained in a state of perfect repair. The inconvenience which English travellers have hitherto suffered from the road is nothing, but the possibility of saving ten of thousands of lives by means of it, should there ever be a famine again, is a consideration of the first importance, and one that I venture to believe, we are morally bound to insist on to the Durbar. The road of course must be made under the direction of some competent engineer, and there is no reason why it should not be made practicable for country carts throughout its whole length. A toll may be fairly imposed, and would be readily paid by those using it; and if the trade of Kashmir is allowed to flourish and the country to prosper, it is not unlikely that the tolls would presently suffice to nearly meet the cost of annual repairs.
APPENDIX 12 (see p. 152).

Memorandum.

The road to Yarkand may be divided into three portions—the Himalayan, the Thibetan, and the Turkistani. Each of these is distinguished by its natural features in a way which it is important to notice.

The first or Himalayan portion consists of deep gorges and precipitous hillsides. The rain and the melting snow would soon obliterate any road, if it were not for constant repairs. Unfortunately, this is the character of the whole of that part of the road which lies in purely British territory. Its northern limit is the Bara-lacha Pass, leading from Lahouli into the Maharaja of Kashmir’s territory.

The second or Thibetan portion is characterized by immense gravelly plains, broad valleys, and rolling mountains, where grass, water, and fuel are only to be met with at stated camping places. Its elevation is scarcely ever under 14,000 feet, which causes considerable distress to beasts of burden. The passes in this region generally lie at very easy gradients, the broad valleys themselves gradually rising to the tops of the rounded ridges. This region extends from the Bara-lacha to the Sanju Pass, and is cut in two by the valley of the Indus (Ladak), which descends to about 11,000 feet. Here the nature of the climate, &c., renders repairs of roads unnecessary, and even the making of them is merely the removal of big stones out of the way.

The Turkistani portion consists of the level plains of Yarkand, partly desert, intersected by oases, and partly highly cultivated plain country watered by canals.

About the line to be taken through the Himalayan portion of the route there is no doubt. If an alternative route to Yarkand, avoiding Kashmir, is desired, it must pass through Kangra, Kulu, and Lahouli. If you don’t take the Beas route, you must take either the Nari or the Sutlej. The head of the former leads to a glacier pass over 17,000 feet high. The latter leads into a cul de-sac, viz., the Chinese province of Choornurti.

Being thus confined to the Beas, we must cross the Rotang pass, thence into the valley of the Upper Chenab, and follow this up to its sources in the Bara-lacha pass. All this way we have a made road, which, however, for the reasons above stated, requires constant outlay to keep it open for traffic. The expense is trifling but imperative. In some places in Lahouli, too, it requires widening, as the projecting rocks on either side impede laden animals, and even occasionally cause the loss of horses and mules. The only other things to be noted regarding this part of the route are the difficulty of obtaining carriage and the thievish habits of the Lahouli carriers, by which the merchants yearly lose extensively.

We now come to the Thibetan portion of the route. The Bara-lacha pass is a long, easy ascent and descent through a gorge where the only difficulty or danger arises from the immense quantities of snow which collect. Even thus, however, the pass could be crossed much earlier and later than it is, if it were not that travel in reaching it from the north have already come nearly ten days’ march from the last inhabited place, and find no shelter where they can wait for fine weather, or supply themselves with fresh provisions. It would be possible to establish this on our own frontier at Lingti on the north of the pass. Mr. Forth, the Commissioner of Julundghur, has been considering this suggestion. Its utility is obvious for all seasons of the year.

Here we enter the Maharaja’s territory and the Thibetan portion of our route. Crossing the shallow Tsarup stream, and the easy, though high, Lachalooong pass, the regular route then enters the high plateau of Roopahoo, 15,000 feet above the sea. This plateau is divided from the Indus valley on the north-east by a mountain ridge crossing at almost all points. The descent from the Roopahoo plateau is always slight, while the descent to the Indus is long, and leads through rocky gorges towards the bottom. From the Roopahoo plateau several routes diverge and cross this ridge at different points. The route to Ladak leads northwards over the Tung Lung pass (18,000 feet). Eastwards two other routes lead across the ridge to the Indus at Choornutung (No. 23) and at Nyemo respectively, but they meet again at Chosahul (No. 25), near the Pangong Lake, beyond the Indus. I am unacquainted with the Nyemo route, except by inquiries, which lead me to prefer the Choornutung line for a trade route on account of the numerous islands near the latter village, which divide the stream into manageable spans for bridging, and also on account of its greater directness.

On this bit of road between Roopahoo and Chosahul the parts requiring attention are, firstly, about a mile of the rocky gorge leading down to the Indus; secondly, the bridging of the river; and thirdly, the road over the pass (Demochela) beyond the Indus. In the first a little building up would remedy the inconvenience of having to walk down through the shallow course. The islands facilitate a bridge, and with regard to the last point, a few builders rolled out of the way would make the road quite easy. It is, however, at present even quite practicable for laden horses, as is all the rest of the route.
It is to be remarked that on this route the only villages passed are Kimna and Chooma-tung on the Indus, and Chooshul and Man on the Pangong lake. These are the only villages in the Maharanji's territory which the route passes. They are all mere hamlets of, at most, 10 or 12 houses only.

From Chooshul, where the two routes above mentioned reunite, two days' journey along the smooth banks of the Pangong lake takes one to Lookkoong (No. 27), at the mouth of a grassy valley, whence also a road leads in four or five days to Leh, the capital of Ladakh. Lookkoong would be the most convenient place from which to take provisions for the onward journey, but at present there are only a couple of huts here, though the Maharanji's grain store at Tanakse are only a day's journey off on the road to Leh, and a camp of pastoral Thibetans is generally to be found up the grassy valley above mentioned, whence provisions can sometimes be obtained. From this place onwards no human habitations are met with until Yarkand province is entered.

Starting from Lookkoong, we ascend one of the sloping passes characteristic of Thibet. Its elevation is about 19,000 feet, but it presents no difficulties, excepting about a mile of stony road on the descent, which would require a little expenditure to remedy. The road beyond this lies in the valley of the Chang-Chenmo river and its tributaries. This river forms an elbow stretched across our route, and we have to cut across the corner through some low hills. Here the barrenness is complete, excepting at the places fixed upon for camping, where some scattered grass penetrates through the gravel and some low brushwood affords fuel. There is no difficulty about water, as we are following the courses of streams.

From this valley of Chang-Chenmo there are two ways of crossing the water-shed which forms the northern boundary of the Indus basin, and therefore the natural limit of the British dependencies. Beyond this water-shed the water which occasionally collects runs off eastward. Of these two ways, one starts from the point of the elbow above mentioned and goes in an easterly direction at first. This was taken by Mr. Johnson en route to Khotan. The other goes north past certain hot springs. This was the route taken by Dr. Cayley in his excursion to the Karakas river (No. 33) on the edge of the high plain of Lintze-tang. I myself intended to go the latter way, but was misled by the guides given me by the Ladak Governor, and taken a useless detour over a higher pass to the west. The Yarkand Envoy had ten days before been misled in the same manner by the same people, while my caravan which followed me was taken off into the desolate country to the eastward, till most of the horses died, and the rest had to return to Ladak. Thus I have not seen this part of the proposed route. But undoubtedly Dr. Cayley's is the best, being both more direct and over an easier pass than Mr. Johnson's. Here we get the only real difficulty about water, grass, and fuel. The cattle can obtain grass at the last halting-place before crossing the ridge, but not till the end of the second day after will they see it again. Thus, if they grazed on Monday morning before crossing the pass, they would again find themselves in a pasture on Wednesday night, having had to pass one entire day without grass. This remark applies to both of the routes, which, as will be seen, again diverge beyond Nishchoo. Fuel, too, has to be carried for one day. It consists of the woody roots of a small plant which just shows a low cluster of shoots (like short stalks of lavender) above the ground. These shoots will afford a scanty feed to a hungry horse, supplied the place of grass, and supply the cattle food, and probably the only plant of those high plains, is the lavender-like plant, or "booroon." Water is to be found in certain small pools known to the guides, but which a stranger would never discover on the wide gravelly plains which now stretch northward nearly to the horizon. Late in the year these pools dry up, but their place is supplied by the snow, which can then be found in occasional patches, remains of the frequent snowstorms. The precise route across the plains of Lintze-tang depends upon the fullness or drying up of the several pools, and must vary according to the time of year. Hence trustworthy guides are here essential. At present their chief endeavour is to prevent caravans from finding the direct route.

I have mentioned that beyond Nishchoo (No. 33) there is a choice of two routes again. The one which I followed leads across a succession of high gravelly plains, divided by broken ground where there is grass. It is the first of these grassy ravines that would be reached on the second day after that on which the pass out of Chang-Chenmo is crossed. Here the difficulty about grass ceases. After this it is to be got regularly at moderate distances apart, and also across the plains to the west against their northern side.

On the western side of these plains runs a stream, which Mr. Hayward followed down to its junction with the Karakash. The course of this stream, which is parallel with my route across the plains, is the second of the two routes which I mentioned. It is easily reached across a narrow belt, and affords plentiful grass and water all down its bed. These advantages and the shelter it gives make it, I think, preferable to the road across the high exposed plains, though perhaps a day or two longer.

Whichever route we follow here, on reaching the main Karakash valley, we turn westwards down that stream, finding grass and brushwood plentiful, until we reach Shahidoolis Khoja, where we join the old route which comes from over the Karakoram pass.

We can now compare the route just described with its rival, the Karakoram route now in use. The road difficulties may be classed under the heads of, 1st, passes; 2nd, rivers; 3rd, want of grass and fuel; 4th, transport of supplies. 
1st.—Taking the two routes from the Indus to Shahidoolah, the old road has five high passes. The first and third (Kardong and Saneey) cross large glaciers presenting, according to and precipitous ascent, in short, zig-zags. The fourth and fifth (Kunar-kah and Boogot) ascents and descents at about 17,000 feet elevation, which Muhammad Amin calls "sleep and sufficiently correct for comparison.

The new road has only three passes on the part of the route under comparison, besides the low neck of hill which I have mentioned on the west of the Linggee-tang plain. None of these passes have perpetual snow or glacier. They resemble Nos. 4 and 5 of the old route.

2nd.—In the matter of rivers, there are on the old road four places where water has to be forded, and where horses are often carried away in the floods caused by melting snow. The first crossing is that of the Shayok, which is there over a mile wide, and special river guides have to be employed in the crossing. The other fords have less water.

On the new road the Indus itself is at present not bridged, but as I have shown, bridging is feasible, and even now rafts are used in places. This, however, may be set down as a river difficulty. Beyond this there are only two crossings, generally ankle-deep and never dangerous.

3rd.—As for grass and fuel, by the old route no grass is to be obtained between Mooreghee and Kisilallah, which is 4½ days' march. Thus starting with a full stomach on Monday morning a horse gets no more grass till Thursday afternoon, but he can crop the "loosen" on Monday night. After thus fasting he will again be without grass at Saturday night's camp. He will further have to assist in carrying a certain quantity of fuel besides his usual load on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, and also on Saturday. The labour of this may be conceived at an elevation of 17,000 feet rising to 18,000.

By the new route, as we have seen, he has no grass from Monday morning to Wednesday evening, but he gets "boorree" to eat on the intervening day (Tuesday), and only has to carry fuel one day (Monday).

4th.—With regard to supplies, they have to be carried from the last village, which in the case of the old route is Panamik, 13 days to Shahidoolah, and on the new route would be Lookooong, 19 days to Shahidoolah; the total time from the Indus being in the former case 21 days, in the latter 23.

In thus reviewing the difficulties of the two routes it would seem that in three cases the advantage is on the side of the Chang-Chenmo route, and in the fourth in favour of the Karakoram route. I think this proportion about represents the superiority in physical respects of the former over the latter.

At present the routes through Shahidoolah are the only ones open. But there is another and far easier way of entering Turkestan by following down the open valley of the Yarkand river, and thence crossing over an easy ridge into the Ishkash valley and coming out on the plains at Khooog. This is described as almost fit for wheeled carriages. But at present, owing to former invasions of the Kunjootis (a hill tribe bordering on Gilgit), the Atalik Ghazi has forbidden the use of the Khooogian route until he can take some means for securing its safety.

The Chang-Chenmo line communicates easily with this Khooogian route through an easy pass over a ridge, leading westward out of the Upper Karakus (Mr. Haywood’s route), nearly opposite where it is entered from the Linggee-tang plains. In the matter of natural advantages, this route is superior to any other, and if representations were made to the Atalik Ghazi, he might be induced to open it out. The suspicion with which he would, of course, regard any opening out of new routes on his border would probably be prevented by the suggestion that he should himself put a small fort on the upper Yarkand river at Kizgin-junglee or Kooloo-Nuldee to protect the road from Kunjooti raids.

The latter part of this route is described in Davis’s Trade Report, under the name of the "Zumistan route."

Before concluding, I may also mention that with regard to the first half of the journey, viz., from the plains of Indin to the Indus, it is not only on political grounds that the Kulu route is to be preferred to that via Kashmir as it now stands. In that portion of both which passes through the Himalayan region the same difficulties of rocky ravines and steep hill-sides present themselves. But in the one case they are passed on an English-made road, while in the Native State, of course, the road is hardly more than the foot track of men and beasts. Three or four times in the day’s march all the animals have to be unladen, and their loads carried past the obstacles, a work of immense time and trouble with a large caravan; while few animals will accomplish the journey through the rough badlands without getting lame. This may be held in a great measure to neutralize the greater directness of the Kashmir road for the northern markets of the Punjab. From Amritsar the Kulu route is the more direct also.
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Note: Route to Lab diverges here. Take supplies.
On Monday, the 22nd November, I arrived at Jammu under a salute of 11 guns as bearer of the Governor General's kharida, and in the afternoon I accompanied the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab on his visit to the Maharaja, which was of course merely one of compliment. It was then arranged that the principal Dewan should meet me early next morning to learn the propositions with which I was charged, and regarding which I meanwhile had prepared a detailed memorandum in the vernacular.

2. Early on the 23rd Dewan Jowala Sabai arrived, and the propositions were explained and discussed with the aid of Shahzada Sultan Ibrahim Jan, the Native Assistant who accompanied me.

3. When the Dewan left me, he took with him the vernacular memorandum for submission to the Maharaja and Council, and promised to do his utmost to bring them to our views. I may remark that I had, during this interview, held back in the matter of concessions by the Viceroy, save a general intimation that His Excellency would be prepared to make some, were those of the Maharaja ready and satisfactory, and had of course reserved all discussion of details; and all argument regarding the claims we possessed to concessions by the Maharaja, the validity or otherwise of his pretensions to levy transit duties at all upon the new route, or the measures which would be open to us in the case of difficulties and objections arising on his part.

4. Later in the day, the Maharaja paid his return visit to the Lieutenant-Governor, when the usual "surwannas" or congratulatory offerings were made, I presenting Rs. 3,109 on the part of the Viceroy, after which I delivered the kharida and the gifts brought from Lahore, and then accompanied the Maharaja back to the palace for a private conversation.

5. From the first entry of the Lieutenant-Governor into Kashmir the Maharaja and his Council had evidently expected that proposals of some sort were to be made to them, and I understood from His Honor that the Maharaja on various occasions dwelt upon his entire submission and hearty loyalty to our Government, relating that his father's dying advice was at all costs to retain the favor of the British.

6. In conversation with me on this occasion, he spoke in a similar strain; showing me his troops, he said they were raised and equipped for our service, and that he only longed for an opportunity, in his position of advance guard to our dominions, of showing his loyalty by leading them against our enemies; he dilated on the services of the Jammu Contingent at Delhi, and his eagerness to have led them but for Sir J. Lawrence refusing him permission; and regretted the opportunities recently afforded by fortune to the Amir of Kabul of becoming useful and necessary to us, but as yet refused to himself. He said he had perused the memorandum given by me to the Dewan, and that generally when willing to risk his life for the British Government, what was he likely to refuse them? At the same time, weighty matters should be considered and discussed, and he would send his Dewans to me in the morning.

7. My replies were to the effect that "the loyalty of the Maharaja's house and the services of his Contingent were matters of notoriety; but that he would doubtless perceive how much more serviceable to us and advantageous to himself it would be to avert, by the peaceful services we asked, the chance of our calling upon him for all the sacrifices which warlike operations such as he contemplated might necessitate. At present the vast expenses of Turkistan beyond him was filled with people who, now the Chinese oppression was removed, were quite prepared to become friendly to us and to himself,—a result which would keep all enemies far from his doors; and we looked to him to co-operate in that development of intercourse and of commercial relations which were certain to result in such friendship."

8. He said that "he quite agreed with the British Government in this policy, and would heartily co-operate therein, and did not doubt that the result of increased intercourse would be that the people of Turkistan would see the advantage of close relations with the British; at the same time it was a pity that the eagerness which, immediately after the Chinese overthrow, was felt for our protection, had been then checked and cooled."

On the forenoon of the 24th, Dewan Kirpa Ram came down, ostensibly sent by the Maharaja, to define and thoroughly understand certain parts of the vernacular memorandum furnished by me on the preceding day, and really to discuss the whole subject and make the best
terms he could. The discussion was a long one. He urged the successive concessions made by the Maharaja, each supposed to be the last, each to be compensated by the increase of trade resulting, and with each of which the Government expressed itself satisfied, remitting him an annual sum purporting to be a security for the future at the new rates. He argued that "now a direct remission of revenue was demanded which no argument could disguise as being a bid for profit hereafter; that to say that the concession was only for the Hindustan-Turkistan trade was absurd; the Kashmir duties must go too unless the Maharaja wished to drive all his trade to Hindustan; that to demur to his raising our trade in transit was unfair when we did the same by his only valuable exports, shawls and incense wood (aggregating some 26 lakhs to Europe and China) at the sea-board; and that the argument that we did not tax his exports to Hindustan was fallacious, as his ghee and grain exports (aggregating some 5 lakhs) paid duty at the towns of sale, and these articles, with the two before-mentioned, were his only items of trade worth mentioning.

With reference to the concession I proposed on British-duty-paying articles imported into Kashmir, he denied that it was any large item, "the only such article of trade being cotton piece-goods, consumed only in Jammu, or taken on to Turkistan, and in either case it did not profit the Maharaja; in the latter not even the merchants of his territory. In no case would it reach the ryots, the consumers, whose advantage would certainly have weighed with him."

10. On my part I "disputed the fact that such trade as arrived at Kashmir territory or Peshawar and Afghanistan could be diverted from its market, or driven into so circuitous a route as that by Lahore by a mere 4 per cent. or 5 per cent. duty so long as oppressive excisions were not made." I pointed out that "when once the completion, at great expense to the British Government, of the Lahore route had led the Turkistan-Hindustan traders to entirely adopt that line, and that their only connection with Kashmir remained the accidental of their crossing a sterile uninhabited corner of that territory, doubt might very fairly have been raised to the Maharaja's as it were shooting with his own hand and carrying a transit duty for which he afforded no sort of return in the shape of facilitation or protection of such transit; that our case was very different: in the first place Hindustan and England were one empire, duties levied in any portion of which could hardly be called transit duties in the sense that the term was applied to those levied by the Maharaja: but, apart from that, I asserted that protection and cheap and rapid transport over 1,500 miles of country afforded to the Maharaja's property at our own cost could hardly be considered directly purchased by a 3 per cent. ad valorem duty. Where would be his transit trade at all, in our strong administration; and our system would so much have been saved him in cost and duration of transport by the substitution, under a direct payment from our revenues, of the railway for such means of carriage as the Maharaja would otherwise have been able to procure?"

11. These arguments were unanswerable by the Dewan, but I further proved his statistics to be incorrect; "that the export of shawls from Kashmir was 12 lakhs, not 20 lakhs, of which, after deducting consumption in Hindustan and re-export to Afghanistan and Western Turkistan, only some 9 lakhs crossed and paid duty at our sea-board. That incense wood, so far from being 6 lakhs, had never exceeded a lakh, and, owing to the war in China and depreciation consequent on adulteration with 'Tooth' wood had for many years failed to reach Rs. 20,000, and that, consequently the total customs duties realised by us on the Maharaja's exports was short of Rs. 20,000. "These statistics he made little attempt to deny, explaining merely that once upon a time the export of incense wood had been several lakhs, and by 60 lakhs of shawls they really meant the total culture, but that I was probably right regarding the proportion of this which crossed the sea-board."

12. Again, I showed that "their having an export of grain at all was an exceptional circumstance consequent on the war, and that their export of glue had never touched 2 lakhs. That the octroi was for the very purpose of maintaining those markets in which their goods found sale; without such maintenance of markets they would find it difficult to meet their customers." I also pointed out that "of a very large and profitable export, viz., wood, which averages three lakhs, almost the whole was brought at the river-side and paid no charges of any kind."

13. Regarding this wood, at the subsequent interview, Jowaha Sahib and Kirpa Ram said "Discussion with Jowaha Sahib regarding wax that we were welcome to tax it if we liked, as the wood and the value of the wax fell on the contractors who purchased it standing, and even to them would be a matter of less importance, as the duty would go on to the price and be borne by the consumers. "On my replying that by a like reasoning the duty on shawls did not affect the Maharaja, they argued contumaciously that "shawls had so fallen in price as not to repay the manufacturers; that there was but a certain price to be obtained for them in the European markets; and that all charges went out of this return and diminished the profit of the producers." It was not difficult to bring home to them the folly of this reasoning, and to show "that the depreciation in price resulted from adulteration of the staple used in the manufacture; that while the net value was the varying quantity, cost of transport and other charges were certain ones, always falling on the consumer, and that their reduction, while increasing the sale by diminishing the cost to the consumer, could not affect the value per se of the product, which, if non-renewerative now, would remain equally so, the aggregate loss meanwhile being increased by the increased sale; and, similarly, wood being remunerative in itself, the increased sales resulting from the lowering of selling price consequent on the non-renewerative duty, increased the aggregate profit of the contractors, and enabled the Maharaja to get so much the higher offers for the contract. That what I
presumed they meant to say regarding shawls was, that profits were so low as to necessitate large sales (which would be increased of course by diminution of charges) to afford adequate profit for the shawls over 1,500 miles of Hindustan at a less percentage on their value than a set-off for concessions of their own."

14. With regard to the concession of free cotton goods, &c., which in this interview I had offered, I showed that their consumption was nearly 5 lakhs, which, calculating that duty had been charged on a value of 4 lakhs at the seacoast, gave an actual remission on part of Rs. 20,000, while the protection and cheap and rapid transport afforded, as before explained, over 1,500 miles of our territory, remained, so to speak, a loss to us. As to such remission not actually profiting the Maharna, I pointed out that it was open to him to establish a monopoly, or to increase the import duties for his own territories by the amount we remitted; though, of course, neither course could be called wise or really profitable.

Dr. Cayley's remonstrances showed that the duties on the Turkistan trade had risen to Rs. 21,000 in 1868 from Rs. 16,000 in 1865 (the present year shows a further increase).

Supposing, as was probable, that they might eventually have doubled, and thus reached the highest amount which was realised by the Maharnias at the old oppressive rates, still I maintained that our actual concessions as before detailed, viz., Rs. 20,000 duties foregone on cotton goods and cheap sales thereof, rendered possible (to the benefit of the people of Kashmir) by cheap, safe, and rapid transport afforded at our cost, and our own levy of duties on a Kashmir-Sobh-a export trade to Hindustan of over 5 lakhs (shawls 3 lakhs to Hindustan and Khogasan, wood 3 lakhs, ghee 1¼ lakhs, other articles say ½ lakh) could hardly be regarded as an inadequate set-off to the remission of duties of the Maharna's in themselves indefensible.

16. All this Kirpa Ram could not deny, but said that "these could not be such direct benefits to the Maharaja as the remission of duty on shawls; but that he might hint from himself that the concession which would really gratify the Maharaja was a territorial one." I did not notice the hint, and the matter dropped.

17. With regard to the manner of remission on our cotton goods, he said—and enquiries in Amritsar confirm this—that purchases for Kashmir and Turkistan were at present made in the open market at Amritsar, &c., and no imports, specially for that trade, were made into Calcutta or Bombay, nor could they well be so, the merchants holding this trade not having European connections. It may be, if orders were not done in Bombay for the Turkistan trade, all goods purchased for Kashmir in the Calcutta or Bombay markets were, on being declared, immediately granted a drawback and passed through in bond to Amritsar, the merchants would take advantage of the facility to make their purchases at Calcutta and Bombay so as to obtain the drawback.

18. With reference to the other points of my memorandum, Kirpa Ram urged that the Engineers deputed should either have nothing to say to territorial boundaries, or should accept those pointed out by the Kashmiri officials, i.e., that the non-interference on their part stipulated for should not extend to allowing the Engineers to assume what boundaries they pleased. I said that "their business would be with demarcating the road, not boundaries, and they would take it up wherever it is present left off, and carry it only to the head of the Chang-Chenna valley. That, with regard to boundaries generally, I was certain the Government would determine on their definite settlement at an early date, and that, whatever the Kashmir Government might itself claim (both he and the Maharaja had at different times in conversation referred to Shahidulla), I personally had no doubt that we should only recognise such as the Maharaja could himself maintain, or we support him in, which I would not conceive to be further north than the southern slopes of the Kamkaron range. With regard to the Lahore boundary, I thought it possible, considering all the circumstances, and also the probability of ready and handsome ascension to His Excellency's proposals disposing the Viceroy favorably to the Maharaja's wishes on all points, that our Government would not be very exacting of its right in that quarter."

19. With regard to the Joint Commissioners, Kirpa Ram stood out for sundry alterations and provisions which will appear in the Maharaja's memorandum. One of these, which I overlooked, was that, though the general regulations for the Commissioners' guidance should be framed in consultation with the British Government, nevertheless the Maharaja should issue them, from time to time, such further instructions as he thought fit, without reference to our authorities.

20. Kirpa Ram showed a similar carelessness of definition with regard to the stipulations for the arrangements for carrying and samples.

21. In the present interview with Kirpa Ram I had not failed to recapitulate the substance of what I had said to Jowalu Sabni, and Sultan Ibrahim had from the first been calling upon all the officials, and suffering them to extract from him information calculated to convince them of all that I stated.

22. In the evening Sultan Ibrahim returned from a visit to the Maharaja, with the intention that the Ministers should wait upon me that night and convey his views; but when night came, a further message arrived that he was not then prepared with them, and that the Ministers should come at midday on the 26th. I sent back to say that "the Lownaen-Governor desired to leave on the 26th with every matter in train of settlement; if, therefore, further numbers remained for discussion, I should be glad if the Ministers would come down at whatever hour of the night." After some delay the Maharaja returned reply that there was no further discussion necessary, that he ascended to everything, and the Ministers should wait for further instructions.
upon me in the morning." My vakti informed me that the Dewans were at first much alarmed, and that Kirpa Ram, taking him aside, had cross-questioned him as to whether I had shown any signs of displeasure.

23. Early next morning Dewana Jovana Subhni and Kirpa Ram arrived with the documents, translations of which, as finally fixed after further discussion, are attached. It will be noticed that in paragraph 1 of the Maharajah's memorandum the action of the surveyors is carefully limited to the line of route; also that combination on the part of the carriers is distinctly barred, as the Maharajah can well undertake, the business being really in the hands of himself and the Dewans. In the memorandum, I saw no object in qualifying the words "for the hot weather," which were verbally understood to mean during the passage of any traders. The stipulations regarding stamp duty, fines, and imprisonment in the Maharajah's jails are in accordance with the spirit of treaty engagements. With regard to the first, the institution of such fees is most improbable, and depends upon the rules established for the route. Generally, with regard to these and other concessions in view of the urgency of finishing the matter with the utmost possible dispatch, I consider it advisable to meet the Maharajah's wishes and concede the utmost on unimportant points.

24. With regard to paragraph 2 of the memorandum, the non-residence within the route limits of any Kashmiri officials—appear on the Maharajah's memorandum.

25. It will be noticed that neither of the provisions—1 \text{ regarding the establishment of regulations for the guidance of the Commissioners and their empowerment to carry them out, and 2. the non-residence within the route limits of any Kashmiri official}—appear on the Maharajah's memorandum.

The first is a clerical omission in the fair copy, in the correction of which the Dewans begged me not to insist on necessitating the re-writing of the paper, urging that the empowerment of the Commissioners to administer the route was conveyed in the word "intizam," meaning administration or government, and that the establishment of rules for their guidance naturally followed. I acquiesced in this, as their reasoning was correct, the matter being of small importance, and it was then late on Saturday, and the Lieutenant-Governor would leave Sialkot on Monday morning. The other point was by consent left for future settlement by the Commissioners proposing some practicable scheme for the avoidance of the necessity for Revenue Collectors at Chosaul and Roopshah, without placing the business of collection in the hands of the Commissioner, to which I demurred.

26. The leaving the trial of cases involving only Kashmiri subjects in the hands of the Maharajah's Commissioner, and appointing himself the final Judge in case of difference of opinion between the Commissioners in civil and criminal suits, appeared to me to be fair, and the Lieutenant-Governor approved of my view, as the Maharajah justly argued the transferring of his jurisdiction at all to the hands of the Commissioners was a divergence from the treaty stipulations, to which, however, be willingly acceded with the above provisos.

27. The suspicious nature of the Durbar is evidenced by the provision debarring us from hearing on the present concession similar demands with regard to other portions of his dominions—a precaution in reality useless, as I had carefully reserved to the British Government the power of changing the Chang Chenmo route for any other should it seem fit, in which case any propositions regarding such route would be made on distinct grounds, and no more based on present arrangements than these are on any previous ones. The Dewans said with regard to this reservation on my part "that was a separate matter; the Maharajah now merely wished particularly to provide against the separate jurisdiction arrangements, for the Chang Chenmo being afterwards stretched to include other portions of his territory (as noticed in paragraph 23), and for the same reason he wished that an outside limit for such jurisdiction should now be fixed, and that such should not be left elastic." I demurred at first to this latter, on the ground that I could form no possible estimate of the requirements of the route; however they, while really appearing to see the unreasonableness of the point, said that "the Maharajah had been firm on these two points, being very jealous of his jurisdiction and very loath to alienate any portion of it at all, and that he had, in fact, at one time determined to stand out upon the treaty engagements with reference to this point." Eventually an outside width of two kos was accepted. There may possibly be some dispute about the interpretation of a kos, but the Surveyors can stand upon the Statute 64. Moreover, as the Dewans promised, and likewise the Maharajah himself, no difficulties will be made in meeting the wishes of the Commissioners in every possible way, the Maharajah merely desiring to be protected against encroachment.

28. Paragraph 3 of the memorandum defines the liability to duty of trade to and from the Maharajah's territory, including his royalties of salt and borax. Paragraph 4 limits the Kashmir liability of furnishing supplies to the requirements of the traffic only, on the suspicion before referred to (paragraph 23), and in the same view provides (the Dewans admitting that the country can supply all possible wants of the traders) that the arrangements for supply shall be the best possible, and that, in case of the inadequacy of Ladak, supplies may be obtained from Kulu.

29. Paragraph 5 of the memorandum needs no comment. I acceded to it at once. Paragraph 6 provides for non-interference with the Maharajah's arrangements with the Chinese, to
which my instructions did not extend, and stipulates for permission for the consumers of
which is which is quite legitimate. The question had arisen as to who should bear the expenses incurred
red on the putting and keeping in order of the road, and I had said that, being but a trivial
matter, I did not suppose that the Maharajah would desire the Government to make the outlet
in his territories. The Dewans assented, and the specification regarding same provided for the
only possible means of reimbursement which could be proposed for the Maharajah, save a toll,
which could not be contemplated at present. Paragraph 7 refers more particularly to the revenue of the tracts traversed by the road.

Comment on paragraph 7.

30. Paragraph 1 of the paper of requests caused some discussion. I affirmed my confidence that Government could never contemplate

Comment on paragraph 1 of memorandum of requests.

to the general question of trade routes and arrangements, as before mentioned (paragraph 31),
the right of proposing some new route other than the Chang Chenmo, if hereafter found preferable,
was by no means foregone. Meanwhile, transit duties no longer remaining, I was certain
no interference would be contemplated with internal duties as they now stood.

The Dewans, however, were urgent, and on reference to the Lieutenant-Governor, His Honor directed me to say that he would support the request, an assurance which had doubled considerable effect in expediting matters.

31. With regard to request No. 5, I again explained the only concession which I believed

Comment on request No. 5.

due to this Viceroy likely to contemplate, but the Dewans urged its inadequacy, and pressed for the remission
of duty on shawls, or, if preferably, some other and material concession. (This I gathered,
after their departure, to be the transfer to the Maharajah of the Illugus of Buywat, between the
Chenab and Powee, and which geographically would appear to appertain to Jammu.) I was
able, under authority from the Lieutenant-Governor, to inform them that His Honor would
recommend the former, which must, of course, have been an unexpected concession for them,
though they then affected to lightly regard it as compared with the transfer of Buywat.

Request No. 3.

With reference to No. 3, I was able to partly satisfy them by informing them that the Lieutenant-Governor regarded the withdrawal of the Ladak Officer as eventually certain, being no longer necessary with a British Commissioner on the Chang Chenmo route.

32. Finally, the Dewans expressed themselves satisfied, and agreed on the part of the

Conclusion of the negotiation.

Maharajah to accept the memoranda as they stood
after this discussion, and to transcribe and deliver

to me for submission to Government, and I accompanied them to the Lieutenant-Governor's
place of residence to announce the settlement of the business in hand. Matters having arrived at this
satisfactory issue, the Lieutenant-Governor decided to start at once, and I was directed to
follow when the papers were fairly drawn up.

33. I accompanied the Maharajah home after his leave-taking with the Lieutenant-Governor

Interview with the Maharajah.

a couple of hours later, and he expressed his pleasure at having been able to meet the wishes of
the Viceroy, and his gratification at the honor done him in the appointment of a special agent
instead of merely conveying the orders by Antar or through the Local Government (the Dewans had previously insisted on this point). He hinted faintly at his wish about the
Illuga of Buywat in saying that "all his family cared for was increase of dignity, and were
willing to pay any price for it."

34. While at the palace the Dewans produced the original mutarista of 1869, in which

While at the palace.

after stating the reduced duties, Sir R. Montgomery undertook to propose "that the Maharajah
should be repaid for his concession by obtaining satisfaction of the debt then owed him by
the British Government, in the shape of land in the Buywat Illuga, to such extent as that
twenty years' revenue thereof should represent the principal of the debt: or, if the Supreme
Government did not approve this, that half the yearly loss, as shown by the returns, to accrue
from the new tariff, should be borne by the British Government till the increase of the trade
made up for it;" but no comment was then made on it by the Maharajah or myself as regards
the present negotiations.

35. The Maharajah further referred to the unpleasantness of the first year of the Ladak

An agency, resulting from the complaints being

Maharajah's difficulties with the Ladak agent.

made direct to Government without being referred

and begged "that any matter in which the new Commissioner might be dissatisfied or might
require assistance, &c., might, in the first instance, be referred to him, and he promised never
to fail to meet their wishes." He reiterated this, and I said that I would bring his request
to the Viceroy's favorable notice.

36. On the morning of the 28th, Dewan Kirpa Ram again came down to press upon

On the morning of the 28th.

me the matter of Buywat. He said that,

although the debt in payment of which Sir

Request relating to "Buywat."

R. Montgomery had proposed to transfer Buywat had since been liquidated, the Maharajah would
most gladly give back the money, and all interest ever paid thereon, viz., a total of 3 lakhs,
if he could obtain Buywat as a set-off for his present concessions,—not that the tract was more.
than worth the 8 lakhs alone, but that the transactions would plainly show his favor with our Government, and, consequently, redound to his honor. He pointed out that even the alternative compensation proposed by Sir H. Montgomery had not been granted, on the argument that the increase of trade would be sufficient to recoup the Maharaja; when, however, it began to do, further successive reductions of duty were called for, and eventually now the duties were altogether abolished; that he had therefore a claim to compensation for former losses on Sir H. Montgomery’s own written admission, and that the cession of tracts of land in compensation of such losses was supported by precedent.

37. In reply, I gave him distinctly to understand that, “though, of course, I would bring this request to His Excellency’s notice, I felt confident that, in the face of the repeated orders from the Home Government on the subject of making over to Native Governments tracts in which rights have grown up under our rule, the Lieutenant-Governor was unlikely to support the request.” On this Kirpa Ram remarked that “Rajput” having been till recently in Raja Toj Sing’s jagir, no such right as I referred to could have grown up.” I then added “that as regards the Viceroy, I was confident that when he instructed me to offer the remission on English duty-paying goods as the concession which he was prepared to make to the Maharaja, he had duly considered all other points on which concessions were likely to be sought by His Highness.”

38. In the course of the afternoon I paid a visit of ceremony to the Maharaja, in which he urged upon me to bring his memorandum of requests to the favorable notice of the Viceroy, and again dwelt on his “gratitude at the departure of a special officer upon this occasion, and the pleasure of having dealings with a Viceroy who, as report said of Lord Mayo, understood how to treat the Princes and Chiefs of India in a manner calculated to maintain his own dignity and increase theirs.”

39. Throughout the proceedings I had been obliged to hurry the Dewans more than is consistent with etiquette, to enable me to reach Sealkote with the papers for submission to the Lieutenant-Governor before he left that station for Madhore on the 29th, and I succeeded this day in defining all the civilities and entertainments offered by the Maharaja and getting my departure fixed for the afternoon of the 27th.

40. Accordingly, on the forenoon of the 27th, I proceeded to pay my farewell visit, and received the khilata of dismissal and the kharita from the Maharaja. During the visit he said “that he had accepted a loss to please the British Government, and he entirely depended upon me to be his recommender and supporter with that Government, and to lay his views and wishes fully and favorably before them; that of course as we wished for a friendly Turkistan border, he wished it too: at the same time he hoped I would impress on the British Government how eager he was, supposing any other contingency to arise, to show his zeal in their service.” All this I promised to do, and said that “the Government, I was convinced, felt as sure of his loyalty as I myself did.” He said he saw no necessity for further record of the points fixed than that conveyed in his memorandum, and the exchange of kharitas accepting the same.

41. I then said good-by, and, going to my quarters with Dewan Kirpa Ram, went finally over the fair copies of the memoranda, noticed but passed over the omission referred to in paragraph 29, and attached my signature in verification of copies of them to be retained by the Maharaja. I then considered it due to myself to convey through the Dewans to the Maharaja “my regret at being compelled to urge him to the extent, which the shortness of my time had necessitated, and my sense of the courtesy nevertheless displayed by himself and the Durbar throughout the negotiations.”

42. Proceeding the same night to Sealkote, I reported the termination of my mission to the Lieutenant-Governor, and next day after translation of the memorandum in the Punjab Secretariat for transmission to Government, received His Honor’s permission to proceed with the original to Calcutta, and submit according to promise the Maharaja’s views and wishes to the Viceroy personally, and in detail, with such urgency (as I had reserved when taking leave of the Maharaja) as consisted with my duty to Government.
APPENDIX 14 (see p. 135).

No. 788 P, dated 16th May 1870.

NOTIFICATION—By the Government of India, FOREIGN DEPT.

The following treaty between the British Government and His Highness the Maharaja Ranbir Singh, G.C.S.I., Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir, is published for general information:

TREATY BETWEEN THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT AND HIS HIGHERNESS MAHARAJA RANBIR SINGH, G.C.S.I.,
Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir, his heirs and successors, executed on the one part, by
THOMAS DOUGLAS FORESTY, C.B., in virtue of the full powers vested in him by His
Excellency the Right Honorable RICHARD SOUTHWELL BOURNE, Earl of Mayo, Viceroy
Mayo of Montgomery, Baron Naas of Naas, K.P., G.M.S.I., P.C., &c., &c., &c., Viceroy
and Governor General of India, and on the other part, by His HIGHERNESS MAHARAJA
RANBIR SINGH, aforesaid, in person.

WHEREAS in the interest of the high contracting parties and their respective subjects, it
is deemed desirable to afford greater facilities than at present exist for the development and
security of trade with Eastern Turkistan, the following Articles have, with this object, been
agreed upon:

ARTICLE I.

With the consent of the Maharaja, officers of the British Government will be appointed
to survey the trade-routes through the Maharaja’s territories from the British frontier of
Laboul on the territories of the Ruler of Yarkand, including the route via the Chang Chenmo
valley. The Maharaja will depute an officer of his Government to accompany the surveyors,
and will render them all the assistance in his power. A map of the routes surveyed will be
made, an attested copy of which will be given to the Maharaja.

ARTICLE II.

Whichever route towards the Chang Chenmo valley shall, after examination and survey
as above, be declared by the British Government to be the best suited for the development of
trade with Eastern Turkistan, shall be declared by the Maharaja to be a free highway in
perpetuity and at all times for all travellers and traders.

ARTICLE III.

For the supervision and maintenance of the road in its entire length through the Mahara-
ja’s territories, the regulation of traffic on the free highway described in Article II, the
enforcement of regulations that may be hereafter agreed upon, and the settlement of disputes
between carriers, traders, travellers, or others, using that road, or of the parties or both of
them are subjects of the British Government or of any Foreign State, two Com-
mis-sioners shall be annually appointed, one by the British Government and the other by
the Maharaja. In the discharge of their duties and as regards the period of their residence, the
Commissioners shall be guided by such rules as are now separately framed, and may from time
to time hereafter be laid down by the joint authority of the British Government and the
Maharaja.

ARTICLE IV.

The jurisdiction of the Commissioners shall be defined by a line on each side of the road
at a maximum width of two Statute 100, except where it may be deemed by the Com-
mis-sioners necessary to include a wider extent for grazing grounds. Within this maximum
width, the Surveyors appointed under Article I shall demarcate and map the limits of
jurisdiction which may be decided on by the Commissioners as most suitable, including
the grazing grounds; and the jurisdiction of the Commissioners shall not extend beyond the limits
so demarcated. The land included within these limits shall remain in the Maharaja’s indepen-
dent possession; and subject to the stipulations contained in this treaty, the Maharaja shall
continue to possess the same rights of full sovereignty therein as in any other part of his
territories, which rights shall not be interfered with in any way by the Joint Commissioners.

ARTICLE V.

The Maharaja agrees to give all possible assistance in enforcing the decisions of the
Commissioners and in preventing the breach or evasion of the regulations established under
Article III.

ARTICLE VI.

The Maharaja agrees that any person, whether a subject of the British Government, or
of the Maharaja, or of the Ruler of Yarkand, or of any Foreign State, may settle at any
place within the jurisdiction of the two Commissioners, and may provide, keep, maintain, and let for hire at different stages, the means of carriage and transport for the purposes of trade.

**Article VII.**

The two Commissioners shall be empowered to establish supply depots, and to authorise other persons to establish supply depots at such places on the road as may appear to them suitable; to fix the rates at which provisions shall be sold to traders, carriers, settlers, and others, and to fix the rent to be charged for the use of any rest-houses or serais that may be established on the road. The officers of the British Government in Kulu, &c., and the officers of the Maharaja in Ladakh shall be instructed to use their best endeavours to supply provisions on the indent of the Commissioners at market rates.

**Article VIII.**

The Maharaja agrees to levy no transit duty whatever on the aforesaid free highway; and the Maharaja further agrees to abolish all transit duties levied within his territories on goods transmitted in bond, through His Highness’s territories from Eastern Turkistan to India or vice versa on which bulk may not be broken within the territories of His Highness. On goods imported into, or exported from, His Highness’s territory, whether by the aforesaid free highway or any other route, the Maharaja may levy such import or export duties as he may think fit.

**Article IX.**

The British Government agree to levy no duty on goods transmitted in bond through British India to Eastern Turkistan, or to the territories of His Highness the Maharaja. The British Government further agree to abolish the export duties now levied on shawls and other textile fabrics manufactured in the territories of the Maharaja and exported to countries beyond the limits of British India.

**Article X.**

This treaty, consisting of ten Articles, has this day been concluded by Thomas Douglas Forreth, C.B., in virtue of the full powers vested in him by His Excellency the Right Hon’ble Richard Southwell Bourke, Earl of Mayo, Viceroy and Governor General of India, on the part of the British Government, and by His Highness Maharaja Ranbir Singh, aforesaid; and it is agreed that a copy of this Treaty, duly ratified by His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General of India, shall be delivered to the Maharaja on or before the 7th September 1870.

Signed, sealed, and exchanged at Sealkote on the second day of April in the year of our Lord 1870, corresponding with the 22nd day of Bysakh Sambat 1927.

This Treaty was ratified by His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General of India at Sealkote, on the 2nd day of May, in the year 1870.

The following rules for the guidance of the Joint Commissioners appointed under Article III of the above treaty are published for general information:

**Rules for the guidance of the Joint Commissioners appointed for the new route to Eastern Turkistan,**

I.—As it is impossible, owing to the character of the climate, to retain the Commissioners throughout the year, the period during which they shall exercise their authority shall be taken to commence on 15th May, and to end on 1st December, or till such further time as the passage of traders renders their residence on the road necessary.

II.—During the absence of either Commissioner, cases may be heard and decided by the other Commissioner, subject to appeal to the Joint Commissioners.

III.—In the months when the Joint Commissioners are absent, i.e., between 1st December and 15th May, or the dates that may hereafter be determined, all cases which may arise shall be decided by the Wazir of Ladakh, subject to appeal to the Joint Commissioners.

IV.—The Joint Commissioners shall not interfere in cases other than those which affect the development, freedom, and safety of the trade, and the objects for which the treaty is concluded, and in which one of the parties or both are either British subjects, or subjects of a foreign State.

V.—In civil disputes the Commissioners shall have power to dispose of all cases, whatever be the value of the property in litigation.

VI.—When the Commissioners agree, their decision shall be final in all cases. When they are unable to agree, the parties shall have the right of designating a single arbitrator, and shall bind themselves in writing to abide by his award; should the parties not be able to agree upon an arbitrator, each party shall name one, and the two Commissioners shall name a third, and the decision of the majority of the arbitrators shall be final.

VII.—In criminal cases of the kind referred to in clause 4, the powers of the Commissioners shall be limited to offences such as in British Territory would be tried by a subordinate Magistrate of the first class, and as far as possible the procedure of the Criminal Pro-
procedure Code shall be followed. Cases of a more heinous kind and of offences against the special laws regarding religion in Kashmir should be made over to the Maharaja for trial, if the accused be not a European British subject; in the latter case he should be forwarded to the nearest British Court of competent jurisdiction for trial.

VIII.—All fines levied in criminal cases, and all stamp receipts levied according to the rates in force for civil suits in the Maharaja’s dominions, shall be credited to the Kashmir Treasury. Persons sentenced to imprisonment shall, if British subjects, be sent to the nearest British Jail. If not British subjects, the offenders shall be made over for imprisonment in the Maharaja’s Jails.

IX.—If any places come within the line of road from which the towns of Lehce are supplied with fuel, or wood for building purposes, the Joint Commissioners shall so arrange with the Wazir of Ladakh that those supplies are not interfered with.

X.—Whatever transactions take place within the limits of the road shall be considered to refer to goods in bond. If a trader opens his load, and disposes of a portion, he shall not be subject to any duty, so long as the goods are not taken for consumption into the Maharaja’s territory across the line of road. And goods left for any length of time in the line of road subject to the jurisdiction of the Commissioners shall be free.

XI.—Where a village lies within the jurisdiction of the Joint Commissioners, then as regards the collection of revenue, or in any case, where there is necessity for the interference of the usual Revenue authorities in matters having no connection with trade, the Joint Commissioners have no power whatever to interfere; but to prevent misunderstanding, it is advisable that the Revenue officials should first communicate with the Joint Commissioners before proceeding to take action against any person within their jurisdiction. The Joint Commissioners can then exercise their discretion to deliver up the person sought, or to make a summary enquiry to ascertain whether their interference is necessary or not.

XII.—The Maharaja agrees to give Rs. 5,000 this year for the construction of the road and bridges; and in future years His Highness agrees to give Rs. 2,000 per annum for the maintenance of the road and bridges. Similarly for the repairs of serais, a sum of Rs. 100 per annum for each serai will be given. Should further expenditure be necessary, the Joint Commissioners will submit a special report to the Maharaja, and ask for a specific grant. This money will be expended by the Joint Commissioners, who will employ free labor at market rates for this purpose. The officers in Ladakh and in British Territory shall be instructed to use their best endeavours to supply laborers on the indent of the Commissioners at market rates. No tolls shall be levied on the bridges on this line of road.

XIII.—As a temporary arrangement, and until the line of road has been demarcated, or till the end of this year, the Joint Commissioners shall exercise the powers described in these rules over several roads taken by the traders through Ladakh from Laboul and Spiti.
### APPENDIX 15 (see p. 142).

Rules to provide for the refund of duty on goods exported from British territory to Kashmir or to Central Asia (Turkestan) via Kashmir.

These Rules are framed to give effect to Article IX of the Treaty between the British Government and His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir, dated 2nd May 1870, by which the British Government agrees to levy no duty on goods transmitted in bond through British India to Central Asia or to the territories of His Highness the Maharaja.

2. The places agreed upon between the Punjab Government and the Maharaja of Kashmir as places where goods may be declared and sealed for transmission in bond, and where refund of duty may be claimed under these rules, are Calcutta, Bombay, and Amritsar. Goods intended for Turkestan may be declared, sealed, etc., at these three places, and also at Sultanpur, in the Kulu tehsil of the Kangra district.

3. Any merchant trading on his own account, and any merchant or agent trading on account of the Maharaja of Kashmir, who wishes to claim the refund of duty allowed by these rules, may apply to the Collector of Customs at Calcutta or Bombay or the Deputy Commissioners of Amritsar and Kangra, as the case may be, for the same in the following manner:

4. The goods intended for export to Kashmir or Turkestan (Central Asia) are to be declared on invoices, and opportunity is to be given to the Collector or Deputy Commissioner to inspect them if required. The packages are to be sealed in presence of the Collector or an officer authorised by him.

5. Goods sealed at Calcutta or Bombay must not break bulk anywhere before they reach the Kashmir border, or Sultanpur, in the Kangra district.

6. Goods intended for Kashmir or Central Asia, and which are required to break bulk on the route up-country, may more conveniently be declared, sealed, etc., at Amritsar.

7. The duty of which a refund is claimable under these rules is the customs duty specified in the Schedules of Act V of 1863 (the Consolidated Customs Act). The amount of such duty shall be calculated at the values assigned to goods in those Schedules.

8. The Collector, as aforesaid, will furnish the applicant with a certificate in the annexed form A., specifying the numbers on the packages sealed by him or under his orders, the kind of goods, the gross weight, the destination, and the amount of duty to be refunded in the event of the goods reaching the Kashmir border, or the station of Sultanpur, intact. The Collector will keep a register of such certificates in serial order.

9. The goods may then be conveyed by any route the applicant chooses. There is no restriction as to routes, but refunds are only claimable at the place where the packages were sealed, i.e., Calcutta, Bombay, and Amritsar, for the Kashmir trade, and Sultanpur for the direct trade to Turkestan, on production of the invoice duly attested by the Customs officers of His Highness the Maharaja or by the official appointed on that behalf at Sultanpur, in Kulu.

10. On arrival of the goods within the boundaries of Kashmir, the Customs officers of the Maharaja at the borders of His Highness the Maharaja's territory on the various routes into Kashmir will examine the packages to see that the seals are untempered with, and that the number and weight of packages corresponds with the certificate, and will endorse the certificate accordingly.

11. The owner, or his agent, will then be entitled to present this certificate to the Collector at Calcutta, Bombay, or Amritsar, as the case may be, and obtain payment of the amount of duty stated therein.

12. In the case of goods sent to Turkestan via Kulu, the owner, or agent, may present the certificate for payment at the Sultanpur tehsil after furnishing proof to the tehsidari that the goods have left the limits of the tehsil in the direction of Turkestan. Further detailed arrangements on this last point will be made by the Deputy Commissioner of Kangra.

#### Invoice of Goods for transmission in bond through British India to the Territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir and Jammu from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Invoice</th>
<th>Specification of goods</th>
<th>Weight of goods</th>
<th>Rate of duty chargeable</th>
<th>Amount of duty</th>
<th>Gross weight of packages</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A statement of Customs officers of His Highness the Maharaja.

---

**Note of Office:**

**Date of Delivery:**
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No. 13300G, dated Simla, 8th July 1875.

NOTIFICATION—By the Government of India, Foreign Department.

The following revised rules for giving effect to Article IX of the Treaty between the British Government and His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir, of 2nd May 1879, in respect to the refund of duty on goods exported from British territory to Kashmir or Central Asia and Kashmir, having received the sanction of His Excellency the Governor General in Council, are published for general information:

I. The places agreed upon between the Punjab Government and the Maharaja of Kashmir as the places where goods may be declared and sealed for transmission in bond under these rules, are Calcutta, Bombay, and Amritsar. Goods intended for Central Asia may be declared and sealed at these three places, and also at Sultanspur in the Kulu behalf of the Kangra district.

II. Any merchant trading on his own account, and any merchant or agent trading on account of the Maharaja of Kashmir, is entitled to claim refund of duty under these rules in the manner hereinafter described.

III. The goods intended for export to Kashmir or Central Asia shall be declared on invoices, and opportunity shall be given to the Collector or Deputy Commissioner, or the official at Sultanspur appointed on that behalf, to inspect them as required. The packages shall be sealed in presence of the Collector or Deputy Commissioner, or an officer authorised by him, or in the case of packages declared at Sultanspur in the presence of the official appointed on that behalf.

IV. Goods sealed at any of the places mentioned in Rule I must not break bulk until the seals shall have been examined and certificates attested by one of the officials described in Rule IX; otherwise all claim to refund of duty will be forfeited.

V. Goods intended for Kashmir or Central Asia, but contained in packages which it is necessary or desired to open on the route up-country from sea-ports, may more conveniently be declared, sealed, &c., at Amritsar or Sultanspur.

VI. The duty of which a refund is claimable under these rules is the customs duty specified in the Schedules of the Indian Tariff Act in force for the time being. The amount of such duty shall be calculated at the values assigned to goods in these Schedules.

VII. In the case of goods sealed and declared at Calcutta or Bombay the officers empowered to grant certificates, and in the case of goods sealed and declared at Amritsar the Deputy Commissioner, and in the case of goods sealed and declared at Sultanspur the official appointed on that behalf at Sultanspur, will furnish the applicant with a certificate in the annexed form (A) specifying the numbers on the packages sealed by him or under his orders, the kind of goods, the gross weight, the destination, and the amount of duty to be refunded in the event of the goods reaching Srinagar, Jammu or Leh, as the case may be, intact. The officers appointed to grant certificates should be furnished with the customs import tariff of fixed values, and with regard to ad valorem goods should be cautioned to investigate the claim as to drawback so as not to give drawback on the actual value of goods as laid down say at Amritsar or Sultanspur, which would include the cost of carriage from the see-port at those places. Drawback should not be given on more than the customs tariff value at the port of importation.

The officers empowered to grant certificates will keep a register of such certificates in serial order (B).

VIII. When the certificate described in the preceding section shall have been granted, and the goods duly sealed, they may be conveyed by any route the applicant chooses.

IX. The holder of certificate granted under Rule VII will only be entitled to claim a refund on such certificate after it has been attested either—

1. by the customs official of His Highness the Maharaja on arrival of the goods at Jammu or Srinagar of His Highness' dominions, or

2. by the British Joint Commissioner at Leh on arrival of the goods at Leh.

When any of the above-named officials are called upon to attest the certificate, they will examine the packages to see that the seals are unopened with, and that the number and weight of packages correspond with the certificate accorded.

X. The owner, or his agent, may then present this certificate either to the British Joint Commissioner at Leh, or in the case of goods sealed and declared at Calcutta or Bombay, to the Collector at Calcutta or Bombay respectively, or in the case of goods sealed and declared at Amritsar to the Deputy Commissioner at Amritsar, and obtain payment of the amount of duty stated therein. No refunds will be paid at Sultanspur.

Note.—The name and designation of the said officials are as appears as follows—

At Jammu, Parishivah, Power of Customs.
At Amritsar, Both Singh, Power of Customs.
At Sultanspur, Bector Singh, Power of Customs.

Any change in their name or designation will be notified in the Gazette.
### A.

**Invoice of Goods for transmission in bond through British India to the Territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir and Jammu from**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Attestation of Customs Officer of His Highness the Maharaja.**

**Name of Office.**

**Date of delivery.**

### B.

**Form of Register of Goods transmitted in bond through British India to the Territory of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir and Jammu during the**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place of despatch</td>
<td>Number of Invoice</td>
<td>Name of exporter</td>
<td>Specification of goods</td>
<td>Weight of goods</td>
<td>Rate of duty chargeable</td>
<td>Amount of duty</td>
<td>Gross weight of each Invoice</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Destination.**
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GENEALOGY OF THE KATORE OF CHITRAL.

Baba Ayoub.
An adventurer from Khawar.
Shah Mohammed.
Shah Mullah.

Raja
founder of the Raja.

Maulana Dog.


Shah Khush
Amad
(founder of the Khush
Amad.

Shah Khushwokh
(founder of the Khushwokh,
see genealogy).

Shah Riaz.
founder of the Riaz.

Hamidullah.
founder of the Hamidullah.

Shah Afzal.

Shah Tanai.

Shah Mulla.

Shah Mulla.

Shah Waqaruddin.

Shah Waqaruddin.

Shah Waqaruddin.
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1. On the 27th August 1869, Mr. Hayward wrote to the Viceroy's Private Secretary, asking, on behalf of the Royal Geographical Society of London, that the Government of India would facilitate and countenance in the four following modes his intended exploring expedition into the Pamir Steppe:

I.—Would advance him a sum of money to enable him to make an earlier start than could be effected by waiting for the receipt of such sum from the Geographical Society in England.

II.—Would allow him to purchase some half dozen Commissariat rations, or to be furnished with them on hire.

III.—Would allow him to purchase some old Government arms and ammunition to give as presents to the Kirghis Chiefs, &c.

IV.—Would request the Maharaja of Kashmir, through the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, to furnish him with the necessary orders to obtain supplies as far as his territory extends into Gilgit, and to not throw obstacles in the way of obtaining the supplies necessary for the onward journey.

2. The Government of India (No. 1375, dated 27th September 1869) replied that it would be impossible to comply with the four requests preferred, especially with that concerning the Maharaja of Kashmir, without giving to Mr. Hayward’s journey an official character, or, at any rate, without affording the Chiefs and tribes beyond our frontier grounds for supposing that he was an authorized or accredited Agent of the British Government.

Looking to the difficulties of the route and to the impossibility of guaranteeing travelers, however experienced, against serious risks or obstruction in the districts which Mr. Hayward proposed to visit, Government regretted that it could not give official sanction to the project which he had in view.

The request and the refusal were communicated to the Secretary of State in despatch No. 335, dated 11th October 1869.

3. On the 2nd October Mr. Hayward wrote explaining his reasons for intending, even without the assent of Government, to proceed via Gilgit to the Pamir Steppe, with a view of deciding its configuration and settling its hydrography.

This was communicated to the Secretary of State in No. 354, dated 16th October 1869.

4. In the spring of 1870 Mr. Hayward explored nearly the whole of the basins of the Gilgit and Yasin rivers, and wrote that he was particularly well treated by the Chief of Yasin, Mr. Wuli Khan, meeting at his hands with “a most favourable reception and friendly assurances.” He found that the Darkote Pass, leading into Wakhan and the basin of the Oxus, was still closed with snow, and would not be practicable for laden animals till May or June. Thinking it risky staying in Yasin till the passes opened, he returned to Gilgit, and wrote from thence (22nd March) that he found that the Maharaja’s officials there, in order to serve their own purposes, had caused a report to be spread that he had been plundered in Yasin, and had sent off orders to Astar for the force there to march at once to Gilgit for the purpose of invading Yasin. His return stopped them and they were then hurrying back, but not before he had ascertained the truth of the movement.

5. From Gilgit he returned to Kashmir and Murrur. There the Viceroy saw him in April last, and took the opportunity pointing out to him some of the dangers and difficulties which, even under the most favourable circumstances, he would have to encounter, and did everything in his power, short of absolute interdiction, to dissuade him from undertaking his adventurous journey.

6. In the Pioneer of the 9th May there appeared a letter signed by Mr. Hayward, and dated Yasin, 7th March, describing the cruelties which he ascertained the Kashmir troops had committed during their invasion of Yasin in 1863.

7. By the Viceroy’s direction a letter (No. 706), dated 16th May was thereupon written to Mr. Hayward, pointing out that the already great risks attending his journey were much enhanced by the publication of the letter, and most strongly advising him to postpone his journey till he could receive further instructions from the Royal Geographical Society. And on the 13th May the Viceroy telegraphed to the Secretary of State, begging him to see Sir R. Murchison and strongly advise him to forbid Mr. Hayward to proceed on his journey. The Secretary of State (14th May) telegraphed in reply that Sir R. Murchison would write to Mr. Hayward, and that meanwhile Government should do what was best for his safety.

8. In a despatch (No. 20, Secret, dated 17th May) to the Secretary of State, the Government of India explained the reasons in detail. They expressed their belief that Mr. Hayward’s statements might be exaggerated, and said that the alleged proceedings of the Kashmir Government in Gilgit might be capable of a different explanation from that which Mr. Hayward gave of them. Be that as it might, the publication of those statements and the comments thereon, when known to the subjects of the Maharaja of Kashmir—and it was impossible to prevent them from being known—

"must excite feelings of intense irritation and resentment among a wild population, little disposed to weigh the consequences of their acts. The result will necessarily be not only the possibility of personal danger to
Mr. Hayward, but great risk that the Maharaja himself may be compromised. Should any misfortunebefall Mr. Hayward within the limits of the Kashmir territories, or even after he has crossed the ill-defined frontier, it would assuredly be attributed to many to the Maharaja's resentment.'

For Mr. Hayward's own safety, therefore, in fairness to the Maharaja of Kashmir, it had seemed necessary to advise Mr. Hayward to postpone his further journey till he received instructions from the Geographical Society. Measures had recently been taken to open up communications with Turkestan.

"Unless their success should be retarded by the jealousy and distrust with which the publication of Mr. Hayward's report was naturally calculated to excite, Government felt assured that the unemployed regions of Turkestan would in a very short time become easily accessible to travellers and traders of every class, and the information, now sought through difficulty and danger, become available without risk. Government was prepared to give all possible assistance to the immediate prosecution of the scientific investigation respecting these regions; but it could not conduce to the attainment of this object, or for the interest of the public, that the success of the efforts made at great expense and expense to open up these regions to the commerce of the world, should be endangered by such public statements as Mr. Hayward had made."

9. On the 30th May Mr. Hayward wrote to the Foreign Secretary from Srinagar to say that the publication of his letter in the Pioneer was entirely in opposition to his wishes and instructions, and that he had deemed it right, after learning the views of Government to offer to Sir R. Marchion to sever his connection with the Royal Geographical Society, so as to relieve it from all responsibility on his account. But though fully alive to the peril which he might meet with, he declined to abandon his enterprise. At the same time he sent a copy of a letter addressed to the Editor of the Pioneer, expression of his regret that his former letter, which was intended only for information, should have been printed in the form in which it was received. This letter was published in the Pioneer of 3rd June last.

10. The Foreign Secretary (No. 644, dated 16th June) replied to Mr. Hayward that, whether his letter had been published in the Pioneer against his wishes or not, the effect was the same, and that Government still considered that the difficulties of his journey had been enhanced thereby.

"II," it was added, "knowing the opinion of His Excellency in Council, you still resolve on prosecuting your journey, it must be clearly understood that you do so on your own responsibility."

It was at the same time explained to Mr. Hayward that the Viceroy made these remarks with much object that was dictated by anxiety for his personal safety, and by a sincere desire for the ultimate success of the most interesting exploration in which he was engaged.

11. "Preparing for his second journey to Yasin, Mr. Hayward first wrote to Mir Wali from Kashmir, the letter being sent by post to Gilgit, where it was given over to a man of Mir Wali's on the 25th May. Mr. Hayward himself reached that place on the 7th July; and left it for Yasin on the 9th; this time he had a larger amount of baggage, his camp being carried by 33 coolies; he had the following people with him in his service:—

A Manali, two Kashmiris (Khananabh and Chuppman), two Pathans, whom at this time he took on to Gilgit.

It is believed that, making long marches, he reached Yasin on the 13th July; the last direct communication with him was the letter, addressed to Major Smyth.

12. "On the 29th July, 20 days after Mr. Hayward's departure, a letter from Mir Wali was received at Gilgit, saying that the Subib had stayed but two days in Yasin, and it was not quite known which way he had gone, whether to Badakhshan or to Hunza."

13. At starting from Srinagar on the 15th June, he had written to say that he did not believe there was any great danger in the way of his expedition. The Maharaja of Kashmir did not share this belief, for he told Sir Henry Durand—

"That such were his relations with the territories beyond Gilgit that he had endeavoured to dissuade Mr. Hayward from attempting that route, and had plainly told him that he, the Maharaja, could not be responsible for Mr. Hayward's safety in the countries where his influence and control practically ceased."

14. Iza Bahadur wrote (18th August) from Payal to Hoshaia, the Kashmir Commander of Gilgit, then on a business visit to Hunza, that on the 10th August he had heard a report of Mr. Hayward's murder by Mir Wali, and that on the 12th August the news was corroborated. The news-writer at the Fort Sheer in Payal gave the same account and the following particulars regard the corroborative report: Certain men on their way back from Yasin to Payal had been told by the people of the Fort Rooshan that Mr. Hayward had been given cookies by Mir Wali and had started off for Gooruchal on the Pamir Steppes in Badakhshan; that Mir Wali did not show respect to Mr. Hayward, and that no presents were interchanged; that Mir Wali sent troops after him, who, when he had arrived in the Gooruchal territory by the Darkote road, killed him and brought back his property to Yasin; that Mir Wali now repeated of the deed, had sent for troops from Chitral, had strengthened the forts, and guarded the roads. Iza Bahadur said he had sent spies both secretly and openly to Yasin to get authentic intelligence. The Maharaja sent this intelligence to the Lieutenanc—

1 This is taken from Mr. Drew's Report of 29th October.
2 This man is a brother of Aman-ul-Mulk, but went over to the Kashmir side, and has for some years rated Path as Resident of Kashmir.
3 Punjabi letter of the 1st August.
4 Neophyte of Aman-ul-Mulk and Iza Bahadur, brothers of Mullick Aman and Paulvan Khan.
5 This report is in this communication called "Pasjail," in Mr. Hayward's map it is called "Pusyail," but throughout the note I have continued the old and well-known spelling "Payal."
Governor, and said that he had ordered troops to be in readiness in Hunza and Gilgit, and awaited intimation of the pleasure of Government as regards the punishment of Mir Wali.

"The Lieutenant-Governor obtained from expressing any opinion or indication of the wishes of His Excellency on this point, 1st, because he was aware that, before Mr. Hayward engaged in his present expedition, he was 2nd, because His Honor was not certain whether the Government in India that his journey must be undertaken on his own responsibility, territory and subject to his authority; whether, in short, it is in the discretion of the Maharaja to treat this the offender with his own peaceful yesteryear; the punishment of the accursed.

All this the Lieutenant-Governor (who had telegraphed the intelligence of the murder on the 20th) reported in his official letter of the 27th August, No. 274-1010.

1. In a semi-official letter of the 5th September, Sir H. Durand expressed himself in favor of permitting Kashmir to conquer Yasin, and thus, while punishing Mir Wali, giving Government some means of curbing the quadrangle of wild tribes between the Chitral-Konar and Gilgit-Indus rivers.

The Viceroy (dated 21st September 1876) replied that, as far as could be gathered from the information available, Yasin was part of Chitral, and it was undesirable to permit Kashmir to conquer and annex it—

1. Because the grant of such permission would involve an obligation to help Kashmir to maintain its hold there.

2. Because it would give the Chitral Chief reason to doubt the sincerity of the British Government in making, or its power to enforce, the assurance given that the Maharaja of Kashmir had been warned not to endeavor to extend his dominions beyond those conferred on Gulab Singh.

3. Because the occupation of Yasin by Kashmir would be a menace to the neighboring valleys.

4. Because there were certain advantages in the existence of a belt of independent territory between Kashmir and Wakhan and Badakhshan. If this disappeared it would be difficult to control the diplomatic action of the Maharaja in the countries beyond.

And His Excellency doubted whether Kashmir could exercise any influence over the wild country south of Yasin between the Chitral and the Indus rivers.

18. There was a time a gleam of hope that the rumors of Mr. Hayward's murder was unfounded: for on the 28th August, the Kashmir Dowan at Murree brought the Lieutenant-Governor a letter, dated Gilgit, 15th August, from the Maharaja's Officer, Colonel Inndor Singh, saying that two men of Raja Bhoggu Khan, of Hunza, had come in from Goorchhal, and had stated that Mr. Hayward had arrived at the latter place with hardly any baggage and only two coolies, had been prevented by the Ruler of Goorchhal from going back to Hunza, and had started off towards Yarkand.

19. But on the 28th August the Maharaja of Kashmir sent on a letter, which Aman-ul-mulk of Chitral had sent to the Thandar of Gilgit, (1) saying that he had told Mir Wali not to bring the Englishman, but that Mir Wali had brought him on his own authority and killed him; (2) repudiating Mir Wali's action; and (3) announcing his deposition and the bestowal of the Yasin Chiefship on Puhiwan Khan, another nephew of Aman-ul-mulk and brother of the deposed Mir Wali.

18. And on the 1st of September Colonel Pollock received a letter from Aman-ul-mulk, saying that a confidential servant of the British Government (evidently Mr. Hayward) had, in the past winter, arrived at Wshkoon by way of Gilgit, had been invited to come on to Chitral, whence he might be pleased, but had not accepted the offer, and had returned to the Pashawur limits; that he had again arrived at Wshkoon via Gilgit and had with six companions been killed, by the advice of Mullick Aman* who lives in Gilgit, by Mir Wali, who had also wounded and imprisoned another companion, a Moonshi, and forced him to write a letter, saying that the whole party had arrived in health and safety within the limits of Badakhshan; that he, Aman-ul-mulk, had therefore sent Puhiwan, brother of Mir Wali, to go with a force and seize Mir Wali, who however had fled, he knew not whether to Gilgit or Badakhshan.

19. The same news was repeated also to Colonel Pollock by a Misuye traveller in the Chitral country, who stated that the scene of the murder was the Barigoli* pass into Yarkand.

20. The Lieutenant-Governor, when he heard of Mullick Aman's complicity, desired the Kashmir authorities to watch him; but he managed to effect his escape.

The following is the account of this matter given by the Maharaja of Kashmir. On learning of the Lieutenant-Governor's desire he issued the following orders to Bakhshi Radha Kishan:

At the request of Dowan Nihal Chand, you are directed, immediately on receipt of this, to place Mullick Aman under safe custody, and no message that he may not escape. Place Commandant Wussan Sing and a few guards of sepoy in charge of him. Fail not to watch him strictly; you are responsible. His family also should not be allowed to escape. Should any escape you will be held strictly accountable.

* Mullick Aman, however, escaped at night from the custody of his guard. His son, his minister Tulla

1 Sir H. Durand's telegram and semi-official letter dated 29th August, and semi-official letter of 20th August.

2 Sir H. Durand's telegram and semi-official letter of 29th August.

3 Correctly speaking, only four.

4 Eldest brother of Mir Wali. Mr. Forush says he quarreled with Mir Wali a few years ago and came to Jamna for aid, and was allowed 11, 150 per annum and permitted to live in Gilgit.

5 Not the Barigoli, but the Darkote Pass, the next to the east.
and his family were then placed in confinement. The officers in Gilgit then waited a few days pending search for him, and sent men after him in various directions. Pending his re-capture, they did not report his escape to me, although they then declared they had succeeded in searing him. Meanwhile a letter was received from Mullick Aman, addressed to Bakshi Radha Kishen, expressing the utmost surprise that the Bakshi should, listening to the slanders of his rival, have ordered his arrest and the family's imprisonment, protesting his entire devotion to the Kashmir Government, and stating that he would proceed to Birmaur and procure the release of his family. Thereupon repeated orders were issued to summon him. On receipt of the bilah's report the Maharaja says he thought of calling him and the guards strictly to account; but now, after Mullick doubts letter, thinking that he might come in, the Maharaja considered that his end might be frustrated by vigorous proceedings against the Bakshi at present, and preferred for the present to encourage Mullick Aman's return. Three months' imprisonment, he said, are being taken accordingly.

This was the defence of the Maharaja of Kashmir when he received the Lieutenant-Governor's communication, expressing his surprise and disappointment that Mullick Aman should have been allowed to escape, and that no report of this fact should have been made as soon as it took place. That the conduct of the Bakshi in charge at Gilgit, who is said to have received orders for the safe keeping of Mullick Aman, is inexplicable, and may go far to frustrate any value that might otherwise have been attached to Mr. Drew's inquiry.

21. On the 12th September there came to Gilgit one Jamil Beg, a servant of Raja Ghulam Mohoo-ood-deen atties Puhlwan Bahadoor, and the bearer of a letter from him to Raja Ima Bahadoor, announcing the expulsion of Mir Wall and his own succession to the Governorship of Yasin. Mir Wall, he said, had wound up his list of offers, compromising the relations between the ruler of Chitral and the Kashmir Government by bringing the European gentleman into the country in spite of Aman-ul-mulk's prohibition and then killing him. Jamil Beg was examined by Bakshi Radha Kishen, Governor of Gilgit, and gave the following account of what had happened:

He was with his master Puhlwan, in the Mastokha country, of which Puhlwan was Governor. The son-in-law of Wazir Rahmat of Yasin came over with a message, (1) that Mir Wall had murdered the English gentleman (Mr. Hayward) for the sake of his property, and now said:

"I have killed the big infidel. I will now kill the little one, i.e., Wazir Rahmat, for he does not obey orders, and until he is killed I cannot rule. When the Wazir is dead, there will be perfect tranquility;" and (2) that if Puhlwan came over, Wazir Rahmat would help him to expel Mir Wall and take the country for himself.

Puhlwan informed his uncle, Aman-ul-mulk, and asked permission to—

"proceed with a force to Yasin to expel Mir Wall therefrom, and to occupy the country. The Raja of Chitral sent me the following reply: 'Mir Wall at first, without my information, unmercifully brought the English gentleman to this country and then of his own accord sent him away. Recently he again summoned him, and for the sake of his property killed him. This compromizes me completely with the Maharaja, to whom I am bound by engagement not to allow such acts to be done. I have been reduced false to my engagements now'."

"The Raja of Chitral first wrote to the officers in Gilgit and to Raja Ima Bahadoor, informing them that, as a punishment for the murder of the English gentleman, he had expelled Mir Wall from his country, and made over the Chieftainship of Yasin to Puhlwan Bahadoor. He then sent a message to Puhlwan Bahadoor, telling him immediately to proceed with a force to Yasin to kill Mir Wall and to take possession of his country." Mir Wall, on hearing of his brother Puhlwan's approach, fled to Kuchal. He was pursued, but escaped. His family were then captured.

Of Mr. Hayward's property—

"Mir Wall gave away the cloth, i.e. to the principal men and his own servants, and appropriated for himself the limbs and the cash."

These he carried away in his flight, but there were still left in the fort two chairs, a clothes box, and some papers in a box.

23. These articles the Lieutenant-Governor was asked by Government to endeavour to recover as they would,

"at any rate, by a melancholy confirmation of Hayward's fate and satisfaction to his friends."

23. When communicating the deposition of Jamil Beg to the Lieutenant-Governor, the Maharaja sent to ask—

"whether he should depute Mr. Drew, a gentleman in his service as a geologist, to Gilgit to make enquiries on the spot."

The Lieutenant-Governor replied that if the Maharaja desired to do so he could have no objection. The Maharaja had, very soon after the news of Hayward's fate,

expressed a strong desire that the British Government should despatch an officer of its own to enquire on the spot and report to his own Government. The Lieutenant-Governor, however, preferred (as he wrote to Government) the despatch of Mr. Drew from consideration of the difficulties which beset the questions of selecting and deploying Mr. Hayes and of the impossibility for such an enquiry, and of placing him in such a position as to ensure security and independent authority as could alone render an investigation at Yasin by a British officer a reality and not a farce."

1 Wazir Rahmat told Subedar Shere Ali that the following property was got from Mr. Hayward's camp—

10,000 worth of cloth. 6 Guns. 18 pieces of cash and silver bracelets. 8 Pistols. 12 Swords.

Secretary's semi-official letter to the Lieutenant-Governor, dated 27th September.
24. Hearing that Mir Wali had been given an asylum by Aman-ul-mulk in Chitral, Bakshi Radha Kishen wrote to him on the subject. Aman-ul-mulk and Puhwan sent a reply from Aman-ul-mulk to the following effect:

"Mir Wali having against my orders, by false and deceitful promises and friendship, escaped the trusty agent of the English, and murdered him and six of his attendants. I dissolved my connection with him, and took no concern in the case. But when Raja Ghulam Mohsun and his Bahadur got information of the fact, and sped to Badakhshan. Mir Muhammad Shah, who is my sincere friend, immediately after Mir Wali went against my own sister's son, sent him (Mir Wali) off to Afghanistan, and did not expose myself to the dangers of the people of the world, so it would not be wise to do."

25. The Maharaja instructed Radha Kishen (1) to tell Aman-ul-mulk's motamids—

"that Mir Wali is an offender against the British Government and myself, and that the Chital ruler has acted improperly in giving refuge to him; that it is advisable for the ruler to see Mir Wali and his accomplices and send them over either to the Commissioner of Peshawar or to my own officers in Gilgit; and that for that act he would be treated with favour both by the British Government and by myself; but that otherwise he should know that the consequence of his conduct should not be good for him."

(2) to detain the motamids till the Lieutenant-Governor's instructions were known.

26. The Maharaja sent on the intelligence to the Lieutenant-Governor, who (8th October) replied that if Aman-ul-mulk could be prevailed on to give up the murderer, and if he left the place where they should be surrendered optional, it would be best that they should be sent over to Gilgit, then across Swat to Peshawar, and that in any case their surrender to the Chief of Badakhshah would be clearly useless. There was no need to detain Aman-ul-mulk's motamids.

27. On the 6th October the Maharaja sent on a letter which the Raja of Hunza (Ghuzan Khan) had sent to Radha Kishen in answer to one from him (the contents of which are not mentioned). He said that Mir Wali after killing Mr. Hayward had sent to him and the neighbouring Hill Rajas to say that—

"he had killed an unrecorded Foringer, for the sake of the Mussulman religion, and added that we expected that the indians would send troops against him, and begged all the Mussulman Rajas to help him with their forces."

"He added, 'we, the Hill Muslims, are true to our word and engagement; we have not got a double tongue. We know only this, that my house is the Sircar's, and yours miss own. Hereafter I shall have an equal of mine permanently stationed at Gilgit.'"

24. The Viceroy, on receiving the intelligence mentioned above in paragraphs 25 and 26, approved—what had been said by the Lieutenant-Governor, and authorised him to—

"inform the Maharaja of Kashmir that the British Government will defray any reasonable expenses which His Highness may incur in any legitimate efforts to effect that object."

The Lieutenant-Governor conveyed this message to the Maharaja.

29. On the 27th October Mr. Drew and Bakshi Radha Kishen reported to the Maharaja of Kashmir that the body of Mr. Hayward had been recovered and brought back to Gilgit, and interred in the Government garden there with military honors. It was found that the vertebrae of the neck had been quite severed by a sword-cut; there was a sword wound on the right side and another on the right thigh, and a wound from a stone on the head. Mr. Drew, on his return from Gilgit, finished his investigation into the circumstances of the tragedy. The report was forwarded to Government on the 15th November by the Lieutenant-Governor, who said that he had taken steps to obtain from independent sources additional evidence of the circumstances. Those steps were as follows: Captain Omanney of Hazara sent a trusty emissary to Yasin to find out what he could, not telling him who was supposed to have committed the murder, and Colonel Pollock sent another quite independently.

30. Government, in a confidential letter of the 14th November, expressed satisfaction at learning that this had been done, and said that it might be desirable to send F.B. round by Badakhshah for the purpose of getting additional information. Regarding this suggestion the Lieutenant-Governor remarked that it would be better to send some one else, not F.B., who, being one of Mr. Forsyth's informants, had probably preconceived ideas regarding Kashmir.

31. In a confidential letter No. 21A, dated 30th November, the Lieutenant-Governor

---

1 Some conclusion is caused by the fact that the Kashmir authorities always call him Aman-ul-mulk, thus making it difficult to distinguish him from Mullick Aman, the brother of Mir Wali and Puhwan; but as he is called the Ruler of Chitral, it is clear that he is not Mullick Aman.
2 I infer that this was the purport of Radha Kishen's letter, but it is not forwarded.
3 Enclosure in letter from Punjab, No. 338-A, dated 14th October 1879.
4 Letter from Government to Punjab, No. 849, dated 24th October 1879.
5 Letter from Punjab to Government, No. 8C, dated 14th November 1879.
6 That it was recognisable after so long an interval is due (1) to the extreme dryness of the air there; (2) to the feet of the body being, like those of the strangle, buried under a heap of snow, not exposed to heat of sun; (3) to the colour of Mr. Hayward's hair, and the shape of his hands and feet being different from those of his followers.
7 One probably to the stone under which the body was buried.
8 F.B.—The original of this confidential letter never reached this office; a duplicate has been sent by the Punjab Government—see telegrams of 8th and 9th January.
sent up the first report of Captain Ommanney’s emissary, from whom a further communication was expected shortly. He had got his information from the people of Wushkoom (which I gather to be an alias for Yasir), some of it from the Wazir of Aman-ul-mulk. He or his informer is it to be observed, clearly believed that Mr. Hayward went on a mission from Government, of which he formed one limb, Mr. Forsyth being the other.

The emissary’s account was as follows:

"Mr. Hayward and his companions were killed by order of Mir Wali with swords, knives, and stones under the trees towards the north of the village of Wushkoom; their property was plundered by Mir Wali."

When intelligence of this event reached Aman Mullick at Chitral, he advanced with his forces against Mir Wali; the latter fled and Aman Mullick replaced him by Pahlawan, brother of Mir Wali, who was before Chief of Mastaj. The Chitral Ruler himself then returned to his own capital.

"Apparent that the Chitral Ruler displays much displeasure with this act of Mir Wali’s. He remarks that the Englishman was a guest in his country, and the act of putting him to death was a very unworthy one. He says— On one side of my country there is Mir Muhammad Shah, the Chief of Budakhan, who is subordinate to Amir Shere Khan, who is also the ally of the English; on the other side in the Maharajah, who is also the ally of the English. A poor man as I am, what am I that I should act as an enemy of the English?"

Mir Wali escaped into Wushkan and Shaginjum, on the border of Budakhan, and there wrote secretly to the Akband, complaining against his unequal treatment from his country by the Chief of Chitral, and soliciting his (the Akband’s) assistance. The Akband paid no attention to this request and said in reply that Mir Wali had done an unworthy act. If a solitary Englishman had come into his country, he (the Englishman) was not capable of taking his country from him. Moreover, Mullick went into the country of the English, but the latter did not kill or detain them in confinement. He spared severely Mir Wali’s men and sent them away.

Another brother of his, named Abdul Rahman, son of Gohar Rahman, residing as a hostage in Kashmir, having got intelligence of this occurrence he fled at night, and the Ruler of Kashmir is in great anxiety on account of his flight."

N.B.—It is odd that the emissary makes no mention of Mir Wali having come in and received asylum in Chitral.

32. Colonel Pollock’s5 emissary Rahut6 Mian Kalakbakhry, wrote (14th November) from Chitral that he had bought and had sent in Mr. Hayward’s watch for Rs. 23, and hoped to get, from Aman-ul-mulk Mr. Hayward’s two breech-loaders, which Aman-ul-mulk had taken from Mir Wali.

"Mir Wali, who had fled, had gone away sid Wushkan. He has come back from Zebak to Chitral, where he is present now. Minta Aman Mullick says he has detained him under surveillance, so that he may not go away elsewhere; but this is all trickery."

"People are troubling with fear as to what the Government may do."

"Aman-ul-mulk is a dependent of Mir Muhammad Shah, the Ruler of Budakhan, and went on the 2nd October to Zebak to pay his respects to the Mir. He has arrived there now."

33. Sir H. Durand remarked7 on this:

"It is so far satisfactory that, from two perfectly independent enquiries on the spot, not a hint of any suspicion of that kind has been intimated. As both of these independent emissaries were Musalmans, naturally hostile to the Kashmir Ruler, and men who would have been ready enough to blacken the face of the Hindu Rajah, the fact of their absence to any sort of suspicion of the Kashmir authorities amount to a strong presumption in favour of its innocence. The absence was not altogether coincident. The absence of Mir Wali looks to the same presumption. If Your Lordship wish it, pressure could now be put upon Aman-ul-mulk from the side of Budakhan through the Amir of Kabul; and finding himself between two fires, one on the side of Kashmir, and another on the side of Budakhan, Aman-ul-mulk might think the pressure too hot to be resisted; in spite of Pathan usages, and would probably, influenced by the Maharajah’s high pecuniary reward, prefer surrendering Mir Wali in a quarter where he, Aman-ul-mulk, is sure of a large sum of money, to surrendering him to the Amir, who certainly is too thoroughly Afghan to give him a sixpence."

34. There are yet two other persons making or ready to make enquiries, under the instructions of Dr. Caley,8 who from what he has heard is strongly impressed with the belief that Mr. Hayward’s death was instigated by Kashmir:

(1) Muhammad Niaz, a Yarkandi, who went to England with Dr. Leitner two years ago, and who this season came to Ladakh, hoping to accompany Forsyth’s party to Yarkand, but arrived too late. On his asking for some employment in India, Dr. Caley suggested that he should go to Gilgit and Yasin to enquire about Mr. Hayward’s death. He went as a petty trader, and may, probably be expected at Peshawar about the end of this month.

---

1 The emissary also proceeded the following account of Aman-ul-mulk’s treatment of Captain Gray’s emissary, Dilawar Khan and his companions. They were brought across the border and taken to Aman-ul-mulk by two men, one of Peshawar and the other of Kabul. Aman-ul-mulk kept them in confinement, but was induced to let them go. Tall asked a sum of money of Peshawar, that if he did not go he had kept Dilawar Khan’s men from following their capture to Budakhan, he would much dislike the Akband of Swat. Thereupon he ‘‘had been conveyed to the Koh-i-Norban (mountains of injuries) between Budakhan and Kashgar, where they were left by the escort. Nothing was heard of the3 subsequent afterwards, but an enquiry of some of the men of Chitral I secured that they are dead and were buried among the hills.

2 The emissary styled the whole country Kashmir. It had all belonged to Gohar Rahman, Aman-ul-mulk’s brother-in-law; now part of it belonged to the Maharajah, and from the extremity down to Urahkhan was occupied by the Uzbegs. Urahkhan had been held for Aman-ul-mulk by Mir Wali, his sister’s son, and Lower Kashgar belonged to Aman-ul-mulk himself.

3 Perhaps an alias of Mullick Aman, just as Pahlwan Khan’s real name is Mowla-cooldooon.

4 Sir H. Durand’s semi-official letter to the Viceregy, dated 30th December, and official letter No. 1.

5 Dr. Caley’s letter of 31st December to the Lieutenant Governor.

6 20th December 1879.

7 20th December 1879.

8 Dr. Caley’s letter of 31st December to the Lieutenant Governor.
(3) Mr. Reilly, an East Indian, who was 18 years in Kashmir service, but this year left it in disgust. He made enquiries in Kashmir, but is now ready to go languages could, Dr. Cayley told the Lieutenant-Governor, easily pass as a

It is to be observed that Muhammad Niaz, knowing probably Dr. Cayley's own suspicions, will not omit any point that tells against Kashmir, nor would Mr. Reilly were he sent.

34A. Lastly, Radha Kishen's letter of 15th September to the Maharaja gives an indication of certain men who would be likely to give evidence as to the circumstances of Mr. Hayward's murder. "Three tractors from Kulu," he said, "went with Mr. Hayward, and were present where the Sahib was murdered." They were then detained by Pulwman, but, as they carry on

an extensive trade with Gilgit, might be expected to return thither as soon as they were set free. The Punjaban Government might be asked to find out what has become of these men.

35. On the 12th Baisakh Aman-ul-mulk wrote to Colonel Pollock, saying:

"Sir: In his flight, took the road to Balakhan and Wakoan. By a thousand stratagems and devices I called him back from the Zembik country. Had I not got him back, there was great risk of his making forages and raids upon the territories bordering upon my own limits, and, had there been an enemy near me, most unhappily trouble and damage would have resulted, whilst rigour and precaution would have been constantly necessary. Now, however, as one quite crippled I hold him a close prisoner, notwithstanding the many claims for compassion upon my own feelings. Very shortly I will dispatch Mian Bubur Shah in company with one of my own confidential servants to your presence. Whereupon one or two courses are considered proper for Mir Wali shall be put into execution; either, firstly, he shall remain a close prisoner as long as my rule lasts, or else, secondly, if it be desired that he be banished to a foreign country, onreceipt of the order I will expel him from my territory."

36. To this the Foreign Secretary replied (16th January) by asking whether Colonel Pollock thought there was any reasonable chance of Aman-ul-mulk being induced to surrender Mir Wali, and if so, whether an attempt should be made to get him delivered up to the Peshawar authorities, or the Amir of Kabul, or the Maharaja of Kashmir. The Vicerey was quite ready to promise that Mir Wali's life should be spared, although it would certainly be necessary to keep him in strict confinement in British India.

37. On the 12th December the Maharaja of Kashmir sent to the Lieutenant-Governor a copy of his reply to the letter which Aman-ul-mulk had addressed to him (giving intelligence of the misdeed perpetrated by Mir Wali, of his expulsion from Yasin as a punishment for his crime, and his replacement by Pulwman Bahadur in the principality of Yasin, and intimating his desire to maintain friendship with the Kashmiri and British Governments). The Maharaja reminded Aman-ul-mulk that Mir Wali was always injurious to the Kashmiri Government, that he invaded Gilgit and fought against the Kashmiri troops there on several occasions; that the Maharaja had constantly borne his dishonesty in mind, but had refrained from doing so in deference to Aman-ul-mulk's request; that he would not send any forces to Yasin, and assurances that he, Aman-ul-mulk, would be responsible for any misconduct on the part of Mir Wali.

The Maharaja dwelt on his own fidelity to British interests, on the power of the British Government, and on the guilt of Mir Wali, and said—

"in the event of your failing to surrender him, your action will be opposed to the expectations which our friendly relations justify as to your own best interest; in fact, you will deprive yourself of all advantages. If you will cause Mir Wali to be conveyed, properly guarded, either to Gilgit or Peshawr, whichever of those places you may consider suitable, you will reap many advantages. Your friendship with me will be consolidated in perpetuity; you will secure the satisfaction of the British Government which will be gratified, and every recommendation will be shown to Pulwman Bahadur in Yasin (who is in the place of a son to you), in future. You are yourself wise."

38. He sent this letter by the hands of Aziz Musabhi and Mirza Taragufah, former lumberer of Gilgit, who had for a long time resided in Srinagar, and to whom he now held out hopes of restoration to his former office if he succeeded in this negotiation. The Maharaja's secret instructions to Taragufah were to work on both the timidity and captivity of Aman-ul-mulk, to inform him—

"in the event of his either surrendering Mir Wali to the British Government or sending him over to Gilgit, the sum of one lakh of Srinagar rupees shall be granted to him; for the future he would be regarded as a staunch ally of any Government, and the British Government would regard his act as one of good service rendered to it. If Aman-ul-mulk should not surrender Mir Wali, he would certainly be suspected as an offender against the British Government, and the consequence to him will not be good; and furthermore in that case it will be difficult for Pulwman Bahadur, his nephew and son-in-law, to retain possession of Yasin."

And the Maharaja had deputed Mian Manaswar to Bahamut-collah of Dir to induce him to use persuasion with his relation Aman-ul-mulk.

The Lieutenant-Governor called attention to the care with which the letter to Aman-ul-mulk is composed, direct threat being carefully omitted, and much degree of munificence as the letter contains being only implied, not expressed.

* * *

Also the instructions to Mirza Taragufah are of greater latitude; but evidently they base the hopes of a successful issue to the negotiation rather on the cajolery of Aman-ul-mulk than on the fear which the allusion to an unlurturbed hold on Yasin by Pulwman Bahadur are calculated to excite.

1 Colonel Pollock's semi-official letter to Foreign Secretary, dated 30th December.
2 Colonel Pollock has since replied that there is not the slightest chance of the Khan of Chitralt giving up Mir Wali, even if it were certain that he has the power to do so.—G. U. A.
3 Sir H. Durman's semi-official letter to the Vicerey, dated 15th December, and official letter No. 457,1890, dated 20th December.
4 This letter was evidently identical with that addressed to Bakri Radha Kishen. It has not been sent up.
The measures adopted by His Highness the Maharaja appear to His Honour (it was remarked) equally earnest well considered and judicious.

30. The Lieutenant-Governor, in No. 494-1419, dated 27th December, sent up Mr. Drew's report of his investigation, which he "had just received" from the Maharaja. N.B.—Mr. Drew had finished his investigations in Gilgit, Payal, and Giyp, and returned to Srinagar by the 5th of November (Punjab letter No. 412-1550, dated 9th December), and Mr. Drew's report is dated Gilgit, October 28th. I put Mr. Drew's report with regard to the murder as it can hardly be summarised, and with it I put the deposition of Jamil Beg, already mentioned, which had been previously taken by Radha Kishen. It is to be remarked, in the first place, that the evidence produced before Mr. Drew is quite consistent in all its parts with just such little variations as would naturally be expected; next, that it bears out the accounts which have from time to time come up from the Maharaja; thirdly, that it differs from the accounts received from the Chital side only in one point, making no mention of Mullick Aman as the instigator of the murder. Now, Mullick Aman was so mentioned, and that incidentally by no one on the Chital side, but Aman-ul-mulk, his maternal uncle; and there are good reasons why Aman-ul-mulk should desire to blacken the face of Mullick Aman, seeing that he was a discontented member of the Kashmir family under the Maharaja's protection, and that, as is shown in Pundit Munipool's memorandum on Kashmir, it had been the Maharaja's pet policy to use discontented members of that family as his tools for promoting his designs in that country.

40. It is true that Kootooch-oodeen, deriving his information from the talkative Mehta Sher Sing, told Mr. Foryth on the 4th October that the murder had been committed by Mullick Aman's men at the instigation of the Kashmir authorities; but I think there is ample ground for discrediting their story entirely, and also for coming to a conclusion as to how it arose:

(1) Kootooch-oodeen said the murder was committed in Payal at a village called Koochal. Now, Koochal is far from Payal, beyond the Hindu Kush. I pass that by. But Captain Ommanney's emissary bears out the evidence taken by Mr. Drew in saying that the murder was committed within Mir Wali's jurisdiction, quite north-west of Payal. As to the exact place there is really little doubt. Mr. Drew's informant, Gafur Khan, who drew his information from the headman of Darkote, said it was in the jungle north of that village, which is below the pass of the same name (see Mr. Hayward's own map put up). With this agreed the account previously given by Bakshi Radha Kishen by Jamil Beg, who learnt what he knew from Wazir Rahunt. Captain Ommanney's emissary said the scene was the jungle north of the village of Urshkum. Now Urshkum seems to be a generic name for the whole of Yasin.

(2) Kootooch-oodeen not only assigned the murder to Mullick Aman as the principal, but also mentioned the accusation against Mir Wali to dismiss it as a calumny of Mullick Aman's. Nay, he thought it was Mir Wali who sent the news to Peshawar, which we know to have been a mistake. Now, if we are to believe not only the Bakshi Radha Kishen and Mr. Drew's informants, but the letters of Ira Bahadoor of Payal, Mir Wali's uncle, and Puhlwan, Mir Wali's own brother, the burden of the crime rests on Mir Wali alone. And even if these letters are to be regarded as tainted, owing to their having passed through Kashmir, there remain (1) Aman-ul-mulk's letter to Colonel Pollock, laying the blame principally on Mir Wali; and only mentioning Aman-ul-mulk as the instigator. (2) The statement of Hyder Shah, when he came down to Peshawar, that Mir Wali boasted of the deed; (3) The statement of Captain Ommanney's emissary, that the murder was committed by Mir Wali, no mention being made of Mullick Aman as having any share in the guilt. And yet the emissary knew of Mullick Aman's flight, for which he evidently did not know how to assign a specific motive.

And not only so, but his information led him to believe that the Maharaja was much put out by Mullick Aman's flight—very natural, seeing that the presence at Gilgit of Mullick Aman, a discontented member of the Kaskhar family, would always give the Maharaja a ready opening for prosecuting his designs on that country.

Why then, it will be asked, should Kootooch-oodeen mention Mullick Aman as the murderer? Clearly because of flight, which again was, I think, very naturally to be accounted for by the instructions to seize him sent by Sir H. Durand on receipt of Aman-ul-mulk's letter condemning him. As far as the evidence now procured goes, there seems no reason for disbeliefing Mullick Aman's stout assertion that this was a slander. Indeed, it is difficult to retain a belief in Mullick Aman's guilt after reading that ignominious letter, unless we are to believe that it was forged and cooked for a purpose by the Kashmir authorities.

(3) Next, Kootooch-oodeen got from Mehta Sher Sing his information about the previously formed design against Mr. Hayward, which was executed through Mullick Aman. Now, Mehta Sher Sing had left the Kashmir Court for Ladakh before the news of Mr. Hayward's murder arrived. His information must, therefore, have been received in the way of sensational gossip lying from the capital to that out-of-the-way place, Leth, or else he knew of the designs against Mr. Hayward's life while as yet they were but designs. This last supposition

---

1 They certainly are so from the Maharaja's point of view. But they seem to me also to be very skilfully found, so as to cut both ways in favour of any designs which the Maharaja may hereafter put in execution against Gilgit. If we oppose them, we could hardly hereafter chuck an advance on Yasin or Chital, which, the Maharaja would recognize this as, had our sanction. If we say nothing about them, the Maharaja will still be able to say he gave us due notice of his intentions. C. U. A.

2 The Maharaja reported on the 25th August that he must have arrived in Ladakh by that time.
is most improbable. Why should a design like this have been communicated to one who was to have no hand in executing it; why still more to one known to have, as Mr. Forsyth says,

"a long tongue, and never so happy as when displaying his knowledge and making much of himself?"

These questions are not answered by Mr. Forsyth's explanation of Sher Singh's knowledge of this secret.

He says:

"The experience I have had of Kashmir tells me that though their intrigues we carried on with great secrecy and cunning, still it is possible to find them out; and unquestionably they are not confined to closely connected to the Court do not know them. Sher Singh is one of their most trusted officers and is most likely to know all that goes on. Having been just appointed Wazir at Ladakh, where he would have to carry out the Maharajah's policy, it is probable that he would be treated with much confidence. As all events, I think it likely that he would propagate any false story to the detriment of his master. This story he told Mr. Kootooool-deen in strict confidence."

That is to say, the designer of this deed, either voluntarily or involuntarily, allowed the secret to get into the possession of one who was not to have any part in the deed; and he, careful though he was of his master's interests, allowed the secret to get, the moment he met him, into the hands of a man who was a British subject, and who had been closely connected with a British officer through a long journey from which he had just that day returned, binding him to strict confidence which lie at once violated. Mr. Forsyth can hardly have weighed the matter when he accepted a story, implying such an amount of mingled treachery and confidence on the part of the holders of a most dangerous secret. The only reasonable supposition is, I think, the following: The first impulse of one hearing of Mr. Hayward's death would be to let it down to Kashmir intrigues. Kashmir officials know so much real ill of the Maharajah's Court that they would at once believe it was a true story; and a vain, long-tongued man like Mehtab Sher Singh would be delighted to relate it to some coming in from cut-and-dried parts. Kootooool-deen would not allow the story to become less black in passing it on to Mr. Forsyth, who was coming back full of anger with the Kashmir Court.

41. Kootooool-deen also made the following statements to Mr. Forsyth:

(2nd Statement.)—That the Kashmir authorities tried to poison Mr. Hayward.—This, says Mr. Forsyth, we know for certain from Mr. Hayward's own statement to Dr. Henderson, before the party left Srinagar. The particulars are not mentioned, and I think it would be hardly worth while asking for them. The story would probably turn out to be the same as that of the suspicion which passed through Mr. Hayward's mind when something disappeared with him. Mr. Hayward's death in Kashmir territory after the publication of that letter in the Pioneer would be the greatest misfortune for the Maharajah.

42. (3rd.)—That Kashmir authorities did everything to forward Mr. Hayward's journey even after the publication of the letter in the "Pioneer."—This is quite credible, but is not at all in point. Here I must observe that the several letters written by Mr. Hayward, which have been sent up, conveying the warm acknowledgments for all that the Kashmir authorities at head-quarters and in Gilgit had done for him, were all written before his second and disastrous visit to Yasin. Neither therefore are they in point.

43. (4th.)—The complicity of Bakshi Radha Kishen.—In support of his belief in this, Mr. Forsyth says:

"As I was marching from Leh to Srinagar, the Mellick one night brought into my tent a letter which had been sent from Dewan Nihal Chund to Wazir Panun, the officer appointed by us to Kashmir, from Ladakh. This letter betrayed some of great alarm, the Maharajah having just received through Dewan Nihal Chund, who is in attendance on the Lieutenant-Governor at Murree, the copy of a letter sent by Hayward to Thornton (I think it was to him). In this letter Hayward had made some suggestions of the affairs and affairs used by the Maharajah's officials to compass his destruction. All this was read out to me by the Mellick, who also told me that whether from the same letter or through other sources I cannot be sure that Hayward had written a similar letter to the Maharajah, which had been kept secret till now; but finding that the same information had been given to the Indian Government, the Maharajah was taking steps to avert any blame from himself by having several letters written to Bakshi Radha Kishen, which will be produced at the proper time to make-believe that everything was done to help Hayward."

"I heard from Mr. Griffin that a letter had been received from Hayward of the nature just described, so that the contents most have been got at in some underground way by the Kashmir Dewan."

If such a letter had been written by Mr. Hayward to Mr. Thornton, and copied handed over to the Maharajah's Agent by the Lieutenant-Governor, surely he would have mentioned it in his letters to Government.

Besides, this allegation is inconsistent with the fourth statement, and if true would prove too much, not that Bakshi Radha Kishen had instructions to get Mr. Hayward killed by some means which would throw no suspicion on Kashmir, but that he was to compass his destruction himself.

1 If such a letter was written by Mr. Hayward and got into the hands of the Maharajah, nothing would be more likely to cause alarm. Knowing the confidence that would be placed in any statement made by Mr. Hayward, it was most natural that the Maharajah should be anxious to clear himself from suspicion.

2 It is not clear whether Mr. Forsyth has any knowledge of this letter, or whether he is merely suggesting that it could have been written. Both these possibilities are mentioned in his statement.
44. (51a).—Complicity in allowing Mullick Aman to escape.—Mr. Forsyth says:—

"I have it in the handwriting of Daroo Kipa Ram's son, Mullick Aman was allowed to escape two months ago; and not only no information was given to the Government, but the complaisance at his escape is clearly shown by Mullick's writs by Daroo Kipa Ram to the Maharaja, advising him how to make some show of acting as to avoid suspicion, and recommending for this purpose that his guards who allowed him to escape should be imprisoned. There are other expressions in these papers which are full of significance."

The circumstances are stated above (paragraph 50), Mr. Forsyth has been asked to send all the documents which support his statements. Till this one comes no explanation can be hazarded. But I can quite understand that the Kashmiri authorities may have done and written all that they are said to have done or written about so valuable a personage as Mullick Aman from quite other motives than a belief in his complicity in Mr. Hayward's murder.

Dr. Cayley, too, from what Mr. Reilly, Colonel Gardiner, and others have told him, believes in the guilt of Kashmir. There is a statement deserving notice in his letter of 1st December, to the Lieutenant-Governor, viz.:

"When Mr. Drew was in Gilgit making enquiries, Aman-ul-mulk wrote that Mir Wall had been determined to kill the Feringhi and had him in custody, but that if an investigation were held, God only knew what would come to light." implying that there was something beyond the mere fact of Mir Wall being the murderer. I have asked him for the authority for this statement. In another statement Dr. Cayley appears to me mistaken. He said:

"The Ruler of Yasin is in great dread of Kashmir and quite under its influence, and has always Kashmir Agents at his Court."

The information possessed by Government seems to show that Mir Wall was a bitter enemy of Kashmir; so does Aman-ul-mulk's letter to the Gilgit authorities and the Maharaja's letter to Aman-ul-mulk. The Maharaja had endeavoured to win Mir Wall over to his side, in order to facilitate the advance of his troops on Hunza in 1866, and thought he had done so, but found himself mistaken, inasmuch as the sudden desertion of Mir Wall's force, when the Kashmiri troops were well advanced, led to their disastrous defeat.

[Punjab Munshid's memorandum, page 15.]

45. When Sir H. Durand received Mr. Forsyth's account of what Mullick Kootoolooldeen had told him, he remarked as follows:—

"It is of course possible that, in satisfaction of vengeance, Mr. Hayward's murder may have been deliberately planned, and cautiously and treacherously carried out, and that to cover the guilt of such a crime a system of deception, of pre-arranged reports, and of cooked depostions, may have been put into play and continuously brought before this Government with a view to decoying it; but on the other hand, it must be remembered that the Kashmiri Government had nothing to gain and very much to lose by such a course; that avenue on the person of a single individual was likely to be very nearly purchased; and that to carry out successfully a preconceived scheme of deceit exposed its author to imminent risk of exposure from the many persons who must co-operate, all more or less liable to be tampered with, and among whom there would inevitably be some who might make capital with the British Government by the betrayal of so bloody a tragedy. Such danger attended this course, and it was one of so reckless a kind that its adoption would hardly, in Honour considers, have been characteristic of the -acumen of the Kashmir authorities."

And he had not then received the accounts of the emissaries sent by Captain Ommance to Colonel Pollock.

47. Till receipt of further reports by those emissaries, by Muhammad Niaz, and by the emissary sent in lieu of F. B. to make inquiries from the Badakshan side, the suspicions of Kashmir complicity in this tragedy cannot be finally set at rest. But as far as the evidence as yet procured goes, there is nothing to prevent the acceptance of Mr. Drew's conclusion that the murder was effected by Mir Wall (from no instigation on the part of others), but from lust of the wealth which Mr. Hayward was supposed to be carrying on to other parts; partly too from anger at some rough language which Mr. Hayward is said to have used towards him. A servant of Mr. Hayward has spoken to Dr. Cayley (see Dr. Cayley's letter of 31st December) of his forbearing and conciliatory manner during his first trip into Yasin. This may have been the case, but Dr. Cayley had (he told me) heard a very bad account from Yarkand from Mr. Hayward's way of regarding and treating Natives, and thought that, except in the matter of physique, he was not at all the man to make his way in these wild regions; so that when enraged by Mir Wall in his desire to go on to Badakshan, he was very possibly did use the rough language attributed to him by Munsan Soobbad Sher Ali, Gazar Beg, and Tamig Beg, whose informant was Waiz Rahman, and the Chitral Vakil, whose informant was one of Mir Wall's instruments.

48. A crime like that charged against Kashmir is to the best of my knowledge without example in the dealings of Indian Princes with British officers. Often as a Native Chief must have desired to rid himself of a British officer who had wounded his feelings or made unpleasant disclosures; easy as to outward appearance it would seem to procure such a riddance covertly, there is, I believe, no established instance of such an attempt having been made. And in this case there was everything to make the Maharaja desire the safe return of Mr. Hayward. He and every one knew that if any harm befell Mr. Hayward, the first burst of

1 If this is the document which Mr. Forsyth gave me to read when he was in Calcutta, it contains nothing more than an appeal to the Maharaja to arrest himself and to overt the suspicion which had gone to the Lieutenant-Governor's mind from the fact of Mullick Aman's escape not having been reported,—C. U. A.
2 Paragraph 12 of confidential letter No. 101, dated 1st November.
3 e.g. beating his servants in presence of Yarkandis.
suspicion would fall on him, so much as that Dr. Casley, who knew much of the motives that influence the Kashmir Durbar, said, up at Simla, that as far as Kashmir territory was concerned, Mr. Hayward had incurred the chances in favour of his expedition by the publication of that letter.

49. His Excellency the Viceroy will now be able to pass orders on the recommendation in Sir H. Durand's letter of December 20th, to get Amir Sher Ali to put pressure on Aman-ul-mulk from the Badakhshan side (see above, paragraph 38). One of Mr. Drew's informants, Soobadar Sher Ali, sent with a Moonshi, Muhammad Khan, by Bakhsh Saxha Kishan, to Yasin, to get information, said he had been told in Yasin that Mr. Hayward had been killed by Mir Wali at the bidding of Aman-ul-mulk. And these same persons, Sher Ali and Muhammad Khan, were present when a letter came from Aman-ul-mulk to Puhliwan, which, there being no other Moonshi by, was read by them, and in which Mr. Hayward was styled "beloved one," "light of the eye," and Puhliwan was told to take care of his property.

"A grave doubt," the Lieutenant-Governor remarks in his forwarding letter of 27th December,

"arises on the face of these papers, etc., the degree of complicity with crime, or of sincerity in its exposition and punishment, indicated by the part played during these transactions by the Chief of Chitral, Aman-ul-mulk, a Ruler, otherwise uncompromised by his treatment of subjects of this Government."

If these were really Aman-ul-mulk's expressions, it seems unlikely that any but the most extreme pressure should induce him to give Mir Wali up.

50. Besides the watch recovered in Chitral, which in now Colonel Poulton's possession, the following property was recovered by the Maharaja's emissaries in Yasin:

1. A baggage pony.
2. A tent, the ropes cut off.
3. The tassel legs of a small table.
4. Twenty-three books, the covers of which have been all torn off.
5. Some loose papers, printed and manuscript, and a roll of maps.

Mr. Drew said:

"The pony and tent will be sold at Gilgit or in Kashmir, and the price remitted; the books and papers will be brought down with care."

The Lieutenant-Governor has not reported how these articles have in effect been disposed of.

51. On the 18th March the Secretary wrote semi-officially to the Lieutenant-Governor asking about the further progress of the enquiry,

"who are being employed and what are the results of their researches as yet. The Secretary suggested that an impartial agent or two might with great advantage be employed to approach the scene of the murder from, it might be, a fresh quarter, say Badakhshan, and thus clear up the doubtful circumstances."

To this letter no reply has, I believe, been received.

52. The next paper that arrived was a semi-official from Major Montgomerie, dated 17th March last, who sent on the account of a Sapper Huvildar, who in the disguise of a Syed came back through Chitral from his explorations in Central Asia.

The circumstances of the murder as detailed to him agree with what Government has already heard. Mir Wali said to the Huvildar himself that he had ordered the murder because the Sahib had used abusive words to him. The Chitralis, he found, believed Mir Wali would not have done this without Aman-ul-mulk's consent, and that Mir Wali's flight to Badakhshan had been arranged by Aman-ul-mulk as a blind to the English authorities.

Mir Wali had, he said, returned to Chitral on the 29th August (hereby he throws additional doubt on the story of Captain Commoney's emissary (paragraph 31 of the previous Note). I noted at the time the suspicious circumstance that the emissary, writing at the end of October or beginning of November, said not a word of Mir Wali having returned to and received asylum at Chitral after his temporary flight to Badakhshan. On the contrary, Aman-ul-mulk was reported to be genuinely angry with him, and as having expelled him from his country.

This Huvildar says Mir Wali returned to Chitral on the 29th August, and on the 4th September he was seated in public Durbar beside Aman-ul-mulk, the Huvildar being placed between them.

The Huvildar, when questioned by Major Montgomerie, seemed to think there was no chance of getting hold of Mir Wali:

"I asked, Major Montgomerie says, what effect money would be likely to have, but he said none unless Mir Wali had fallen out with the Chief when an offer was made to him, then it was possible enough, as on a small consideration they would sell their own children."

In a further letter Major Montgomerie gave his reasons for thinking that the Huvildar was not exposed to any disloyal influence on the part of Kashmir authorities.

53. In answer to a telegram (7th April), stating that an agent of the Chief of Chitral, then at Peshawar, had said his master might be induced to give up Mir Wali, but (12th April)

\[1\] His Excellency has already ordered that everything belonging to Mr. Hayward is to be carefully preserved and transmitted to his friends in England at the public expense.—C. U. A.

\[2\] He never heard any one mentioned as the instigator except Aman-ul-mulk. The people, according to his account, stood in such awe of the Chief that it is not wonderful they should believe that what was done by Mir Wali could not have been done without his fiat.
certainly not to the Kashmiri authorities, the Secretary on the 15th wrote demographically conveying His Excellency's willing sanction to the offer of Rs. 10,000 for the rendition of Mir Wali to the Commissioner of Peshawar, but saying that an Aman-ul-mulk might be merely trying to read the heart of the British Government, all offers should be verbal, until at all events there was an assurance that he was acting in good faith.

In a letter without number dated 11th April, the Lieutenant-Governor forwarded information about Chitral and Gilgit affairs sent by the Maharaja of Kashmir.

The gift of it was that Isa Bahadur, Ruler of Lower Yasin, who has long been an adherent of the Dogra, reported a rumour of an intended combined attack on Gilgit by Aman-ul-mulk of Chitral and the Ruler of Hunza, a stout opponent of the Dogra, who were trying to get the Ruler of Nagar (close to Hunza) to join them; and (2) that Wazir Rahmat (late Mir's, now Pukhwan's Wazir), who had betrayed the Dogra cause in 1864, but had last year given much of the information about Mr. Hayward's murder, was now making overtures for reconciliation and reception in Gilgit.

The Maharaja thereupon issued orders that if an attack is made on Gilgit it should be repelled, but that the Kashmiri troops should not pass the border without permission.

54. On the 19th April the Lieutenant-Governor sent a confidential letter (which should be sealed):

I.—Forwarding the detailed deposition of Aman-ul-mulk's emissary, Muhammad Rahim; it added the following information to that which Government had already acquired.

Muhammad Rahim was in the territory of the Khan of Asmoo (unknown to me) when Mr. Hayward was murdered, and the people there said that he had been killed by Mir Wali, and that by Aman-ul-mulk's orders Pukhwan had gone and taken the country, Mir Wali escaping.

Shortly after Muhammad Rahim returned to Chitral Aman-ul-mulk went off to Badakshan, because the Amir of Kabul, not satisfied with the tribute of a slave boy and girl sent to him from Chitral, had threatened an attack by way of Badakshan. Aman-ul-mulk therefore bound the Mir of that place to his interests by marrying one of his own daughters to the Mir's son. Mir Wali was then in Badakshan, and the Mir beggar, Aman-ul-mulk, to take him back with him as he did not want one who "was a refugee on account of his own crimes." Aman-ul-mulk in his turn objected, saying:

"I had great hopes of friendship with the British Government, but this man has destroyed them all. If I take him back it is probable that he will go back to the Maharaja of Kashmir, at whose instigation he has done this deed (not a probable speech). "It is," Muhammad Rahim said, "besides notorious that the act was done by Bahadur Khan of Hunza. Indeed, Mir Wali himself acknowledged it to the Mir of Badakshan. I have myself seen Mir Wali at Chitral and in the maulis (Aman-ul-mulk's durbar assembly); he has openly stated that he did it at the instigation of the Maharaja of Kashmir. Aman-ul-mulk asked him in my presence where was his letter authorising him to do it. Mir Wali said that the letter was lost with some of his property at Badakshan."" At Zelik, the Mir of Badakshan said:

"I cannot keep Mir Wali in my country because I am afraid of his committing raids on border villages having been deprived of his own country; secondly, that he may escape from me and go back to the Hazat of Kashmir, who has instigated him; thirdly, it is best for you to have him since I hear that you are on good terms with the British Government, and if there is an enquiry it is best for you to have him in your possession. On the other hand, the Mir-ul-mulk took charge of him and brought him to Chitral, where he keeps him, not prisoner but under surveillance in a separate house."

"When the Mir of Badakshan made him over to the Aman-ul-mulk, the latter placed six men over him with strict instructions to guard him carefully, but he said to Mir Wali, I give you these men by way of servants; do not be afraid, I will do you no harm; I will give you your head, but I will not give you your country."

One day when Muhammad Rahim was by, Aman-ul-mulk produced a sword which had been sent to him by the Commissioner, and said it was a great mark of distinction, and he was pleased to be considered a friend of the British Government, and then turning to Mir Wali said, "you have done a very bad act and (shown) great discredit upon me," Mir Wali hung down his head and said, "I was my master (late), what more can I say." Aman-ul-mulk then said,—"If there is hereafter any enquiry in this matter, I shall clear myself by revealing nothing, and you must do the same, if you wish for any chance of escape." Mir Wali replied, "my great mistake was not to have consulted you, but when I acted on the Maharaja's instigation I never expected this matter would become public." Then Aman-ul-mulk said, "you have not done very wrong and your only way of clearing yourself is to produce the correspondence you had with the Maharaja, and if you give me the papers I will use my best endeavours for intercession." Mir Wali replied, "my papers were lost with my property in Badakshan. If these are found my papers will be found with them. If necessary, and enquiry is made, I will come and tell the whole truth if it will lead to your clearance; if the Government say "1 (Muhammad Rahim) have not heard that Mulluck Aman was concerned in the murder. Since the murder I have heard that Mulluck Aman has fled from Gilgit and is living in Darel (the independent hills bordering on Gilgit). I have heard that he fled from Gilgit with the connivance of the Maharaja's Colonel commanding the Police, who said — "You had better go or else they will demand you of me." I must have gone with connivance, or how could he have got out of the fort?" I heard this from the men of Pukhwan, who were sent by Aman-ul-mulk after Mir Wali, in the presence of Aman-ul-mulk."

"Holy art not friends. I don't know that the former was implicated in the murder, but if this is an important point I can ascertain it."

Muhammad Rahim gave a very detailed explanation of the reason for the enmity between Aman-ul-mulk and Mir Wali on one side and Mulluck Aman on the other. Some time

---

1 Reason for rendering this desirable in the eyes of His Excellency the Viceroy, that the British laws and procedure would not allow the British authorities to sentence him to capital punishment, but that there were less objection against sending him to Kashmir.

ago Aman-ul-mulk sent Muhammad Rahim down to the Commissioner of Peshawar (who following instructions:—

He (the Aman-ul-mulk) looked upon the British Government as his friend, and his country as a part of theirs. From the first intelligence of the murder he has acted solely as a well-wisher of Government, and it is the matter of the murder. If the British Government would appoint a gentleman to meet him there and carry out any wishes where the Government might express as far lay in his power. Besides this to any British officer who might be appointed to meet them, and that he does this as a proof of his own sincerity. Besides this the Aman-ul-mulk said to me that he would do this on condition that the Government sent a trustworthy messenger with me by way of light. He made no stipulation as to his being a Hindoo or Mussulman that an English gentleman should go, and he (Aman-ul-mulk) would meet him at Gilgit.

He had heard from a student that Aman-ul-mulk had expelled Mir Wali, who had gone to Delhi.

He would, he says, himself have got Mir Wali in long ago had he effected his desire to obtain an interview with Colonel Pollack.

As to the prospect of getting hold of him now he said:—

"How should Aman-ul-mulk send him if he was never asked. I have not heard that he refused to give him up as he was his sister’s son. I don’t believe he wrote to this effect. Why should he? He would give him up as a matter of course if the arrangement was properly made. He cannot give him up without some promise from the British Government or arrangements to secure his safety."

As to the terms he at first asked—

"that the Government should protect Aman-ul-mulk from the oppression of the Maharaja of Kashmir and guarantee him the restoration of his country taken from him by the Maharaja. This would be only well arranged by an interview with a British officer at Gilgit."

Then he said:—

"He would give up Mir Wali without any specified condition as to promise of consideration afterwards for the service performed."

And finally:—

"In the first place the Aman-ul-mulk would wish an expression of the satisfaction of the Government at his service rendered. And secondly, let a Government officer go with the son of the Aman as hostage and make any enquiry desired."

Aman-ul-mulk was, he said, a comparatively wealthy man.

(Muhammad Rahim by the way gave an account of the death of Dilewar Khan and his companions, which quite agrees with what Government had already heard, that Dilewar Khan was the last man to have been sent as he was well known and disliked for his heretical opinions, and assigned as the cause of Aman-ul-mulk’s suspicions, owing to the attempt of the party to get through the country secretly. Had he been brought, Aman-ul-mulk said, a slip of paper to show that he was a British emissary, he would have been sent through in perfect safety.)

55. II.—Formarding a letter from Aman-ul-mulk, (1) expressing Mr. Macnab to put trust in Muhammad Rahim as his representative; (2) informing him that he had lost all trust in Rahat Shah, who had at first accompanied Muhammad Rahim to Peshawar and belonged to a family in the interest of the Maharaja of Kashmir, and who had now shown himself untrustworthy (this Rahat Shah was Colonel Pollack’s emissary, see Section 32 of the previous Note. He said that Aman-ul-mulk’s pretended surveillance of Mir Wali was all trickery); (3) professing the utmost readiness to do whatever the British Government wished him to do. For a certain action of his in relevancy to the present case he accounted on the following ground:—

"That as my personal resources are very limited, and as I have no connections, last in the event of my being invited by the English Government to do service for them against the Russians or some other ruler I should not be able to do so."

(4) Accounting for Mir Wali’s presence in his country in the same way that Muhammad Rahim had done.

56. III.—Unfolding the Lieutenant-Governor’s suspicions (stated in a doubtful manner) that the Kashmir authorities were implicated in the matter, as I have said, the letter stating the ground of these suspicions should be read; and here I put it withheld.

Those suspicions rest not so much on any statements by Aman-ul-mulk, or his servants [for, as the Lieutenant-Governor observes, there is enmity between Aman-ul-mulk and Kashmirl, on the disappearance of Mullick Aman through Kashmir, agency, the evidence of which agency rests partly on Muhammad Rahim’s statement above mentioned, which is vague, partly on Kootooob-ood-deen’s statement, which is precise, and partly on the letters which Kootooob-ood-deen intercepted.]

9 Or Babul. It would, I submit, be well to convey to the Lieutenant-Governor, semi-officially, a remark as to the extreme imprudence, to use the mildest term, of making use of intercepted letters. Whatev-truth there may or may not be in the statement, that while these letters are known to be intercepted, they are not known to be intercepted. And how can Government expect the Maharaja to take measures for preventing his servants from tampering with letters. Besides, he must have a good opinion of native wit who thinks that any easily compromising letter would be send by a channel which could be tampered with.
Now, it appears to me that the third destroys the value of the second. Koottob-ood-dleen's statement was that Mullick Aman was actually invited to escape at Gilgit when the order came for his arrest. The letters show that he escaped long before from Iskander, 60 or 70 miles nearer to Kashmir than Gilgit. As to the mention of suspicions in the letters, of course the Kashmir authorities state that Mullick Aman's flight, to which no suspicion would have attached had it been stated at the time (and the Maharaja's explanation of the reason for not doing so—that there was a prospect of his returning—seems to me most credible), became suspicions from its not being so reported, really from no fault of their own.

57. But these papers now supply an additional reason for regarding Koottob-ood-dleen's statement as utterly valueless. In his interview with the Punjab Official Secretary, he for the first time mentioned that Mir Walli's participation in the crime had been stated by Sher Singh from the very start to be notorious. I hold it to be impossible that he would have repeated this to Mr. Forsyth when he gave his first information, or Mr. Forsyth would have omitted a fact of such first-rate importance in the corroboration of his view of the affair. Clearly the mention of Mir Walli was an after-thought, when Koottob-ood-dleen came to know the weight of the evidence which pointed to him as the murderer. This fact affords sufficient ground for extreme doubt of the story, but the very anim's of Mullick Aman and Mir Walli's names as fellow-instruments of Kashmir vengeance affords an even stronger ground. There is much appearance of probability in the idea that mullick Aman, the refugee from Yasin, who had received asylum with the Kashmir authorities, might have consented to become such an instrument. There is even some grain of possibility in the idea that Mir Walli, though his territory was as much coveted by Kashmir, might have been induced to do so through fear if he refused, and promise of immunity from annexation if he consented. But in the idea that Mullick Aman, who also coveted Yasin, had once turned Walli out of it, and had then been turned out by him, should have induced him to turn round suddenly and carry out a Kashmir scheme of wickedness; that Mir Walli should then have fled to a country to which Kashmir's greatest enemy—Mullick Aman's Mullick Aman—must have taken flight in quite a different direction, that then the Kashmir authorities should manifest a readiness to take advantage of the crime for the purpose of advancing into and of course annexing Yasin, and thus lead the Chitral Chief to manifest a disposition to procure protection for Yasin from the Maharaja's aggression by giving up the Maharaja's supposed tool—this all this appears to me a tissue of improbabilities (one hypothesis reasonable enough in itself conflicting with another element of the story) such as no man could accept for an instant. If this be not sufficient reason, there is the fact that those who wish to injure Kashmir most (the Chitral informants) have never represented Mir Walli and Mullick Aman as both of them tools of Kashmir, or both of them implicated in the murder.

54. The Lieutenant-Governor, when sending on these papers, proposes to send Aman-ul-mulk:

"a letter, asking for his aid in the capture of Mir Walli and Mullick Aman, both of whom he has himself accused of taking part in the murder of Mr. Hayward, and to cause their delivery to the Commissioner of Peshawar, and to add that the Government will take into favorable consideration Mr. Aman-ul-mulk's wish to render service to it; and in the event of His Excellency in Council sanctioning the measure, the Lieutenant-Governor would give verbal assurance to the Agent for the payment of Rs. 10,000 on the delivery of the criminals."

At the same time His Honour is not sunging that the object can be attained. In addition to the various feelings restraining the Chitral Chief from giving up his relative and co-conspirator, the difficulties of sending them to Peshawar are by no means slight. He feels confident, however, that no dependence can be placed on the Maharaja in this matter, and he is disposed to agree with the late Sir Henry Durand in his estimate of the difficulty of attaining to any useful results through the cooperation of a British Indian Chief. But this, if ultimately resolved on, would not be incompatible with the proposed negotiations with Aman-ul-mulk.

59. Lastly, the Lieutenant-Governor recommends that pressure be put on the Maharaja of Kashmir to procure the recapture of Mullick Aman, the responsibility for whose escape rests on him.

This suggestion His Excellency will probably approve.

60. The next letter, No. 160-192, dated 21st April, sends on a long tangle by F. B. against the general conduct of Kashmir and Yakoob Beg, of Yarkand, containing many false facts and still more false inferences. What facts there are are already known to the Government.

The part of his paper which deals with Mr. Hayward's murder—a mere repetition and an inaccurate one—of statements and accusations already known, is marked with slip 2. I have marked in the margin the imaccuracy of his statements and inferences.

61. Letter No. 510, dated 24th April, sends on the Maharaja of Kashmir's answer to the Lieutenant-Governor's question whether anything had been heard of Mirza Tawang and Aziz Muneer, sent by the Maharaja with a letter to the Chief of Chitral for the purpose of trying to procure the delivery of Mir Walli (see paragraph 35 of former Note). The Maharaja says nothing has been heard of them since they moved on some time ago from Yasin towards Chitral, and he fears they have been imprisoned. He sends on a renewed
account of the endeavours made by the agents of Aman-ul-mulk and the Chief of Nazar Hazara and Ghalib to stir up the neighbouring Chiefs to attack him, and says that he has told the officer in

62. Letter No. 173-931, dated 27th April, adds to the difficulty of getting to the bottom of the matter by forwarding the mystifying information derived by Niazi Muhammad, Dr. Wall's Munshee with whom Niazi Muhammad said he had some previous acquaintance. [If on suspicion of being a spy.] His account of the enemy (Doghot, two stages north-west of Yasin) and circumstances of the murder almost exactly agrees with that given by Mr. Drew.

63. The information he brings destroys all hope of getting information from the so-called Kulu traders mentioned in Section 34A of the previous Note. They are from Kulu, a wild country somewhere in the Yasin neighbourhood.

64. As to the guilty parties his account is as follows:—

"Mr. Wall sent a message to Aman-ul-mulk, saying that Mr. Haywood was coming to Yasin in a few days. Aman-ul-mulk in reply sent Khoshal Beg, his Waiz, with instructions to bring the Shah from the mountains, that he might be killed by the lawless tribesmen beyond Chitral without any one being the wiser as to the assassin. 'Mr. Wall consulted Khoshal Beg, who advised him to let the Shah proceed, and to kill him and send his remains two days after his departure.' After the murder Mir Wall wrote to the Maharaja to the effect that the Shah had been killed by Aman-ul-mulk for the sake of plunder: the Maharaja then wrote to Aman-ul-mulk and Mir Wall, disapproving of the murder, and advising the criminal to come out and own his crime. Mr. Haywood's Munshee, in the meantime Aman-ul-mulk wrote to the Maharaja, saying that he had not ordered the murder, but that Mullick Aman [who was in the service of the Maharaja at Gilgit] had written to his brother Wall to kill the Shah and plunder the Shah, who went to Yasin. If the English were to ask him (the Maharaja) for satisfaction for the murder of the Shah, he might give up Mullick Aman to their revenge. He (Aman-ul-mulk) would send his army under Pulwah Bahadoor to conquer Yasin and kill Mullick Aman, who wrote privately to Aman-ul-mulk, informing him that he would have to send some words to apprehend him, and that Mir Wall had ordered him to write them. He (Aman-ul-mulk) then wrote to Mir Wall and lent Mullick Aman's arrest, but Bahadoor Khishaan warned him privately first, at Gilgit, and allowed him to escape to Darel; his wife and son were thrown into prison, where they received a monthly allowance; and subsequently Pulwah Bahadoor and Wazir Bahadur [who had also ordered the murder] procured the release of some of Mullick Aman's servants."

The Lieutenant-Governor’s conclusion is:

"On the whole, the deposition does not afford strong evidence incriminatory of Aman-ul-mulk, but it does not lessen the weight of that historical evidence which is laid down by the various agents who were sent, and that all leads to the conclusion that the murder had been committed by Aman-ul-mulk."
68. In No. 15, dated 8th June, Mr. Girdlestone reported to the Punjab Government that the Maharanja was deferring his reply to Durree and Pahlawan till he heard the result of Mr. Girdlestone’s reference to Government; but had meantime told Bahlia Khan and General Hoshayrn, Commanding at Gilgit, to lock Durree and Pahlawan know—

"that if either succeeded in capturing Mir Wall, he might reckon on a reward of one lakh of Chilki rupees, and would at all events be considered as a well-wisher of the Kashmir Government. His Highness had expressed to Mr. Girdlestone his dissatisfaction to spare the life of Mir Wall, or to grant him security if he falls into his hands."

69. The substance of these communications from Durree Khan Mr. Girdlestone sent by telegram on the 1st of June to the Foreign Secretary, who, on the 5th, replied by the following telegram—

"Impress on Maharanja desirability of using every effort to obtain custody of Mir Wall. Promise of half a lakh, or more if needful, in addition to what Durree may give. Maharanja may promise life will be spared if he surrender within sixty days or such longer time as you think suitable."

70. And in his semi-official of the same date the Foreign Secretary added the following remarks, that as [while the rest of the story was lost in doubt] the fact that the murder was committed at Mir Wall’s immediate order might be considered certain, it was of the greatest importance that he should be delivered into British hands; should not, therefore, be executed if he fell into the Maharanja’s hands, but should be made over to us. Nothing of this should be at present communicated to the Maharanja. The Maharanja was to be left to adopt his own measures for obtaining Mir Wall’s capture. No opinion as to movement of troops was to be expressed.

71. The translations of Durree and Pahlawan’s letters were on the 8th June sent by the Lieutenant-Governor to the Foreign Secretary, who wrote again semi-officially to Mr. Girdlestone, saying that he should hint at no terms with Mir Wall except the sparing of his life.

72. In his No. 14, dated 9th June, Mr. Girdlestone reported the words of the letter, in which he had suggested to the Maharanja the message which he should send to Durree and Pahlawan to remove any reason for making the suggestion being that it was desirable to guard against the use of the ambiguous language which native durbar affect.

73. After consultation with Mr. Drew, he increased the reward to be offered to Pahlawan to a lakh of Company’s rupees, the Chilki rupee being little valued in the parts about Yasin, whereas Company’s rupees were much prized.

There was no need of increasing the reward offered by the Maharanja in the case of the Mokundallam of Chilas, as considering his circumstances it was unnecessary.

74. The Maharanja was recommended to give to Durree Khan and empowere (sic) (if he thought it desirable) to give to Pahlawan the assurances of the British Government, that Mir Wall’s life would be spared if he surrendered within one month (not 60 days) of hearing of this condition.

75. The Maharanja was also asked to take any further action that might commend itself to his judgment, for the purpose of attaining the object in view, e.g., endeavouring to get at Mir Wall through Mullick Aman6 or the Mirs of Darcl or Tungoor.

76. In his No. 16, dated 10th June, Mr. Girdlestone sent up a translation of the report written by Aziz Munshi on his return from Chitrak, recounting (1) that when the demand for the surrender of Mir Wall was conveyed to him, Aman-ul-Mulk was compelled to consent, but through fear of neighbouring opinion contented himself with expelling him; (2) offering to meet the Maharanja on the border of the two territories, and arrange terms of everlasting peace with him.

Aziz closed his account by saying:

"Having said this he went off vahide, by name Muhammad Karreem and Doman Begi, with presents of horse, horses, &c., and with letters for the Maharanja. What his intentions are in his honest heart God only knows. The true state of Pahlawan Bashook and Mullick Aman (the fugitive) and Mir Wall, the tagotee, will be known from the letters of the Bahadi. After a few days when I leave get leave from the Bahadi I shall start for your presence."

Mr. Girdlestone was to see Aziz Munshi, Wazir Mirza, and the Chitrak Vakil when they came, and hoped to elicit further information as to the intentions of Aman-ul-mulk.

77. He had received copy of a letter from the Council of Chilas to the Maharanja, saying that Mir Wall had a little time before arrived with 80 servants at Shukab, perhaps a place in Tungoor, from whence the zamindars of Tungoor had turned him out.

78. In No. ——, dated 1st July, the Punjab Government forwarded a letter, dated 21st June, from the Maharajah of Kashmir, sending a translation of letter from Abdool, his secret

---

1 Enclosure in Punjab letter No. 525, dated 14th June.
2 Enclosure in Punjab letter No, 525, dated 8th June.
3 The reason for this being that Mir Wall might not be satisfied with the Maharanja’s assurances. As Mullick Aman was not only a chief of suspicion, Mr. Girdlestone did not suggest to the Maharanja to hold out direct hopes of pardon to him, but could only hint at his desire to make an end of such a general way as to leave him to infer that he hesitated in getting Mir Wall into the Maharanja’s power, he might look for a favourable consideration of his own case.
4 Enclosure in Punjab letter No. 525, dated 8th June.
5 These accompanied Aziz Munshi and Wazir Mirza back to Gilgit.
news-writer at Chitral, to the effect that Mir Wali had "at the suggestion of the miscreant Aman-ul-Mulk" left Sanker and gone to Khali to get help; that Aman-ul-mulk had sent all three, Mir Wali, Aman-ul-Mulk, and Mullick Aman, intended to attack Gilgit; and that after the departure of Arzoo Mirzaahi, Aman-ul-Mulk had sent an agent to the people of Darel to invite their cooperation in the attack.

79. In No. 108S., dated 31st July, the Punjаб Government sent on a letter dated 7th July, from the Maharaja's officers in Gilgit, saying that they had found out from an envoy of Pulwana3 that Mir Wali had been sent out of Chitral by Aman-ul-mulk only for the purpose of killing the inveterate enemy of Aman-ul-mulk, Mullick Shah, and his brother, with the promise that if he did so he would be given the Governorship of Yasin or Mutoj; that Mir Wali having accomplished his purpose of killing Mullick Shah had returned to Chitral; and that Pulwana was now apprehensive of the promise being fulfilled, and of his being turned out of Yasin. He, therefore, wanted to secure the promise of the support of the Maharaja of Kashmir, so that whether Mir Wali were made Governor of Mutoj or Yasin, they, aided by Kashmir, might attack and capture him.

The Gilgit authorities were about to send off to Pulwana the Maharaja's letter, offering a lakh of Chilaki rupees for the apprehension of Mir Wali.

80. In acknowledging this Government said it presumed that the Resident in Kashmir had been put in possession of the information.

81. In No. 138S., dated 21st August, the Punjáb Government sent on another communication from the Maharaja's officers at Gilgit, of the same date as that above summarized, viz., 7th July, forwarding a distinct offer from Pulwana and Wazir Rahmat, that, in case Aman-ul-mulk gave Yasin or Mutoj to Mir Wali, they would get Aman-ul-mulk murdered, and with the cooperation of a force from Kashmir seize Mir Wali himself.

82. In No. 149S., dated 9th September, Government expressed concurrence with the Lieutenant-Governor, in thinking that the suggestion, even if it was certain, that it had been made by Pulwana, was not one to be encouraged.

83. In No. 149S., dated 30th August, the Lieutenant-Governor forwarded a letter from Mr. Girdlestone, in which was enclosed a translation of a letter from Ima Bahadur to the Maharaja of Gilgit, dated 9th August, stating that he had received news from Yasin that, consequent on Aman-ul-mulk having given Yasin to Mir Wali, Wazir Rahmat had collected all the men of Yasin, and had brought them with the ladies of Pulwana Bahadur, to his own palace and the property of Pulwana to the fort of Koshun, in Payal; also that Pulwana had sent a messenger to Wazir Rahmat to say that if Yasin was given to Mir Wali he would not stay in the country. Ima Bahadur went on to say that he anticipated good results from the quarrel between Pulwana and Mir Wali, and apparently expected the arrival of a force from Kashmir. In reply to the above the Maharaja ordered every attention to be shown to the refugees; that if Pulwana applied for a force to assist him he should be put off with vague promises, and that further enquiries were to be made as to the truth of the statement that Yasin had been given to Mir Wali.

84. Mr. Girdlestone said that, though the above news reached Jammū a week before the date of his letter, no further confirmatory intelligence had been received; on the contrary a vakhil from the Khan of Chitral, lately arrived, expressed his belief that Aman-ul-mulk and Pulwana Bahadur were on friendly terms. Mr. Girdlestone considered that the movement was probably a feint on the part of Rahmat with the view of obtaining in Yasin the assistance of a force from the Maharaja for some purpose of his own.

85. In another letter, No. 149S., dated 30th August, the Punjáb Government forwarded a translation from Aziz Manshi to the Maharaja of Kashmir, giving an account of his mission to Chitral.

He left, he said, with Mirza Tabeeb, who is not subsequently mentioned, but in whose place Mirza Wazir, probably the same man. Before reaching Mutoj, they met some horsemen coming from thence, and from them heard of the assassination of Mir Ghazi, a brother of Mir Wali and Pulwana Bahadur; near Mutoj met Pulwana Bahadur who took them aside and said that, though he was a non-in-law, he was no friend of Aman-ul-mulk; was willing to fight against him and Lake Mir Wali prisoner; and would accompany Aziz Manshi and Mirza Wazir to Chitral; this he did. A few days after their arrival at Chitral they had an interview with Aman-ul-mulk, and gave the Maharaja's message about his surrender. Aman-ul-mulk replied:

"It is difficult to send Mir Wali to Peshawar, for extensive independent territory intervenes between that place and Chitral. I will now make Raja Pulwana to make a false arrangement with Mir Wali and will send him to him. When he arrives at Yasin, Wazir Mirza and Pulwana Bahadur will send intimation to the officers in Gilgit, and summoning an escort of one or two thousand men will deliver Mir Wali to the men to convey him to Gilgit. Mir Wali urges me to make over to him the territory of Mir Ghazi. I will now offer him half the territory of Mutoj and Yasin, and he will agree to this arrangement, and will proceed with Raja Pulwana to Yasin.

* * * * * * * *

* For two months Aman-ul-mulk continued to speak in the same strain, and day after day promised to send Mir Wali with Raja Pulwana to Yasin. After two months Aman-ul-mulk stated in open Court that he had offered to make certain arrangements between Raja Pulwana and Mir Wali, but that the latter had

3 See K.W., Secret Proceedings, August 1871, No. 36-37.
4 A corresp. of Aman-ul-mulk. Quotations with him in 1892 he took refuge with the Maharras [see pages 58 and 60 of Pandit Munshi's Chitral].
5 See enclosure of Punjab's letter, dated 20th August.
refused to agree. If he (Aman-ul-mulk) should now attempt to seize Mir Wali and send him to Yasin, the independent tribes of the intervening country, who had united together, would not allow him to be sent thus to Yasin, therefore he had expelled Mir Wali with his wife and children from his country; and he now proceeded to send Wazir Mirza back towards Gilgit in the train of Baja Pahlawan, but that he would detain Aziz Munsfi.

"Accordingly Baja Pahlawan was sent back, but I was detained. Aman-ul-mulk said that he had sent his own agent to Simagar with the Mirza, and that he would send back Aziz Munsfi on the return of his own agents from Simagar."

After a fortnight, however, Aziz Munsfi succeeded in getting away, receiving from Muhammad Kurram Dewan Begi of Chitral, at his departure, a letter for the Wazir and the Dewan (of Kashmir) and being accompanied by Wazir Mirza. Two agents of Aman-ul-mulk were dispatched at the same time, but travelled slowly and apparently separately, and one of them (Nasrat Khan) was, when Aziz Munsfi made this report, in Gilgit; the other (evidently Muhammad Kurram, who is mentioned further on) at Simagar. Aziz Munsfi took a month to reach Murree; thence he travelled through independent territory, Darel, Pashkor, Sandar, etc., and arrived in Yasin about the time of the great earthquake at Gilgit. A little further on they (he speaks in the plural) were met by Muhammad Kurram, the Dewan Begi of Chitral, Wazir Mirza (who, he had just said, accompanied him from Chitral), and a little before had said went off before him with Pahlawan Babadaro, and the agents of Pahlawan Bahadur.

60. With this he was forwarded a translation of the above-mentioned letter from Aman-ul-mulk to the Kashmir Wazir and Dewan. In it Aman-ul-mulk said that if the seizure of Mullick Aman, who was in Darel, was wanted, he would get Pahlawan Babadaro to entice Mullick1 Aman in by an offer of half his territory, would then seize him and give over to the Kashmir officials. If, again, the Kashmir authorities had any designs on Badakhshan, they should send to say through Aziz Munsfi and Massalla (the person who is mentioned below) and quickly, for now was the time when the dispensers Mir Jehandar Shah was in Shigman.

"Dewan Fejiri Abool Kurram and Aziz Munsfi will," Aman-ul-mulk said, "represent all to you." 61. With this also was sent translation of a letter from Aman-ul-mulk to the Maharaja himself, saying:—

(1) On Mir Wali's murder of the Englishman,—

"I sent a strong force against him. He fled before it towards Badakhshan, but the authorities of that country being my friends sent him to me. I had desired to deliver him to Your Highness's officials at Gilgit, but this would have ruined my reputation among the Muhammadans throughout Afghanistan and Badakhshan; so immediately on arrival of Your Highness's agents, I expelled him from Chitral.

"I went to the middle of the way, he involved himself in misfortune by his own mischief. Another brother of his was also mischievous. He was put to death and I appointed Baja Pahlawan Babadaro in their room. He is in the place of a son to me, and as long as he lives he will not fail to serve Your Highness faithfully, for I have repeatedly advised him not to fail in doing so.

(2) "Formerly I sent with Jesen Mokassar, the son of my Wazir, and my brother's son, to Your Highness, but the mission proved fruitless. I am not aware whether this was not owing to the intrigues of the Mian who is very mischievous. Now that Your Highness has sent me a person, I have written a reply in the hope that Your Highness may act contrary to the past, and train and cherish me. Any service which may then be entrusted to me, connected with these parts, as far as the borders of Badakhshan, I shall esteem it my good fortune to perform in the best manner.

"If Your Highness may be pleased to include me amongst your friends, I beg that Muzool Khan and another may be sent a little distance this side of Gilgit.

"I will then, if Your Highness should so choose, send my nephew and my Wazir to Gilgit, and will take the opportunity of a hunting excursion myself subsequently to proceed to Yasin or Rehan and there meet any of Your Highness's officers deputed from Gilgit and Isk Bahadur. A perpetual treaty shall then be concluded between us, and whatever orders I may receive through Your Highness's agents I will carry out. Should at any time misfortune overtake me. I expect that the victorious troops of Your Highness will be sent to help me; and should Your Highness at any time so desire, I will, as behaves a friend, immediately send forces to chastise Your Highness's short-sighted enemies."

62. In No. 109, dated 25th September, the Punjab Government sent on a letter No. 77, dated 13th September, from Mr. Girdlestone, forwarding:—

(1) Translation of a letter from the Khan of Chitral to the Maharaja of Kashmir, brought by his vakiil Muhammad Kurram Dewan Begi of Chitral.

"The translation agrees substantially in all respects but one with the translation of the copy which was sent by the Maharaja to the Punjab Government, and was forwarded in Punjab letter No. 1458, dated 30th August. The omission is, however, important. At the close of the one sent by Mr. Girdlestone, there are these words:—

"Aziz Munsfi and Muhammad Kurram will say two words of a private nature."

Mr. Girdlestone hoped to ascertain in due time what these verbal representations were. In the copy sent by the Maharaja of Kashmir to the Punjab Government, the whole of this sentence is omitted.)

1 How this refer to the deputation of Mian Mokassar mentioned below?
2 Mirza Wali's. But Mirza Wali is lower down mentioned as having accompanied Aziz Munsfi back.
3 When and where he left Chitral, given him a letter for the Kashmir Wazir and Dewan. The whole of the latter part of the story is full of contradictions.
4 According to Aziz Munsfi it was Mir Wali who was to be the victim of this design.
6 Mir Ghar.
7 See enclosure of Punjab letter, dated 30th August 1871, No. 1458.
(2) Enclosure in Mr. Girldstone's letter. Statements made by Muhammad Khan to Mr. Girldstone.—He said that the Khan’s reason for deputing an officer of his rank was to add force to his desire for intimate friendship with the Maharaja; that Mir Wali was in Tundger when he left Chitral about the middle of June; that he had come with Waiz Mirza, Aziz Munny, and Niamat Khan; and that—

“before Mr. Hayward’s death the Khan and Mir Wali corresponded with each other occasionally, but they could not have been on friendly terms; that the Khan of Chitral has occasional intercourse with Darel, Tundger, Yasin, Chilas, and Payal; but as he considers these States to be subject to the Maharaja, he does not cultivate close relations with them. These States, if they have any business with Chitral, send reliable thiloth, but not otherwise.”

“The Khan wanted Mr. Hayward to go to Chitral after his first visit to Yasin, but Mir Wali would not let him. On the occasion of his second visit Mr. Hayward had been killed before the Khan knew of his presence. He had a dispute with Mr. Wali about the carriage of his property, and ordered Mir Wali angrily in Durbar, if he could not procure enemies, to take up a bundle himself. This made Mir Wali determine to kill Mr. Hayward.”

“The Khan would not seize Mir Wali, although offered a reward of a lakh of rupees by the Maharajah of Kashmir, because he feared the vengeance of his Musalman neighbours.”

He said:

“I am not aware of any difference having lately arisen between Aman-ul-mulk and Pahlwan Bahadoor. On the contrary my recent letters go to show that they are on the most friendly terms with each other. I do not know how to write.”

He said too that the private seal of Aman-ul-mulk never left his possession, nor his larger seal, or that of the Dewan Begi or the Dewan Begi’s brother’s, thereby disproving (2) the statement made by Mr. Hayward’s khanasa to Mr. Drew, and by him repeated to Mr. Girldstone,—

“That the Khan’s seal was sent to Yasin to be impressed on the petition which Mr. Hayward took from Mir Wali to the Punjab Government concerning the recovery of Gilgit.”

The statement sent by Durree Khan to the Maharaja (enclosure 1 in Mr. Girldstone’s letter of 30th May) that Mir Wali had killed Mr. Hayward on the authority of a letter sealed by Aman-ul-molk.

(3) Enclosure in Mr. Girldstone’s letter.—Statements made by Aziz Munny to Mr. Girldstone.—He said he had been three months in Chitral; had only had two interviews with Aman-ul-mulk, who had before his arrival received intelligence of the Maharaja’s order of a lakh of rupees for Mir Wali’s surrender. Aman-ul-mulk said at the first interview that he could not send Mir Wali by the Peshawur route as he feared the Enasfais and the people of Swat and Bonyr: but would bring about a reconciliation between him and Pahlwan Bahadoor, one receiving the Governorship of Mustoj, the other of Yasin; and then make Pahlwan Bahadoor seize and surrender Mir Wali, the ill repute of the deed thus falling not on him but on Pahlwan Bahadoor. Mir Wali was during this time at a village called Apson on the road to Dheer. Rather more than 1½ months afterwards Aman-ul-mulk told Aziz Munny in open Durbar that he had expelled Mir Wali from his dominions, but was afraid to surrender him for fear of exciting the wrath of the Musulmans of Yaghistan. Nothing more passed till the day of Aziz Munny’s departure, when Aman-ul-mulk said that both Mir Wali and Mullick Aman were, he heard, in Tundger, and again promised to get Mir Wali apprehended through the instrumentality of Pahlwan Bahadoor. Leaving Chitral Aziz Munny met Pahlwan Bahadoor and Waiz Mirza at a place nine marches distant from Gilgit; was told that Mir Wali was in Tundger, and again promised an attack against Pahlwan Bahadoor, who was preparing to repel it; and that Pahlwan Bahadoor had, shortly before Aziz Munny’s arrival, killed Mir Ghazi (his brother) at Bakhlan near Mustoj simply from enmity.

“Pahlwan Bahadoor is,” Aziz Munny said, Governor of Mustoj as well as of Yasin. He is a thorough well-wisher of the Khan, and very loyal to him. His loyalty is due to their close relationship. The Khan puts great confidence in him. He does not receive tribute from him I believe, but a present of slaves is often sent, for instance, after killing Mir Ghazi, Pahlwan Bahadoor sent all his victim’s servants as slaves to the Khan.”

89. In No. 196 of 30th August, the Punjab Government sent a letter, No. 64, dated 21st August, from Mr. Girldstone, forwarding papers received from the Maharaja, i.e.—

(1) A letter from Isla Bahadoor to Radha Krishna, Governor of Gilgit, dated 6th August, saying that Waiz Ruknud had brought his family, and the family and property of Pahlwan

---

3 It is not easy to reconcile this date with those given elsewhere. Aziz Munny and Waiz Mirza, whom the Maharaja had sent off to Chitral in June, were reported to have returned to Yasin in a letter sent by Pahlwan Bahadoor, as enclosed in Mr. Girldstone’s letter of 30th May; and they have told the Maharaja that they took more than a month in the journey.  

1 This was, Mr. Girldstone says, come to Gilgit as visit last autumn, and was sent by Mr. Drew there.  


4 This person, Aziz Munny said, had been ordered to stay in Gilgit and not to come out to Scenagar.  

5 Aman-ul-mulk, in his letter to the Maharaja, says that he killed Mir Ghazi, and the terms in which he says this seems to show that it was about the time of Mir Wali’s flight from Yasin in 1760. And as has been said in his report to the Maharaja said that he had on his way to Chitral he had, when meeting Mustoj, killed Mirka.
Babadoor, with all the men of Yamin to the fort of Rakhan in Pajal; the reason being the
receipt of news that Aman-ul-mulk had given Musiej to Mir Wali.

"Nothing better," said Babadoor, "could happen than that a violent quarrel should occur between
Mir Wali and Pahlevan, so that in the winter their affairs should be concluded (9). Amongst one's enemies there
should always be dimensions. Let it be known that I am quite ready for that one's coming (probably the
Maharaja is meant, the phrase used is su farang.")

(2) The Maharaja's reply to the letter in which Radha Kishen had sent this on.—It was
to the effect that the Maharaja, though not trusting Aman-ul-mulk, still "did not believe
that he should not act thus." Radha Kishen was to make enquiries. If Wazir Rahnum
and Pahlevan Babadoor or their families came in, they were to be well treated, but separated.

90. I now turn to the communications which have been received from Mir Wali himself.

In a semi-official note of the 8th July, the Lieutenant-Governor sent on translation of a
letter, dated 11th May, received through Mr. Macnab, and addressed by Mir Wali to British
officers in general, asserting his innocence, and accusing the following persons:—

- Mir Ghazi Khan (his own brother and enemy).
- Pahlevan (another brother and his supplanted), and Wazir Rahnum, who had been his,
and now Fahlman's, Wazir.

"The true state of the case is," he said, "that the Sabih came to Yamin and made great friendship with me
and then went back again; and because of my having been friendly towards him people on all sides were
angry with me and determined to kill the Sabih. I was well aware of their designs, but for fear of my own life
dare not disclose them, because your servant was not strong enough to risk displeasure in three quarters.

When the second time the Sabih came to me in Yamin and expressed his intention of going to Badakhshan
I was afraid to speak to the Sabih explicitly of the intentions (towards him) entertained in other quarters, but
I told him that the Sabih had hints that it was unsafe for him to go to Badakhshan, as it involved risk to both our
lives. The Sabih would not take heed to our warnings, but giving me three certificates of satisfaction in his
own handwriting started off for Badakhshan on his own responsibility. He reached Darole, a place seven
from Yamin, where four roads meet, one the road to Musiej, another to Badakhshan, the third to Pajal, and
the fourth to Yamin. At that place the servants of Pahlevan, by name Ghul, Nusrat Shah, Aber, and others,
and the servants of Mir Ghazi Khan, by name Makhost, Shabern, Juguet, and others, and the party of
Wazir Rahnum Khan, his brother, and Wazir Khan, a relation, lay in ambush for the Sabih on his way to
Darole. Your servant had no knowledge of this ambush of theirs. When the Sabih got to Darole they killed
him and turned me out of the country, and spread report in every direction that I, Mir Wali, had killed the
Sabih, and that they had expelled me from the country on that account. I have been unable to send any report
of the real state of the case, being a poor man.

"If the Sabih, laying aside intentions of violence and oppression, will send a trusted man of their own to
me, let him be a sensible man in the confidence of the Government, able to read and write, and a speaker of
truth, then will I show him the papers, the truce, and the goods, and the rahimnab of the Sabih, and will
tell him the state of affairs in my country and adjoining countries."

This letter was brought to Syed Ghulam Ali Shah of Ullai (the country between Khasgan
and the Indus), by whom it was sent on to Mr. Macnab. Mr. Macnab begu the Syed
to send him the man who brought the letter, and asked the Lieutenant-Governor whether he
should endeavour to ascertain if Mir Wali really wrote the letter.

91. With No. 152C., dated 17th August, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab sent on
another letter from Mir Wali, also dated 11th May, addressed to Fattah Ali Shah of
Khasgan, and to the same effect and in the same handwriting as the one above mentioned.

The Lieutenant-Governor said:—

"Mr. Macnab, the Commissioner, is making efforts to discover whether the letter is genuine, and where
Mir Wali is."

And Mr. Macnab wrote:—

"I have every reason to believe these letters to be genuine, as the Syed to whom the last was addressed,
though it never reached him, says that a Khohestan who put up with him some time ago in Khasgan, asked
him if he had received a letter from Mir Wali, and on his saying he had not, told him that seemed strange
as he had himself seen Mir Wali give a letter addressed to the Syed, to a man who said he was coming
that way.

"I do not expect the man I sent up to make enquiries to return till a fortnight or three weeks hence."

92. In reply, Government (No. 2035P., dated 26th September) said with reference to the
passage marked A in Mir Wali's letter,—

"that it would be very desirable to act on this suggestion if His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor thinks it
practicable to do so. On the return of Mr. Macnab's messenger, if the letter turned out to be genuine, perhaps
the Lieutenant-Governor may see his way to take steps to open up direct communication with Mir Wali."

93. In a semi-official letter of the 24th August, to the Foreign Secretary, Mr. Girdle-
stone reported that one Nuzaila Khan, an Afghan, employed for some time by the Maharaja of
Khasgan in the Trans-Indus region, but who had (Mr. Girdleston believed) quarrelled
with his employers, and was anxious for service under the British Government, told Mr.
Girdleston that he had received and sent on to the Maharaja three letters from Mir Wali,
(i.e., he had not taken them from old written, but first from Chialis, the second from Tungoor, the
third from Darel, protesting his innocence of Mr. Heyward's murder, begging that he might
be brought before some British officers when his innocence would be established, and lodging

---

1 See enclosure of Punjab letter, No. 1628, dated 80th August 1871.
2 To the Zemindar Haji-Mubarak Khanabad.
3 Enclosure 2 of Punjab letter, dated 18th September 1871, No. 1268.
4 See enclosures of above letter.
The seal on this letter was described as oval, about two-thirds of an inch long, and one-third of an inch broad.

The seal on the original of Mir Wali's letter of 11th May, sent on by Mr. Macnab, is quite different. It is hexagon, about 56 of an inch long, and only a trifle broader than it is long.

The Kashmir authorities had, Mr. Girdlestone thought, not wished that Mazooza Khan should meet him, the reasons for thinking this being (1) that he had been in Srinagar for a fortnight without mention of his presence being made to Mr. Girdlestone; (2) that after he had spoken to Mr. Girdlestone he was at once sent off to Jammu.

Mazooza purporting going on to Sialkote, and Mr. Girdlestone gave him a letter to the Deputy Commissioner, begging that he might be fed and lodged, pending reference to Mr. Girdlestone.

Mr. Girdlestone also referred to a request which he had sent to His Excellency's Private Secretary for permission to spend some secret service money in obtaining information.

The acceptance of this request had already been communicated to Mr. Girdlestone by the Private Secretary, and in a semi-official note of the 21st September, the Foreign Secretary said that Mr. Girdlestone might either let him know what he wanted, or advance the money himself, being reimbursed afterwards.

And the Foreign Secretary said:

"The great object to be arrived at is to bring in Mir Wali or Mullick Aman or any of the minor personages of the drama, and to get hold of some certain evidence on which we can rest as an assured basis for further enquiry. If money can secure it you will not be stinted."

On the same date (21st September) Mr. Girdlestone's letter was sent (semi-officially) to the Lieutenant-Governor, with the remark that:

"If Mazooza Khan comes to Sialkote or enters British territory, some discreet officer should be instructed to talk to him and get from him all he knows."

95. In a semi-official note of the 17th September Mr. Girdlestone sent on a semi-official note from Major Jenkins, Deputy Commissioner of Sialkote, reporting that as Mazooza was not allowed to leave Jammu, his brother, Saleh Muhammad, also in the Kashmir service, got away on pretext of having to buy medicine and get medical advice; and had told Major Jenkins that his brother was the bearer of a letter without date addressed to the "Lord Secretary" by Mullick Aman. It was as follows:

"I, Haji Mullick Aman, represent that my enemies have without cause made me a thief (or assassin) from the dwellings of the English, and being perturbed in mind I am wandering about in Yagistan. But it is known to those gentlemen that a letter from Mr.—a Government official—has reached me, which paper I did not consider authentic, because the falsification of the Viceroy was not attached to it. The present letter has been entrusted to Sirdar Mazooza Khan, and will without fail be delivered. The verbal information given by Mazooza Khan should be believed."

The letter was, Saleh Muhammad Khan says, given by Mullick Aman to Mazooza. Saleh Muhammad having mentioned it in his first communication to Major Jenkins, went away and fetched it; Major Jenkins sent it on in his semi-official note of 22nd September to the Secretary.

Mr. Girdlestone, commenting on this, said that Mazooza never spoke to him of being the bearer of a written petition from Mullick Aman.

96. Major Jenkins in his note of the 22nd said that he had paid Rs. 15 to Saleh Muhammad for his expenses.

In a note of 6th October this money was repaid to Major Jenkins.

97. In a note of the same date Mr. Girdlestone was told that his letters had been sent to the Punjab Government for any information they have about Mazooza Khan and his brother, and with the remark that if Mazooza Khan and his brother are not impostors they might be made use of to get in Mullick Aman.

And this was said in a note of the same date addressed to the Secretary of the Punjab Government. At the same time photograph fac-similes of Mir Wali's seal, as impressed on the original letter received through Mr. Macnab, were sent to Mr. Gilmour and Mr. Girdlestone, in order that Mazooza's description of that seal might be tested.

1 In the letter forwarded by Mr. Macnab, Mir Wali had said that Mir Ghazal, Pahlewan, and Waiz Rahan got	conspired to effect the murder, and their servants effected it.

2 A photograph has been taken of this original, and one copy sent to Mr. Girdlestone.

3 Name may be read Hudson or Huduso (P'town).

4 Lit., who is a servant of the Sirdar, perhaps the Kashmir Government.

5 The word used means "an agreement" or "treaty."
APPENDIX 10 (see p. 172).

Report by Major J. Biddulph, Officer on Special Duty in Gilgit, on a Journey to Yasin and Chitral.

I left Gilgit on the 7th October and was met on the Yasin frontier, which I crossed on the 14th, by Kho Bulebah, one of the foster-brothers of the Mir of Yasin.

2. For about nine miles on both sides of the frontier the road is exceedingly difficult, with constant small but steep ascents and descents along the river bank, and with two rock staircases, extremely difficult to pass, about four miles apart. These difficult passages are always jealously guarded, the space between them being looked upon as neutral ground between Gilgit and Yasin. The valley is very narrow as far as Reshian, where it opens out a little, the hills on both sides rising to a great height in fantastic pinnacles and castle-like crags with perpendicular scars.

3. On the 16th I reached Yasin and was met at Gundai, about six miles out, by Pulhan Bahadur. He is a stout, good-tempered looking man of twenty-seven years of age. His proper name is Ghulam Mohi-u-deen, the one he is commonly known by being a nickname bestowed on him when a boy. On reaching Yasin a number of Dari men, who had lately come there, fired volleys from their matchlocks as a salute. Firing at a mark from horseback took place, a bullock was led out before me, and I was rather pointedly asked if I objected to its being slaughtered. It is an ancient custom to hack the bullock to death with swords as a compliment in front of a person arriving at a place. This has been partly abandoned for some years, the present custom being only to lead out the animal and afterwards slaughter it in the orthodox manner. I believe there was a good deal of speculation as to whether I would show any Hindoo-like objection to the ceremony, and Pulhan seemed much pleased when I told him I had none.

4. I encamped half a mile from the fort and had a private interview the next day with Pulhan. He commenced by expressing his pleasure at my visit, and begged me to understand that he received me out of a sincere desire to show his friendship to the British Government, and not from any regard to the Maharaja. So anxious was he to impress this on me that for a long time he refused to receive the letter from the Maharaja brought by the Maharaja’s vakil who accompanied me, so that it might not appear that he was entertaining me in compliance with instructions from the latter. In answer, I expressed my surprise that he showed no satisfaction that his friendly reception of me would cause to the British Government, I then alluded to a report current in the country, to the effect that I had come to demand that troops should be cantoned in Yasin, and told him that it was quite untrue, and that I had no demand to make of him, but had come solely for the promotion of friendship.

5. He proceeded to state his desire to make a treaty with the British Government and declare his allegiance and readiness to do service to the same. I explained to him that he had already got an equivalent in the treaty lately concluded between Aman-ul-mulk and the Maharaja, and that he had received an annual subsidy. He answered that he owned no allegiance to Aman-ul-mulk or to the “Sikhs”; that he had not been consulted in the matter, and that he had met with nothing but bad treatment and had faith from Kashmir; that in consequence he had determined on sending no more vakis to Jammu, but he wished to send a vakil to the Vicereoy of India. I told him that he was mistaken in supposing that there is any difference of policy or interests between the British and Kashmir Governments; that the Maharaja is a loyal and trusted dependant of the British Government, and can do nothing without the consent of the latter; that it was possible he might have had good grounds of complaint against the late officials of Gilgit, but that he must not confound their acts with those of the Maharaja who had, as he well knew, lately removed the officials who had been to blame. I told him that without previous permission he could not send a vakil to the British Government, but that as his vakils had already visited Delhi (on the occasion of the Imperial Proclamation), it was possible he might again be invited to send vakils on some future occasion. He answered that he had not been treated by the Kashmir Government as he had a right to expect, on which I reminded him that his father had been a bitter enemy of Kashmir and had on several occasions inflicted much loss on the Kashmir troops in Gilgit, so that it was unlikely the Maharaja would treat him with any reserved confidence; and that after the abusive language he used to Dhai Gunga Singh on the occasion of their meeting last year it was impossible that a favourable report of him had been made at Jammu. He laughed at this and said that he would perform any service demanded of him by the British Government, but that he wished to have no further dealings with Kashmir. I told him that the only service at present required of him is to help in preserving peace on the frontier, but that should any special need arise for his services his good intentions should not be forgotten. I further pointed out that his friendly reception of myself formed a sufficient refutation of any charges of dissatisfaction made against him by much-billed-machers, and that the things said against him being believed, the consequences would long ago have been very serious for him. I added that the bad effect produced by the acts of his father (Gohar Aman) and his brother (Mir Walli) could not fail to tell against him at first, but that my presence in Gilgit would in future ensure that his conduct should be correctly reported. I ended by urging him to send his vakils to Jammu. To this he replied that he felt no inclination to send vakils to
Jamna unless he was put on a better footing than the Miss of Hunza and Nagar, whereas at Daral, Jangir, and Hunza makes him worthy of better treatment. I told him that I could then say that he would consider the matter of sending Bakshis to Jamna.

6. I gave him the presents I had brought for him, and after some further conversation I showed him the copies of the Guides at drill, which pleased him so much that he asked me to repeat it on the following day.

7. The next day I marched from Yasin up the Woosibugom Valley towards Durbetl, accompanied by Pahibun Bahadur, who begged me to travel wherever I liked in his territory, and did hast to entertain me with hawking, polo, etc. Amongst other things he got up a horse race, the course being up the valley from Yasin to Hoondur, a distance of about nine miles, and presented the winner to me. At Durbelti he took me into a fort he has lately built. It is of the ordinary pattern common in this country, but the walls are thirty feet high and twenty feet thick, and the towers are fifteen or eighteen feet higher than the walls.

8. The Woosibugom Valley, which above its junction with the Kho Valley is narrow and stony, opens out considerably at Yasin; the mountains on either side lose their precipices and travelling becomes pleasant and easy as far as Hoondur, when the valley again narrows, but the road to the foot of the Durbetl Pass is easy. The villages are small, and there is an evident want of population, much land lying uncultivated. The soil is particularly rich and fertile. Yasin itself has now a very small fixed population, and the country generally shows that it has never recovered from the oppressive rule of Gohar Aman and the losses suffered in the Durga invasion of 1863.

9. In the Woosibugom and Kho Valleys, there is a number of stone circles which are said to be of great antiquity. They are about thirty feet in diameter, formed of huge boulders arranged with the flattest side outwards, placed so as to form a perfect circle about three feet high. On these are placed a number of flattish boulders of nearly equal size projecting over the edge of the circle all round. The centre is filled with small stones and rubbish. The labour of transporting and placing such huge blocks in position must have been immense. The local tradition is that the circles are the work of giants in old days. They are perhaps relics of fire-worship. The most perfect is one on the tongue of land at the junction of the two rivers.

10. On the third day I returned to Yasin, being afraid to delay my journey to Chistral as snow was falling heavily in the mountains. Pahibun Bahadur urged me to repeat my visit on my return from Chistral, which I promised to do. He also told me that he had decided on following my advice about sending a vakil to Jamnu, who should start at once, but that if nothing came of it this year in the way of placing him on a better footing as regards annual subsidy, he would not send any vakils again, and would hold no intercourse with Kashmir for the future. I asked him whom he had decided on sending, and he told me Buhur Khan, who had been sent to Jamnu before in a similar capacity, on which I suggested that he should send a vakil of higher rank. To this he made no answer.

11. In Yasin I was met by a messenger from Chistral bringing letters from Aman-ul-mulk. His letter to me was in answer to the one I addressed to him on 1st October, and was properly worded, though no answer was made to my remarks about the improper wording of his former letter. He laid much stress on the famine in Chistral and the consequent difficulty of entertaining me, and requested I would bring no meat to me at Draus, and told me to be sure to bring Pahibun with me. In his letter to Pahibun which was shown to me, he stated that he had no wish to receive me, but could not well avoid doing so in consequence of a letter from Jamnu desiring him to receive me, and that he was much afraid of the consequences, as it could not fail to make the Amir of Kabul hostile to him. He went on to complain that he did not receive from Pahibun Bahadur the support he was entitled to expect from him, and ended by saying: ‘I know what the Fanzangi is coming for; be sure and come here with him, and we will give him an answer together.’

12. Pahibun put the letter into my hands and asked my advice about his accompanying me to Chistral. I told him that I wished him to please himself in the matter, as I should be sorry to cause a misunderstanding between him and Aman-ul-mulk by giving advice on such a subject. He then talked to me about Aman-ul-mulk whom he had till then avoided mentioning to me. He said, ‘I owe him no allegiance, and he can claim no obedience of Yasin. He is my uncle and calls me his son, but I do not trust him. Mir Wali was his son-in-law and was betrayed by him. I have known him ever since I was a boy, but I do not know all his tricks, and he is so deceitful that I keep away from him as much as possible.’ He went on to give me several instances of Aman-ul-mulk’s deceitful character, and related how he had been tricked by him into joining in a raid on Kufiristan last year.

13. The next day he again spoke to me about accompanying me to Chistral. He said that on my visit to Yasin and Chistral being first metted, he (Pahibun) had strongly recommended Aman-ul-mulk not to invite me, but had declared at the same time that if I did come, nothing should induce him to join in any unfriendly act against me. His Wazirs and Akalis now advised him strongly not to go to Chistral, and he was inclined to take their advice, because, though he was solely responsible for my safety while in Yasin, he would also become jointly responsible for any want of proper treatment I might meet with in Chistral, by going there with me. Unless, therefore, I particularly desired him to accompany me, he
would rather not come. I told him I had no wish to put any constraint on him in the matter. He went on to speak of Aman-ul-mulk in a way to show that he entertained the profoundest distrust of him, but was actuated by no active hostility against him. He quoted the instances of notorious breaches of faith in his (Aman-ul-mulk's) former dealings with Khasain, and said, "He brought Mir Wali to destruction by sending him four letters in one day with contradictory orders." I asked him what part Aman-ul-mulk would take in case of a war between the British Government and the Amir. He evaded my question at first, but when I pressed him he answered, "He will neither be your friend or the Amir's enemy; he will be the friend of whichever is the strongest." He then told me that Aman-ul-mulk had despatched a force of two hundred men under his son Murid to assist the Khan of Dir in attacking Jandul.

14. Amongst the presents I had given Pahlavan Bahadoor was a gold watch and chain. It came to my knowledge that he was in money difficulties, and was trying to sell the watch for considerably less than its value. I accordingly made my Munshi purchase it, ostensibly for himself, and I also presented Pahlavan with fifty rupees at parting.

15. In spite of the long time I was in his territory both coming and returning, he steadily refused to allow me to pay for supplies, but continued to furnish my camp of over eighty persons most liberally at his own cost for the whole time I was in his country, a space of thirty days. Nor was any attempt made at any time to hurry my movements or in any way inconvenience me, but a genuine desire was evinced by all that I came in contact with to make my stay as pleasant as possible.

16. The opinion I formed of Pahlavan Bahadoor was, that though somewhat rough and rude in manner, and with a not very acute mind, he is straightforward and open in his ways and thought. He professed himself on adhering to his word and in acting without deceit and is scrupulous in his religious observances. He seems generally liked by the people about him, but is liable to sudden fits of temper, and is evidently a man of considerable energy and decision of character.

17. I left Yasin on the 22nd. Before parting Pahlavan said to me, "This is a poor country, and I have done my best to entertain you, but you will see how they will treat you in Chitrals. He then gave me a list of the chief men in Chitrals that are to be depended on, and told me that his Wazir (Rahmat), his foster-father (Noor Hayat), and the Askanal of Mastooch (Shah Sultan) would accompany me to Chitral and keep me fully informed of whatever was being said or done.

18. He also told me that he had arranged to send his cousin, Abbas Ali Khan, to Jamoom, together with Dubar Khan, and they should start immediately. I afterwards learnt that just before leaving Abbas Ali Khan got discontented and fled to Gilgit, where his brother had been living for several years past, and Mustapha Aman had to be sent instead.

19. On my first arrival in Yasin territory I was shown a letter lately received by Pahlavan from his brother Malik Aman, saying that he had settled himself in Tungeer and trusted Pahlavan would leave him in peace. I was told that Pahlavan had taken pity on him and had sent to say that he would not attack him. A few days after I left Yasin, I received a letter from Pahlavan telling me he had determined on expelling his brother from Tungeer and sending a force against him for the purpose. Last the news of it should reach Tungeer, he asked me to send no letters to Gilgit for a few days. I wrote at once to say that any movement of armed men was improper while I was in the country, and would certainly be misrepresented. The same advice was given him by others, and before my letter reached him he had received a message lending him hope that all would be right wards in Chitral he said that he had sent a message to his brother to say he might live in Tungeer as long as he behaved peacefully. Just before I returned to Gilgit a letter from Malik Aman to Pahlavan was forwarded to me, thanking him for the permission and promising not to make a disturbance.

20. I marched by the Kho Valley and reached Chashi (6,500 feet) on the fourth day. The road so far is exceedingly difficult, the valley is narrow, and sparsely populated. Beyond Chashi the road leaves the main valley, and rises suddenly among low rounded hills on to open Pamir-like ground for the next thirty-four miles, till Laspooor (9,400 feet) is reached. Two miles beyond Chashi the Pandar Lake, two-and-a-half miles long and half a mile broad, is passed at an elevation of 9,400 feet. This is said to have been formed by a landslip about seventy years ago, and is now gradually drying up again.

21. Eleven miles beyond Chashi, Ghizar, or Shwara, as it is sometimes called, is passed, whose a good road branches off into the head of the Swat Valley. At twenty-four miles from Chashi the road leaves the Ghizar Valley and ascends gradually to the Shandur plateau, which is about five miles across and perfectly level. The height of the plateau is 12,000 feet. There are two pieces of water on it, the largest of which is two-and-a-half miles long and three-quarters of a mile broad. There is no surface drainage from either piece of water, nor do they communicate with one another. Leaving the plateau the road descends rather abruptly into the narrow Laspooor Valley and becomes again more difficult as far as Mastooch. The Laspooor district, though limited, is well populated, considering its small area, and is celebrated for its fertility.

22. Mastooch (7,500 feet) is now a very small place, but is capable of supporting a considerable population, much land being uncultivated; the Yarkhoon Valley is here nearly a mile broad.

23. Looking down the valley a magnificent mountain called Tirich Mir fills the whole view. Looking up the valley from Chitral in the same way it occupies the whole landscape,
and is said to be equally conspicuous from Zelah in the Oxus Valley. It is said to be visible also from a great part of Kuhistan, where it is called Meyramoon. It is in the theme of many wonderful traditions, and, roughly speaking, cannot be less than 37,000 feet high. I have secured data for fixing its position and altitude.

24. Below Mastoosh the Yarkhoon Valley has an average breadth of from three-quarters of a mile to a mile, down to its junction with the Moolkho Valley.

25. The Parbeck plain, six miles below Mastoosh on the right bank, is divided in half by a deep chasm extending from the river to the hill-sides. This can only be crossed at one place which is commanded by a stone tower, and is regarded as one of the chief defensible positions in the valley. When Mahmood Shah tried to invade Chitral by the Baroghil Pass in 1872, an Afghan force from Dir occupied this point in support of the Chitral and Yasin forces that defended the pass itself. The fact is interesting, as it shows the readiness of the people of Dir to make common cause with Chitral against an invader. The position is not tolerable against long-range weapons.

26. Crossing the Yarkhoon and Moolkho rivers, I entered the Chitral territory at Drama on 1st November, where I was met by Aman-ul-mulk's son, Aftab-ul-mulk, a boy of about thirteen years of age. Drama (6,716 feet) is situated in the Moolkho Valley, about eleven miles above its junction with the Yarkhoon Valley. The Moolkho, Toranych, and Tirich Valleys, which constitute the most important part of Chitral Daula, are unmarked in any maps. The Toranchi Valley runs nearly parallel with the Yarkhoon Valley to its junction with the Tirich Valley, below which it is known as the Moolkho Valley. For nearly twenty miles above the junction of the Moolkho and Yarkhoon Valleys the two streams are separated by the Kargah Lusht plain, some 900 feet above the water levels, and the water-shed forms the boundary line between the Chitral and Yasin territory. The Toranchi, Tirich, and Moolkho Valleys are thickly populated, the cultivation being continuous. The villages extend high up the hill-sides supported by innumerable springs which gush out everywhere. The soil is mostly gravel and clay, the hill sides are bare and rounded, and wood is somewhat scarce. The Moolkho Valley is very open, and the high peaks on both sides are invisible, being shut out from view by low hills that intervene.

27. The summer route from the Baroghil Pass to Chitral, after crossing the Shajumallispur, lies down these valleys to the junction of the Moolkho and Yarkhoon streams below Drama, where the former stream is the most considerable of the two. I often can travel down the Yarkhoon Valley at all times, but the road requires making in one or two places to permit of horses travelling by it in summer. At other times, when the river is everywhere fordable, no difficulty is experienced.

28. Below the junction of the Moolkho and Yarkhoon streams, the valley again narrows, and travelling becomes more difficult till within four miles of Chitral. The villages are large and populous, the land rich and fertile where cultivatable, and the cultivation nearer and better than in the Gilgit Valley. The level of the streams in summer and winter varies about twenty feet.

29. Below Baroosa, a large village twenty miles from Chitral, Yasin territory on the left bank ceases.

30. Four miles above Chitral, at the junction of the Unjan valley, the main valley suddenly widens and its whole character changes. The hills, no longer rocky and bare, slope away gradually into grassy rounded tops with forest-clad sides. Looking south the valley occupies this character as far as can be seen, the peaks on both sides are hidden from sight, and travelling becomes easy and pleasant.

31. After leaving Yasin I received several letters from Aman-ul-mulk. A letter from him to Pahlivan Bahadoor was opened and shown to me by Wazir Rahmat, who travelled with me. In it Aman-ul-mulk asked for early information about me, as he did not think it probable I should come, in spite of what I had written on the subject, and in case I should come Pahlivan was to be certain and make the payment for all supplies. His not doing so was, I afterwards heard, a matter of great vexation to Aman-ul-mulk, who felt obliged to furnish supplies to my camp without payment while I was in Chitral. Instead, however, of it being done in the same liberal manner as in Yasin, everything was given grudgingly, and there was a daily wrangle about the quantity. At the same time I was not allowed to pay for anything, though I constantly offered to do so. The letter went on to say, "Why do you accuse me of deceit, when it is through me that you have become great. You are still only a child, and understand none of these things."

32. While in Yasin, I heard that Aman-ul-mulk was preparing to send one of his sons to Kabul. I accordingly sent a message by his foster-brother, who was in my camp, that he should delay doing so till my arrival. Three days before I reached Chitral I received a letter telling me that on receipt of my message he had determined not to sending his son, but another vakil; that preparations had accordingly been made, but that he had since determined to delay sending anybody till my arrival.

33. In the same letter he complained that I had brought the enmity of the Amir on him by coming without invitation, and asked me if I had come on behalf of the British Government or merely for pleasure, as in the former case he would not comply though he suffered in consequence, but that if I had come for my own pleasure it would be the cause of much trouble to him.

34. Fifty miles from Chitral I met six hundred men who had been sent by Aman-ul-mulk to help Pahlivan Bahadoor in the raid on Tungar mentioned in paragraph 19. The Yasin men with me turned back the party, and were furious at this trick of Aman-ul-mulk. No help had been solicited by Pahlivan.
35. On the 8th November I reached Chitral and was met by Aman-ul-mulk, who rode out three miles to meet me. He is said to be fifty-seven years old, but looks much older. We dismounted and sat down for a few minutes, and he presented to me three of his sons. Re-mounting, we rode to Chitral, crossing the river by a very good wooden bridge protected at each end by a stone tower, through which it is necessary to pass. On a spur overlooking the bridge are two more towers. Half a mile below the bridge in the Badakshun’s fort, Chitral comprises six large villages which extend for three miles along both sides of the river. The usual firing at a mark took place before me, and a bullock was led out to be slaughtered as in Yasin.

36. I afterwards heard that Aman-ul-mulk had been undecided as to whether he should come himself to meet me, or only dispatch his sons to do so. His deciding to do so himself was no consequence of the advice of a Kaka Khel under, by name Alian Arif Gul, who was then in Chitral. This man, a native of Pesahwar, came to me daily while I was in Chitral, and was most useful to me. He on several occasions gave me useful information, he advanced me money, and I finally entrusted him with letters to take to Pesahwar.

37. Aman-ul-mulk complained to me of a disaster he had just experienced in the expedition against Jandul. As well as I could make out, the combined Dir and Chitral forces took a fort in the Pamul Khel country, and while dispersed plundering were attacked at night by the Ormuk Khel whose neutrality had been reckoned on, and the whole force was put to flight with considerable loss. Fifty-six of the Dir men were killed and about forty of the Chitral men were killed and wounded, among the latter being Aman-ul-mulk’s son Murid. A number of the wounded were carried past me the day I reached Chitral.

38. The day after I arrived Aman-ul-mulk paid me a complimentary visit, and on the following day I had a long private interview with him. I began by telling him of my pleasure at visiting his country and the gratification that the news of his visit would give to the British Government. He replied that my coming was a new thing calculated to cause misgivings among his people, and bring upon him the hostility of the Amir. I told him that he might rely upon the British Government never permitting him to suffer on account of his hospitality to myself. I then went on to say that three or four years ago the Amir had been warned not to meddle in Chitral affairs, and that so long as his (Aman-ul-mulk’s) friendship for the British Government was evident, he may rely on protection from external enemies. To this he replied, “Now tell me about the treaty.” A little conversation showed me that he was quite aware of the existing hostilities, though it was apparently not publicly known in Chitral, and he had formed the idea that I had come to make a treaty of alliance with him. I answered that Government requires nothing of him, but that he shall remain at peace within his own borders and in no way interfere. I also reminded him that he had already a treaty with the Maharajah, which is tantamount to a treaty with the British Government. He pretended not to understand me, so I produced a copy of the treaty and read it to him. He impatiently put it on one side and said “That is nothing; now I want a treaty with the English.” He went on to say that, if the British Government will give him a proper subsidy, he will offer passage to a force from Gilgit to attack Badakshan next spring. He evidently had made up his mind that the object of my coming was to arrange this. When I told him that Government has no thoughts at present of sending a force to Badakshan, and that I had come simply to know if his friendship for Kashmir is sincere, he answered angrily—“Is that all, I thought you had come about some great thing.” Finding that he refused to speak any longer on political subjects, I told him I had brought him some presents. He asked what they were, but refused to receive them then, asking me to send them over at night, with the object no doubt that he might be able to say afterwards that I had given him nothing. Shortly after he went away, and I sent him over the presents in as public a manner as possible, taking good care that they should be seen by everybody.

39. Soon afterwards the Wazir Mozaffer Khan came over to see me, and told me that Aman-ul-mulk had taken an immense fancy to my Express rifle, and hoped I would give it to him. I answered that I could not part with it. He then asked me about the length of my stay, and I answered that I proposed to stay two days longer and then return to Gilgit. I also told him that I had not said all I wished to Aman-ul-mulk, and would therefore say it to him, which was to warn Aman-ul-mulk against sending vakis to Kabul, or making any matrimonial alliances with the Amir so long as he maintained his present hostile attitude towards the British Government; also to remind him that Aman-ul-mulk had not fulfilled his promise to the Maharajah to send Nizam-ul-mulk to Jamnun.

40. Mozaffer Khan returned after a short time and told me that Aman-ul-mulk willingly complied with both requests as regarded Kabul, and hoped that I would stay three days longer in Chitral. Aman-ul-mulk excused himself for not having sent his son to Jamnun on account of his youth. In spite of his promise he dispatched a vaki to Kabul within a few days of my departure from Chitral.

41. I had been told before reaching Chitral that, in consequence of the death of Abdulla Jan, the Amir had agreed that the daughter of Aman-ul-mulk, who had been intended for that Sirdar, should be married by one of his other sons. I afterwards learnt on good authority that the first overtakes for the marriage between Abdulla Jan and Aman-ul-mulk’s daughter had come from Aman-ul-mulk.

42. During the next few days I saw Aman-ul-mulk twice. I showed him some rifle practice at 700 yards. He had taken into his head that the powers of the Snider rifle had been much exaggerated to him, so was considerably surprised to see some excellent practice made by a copy of the Guides.
43. Having discovered that a large number of Gilgitis, men, women, and children, are detained as slaves in Chitrāl, I sent a message to Aman-ul-mulk that if he would release (and the children since born to them) who were carried away from Gilgit in former wars, there are still thirty or forty of them in Chitrāl.

44. On the 13th I went to the fort and had a very long interview, partly private and partly in presence of the Wazir and Akakuls of Chitrāl and Yasin. Aman-ul-mulk was the return, but he I try to get him to say what service he was determined to render to Government in return, but he evaded the point.

45. After much doubtful talk I asked him to state his wishes definitely, which he did. They were that a larger subsidy should be granted him, and that the Maharaja should be bound not to advance beyond the present frontier. In return he will engage to respect Panyal and Gilgit, to obey the commands of the English Government, and consider their friends as his friends, and their enemies as his enemies. That should the Amir of Kabul give Badakshan to Russia, he (Aman-ul-mulk) will engage to give passage to British troops by the Baroghil, Darkote, and Karooniar Passes to Badakshan. Further, that in case of Russia occupying Badakshan, he will agree to three or four English officers residing in Chitrāl and others in Yasin. He afterwards modified this to one officer in each place, saying that Chitrāl was a poor country, and the officers sent out ought not to be of high rank. That in the extreme case of Shere Ali giving Badakshan to Russia he would renounce friendship with him, but that meanwhile he wished to maintain his present friendly relations with Kabul, under which he sends yearly presents of slaves and hawks. Further, in case of being attacked, assistance in money and arms shall be afforded him, but that on no account should troops be sent unless he had previously asked for them.

46. Being convinced that he was not sincere in what he said, I asked that the room should be cleared. This was done, only the Wazar Muzaffur Khan remaining. I then asked him, in the case of Government desiring him to send a force into Badakshan, if he would do so. He evaded the question, and though I twice repeated it, I failed to get any answer. He repeated his former arguments, and said that the passes leading into Chitrāl from Badakshan are so difficult to be forced that he feared nothing from the Afghans. He described the passes leading from Zebak to be so easily defensible as to be almost impracticable, and repeated that the Afghans could never force an entrance into Chitrāl, so difficult is it that, through misunderstanding may arise times between them, and Rubamatoolah Khan of Dir are friends, and in the manner of a subsidy he hoped to be put on an equal footing. I tried more than once to get him to say what service he would render to Government in return, but he evaded the point.

47. He then proceeded to repeat to me the substance of the false message he had sent to me in the spring, telling me that Pathan Bakhdar had plotted to murder me in 1878, and that I should distrust him and everybody around me in Gilgit. I asked him if he would show his friendship to the British Government by releasing the detained Gilgitis, reminding him that the Maharaja had released two hundred and fifty Chitrāl and Yasin prisoners in 1883, but he refused most sternly, saying it would displease his people. I had some difficulty in bringing to an end the interview which he apparently prolonged for the sake of giving a false impression to the people outside. He finally asked me if he might write a letter to the British Government, to which I assented.

48. I arranged to leave Chitrāl on the 14th. On the evening of the 13th Pahlaw Bahadar arrived unexpectedly from Yasin. I had a description given me by one who was present of an interview that took place that night between the two, in which they more than once came to high words. Aman-ul-mulk accused Pahlaw of not supporting him, to which Pahlaw replied that Aman-ul-mulk's deceitful character made it impossible for him to do so, and reminded him that though he (Pahlaw) had first voted against my coming to Chitrāl and Yasin, he had warned Aman-ul-mulk that if I came he would make friends with me. He then went on to ridicule Aman-ul-mulk for inviting me and then not acting honestly to me, saying "When we see a clever man amongst ourselves we call him an Englishman; now you have really got an Englishman here, you are trying to deceive him." Aman-ul-mulk finally promised to treat me openly at parting, Pahlaw declaring that he would otherwise not consent to be present.

49. Early the next morning Pahlaw came to see me and said —"You may depend on whatever my uncle says to you today as being the words of both of us: it is not what I had hoped for, but I cannot help myself." In further conversation he said that Aman-ul-mulk would have nothing to do with the Kashmir Government, to which I replied that the interests of the British and Kashmir Governments are identical and cannot be separated. A number of horses and chogas and a Kaffir slave were brought as presents, and I then went to the fort to take leave of Aman-ul-mulk.

50. His manner was quite changed, and he spoke to me before his Wazir in the following terms:—"I have invited you here against the wish of my Akakuls, and you have come, whereby I have incurred much odium. I am responsible for your coming, but you must be responsible for the result. Formerly Gilgit and Panyal belonged to Chitrāl. I do not care about Gilgit because I took it from others, but Panyal is mine by right, and I still consider I have a claim to it. If, however, the British Government will make a treaty with me and I have a claim to it. If, however, the British Government will make a treaty with me and I have a claim to it.
right to Panyal, I will openly declare myself to be the dependant of the British Government, I will receive a British Resident permanently in Chitral and another in Yasin, either English or Frenchman, and I will fight in the service of the British Government against the Afghans and the Russians. Pahwlan is entirely with me in this matter, and so is my son, Nizam-ul-mulk. The men of Hunza, Darel, Nagar, and Panyal cannot do anything without me. The Kashmir Government has granted me an allowance, but such a sum is nothing to me. I can take a few Kaffir women and sell them for as much. I take as much from one kabil of merchants. If you will not do this, you will not relinquish my claim on Panyal, which is mine, and which I will fight for. I will not receive troops (chowmi) into my country, not for a fort or a town, but if my wish is granted I will abandon my claim on Panyal and be a faithful servant to the English. Now you know all. If you go away and nothing comes of this do not call me disloyal and a liar if I make friends with others. I recognise four great powers—Turkey, Russia, England, and China: next to them, but smaller, are Cabul and Persia. My son and Aksaka wish me to ally myself with the Amir because he is a Musalmain, but I know there are other things to be considered. The result now depends upon you, but I must have an answer this winter."

51. A letter addressed to the British Government which had already been written was then produced and an addition made, and Aman-ul-mulk, Pahwlan Bahadur, and Nizam-ul-mulk affixed their seals to it. The letter is appended, the part finally added being marked.

52. I thanked him for speaking out so plainly, and said that the British Government prefers an open enemy to a doubtful friend. That hitherto both good and evil report of him had reached the British Government, but that his hospitable reception of me and his kind offer to help me and his promise of any kind to him, but that I trusted to being able shortly to give him such an answer that he should not repeat my coming. I reminded him that the British Government is not in the habit of granting subsidies for the asking, but must be assured that adequate service will be given in return. I then requested his acceptance of the rifle he had expressed a wish to have, and took leave of him.

53. Pahwlan Bahadur and Nizam-ul-mulk rode out half a mile with me, and at parting the former took me on one side and said—"You may depend on his keeping to what he has just said to you; you will still have the engagement, but if you do not do anything in the matter you will have no hold on him in future. He is really earnest in what he has now said. I wish to be your friend always."

54. The estimate I formed of Aman-ul-mulk's character is that he is a very shrewd man, avaricious, unscrupulous, and deceitful to an uncommon degree. There was not a day during my stay in Chitral in which some instance of deceit on his part did not come to my knowledge. He seems utterly careless of what he says so long as it serves his purpose for the moment, and he is ready to deny his own words and ignore his own orders as it suits him. Even in small matters he prefers working by underhand means. He trusts nobody and believes nobody, not even those nearest to him, and has a great belief in his own power of playing off one person against another. He is not of a worklike disposition, and prefers working by fraud rather than by force. His natural tendency to deceit is so great that the only chance of present holding him long to any engagement is to make Pahwlan Bahadur a responsible party to it. The latter is so distrustful of his uncle and so afraid of falling into a snare set by him, that he would at once make known any tricks that are being played.

55. The Sirdar Nizam-ul-mulk is seventeen years of age, and is well spoken of. He seems to me to be a good character, being rather slow in intellect. He is much attached to Pahwlan Bahadur, which is a matter of anxiety to his father, who is in constant fear that the two will combine against him. He resides generally in the Toorikho Valley, which he holds as a jaghir. Though not the eldest son, he is constituted heir-apparent in consequence of the rank of his mother. His brother Afzal-ul-mulk only enjoys half the revenues of the Moolkho Valley, the rest going to Aman-ul-mulk.

56. Aman-ul-mulk's eldest son, Shah-ul-mulk, a young man of twenty, is a great favourite among the people. He resides at Barosh.

57. Murid, Aman-ul-mulk's son by a slave, was absent in Dir during my visit. He is spoken of as the eldest of all Aman-ul-mulk's sons, but is not popular. His jaghir is in the Injag Valley.

58. Owing to the unusually heavy snow-falls last winter most of the autumn-sown crops were destroyed. This occasioned great distress in the lower part of the Kishkar Valley and in the part immediately round Chitral absolute famine. The number of people that died was not very great, but the population was much diminished by emigration. The consumption of all the winter-corn has prevented proper sowing for next year, and it must be several years before the effect of the famine ceases to be felt. Some compensation was obtained, though late, in the rice and maize crops just gathered, which were of extraordinary abundance. The distress of the people was much aggravated by the severe earthquake of 2nd March, which levelled many villages and threw down part of Aman-ul-mulk's fort.

59. I found it impossible to make any approximate calculation of the population ruled over by Aman-ul-mulk, but should reckon it in ordinary times to be not less than 150,000 souls, without counting the tribe of Shah-Pesh Kaffirs, who are tributary. The valley below Chitral is said to be thinly populated, and the land is noted for its fertility.

60. Aman-ul-mulk in conversation mentioned that he could dispose of six thousand fighting-men, but I have reason to believe that the number available is much greater. Owing, however, to the great extent of frontier to be guarded and the want of communicativeness in th
population, he would probably not be able to bring more than seven or eight thousand together at any one place.

61. The numerous forts which form so marked a feature in the valleys to the eastward are wanting in the Kashtkar Valley. The only ones I saw were at Drama and Chitril. They are of the usual rectangular shape with disproportionately high towers.

62. The people of Chitril are a handsome race with dark grey-looking features. They are noted for their incomparable manners, but differ greatly in character from the Afghans. On one occasion a number of things were stolen from my camp, and no attempt to recover them was made by the officials until I remonstrated. The things were recovered the same day.

63. Orpiment is found in great quantities in the Tirich Valley and exported to Peshawar. Copper is found in small quantities near Chitril, and iron is found lower down the valley near Nuristan.

64. Carpets of an inferior kind are made, and Chitril daggers and sword-hilters are in much request in the neighboring valleys.

65. I found by geometrical observations that the elevation of Chitril is considerably less than what has been laid down in the survey maps, being little over 5,000 feet.

66. Twenty miles above Chitril I found a curious rock inscription in a character not known to me. It is said to be extremely ancient.

67. The question of the possibility of the Chitril Valley being used as a route by which the Punjubs can be invaded from Badakshen is necessarily an interesting one. The want of accurate maps and detailed knowledge must at present constitute a serious obstacle, but from all the information I could gather, there seems to be no difficulties so great as to render it practically impossible.

68. The two best passes across the Hindko Kooch are the Dorah and the Baroghil. Both are contracted on the south side to a narrow defile admitting of easy defence. The defile which closes the Dorah Pass also covers the Khudzina Pass, and is described as being quite impassable if properly defended. The road from the Dorah leads down the Turfan valley, which joins the main valley four miles above Chitril.

69. The defile on the south side of the Baroghil Pass is also described as being easily defended. A good account was given me by an eye-witness of Mahmoud Shab's attempt to force it in October 1872. The fighting lasted four days, and ended in the total defeat of the Afghans with the loss of five hundred men and all their guns and camp equipage, while the defenders suffered a loss of only five men.

70. It is possible that the natural advantages of the ground would be diminished by the use of long-range weapons, and there is always the chance of one of the passes being taken by surprise, as they are left unguarded in ordinary times.

71. Should an invading force gain possession of the Baroghil Pass, it would have the choice of roads by the Toorkh or Yarkhun Valleys to which I have already referred in paragraph 27. Along neither route is there apparently any strong natural position. The former, though somewhat longer, is described as being very easy, and lying through a fertile and populous district. The latter, as I have already mentioned, is at present impassable for five months in the year, except by men on foot, as the road is not good enough to admit of horses travelling by it without crossing the river in two or three places. A road could however, be made a road good enough for guns along either side of the river, as the soil is mostly gravel, clay, or friable rock which could be worked without blasting. Between the Baroghil and Chitril there are probably not more than half a dozen places where blasting would be required. South of Chitril the roads to the Punjab and Jellalabad are freely used by traders, who state that their only difficulties are caused by the numerous heavy dews exacted from them by different Chiefs.

72. The state of the passes differs considerably in different years. In ordinary years the Dorah is closed to horses by snow for about three-and-a-half months, and the Baroghil for about two-and-a-half months. Both of them are sufficiently good to allow of the passage of guns which have frequently been taken across them. Of the two the Baroghil is the best on account of the gentle incline on both sides.

73. I took some pains to ascertain the exact nature of the relations between Yasin and Chitril. No allegiance is claimed or acknowledged, and the two rulers deal with each other on an equal footing. Within the memory of people still living Chitril was temporarily subdued by a Yasin prince, but the presence of the Dogar al Gilgit and the comparatively superior wealth of Chitril has of late years given that country a preponderating influence in Yasin affairs. Pahlawan most distinctly declared that he could do as he pleased, and that Aman-ul-mulk has no authority in Yasin; Aman-ul-mulk said when I asked him, "Pahlawan is my son and can do nothing without me," but he never claimed to be able to dispose of Yasin affairs against the will of its ruler. Much rivalry exists between the followers of the two.

74. While I was in Chitril depredations of the Bashgul and Kaltai Kaffirs came to me, and gave me much interesting information about the Siah-Posh tribes, and showed me their national dances and mode of sacrifice. They asked me to visit their country, but the near approach of winter and the treacherous character of Aman-ul-mulk made me refuse. Their hospitality to strangers is proverbial, and should the alliance of Chitril be secured there will be little risk in visiting their country. They pay a yearly tribute of children of both sexes to Aman-ul-mulk. Two Kaffir slaves were offered to me by the latter while I was in Chitril.

75. The day before I left Chitril I received a verbal message through Aman-ul-mulk
from the Khan of Dir, asking me to wait at Chitral for his Wazir Malik Marchhalai, who would arrive in a few days. I found an enquiry that Malik Marchhalai would not leave Dir till it was certain that I would wait for him. This would have entailed considerable delay, and as I am unaware of the recent dealings of Government with the Khan, I wrote him a letter to say that I was unable to prolong my stay in Chitral, and requested that he would communicate anything of importance he had to say to the Commissioner of Peshawar. I sent him a pair of buckler-s with the letter. A pair of buckler-s, who has lately left Dir on account of a quarrel with Rahmatullah Khan.

78. From the way in which Aman-ul-mulk spoke of the Amir, I became convinced that some understanding exists between them, and after leaving Chitral I received information, which I have no reason to doubt, that a treaty was signed three years ago, and taken to Kabul by Nizam-ul-mulk, in which Aman-ul-mulk acknowledges allegiance to the Amir and pays a tribute in slaves, &c., one condition being that no Kabul official shall reside in Chitral. No subsidy is given by the Amir, as far as I am aware, but occasional presents are sent.

79. Aman-ul-mulk accused me more than once the reason of Sher Ali's hostility to the English, after all the benefits that had been bestowed on him. I was much struck by his speaking on several occasions of England and Kabul as equal powers, and he argued with apparent sincerity as if the power of England to protect him from the Amir was doubtful. His reason for thinking so seemed to be founded on the idea that Russia will take part of the Amir in ease of the latter quarrelling with England. He said to me more than once, "Sher Ali has become the ally of the Russians who are your enemies."

80. From the allusions made by him, he evidently looks upon it as probable that the Amir will surrender Badakhshan to Russia. His vakhil had returned from Kabul only a few days before my arrival in Chitral.

81. I spoke to Aman-ul-mulk about the Maharaja's vakil in Chitral. This present man, Shah Muhammad by name, was sent up with money last year, and, though not intended to remain, had been detained by Aman-ul-mulk. I found him in a great state of poverty, dependent on Aman-ul-mulk for everything. He told me that all the letters he writes or receives are intercepted and read, and that Aman-ul-mulk frequently speaks of dismissing him. Not without some opposition I left another man with him as an assistant, and told Aman-ul-mulk that if he was displeased with Shah Muhammad he should be recalled, but cannot be dismissed without being changed.

82. While in Chitral I had several visits from a Badakhshani, named Muhammad Latif, a respectable looking man, who asked me if Government would assist the people of Badakhshan who are ready to rise against the Afghans if they can secure assistance. I told him that I must have some information as to the feeling of the people before I can answer his question. He gave as the name of the chief Abakak in Badakhshan, and promised to bring me letters from them to Gilgit. He said that the people are anxious to declare their allegiance to the Government, that they do not aspire to independence, and prefer the English to the Russians.

83. A letter reached me secretly from Sadak Shah, brother to Shah Abdul Rahim of Zebak, to say that a Kirghiz had arrived with a letter from the Russian Governor of Khokhand claiming the obedience of the Chiefs of Badakhshan, and asked me what answer should be given. I recommended that no answer should be sent. The messenger brought news of the taking of Khisar by the Russians and the death of Jehandar Shah.

84. I also received a letter from Shah Abdul Rahim acknowledging the letter I sent to him in July.

85. In Yasin I met a near relation of the Mir of Wakhan, whom I had known in Punjab in 1874. He told me that my coming to Gilgit has excited much apprehension amongst the Afghans in Badakhshan. He said that any wishes of the British Government will be carried out in Wakhan where the Mir and people are most anxious to place themselves under British protection. I entrusted him with a letter to Ali Murdock Shah.

86. I also received a complimentary message from Yusuf Ali Shah of Shigehsan. I was told that a Russian officer had visited Shigehsan, where he stayed four days under pretence of demanding the surrender of a Kipchak Chief who had fled from Khokhand. This was, however, afterwards contradicted.

87. I had promised to pay Pahlewan a visit in Yasin on my return from Chitral but was unable to do so on account of his being detained by Aman-ul-mulk. I believe this was purposely done to prevent his meeting me again. The Yasin Wazir, who had travelled with me to Chitral, accompanied me to the Gilgit frontier.

88. I returned to Gilgit on the 2nd December and dispatched five hundred rupees to Pahlewan Babador as a present from the British Government, as some acknowledgement for the large amount of supplies he furnished to my camp for so long.

GHalt.
22nd December 1878.

JOHN BIDDULPH, Major.